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PREFACE

SC• • During tihe ,recent watr there arose on both sides of the Atlantic among research workers

"in the field of underwater explosions the feeling that some of the problems posed by the conditions
-3fudre afae a led presented themselves in the past and that various attemptunesawraehdarays had

•,':been made to solve them. Many of the records, however, had been lost or effectively hidden

be developed at co, w i,•rable cost in both time and money, encompassing both old and new
problems. A corol.. ;- of this experience has been the firm conviction that this new literature
should net suffer a similar fate. The idea of the joint publication of American and British
research in the field of underwater explosions took form in the latter part of 1946 and the idea
•as• further explored with the Bureau of Ordnance and thc Bureau of Ships, United States Navy
Dep1artment and with the British Admiralty. The Office of Naval Research, Navy Department,
in Its capacLty of disseminator of scientific information undertook to sponsor the publication
and 'has eventually seen the project through to its present form.

The Compendium has three major purposes: first, to give a greater availability to many
, • papers which otherwise would exist in -a very small number of copies, and to preserve and

revive certain rare items, the scarcity of which was due to wartime shortages rather than to
any deficiencies in the papers themselves; second, to present a re-resentative summary of
original source material and to display the scope of this mater'*l in a manner which might
make it of more universal interest to schools and colleges as a branch of applied science; and
third, to stimulate interest in this field for the general benefit of the sciences of Naval Archi-
tecture and Naval Ordnance and to provide those working in these fields with ready reference
material on many of the important problems which they must face in their work.

The scheme of the Compendium is as follows: All of the papers selected, which represent
between 10-and 20 percent of the total quantity of material known to exist, have been divided
into three volumes. The first volume is, devoted to the primary unzio-'ater shock wave, the
second to the hydrodynamical effects falling under incompressible theory including the oscil-
lations and behaviour of the gas globe formed by the explosion pr-du,'ts, and the third to the
effects of all of these phenomena on strifetures and to the measurt .eut and calculation of the
r~sulitr•g damage. Three papers have been selected with the object of summarizing the knowledge
over the field within the scope of the Compendium; these papers, which are placed in the first
volume, serve to introduce the subject both in general terms, and also with some mathematical
detail.

The allocation of the original papers to the different volumes has, in a few cases, not been
obvious and the edito.-a must assume full responsibility for any arbitrary assigunents. A far
greater responsibility of the ecitors has lain in the selection of the papers and in this, various
considerations have had a voice.

Many of the older papers have been Included for their historical interest. Some papers
have been used to provide suitable introductory or background material. Most of the other
papers have been included intact and represent the opinions of the authors at the timc of writing.

(, A few of the. papers have been reworked and consist of new material incorporated into the older
"o.iginal papers, or. consisit of a summary of several progress reports which were too repetitive
for economical-Inulusion without condensation. Papers which have been rewritten are so marked
with the new date affixed. In general, selections have been made in an effort to give the best
I eview of the entire subject in order to convey the most, and the best information within the
"space limitations imposed by the exie' of publication, and within the scope permitted by
consideritions of "securty. Both these features prevent this compilation frown being exhaustive,
and. the latter feature prevents many successful workers in this field from receiving recog-
nition here.

The editors believe that this Compendium Is a new venture in international co-operation
and hope that. this effort may prove useful in pointing the w.ay for other similar joint enterprises
which may be considered desirable.

SII jIt is our desire to acknowledge the continued Interest of Dr. A. T. Waterman, Deputy
•I Chief, Office of Naval Research, Navy Department, without whose help tbosc volumes could not
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have been produced, to thank Mr. Martin Jansson of the Technical Information Division, Office

of Naval RIewarch, ad '111s capable staff for th ... painstaking and careful wor. k in prepai.ng theI

material !or reproduction. We also acknowledge the guidance afforded by the British Undex

Panel, particularly Dr. A,. R. Bryant and Dr. E. N. Fox (a former member), the assistance of ,,

ids. T. Ayes of the De-matment of ReSarch Programnes & Planning and MIs E. Lord of the
Departmentr of Physical, Research in t'he preparation of the British contribution, and to thank
Dr. T, L. Brownyard of the Bureau of Ordnance Navy Department for his help in some of the

vcrr'eswondence and in somc -, the problems of security clearance.

G. K. Hartmann
Chief, Explosive Research Department I
U.S. Naval Ordnance Laboratory.

E. G. Hill )
Department of Physical Research
Admiralty
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REPORT ON THE THEORETICAL SHAPE OF THE PRESSURE-TINE
CURVE AND ON THE GROWTH OF THf GAS-OUB8LE

S. Butterverth

Augtust 1923

I iamb's theory of under water explosions Is shown to give a pressure-time curve in very
fair agreement witha t at obtained by exreroment, provirim that the two gl-constants h sre
appropriately chosen. An attempt is made to estimte the effect or the compresslb!ity of water
fiby aess emeng that outside a sphere of radius % o t vlms that of the origiw l charge the water he s

"Its normal oompressibullty and within this radius Is Incompressible, the Incompressible er "e

being Introduced to cover that region for which the pressures are too greet for tne u-sea• av•stlc

equations to apply.

it Is found that, for an explosion In which a given quantity of -nergy Is released, the

Initial gas pressure for this case must be of the order 360 ton3 per square Inch to account for

the experimental pressure-time curve, whereas the Incoipressible theory 4ilves only 60 tons per
square Inch for this pressure. The tneory thus Irdicates that the maximum pressure may diminish

with distance very rapidly in -the Immediate vicinity of the charge. L•a's theory is oxtended

to Include the effect of a constant external hydrostatic pressure, the result being that the

bubble tends to oscillate In size the time Of oscillation being of the order of one second ,for a
1000 lb. charge. In deep water this may result In a succession pulses which would, however,

Oiminish rapidly In amplitude.

The only theory which has so far been pualished In regaro to the shape of the pressure-time

curve due to an 1jrserwater explosion Is that due to Lamb'. Lamb assumes that the water may be
regarded as Incomapressible and that the products of d•toraition during expansion follow the law

PV
7 

* Constant whore y remains Invariable throughout the expansion. He takes the case of
espherical symr•try and works out the form of the prearure-time curve ?or the values -/ - arer
Sy ' a,/•. For the latter case his result is given In tic fo'nowing formulae. Let. t be the

initial radius of the sphere containing the products *t d0c•nation anr R the radius after time t.
* Let Po be the initial pressure In the sphere Ro. Then if p be the density of the surrounding

Incompressible fluid and = PI/R the relat.lon between Cý amd t I3

- S~0  is V* 2'~ ' Po ~+ re

Also If p Is the pressure at a time t at a point distant r froe tr, Centre of the bublej

(2)

Formulae (1) and (2) can be used to calculate the are$sure,-time curve when .' p arc known.

It s•,ould be noted that (2) will hold only so lonj as r Is greater than R so that there are no
ineg.tve values of p.

This formula may be comsrpared with experimental results If we can assign a value to P
Two (ethOds suggest thems.,lves. First if w Is the energy releasoc by the detonation of one gran.

of the ...

Phil. Kag. January, 1923.LI (I
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Of the explosive, then by thermodynamics

~P (Y P 3

whore 8 is the density of the explosive.

For T.N.T. w 3.88 x 1010 ergs per ;ram.

S~so tmet with '•' = /3

f S that wit P, = 1.55. x 10 to jyms/sq.cm. 100 tone/square inch.

I Alternatively equation (2) shs that rtaxlnv pressure Pmax at dlitance r is relatnd to P, by

poR -P mxr ()V,

so that if P__X Is determinad *xperimenta)1y we can estimate Po. How for 100 lbs. T.N.T. at

40 feet the plszo-electric method gives PltaX- 1.02 tonsisquare inch and since R. I 0,7 foot

1 P P - 58 Ions/square Inch.

It~ Taking the latter estimate the following Table is calculated from equations (1) and (2).

Theoretical course of pressure-time curve; for ioc lbs. T. M.T. at 4o fee t=_. _

/3 ~1.00 1.02 1.05 1. 1 1.2 1.3 1.4

pt P"'. 1.000 0.961 0.904 0.826 0.694 0.592 0.510

410 t (seconds) - 0 0.45 0.73 1.06 1.60 2.10 2.58

* 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9 2.0 2.5

0p/P.4• 4 O. 0.391 0.3o 6 0.309 0.277 0.250 O.16.

104 3.05 S.5 0.10 4ý1O S.26 5.55 9.42

These values are compared with those obtained by the plezo-electric method in Figure I In which A

represents the theoretical curve and 8 the exporimental curve. )
It is seen that apart from the finite time required to reach the maxinw, pressure there

Is very fair agreement between the theoretical and experimental curves.

As regards o•t•" weights of Chareu, formula (2) (with A - 1) shows that the maximum pressure

at a given distanct 'Yarius as the lInear dimension ~o, that Is as the cube root of the weights.

This is In agreement with the experimental results• at any rate so. tong as the weight exceeds 100 lbs.
• •7;•/I ~The law of distance .for ntaxlmur pressure Should tUporetically by P 1f= lawa~t T I• s
•.• • found to nold exparrlment~ally throughout the range f~r which the phezo-electric records have beon :

obta-edout ttsrvataiswithMiliar rus er ages at small distaces show at tendency for ~a;;,to be greater than this law wouldl give.nr~

If r Is so larja• that the second term In (2) may be neglected, the theoretical shape of

the curve is the asame M all distances. if we include tho second term there ts a scmewhat more
Vrpid fall of pressure near to the CiKrge. The uxpurimental evidence from the piezo-vlectric

gauIjos is not sufficiently precisý( to test the constarncy of shape.)

in.

So ....
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In spite of the agre"nint between the incompreasiblui theory and observation as Illoistrated

I . 21In Figure I it Is leportant to attempt to find the effect of the finite compressibility Of tiP
I) estar before wt! ;an conclude that It ;s safe to extrapolate by the Inverse distanco law to obtain

the pressures In the Immedilate nelghbourhecod of the charge. Lamb has stated that a complete
solution Including compr.ssloility appears hopeless. Igo know, however, that If we choose a distance
sufficiently largV the ordinary laws for propagation of sou-.d will hold and that the comprz-sloillity
of' water diminishes for very high pressures. The following procedure should therefoire give us

rwu'ýn-r-th. truth- thd" IT c..eplat6 iciera ity it . ae t'..;~o ga
suruddb an incompressible envelope so large that outside It the ordinary laws for the
props.st ion of sound may be takien to. hold and let us attempt to fIne the form of the pressure wave
thrown off fromi this system. it a is the radilus of the boundary between the- Incompressilbe arid
-compressible region. then at a point r > a the velocity potential Is given by

I ~ the equation of pressure Is

+ I' P 1 2 a g5 I"r (6)

d F1 r -r (7)
11 In these equations c Is tha velocity of sound In water and p the normal density.

Within the region r '4 a since lIncompressibility. Is assumed

q5 X (t)/r * t t/a (

1 ~p 2  
--. X (t) tr -p ik (t)/a(4

2 -X (t)/r 2  
(7a)IThe function 0 Is possible since there Is no restriction to a pressure variation independent

o f r. #must be zero In the outer region as p and u vanioh at Infinity.

Since p and u are continuous at r -a.

P XI +* = 1, V'' ale. 4' X
o r F - FX VFale(

By (4,) and (8) since u2 Is negl 19 lle when r > a thie pressure at away be written

p q,1&~J2  
(9)

hso that the function gives the forms of the pressure-tinte curve In the ouear medium.

To determine these functions we must form the energy equation from the aes. j"Ve~ ol
expanslon of the gas bubble. Lot the bubble have Initial radius 4and radius R at time tso
that tsy (7a)a

J. Io fomh eneg quation the work Gone by the bubble In expending from R to R must
be Dutdto the energy stored in the Mewmta between Randl a together with the energy that ltao

Q$AW rmthe srae. n-energy escaping from A0
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it4 7Fa2  J u (p t pu 2) at

0

+~2 x( t~* dt

S(x
2  i X dt)(i

The energy stores between R and i is kinetic and is eqO to

SP : d r2u2r - ?•X2 "2dr Z Y11Ci1

Tho work done by the Otubble

00 f 0 1 } ( 13)

the law of expansion oinj PO + constant.

Equating f.3) to (11) and (12)

2 P ]3n X

This equation together with

.obtaine from (8)

give three first order equations to doterfaine X, :b, R. When is known the required pressure

if we choose aS our Limsts of length and time, for lernJth the Initial radlus Rn o the
bubble and for time the ti;ne rt,-i;red ti, traverse z R° with the velocity of sound, equations (14,

R S~X 8 0

in W-hich A A P 0 /P C
2  

tha

so that .,

UA



8j X -XtI 2  3t/
In this form It we know X, q/i, R at a given instant ,we can calculate 8X.8P, R and

'iyt~arefora determine X'A 4j. R at a future instant. in part icular when t z 0. X* 0, R - I
.;o that we can stop out from the Initial conditions and calc~ilate the curve of b.It nay be
remarked that If we put a equal to ;infinity In (114), then (114) and f45) say be used to develop
the Incompressible theory. The results obtainod In this way agree .ith those of Lamb.

I Using the abuve hiethod the results of Table 11 have been obtained.

I IThe values of A~n chosen in the three cases tabulated are such that the tntwl enorgy content
of the gas bubble Is the same In all cases, so that the numbors Illustrate the effect wreliy uwf

the alteration of the mode of delivery of a given tetal energy.

They correspond respect Ively to-Ii P =72, 216, 360 tons/square Inch

with V 4/5, 2, 8/3 (see Footnote).

Thu incomnprossible rejion in all cases Is taken to be Included Within a sphere of radius

3.7 A-. The pressure-tine curves are plotted In Figure 2 and It is Irneedistely seen that the
effect Vf endowing the external region with the ordinary compressibility of water has been to
alter very profoundly tne shape of the pressure-time curve.

I The curve A for y- 44/3 was that which on thle Incompressible theory was found to fit the
facts moat closeely. On this assumption It now -

ITABLE 41 ...

Footnote: Tmie large values of yIndicated are not physicallyI~ (impossiole as at very high pressures, It Is probable that we are
working on a very steep portion of the adiabatic curve for the
gas so that the value of ly In the assumred law Pv7/ - constant is
not the ratio of the SPeCjfký heats of the gas but a Value Which
fits the slope of t.", jelevant portion of the adiabatic curve.

IA



alue a f a R. a 3 ,,7

0.00 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1

0,02 0.05 0.05 1.00 0.16 0.16 1.00 0,26 0.26 1.00

0.014 0.10 0,10 1o00 0.31 0b3l 1400 0.52 0.52 1.00 J

o0.6 0.16 0.!5 t 0 0P.46 0.46 1.01 0.78 0.77 1.01

0.08 0.21 0.20 1,01 0.62 0.61 ý,02 1.03 1.01 1.03

0.10 0.26 0.25 1. ON 0.76 0.74. i%03 1.26 1,22 1.05

0.15 0.38 0.37 1.02 1.11 1.07 1%077 1i77 1 .70 4,i1

0.20 0.51 0.47 1.04. 1.*43 1.35 1.12 2.17 2.05 1018

0.25 0.63 0.59 1.06 1.70 1U59 4v17 2.47 2.29 1.26

0.30 o.74 0.69 1.09 1.93 t.78 1.23 2,70 -29,46 1.33

0.35 o.86 0.78 1.12 213 1i.93 1.30 2.,88 2.58 1.l1

0.40 0.96 0.87 1,.16 2.30 2.05 1.36 3.00 2.66 1.4+8

0.45 1.06 0.95 1.19 2.45 2.14. 1.42 3.15 2.70 1C55

0.50 1.16 1.02 .234 2.58 2,21 1.48 13 25 2.73 1.62

0.55 1.25 1.08 1.27 2.69 2.26 1.54. 3.33 2.74 1.69

0.60 1.33 1.13 i.3I 2.77 2.30 1.60 3.40 2.73 1.75

0.65 1.41 1.18 1.35 2.88 2.32 1.65 3,45 2.71 1.80

0.70 1.48 1.23 1.38 2.96 2.33 1.70 3*50 2.69 1.86

I 0.75 1.55 1.26 1.42 3.03 2.33 1.75 351# 2.65 1.91

0.80 1.62 1.30 1.46 3.09 2.32 1.80 3.57 2.60 1.96

0.85 1.68 1.32 1.50 3A14 2.31 1.85 3.59 2,55 2.00

0.90 i.74 1.34+ 1.54 3.18 2.29 1.90 3.60 2.49 2.05

0.95 1.80 1.37 1.57 3.22 2.26 1.94. 3.61 2.43 209

1.00 1.85 1.38 1.61 3.25 2.23 1.98 3.61 2.37 2.1A3

1.1 '.9. 1.40 1.68 3.30 2.16 2.07 3.60 2.23 2ý2i

1.2 2.03 1 .+1 !1?75 3.33 2.07 2.4 3.%58 2.09 2.29

1.3 210 1.40 1.82 3 .-34 1.97 2,22 3,54 1.94 2.36

1.4 2016 1.39 1.88 3,33 1.86 2.28 3.50 1,79 2.42

1%5 2.21 i.}7 1.94. 3.31 1.74 2.35 3.-5 1 .6j. 2.48

Table ooznitinted

.• . •. .. . ., . . .-. .. . : .... • . ... ., ' - :; ,• -" .w < ,
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1.6 2.26 1.34 2.00 3.28 1.62 2.41 3.39 1 .50 2.54

1.7 2.29 1-30 2.06 3.2)+ 1b50 2.47 3.33 1.-6 2.59
1.8 2.32 1.26 2.11 3.20 1,38 2.52 3.27 1.23 2.6Q

P 1.9 2.34 1.21 2.16 3.16 1.27 2.57 3.21 1.10 2.68

2.0 2.36 1.16 2.21 3.12 1.16 2.62 3.16 0.99 2.73

2.2 2.39 iO6 2.31 3.03 0.94 2.71 3.06 0.78 2.82

2.41 2.40o 0.96 2.40 2.95 0.76 2.79 2.95 0.60 2.89

2.6 2.4.0 0.86 2.48 2.89 0.62 2.87 ..2.89 0.4.7 2.96

2.8X 2.40 0.77 2.56 2.84 0.50 2.91 2.85 0.37 3.03

3.0 2.40 0.69 2.64. 2.81 0.42 3.01 2.83 0.31 3.09

3.2 2.40 0.60 2.70 2.83 0.27 3.15

3A.4 2.40 0.54 2.77 2.84 0.25 3.21

3.6 2.40 0,48 2.83 2.85 0.23 3.26

gives a pressure less than half the observed pressure and its rate of rise and fall are much slower
than Is actuatly the Case. Of the three It Is that curvc corrtsponding to P, 1 360 tons per square
Inch which fits the observations most closely.

In view of the enormous change that the partial introduction of compiossibility has Drought

about it is seen that we cannot rely upon the incompressible theory either to estimate the

properties of the gas or to extrapolate the experimental result: to &-juce the preartirSS near the
charge. The Indications are that the Initial gas pressure may be much larder than 60 tons per
square Inch. the value of -Y being rorrespoeilngly increased so as to satisfy total energy
considerations. if we measure tha areas of the pressure-timea curves of Figure 2 for the first

10-3 second we obtain the following results;-

Po * 72, 2;6, 3so ton'/square incrh

Pdt =0.720, 0.938, 0.s58

While the plezo-electr!c curve jives for the same interval 0.932 lb.-second-units.

When phenomena Involving Integral pressure are being studied the effect of the rate ofSenergy dolivury will not be so marked as In the case of those which depene on maximum Pressure.
The present investigation shows, however, that measurements of the pressure-wve ought to be
made as near the charge as possible before we can estimate camage at small dista,.ce.a

Returninj now to the case of lncompressibility It must be noted that the rate of growth
of the jas bubble given by equation (i) will only hold if the pressure at Infinity Is zero.
AcCording to the fonaula the size of tne bubble continues to Increase indefinitely.

If we postulate a finite pressure at Infinity a modification occurs which limits the
maximum size of the bubble and suggests certain interesting phenonena. Let the pressure at
infinity be Q. Then the work done by the bubble during expansion from Ro to R has to supply
an amount of work equal to 77 Q a 0 3) in addition to imparti ng kinetic energy to the fluld.

Hence ....

S.... =I



tence by (12), (13). (16), we have when 3n I anJ a, a)

P.. R 3 R

PuttlIng R R

-52 {1 3 /ý
[a Ro L • 6 3 Po

The bubble ccases to grow when

or since Q is sma•1 compared with P0. / Is large and approulmntely equal to (3 Pi'()'.t

Thus if Q, 2 atmospheres (which will be the case for an explosion at a depth of about
30 feet) and Po0  9000 atmospheres, ) = 2.4. Thus if the Incompressiblu theory hold riagIdly

the bubole woulo oscillate perpstually oetWeun the radii R and 24 5o" In the uctual case energy
will be dissipated portly as a prussure wavu and partly In the form of heat, Out the tendency to
oscillate should not be entirely absent. The varied form of the surface effects as the bubble
breaxs the surface •ay bo accounted for by the variation in size and internal pressuru. The
spout-like form of the surface uphvoaval which occasionally is observed i3 what we should expect
frorm a hlgh--prissurn, small-volume hubble. Te• occasional spout like fo•m of the surface
uphvmJvi i: refrrad to by Hilliar, and hL quotCs a cea•f of two Shots of 40 lbs. W0/60 amatol
at a depth of 18 feet in which the upheaval reached a h(e-Iht of nearly 200 feet while in similar
shots the upheaval only reached a height of 80 feet. The comparative rareness of Its
occolrrence is in accord with time consideroat icns ,hirn we no proceed to investigation.

By equation (20)

2P 0 /L20/ d __, 0"Re" P ] k - )'{-.8 *B~3 i)/,o3}

whereto Is written for 3 P /Q since is large.0i 0 •ge

The t'rm Involvinj . will only be of importance when ; Is large and thenr 2 , /3 , I .

Hence

t 2F p (/ 3d8(i

"The Integrano In (21) Is Infinite when,= 1, 60 and imeainary when,>/3) ,.

if we write for the Integral I1 + I + I, where -

~~ f/3 ~ ~ = 2 + o~3)13Wi

223

then ..... )
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then i1 is real and finite throuohout the range of Intugration and may therefore oe evaluated
(by any approximate euthod. Now for the case 13o 'a 24 the expression in {} in equation (24) 13

nearly constant. In fact it never differS by more than 3% frou - 1.72 x 10o- throughout its
while range. Hence to this a.ccuracy we my write 1I - - 0.57 x 10-' (:' - 1) when A. = 24.
Calculatin9 Its .2, i from these formula•e and using In (21), we find that the time required
for the bubble to reach Its maxlmum radius Is given Di t 2i70 qi ". In the case of

L00 lb. charge of T.9.T. with P = 9000 atmosphsres Ro - 0.7 ?oo. t O= 0.. second, so that
If the incompresslble theory hold rigidly the bubble would to its original state 14 one
second and a series of expl. 'ns at Intervels of one second would be heard. An a nmtter of
fact two reports Ire oft3n imai . a.t observers generally attribute the second report to the
breaking of the surface b, Ohe bubble. In Figure 3, curve A give,% the charge of radius of
bubble with time according to equation (i) and curve 8 shows the modified course as calculated

froms the above Jata. Curveý 8 Is one half of a periodic curve and Shows that during the greater
proportion of Its existence the bubble Is of large volume and low pressure thus accounting for
the scarcity of spout-like upheavals mrentioned in the last section.

I

I.

I,
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UNDERWATER EXPLOSIONS.
TIME INTERVAL BETWEEN SUCCESSIVE EXPLOSIONS

H. F. Wiiiia

February 1941

It has frequently been observed that an underweater explosion Is followed after a short tine
by a second explosion. The time interval may be of the order of a few seconds for large depth
charges, whereas for slmel detonators it is about 20 milliseconds, it is the purpose of this note
to submit an explanation of this phenomenon, to calculate the rmgnItudes of the effects to be
expected, and to compare these with -vailable experimental data.

Description of main experimen tal resul ts.
Little Information appears to be available concerning large explosions, but a fair amount of

work has been done in connection witn smell detonators. In these experiments, detonators have been
fired at some distance from a 2k" flat-response quartz receiver, and the resultinj voltagesampl Ified

and spread out on a C.R.C.

Figure I shows a typical C.R.O. photOJraph. Figure 2 shows the same thing usinj greeter
amplification. Both photographs show evidence of a number of explosions which becone progressively
weaker. The time Interval between them is not constant but diminishes slowly with each explosion.

The first explosion differs from the rest in that it shows an Instantaneous rise In pressure up to
Its peak value. In all subsequent explosions the pressure Increase Is more gradual and for the
later explosions the pulses nave a nea.-ly symmetrical appearance. Between ea•h •air of pulses
there Is evidence of a small rarefact ion which Extends over the major part of the Interval. This
is particularly noticeable In the case of the later explosions shown in Figure 2.

Asumpti Its ade in calcuLations.

In the following calcalations a natural explanation of all these characteristics results
fron a Consideration of what happens to the gaseous products of an explosion as they expand outwards

fr. the Instant of the explosion. The following assumptions are rmdeS-

(i) that the explosion takes pl-ce in an Infinitely short time. Actually, for the type of
detonator studied, the time interval Is of the order of 2 microseconds. sobsequent
consideration shows that there Is lIttle change in the size of the bubble In this tirm
Interval, so that little error is Involved in tremting the explosion as instantaneous.

(III that the gaseous products do not dissolve in the water to any appreciable extent. during

the short period concerned.

(111) that the gaseous products at all times assume the form of a spherical bubble, and behave
as a permnnent gas.

(iv) tnat, to a first approximation, the water crn be treated as an Incompressible fluid,
The extent to which thlt is justified Is later cons!dered In the light of the results
obtained. The assuption Implies that there is no loss of enerjy by acoustic ragiation.

(v) that there Is no dissipation of energy by thermal conduction across the face of the bubble.L, | S eggsed.expLeanation of Phe•n uo non.

with these assumptions it Is nmo possible to see in a general mey what happens after the
explosion. At the. instant of explosion a certain amount Of gas is instanitaneCously generated atN Jo n , o.ooo 00,.

higert. a

. tI",, ,
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high pressure ann temperature. This intudiately oeelns to force outwras the water in contact

with it. a ration which is communicateo to a lesaer vxtent to all parts of the surrounding fluid,

TIN potjentlal ener.*y initialiy possessed by the gAs bubble by virtue of Its pressure is thus

yraduully cormunicoate to th, water In the form of kinetic energy. By reason of the inertln of

the water, ihis motion overshoots the point at which the pressure In the bubble is equal to the

external pressure of the liqulC The bubble thereafter bscom•s raretles, and its radial motion
Is aloyleC up and brought to rest. The external pressure new compresses the rarefled bubble,

Again the nquilibriuis configuration is overshot, and since by hypothesis there has been no loss
of energy to the system by radiation or dissipation, it follows that the bubble cowes to rest at
the same pressure and volume as at the vmoaent of tu eplcclon. The physical apu.ctR of the

explosion are therefore reproduced, and theoretically this process joies on repeatedly, with

un•hlmirished amplitude. In practice, of course, energy Is lost by acoustic radiation and by
dissipation, and this causes a proeTessive diminution of the amplitudes of the successive pulsesa

The fact that the C.R.O. records show a series of compressional pulses with only sr&ll

rarefactions is reaelly explained. The peak pressure of the bubble is of the order of 4u00
etmosphores. The maxiimum degree of rarufact ion of the bubble -tat can occur Is equal to the

external pressure of the sea (say I atmosphere). Thus although compresslois alternate with

rarefactions the mignitelde of the letter are small in comparlson witn the formor.

The fact that the C.RO. traces show tne successive compressions as isolated peaks,

separated by long i4jlons where the amplItude appears to be zero, results from the hl;h degree of

asymmetry of the vibratlonal propert les of a bubble when the pressure varlations are excessively
high. in such casos the viorations no longer show the slnutoldal character of a bubble vib'atiaj

with small amplitude. inenedlately after the explosion the high pressure causes a very rapid

expansion of the bubble. This, In conjunction with the smallness of the bubble, results in a
rapid drop in pressure which soon becomes isa'aasurably small in comparison with the peak value.
The bubble, however, maves relatively slowly when its size is greater, so that the eajor part of

Tne time Interval between two successive compressions is tiken up by the bubble in moving at
pressures which-sre inslgnificant compared with the peak value.

Nathematical dR~k~ý

The foregoing description of the expanding bubble Is now formulated mathematically.

The gaseous products of the explosion form a bubble of radius r0 end pressure po' the

radius and pressure at any subsequent time t Ueing r(t) and p(t), or simply r, p. The exterral
pressure of the sea isP. It is required in the first instance to determine the variation of p
and r with t. This Is rost easily obtained by writing down the enerijy equation for the system,

which Is got as f~ll'ms:-

Potential Energy.

This is simply the work done by the bubble when it expands frot radius r to infinity.

3 I.e. (r) = (p -P) 4s7 r2 (1)

"Kinetic En__.ru. )
This is the energy associated with the water by "eason of Its radial motion. By the

conditions of continuity of the medium and spherical syieaetry, the radial velocity at a point
distant y from the cntre of the bubble is r2 dr

The total K.E. of the meola Is therofore

p (4 17 y2d) r2 r 27 2K f .• p in dy). ( •~] - 2irpri (2)

The

))

Ii
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The total enorgy of the syste•; is thurcfor t

.27pr + 2v + K- Zw r r2 (p -P"l) 4' r2 Jr A (a constant).

r

The value of A is determined from the fact that at the CoTfnncement of the motion when r r0o
Q so SOthat

A j (p -IP) 47 rz dr

Sro

and using this value. the 9nerjy equation becomes

r3 i' • [ P ! ) r'z dr 1

This enut Ion cin 0e Integra.ted when the n..iture of the dependence of p on r Is known.

It Is assumed that .9n aalabatic law Is obeyed: this of course is implied by our previous

assumption that no heat Is conducted *1cross thu surfacoe of tne Dubble.

The 4djjbatl, .w, pu' u onst., :ilye

pr
3

V = PO(

usin this relatlon, equation (3) becomes

¢ 2 2 (rr -OP] r• _ r
ro

This integrates directly and jives

-uV in conjuncti)n -it x -

at / p • = - x • •

;',,i. '1Thisequation glves the relationship between r and t and specities the redlal nmot ionI Of the bubble

susqetto the excplosion. The pressure Inside the bubble at any instant Is furo~shed by

IIn order to simp!iI•y further calculatlons, a defilnite value Is now given toy•. For the
i tYPe of detonators studied xerrn•iy value 75 1"' Is quoted by' the ieliers", The value

! 'y~4I l~ s particularly convenient mathenatlcally, enid Is near enough to I-I, and has thorutore

Thi resul cakn. nw erte

Io I x

I 7=
j1 -- - 'I -

I.' • 4
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Equation (6) now becomes

r/r

t -ro fý X, with a. P/3 P 0  (7)

2We j 1  /(shix'-a -iod

The evaluation of this Integral is not possible by ordinary methedi. tven gcaphical asthods

run into dilfficulties on acco•nt of the singularitles of the Integrand. However, a sufficiently

accurate method is avallatbe on account of the smallness of CL. For the small etorators, L has a

value of about 10-4, and over the early part of the region of integrat!on it therefore plays little

part. Tht value of the lntejrand, In fb:t, Ofrs f
fhrh bn lwas pos the But

x - 5. The same therefore applies to the Integral, the intejrand being always positive. out

when x varies from x = I to x - 5 the Internal pressure of the bubble drops from Its Initial value

p o to - This vwrlation in pressure is probably larger than one is likely to be Interested
F 625

in, the pressures at subsequent points being of little sljnificanco. Hence for practical Purposes

the pressure variations In the early stages correspond to

*- rr/r x2 Ix 
"t - ro 2

= 112 4 2 ; - 3/2 11-12 (8)

or. expressing this in terms of the internal pressure p,

p 3
1/4 5/2(9

Time int•riial.s betwein Pul_•se.

Equation (9) cannot be used to Oetermilne the time interval T between successive pulses.

To determine this it. is necessary to revert to the general formula (7) an* to carry out the

integration over a complete cycle. in this formula the denominator of the intagrano

S( a) x-ax5
-

becomes zero for two positive values of x. One of those values Is x - 1, The other is a large

number, which Is denoted by X1 . The physical significance of these zeros is that they correspond

to the tujai points of L0e vibrations of the bubble. When x = 1 tee bubble is in its hijhest

state of compression ano when x = xt It is in its highest state of rarefaction. Furthernore,

the notion during conpression cerresponds completely with the rnation during expansion, except for

sign. Hence, if the inteiril -f eq,,tion 7) Is evaluated betw-en the 'imltm i Y I and Y = xa

the result will be t = T/2. Hence

T = r . . . (
2

0)"Po fix +' ( a) x - ax"

where x1 Is the larger positive root of

(. + a) x - a x - s 0.

The approximate evaluation of (10) is ayaln possible by reason of the smallness of a.
Details of t0is evaluation are Jven In Appendix 2. The result Is

T = r 5/6 i)
a pu 3

-
wnere ......

•'.3 -4
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SI : sirr 2-'odO * 1.11.

substitutini fora this beJ--oei

T , p' ro0 P, (12)

1jIt may be shown that the error involvye in the derivation of this relation Is of the
order l , i.e. about 1/20 for the uantot i% stucied.

Equation (12) was iurivd an thn awhluption that 4 / = 3. The corresponainj formula when

"Y has any valve Iray be shown to be

T 1/2 -1/ 1/2 P' • p-.V6 (1 a)

Equation (12a) can be expressed in alternative ad r,.ire convenient formS as follows.

The equation of state for the gas in the bubble gives

m R 00 Po Vo

= 77• ro• Po (13)

wher'g m = qurntity of gas in jm. molecules

R! - univers al1 gas constant - B.,- 107 ergs.

S90 - initial gas temperature u.,, . zc'ute svwale

By virtue of (13) the term r0  c' n be el; ilnatel from (12a) with the result

T 32 1/6

T cbn alterr.tively bh e.p'ese ' : of t. :hIal potential energy of thu bubble
w For W. is tno work done by the but.slv in ýYre.r-nj aoe' is

0 0 5o~ f pv pvov ~v yI' I
-3( r ((0P)

"Eliminating ru p.'/ between (L4) and (12a) •,

• •2 )1/ 6 P/ 1 -

:1 .I (•')2* pJ.!2 wnl/ 3 p- 4 6  
(12,)1

V Ir
Trom equation (12c) the following cvncolesiojes are Orawn.

(1) T is prop~rtional to w, . Since, "or a jiven deignator, tie successive pulses in

practice become weaker, so tthat the potential ener.y Wo at the Stages of maximum compressiLL,

becomas less and less, It follows that T should decrease slowly with eic.i 3uccjssive pulse.SThis agrees with the facts described earl ier.

(2) In the case of the initial pý,Ise W0 may tlo ! ;nlifl-j with tile total en'rý,y of the Lxplosion.
rTiterval between the first and Sacorl •,hs Ii therofore proportiuhjl to the Cube

,it nf the heat value of the Chi,•j, irroecctivo o1l the naturp J tUis ch.irae.

_ _ _"._ _ _ _ .
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33 T varas inversely with the b/6 powar of the total external proasuro. Shorter time

ýntervals are therefore to be ;xpected if a charj3 is fired at any appreclabla depth In

*1 thL sea.

Pressure variations outside the bubble.

Equation (9) show: the nnressire hsold: thz. bubble veries with tio, This variation

Is not readily measured. Whht Is frequeritl) measured is the form of the pressure pulse at a

e1_ant point outside the bubble. The fori of this pulse Is not the Same as that of the Internal

pr'.sur'?, end the nature of the di6ffrenc In now considered,

At any instant, t, the expandini bubbla functions as a source whose strength S is equal to
SthA rate at whi-h matr Is buing forced outw-'rds, i.6:.

S d r•) (14)

The velocity potential, x, at a Point distant a from the bubole is, by the usual formula,

4 71a 4 7Ta at4  a3 Itis

No retarded potential is here involved as the melium is assumed Incompressible, end the velocity
of sound Is therefore infinite. The pressure at the point a is, therefore, by the usual
hydrodynamic formula

' t 2P

where v is the radial velocity at a

~d2 r ) r2rlr

.The second term on the right hand side varies inversely with ag, and therefore rapidly becomes
negliIuloe in comparison with the first terni which vuries inversely with a. EquatIon (17) therefore
simplifies in practice to

Ot T

This eiuation, tojether wit'. the solution for r furnished oy equation (0), specifk-S the values of
/ for -ny time t. This, ho,.cver, Is not convenient solution, and a more usefu$ result can t

"obtalned In the following way:-

Equation (t01) can be written

r2r + 2 r 2  
-af (g)

Differentiation of the oncaiy equation (3) jives
(ap

2 p p

""'action of (2v) from (19) gives

Substituting in (?I) the value, for I jiven by (5), and takinj Y, "13 qIvas

+ + a(2

But

F. o

ji

S!'I
S'i
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But
P O from (4)

S-9x

nor from (5)

Insertinj these values in (22)

= 0  ar1)

In the early staje of the motion. which is now considered, the terms rL arnO CL X can be ne~jlortea In
comparison with unity, and then

This Is a more useful formula than (is).

The pe;ak value Ii of the external pressure corresponds to r = r and Is

n11 " p0  (.f) (25)

Equation (24) can now DOe written as

Sn = I~o(26)

So that, using equation (a)

02/2/

t - r /o t 2 " ± - /

p0 3
S 1/2 ~ 512 }(

which shows howel varies with t in the e~rly stajes.

The maximum amplitude of the rarefaction at a distant point Is deducible from the more
accurate equation (23). From formula (1o) it Ippe.Irs that the maximum expansion of the bubble
corresponds to x - xv, where xI is the la"jer positive root of

and is approximately x1  a7U3when (z Is very small. The correspondinj value of 1 is liven by" • " r:mr • ]eqiu tlon (23) as

..his variation b.ng superposed upon the existin3 pressure P. Substituting In the above r x
this v- ri o b,. xI. ro

!'r a71/J ~P. o2/3
mitt a

a 2/3 (froms 25).

Tha a,•eci•u,- ampltud, of the rarefaction Is therefore a fraction 3a2/ of the initial positive( pressure pulse.

Compsrison

LL
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Comiariso: with gexPeriment.

Experiments eade with small I jra. detonators have enabled 00h foregoing theoretical results

to he tested in various ways.

(a) S_ ofulse.

L •Detailed calculations of the •ra of the external pressure pulses nave been made, and on

the baSis of the results the appuarance of the first two pulses hns upen Sketched in Figure 3. In
these calculations, equation (27) was used in order to obtain the form of the pulses down to a

pressure amplituoe of r 0io/,0. a separ-te estimation of the maximum rarefaction being made.

I I Figure I sheo a typical C.R.O. record of a detonator explosion. The receiver employed was

a snell 2J' quartz hydrophone calculateiS to have a principal resonance at about 400 kels. and aimed
to have a flat response at lowar frequenciles. Tho receiver was used In conjunction with an
amplifier having a high Input Impedance (10 - 20 nymgohais) and wide band frequency responseS(10 c/s to 100 Kc/s). The deflections on the C.R.O. records are proportional to the voltage
variations across the receiver and therefore, for a perfect receiver, proportional to the pressure

variations 11 In the water.

5 In a general way the appearance of the C.R.O. trnce a•rees with that calculited, as rejards
"the sharpness and Isolated cnaracter of the pulses. There Is one difference, holever; on the
C.R.O. record the ini ti1l pressure rise is followec after a very short time by a snall sharp neglative

pulse. This effect is aore apparent In Figure 2 where more amp1 ificatIon has been used. isere It
appears that the ne•ative peak Is only associated with ti. first few explosicns; It Is absent from

later expiosions where the pressure variations appear to accord more nearly with theory. This
effect may be nue to the failure of the receiveL to respond relly to the very high frequencies
which would be associated with the Initial explosions.

(b) Amplitude of initisl pressure pulse.

Equation (25) enables the peak pressure amplitude no at any external point to be calcilated..
In Appendix I the .ollowing data are derived for toe detonators

po . 370Q atm. ro - 0.62 c,';s.

Substituting those In equation (25), absolute values are jot for the pressure amplitudes; It Is
calculdted, for example, that the pressure at a nistance of 10 feet rises to 7.5 atmospheres.

IExperimentally. a value of about ý atmospheres is obtained at the same range. Accurate agreement Is
here not to be expecteo, for the calculated value Is very materially dependent upon P0 and rt, reliable

values for which are not available.

(c) The time intorval T between the first and second ggj.ui,

Equation-(2zb) has been used in order to ,et a theoretical value for T. Taking, for example,

the case when a detonator Is fired at a depth of 15 feet below the surface of the sea. the total

pressureP at this depth Is found to be .
.P - 1.4,5 atm. - 1.45 106 dlynes/ cm2

In aud~ition, the mnakers spucify for thicir aztonators

FJ e0  30000 C -32730 K.

m. = 0.0136 correspondiag to 30C cos. of gas (Appendix I).

Usi3 also the known values

R 8.3 10 7 ergs/gm. mol-cule.

I = 1.12.f

forwuia .,-'" I J'P!



form•urla (120) now jives

T M16 milliseconds

t' The corresponding value obtaineJ by airect mtleJrement is

T i milliseconds

By the same method tnu interval T can be calculated for the case of a iepth charge. For

this purpoSe dquation (12c) I•n• -,r convenient- Consider for examplz the case of a 300 lb. charge

of T.N.T. The heat value of T.H.T. Is given as 1040 calories/gm., from which the totatl en.rjy W.

of the entire cnarge Is found to oe 5.9 1Oý5 er•js. At a depth of (Say) 30 feet P 1 1.9 atm. ,

1.,9 136 dynesicm 
2
. Equ;•tion (12c) then lives

1T .2 swconie.

I An experimental value

T - 0.6 seconds

I has been quoted for a 300 lb. mine explooinj at a depth of 30 feet.

W(d Variation of.T with pressur.

As already pointed out, the dependqnce of T upon P ixprssseo by equation (12b) implies that

T should vary witn the depth at which a charge Is fired. Values of T for the detonators have been

worked out for various depths up to 300 feet just as in the example worked out abovu for 15 feet.

The rnsultinj valuis aOeino the continuous curve Grawn in Figure 5. To test these values, direct

measurements of T were carried out at sea down to a depth of 245 fcot, These experimental values

% t:!,ýý 1 --n! -,... t c.rc,., in Flaurp 5. Thesa values lie close to the

theoretical curve, showing that equation (12b) jivea a reliable f1jure for the absolute value of T

under external pressures P ranging from I to 8 atmospheres.

Theoreticdlly T should vary inverseley witn P5/6. To test the accuracy with which the

index 5/6 Is open.tive the ýxperimvntni values for T and P have been plotted on a logarithaic scale

In Fijure 6. A stralgnt line of slope -5/G hes been drawn t&aonj through those points. For

purpos.! of comp:lrison lines with slopes -2/ý ano -1 nhve also been Indicated. It is Lvident that

the experiment•l values discrimirnate quite she.rply In fNvour of the index -5/6.

(e) Time Intervals between successive polses.

As was mentioned earlier, It is found experimentally that the time Intervals oetween successive

pulses get shorter anid shorter, and this effect is in qualitative ajree4mnt with theory. it Is

now possible to make quantitative comparison.

Equation .2a) snows tnat the time Interval between the lirst and second pulses is

Fpra torel o ro p here ro tnd P 0refer to the Initial values of r eand p it the first explosion.
• iFor a given ftss of g•as, by virtui• of equation (4,). rd Is propoortional to %d-1 (assuming 7= 103•)

so that T depends on the Initial pressure of tre jos according to the rn;ation

i' =:" "iBut from equations (4) and (25)

Po Ca •o•/

% eln i the ,nterni ando external pressure, So that

fThis I strictly accurate only if the vibrations are unaampeI,1Jo being then the same for the first

• and second pulses. For a damped train of pulses it Is not quite le.jitimrte to apply this formula
J to the pressure amplitude for the first pulse, It Is more accurate to rejard the-fitst half of the

11i, period .....

, l-

"T| . . -- .', ,, .. . •.... . •• •
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period as being uetermined oy the pressure ril of the first pulse ann tne -jcond )alf as oetermined

by t9e value P2 for the second ouls&. The time interval can than be taKen to be proportional to

/ + r121
9J. In practice little difference is involved, otherwisc Q/uaiion (121) would require

correction for dujmpin•. The above result can be jeneraliscd for any two consecutive pulses of a

train arising from .3 sinjle detonator. iITI* 'I + I are the amplitudes of the nth, (n + 1)th

pulses and Tn, n n the time intorval betwsen them, then

T 1n/9 + 1~n t/91
Tn' n n + 'I + jf

ThiS relation ball been tested ajainst experimental fijgres. Rejative values of 1nn
appropriate to successi•' pulses have been measured off from the C.P.O. records. ThIs cannot be

done satisfactorily from one single photojmaph oucausefn, decreases too rapidly with n to allow of

accurate measurement over a numoor of pulses. However, a sfrles of photographs wor. taken in which

the amplification was progressively increased. These anadaed mean values to Do jiven to the

ratios Un/tin + I fr•m various pairs of consecutive pulses. In this way it was founo tnat the

pressure amplitudes of the first five pulses were in tne ratio

4 15: 0 : 6; 2: 1

From equation (lI) the correspondinj time intervals are calculeted to be in the ratio

T12: T2A: T,.j TA

= 1.45: 1.29: 1.12: 1.00

The corresp.,nd~nj valu.s got Dy .direct measurement from Figure 2 are

1.67: 1.23: 1.10: 1.00

Agreement is considered satisfactory in view of the fact tnat ccinplete reliance cannot De placed In

the amplitudes of the pulses shown in Figure 2. The Initial plses are richer than the late ones
In nigh frequency sound of the -rder of several hunarej Kc/,., and the receiver and anlifler do not

necessarily reprijuce them in true pr.,porti -n t. tne others. This weull affect the calculatiln J'f
T12 more than the other intervals.

Considerations of the assump tions made.

The foregoing results have Oeen derived or. ' . -is of certain assumptions. These

assumptions are now considered in the light of 0, .btaineo

(a) The compressibility of the water.

It is legitimate to treat tne water as an incomoressible fluid only In so far as the radial

velocity of the bubble Is spill compared with that of sound in water. From equation (8) It may be

shown that the maxinum rJial velocity of the bubble occurs when r- = anJ that this m~ximun

velocity Is t m

16 /dP. "

For the small detonators this amounts to 2.7 10 4 cms/secon,. The velocity of sound Is 15 10 4 cas/second.

so that the radial Vwlccicy 13 at most 1/6 that of sound. The assumption of incompressebuilty Is

therefore quite reasonable As a first approximation when it is remembered that this nexlmei velocity

is operative for only a relatively shirt part at tne expansion.

(b) The finite duration of the explosn.

It was assumed that the exolosion took place instantaneously, whereas in fact for the

detonators it lasts about 2 micro seconds. Assuming ý.n instantaneous axplosion, tnu expansion which

takes place in the first 
2

p secondli- now conslderet. Equation (8), for small values of t, can

be o
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oe written

t 2
ro 2 p ro

Inserting actual values It is found that. after 2I seconds

r 1

There is thus very little expansion In this time Interval, so that It nakes 1Ittl*, difference whher

the explosion occurs at the beginnlng of this Interval 4r Is distributed over It.

(c) The rdinti;n f ,coustic eqnfl~.

It was earlier assumed that there was no radiation of sonic energy. Taxinj the solution
obtained on this assumption as a first approximation, it Is now possible to calculate what energy
Is actually rai•ateO anon account Is taken of the finite speed of sound, C.

I12
The instantaneous flux of sonic energy per unit area per unit time at a range a Is .

Substituting for1l from equation (24) this becomes 0 integrating ,ver the surface of a
pc a r

sphere of radius a, the rate of emission of energy from the bubble bec,•eS

ow.41 : r , 47 WpO ro

at pcC Pc x

The energy emitted in the course of the first pulse is thereforeSr2 x Xl

W r,- at2B

C 'STp'r, =1

where x has th8 same si4nificance as in equation (10).

Putting . x In equatiun (e) and diffe;aentlatinj, jives'o

Sr -- A2 dxI it :r° / 2 po

and substituting this In (28) jives

- r p 1 axi' (29)
, Ix

( In equation (29) the majer part of The, inte=jral arises from values of x near to unity. This fact
justifies the use of equation (8) over the range of Intejration x -1 to x - x. for equation (8)
is valid only over the Initial part olf this Interval (x = i to x - 5). The hrror Introduced on
this account is extremly smll, and for the same reason it is quite lujitilmate, and sore convenient
to write the 1 imits of integration in (29) as x t to x - CO. Then

C ;., w 15 " _ -- dx

2,7 r 3 1 (30)

c p

This is now to be compared with the total energy W available at the mrant of the explosion.4/.13, this letter by vi,'tue f equation (Li is 0t ti

•," I [ Initial...
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Initial energy raoltpd in the first puilse Is

For the small detonAtors this works out '.o be 0.•43.

The apprmciaole we, jnitudo of this fljure impliea rcnslrae Idejr.9c of c¢ I;

vibrations. This fact will affect to somr. jxtent trwtic r-y o•f . •:.oprhis C"•i'

I ~ ~ ~ ~ g p t nf t. To *~eatk~ns arisinj will be cuselell !a vA~ I n W, e~ ý
avalidity of the formulae in thz. o'rlier stbjes of tera ex is.Ic.i% , efý,

9 ci will b -

range of vallidty of these formulae. The effect on the I 119'IU ioe H o . ult .

with this the fact that the period of any simplu iarmonl .ih s 1''. - i. ',t I i i 1 itle r".

qjlte heavy damping).

Fornwla (32) shows that the dampind increases wiii a0 .,'' e.l' tIQ0 e

pulAe should become relstively less. It Is possiola, tri. Vo•-e.o -i.i is madu I--

the second pulse may be too weak to be noticed in compar ;in,.

Ii

IJ

iii
S[i 4
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)eta•iat.r Tioures.

The following Is the Ilil,•f,Atlon :urntshed by the makers concernin; the detonstors used.
l• Th-ý &,wuot of explos:vv÷. jsed it L :iqpar ý of' which is lead ax"i de+ The Volumel of gas foletJ, at"if 10 p., 1 300 c5.. , The *n.ti. Wmpera; .re 19 Is 300o0'. C .273° K). Tne effective value

.f

)• "rho• v 0,ý1 Ia o . n• •t j Iv ,o , bit, )nco the 10'+tial volu ni v 0 is known, It may be deduced
ý•-rvvn the ef~ua ti;,n a••'.:.to •1W ', In this quation m is readily determined, for one gmn, molecule

j• ft % .'P •" T . • I¢ , les ; I I ,ir es, SO that %he .:0 0 c os. of glas result ing from the explos iont
I t-o a

S2200(

S Th•t -,11jo .,t v ;a nt i;v,,% I u• L s f;- 4Ir.a.Q.: to b~e ab)•ut I cc. Inserting these values in (L3)

gives

p, 3700 x tO1e•s rPj/

" "t e ; foll-oiwin.i s: thev inI••e . otio c urn•icdb ery with wheCh vo iS kdtWru

TTe au ,t me che used i ,l " -1 o. troe .ar etoitor explosion is, from aquat Ion (141. u 7-oe,-1

y reaso, of euaton I." in thi s u ;;an in i l de toined io toe values

p . . //3

Th aric 0 ar iso)3 ruot ved, let s tzsiirea200 toUO be abet c.Inse frtn thesaer valuhesi 3

3100ru x II .....tc.

M,,

'•! i •Cjly~ ht iie~r' s teocrwywt hc skoi

:+ !!0
Try z ,j1 mcaia 0'~ h eoao xlso s rv qa o i.7

in P

'•Lrao f.oeinI th. .nb te --- ' O uaiuiytevle

f n 0 nylr+yqotd iu. of 200 Jole is otine fo n+eeg+oh

detonv~rs

S... .. 1 :... 1_. .:: Appendix ii
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APPENDIX 11.

Evaluation of/ he intcgral for T.

This intejral is

K (a) = 1 / + -T ( + CO -It "- CLx - I

where x is the lar.- positive root of

a, !. - •-ae 1=(

Tqe Integral defines a Vinctien of a. The asymptotic form of this function as .- * o is
now uialculated.

when c," o the value of x, approacas 0ý- 13. A numosr x2 is now Chosen which is of a
lowor orrder than x, but still large conporesO witn unity. This can always De oon,, ,nz such a
number would be x2 o q where q is positive and less than 1/3. Titan K (o.) may be written in
the form

i~ ~x2 X1 2 • a -- _ •
K~~ d x+ (33)+ a'zl) x - cLx- 4 z-,-x

SX2

"his is now coapar,.,'J with the function
-1,3

K X 2 ds + (34)
I T [2 CL

It can be shiwr. that, by virtue of the Cheice of x 2- the relative lifferences between corresponding

terms of (33) and (34) jet less and less as .- '- o. Henca tha limiting forms of both K 4) and
KI ) are the same.

The integration of tio ,?xpression for K1 (a.) can oe carried out. -utting sin
2 0 a x3

in the second integral, t•;, rmult is

.KW .) 2 (X- 1)1/2 + (c2- 1)3/2 + I (x 1)512"" 2, ( (x 2122

17/2
+ , a7 n213sin2/9 Od0.
;a-:/ .fsin- (a. xi3)1/2

Sut since x2> 1 it Is goss uivia i :rlte x2 for (x 2 - 1) in the first tarm. Then

i /2 . l 52)._
:,: K1. 2a) ( x 2' r " + 11 X2 3).

2 o 2+ 2 CC5I6 ff 12 i,12/1 0 a 0 sin2/3,9ji (35)

Buit since x2 <<e1, ((I X,,3) 1/2 << s) that tne last Integral on the right hand stide simplifies to

I I )2/o x 3)5a2)

;utting .....

4'4I
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Putting this result In (35)

,. )1o 2 A21/2 x3/2 } 2, C-5/6 (36)

where ( i d

Oat If x2 Is assumed to have the value--q then

and since q < 1/3 this Is a positive power o tfe, whose value arcor din• q1y tenas to zero asa . o.

Thus the first term of (36) finally becniles nelliJible in ccipatrlson with the secona, which

accordlnjly represhnts the limiting form of K1 (a). Hence

x() K c) 2r .516 4sa o

When a is not infinlte•imally se•il, K (a) will 1Iffer from i ls Imiting form. It has been

t.stimatel th.at the relctlwvf error involved Is of the order a 1 ,

./,

S~~Tab1e 
I ...
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TABLi I

Theoretiral andi observed? vazlues of T for
variotls depths at which dieconators are -fited.

____________________________________________________ 
_________________f

Depth (in feet) a Ttal extra Calculated values Observed values o' T
which detonato i'passr P (in of T (in milli- (in milliseconds)

firoatmospheres) seconis)

f1.09 23.1 23.5, 241

52.512.4 11.4, 11.7

65 2.510.3 10.6, 9.2, 9.3

10 .1 5784 7.2.7
125 4.75 69 .

_ _5 5_ _ 6.25 J6.4; 6.8

ic 6.5 .2Pk 5.5, 5.7
205 7.15 I 4.02 5.0
225 7,75 4.60 4.8, 5.0

245 I 0.35 2 4.33 4.2
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THEORY OF THE PULSATIONS OF THE GAS BUBBLE
PRODUCED BY AN UNDERWATER EXPLOSION

Conyers Herring
Bell Telephone Laboratories, Murray Hill, N. J.

American Contribution

1949

Most of the work on which this paper is based was done in 1941 for the Columbia UniversityI Division of National Defense Research, and appeared as a report in October 1941 with the NDRC
number C4-sr20-010. In the present paper this report has been revised so as to omit material
ro longer of interest and to include additional material presented by the author at the
Washington Meeting of the American Physical Society in the spring of 1947.
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NOIATIO'N

A strength of R aimple Source

Al, etc. coefficients in expansion of velocity -
potential

.a radius of bubble

Wa ti-me average of

a radius at which gas pressure equals p.

Sahin, 'mean maximum and minimum radius, and averageof these.

%t (m. n) Incomplete beta function

BI, etc. coefficients in expansion of velocity
potential.

03",etc, coefficients in expansion of velocity -
potential

c velocity of sound in water

Scg velocity of sound in gas in bubble

D D distance of receiver from bubble

B tfield strength in equivalent
electrostatic problem

e charge of bubble in equivalent
electrostatic problem

F defined by eq. (9), Appendix 2.

, I potential energy of gas in bubble

acceleration of gravity

jj h distanoe of center of bubble from
plane free or rigid surface.

K thermal conductivity

SL length of a cylinder; any
characteristic length

order of spherical haruonic

1i
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momentum

unit outward normal

SP9 LASendre polynomial

P pressure

PC, PI, etc. coEtfficients in expansion of
proesuro (Appendices -4 and 5)

~ pressure of gas under static conditions

, p paessure of water at a great distance
"i:C from bubble, at same depth as center

of bubble.
I p pressure due to image (Ap'endlx 5)
j total energy released by explosion

qlq q2  masses of explosive

R perturbed bubble radius (Appendices
4 and 5)

RI, R etc. coefficients in spherical harmonic
R, expansion of radius vector of

9 bubble.

f r distance from initial cnter of
bubble.

r radius vector

T period of a pulsation

T 0period calculated from simplest
To theory

(. T period for small oscillations

• I •. t time

L time of maxim=m size of' the bubble• m

V volume or molar volume

v velocity

W Wota! energy of the pulsating motion
5/2 5/2

X, X a a (Appendix 1)

(.j, , .:. . ... • ,. , .•. ..
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a/amin (Appendix 3) s
distancne (Appendix 5)

7. iY' Y aia max' al/amax

z variable of integration (Appendix 1);
4 •oartecian coordinato (Appendices

4 _)nd 5)

defined by eq. (5), Appendix 3

2 F'- gamma function-

ratio of specific heats, or quantity
playing same role in equation of
state.

I £ )MDirac delta function

viscosity

polar angle (Section 6 and
kopendices .4 and 5);temperature (Section 7)

' • •radiua of a cylinder

unspecified function

(7 density of water

S7density of water at a great distance
9 from bubble

density of gas in bubble

C" divergenQe of velocity

dT element of volume

T unspecified function

. defined by eq. (14) or (16),
Appendix. 2

A velocity - potential

J1O i etc. coefficients in expansion of
velocity- potential

J.-. ,

i f. • . ,, L , ,, . . . . . . .= . . . . .. . . . . .
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1. INTRODUUCTION

During the last generation or two it has been noticed

from time to time by different observers that when a charge of

explosive is set off under water, the sound received by a hydro-

phone some distance away consists of a number of' sharp "pokes",

which decrease gradually in amplitude and become more and more

. •closely spaced in time. The intervals between the pokes are

greater the greater the charge of explosive and the smaller the

depth of the charge below the surface; at shallow to moderate

depths the intervals which have been observed range from one-or

a few hundredths of a second for detonating caps to around one

second for charges of several hundred pounds of explosive. It

'has been convincingly shown by Willis that the periodic

phenomenon involved is one of radial pulsations of the gas bubble

produced by the explosion. Further investigations of this pulsa-

tion phenomenon have shown that its interest is not liinited to

the field of the acoustics of explosive sound: it appears es-

sential to a detailed understanding of the "plumes" of water

thrown up over an underwater explosion; in some cases it may have

A )an important effect on the damage inflicted by an underwater

explosion on neighboring structures; it may provide a useful re-

search tool in the experimental study of explosions and other

problems in hydrodynamics. Moreover, bubbles formed by explosions

are not the only ones which way be made to undergo radial pulsa-

tions of large amplitude: an example is the collapse of cavitation

j i See thp. ie, liA artlol.e by Willis 3n this Volk.u,.

[A
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bubbles afte:' application of a positive pressure; another example

is the observation by I4. Ewing and his associates at the Woods

Hole Oceanographic Instituition that multiple shocks are heard

by a microphone placed near a submerged pipe with a diaphragm at

one end which is burst by wRter at high pressure inside the pipe. 2

Although this article and the others in this volume are concerned

primarily with explosion bubbles, and although additional factors

such as surface tension may have to be invoked in applying the

theory to tiny bubbles 3) it is worth bearing in mind that similar

principles govern a variety of widely different phenomena.

The essential features of the pulsation phenomenon arise

from the fact that an explosion creates a cavity filled with high

pressure gas, which pushes the water out radially against the

opposing external hydrostatic pressure. The high velocity thus

imparted to the water causes it to overshoot the equilibrium

radius at which internal and external pressures are equal, and

when tha external pressure finally succeeds in bringing the ex-

pansion to a halt a contraction sets in, which again overshoots

and recomapresses the gas to a high pressure. This sort of oscilla-

tion may be repeated a number of times, until the original energy

has become dissipated in one way or another. At each compression

2 Private communication from Dr. Ewing.
: ! 3

See for example R. S. Silver, Engineering 154, 501 (1942).

AI
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the high pressure developed gives rise to an acoustic impulse

which can ba heard at a aistance. These features of the

pheucomenon will be discussed in detail in Sections 3 and 1 of the

text, the former dealing with the spherically symmetrical pulsa-

tions of a bubble in an incompressible fluid, the latter with the

effect of the finite compressibility of the water, which gives

rise to acoustic radiation. Mathematical details are given in

tAppendix 1 and in Appendices 2 and 3, respectively.

w f In actual experiments with explosion bubble* there are
•,always R.9yimetr!e6a! influences which prevent the notion of the

water from conforming exactly with the spherically symmetrical

theory just mentioned. The most interesting features of the pulsa-

tion phenomenon are, in fact. those which are associated with

asymmetries in the motion, and many of the papers contained in this

Volume are devoted to these features. If the only asymmetrical

A. influence is the pressure gradient due to gravity, the bubble will

rise; it turns out that the velocity of rise increases enormously

during the contracted stages, and that appreciable departures

i.A •,from spherical shape may also occur in these stages. An additional

"migration effect" can be caused by proximity of the bubble to a

rigid body or to a free surface: roughly described, a rigid sur-

face attracts a pulsating bubble while a free surface repels it;

S .... these effects may sometimes be more intense than that due to

"gravity. The importance of both kinds of asymmetry in the motion

is obvious, since the position and characteristics of the bubble

at the time of its minimum volume will greatly influence the

4

- - -( )
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damage which the high pressure aecompanying this stage is

capable of doing to. neighboring structures; moreover, the form

of the plumes sent up by the explosion will obviously depend on

the way the bubble is moving when it breaks the surface. A the-

oretical discussion of the migration effects due to gravity and
to neighboring surfaces is given in Section 5, with mathematical

[• details in.Appendices 4 and 5, respectively. The mathematical

methods used here, and those used in most of the other theoretical

T papers of this volume dealing with the migration effect, have not

been elaborated ear enough to provide a quantitative calculation
of the extent of the departures of the bubble from spherical shape.

However, some qualitative comments on these departures are given

in Section 6.

Experiments on the various aspects of the pulsation

i phenomenon have usually shown a quite satisfactory agreement with

the predictions of the theory. A notable exception has to do

with the apparent loss of energy between successive pulsations,

a loss which occurs in the brief time when the radius of the

bubble is near its minimum. It has been established4 that some

I as yet unelucidated mechanism of dissipation does away with an

amopnt of energy of the same order as the known energy loss from )
acoustic radiation. Some brief speculations on this topic are

given in Section 7.

4A. 13. Arons J. . Slifto, and A. Carter, J. Acous. Soc.

Am. 20,271 (1948); A. B. Arons and D. R. Yennie, Rev. Mod.
Phys. 20,519 (1948), also Volume I of this Compendium.

. 9 ,*
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( No introductien to the subject of bubble pulsations

j can be complete without mention of several early papers, theoret-

ical onse by Lamb and by ayllaigh5 , and an experimental one by

Ramsauer , which preceded the work of Butterioorth .d Willis

presented elsewhere in thi., Voluae. Rayleigh was'-•e with the

•: collapse of cavitation bubbles, while Lamb and Ramsauer studied

only ",he expanding phase of the motion, and make no aeioition ofI { the phenomenon of successive pulsationa; however, their work

contains the essential ideas of the theory of Section 3 and has

I other interesting features as well* A brief account of Ramsauer's

Swork is given in Appendix 8.

I

M d": i

I (

S I
I I 5H. Lamb, Phil. IYag. 45,257(1923); Lem~ Rayleigh. Phil. Mag.

34,94 (1917).

(6C. Ramsauer, Ann. d. Physik 72,265 (1923).

Ii
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2. HOMOLOGY RULES

Before undertaking a detailed study of bubble motion

it is worth while to mention a few very general conclusions

which can be drawn directly from the basic equations governing

the motion. The motion is completely deterruined by:

(a) the three HuSoniot equations at the advancing front

of the shock wave generated by the explosion7

(b) the Euler equations and the equation of continuity for

the water inside the shock front;

(c) similar equations for the motion of the explosion

products inside the bubble;

(d) the equations of state of the water and the explosion

products.

In the stages before the detonation is complete, equations of the

Huganiat type at the advancing detonation front must also be in-

cluded. Now if it is legitimate toassume

(i) that there is no body-force term in the Euler equa-

tions - i.e., that gravity may be neglected - and

(ii) that the pressure in the explosion products is a

unique function of the density, independent of the )

rate of change of density,

then all the equations (a) to (d) will be unchanged if all dis-

tances and times are changed by the same constant factor, pres-

sures being left unchanged. This means that if (i) and (ii) can

7 See Volume I of this Compendium..[AI

I't
V K _ ________ .i..
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be assumed, the pressure and velocity distributions produced

by different amounts of the same explosive are identical if

referred to units of distance and time which &re proportional

to the linear dimensions of the charges. Mathematically ex-

pressed, if a mass q, of a given explosive produces the pressure
and velocity distributions

p- 7/-(r,t) v -T(r,t)

j} (t to be measured from the start of the explosion), then a

r !mass q 2 6f the same substance produces the distributions

131/3 1q~/3 11)3] 1L (2)(q 2) j v -~ (q) q

SStrictly speaking, it must also be specified that the initial

shape of the explosive be the same in the two cases, and that the

behavior of surrounding obstacles or surfaces, if any are present,

can also be scaled. This rule has long been known and applied to

characteristics of shock waves; it is equally applicable to bubble

pulsations, provided (i) and (ii) hold.

bubble Another homology rule which is approximately valid for

bubble pulsations results from the fact, which will be demonstrated

in the next section, that over most of the cycle the motion ap-

proximatesfairly closely to the motion which would be executed

in an incompressible fluid by a bubble with no gas inside it at all.

- I

I I
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Of the equations enumerated above, only those enumerated under

S(b) are needed to determine the latter motion. In the absence

of fgravity these equations arc invariant under any scale changes
Sfor prsuelengths and times which satisfy pl/P2-

(Ll/L2 )2 /(tl/t 2 ) In this approximation explosion bubbles from

all sizes of charge at all depths execute homologous motions.

Taylor8 has shown that if gravity is not neglected, this homology

I arule does not completely disappear, but reduces to a homology Y
• over one degree of freedom instead of two.

Departures from the scaling law (1) can be produced by

irreversible processes taking place inside the bubble, and de-

partures from both types of scaling law may be expected if

turbulence becomes serious in the water. Failures of scaling,

if properly ihterpreted, may thus be of considerable significanceI in detecting the presence of irreversible phenomena.

ii

'73
a)
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See the article by Talr thsVoue



N (3. •oO..CCPRESSIVE THEoM WITH SPHERIGAL qMETR!

Let us consider now the simplest possible model of

the motion of the bubble, by assuming the water incompressible

and the motion spherically symmetrical. This model, simple

Sthough it is, turns out to be capable of giving a fairly

satisfactory aeoount of the radius-time curve under most

conditions. It in not surprising that it does so, in view
of the following facita

(a) The shook wave advances so much faster than the

boundary of the bubble that, before an appreclable

part of the first pulsation period has elapsed, the

motion of the water has become fairly clearly

separated into a shook wave region and a "bubble
region", between which the water is relatively

* 1 quiescent, as shown In Fig. I (b).* This empirical

fact is accounted for by theoretical calculations

on the form of the shook wave.9

(b) In the "bubble region" the pressure is never

large enough to change the density of water by more

than a few percent.

(:'i (ct) With the possible exception of times very close

to the minimum of the contraction, the pressure in the

----------------------------------------------------
9 See the articles by Kirkwood and Brinkley and by Temperley

and Cfraig In Volume I of this Compendium.

*Refer to the end of this article for all referenced figures.

ii
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gas bubble (and therefore that in the water) Changes

by only a very small fraction of Ito value in the

time required for an acoustic wave to be propagated

through a distance of the order of the radius of the

bubble. This ensures that the flow in the bubble

region will keep in phase with the motion of the

boundary of the bubble.
(d) In mAny cases, though not all, the unilateral t

migration of the bubble in its first period, due to

gravity or other influences, is of fairly small

magnitude compared with the maxtmum radius of the

bubble, and the bubble remains fairly accurately spherical

in shape. As will be shown later, this is the case

when the size of the explosive charge is sufficiently

small in eomparlson with the external hydrostatic

pressure.

The more refined theories to be oonoidered later in this article

will explain the validity and limitations of the simple

theory in a more quantitative way.

We shall therefore assume for the present that the water

moves radially outward or inward in such manner that the

amounts of water crossing any two concentric spheres in a

given time are always the same; if the motion Is spherically

symmetrical this means that the variation of velocity v with

radius r is given by

iI

ii
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(2~d,, =(: da

r2 (2)

where a(t) is the radius of the bubble. Under our assumptions

the total energy, which is constant, equals the kinetic energy

of the water, plus the potential energy of the compressed gas,

plus the potential energy due to expansion against the pressure

p of the water far from the bubble. The kinetic energy is

( vý,4V22d 27lea' (3)

The work done against p- is, to within an additive constant

471 a-3
- (4)

Denoting the potential energy of the gas for the present merely

by G, the energy equation is

2
.2"•a 3 ( ..1 47a •-G(a) W (8a

(dt)

where W is constant in time,, This equation can be solved for
da and integrated to get the motion. The term G(a) complicates

the integration considerably'; fortunately however it can be

shown that for the first pulse 0 two the calculated period is

very little altered •y setting G = 0. The reason for this Is

that G is appreciable only in stages of the motion when the

bubble is small, and these stages occupy only a small fraction of

a period. A rough estimate of the error introduced by ignoring

"G can be obtained from Appendix 1. For the later pulsations

l ( the amplitude of the motion is much Ioss, and eventually the

LI
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pulsatIons can be regarded as small oscillations :tn the netgh..,

borhood of the radius at which tho gas pressure equals the

miurl,,--.uninc..g Yydroubat.•W preast-ure. 'gy .n A .l" oscillaj-jons

G is essential. but the calculation of the pertod is simplified

by the assunption of small amplitudes,

In Appendix 1 it is shown that when G s 0 in (5), the

period of the motion is

-5/6 1/36

This formula has been derived by WillisI 0 and others. Of course,

the comparison of this formula with observation is not complete

unless a definite value can be Inserted for W. From the

discussion given above it is clear that W will be appreciably

less than the total energy released by the explosion.

Theoretical calculations reported in Volume I of this Compendium

11agree with obaprvation in assigning to the first puliation

of the bubble a value of W of the order of half the chemical

energy Q released by the explosive, the remaining energy being

&istributed in comparable proportions between energy carried

off to appreciable distances by the shock wave and energy

dissipated as heat by irreversible processes at the shock

front in the very early stages of its motion. A convenient

L See the arbicle by Willis In this Volume.

llSee the article by Arons and Yennie In Volume I of

this Compendium, or Rev. Mod. Phys. 20, 519 (1948).
I }

ii it
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alternative to deriving W from Q is to derive it from the
maximum radius amax of the bubble, if measurements of this

quantity are available. If G(aa) is neglectde1.2
max

W * (411/3) amax 3 P, , and so (6) becomes

T 1.829 (7)

The corresponding expression for the period of small oscillations

about the equilibrium radius al is, according to Appendix 1,

T. 7 e p a1  (8)

where Y is the ratio of the specific heats of the gas. For

-1.3 (8) becomes
S•p' a1

Willis 1 3 has shown that (6) does in fact describe the
periods of oscillation of the bubbles produced by charges of
various sizes at various depths. With a suitable choice of

-------------------------------------------------------------------
12

The rather Indirect experimental determination of G(aax)
reportel in reference 11 gives a value of the order of 0.2W at the
maximum of the first pulsation, presumably at 500 feet depth; however,
this value is open to suspicion, since it is 50% higher than the value
obtained in a similar way for the second pulsation, whereas it should

I

be smaller. Thus the correct G(amax) might be as small as 0.1W at
this depth; at the surface, where po0 is 16 times smaller, a ax3 willSbe roughly 16 times larger, and G(a a)1W Will be smaller by

a factor 61y 5=; , if we use Arons' value of 1.25 for the
effective ratio of specific heats yK

See the article by Willis in this Volume.

AL
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W/Q , constant for P given type of explosive, (6) can be made

to give results correct to within a ftaction of a percent, an

accuraoy comparable to the dcgreae of reproducibility of

experiments. However, the value of W which one must use in

(6) to get the best fit to a given range of experimental data

will of course differ a little from the oorreat value of the

energy of the motion, because of the slight effect of gas

pressure on the perlod. Mo're refined comparisons of theory

and experiment than those given by Willis have been made

subsequently, and are reported elsewhere in this Volume.

A rough idea of the error involved in neglecting gas

pressure may be conveyel by quoting the results whi•,h one obtains

by substituting into the theoretical calculations of period
14made by Shiffman and Friedman the empirical value 1.25

obtained by Arons 1 5 for the adiabatic exponent in the equation

pV const. and the value obtaines by Arons for the energy of

the first pulsation. This gives a period which is lower than

Sthat given by (6) by less than a percent, if W is interpreted

as incloding the total energy of the gas relative to infinite

adiabatic expaneion; the ratio of T to armax is greater than

that given by (7) by an amount which varies from about 4% at

sea level to about 9% at 500 feet depth.

Fig. 2 shows a comparison of an observed radius-time

curve with the aliwve calculated in Appendix 1 by integration

i ! of (5) with G = 0 . The observed points were taken by Ewing

and Crary from a motion picture taken by Edgerton in 1941 of a

1See the article by Friedman in this Volume.

S1A. B. Aron, J. Acous. Soc. Am. 20, 277 (1948).
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bubble produced by a detonating cap a foot below the surface;

they refer to the first oscillation. The consuant W has been

choen to make the theoretical maximum radius agree with the

observed one; the times of maximum size have also been made to

coineide. The agreement is reasonably good; however, the

comparison is not capable of indicating just how accurate the

simple theory is, because of tho deviations due to the presence

of the free surface, deviations which will be discussed at

length in Section 5

In the present approximation the shape of the theoretical

curve is independent of the size and depth of the explosion,

there being only the single adjustable parameter arax. Thus the

curve of Fig. 2 is applicable to all explosions, if the

horizontal and vertical scales are expanded or contracted In

proportion to amax.

As the successive pulsations of a given bubble decrease

In amplitude because of acoustic radiation and )ther dissipative

proo-sses, the periods will shorten and approach the value (8).

If the bubble can be made to remain reasonably spherical until

the amplitude of oscillation has become small, measurements of

a1 or T. , or both, may provide a check on the equation of

state of the exulosion products.

It is interesting to speculate that the use of

propellent charges, which give no shock wave, might result

in values of W/1 approaching unity, with correspondingly more

Violenit bubble pulsations.,II

I
.1

I, !

I1
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4. ACOUSTIC RADIATION BY A 3PHERICALLY UMETROAL. BUBBLm

An exact calculation of the motion of a pulsating gas
in fuid - be dijicu~,~~ 16

F bubble in a compressible fluid would be very diffult:amb

has derived a partial differential equation governing the

variation of velocity with radius and time for the spherically
•I symmetrical case, but this equation is c omplioated and would

"be very difficult to solve. 'Fortunately, however, the effect

of the finite compressibility of water on the motion of the

bubble produced by an explosion amounts, except in the very

early stages represented by Fig. 1 (a), only to a small to

moderate correction to the simple theory of the preceding

section. It is therefore possible to work out the details of

the motion, as affectel by tne finite compressibility, by an

Iterative process of successive approximations, taking the

non-coumpressive motion as the zeroth approximation. One way

of doing this is carried through in Apnendix 2. This method

involves transforming the equations ,of motion of the boundary

of the bubble Into a form in which the correction for

compressibility is represented by a radI&Ie integral whose

integrand decreases very rapidly with Intrea&-- -- raco

from the center of the bubble; in thia form but little error

is made if the non-compressive approximation to the Integrand

is used. The result is a differential equation -- Eq. (19)
or (20) of Appendix 2 _- for the time variation of the radius

- -------------------------------------------------------------
6H. Lamb, Phil. Mag. 45, 257 (1923).

I '.)
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a of the bubble. This equation is similar to that which would

be obtained by differeatiatine: Eq. (5) above with respeat to
time, but contains several additIonal torms, of whioh the most

important is one proportional to a3 (da/dt)fdp(a)/dtj/c,

where a is the velocity of sourd in water. As this expression

is Intrinsically negativeone might be tempted to Interpret it

as the inetantaneous rate of loss of energy by acoustic radiation.

This is not quite correct, however, although it gives the

correct total loss of energy over the whole interval when a is

small. For the fact that the term just written is propoetional

to the time rate of change of tho left of (5) does- not imply

that it is proportional, with a suitable constant time lag,

to the rate of reception of acoustic energy at a distance.

The equations of Appendix 2 are therefore directly

applicable only to the calculation of the total energy of a

pulse and to the calculation of how the time variation of a

is affected by compressibillty. It is easy to show from these

equations that the effect of the finite *ompreseibility of

4 water on the curve of a against. t Is negligible when a Is

more than a few times its minilmum value; details are given in

Appendix 3. Wear the minimum the effect may theoretically be

either small or large, depending on the equation of state of

the gas in the bubble. Recent experiments 1 7 have shown that

-------------------------------------------------

1 7 A. •. Arons, J. P. SlIfco, and A,, Carter, J. Acous.

Soc. Am. 20, 271 (1948); A. B. Arons and D. R. Yennis, Rev.

Mod. Phys. 20, 519 (1948), also Volume i of this Compendium.

11 (
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with coamon explosives the total acoustic lose of energy

during the first contracted atage is never more than a

fraction (-'25%) of the total energy W of the pulsation, 0o

that the correetion to tre motion is small to moderate. It

might therefore be supp.sed that the radius-time o3uFve could

be fairly accurately calculated by the methods of Appendix 2.J However, this does not seem to be the case: the energy loss

between the first pulsation and the second Is found experimentally 1 7

to be much greater than the observed acoustic energy in the

p / first bubble pulse, indicating that some dissipative mechanism

is acting which has not been taken into account in the present

I theory. As an adequate discussion of this question of energy

balance requires a knowledge of the effects to be expected

from migration and asymmetry of the bubble, further remarks

on this point will be postponed until Section 7.

Let us now nonsider the way in which the nressure in

the acoustic pulse radiated by the bubble varaes with time.

This is most conveniently computed in the way suggested by

WillisI 8 : if a value rI of r can be found which is small

enough so that the relative change of pressure in time rl/

is small, and which is at the same time large enough so

that the linear approximation of acoustic theiry is valid

for rrlr , then the acoustio impulse received at any large

distance r should have an amplitude given approximately by

S8ee the article by Willis in this Volume.

'I
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p(r,t) - " (rr) LP(r1 t-r/c) p] (9)

The quantity in brackets can be computed by using non-compressive

theory for the motion inside rI. The well-known equation which

relates pressure to velocity for irrotattonal motion of an

incompressible fluid is

p p = v _v 2  (10)
D t 2

where t is th ne velocity potential and v V -96 is the

j velocity. This expression should give a fairly reliable value

for the pressure at all distances from the bubble. Inside rI
we may substitute the non-compressive approximations to v and s,

VIM.)
V a2 da a 2 da

it is then easily shown(Appendix 6) that (10) reduces to

P- :p a) p 4 . (11)7 (

The maximum of (11) will occur at the time when a is a minimum,

if the gas behaves at all like a perfent gas. It is easy to see
that the pressure given by (11) at the minimum of the first

( oontraotion, where amin is of the order of twice the initial

radius of the explosive, cannot be more than a fraction of the

pressure produced a4 the same point when the original shook

wave eromSee it. By.(9) this implies that the peak pressure

i in the bubble pulse is at most a fraction of that in the shock

_



wave; experiments give a ratio of about one fifth 1 9 -

'The atuation Is quite different, however, with regard

to the impulse of pressure* Assume for simplicity that r

is several timea amax; the second term on the right of (10)

B will then at all times be negligible compared with tne first,

andwe have
t t

V1 I2 P]12 f~da~t f1
Sp~ d.t /ý t1ti ti

This will be valid regardless of ihether or not r is small

enough for the non-compressive approximation to be valid at r

at times near the minimum of contraction; it is only necessary

that the non-comnressive approximation be valid at tl and t 2 .

No I& ow[d/dt has its maximum value, as shown in Appendix 6, when

a 2 amax, i.e., when the bubble is still fairly large. If

we take t, and t 2 to be the times when a has this value in the

c-ontracting and expanding phases resoectively, (12) will give

the maximum impulse of pressure due to the non-oompressive motion.

Exp-.asing A in.erms of more convenient quantities, the

maximum impulse (12) can be reduced to

116 2
maximum impulse of pressure 2 are/6_

3/2,, 11/2 (
L). 34T 2 P, 0(3
r

This turns out to be of the order of six or eight times the

impulse measured In the shoc, wave by the tim.n the pressure

J, 1 9 A.B.Arons and D.R: Yenniq, Rev. Mod. Phys. 20,519 (1948),

aeompendium.
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be expected to be 20'*
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prediction is in arp
In 1941, wht

SUo,, some of the e,

from small explhsL

some workers suggested •na•

of the gas in the bubble during

others regarded it as a spurious

Sileal analysis made at that time,

7 " indicated that the former hypothe

subsequent exueriments 19 have sho b .. y

symmetrical condIti-ons the pressur:,- is curve for the bubble

pulse has a smooth bell-shaned form.

It must be emphasized that all the formulas of the present

section and Appendices P, 3, and 6 have been derived only for a

pulsation in which the motion i snhericallysymmetrical,

although generalization to other cases is not difficult. In most

actual explosions gravity and proximity to surface, bottom, or

objects will introduce asymmetrical influences. As will be

shown in the next two sections, these influences have an effect

( / on the motion, which, though it may be slight when the bubble

is large, is greatly snhanced in the contracted stages. Taylor 2 0

,i .• and others have shown that these effects can greatly modify the

"acoustic pulse given nut in the contracted stages. In certain

cases, however, it is po•ibale to balance the asymmetrical influ-

"ence of surface and bottom against that of gravity, and in such

oases the theories discussed In the present section should be pplica1e.

Osee the article by Taylor in this Volume.

I} •
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5. MIGRATION O1 A SPHERICAL BUBBLE

.he motion pictures from which Fig. 2 ....as . ..stru-ctn.

showed the migration effect mentioned in the introduction: t t

center of the gas bubble was observed to rise slightly up to - e

time of maximum size and later to sink rapidly, with periodic

fluctuations, through a distance of several inches, Only af-°.

the pulsations had practically ceased did the bubble rise ag-

The explanation of this phenomenon, interestingly enough, ap-

peared automatically as a by-product of an attempt to undersw nd

the deviations of the points of Figure 2 from the theoreticv.,.

curve, in a way which will now be described.

It will be noticed that the theoretical curve is ' i•

broad, and that there seems to be a slight asymmetry in the

experimental curve. Now the theory from which the curve wa:

constructed has disregarded a number of factors, of which tr-.,

most important are:

(1) The gas pressure (responsible for the term G in 5))

has been disregarded.

(ii) The water has been assumed incompressible, so

that the damping effect of acoustic radiation

has been ignored.

(iii) The bubble has been assumed spherically

symmetrical.

(iv) The explosion has been assumed to take place ir.

I

an ifinte bdy f waer.In te potogaph
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represented in Fig. 2 he cap was only 12 inches

from the surface, and ;as so close to a slanting

steel plate beneath - that the bubble almost

touched the plate a, the time of its maximum size.

The correction to the simple tV ory necessitated by (i) is

estimated in Appendix 1, and t. .t. necessitated by (ii) in Section

4 and Appendices 2 and 3. Th, !r quantitative calculations show

that, as one would expect, tbz corrections from factors (i) and

(1i) are negligible when a i near amax, and tend anyway to

broaden the curvo in time, aý. ompared with the simple theory.

The correction from (iii) cp'0• iardly be appreciable in the

neighborhood of the maximum ••dius, since the bubble is observed

to be very nicely spherical . this stage. There remains the

factor (iv). The effect on ie motion of proximity to a free

surface can easily be predt -)d qualitatively. The water between

the bubble and the surface ;.a be more easily given a radial

acceleration when the surfL f- is iear than vhen it is distant.

Consequently the stream 1•'-. tend to bend toward the surface,

dawith the result that for a tven a and • , the kinetic energy

of the water is less than Y e value (3) which applies in the

( • absence of a free surface The potential energy is of course the

,ame function of a and J as in the absence of a surface.

Thus the effect of the s'!.. Iace is like decreasing the inertia of

a simple oscillator withe., changing the spring constant, and so

St decreases tk,. iýo,'iod. -n Appendix 5 this effect is worked
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out quantitatively by the meothod of images, and it is shown that

whern the center of the bubble is a distance h below the surface,

the period T(h) is related to the period T(co) in the absence

of a surface (but for the same z) .) by

T(h) -T(oo) (1 - ) + 0(-) (14)1
h

where i is the time average of a over a complete period.
Near the maximum, the radius-time curve is contracted in the

amax • ( a cmae
time direction by the factor 1 - + o(42 as compared

•: with the curve for h - co.

The theory of Appendix 5 also predicts that when the

+1 ,- explosion takes place at distance h from a plane rigid surface

the period will be longer than in the absence of such a surface:

quantitatively

T(h) = T(co) (I + +) + h (15)

The qualitative explanation follows the pattern outlined above

for a free surface. The stream lines avoid the rigid surface,
K' daso that for given a, the kinetic energy is greater than in

the absence of the surface. Thus the effective inertia of the

water is increased and the period lengthened. The formula (15) is

N "I

:i

Hi - , .. .. i
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an asymptotic one which should be a good approximation when h

is two or three times ara . A clue as to how T varies for

smaller values of n is provided by considering the case h - 0.

The motion of the water for this case must be the same as the

motion to one side of an imaginary plane drawn through the center

of the bubble produced by the explosion in free water of double

the charge used. Since T is proportional to the cube root
S~of the charge,

T(0) =T(co) (6

When free and rigid surfaces are simultaneously present

in the neighborhood of the bubble, the effect on the period,

though calculable, is not simply the s5um of the effects due to

the various surfaces separately. For example, it is shown in

Appendix 5 that when the explosion takes place halfway between

the surface and a horizontal rigid bottom, and at distance h

from either, the effects of surface and bottom do not cancel

each other; instead we have

Slog 2

T T ( oo) (1
C4h
Similar calculations can be made when a free and a rigid surface

intersect at an angle. In general, when both kinds of surface

are present the effect of the frer surface tends to predominate.

Ii
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A quantitative check of this theory by means of the

curvature of the a vs. t curve of Fig. 2 at its maximum seems

out of the question, since the distances involved are not very

accurately known, and since flow of water around the sides of

the steel plate and even bending of the plate may have been
a

quite appreciable. The factor (1 - a ), which would describe

the narrowing of the curve near the maximum due to the surface

effect in the absence of a steel plate, has the value 0.96.

This figure is only slightly less than the ratio of the curva-

tures of the observed and theoretical curves in Fig. 2; apparent-

ly therefore the steel plate had a surprisingly slight effect,

or else the measurements of radius were falsified by bending of

the mirror with which the photographs wera a-ken, or by distortion

of the surfacei A similar situation exists with regard to the

period. The experimental errors just mentioned could not falsify

the observed period, but they could affect the calculated period'

which is proportional to are* The period calculated from (7)

is T(o(o) a .0297 sec., assuming normal atmospheric pressure and

fresh water (p - .O00). If only the free surface were present,

(14) would modify this to To(h) o .026. The observed period is

T - .0218, and the difference between this and To(h) could be amply

accounted for by the effect of gas pressure alones without radiation

damping or any effs•ct of the steel plate.

The complete theory of the motion in the presence of a

free or rigid surface, as worked out in Appendix 5, predicts that

r5 " 1 .. r :

-f i i: '.',
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the bubble, besides being sucked back and forth periodically by

its imre, should be continually repelled from a free surface and

attracted to a rigid one. In the case of %he bubble of Fig. 2,

the repulsion from the free surface was actually great enough to

make the bubble sink. As the mathematical details of the theory

are rather involved, only a rather loose picture of the mechanisms

involved will be gived in the present section; moreover, it will

be advantageous to discuss first the simpler theory of the migra-

tion due to gravity alone. This theory, which is worked out in

detail in Appendix 4, can be described by saying that the bubble

has associated with it a vertical momentum equal to its velocity

of rise times (2n/3)pa3, and that the time rate of change of this

momentum equals the buoyant force (r/3)pa 3 . This gives Pw SP

F velocity of rise due to gravity - 2gft a 3 dt (17)

Note that the velocity of rise becomes enormously acceleraTed

during the contraction, when a becomes small while the integral

remains large. Although Appendix 4 assumes gravity to be a small

perturbation, so that its conclusions are rigorously valid only

when the velocity of rise is small. Taylor21 has shown that the
• effect of this rise on the motion can be calculated, to a fair

approximation, by assuming that the bubble is constrained to re-

Smain spherical, so that (17) becomes valid at all times.

21 See the article by Taylor in this Volume.

't
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The migration due to a neighboring tree or rigid surface )
can be explained with similar concepts. The image of the bubble

* in the surface affects conditions in the neighborhood of the real

bubble in two ways: it gives to the water there a velocity normal

* to the surface, and it creates a pressure gradient in this direction.

j As is shown at the close of Appendix 5, the mi~gration can be cal-

I culated, correctly to the second order in *./h, by a simple momentum
argument. To begin with, the pressure gradient due to the image

will impel the bubble in the direction of lower pressure, just asI the buoyancy of the bubble does when the pressure gradient ts due

-• to gravity. The normal momentum due to this effect can therefore

be obtained by integrating the product of the image pressure

gradient by the volume of the bubble, and the corresponding normal

velocity can be computed. The sum of thla velocity and the veloc!-~

field of the image, evaluated at the position of the center of the

bubble, tu.ýns out to give the correct value of the velocity of
2k.: migration normal to the surface, to order 1/h , as determined by

the more rigorous calculation given earlier in Appendix 5. This

velocity is

t

dh h h dt

for a bubble at a distance h from a free surface; if the free sur-

IFj face is replaced by a rigid one, the sign of dh/dt is reversed.

jD
.

Li
I "
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It will be noticed that (18) consists of a periodic

term and a monotonic one, the latter corresponding to repulsion

from a free surface and attraction to a rigid one. This can be

F. understood qualitatively from the fact that the pressure gradient

due to the image is most effective, in imparting normal momentum

to the bubble, when the bubble is large. At this time the image

pressure gradient is toward a free surface or away from a rigid

surface. The predominant motion is in the direction opposite to

this pressure gradient. Just as in the case of the rise due to

gravity, the velocity of migration due to the surface contains a

term proportional to the reciprocal of the volume of the bubble,

which becomes extremely large in the contracted stages.

In making comparisons of theoretical and observed migra-

tion rates, one must usually deal with cases where both gravity and

boundary surfaces are present., To the order of approximation used

in Appendices 4 and 5, the velocities (17) and (18) can merely be

added in such cases. The relative importance of the migration

effects (17) and (18) as compared with the rest of the motion can

be measured by a ratio such as (dh/dt)/(da/dt). For (18) this

ratio at any stage is essentially a function of h/amax, and is

( ) practically independent of Poo or the size of the explosion. For

(17), however, the corresponding ratio is proportional to

Pgamax/Poo, so that the gravity rise is more important the larger

li •:the explosion or the smaller poo

For the experiments of Ramsauer mentioned in the intro-

duction and described in Appendix 8, the combined effects of

S(

S*N: _ _ _ _
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1 •!surface and bottom would never be more than a fraction of (17).

If we set t - T in (17) and use the simple theory of Appendix 1

l for the variation of a with t, the right of (13) becomes

(velocity of rise at amax) 0.62 gT

We may, therefore, expect -hý dist nce risen by this time to

be very roughly 0.15 gT n 0.5 if we set areax

150 cm. corresponding to a typical one of Rarftsauer's measure-

ments, we find the distance risen to be only a little under the

figure 10% of a which he reported. By way of contrast, the

distance which the Edgerton bubble would have risen by the

time of the first maximum, due to gravity alone, is only a little

over a millimeter, or less than 1% of amax.

* The slight asymmetry of the experimental points in
Fig. 2 about the maximum is hard to account for theoretically.

It is shown in Appendix 2 that the chief effect of the finite

compressibility of the water is to produce a radiation of energy,

and in Appendix 3 that only a negligible radiation of energy

occurs during the time when a is greater than say ama/ 3 .

The calculations of Appendices 4 and 5 show that, to the first

approximation, neither gravity nor proximit / to the surface can

produce an asymmetry. 'oreover, the surface waves produced by

- 1the expansion of the bubble could riot travel an appreciable

distance before the contraction sets in. A retardation of the

==J
'V: j 9

'{ i ... .I
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contractiro could of course be produced by the gradual burning

of some constituent of the cap which did not explode, but an

improbably large amount of such material would be required to

produce an appreciable affect while the bubble is large. During

the later stages of the contraction the measurements of the

I radius may have been systematically too large, since the bubble

I grew an opaque "beard". Near the maximum, however, the only

j Q explanation of the asymmetry would seem to be the distortion of

I the pictures by disturbance of the water surface or bending of

I ! the mirror, as already mentioned.

(..

-J }

I
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6. DEPARTURES FROM SPHERICAL SHAPE

In the analysis of Appendices 4 and 5, which has just

been discussed, the effects of gravity and of nearby surfaces are

treated as small perturbations on the motion. As is shown in

these annendices, the nerturbed motion is in first approximation

merely a superposition of radial and translatory motions, without

any change in the spherical shape of the bubble. Moreover,

Taylor2 has shown that the observed motion of bubbles can be

approximately calculated, even when the migration is large, by a

theory in which the bubble is constrained to be spherical at all

times. However, it is clear that in higher approximations depar-

tures from sphericity will occur, and photQgraphs taken during

the later war years2 3 do in fact show that in the contracted

stages the bubble becomes flattened in a plane, normal to its

direction of migration, and sometimes develops a mushroom-like

shape. As this flattening has a significant effect on the rate

of migration and on the intensity of the pressure pulse, some

theoretical study has been devoted to it 2 4 . The present section

2 2 See the article by Taylor in this volume.S~)

2 3 See the article "Motion and Shape of the Hollow Produced by
, .an Explosion in Liquid" by Taylor and Davies in this volume.

!i2
S2 4 ee for example the article of Penney and Price in this7'' volume.

' '4



will be devoted to some qualitative comments on the physical

causes of this flattening and of finer-scale departures from

ephericity.

An easy way to see why a rapidly moving bubble must be-

come flattened is to consider the non-uniformity in the distribu-

tion of pressure over the surface of a bubble which is constrained

to remain spherical. In Taylor's approximation, where the bubble,

though constrained to be spherical, is free to expand or con-

tract and to move up and down, it is clear that the average pres-

sure over the surface of the bubble will equal the gas pressure

I and that the first moment of the pressure will be zero. It is not

hard to show further that the second moment of the pressure, i.e.,

the coefficient of the second order spherical harmonic in the

expansion of the pressure at the surface of the bubble, must in

this approximation be the same as for a uniform.ly moving rigid

sphere whose size and translational velocity are the same as the

instantaneous values for the bubble. This can be verified from

Taylor's explicit expression for the pressure25, in which the

only terms in cos2 e or sin2 G are simply proportional to the

f square of the velocity of migration, independent of radial velocity

K •r and acceleration. Now it is well known that in the steady motion

of a rigid sphere through an incompressible frictionless fluid the

pressure is higher at the front and rear stagnation points than

25SOe the article by Taylor in this volume.

V.•t
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at the sides where the fluid moves tangentially to the sphere.

It is therefore to be expected that an explosion bubble Will

flatten iU Taylor's constraint of sphericity is replaced by the

boundary condition that the pressure be constant over the boundary.

Small-scale distortions of the surface of the bubble

tend to become greatly exaggerated during the contracted stages.

This is illustrated by the fact that near the minimum radius

bubbles usually present a decidedly prickly appearance. The

phenomenon can be understood mathematically in terms of the treat-

mentgive by26ment given by Penney and Price for the motion of a bubble depart-

ing slightly from spherical shape. Qualitatively, the cause

seems to be that illustrated in Fig. 3. Here the top curve may

be taken to represent a small portion of the surface of the bubble,

as distorted by some accidental ripples. This surface is of course

a contour of constant pressure. As we go away. from the surface

into the water (down in the figure) the contours of constant

pressure must become smoother, as shown. This means that the

pressure gradient must be numerically greater at the"troughs"

of the ripples in the figure than at the crests. If the pressure

in higher in the bubble than a short distance outside it, as is

the case in the contracted stages, the troughs will be accelerated

downward much more than the crests, and the amplitude of the

riples will increase. If on the other hand the pressure gradient

is in the opposite direction, as it is when the bubble is large,

the troughs will be accelerated upward relatively to the crests,

and the ripples will be leveled out.

26 See the article by Penney and Price in this volume,.

'1I
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T. THE WE•RGY BALANCE

It has already been mentioned in Section 4 above

that the erier lost between successive pulsations seems to

be considerably greater than the acoustic energy radiated.

This Is Illustrated in Fig. 4, which shown, an a smaller scale,

the successive pulsations of the same bubble as Fig. 2 . The

energies of the first two pulsations are roughly proportional

to the cubes of the maximum radii, hence are in about the

ratio 1:0.31 . As a check, the kinetic energies shortly

before and shortly after the first minimum appear to be in

about the same ratio. Although no acoustic measurements of

V the bubble pulse were made for this explosion, it seems quite

certain from other cases in which such measurements have been

taken2 7 that nowhere near 70% of the energy of the first

oscillation could have been radiated acoustically. Several

processer may be considered in an effort to find a cause

for this additional dissipation:

(1) Turbulenee. It has been noticed that for some

cases, where the bubble is migrating rapidly the non-acoustic

dissipation of energy is of the same order of magnitude as

that which would be expemted for the dissipation in the

turbulent wake of a uniformly moving solid sphere of the same

else and velocity as the bubble at its minimum; in a time

of the same order as the duration of the contracted stage.

Sinee the Neynolds number for such cases may be of the order
---- ------------------------------------------------------------

27See for example A. B. Arons and D. R. Yennie, Rev.

I,• Mod. Phys. 20, 519 (1948), also Volume I of this Compendium.
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of 107, It is certainly worth while to exataine seriously the

possibility of turbulent dissipation. However, there are two

considerations which make it seem unlikely that this is the

principal cause of the energy loss. In the first place, there

Is to the author's knowledge no evidence that the disappearance

of energy is significantly less serious for bubbles which do

not migrate than for bubbles which migrate rapidly; since one

expects turbulence to be much less serious for a stationary bubble,

a large energy disappearance for such cases would probably have

to be attributed to other mechanisms. In the second place, it

is questionable whether turbulence could develop quickly enough

to produce a steady-state rate of dissipation in the very short

time covered by the contracted stage. For there are no solid

boundaries to heln start the turbulence, and a calculation of

the stresses due to viscosity in the velocity field of Taylor's

theory shows these stresses to be negligible in comparison with

the hydrostatic pressure.

(iI) Cavitation. It is just possible that the pressure

a short distance above a rising bubble may be low enough to

produce a cavitation. However, even if this should occur for

a rising bubble it would not explain the energy loss of a

stationary bubble.

(iii) Transfer of heat from the compressed gas to the

water. Loss of energy through tiermal condction can eo• -- be

shown to be negligible if the niotion of the gas in the bubble

il non-turbulent. If an appreciable portion of the energy of

the, gas it; to be lost by conduction, the drop in temperature be-

tween center an'3 boundary of the bubble must be distributed over J
an appreciable fraction of the radius a. In such a cOse the

Hi
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S( flow of heat outward in one period has the order of magnitude

4lrfa2. KpA t 19)

Where - Is the thexal c , 44.4t" of the and &A ÷he

difference in temperature between the center of the bubble

and the water at the bomandary. The ratio of(19) to Q or W

becomes smaller the larger the explosion. However, it is

easily verified that (19) is entirely negligible as compared

I •[with the total energy Q or W, even for the smallest explosions.

S,. IIt seems unlikely that there can be any appreciable departure

from adiabatic cronditions, even when convection inside the

' bubble is taken Into account.

(1kv) A lng in the achievement of ther:!al equilibrium

I ! in the gas as it is comoressed. If such a lag is present the

I • work done by the water in compressing the gas will be greater

than the work given up by the gas In re-expanding, and the dif-

4 iference will be manifested as an irreversible heating of the

gas. It is not unlikely that such an effect exists , especially

since soot particles and possibly water droplets may be present

Sin the gas. However, if this is the predominant cause of the

energy lose, the unbalance in the energy equation ought to depend

strongly on the scale of the explosion. For the dissipationJ
due to the lag in equilibrium should become very small when the

"duration of the contracted stage becomes either very short or

... very long compared with the time required to establish thermal

equilibrium in the gas. To the best of the author's knowledge,

no such dependence on scale has been noticed; however, there

is not a very wide range of charge sizes for which accurate

_ _-__ _ _ _ --___ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _________



measurements of bubble sizee and acoustic pressures have been

made -
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SAPPENDIX I. PULSATIONS OF A BUBBLRE i Ti

IN'L

We have to integrate 'he energy equation (5) of

Section 5. This equation is

2 Ire S3 (dtax 2  4 r4 p~ G (a) Vw(1

Consider first the ease where the potential energy G of

f the gas is neglected. Solving (1) for dt and integrating

we have for the expanding phase

ax d a

f where t, is the time of maximum size. (It is convenient

to choose the mlaximum as origin because the approximations

of this simplified theory are most nearly fulfilled near

the maximum.) Putting

y- a__ • a A~'/T" • (S)

we have from (2)

tmtA :-1r P qJ 1 dyI t - t 2 y1 w (4)

S ( )

The otst caonvenient way to evaluate the integral for values

of the lower limit different from zero is to transform it

into an incomplete beta function. If we set{ I ~ i- y3 (5)
we have yA 4 z (l-z)

(.).dz so that

~ .. ...I
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-. (1 z) dz

[J~ L .5 ( .) - a 6• • "3

where Bx(nz,n) (-x)" dx is the incomplete beta

function. How in the range from 0 to 1/2 the factor

(l-z) varies quite slowly, and it can be quite s~tis-

factorily approximated over the range of integration by

a parabola. By this means the curve shown in Fig. 2

was constructed. The radius-time curve is thus

M tm -B B (17)

where z is given by (5) and (3) and Bz is to be read from

Fig. 5.

The period is obtained in the present approximation

by setting z = 0 in (7) and multiplying by two. We have

so the period is

0T : 1.135 ~IP"Q W 4  (8)

Let us now consider the other extreme, that of

small oscillations about the equilibrium radius al. If

the pressure-volume relation for the gas is

pa C a(
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where 7is the ratio of the specific hoats, we may set

C1 - d-V 4 i_ -' ( a (10)

If we set x - ai the kinetin energy term of (1) le

If we expand the potential energy terms in powers of
(x - X) where x, M a*?,, we find

Potential energy . constant + f9 7tPX' (x-x)+'.-. (12)

From (11) and (12) the limiting period for snall oscillations

con.•es out as

: #J a, (13)
V24trO-P-,x /25

1No detailed calculation of the period for inter-

mediate oases will be attempted here. The order of mag-

nitude of the deviation from (8) caused by gas pressure

can, however, be estimated as follows. Since in (13) the

radius a, is the mean of the maximum and m:tnimum radii for

the small oscillations, it is tempting to rewrite (0) In

terms of the maoan of the two radii aax and 0. If this is

(- done by putting

'•mean m ax t • It amaxP w,

and if in C13) we take -= 1.4 to get a numierical value, we

find from (8) and (13) respectively

ii

(!

1

~.
' -- - 't , . • : ,• . . . . .
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To . 1.829 (14) a,

3. 656 fPp. -s (14a)
S~~Ta 3.07 ••,(6

Thus, the coefficient of the mean radius in the expression

for the period varies only slightly from infinitely large

to infinitely seiall amplitudes. A numerical calculation

made by Professor Kennard gives the result that for 7z 1.4s

Iaa-55. 9 amin . 2.07 a,fT _-3.30 p• amean : 1.93

Thus, *for large arplitudes (14) gives a better approximation

to T than (14a), while for small amplitudes the reverse is

the case. -

A calculation of the form of the a vs. t curve

taking account of gas pressure could be made as follows.

SFor s:all a end reasonably large amplitudes, th,2 second
tenil of (I) could be neg-lected or treated as a small

correction; the integral for t could then be reduced to

an in omplete beta function with indices involving

For large values of a, the term G(a) could be regarded as

a small correction, and another tractable integral obtained.

It is hardly worth while to carry out the calculations for

"A small a, however, since when the amplitude of motion is

large the a ve.t curve in this region will be influenced

by dissipation (see Sections 4 and 7) . The calculations

for large a will be briefly sketched here, in order to show

I I that the effect of gas pressure on the outer parts of the



notion is slight. The correct refinement of (2) is

0ma (aaz
tm - t U 16

j/_L1=~. 2 P.. J ~a G(&s)

;'#e may treat the last two terms under the radical as small
compared with the remaining ones and so replace the integrand

U .... by the first two terms of its expansion in powers of these.

Setting W - G(amax) . 4Pp,4 •fX we have, on making the

asne substitutions as before,

*-~ f jfT 2  ~ l

where y, a,/%. . The first term in the bracket& would

give the motion as previously calculated. Tho second can be

evaluated with sufficient accuracy for values of y near 1 by

' i•setting

J-Jvl-

1-9
and then introducing the variablo z defined by (5). The

details will be omitted here, since we shall only need the

order of maGnitude of the ratio of the second term of (17) to

the first when y is near I. This ratio is asymptotically

, which in small for the value of y, (,%, 0.4)

whioh characterizes the first pulsation.7 It should be remembered that M beoomeu large almost

instantaneously after the detonation, so that the influence of

Gas pressure does not Increase the time taken by the first ex-

( jpnsi�n in the way that it inereases the time of the ensuing

contraotion.

r ! :

!! '.., . , . .. . ' : :. . . . . . .. . . .. .
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APPENDIX 2 PULSATIONS OF A DBULE IN A FLUID

In this discussion we shall start from the

equation of motion of a viscous fluid, although it will

turn out that the effect of viscosity on the pulsation

of a spherically symmetrical bubble is negligible. The

Stokes-Navier equation is

) -t '3(

where the symbols have the meanings explained on the

Snotation sheet. For spherically sym•etrical motion we

have for tle radial components of the various terms

, V. VV' v•, Br

zi' arr
Sand so (1) becomes

:)i •--+ -97 . vV - • -+ 2V )a 2, (2)

Let us integrate this equation on. r, at a given instanb of

time, from the surface of the bubble to infinity. The order

of maunitude of the effect of the viscosity term is not

likely to be much influenced by assuming that ._ is

constant for all stages of compression; this simplifying

assiumption will therefore be made, since this term will

.. • I

.4"
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( turn out to be negligible anyway. It will be convenient

to separate the integrated equation into terms charac-

teristic of incompressible motion and ten•ai involving

s ..o '.-.. (r~v) a -, say. Accordingly, we note that
_-]8

Prdr (r"Vid(- 1/r) :r __ a

- %•'The integrated equation (2) now b~comes

.'L'

+ v

S~~~~~TheistCrae equation shoul bvaieeno f~or an.. ealysae

r:4r

4~ ~v 2vN coo
4 _d

uri 'a

free

or finally,

daa

Th1is equation should be valid even for rat..-r early sta-es

or the mi~otion, when the shook wave front has advanced only

I a feaw times the Initial bubble radius~. This is because theJ ~steartine eque-tion (1) is valid rltrht thr'on,,h -the shock

L
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Wvave front. In the intorpretation of the richt side of (3)

we should remember that, strictly spoeaking, p is not quite
the-see function of V 4n the ghock wave front that it is

elsewhere, because heat is being generatod in this region

by ir-evorsible processes. In praotice we may itnore this

complication, however, as the extra pressure due to this

heating is negliSible. If this is done, the riSht side
of (Z) will be a known function of the pressure at r u a.

;.oreover vwe have

dra Io~f I I d~ (4)
!•• r_-a rua

w'here c Is the velocity of sound in water, Thus,

Sif is assume tiat the pressure is uniform throurhout the

bubble, so that p(a) is a known function corresponding

to an adiabatic law, (3) will becon.e an ordinary differential

equation for a(t), except for the term r qdr. We

shall now try to transform this term.

An inspection of (3) shows that the only tervas

which can be responsible for a dissipation of energy arm

the last two on the left, since all the others are un-

changed when the sign of da is changed. The first of

these must account for the energy radiated away in the

"form of sound.. A hint on how to evaluate this term is

provided by considering, the special case in which the

amplitude of the motion is small enough so that the

orin.,,y acoustioal theory can be used. In such a case

," wil ob~ey. tl-.e wave equation andj sinCe only outgo:ng n)

SilI
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waves satisfy our boundary conditions, we may write

where c is the velocity off sound in water. We then have

dr ) a dr c-a (al) (6)
a /a

fl. For the large amplitudes with which we are chiefly con-

cerned the acoustical theory on which (5) is based is of

course invalid. It will be shown below, however, that

V!: for laree waplitudes of motion the integral on the left

of (6) can be represented by the same torm, cao-(a) ,

plus other termns of lesser importance.

Let us start by taking the divergence of theII SEulor equation (i.e., of eqtuation (1) without the viscosity

terms) and then differentiate with respect to time. The

result is

(3t (7)

A, For simplicity It will be assumed that e is not appreciably

Schanged under the compressions to be encountereds so that

:, j• it can be treated as a constant in the differentiation.

This approximation is only bad at the start of the first

pulse, a atage which we have already excluded from the

present treatrment because at this stage the pressure cannot

be assumed constant throughout the gas bubble, For constant

-I

ii
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c, (7) becomes

i.e., in the present case of spherical synmetry

ja a

aAt - P(rt) rsay. (*)

h I Let us multiply the equation (9) by an arbitrary function
[t', S• u* and Integrate on t from-a to 0 and on r

J j fromr r to *o0 where ro< r,. (The function S will play the

role of the "Dirab delta function" used in quantum

mechanics.)

On inttegating by parts and taking ir and F as

vnnishing at t - -oo or at r = oo , we obtain

- dC dtdr + dr ~ g di'

u-0 0 and

in the third integral on the left we can use z a

s Othat (10) becomes

(r(L ý r - dr + or. c (r. 0) -ri.r.)

dr 17 1dtdr (11)

i, r ., T-0.1

I L
i,
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Dow lot us specify that S(x) be differont from zero only

in a very narrow range about x Z 0, and that b(x)dx z 1.

As we make 6(x) narrower and narrower the last two terms on

the left of (11) will evontually vanish, while the rest of

the equation approaches

S- I) + (rVg-ctt)dt (12)

Tntegratine (12) on r, gives now, for t - 0

dr, -- cad (a) 4- (r -ot,t) dtdz, (13)

The double integral on the- right represents the correction.

to (6) necessitated by the fact that the amplitude of motion

is large. It can be approximately evaluated by inserting

for F a function obtained from the non-compressive approxi-

mation. 17c have from (8) and (9)

Fr7 a J.) (14)

where [L e 5 j

Now XLlg ~.~ ; ~V

so we have v -v

I2 ri

'Ip



Since v in the non-compressive approximation varies inversely

as re • will die off very rapidly as we go away from the

bubble, end the chief contribution to the double integral

in (13) will come from values of (r,- ct) very close to a.

Th.erefore there can hardly be a very large error intro-

duced by usinC the non-compressive approximation to v in

the evaluation of this integral. Also, we may note that
if _d c, most of the variation in P during the integration

on t is due to the change in the argument (r,- ot), and

f very little to the change in the argument t. Thus, we

may set

-~ ctot) ft PF(z' - c4,O) +t r(r, -ct.O) (16)

and gauge the adequacy of the approximation by the smallness

of the effect of the second term. We have

ctt)dtdr,•J,(r.Q) Y ) dl ia d

00

(r-a) TP (rO) dr - o~(r-a) P(r,O)dr (17)
a,,a

Using (14) the first of these intenrals becomes just

• •(aO) . The second can be evaluated using (14) and (15)

with the non-compressive approximation to v. The details of

this will not be 6iven here and we shall merely state the

result. It is that the effect on the motion of the second

term of (17) is rather less than that of the first during

the first contraction of the bubble. Both terms are largest

for the stages near that of minimum radius, although the
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first vanishes at this radius. The effect of the second
teor may be laraer than that of the first just after the
'11ypi-nete takbes.. QG p labut -id prazen' analysis -to pre-
vented by other reasons frro applying to these stages. The
AiG-er the Padlua of the bubble, the smaller the effect of

the second tam. ompard6 with tUe tizjt a numerical Cal-
Oulation gives a value of about .05 for the ratio or the

second tern to the first when 1LJ.th hi

teo= itself is not very Impor0tan we shaii drop the

second teom avnd write (Iv) as
/•?-o

2ed da

V WE 'a F N * (18)

WOe are now ready to solve (3) by using (18),
(13)0 and (4). The last term on the left of (3) ohn now
be seen to be entirely negligible, since the principal part

F of the correction to the non-comprssive approxiuation Is

the term car (a) in (13) t we have in fact, in o.g.sa units,
4 -. o" zwhile oa - to 3O. We thus write (3)

~ij (

Now the left side of (19) is

Id

ii

'I

II
S. .I .... ..I. ... . . . . .. . . ... . .
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while on the right we have

p ~ a -p . - p ( a ) _-,

where is the density at infinity. The second term is

snerligible for all stages of the motion exoept those

I immediately following the explosion, so we may write (19)

in integrated form as

da da

~~= 2a: SYa sda (20)

The equ'ation (20) is the extension of the energy equation (5)

of Seation . , to Which it reduces as c -

The factor - • on the left of (20) has

merely the effect of making the curve of P against t

asymmetrical (i.e., of making the oontrnction slower them the

expansion), without however producing any dissipation of

enerGy. Since a (<" o for all. those stages of the motion

which we are considering here, this factor is rather unim-

portant. The dissipation of energy arises from the term

in on the right. For we have

Ii ~'a a-a

I/d dt4~d (21)
max=

Since L (0 , this term is negative and becomes ever

greater in ma•qiltude in the course of time. The effect of

this dia•ipation on the motion is discussod briefly in

&I - ,*. *!-
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S (Appendix 3, where it is shown that only a negligible

I amount of energy is radiated when the bubble it large,

but that at the first oontractlon an appreciable

radiation of energy may take place.

Before concluding, it should be mentioned that

the preceding analysis disposes of an objection which may

be raised against the simple theory of Appendix I. The

A objection is that for a certain range of depths the

pressure jump at the shook wave remains greater than p=,

for a large part of the period of the first pulsation.

It is therefore not tImredlately obvious that the notion

I of the bubble will be the same in the actual case as in

1 the non-compressive approximation, for which the pressure-

radius curve of Iigure . would be replaced by a monotonic

curve with asymptote pe.

i* i

Ii i'

I,

i I
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APPENDIX 3 CALCULATIONS OP THE RATE OPSRAIATION OF ENER~Y"

In this ..... dU.. th e reAiation of energy

from the pulsatinC bubble will be calculated on the assump-

tion that the rate of energy loss so so ral- that it has

a negligible effect on the course of the motion. This

assumption will turn out to be somewhat rough near the first

minimum or two, but the cal culations here will at least

indicate the order of magnitude of the energy loss. Our

starting point will be equation (20) of Appendix 2. As

explained there, It is a fairly good approximation to

neglect the f/o on both sides, so we write the equation

as
aa

4 da
(rP (a) 47p r 41a2da a ada (1

The left of (1) differ, only by an additive constant romm

the left of equation (5) of Seetion.3 of the tex~t it. thuS

represents the kinetic and potential energy which would be

present for the motion of a bubble in an incompressible )
S"a m "

am)

heetf()_ifesolybaditvcntntfo
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fluid with the same at and daThere cannot be much

error involvod in assuming that the amount of energy radiated

during the contracted stage is equal to the total change in the

right of (i) during this stage.

I The rinht of (1) will be evaluated by Ineertlne
Sthe value of da which would obtain If there were no

I dissipation. We shall consider three extreme cases:

(1) Small vibrations about the equilibrium radius a."
This case provides a check on the starting
formula (l), which should yield the same result
as the usual acoustical theory for a simple
source.

(ii) Near the maximum radius for vibrations of
any amplitude.

(iII) Near the minimum radius, for vibrations of
j! large amplitude.

I In all three cases we shall assxme for simplicity that the

pressure-volume relation is

: pooa 1  or : pmax ain (2)

I i() From (1) and (2) the energy dissipated in one

cycle is
I..r

4r- 4f(Pd)~adt .6 d. '"- - c J a,i/\or

which in the limit of very small oscillations is

6Ts

D I,

:where T is the period. At the same time the total energy Is

dai 2a '(3)
Z maq:
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so that the fraction of this energy lost per cycle is

3p. Ts-Fi
2 T67 (4)

by (13) of Appendix 1. In the usual acoustical theory

the energy radiated by a simple source in one period in

I where A 47ral in the "strength" of the source.max

The ratio of this to (3) is easily verified, by using (13)

of Appendix 1, to be the same as (4). For p. : 1 atmosphere,

z: 1.4, o : 1.5 x 105 cm/see, (4) comes out to be .086.

Si (ii) In the neighborhood of the maximum radius let

where the time t-O is taken as the time of rmaximum radius.

The negative of the right of (1) is then asymptotically

l2lr"'p. S'max (2 t)* dt

~maý
f0

o A
S' % ax .... t (6) j

The kinetic energy is

I ~2r S() -re a %-a

and the ratio of (6) to (7) is

"POO

I t. r

31C (-)
-I ... . a . T o
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( by (14) of Appendix I. 'Me quantity (8) represents the

fractional change in produced by the dissipation,

as compared with the ideal motion of Appendix 1, This

change in negligible in the neighborhood of the maximum

radius, since tor *Ca 1.4, P,.a 1 atmosphere,

0 a 1.05 x 105 cm/sec, L O. (8) reduces to
I tmax - D

304 x 10 4 t

i(nti) Por large wiplitudes of motion we may ionore p•

jin the nei-hborhood of the minimum radius, and thus obtain

from equation (1) of Appendix 1

da -

where 0 W (10)

Using this and (2), the right of (1) becomes

SO3-2 
dx ()

where x - V We want to find out how much energy is

radiated away during the entire portion of a cycle when

"the radius of the bubble is small (we have seen that the

r.diation is negligible at other times). To do this let

us take the limits of the integral in (11) to be 1 and O0

(the exact value of the upper limit is unimportant) and

multiply by two. The resulting integral can be expressed in

terms of ga.mma functions, and dividing (11) by W we have

finally

14 ... '

*1" - ---tI
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Fraction of 4 4 p
total enerey #I $q21TZ i rxi
radl.ated 6(12)

iI % we setK

4Tr M.In PMVO

I (12) takes the more convenient form.

radiated 4 )

The coefficieWnt oi has the values

Coefficient

1.6 3.02. •0 3.8 ,

It must be rememterei, of course, that (13) will not be

exactly correct even for a spherically symmetrical motion,

because we have ignorel the modification of the motion

produced by the radiation and by other dissipative mechanisms.

When asymmetrical influences are present, the radiated energy

may be very much less, as Taylor has shown, because the

bubble will not shrink t3 so small a radius.

28 2 8 Se the article by Taylor in this V•lume.

iti
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Whenever the radius of the pulaating bubble is

small enough compared with the height of the column of

water necessary to produce pressure Poo we may expect

. the effect of gravity on the pulsations to be small. Ac-I • .

. cordingly let us expand the.velocity potential 4 and the

shlpe of the bubble in powers of g. C•hoosing the initial

k position of the center of the bubble as origin of coordi-

I nates, we may denote the radial distance to a point on

the boundary of the bubble by R(O), where e- is the

angle with the vvertical. i',e thus set

S( t) Rt) -4g,- S .....0(2)

Taking p. to be the pressure at infinity in the plane z-0,

the equation of motion is

ft 9z (4)

and the first order part of this is

r rp

STo integrate this we must use three additional relations:

(i) Since V 0 , the expfansion of in

I
spherical harmnonics must have the form

'Ai.
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provided there aro no obstaoles or f•-e auifaces

nearby.

(1i) The boundary condition which p, must satisfy

is determined by the fact that p(R) Is a fixed

Pmnction of the volume V of the bubble, indepen-I
dent of g. Thus, to the first order in S

I p (Rt) = p. (a,t) .+ [A, gp,(a,t)

'><' ~~~ r"< --- Vt'a,
ii sinc

Ii: fr•om whicoh

,P ,(*eAt) : L-' t ,JtaU <• (97)

S~(iii) Since

dR~

we have

dR, A, os A9,

~ ~i42 da (
- 2H R t- A &L. M O . .... (8)

a)I II.

The procedure is now to substitute (6) and (7) in (5), and

I to use (8) to express AO, Bi, ..... in toms of the coof-

ficients in the spherical harmonic expansion of R,* If We

" let(Cos
•I R, " . • (t) P> (oosO) (9) )

I I
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the ditfCerential equation which results for Rj vil be

homogeneous when fb1, so that the solution which satisfies

R '.0, - - 0 at t= 0 (start of motion) (30)

will be simply R O. The same will be true when 4 O,

since the seoond term on the right of (7) is prnportional

to R Thus we have only the equation for l I_ to con-

sidert this equation is

1. dB da 4 2~

da "
or$ using (a) and the relation -•--saa

ae() + e duIto

• • ,. using -h-t h ls ~e n h ubei lpae

Ui foei nerse nyi h (ielraio (1) a (11)

Thii inteurates to

__ 2

da T dt (12)

The equation

R2a +eR, con e

moans that to the first order in S the bubble is displaced

upward by the amount gR without change of siize or shape.

If one is interested only In the relation (12), a much

siplr e-iamt4o4 cn~ be gven. Consider the momentum

of the water contained In a large vertical cylinder or

radius I and length L ) ,with center at the origin.

'j. ( Thin momnentuml.In

bubble cylinder

iir
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where • is the outward normal in each case* An L-• •

the second surface integral goes to zero. If we take the

origin of coordinates at the instantaneous center of the

bubble, the evaluation of the first suriace integral Is

simplified: we have R,- 0 at the given instant, so that

to the first order in g

4 7r
L a

by (0). Now the time rate of change of MZ is equal to the

total gravity force acting on the water in the cylinder,

plus the tot.al pressure force on the ends, plus the momen-

turn entering across the surface. In the limit L-*oo the

Slast contribution vanishes, and the first two give

lim : 4r z (14)

L- *dt

Equating (13) to the time integral of (14) gives (12).

At the maximum of the first expansion the value

of con be obtained by substituting the value of

from Appendix 1 into (12): disregarding gas pressure, the

result turns out to be

a 0.62 gTo (15)

The value of g I at this stage is obtained, as to order ofI manitude at least, by mtultiplying half of (15) by To/2.

,.. .. '1
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The rise or the bubble during the fix-at expansion is thus

proportional to TO, and the ratio of the distance risen to

ama. proportional to T. rie r.c i- therefore negligible

for small explosions, but considerable for large ones.

A conspicuous featue of (12) Is that the rise
in enormously accelerated durinG the contracting stage,

because of the a3 in the denominator. This is an illus-

tration of the general instability of the contracting

stage. Even for rather small explosions, the velocity

of rise will probably become so great during the con-

traction that the approximation of treating the gravity

correction as small will break downt It is certain,

however, that a very rapid vertical acceleration will

take place, which will tend to create turbulence much

S•.I sooner than it would be created in the absence of gravity.

II
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AAPPENDIX 5 EFFEOT OF PROXIMITY TO A FREWi o1 A ... ... SUWA

Lot the center of the gas bubble at the start of

the notion be a distance h beneath the free surface of the

water, or alternatively a distance h from a plane rigid

surface. The water will be t retaed as incompressible, and

gravity will be neglected, since it is easy to show that

the first-order effects of the surface and of gravity are

L additive. We shall be interested in two effects due to

the presence of the surface, namely, the change in period

and the rising or sinking of the bubble. The complete

theory, which is similar to that of Appendix 4, is rather

complicated; however, the calculation of the effect on

the period can be made quite simply, and this will be

I given first.

The boundary condition which must be satisfied

at a free surface is that the pressure p must be constant

I. • over the surface. This means that the velocity potential

Smust satisfy

F on the surface. Since. is of order i/r, where r is the

distance from the center of the bubble, the ratio of the
Ssecond tern of (1) to the first will be of order 1/h 3 as

II h It is not hard to show that this ratio is quite

"small when h is even a few times a , so that it will be

good enough for oux purposes tormplace (1) by the condition

Pi
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S: 0 on the free surface (2a)

"Alternatively, vie must have

n 7 - 0 on the rigid surface (2b)

where - is the unit normal to the surface, It w*Il be

) f convenient to picture 4ý as the electrostatic potential

• •due to a charge (and, if necessary, a set of multipoles)

!i •located at the initial center of the bubble, in the pr'esence

j L of (a) a grounded conducting plane, or (b) a plane boundary

of a medium of dielectric constant zer.o The total "charge"

of the bubble is

I- .-4cýs 1 dV

I ~ 'ffbubble~
surface

fwhere V I s the volume of the bubble, As is wiell knovin, the

field due to the charges induced on the plaen in case (a) is

the same as that produced by an oprpos-tely charged mirror

image of the charged bubble: the lines of force (stream

lines in the hydrodynamical problem) accordingly look as

i'"Ii shown in Figure 6 (a). Similarly in case (b) the field

(" produced by the polarized dielectric is the same as that

produced by an image with the same sirn of charge, and

, the lines of force are as shown in Figure 6 (b). Nvow the

'-• I kinetic energj of the hydrodynanical problem is

entire
,( fluid
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which differs only by a conxta t .factor from the olectro-

static onergy

1i~ d 1

of the electrical problem. The change in the latter when

the bubble is brought from infinity to a distance h from

the plane is equal to the work done in this operation. If

h is a few times larger than the radius a of the bubble# the
S£1~feld_ E acting on the bubble, due to Its bnage, when It in

f 'a distanco x from the plane, can be taken as te -/4x'? with

the upper sign in case (a), the lower in case (b). The

I : work done, therefore, is

e dx Z (4)

sA
I, 

'

'{ I
Sii

S I

Ii '
( I I"
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Mny redistribution of charge (normal velocity) on the

surface of the bubble, and any alteration in the shape of

Sthe bubble, due to its proximiity to heu trface, w!!l iv1 i
a contribution to this work which is of higher order in l/h,

and negligible if h is several times a. The work (4) is to

be compared with the electrostatic energy eo/2a of the

j p! ,-> bubble when it is.spherical and at an infinite distance

Ifrom the plane. Thus# to the first order in l1i we have

A d V
I Kinetic energy in /Kinetic energypre-snce of surface n absence of) (.5)

surface

where the upper sign is to be used for a free surface, the

lower sign for a rigid surface.

Tho motion of the bubble in the presence of the

surface is accordingly given to the first order by multi-

plying the first term of (1) of Appendix 1 by the factor

S(1 • .), and integrating the resulting equation. This

~ equation may be written simply

(3 f (R) (6) ,

(R is used rather than a for the radius of the bubblep since it

i I will be convenient to use a(t) for the radius in the absence

I I of pertupbine, influences.) The form of the function f(R)

cannot depend on h, since both the total energy, and the1' form of the potential energy function, are independent of h.

I~ ~ '
3!
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If we set

the f irst order part of (6) is just

a1 dOa 111 2i

Since R0O at the start of the notion, which we take at
t=O, the solution of (8) is

R( a rt (a)

Now R/h I in simply the time interval by which the

Icurve of R against t laCs behind the curve of a against t

for a fixed radius. Ie value of this quantity after one

complete cycle represents the amoun=t by which the period

is shortened because of tho surface. Thus, we have to

the first order in I/h

) I where•W is the time average of a, and where the upper sign

Sis for a free surface, the lower for a rigid one.

When there are two or more plane surfaces near

the bubble, their effects on the motion are not simply addi-

tive, even in the first order. In some cases the combined

effect can be calculated rather easily by the image methods

of eleetrostatios already used. For examcple, consider a
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bubble halfway between the surface and a horizontal rigid

bottom. The field between these two planes in the equivalent

electrostatic problem io that of the original charge e and

an iufinite set of imagep, as shown in Fig. 7. The two

nearest images give equal antl opposite contributions to

the potential at the bubble, and thus cancel; however, the

next two images both have charge -e , so give a negative

contribution. The potential at the bubble due to the infinite

yj set of images comes out to be - log 2 , which differs

I4

Iitl

N
()

"I ;-

(| ...) . ,•
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only by the factor lo. 2 69.w from the value Which

we would have if the bubble vere a distance h from the

surface in infinitely deep water. Thus for this case

If, on the other hand, the bubble were between two parallel

infinite rigid surfaces, its kinetio energy when expanding

or oontracting would be infinite; for this case T-a* in

the non-compressive approximation*

if; In the discussion so far, nc account has been

taken of any displacement of the center of the bubble,

or of any deviation from spherical shapedue to the proxi-

mity of the surface. Following the ideas used in Appen-

dim 4. let us set

p (rSt) :P~,±~(2

R~~~~ +&')-ab+ n(3

where R is the distance from the origin (taken at the

initial position of the center of bhe bubble) to the

SIboundary of the bubble in a direction me'4ing anglele

with the z axis, vMaie. we shall draw from the origin t.orard.

the surface and nor-sual to the latter. The equation of motion

Is

IM~ (14)
!:•I !I )

!',
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I and the 2irst and second order ports of this are
S(

ar 2 (16)

As in Appendix 4, we use thlree additional relations to
\.•+ interfere these: +

(I) Since 0 , the expansion of in

spherical harmonics must have the form

N 1

+- C, Pa. (coos ..±(:4 -onr) P•cs) +..... (17)

!t I '

where the torms• in .An, Dn Cn ."' represent

the field produced by the imaGe of the bubble in

the surface. The potential at the origin due

to this image is ; e correct to the second

order in 1/h, twhere e is given by (3) and where
t 7 the upper sian is for & i•rae surface, the lower

for a rigid one, Similarly, the gradient of the

image potential at the origin is# to the second

order in 1/h

, + , ,s . . .. .. .... • , . .. .

'0
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and, in general, the kth derivative of do" at the )

bi• origin is of order h l. Thus, we have

ada c . . o(9A2 :O, 09 +B 2 2 *.. -

(Ui) To order Ile,, the prossure at the boundary

'Uof the bubble is

pi Rt) =pco. R/ R,./no +I apo
71 X

2 4 hp p ,(a•t)/h , h "+" /h (20)

)j , Also, to the first order in I/h,

p(Rt) p. (ast) + 47a. zI dp*

((21

Where R spherioal average of .RO since

at the boundary of the bubble

dpe P' d p0 )q

I-ii (20) and (21) Sive

P1 (a (22)

I Into this we may insert p. from (14) which is,

I+ I:

• ' -: • . .. ,, " ., z

,',I " • ; • , . •• .. _ . ;. ...... ... . + ,._ . .. .. . . . . ... . .... +-I
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SNsince -- "1r

P, P.0 j d 1 d aa
Tt a dt 2 rv L -dJ (23)

We shall. not be interested in the spherically

Ssyrmetrical part of p ; if we anticipate the result

7 to be proved below that R is spherically syrmietri-

cal and remember that p(R,t) is constant over theii surface of the bubble, we have from (20)

Pz~ ipjrt'a spherically71( r - synmetrical (24)S• Jr-ca terms

A I, (iLi) In tho equation - let us

insert

Fin L Pt(Cos) (25)

'.e obtain, as in Appendix 4,

R2 da (oAla, t

dR 2 da)2 >3

r(B I /oo, n (27)

To obtain the differential equations for the IRg

we first insert (18) into (26) and solve these equations for

Ao,, B e te. In this way the expression (17) for can
Sx1



¶ ¶da

be evaluated in terms of the R N a, andd d-a

If this is now inserted into (15) and the right of (15) ex-

pressed in tenu of H$), and of a and it- derivatives, by

(22) and (23), a set of second order differential oquations

for the Rý)(t) result. All the equations will be homo-
g' eneous excent that for 0-O* since at t-O0, R,- .0O

S| ~this raeanIs th•_t

|I Rexpt 0 faoro o (20)

I loFor A w vie obtain the equ~ation

adflR( fda\ dl (0) dadea d

Zt(5~ hda (29)

It can be verified that (8) is an integral of (29), so that

the solution (0) obtained by the simpler method is checked.

Another check on (29) is obtained by noting that the left

side reduces to zero if we set R corresponding

to a shift in the starting times

The same procedure can be used to get the dif- )

±'erontial equations for the uRn((9)A)7,(1)

(16), and (24). Forb l the resulting equation is homo-

Sanoous, no

0 N for 1(30)
-go

iFor, 1we have on collecting the termns

_+ Z .3a (31))
A _

A*

'I_______
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which when integrated by parts gives

3zdA 3 (32)i6n

- dt,(t) ± a, -- !_dt" (33)

We conclude that as far as the second order Ln

1/h, the effect of the surface in to change the period of

the motion (first order) and to shift the center of the

bubble a distaXice Rb/h toward the surface. This latter

displacement consists of a periodic part and a monotonic

part. The periodic part represents a sucking of the bubble

back and forth by its imaCe: the velocity at the origin
doe to the :image is 't e/4h? = aA da, tS, -- r•/4h I the f Irst term

of (32) Is three times this because the bubble acquires a

dipole moment Just sufficien-, to keep the pressure constant

3] over its surface. The monotonic second term of (32) Is

( negligible compared to the first in the limit of small

velocities, although not for the velocities encountered

1I1 explosions. This term, like (12) of Appendix 4, con-

tains a in the denominator, and thus illustrates the in-

stability of deviations from spherleal sy.netry during the

contraction. The ratio of the monotonic part of the velocity

1 W due to the surface, to the gravity torm g of

St.1

S• .° I
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The integrals cjai be evaluated for t- T, by the methods

of Appendix 1, in the approximation which neglects gas

pressure. The results are

1 0.30 (34)

le max
Sas t :1.14 ( 35)

so that the ratio is

SIfOtem 0 .~20 o(36)

For small explosions in shallow water or close to a rigid

surface this ratio can become appreciably greater than one,

0o that the bubble can, for example, sink instead of rise.

"It must be remembered of course that when h is as small

as two or three times a.. the rate or drift given by (32)

becomes so large during the contraction that it can by no

5*i means be regarded as a small correction to the moLion.

However, (32) should give the drift fairly well over the

v�fgreater part of the first period, so the qualitative con-

elusion that a bubble will rise or sink in a given experl-

mernt is probably safe.

Ii )
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In conclusion, it will be shown that the R

satisfying (31) can be represented as a sum of the
dlaplacament due to the pressuffe gradient produced by the

image, and the mass motion produced by the image. The

pressure gradient due to the image is
J2

I Equating the time rate of change of the norwsl momentum

(compare (13) and (14) of Appendix 4) to the buoyant effect

of this pressure gradient would give a value z for the

coordinate of the bubble In the z-direction, satisfying

- r--• ea3 dzp a "'a3 •Pm (38)

In combining this with (37) we may eliminate p(a) by the

differentiated energy equation (5) of the text--i.e., by

Eq. (19) of Appendix 2 with c set equal to infinity -- viz.,

d 22

The result is, to order 1/h

(Id_ dza 1 * 84  5 d 2 a 2 da 2

Sdtj 22 d dt

Now as was stated above in the paragraph following Eq.

t(33), he veloa.ity field due to the image would, in the

absence of the bubble itself, cause a velocity of motion

I /dt In the a-coordinate of the water at the position of



lid

the bubble center, where

dzV a2 da 0()

S 4h2  dt

whenoe, to orler 1/h 2 ,

K ? I

Adding (39) and (40) gives

Il ~1 d~ a33~ dz af +V~ : 2E d a2( )j] (41)
12dt L t Ph7

Comparison of (31) and (41) shows that to this accuracy (zil- zv)

satisfies the same differential equation as R4l)/h 2 .

J
L)

I I

iI

is __________
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( APPENDIX 6 PRESSURE DSRIBuION IN
_WN-'IMESSIVE RADAL MOTION

The Euler equation for radial flow is

Integrating this from r to infinity and writing

cc

v It sr vta v (2)

I r
we find, assumrine constant

- e p-a (3)

For non-compressive motion outside a bubble of radius a

we have

a da

S = p , *(a (4)

so that~ (:it C ie 5

Snd solving (') for d a and insergtin in (6) gives finally

iip or + L:. p. f(d~a da

o r a) 9.&L (8)

I ?l

Setn rw ie

a d, g .. ,

ii~ (7)_____ ~--~-~-- - .*
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) •",
It is obvious that the maximum value of (8) willida

i occur when a is less than the radius at which W is a

tmaxirm, but it it not immediately obvious that (0) is a

maximum when a is a minimum, slince in this region increas-

ing a decreases p(a) but increases H However, if we

7assume p(a) to follow an adiabatic law pa - constant and

i neglect the p% term in equation (1) of Appendix 1, we have

° A.

W gGs4f I(amn) a (10)

If (9) and (10) are assumed it can be verified that (8)

increases with decreasing a all the way down to ai

whenever -> 1, as is always the case for perfect gases.

If r is large enough ,so that the last teom of (3)

can be neglected vie have

"zThe maximum of (i) will come When t and t are two times )

forwhih. azda i a axi=..in heexpanding and

-- j contracting stages respectively. From equation (1) of

n-i Appendix 1 we have, neglectine Gp

-OAR W2P (72)

This is a maximum when

[i.
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w 2 P" 3 a e

is. when a a2 aw (3

This mawdnan value of (12) is

P 0 (2% -2 13 2
t00

Insertion or this into (11) gives

maximum impulse '4
of pressure :2 x Po (14

"Ii

iii

II

[ : -" .. .. .

S• , . .... . ' _ __. ._-._ _._ __,_ _,_,_-.• • . ," • ,; , ,• . : , , •:; .,L •
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APPENDIX 7 EFFECT OF THE INERTIA OF THE GAS

It seems unlitely that oscillations of the gas in

the bubble, i.e., non-uniformity of the pressure in the

I bubble due to the inertia of the gas, can cause any

apprealable wiggles in the pressure pulse emitted during

J the contracted stao. The reasons are as follows:at the of

I (I) The pressure gradlent at the outer edge of the

gas shere i8

r =

wherelD. Is the density of the gas. The

equati3n of motion if the gas can apparently

be satisfied by a velocity distribution

approximating a uniform contraction or ex-

pansion combine4 with a pressure distribution

which is roughly parabolic in r with the slope

(1) at the boundary* For such a distribution

it ig easy to calculate the fractional deviation

of p (a) from the pressure T which the gas

i would have uxnder static conditions at the same

volume- the result is

r a
I It

At the minimum radius, for example,

a da ir, (eq. (19), Appendix 2)
dt

*1

--I .
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so the second term in the braokets is essentially

Swhich is negligible at all times after the

initial stages of the explosion. Thus a motion is

possible for vhich gas inertia is negligible, ala

L• though it may not be the motion which actually occurs*

(it) We might suppose the gas to oscillate in one of its

normal modes, with an amplitude that increases as

the radius gets smaller. Now the lowest normal

mode of a sphere of gas has the period 29(for small

amplitudes) 1.40a/o , where * is the velocity

of sound in the gas, Near the minim=m radius
the gas is hot, so that c is high, and the
period of the gas oscillation is rather small even

on the scale of the a vs. t curve at this stage.

We may, therefore, expect the efficiency of the

water in exciting such an oscillation to be smallo

(iii) If the amplitude of such a normal mode of vibration

is to increase greatly as the bubble contracts, the

normal mode cannot lose much of its energy to the

C) water in a period. But if little energy is lost in

this waý the effect of the gas oscillations on the

sound received at a distance in the water will be

SSmalle

29Ord Rayleigh, Thoorv .2-f A0n, #331.
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£PPENDIX 8 E-UME OFRAMBAUER'S EXPERIMENTS

In the experiments of Rameauer mentioned in the intro-

duotion, the objective was to obtain measurements .of the radius-time

curve for the first expansion of the bubble. Ramsau-r worked with

charades of one or two kiograms of guncotton at depths up to 9

meters, at a place where the total depth of water was 12 motors.
I !The charge was suspended near a submerged iron framework Which

carried a number of rigid electrodes. Electrolytic currents

I flowed to each of these electrodes from a single electrode

some distance away. When the expanding gas bubble from the explo-

J : sion reached any particular electrode, that electrode became iso-

I lated from the water and the current in the circuit to which it

was connected ceased. Measurement of the time of cessation of

i: the current in the circuit of each electrode thus gave a point

on the radius-time curve of the bubble. Only the expanding

phase of the motion was studied, and the difficulty of supporting

. •electrodes rigidly close to the explosion prevented measurements

from being taken at less than about a quarter of the maximum

radius.

Rameauer found the variation of areax with depth and

charge of explosive to agree nicely with the prediction W

! I 4ttPi~ax of the simple theory, with W = 0.41Q. This is in
fair agreement with values of W/Q found in recent work for

I I other high explosives. He also attempted to check the energy
equation (5) by using his measured values of da and some calculated

3O.Ramsauer, Ann. d. Physik 72, 265 (1923)

"A \ . . ; " ° '' ' ' : . ." ' • . '•. • i _, 'v ..,. . ..... . . . . , . . . . . . .
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( values of the gas energy G(a); however, his measurements of

velocity are not very accurate, and the assumptions from which

he obtained the equation of stcate of the gas may be croder-

ably in error. Plotting the left side of (5) as a function

of a he drew the conclusion that about four-fifths of the

Squantity (Q=W) represented acoustical energy radiated in the

stages aea~x2 while one-,fifth represented dissipation due

j " to viscosity and thermal conduction in the later stages :f

the expansion. Very little weight can be Siven to this,

however, because of the uncertainty inboth the kinetic and

potential energies. -Rmsauer also concluded that the tempera-
0

ture of the gas at the end of the expansion was 160 a., so

that none of the water formed by the explosion could condense.

This conclusion of course rests on the validity of Rameauer's

assumptions regarding the equation of state of the explosion

products.

Ramsauer noticed that at maximum size the bubble ex-

tended about 10% farther, measured from the initial center of

the explosive, in the horizontal direction than in the down-

ward direction. This rising of the gas bubble is to be

j ) expected, of course, and is in approximate quantitative

41 agreement with the theory of Section K and Appendix 4. Another

incidental effect was observed whioh, if real is a little puszling.

%max seemed to be slightly decreased by placing an equal volume

of air in the tube which contained the guncotton.

(I,

ii!

H[
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VERTICAL MOTION OF A SPHERICAL BUBBLE AND THE
PRESSURE SURROUND.ING IT

G. va Taylor.

iiAugja~L142
Summary.

The upward motion of the spherical hollow which is forued In water by an explosion is
discussed on the assa--ption that the Spherical form Is preserved. During the expanding stage
the buoyancy of the hollow gives a large amount of vertical moimentum to the surrounding water.
During the contracting stage this momentum Is concentrated round a rapidly diminishing volume.
An Intense concentration of vertical momentum is thus produced in the neighbourhood of the
vertical line through the charge. The pressure at points above the charge and near this line
rises to considerable values owing to two causes:-

(a) When the hollow Is near Its greatest contraction at the end of Its first oscillation
Its centre Is nearer to points vertically atove tne seat of the explosion than it was
at the time of the explosion (but further from points on the level of the exoloflon).

(b) The pressure due to the combination of vertical motion and expansion on the second
expansion is In certain circumstances large.

For comparison with observatlon, the mnaximm displacements to be expected in a
rectangular plate 6 feet x 4 feet x 0.173 inches attacked by 4.65 lb. of T.N.T. placed
(a) 14 feet below the plate; (b) 14 feet away horizontally -Ara calculated. They are found to
be 4.3 and 1.5 Inches respectively. The ouserveu displacements were 4.5 and 1.15 inches.

Though complete dynamical similarity is not possible when charges of varying, sizes are
exploded under water, yet In certain circumstances dynamical similarity should be very nearly
attained. It is shown, however, that there are large ranges of depth and charje weight which
could not be explored even approximately by model experiments unless the experimental apparatus
were so Constructed that the atmosphrrical pressure above the water surface could be reduced.

II The radial motion of the water near the seat of an explosion has been studied by many
writers. Recently Conyers Herring* has analysed the small change in shape which the expanding
spherical hollow suffers owing to tne varying hydrostatic pressure in the water due to gravity.He showed that during thr period when this effect Is small it merely displaces the sphere vertically

without chanjing Its shape. This vertical motion may be regarded as being due to the vertical
momentum given to the fluid surrounding the spherical hollow by the floating power of the h.)llow.
The n•,..entum asroc,&i1;te w1ih a epherical hollow of radlus a moving with v.locity - dz 1i~~i,4,7 pý) dz, z being tfM depth of Its Centre andx p the densit~y of' water, T '-rt ZItwhh

ulyard momentum Is cormiunicated by the floating power of the hollow is 7T Pa g, so that

,u1 :or dZ "½ a' dt

"Starting with a very snall at t 0 0, the time of the explosion, It will be seen that during
the early stages while a Is increasing rapidly - dz/et Is less than 2gt, I.e. the hollow moves
upwards more slowly then It would It a were constant. On the other hand, during the period while
the hollow Is large f 3 dt acquires a consideraole ragnitude so that when the bubble contracts,

ano.

'i

.i, ., i . . , . .. , ... ,- . . .. -
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and a becowes smeii. f a~dt becomes imuch larger than a't sol that -dz/Ot becomes large compared
With 2t ThsteCnroftebubble will be displaced upwards at a rate which rapidly

inrae sa diminishes, in fact, te analysis by wnich Conyers Herring showed that the hollow
Is displaced upwards rapidly ceases to apply. Herring describes this rapid Increase In
displacement as an 'illustration of the aonernl instabilItY of the contracting stageN

Though Instability would pro0bably prtcvtnt the hollOW from remaining approximately sphelrical1
durng heconratin stge ye potorahs f te uni fom heexplosion ofadtntrbyI Edgertond have given measurable radii over rather iTore thaen 2 complete pulsations, so that the

hollow appears to remain sufficiently coherent for this tine to pulsate as though It weri .agherical.

This experimental result encourages one to pursue the subject furtner and to calculate

what the motion would be If the tiubble were constrained to be Spherical by Some kind of constraint
which absorbs no energy and no Inertia. (i) iN still applicable. The other equation Which eust

be satisfied Is that which enisures constancy of energy. The kinetic energy of the water
~ surrounding a sphere of radius a IS

(no terms containing the product da *dz appear)

so that the equation of energy Is

4 Yp3( 4 )+2 77Pa3  da 2J 1wp Tr od k - G(a) (2)

where ypz Is the pressure at the level z so that z is measured from a point 33 feet above the sea
L surface, W Is the total energy associated with the motion and G(a) IS the work which the gas weuld

t. do on the Wails of the bubble If expanded adiabatically from radius a to Infinity.

Reduction to non-dimensLional &om.

For convenience of Calculation (2) may be reduced to non-dimensional fore by means of the

length L which is defined byIL W (3)
Settinu a a'L. z C - t t (4)

Ia'. z' and t' are non-dimensional and (2) and (1) can be written

fda ~~2 ~ ~ tG(a) ±~ z' 5
1 d~ j 27ra W 6 dt 3

dz , f .3 (6))

I It wi1l be seen that If G(a) could be neglected compared with W; 15) would be non-dimensional
so that the complete range of solutions of (5) and (6) would only Involve the one variable parameter
which Is Introduced auring Integrat ion, namely z'0 , the value of Z' at the level Of the explosion. -
For this reason It is necessary to estimate the value of G(a)Ai.

Value of G(a)Il.

The ratio G(a)IW Can be calculated from the adiabatic relationship for the gaseous products
of the explosion. Using the adiabatic relationship calculated by N. Jones and Miller for T.M.T,
It Is found that below a pressure of about 300 atmospheres tha gases expand according to the law

p 25-constant = (1.721% x 10d)(8391.3]±2' 7.83 x4~ 10 (7)

where.
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where v is the volume of i grarrm of the products of combustion.

-( By definition

a (a) =M r pdv M H if pv• constant)

A v" " M (a)

where M is the mass of explosive.

Olncev- 4 r a (8) may be written In the form

G(a) - 2.199 x 0.2° M (91

The m•asurements of the period of the first vibration of bubbles formed by T;N.T. explosioanS
4

show that W - 0.50 approximately, where 0 is the total energy released, which for T.N.T, mauy be taken

as 880 cal. per gam. thus

W - M(o.5 x 8Sox 4.2 x 107) 1.85 x 1di0M (10)

Thus .-( - .1.1 1 (11)

The corresponong formula for p Is p 1.308 x I dynesfs,.cm. (12)

-G(a)OVh may be expressed in terms of p only; thus eliminating H/a3 from (i1) and (12)

a 0.0177 p1LISwhere p is -•xpressed in dynes/sq.cm.Wv 1.308 X to'

or z 0.291 pt' where p is expressed in atmosoheres. (13)

SThe exponent 115 Is merely, the value of • - when-/ - 1.25.

SvIt is clear from (L3) that It only when p Is considerably less than atmospheric pressure
that G(a)/W could be neglected. When thu bubble Is formed at moderate depths the pressure Is less

than atmospheric pressure over a great part of the period of oscillation. it Is during this period

.that the greater prt of the upward momentum associated with the rise of the bubble Is acquired.
"it Is useful, therefore, to solve (5) neglecting G(a)/W when one is concerned with the vertical

n"~otlon. it Is necessary. however, to remember the limitatlons Involved in making this simplification.
The results will certainly be very Inaccurate near the point of minimum radius, but they serve to
bring out certain points which are Important In considering whether it is possib~le to make model

Sexperiments to explore thi motion of the bubble.

For purposes of calculation (5) may conveniently be written in the form

[.32 21 8,v-ý

where Z'0 Is the value of z' at tne depth of the explosion. This equation, together with (6),S I can be integrated step-by-step for any given value of z',0 In the early states whan the bubble

is

r•~w .. '.

~ () i
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"Is small the fi•st term in (14) is much greater then the others so that (14) may be Integrated
appro•iu•tely ;gMvn)

t 2 • ...t . 1.0023 a,1/5 (i)

-. bstituting for a' (6) becomes

2" t.6/0 dr' L' t (16)I dt. t'jT Jo
which may be Integrated to

.Z' I ~t2  (17)

SUsing (16) and (17) up to V - 0 05 and subsequ',,tly Solving (31a) and (6), step-.b--tep;

the results for z', . 2.0 are shown In Figure 1. The radius of the bobble, t.e height of its

centre and the level of Its highest point are shown.

It will be seen that the bubble at first rises slowly but that its ceonre jumps rapidly
through a height about equal to twice its maximum radius during the short period while Its radius
is only half the maximum radius.

The minimum radius is given by a' = 0.211. This seems strange, because if the vertical
motion is neglected the approximatloh in which G(a)/W is also neglected Implies that the bubble
collapses completely Into a point; there Is, In fact, no gas pressure to prevent this collapse.
When the vertical motion is taken into Accnunt the collapse is (theoretically) prevented by the
fact that at a certain minimum radius the whole energy is concentrated in the flow due to the
rapid vertical motion of the spherical hollow.

Simnfilarity on VaryiEL scete.

Since Figure I is non-dimens onal it is possiole to assign to it any des'red llnear scale.
The scale is, in fact, determined only by tV and for any given explosive this appears to be
prop'rr;onai to 4. Thus for T.K.T. the unit length is, from (3) and (10),

1.85 x 1010 •1•M

when 1 Is expressed In gm. of explosive and L is in cm.

'(charge •diereter)sI-

i•A set of scales of depth and the-corresponding positions of the sea surface In relation

to the explosive are shown at the sloe of Figare 1. scales are given for 14 v 7200 lb., 300 14.,
10 lb.adIo. I ilbe senta h ee ftesasurface Is *--lI clear of the bubbleIL 1through the greater part of the motion for M = 2200 lb. at 103 feet and 300 lb. at 50 feet depth

-1 and that these two explosions might therefore be expected to give similar pressure d1istributions.
The 30 lb. charge at 14j feet would give a similar bubble during the greater part of its expansion,

but nPar Its greatest expansion it would be above the surface -and similarity would break down.
It is evidently Impossible to place a cnarge of less than 30 lb. in water so as to give a regime

which Is similar to that produced by the two larger charges. On the other hand, if it were
possible to reduce the atmospheric pressure to less thn 33 feet of water, small-scale models could
be made; moreover by using the correct pressure a model experiment could be carried out which would
represent either of the large explosions. Thus If' a I oz., charge were exploded it a depth of
10.0 - 2.4 - 7.6 feet below the surface of water and the air pressure above the water surface were
reduced to that of 2.4& feet of water, the resulting oubble would (in the present approximation) be )

similar.

I L V , _ _.__........_J_
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aP !m!r to that of 2200 lb. exploding at 103 feet. Similarly a 1 oz. charge exploding at a depth

of ±o.0 - 4.0 a 5.0 feet below the surface would be similar to a 300 lb. charge at 50 feet If the

atmospheric pressure above the I oz. charge were reduced to AI., feet of water.

-ioditio-ns wha-n the bubb.I. isnert.at,, t of g atest cont raeton.

The approximation In which G(a) is neglected In comparison with W does not give useful
results near the point of msinifum radius. To investigate phenoimwa which depend on conditions
near this point it is necessary to use (5) Instead of (14). The calculation must then refer to

one charge and one depth only, though It is still convenient to use the nonr-dimensiollal form (5).
AS an example a charge of 1.06 lb. exploded Mt depth of 20 feot is chosen, because In an experiment
made under these conditions effects were proauced Which might be attributed to the effect of gravity.
In this case the value of L Is 445 cm. or 1.4.6 feet, and z'0  3 + = 3.62, atd t' = 1.47t

when t Is expressed In seconds.

For c."ven!ence in c.lcula-t ()n.. _ many be n., .. In t .e fm ' o .-and L by the formula

= G a)" 0.0177 10.25 a,-0.75 (±9)

It and when L - 445 cm., this gives

-7-. o 0.0815 a'-0.75 (20)

Figure 2 shows the radius and depth of the centre a' tinre t after the explosion. In the
experiment above a box containing an air-Oacked plate was tlaced at a depth of 6 feet, 14 feet
above the charge. This is shown In Figure 2.

Effect of vertical motion on maximrum pressure.

When the effect of compressibility and of vertical motion Is neglected the maximaum pressure
In the bubble occurs when G(_) - W and from (11) this will be found to correspond with

.4 -(±.±3) . 0.51 and
a

p 1.308 x 109 (0.51)1.25 = 5.63 x 108 560 atmos. (21)

W her. 14 14.65 lb. * 2100 gin.

a3 =r 11130 so that a 16.0 cm.

and a' • 0.0ý6 (22)

It will be seen that the effect of the vertical motion Is to prevent the high pressure
associated with this very small radius from being formed. Thus in Figure 2 the minimum radius
will be seen to be a' - o.1.0, which is 3.3 times as great as that which would occur in the absenceS• ~of gravity, The pressure corresponding wit~h a = (0.120)(4415) = 53.4, cm. is only 5.0 atmos., so
that this effect on gravity is to reduce the maximum pressure In this case in the ratio 100:1.

Tra an.ount of energy radiated In tne form of a compressibility wave during the period of
---•. greatest compression depends on the pnax, the greatest pressure. Conyers Herring and W1111s have

developed formulae giving for the proportion of W whlqh Is radiated the formula

F a Fraction radiated - A c (23

where A depends only on'y and c Is the velocity of sound In water. For y *1.25, A - 1.8r, sothat (23) would give a the fraction radiated

F 1 . 8 7 " .•, x 10O 24)

Z I•." x ..0
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if the effect of gravity is neglected,

or F i.-,/5.,, , * O.O3 (25)

- I 1.44 X 100

according to the calculations illus;trated In Figure 2.

If the same charge had been exploded at a greater depth the bubble would not have expanded
to so great a radius, It would therefore not have risen so much and F would have been greater.
It would be Interesting to repeat the calculation for the same charge for a range of depths, I.e. of
values of Z'

SPressure distribution.

Yhe pressure In an Incompressible fluid due to the motion of an expanding or contracting

sphere when the centre Moves with velocity [I In a straight line Is obtained from Bernouilli's
I equation. The velocity potentiai 0 is

* a2i + _. coas
Sr 2 r

where I is the angle between the radius vector r and the direction of motion, A written for da/dt.

4 referred to axes which move with velocity U So that the pressure Is given by

Ui••-• -• -- (.2 v2) (26)
Sp t Bx 2

where u and v are the velocity components referred to fixed axes and ZO/I t Is the time rate of

variation ul q at a point which Is fixed relative to the centre o? the sphere and therefore moves
with velocity U. Z OA x is the space rate of change of• In the direction of U. The velocity
components u arl v are radial and tangential, so that

ý_t all , UO cos (27)~~~~ :iv-- -• =

v 23 usinL (ze)
r9

and -~ - Cosi=d n v a2& comG ~.C3 ( 2 9 .01n9)S g erx • = co=. q - v.•n L9 " '36 C•0 a (Cos2 I•O
SB~x p

The complete expression for pressure Is therefore

! gz . 2aA2 + a~e + L a2 u(so . 5AU) Cos 9 + a" U (COS2 0 - sOn 6)

ra+~es -2 Pa P- in~

Sa 2 + a5 &UcosO +sinZ+) ( -

-P- .S 2a2&'2 * '2 r" )

dt dt' d4 t o 7T I

where U - _ * *z U e id' d d' •g'8 s- , nd Odr'is--d. or-•• "

T(h) is now expressed In a form suit bte for comptatiInon.

• ~Pressure ,. ,.,

JRfl

7e2a a~ +, I . W +.Y-Csa-,.o 9 i
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( Pressure at fixed Point vertically above an exbosion,.

In some experiments carried out recently, In which a rectangular air-backed steel plate
0.173 Inches th!ck aend 6 feet x 4 feet sides was used, It Was found that a charge of 4.45 lb.
fired at a distance of 14 feet vertically below the plate (which was then horizontal) produced a
displacement w"e04 ff~xIeff value *as 4.3; inicnes. A sieIlar plate held vertically was dishad so
that the mximum displacement was only 1.15 inches when the charge was fired at tha bamo distance
(14 feet) but In the same horizontal plane as the plate. This very large difference cannot be
accounted for by considerations based on the pressure waves which have been measured by piezo-
electric gauges, for no great differences have been detected In the pressure waves at points over a
sphere centred on the explosive.

It wab to accournt for these experimental results that the present investigation was made
and the values of charge weight and depth used were taken to correspond with those of the experiment.
The expression (30) for calculating pressure contains some 4uantlties which were not needed In

/- calculating the radius and vertical velocity of the bubble, The accelerations V" and U' have to
be calculated. This was done graphically, plotting the values of V. and U1 against t'. The
Initial (non-dimenslanal) height of the plate abova tha chargo wea 0.97 (I.e. 14 fletiL). At each
value of t values of '. A', ••, U', 0' and r" (1 0.97 - a') were tabulated for a range of values near
the time when the bubble was reaching its minirime diameter (i.e. at t' - 0.408).

SSetting these In the expression (90) the following values were calculated:-

TABLE 1.

0.380 0.400 0.405 0.407 to 0.4i1 0.4t6 0.426 0.4,2 0.1O40
0.409
(mean

t (seconds) 0,258 0.272 0.275 0.280 0.28 , 0.290 0.293 0.299

p late)
(atmospheres) 0.7 1.8 ).4 12 10.5 9.1 6.2 4.1 2.6
(I.e. 10 dynes/

sq.cm.)

These values are shown graphically ih Figure 3.

gCmfarison with pressure during the early stafes of -he exiansign of

The neIintum pressure in the pressure wave Is known from plezo gauge measurements. An
"II (i empirical expression representing approximately by results of these pressure measurements is

-p - �.o e-nt

where Po 4.SxlO9h±/3/r (30)

n - 7.5 x 1011-1/3

PC being expressed in dynes/sq.cM.. N mass In gm. of T.N.T., r distance In cm. from the charge.
For a charge of 4.65 lb. n 8 .8$6 x 103 seconds and po 1-318.5 x 106 . 138 atmos. at a distance

* r a 14 feet - 426 cm. This pressure is very &Ah larger than the maximum pressure calculated for
the later pressure rise IIlustrated In Figure 3, but its" duration Is so small that it Is difficult
to show it In a diagram of the scale of Figure 3. The attempt is made, however, on the left hand
side of the figure. The pressure falls to 10 tmo~s. In time given by 4-158 x 1o3t . to 072

i.e. In time 0.5 milliseconds. If this exponential fall In pressure were continued it vould fall
( ) to of an atmosphere In a little over a millisecond. In fact this does not happen, the pressure

falls.

ii
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W8116 d tll It Is. may8A or t jits, amim. valuo 1nd then falsl comparatively very

slowly. This gradual decay of pressure is shown in m•*L plazo gauge records and was particularly

noticeable In Hlliar's early measurements. It must evidently be associated with the motion of the

wI mater Cu th•e exanding bubble &M can be treated as associated with radial flow of an Incompressible

to the In t ta.ges when the bubble has not risen appreciubly under the action of gravity,

the formulae derived by neglecting U, 0J and the variation in z In (5) ny be used. If G(a)IW Is

"neglected, I.e. It It Is aesumd that the whole kinetic energy Is given to the bubble at the Instant
of the explosion and the Work Cone by the subsequent expansion of the gases Is neglected, the equations

are then time used by Raleigh in discussing the collapse of a spherical cavity and by Remsauer and

others. In the early stages of such an ex2ansion, I.e. in a time after the explosion which Is s•mll

compared with the period of the first ex nsWon and contraction of the bubble, the term 2/3 z' In (5)

gay be neglected compared with Cde'/dt') . (5) then assurea the form a*3/2 & W -ii/•, inserting

this value in (30) the leading term (i.e. the term which Is greater than all the others except close

to the bubble) is

I.r dt' r' dt' 77M1 ?T2 r' 4 77 raý

in terms of V' this becomes (pee (15))

Z. r...I. t~ 0.0798 t'~1  r'- Wp)

Restoring the dimensions ()3) becomes

p 2 =0.0798 0354~ ~~8 a)

Swhere P. Is the pressure at the depth of the explosion.

Putting g - 981, •3 - 62•.7,p- 1, (ý4) becnmes

"" P p a .98 L12t5 t-4/ 6 r;- (38)

In the case corresponding with 14 .66 lb. T.N.T. where L - 445 cm., Litle 2,265 x 1 s6 so that

(35) becomes

P - Pz x . 0 1 t7 -4•/5 r" (36)

At r 1 feet 426 cm. this ip-Pz 2.655 x 10
4 t"". At tim t- 0.005 seconds t-

1
45

"69.5 so that p- pz 1.85 x 10 - 1.85 atmos.; at time t w 0.010, p - pz = 1.07 at•ts.

A better approxilation Is found by extending the zolution of (5) back step-by-step towards

the time when the bubble Is small, using the expression (Ui) for taking account of the gas pressure.

The pressure is then given by (00) but It is found that the vertical nwtlon may be neglected so that
the simplified expression

g * 2a&2 +a(t7)
p r 2 r'7

may be used. When this Calculation Is carried out It is found -hat the minimum radius a is attained

at a t1me which Is actually earlier than the origin of time used in the step-b-step calculations
already described, This Is because In starting the calculations the conditions at the beginning of- J the explosion were not required, all that was required was a knowledge of the energy W. The way
in which this energy was communicated to the water to give it radial motion was I•raterinl so far

sas the mottitn t~urIng the first contraction was concerned. When, however, It Is desired to calculate
the pressure round the bubble In Its early etages tha exact instant of explosion has to be determined,

because otherwise It Is not posslile to get any Idea of the way In which the shock wave pulse is
related to the subsequent pressure distribution due to radial expansion. This question is a difficult

one .n any case. If the water were truly incompressible the pressure would jump to Its maximum valueI instantaneously at the mixnent of explosion. Actually the compressibility delays the first r1se In

pre.sgure.

M,;
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pressure at distance r fro, the explosion t Ill tarja which Is approxi•artely r/c seconds after the
explosion, c boing the velocity of sound in water, Till som better method is di•covered a fairly
.-g$oai approximation can bo lade by imagining that at tite rc after the explosion thie pressure pulse
arrives at radius r and thet the pressure jumps to po and then falls according to the aepirical law

(31) till It reaches the pressure which would exist at that time and radius If the water hAd been
Incomprepsible. The subsequent pressure is then calculated by the methods described above.

This proposed method Is shown in Figure 3, where the pressure pulse and the subsequnt slow

t• fall due to the radial flow are both shown on the correct scale for a radius r a 14 feet from the
charge. it will be seen that the two curves cross. it is assumed that the actual pressure
distribution is simply determined by whichever Is the greater of the two. This method, though

necessarily Inaccurate near the time when the two curves cut, Is possibly not far from the truth
over the main part of the range. 'he virtual parts of the curves where the shock wave pressure

-+" is small compared with that due to the radial flow end vice verse are shown dotted in Figure 3.

I The results of using the step-by-step process and calculating pressure from ()0) are shown

I in Figure 3. This calculation must be regarded as provisional and liable to modification when

I better methods have been developed. It is Included here In order to show the orodr of magnitude
of the pressures to be expected at 14 feet from the 4.68 lo. charge after the pressure pulse has
passed.

Effect of calculated pressure on plate rifidly held at Lts ed~es.

j ~PresSure wave

The effect of the pressure wave of the form p po e-n on a steel plate which is free or
elastically supported has been discussed In my note 'The pressure and Impulse of submarine explosion
waves on plates'. It depends on a non-dimensional numher c = ,c/an, where m Is the mass of the
plate per sqcm., c the velocity of sound in water, p the density of water. For plates of thickness
0.173 inches am a .173 x 2.•4 x 7.8 3.43. For a charge of 4.65 lb. T.N.T. n 8 5.86 x 10-3 and

r C - 1.u4 x 1.05 cm./second so that 6 = 7,2.

In the above mentioned report the case where water will not sustain tension is worked out.
It is found that with the above values of 9 end n the plate will part from the water after time

t in e n 5.5 x 1i- seconds (38)

n (6 - 1

and that R~s velocity will then be
2p

-:2o 1.-3-8 1.5 . 7.2x 10 cm./second
. p- " 2(1.38)8~ x -o-.) 1 i.•o x O

am (3.43) (8.86 x 1 J~) (
VP

The kinetic energy per c.c. of the plate is then

[ stes~ = ½ (7.83)(1.398)2 x 106 7.45 x 106 ergs/c.c. (40)

If the water can sustain some tension at the surface of the plate this energy would be

reduced. If the water could sustain internal tnnsion though not at the surface of the plate, no
further energy would be Communicated to the plate. If, however, the water could sustain no

4-. -X Internal tension, drops would be projecteo from the water on to the plate and further energy might

be coiamunicatod to it.

Dishingf of plate

The time during which the high pressure (initially 2 x 133.5 = 277 atmos.) is acting on the
Splate Is short compared with the time taken by the plate to come to rest In its displaced position

under the action of plastic and elastic stresses. For this ruason the dynasmics of •jia latt can be

treated separately from that of the water on the assumption that a velocity ofl .38 x 10' cM./second

: ; •Is instantaneously given to the plate. in an analysis In which I hope to publish shortly the dishing

I of a.

It H
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of a rectangular plastic plate under uniform pressure, 9, acting on one side, Is studied, Though
the distribution of the plastic strain in the plane of tOe plate is not unifonr the plate behaves,
so far as displacement normal to the surface Is concerned, like a soap film or •.nebrarn with uniform
tension. This uniform tension !a related to the yield stress measured In a tensile test by a
factor which differs according to whether v. Misus' or Mohr's theory of plasticity Is used and
varies slightly with the ratio of length to breadth of the plate, but with a plate for which length/
brakdth - 3f2 v. M"ls'a theory gives a result wh¶ich Is 1.8 per cent too small and Mohr's 4.5 per
cent too big as compared with a rough theory which Simply assumes that the plate behaves like a
membrane stretched to uniform tension Pd in all directions, where P is the yield point of the steel
eand d the thickness of the plate.

Using this theory for a plate whose dimensions are 2b x 413b (b is 3 feet in the particular
plate to which we are now applying the analysis) I find the follkwing formulae.-

Maximum displacement h - 0.79 b
2

IMean displacement - - 0.0870 b2 (42)

so that 7/h - 0.Z,85 (41)

The energy absorbed by the plate during its displacement is

001.76 p(- 2 
d/b

2  
(area of plate)

so that work done on unit volume of the material of the plate Is

w = 5.76 = 2 P'b2  
(44)

Time taken for distlacement to reach maximum.

SThe vibrations of a membrane stretched With tension Pi on a rectangular frame of dimensions

.2bI and 2b have been studied by Rayleigh Who showed that the period of the fun.md4amental is

where Ps is the density of the membrane. A plastic sheet Is like a membrane during the time when
It roaches Its maximum displacewnrt it only recovers by the am-unt of elastic recovery which Is in
the case here considered small compared with the plastic displacement. Thus a possblee movement

I of a plastic sheet is identical with the first rperiod of the analogous elastic membrane. Thus
If the plastic sheet IS given initially the normal velocity distribution corresponding with the

fundamental period It will come to rest In time

I ~(45))

"In2.07 x cOf seconds if P is x0 toran /sqi7 re inch t fac

io T 2 7.50 x 10 seconds If P Is 20 tons/square Inch J

This time 7' is marked on Figure 3 so that the relationship between it and the durations ofii the pressures may be understood. It will be seen that 7r Is very long compared With the duration or
the pressure wave but that the duration of the long continued pressure associated with the expansion
and vertical motion of the bubble Is longer than 7.

This Is convenient for It necessarily Implies that it is justifiable to use the ,mthod of
the report -The pressure and Impulse of submarine explosion waves on plates' In discussing the

displacement

Ri
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displacement due to the pressure. The pressured out to the nucceeding bubble expansion cans

( •so far as their effect on the plate is concerned, probably be consioered as thou.2h applied statically,

thlough this Is not quite certain because tho pressure due to the first contraction of the bubble

does rise in time less thanr.

Comrarso. . L- calculated and obsered disf'lacements.

The average energy adsorbed Oy the plato per unit volume must be equal to the average kinetic

energy per unit volume jiven to it by the pressure Wave. From (44), (43) and (40) therefore,

.: 5.76 (0.495)2 h
2
P/b

2 
= 7.45 x tO6 orgs/c.c.

9Using P - 20 tens/square inch 3 3.09 x 109 dynes/sq.cm. and D = 3 feet = 91.4 cm., I find

h = 14.5 sq.cm. or h 3 3.8 cm. = 1.5 m. (47)

The observed value Tor the plate In the experiment was 1.15 inches
and for a similar plate but with R.O.X./T.N.T. as explosive it (488)

was 1.41 inches

in the case of these two experiments the plate was set vertically with the explosive at
t.he Same level. The bubble mignt be expected to break surface before again Contracting in both

U cases so that the subsequent pressure due to the contraction and second expansion would not be
expected to appear In any case, but even if the plate and explosive were at such a depth that it
would occur, it would not produce an effect comparable with that which occurs between t = 0.275

V seconds and t = 0.30 seconds when the plate Is placed horizontally 14 feet above the explosive'.

The effect of a static pressure applied to the air-baCked plate is according to (41) to

produce a maximum displacement

h = 0.1?9 2b2= 0.179(36 x 25)20 1.104 x 10- p ca.SPd 20(1.54 x 10i)(0..73 x 2.5,4)

where P is taken as 20 tons/square inch and d , 0.173 inches. Thus the plate would be dished
1.104 cm. per atmos. of applied pressure.

Since the plate has already been dished to 3.8 cm. by the pressure wave, It will be seen
from Figure 3 that the pressure due to the kinetic wave which follows islediately after the pressure
wave and which has a mrximu•l pressure of about 2 atmos. cannot increase the dishing and Is therefore
Ineffective in doing further damage to the plate.

Plates, which were placed In a horizontal position 14 feet above the charge, were, according
to the present analysii. subjected to a long continued pressure which was eCalculated to begin at
about t = 0.275 seconds, rise rapidly to a sharp peak, drop to about 11 atmes. and then fall off
gradually till at about t = 0.30 or 0.31 seconds it is again only one or two atmospheres.

The conditions determining the thickness and Intensity of the pulse at t = 0.2 78 seconds
(when the bubble reaches its minimum value) are not likely to be In fact as they are described In

•i the theory, bectuse the bubble in colliapsing will probably be far from spherical. .it may well be,

however, tnat the large and lony-continusci prossure which occurs oetwean t = 0.278 and t = 0.30
seconds, I.e. during the second expansion, will be produced in the PActual e*?plosion because there
is a strong tendency for the bubble to become spherical while expanding'. It will be seen in
Figure 3 that a pressure of 9.4 atoes. it maintained for a durat ion of T - 2.54 milliseconds.
Thus the maximum displacement of the plate is likoly to be at least equel to

h - (I.0tO x .cG) = 11 cm. 4J. inches

The observed maximam displacement was

h = 4.35 Inches

( This close agreement Is almost certainly purely accid-ental.

The.

-0!
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The observed maxim= deflection with R.M.X./T.N.T. Was 5.46 Inches. but the plate was at

13 feet Instead of 14 feet and R.O.X./T.N.T. Is a morb powerful explosive than T.N.T. alone.

Refe ren c e s.

w U.S. Report No. C4 - sr 20-010, *The theory of the pulsations of tht N,
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rntroduction.

Whna xlsv hreI eoae ne Aa h eutn Il.ai rvsI ie
rapdlyappoacasa spherical form. The degree of stabfll Ity of this spherical form Is a matter

the surface Is not a gas bubble but an emulsion of gas and water. this suggests tnat the bubble
has departed so greatly from the spherical form that It has entirely broken up and disintegrated.

The mathematical calculation of the changing form of the bubble would present Considerable
difficulty even if there sure no uncertain factors In the problem. A start can, however, be Made

j by considering the case of small deviations from the spherical form, and Investigating the tendency
of these to Increase or decrease as time proceeds. in the calculations which will now be described.
a first order perturbation theory Is developed for a nearly spherical bubble expending or pulsatin,;
In an Infinite Incompressible fluid. The radius vector from the Centre of the bubble to Its
surface Is expressed as a constant plus the suam of spherical harmonic components of different orders
n, the coefficient of each component varying with the time. Thus the departure from accurate

sphericity at any moment Is measured by tire magnitudes of these harmonic components.
EACh harmonic c etof order a Is found to contain ts quasi-periodic timei-factor of the

form C1 et f(t) + s2c ,,- hore ?n(t) Is a periodic function having the same period T
as that of the pulsat ion of the eubble, XKn Is a certain (comnplex) constant, and C, and C2 are
arbitrary constants determined by the Initial conditions. The order of magnitude of the 'unction

Cnt) at any moment i-s roughly proportional to the reciprocal of the radius of the bubble;
censequontly, In the case of large pulsations, I.e. Intense explosions, the non-sphericity is
greatest -when the bubble Is small. tilso. In virtue of the exponential factor e'Nt (Kn conttilns
In general, both real and lnmainary parts), thu nart-ephericity at any Stage, Say at the minimuma
size, Increases with each pulsationp Indicating that the spherical form Is ultimately unstable.

The hirmonies of high order are fo und to Increase exponentially at first, and then oscillate
in iliagnitudeq The higher the order n. the greater Is the Initial magnification, Fierce any needle
shape Imperfect ions an the charge will become highly magnified as the charge explodes, This may
be the explanation of the prickly appearance sometlinen observed In photographs of the early stagca
oF amomarint; exple,2ions.

( ~The conclusions which can be drawn from these cacUtlations are, however, restricted by the
general condition that the perturbation must be ama)l and It ts celarly desirable to extend them so
as to avoid this restriction.

Takng he eanCentre of the bubble at time t 0 as origin. and assnuming that the

departure from sphericity inj smell for all times to be consideired, we write the radius vector R
to the surface of the bubble In the form

R - a(t) + 7- b (t)S (a<e 40)4 In1 n o a ) bn

F'whore S. Is a surface Spherical harmonic of degree in. and 6 Is a Small quantity of first order..( 5n may be supposed analysed Into zonal and tesseral harmonics in the form
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S••fn C po n C)os (M ) +2)
Ol in,n ne

but It should be noted that thO time factor b (t) depends only on the degree n of the harmonic, -and

not on r.

The volume of the bubble is the Integral of R13 over a unit sphere, which to the first
order Is equal to 4 it sti , In virtue of the orthojbonai properties of the harmonics Sno

We assume that the bubble is tilled with an almost massless perfectly elastic gas; pressure

waves in this gas are neglected, so that tee pressure p at any Instant Is uniform throughout the
bubble. Assuming the usual adiabatic relation between pressure and volume, we have

S~where P 13 the pressure and a0 the Ma~n radius at time t - 0.

w The motion of the surrounding fluid, since It Is generated from rest by pressure, will possess i
a velocity potential 4$, say. Assuming the fluid Is Incompressible. this potential satisfies Laplace's
equation and IS therefore expressible In the form

- r" A(t) + I r"•' 1 e0it) Sn (, *) Me)

We shall assume that the surface harmonics S In (4) are Iduntical with the corresponding harmonics

In (1), and that the time factors 6 (t) in (4) ere of the same order of smslinps as the bn'a in (i).
These assumptions ore justified by the consistency of the subsequent analysis.

The leading term. on the right of (4) is separated from the others because It corresponds
to the case when the bubble is accurately spherical, for which the solution Is known.

Spherical harmonics of negative degree only are taken In the expression foro, because the
velxity, and therefore aio, vanishes at Infinity,

.1 Vi _.The pressure In the fluid Is given by the hydrodynamical equation

+ ~ - (red 412 + F (t) (5)

wherefl Is the potential of the extraneous forces, limited In our case to gravity, so that

II The arbitrery function F(t) is determined In the present case by the conditions at Infinity.
"Taking the pressure at Infinity at the original level oelhe bubble to be constant and equal to Q,R we have, since q tends to zero,

F(t) - 0/p (6)

Substituting forqb from (4) Into (5), and retaining terms up to the first order, then gives for the Y
pressure p In the fluid at distance r from the origin,

A' r21) AJ ~ 8 n (7)

~1 ~ 8oundary condi tions.

The conditions to be satisfied by the velocity and the pressure at Infinity have already

A, been considered. We now Investigate the conditions to be satisfied at the surface of the bubble.

I The condition to be satisfied by the velocity is that It$ normal compninent at the surfaceSioi shael be eqal to the normal component of the velocity of the surface as determined by the expression
(1) for R. These normal c".ponent$ are, to the first order of mall quantities, equal to the
corresponding radial ccmponents, and hence, to this order of approximatIon.

iti
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an retaining the .erms as far as the first order only.

Since (a) is true over a complete sphere, we have on aquatlir4 coefficients of the
cvirrosponding harmonics

i- A; ; 2d"'A b -2a (n+ 1) "n-2 (9)

or, slvifa for A anfd B

A a n; (n = ( ;n2 + 2an+A';b)/(n + 1) (to)

The remaining boundary condition Is that the pressure Is continuou; across the surface of the
bubble. This requires that the values of p as given by (1) and (7) shall be equal when r • S.
Substltutlng from (,) and (1) In (7), and using (1o), we find, to the first order.

{ ~ ~( p-~~)' n)p aSt*9
IE +. 1 4 I{ n M n

The differential equations for a(t) and bI )

SinCe the spherical harmonic expansion on th, right of (11) is the expansion of a constant
over a completo sphere, we have

a*; ; 2 (p (a 0 3y .a-ly) p ýY, (12)

3; + 2ga (13)

and CL -0 bn nb +3ab 4 ob - 0, n >, 2. 0±e1

Equation (12) agrees with the known result when the buoble is accurately spherical, and it
may be solved to give a(t) in terms of P, and -. Substituting this value in (14). we obtain
the differential equation to determine b n(t). Equation (13) Integrates Immediately

= g it dt , t + ;1(0){ o) WOW±

The first part of this expression Is Herring' formula (•) for the rise of the bubble due to gravity;
the second part represents the effect of an Initial velocity.

Except for the case when 0 0, the solution of (12) makes a(t) a periodic function of t, i.e.
the bubble pulsates. Conseaquntly the equation (14) for b n Is one In which the coefficients are
periodic functions, the period (T, say) being equal to that of the pulsation of the bubble. FromI '• Floquet's theory of Such equations, It Is kncwn that the general solution is crOinarily of the firm

: bn . C t te (t) + _ kt (-t) (s

where C 1and C 2 are arbitrary constants, and f(t) Is a period ic function of period T. The constants

X and the function f(t) are determined by the periodic coefficients of the equation.i When, howeveir, the equation poucesses a periodic solution, say g(t) (corresponding to
o) the general solutn is not of the form (o8); the secmd solution 9 2 (t) Is not periodic but

M. satisfies a functional equation of the type

92(t + T) - 9 2(t) + Tl* ()

In example of this occurs In the present calculat ions for the case n 1.e• When

I_ ' ..
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tWhen•X Is purtly Imeainary, h will be the product of two periodic functions of differentpfriods; If It Is not purel I ry, b will ultimately Increase to large values, Actu,?IyA. fs found to be small ano purely Inaginary for snall puleatIonv of the bubble, I.e. when P Isnearly equal to 0. For other values of P/O it IS cMplex, OXCOPt Nihen n - 1, when It 14 zero.ifence in general tho perturbation Is unstable.

•he_ aC4U j of thc mean radius a(t) of rhe bubble.
Sofore proceeding with the solution of (14) for bn. It i1 convenient to consider thefunction sat) which determines the coefficients appearing in (14).

Writ ing

a alao, x I Cteas where c. 2 , .Pip
the epation (12) has a first Integral of the form

and a further integration gives

Values of this Integral for a small range of a have been given by Lambrl) for the case9 - 0 and 4 /•3. In this case the mot ion is not, of course, periodic but a continually Incrasesewith t(or x).

When 0 Is not zero, a Is periodic; I.e. the bubble pulesales The period Tx. measured Interms of x, Is equal to twice the Interval in x between the two singularitles of the integrand In(10). One of these Is at a -1, and the other Is at t -a m, say, where am Is the ratio of themaximum radius to the minimum radius.

The ev•Ilfttlon of the integral In (18), when PtO is large, )-s been discussed by Butterwortkf2)WI 11ist.3), and tierring (4), but their methods and formulae are only appli cable to the accuratedetermination ofQ, as a function of t whenna is near unity, and to the determint tIon of %/o. as afunction of (T-t) when a is nearam., Their results are in fact equivalent to first approximatjionsto the Integral between I a0d a near the singularity a - 1, and to the Integral between I and a.near the sInjularity a = mam,
4: An extension of these reults, which enables a~t) to be determined with any desired accuracy""iver the whole period, Is readily obtained. The analysis is greatly simplIfed when y )4/3, and

*as this is probab)y a fair approximation to the actuel case, only this value ofI/wiI be comsider•-.Most of the Investinations referred t* above have also dealt only with ^.i value of y.
When 7413, the expression (18) can be written In the factoriscd form

sopa0 2 a )~a Y0j frrn which It Aill be seen that ohm Is the Positive root &F

41 2,r 3P/Q. 
j

Since P.> Q, tWis root Is ,rester than unity, and for large P/Q, Its value is asproximatelySAn expression for the root in the form of a power series, suitable for all PI/•> 1can be obtained by a simple I. -ýratlon method# this gives

w er- ...- .. (2 )

•'! ~ where . o
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where a 3  3P/Q (22)

Since QN + a2 + a'/)1P is less than unity fora <oa, we c•an expand the esecond factor

In the denominator of the integrand In (19), and obtain

2 f ~ 2.L.I._ t t+,~~*

Ri (23)
When Q - 0, a, 00 and the above reduces to the first term, which Is La•b's result. In

the general case It will ce seen that x can be evaluated In tenrs of Integrals of the type

i2 !A - ) '12 % (aJ
(C 1

Pq (z) + qz + .rT 1~-) Z2 ..... (4

The series for x obtained in this way is conve.gent when I<a < ,cy and is useful for calculation

over the greater part of this range. When a is am the series Is divergent, and to ^.btain values

of x In this neighbourhood we first consider

Xe / f -•~3 . a-+ + 1  ( 3-•. ±)}'

Swhich, on putting y dam, reduces to

1' +1

1 On taking out a factor/(I - y
3
) from the denoninator and expanding the remaining factor by the

binslal theo.-em, we obtain

-X~ ~ ~ ~~/ 1~3/ 3{ -43' 1ici~ .. ~.. y(

16 7,

which Is equivalent to the result obtained by Herring, and may be evaluated In terms of the Incomplete

z .beta-functeioma. ow bouth the exaressions (23) and (25) are found sufficiently convergent for

calculation over a common range of values fora. Hence by taking a suitable value afe., say

a -C, In this range, xm may be calculated from the sun uf the two expressions (23) and (26); x can

then be found fromx , x.- (xm -x) for other values of a> ,.•I (
The above formulae are especially -seful when PNQ is large or moderate. If P Is rearly

equal to 0 t'hAo pulsation should reduce toa simple 
0 'meonic one of small amplitude. On writing

ii] .. P - g(x+e), cz - 1+4m, (~ll (ze)

I It Is easily seen f rm (20) that em i4 Substituting (L. +) ford' In (19). and neglecting
S.termn beyond the first order, wm obtain

-.17}T - +

I so that

j a i+ = - +- (I-cos2K). (27)

it will ...

I'
,+. it _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ' + ": ' +'
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It 111 be seen from this expression and from (t•) that for small pulsations, the period
Is Trgo / (dO P).

The equation for N *)

The equation (14) for ot Is reduced to the nornal form by writing

y o & n1D bn. (28)

which gives :

Suostituting for a from (12), and for a from (17) w! th . = I, we cm in

d2 re'2  .y ~ )Y. (29)LX C J
where

F (x) 4n 0 11) Cr6 - In (I D)~~(o)

The following properties of tnis function are esafly verified.

(I) F(x) Is periodic in x, the period bDing the some as that of a, and therefore ranging frum
i for small %m to approximately an- for large a.

(11) F(o) - (n + 1) (1 - Q/P).

(i11) F(V2) (n + ½1 U, -6 C a /). Hance, when the bubble reach" its maximum sis,
F() is ne9gative. hein P/Q Is large, its value Is approximately -3(n + 42 a;-,.

fly) F(x) is zero for only one value of a butwoon I and a . When PIQ is large, this value
cf Q is approximately (On + 1)/Gn anti thus lIles between the narrow limits 14 and 4 for

all n.

Mv) F(x) has nxim. when a,= I and a•aw, end has a minimum when

C, i + 8•n. ( CL _ (- n '.1) - o.

For large PlO, this minimum occurs approximtely when im (On + J)n, An. Its Val•u is
approximately n r_5

"O(v) In the case of awll pulsations, on substituting from (21) in (30) and neglecting t•re.
beyond the firi;t order, we have

F(x) - (n + L)eCos 2x. 0p1)

Most of the &boyv properties are shown diagrammatically in Figure 1, which refers to the
two extrem caes, PIQ large & P/0 - L 4 e 6 small. As Pig decreases from large valu#$ the
two minima shiown In the figures wove together, eventue ly'oblIterating the nmims at a -* am and
"tending to the simple cosine function (11) for Ianll pulsations.

: $oution for n - N. lotion of bubble in absence of extraneous forces.

-The Yirst harmonic tern b (03 in (L) simply represents a displacement of the bubble. twithoet
i~iiChange of form and of amount blftf along the axis of the harmonic. Hence the solution when m

gives the motion of the bubble In the absence of extraneous for~es.

The solution In this Cages Is easy, and dens not require the preceding af1alysis. We have
from (33) wi4h a 0.O (compare also 14a)

Which .....

I
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whiCh shows that th9 velocity of the Centre of the bubble varies inversely as the Cubs of the
L radius of the bubble, and therefore Increases gnfatly as the bubble contracts. The notion Is In

fact the sawe an that of A particle; whO-te m.e- is Vai-ah. mid po..r.Io tO te -

bubble.

If we witeI••?

and regard. ,
8

n as a function 5f a, vM obtain from ()2) and (17)

where

C bt(a) aO (.) A 1) -(35)

sr, 8, Is therefore am inwerse-perlooic function of a.

when 7 413, the Integral may be evaluated In exactly the saw way as the Integral in

(is) for x. For values of a near unity, we find an expansion in powers of Q/P of the form

(ý7) -I

¶ ehltc froa• nearam

= ~i~+ C 02/3 ~ - (39)

The graph of1- I as a function of ar shown In Figure 20 for thecase when PQ/ 10i*
-and correspondig to any Initlai velocity. When the initial velocity is zero the curvo shrinhsýp to the straight Iline,6 - , corresponding to the Obvious fact that the Centre of the bubble will I••!
reman in .ay displaced position unless It Is gtiven an Initial velocity. f u w

Nature of the solution for large n.

An interesting question, but one difficult to answer satisfactorily without mechanical ald0- Such so the differential analyser, Is that of finding numerical solutions of 0 9) for iarga n.

What In fact one would like to know Is whether Initial small irregularities on the surface become
bigger or die out as the nation proceeds. There sea•s no doubt that any Irregularity limited
initially to a em1l solid angle Is unstable. and that the inablity Increases rapidly as tht
initial so)l1 angle decreases. Pernaps the prickly appearance of the bubble in Edgerton's

photographs Is a manifestation of Instability of the type now under discussion; &t least there

no ffore probable alternat lve. It may be noted, however, that the photographs do not show any pits,
but only needles, whereas the theory in Its present form Indicates both equally. There is clearly

a close formal similarity between the Instability of very mil Irregularities on the surface of

the bubble and ripplos on the free surface of water, ns the pressure wave strikes. A theory of

the malgnification of these ripples has been developed by G.I. Taylor.

The function F(M) as defined by (30) has as Its dominant terms, when n is harge,

F ( x ) - n (,' -4 -: " ..)

1..so that (29) becomes
Hdx The
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The coefficient of y on R.HS. I* positive In the range I <a < 1), and Is negatlve for
o. > 41). Hence for large n, y Increases exponent ally In the range i <a< x/3, and thereafter
aeciliates. The interval between successive zeros, as n Is varied, decreases like il/n. The
ratio of the maximum value of y and the value of y at a I is ot the &am, order of •agnitUe Pe

ex { Ip/ n. V/(4 Q6-3 C5 ) dx}

where s is the value of x at the zero of the Integrand. Replacing the Integrand by an-approximate
exprosaon, obtained from

x " (1 2z13 +2/5) / (2z) (Laft's substitution)

It will be found that

I f n 10 the nnignIf IetIon X Is 4.09, if a 100. X iS 85, and if n 1000. X is 1.300,500.

S•~olution for" small pulsations of this bubble.

The solution of (DO In a simple form can be obtained for any value of A in the Case of
small pulsations. Although this theory Is clearly not appl icable to real bubbles because surface

t ension, wich Would now be relatively important. is neglected, we give the theory because it may
Indicate some features or the more general motion.

From (26). (29) and (•10, the squat Ion to determine y Is now

d2  (ne ecs (+9
dX

which fs a degenerate farm of Mathieu's equation. Since t is seAll. we seek an appro.imate so'dution
in the form

.,•,,y : +* Bx +e flx}.

On substituting In the equation and retaining only first ordet terf s we find

f(x) 0- 2 j ( A+(• x) coax+ 3Sinm x},

s0 that

y (A- + x) 1 - In. + Ecos Ix•+ (n + 9 8 sin 2x (me)

Since y - 2 b,, An = Const. Y07"/, where a Is 91ven by (27); hence On can be reduced to the
form

(A'+ 'X) (n- 1 6Cos2xI +1 n + E 1 in 2x (ill)

This reeu' It :W b. ::tchowhon,- itroa 1Eouprvos calultin. -0 wi

A~~l) *7-g (1i-Co2x

owhich n integration gives

A I I + conat. (I- C) x + Z sin 2x

{ .which agrees with (40) when n * 1.

At any value of&a, a measure of the non-sphericity associated with the harmonic Sn 1s afforded
by the ratio bnia; this divided by Its Initial valae Is equal to86n/o., which is found froA (m1)
by dividing by a, as given by (27); this gives

IU Ii
*1 j , .. ... '... . :
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(,+84 1- (11 2) e co8,(n+1 ifS sin 2x (162) 13
,N gnce the perturbation associated with S. may bie regarded *a A small oscillation of period T,
Sa~otol a Man value Which Is continuPL~ly increasing with t (or x), wha:n n a 2, the amill tude

of this smaoll oscillation Is constant, out when n > Z the -amplitude also Increases with t. The
greater the value of n, the ýreater is the amplitude of this oscillation. The s Is Illustrated In

Figure ý where the graph$ of 42/a atnd 8•31& for two pulsations of the bubble are shown.

Whenan Is Initially zero. the constant S' In (41) is zero, and the perturbation Is simple
harmonic, the amplitude being proportional to (n -

The solution of the equation (39) can also be obtwined In the form (15). Adopting Hill's
method of solvlng mathioiAS equation. we seek a solution of 09) In the form

y IS ex x• C €r2VIX,

•'. .In which one coefficient. say co, Is aroltrary.

i Substituting in c) and equating coefficients of like powers oil ex to zero, we have

for all positive end negative Integral values of r.

Eliminating the O'S gives an Infinite continuant equated to zero to determine .. This
continuant Is a limiting form of Hill's determinant (Whittaker and Watson, 'Nodern Analysis, 1i20.
p.415) and on neglecting terms of order.higher than the first, we find

X J161./2 wh.e 69 Un.4)e.

and c• " .1  - 2 co, ' G-2

This leads to a real solution of the form

(A (Cos 6-+ 11- sin19j ({ - 1 (n -2) eCos 2x} (43)

For small x this ajrees with the result (41) provided eVA' t9A/2, a small quantity of the first

order. The apparent difference In the two results for other values of x is due to the fact that
they are both approxlntations to the first order in e, and It is possible for the ratio of the
arbitrary constants to have any order of atallness. Thus if Ohl Is assumed to be of the firstit order in e, a further term in C2 would be required to be retained In the coefficient of e2Ix inthe a)"ve solutions to ensure that all the term reta•ha. are of the same orOer. This would give
a term c3rrespcnding to the sin Zi term In (41).

Without going further into these reflinents. It will be seen from (43) that, provided the
condition that An/• - 1) remains sm•l Iis not violated., the perturbation can be regarded as a
quasi-perlodic variation of period T it weich both the mean value and the amplitude have a slow

periodic variation of period (- ad I T.

Solution for the1 feneral cas.e?

in the general case where 9/P has any value < L, ano n Is any positive Integer, it is
convenient to derive an equation forj In tenms of a, and solve this instead of deal Ing with the
equation (29) directly. This method is somewhat analogous to Lindemnh's treatment of IWthelu-s

I4 -equat ion.

Since a is periodic in t, bn wi1; be a m1lti-valued function of a with branch points at
a a .0 and a - am. Denote the value of bn in the half-period -1 T < t < 3 T byb which ib

then a single-valued function of a. - Thus bn I Is the value of bn during the first nepansion,
ibn,2 tho value during the first cont ractIon and so on.

kA Considering .

"Ii

''I-i

j i. • .-. . . . .. . . .
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• e ¢Considering any half-pai'od. and changing the IndepenOent variable 1n (•,•) to a. M

/! i obtai n

da

n) b-" 0,h
S÷ ~ ~a J saa- ..

putting

ns -u O 
Iat

and using (47), this equation becomes

IL d~ oL C

where the suffix (ns) is omitted from 8 for the present, andIL ~~~13 -2rr ~(i)

When ai / 3, the equation (461 reduces to

&2 (y CL f1+ o a Ma+ + c 1 L- g
da.2 } a-

SThe genem I solution of this equation Is required ?or the range I< a < itm. ! I y be noted
- that when0r- 0 the equat ion reduces to a La•s equation, and can be transformed to Legendre's equation

•ifor Pr " (-q) by the substitution 11 - V/ (I - CL), batm., r and i) are all complex or Imaginary.

The equation has regular singularities at the origin and at Infinity, and also at the four

zeros of

I.e. at

At the four latter stngularities the Indicial equmtion is the t jai, viz.

so that the exponents relaztive to any one of these singuldrit~lis Is 0 or {

Hence two fundamental solutions of (4g) can be obtained in the forms

A0og1(z) Ad + A ..... A (}0)
S"Ai/2 z'/2 JIlz) N. 4112Z 112 4 A312zy' 2 ....

where a SG- and a. Is any one of the above tour singulasities.

By ronsiderin; the positions of the singularities In the complex plane, It can be seen that the
series expressions (50) relative too s I (i.e. with z -o- 1) are convergent for z <1, i.e. for

C2, and the series with z - cL - a, are convergent for z <Am - L, I.e. for the whole range (exGupt
for i- t) over which the solution is required.

I! The
If

• ' ;in

I •.,,
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The recurrence relation between the coefficients In (5o) Is found to be
S•(r+j,)(jr~j) k1A r+1 - -mrs + (+.t) 1) Ar "(r-1) (2 ri-S) Op -÷ " I+110+ ) }Ar-.

S- (r-(r-1) 300 k2Ar - (r-3l)(zr-) 60W k Af - 2 (r-l)(r-2) Cr A,, (si)

whre •e t ý I or am s tit. cate ray be. and

k I

)( c ok'~ + co) k 42) -

M AV.3(3o 0'k'
4
- (18÷ + Q) k +) (r3o0 -1)

Sp 27 -3-O W 3O-3 20" - o ja
By taking rany positive Integer (including zero) In (51) and taking -.r N 0 -for r > 0, we obtain

the coefficients of the first series In (5c. and by taking r eq4Al to halt an odd intejer we obtain
the coefficients of the second series.

It will be noted that the approximatIons to,8 neara- I and near -.a are respectIvelyI*A 0 (1 + (n!) (% 1))} A1.12 Va- 1) (53)

=A 0  am 1a)+A 2b/% (54)

in the numerical caoe worked out (corresponding toC, w 30.732) it Ws found that the above
series were only suitable for calculation In the regions @ - I to 1.5 when z * a. - 1, and o. 10

2 to "0.73 when Z - am - 9. Hence to supplement these series, the Taylor expansion

C Clz + C2  . ... , - (S)

of the solution, relative to any ordimry point 2 - k, ws obtained. The recurrence rotation for
the coefficients of this expansion i3

S(r+ a2)(r+4 (+hkz) Cr+2  (11)(.r.+&)(-Ik) Cr+÷ + J~r2 + (n-1) q} Pr
* (na) 2r-) (-) *(n-) (g.~ *) 1.1 + (r-2) (r-i) (-30 of ar 2)Cr

(r-&)(2r-i)l-p) + (04•1(9+3a)1 Cr_1 +r-l-l-:o a)Cr_2 .

+ (r-3)(ae-")(-4c k) Cr_3 + (r-4)(r-2)(-e&,) Cr.4 (56)

2 = 20ikC- (S+ 2a) k+6

q-(9i + ýa) k - 12 (

and m, a andp• are given in (52).

The relation between and An8 1.

the above expressions give 6n s cc a functilon of a (with two arbitrary constants) over ny
half-geriod. If a ts odd, n6s corresponds to an expanding phase, and A to the succeeding
contracting phase. To obtain the relation between those B'$ we hove the corditions tnat iandl

are contInuous at a - o.. The value of A Is given by

d ao d a• 4oL I . , _ a //(% _ =1 ( {= , wa,

"M - da) my.oI! I da a
end the positive or negative value must be taken according as we are considering an expa•n•ing or

contracting phase.
• ) Hence .,

' k

KY ,
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, 1.56 - 12-

Hence, If when s Is odd, we write

fig, s so's QM(z'÷ + 2s/ V(% - a) Jm(z), z a-L"- (59)

Bno,.41 B o,s•t '}m;Z) ÷ •1i2,s4I /(%-el Jm(Z)'

where g,(z) and jm(Z) coerespond to the two fundamental solutions in (50), the continuity of/3
at a % roquires

B SB (60)

Also

d a 8 o,s + 01/2,s ai - a im(Z}

[• |and therefore

so that the continuity of A at a = a M requires

B1A,3 8112,S+1 (61)

In the $f way the continuity cf and/ at a - I determines the o ot;. ......

.n,s wWd8n,Sa€ when s Is-even. writing

a A os g1(z) + A /2.3/(a- J1 Jt(z), z-..- I

A .A (Z) + A , )L - (1 '(z)

j we find

A 0o,6 , Ao,s+1

a n d A U . - A ~ , 5 1 ( ' -
S• • •U .6 1 / • 2 , s + i • '

The soLution when P/Q - jo
4

, n . a

The ease when PIQ is large Is of most Interest In connection with underwater explosions, and
the above result has therefore been evaluated for the seead harmonic term, with P/O - L04. The
second harmonic S2 Includes (among others) the deviation which deforms a sphere into a prolate orA ioblate spheroid. It will be assiued that this deformation exists at the Instant of the explosion,
and that Its velocity Is initially zero.

Vihon PIQ - 10 4, the value of the maxiriw radius Is found to be

a. 30.73, ()

and the period of pulsation of the bubble Is

T 0.056 ao (T In sec. and ao In m.) (66)

These values are of the same order as those observed for T.N.T. and similar explosives,

W 
V

Vhni..
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When P/Q Iv much gireater than 10, the compressibility of the water will be importpnt during
the (short) time. that c. is near to 1i and will give rise to a radiation of acoustic energy and a
consequent decay of the pulshtions. This effect Is ignored In the present calculations.
Nevertheless the result imy be expected to Indicate what happens during the greater part of a
oulsailo and aarticularlv when a > 2. for when a hA.* rM.h? pn ?, the preet.r -!li have fale.tll

a value of order 10•Q or less.

The method adopted in the calculations was to determine first two fundameental solutions of
equation (4s9) for 4 sea a function of a,, using the expansions (Mo) and (54). These solutions,
denoted respectivelyy g. and/(a- 1) J1. were chosen to sjtisfy the Conditions,

4 1. 0 (67)

|i Via- s)1 ". - at a - L. (68)

and thus correspond to the expansions given In (501 when at, = 1, and An" 1. A1/ 2  1. Their
v.luss were dter!roIfi , 5O ) for th- range a - I to a a 1.5. TheSe solutions were then

I Lextended by analytic continuation over the range a - 1.5 to a - 10 by means of Tatlor expansions
a of the form (54) relative to the points k - 2 and 6. For the remainder of the range, a - 10 toir o=m. the solutions were continued by means of the expansions (WO) with z = a - %. The various

expansions used have certain common regions, where their convergence Is sufficiently rapid for
calculation, so that a number of checks on the resblts could be made. The values of 9, and
Via.- 1) jt found In this way are given in Table I.

TABLE .

7 0 at -- t) j a , g (a - ,) j1 gI 9m A ._ -_jm

1.0 1.0010 0 4.0 .824 .678
1.1 1.089 .315 6.0 .406 .456
1.2 .1A64 .41 8.0 .109 .Z68
1.5 1.309 .667 9.0 -. 004 I80 -.ad 8.147
L;6 1.337 .716 10.0 -. 103 .117 -. 671 4.64
1.7 1.o51 .782 am - 15 -. 426 -. 156 +-.112 4.37
1.8 i-353 .778 01m- 10 -.536 -. 282 .58 3.9

I 1.9 1.347 .796 am - 1 -. 551 -. 350 .851 2.01
2.0 1,334 .808 am - 1 -. 516 -. 373 .966 1.01.1
2.1 1.316 I8s eam - .5 -. 498 -.371 .983 O.711
2.2 1.2941 .S18 0 .1 -. 469 -. 366 .997 031.7

1 •o23 1.269 *818 a5  -. u,, ;-.U4) 1.000 ,
2.4 1.241 .815 (=30.73)
2.5 1.212 .810
).0 1.080 .779

Apart from the variable a, the functions g and j depend on two parameters, 0- f.-Q/P) and n. As
far as Or Is concerned, the values of . 1 and ji given In the te are unaffected up to a - 2 by taking
any value of cr not grecter than 10-4, and they are not affected by more than about 1% up to aL = 6.
Increasing or to 1V" does not change the values up to a.- 3 by more than about 15. Consequently
the early part of Table I will give a fair approximation to the solution of enatiIon (491) for

71 values of a frr-. ! to 3 (and possibly as far as 6), for any value of P#Q likely to arise In connectionr- with explosions. On the other hand, altering n has a great effect on the values of ;, and j1, as
is obvious from the approximate expressions (58) forig near a.- 1.

The determination of 8 during a contracting phase, following the known varialtion during
the preceding expanding phase, Is deternined, w41 snown above, by expressing.4 in terma of the two

fundamental solutions gm and A/(am - a) 1
m" Hence the values of these solutions from a - 9 toL acL •om were Also calculated and are Shown In Table 1.

The retation between the two pairs of fundamental solutions In Table I is found to ho

I .= .....

Di
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g * -. 44•4 gm .08625 - (69V

-. 58 9,-- 2661401.m - a) J.

The relation betwen the pairs of arbitrary constants appearing In the alternative
.preaon to-,- Is obtalnod Is- !tely fron!m (69) for If

Boom+) ÷ 1V(M ") Jm A o gl+ A1l 2 vA(a- I)

and g and J are expressed In terms of gm and by (69) we have, on comparing comfficientt ofS gm ani JM in the result Inj Identity, a

80 - - .4•34 Ao - .3583 AL/2  ()

Buz - .08626 Ao - .0266 A1 2

Conversely

A" . 1.393 a ±8.76 aii

A1/2= *-4.516 8g + 24 .22 Ov2

SinCe the Initial velocity of the deviation is zero, we have

A2, when a. 1.

SllNow If€

12 1. AO gi 'Q2ACL - 1) ,
V ::then

{6. Ao 9', + A * /a- 1)

.A -P_¢
iA 2 - 2 cr as a-i

Hence the above conditions require

A0  I and A112  ,

that is, the value of during the first expansion is given by g1 in Table 1.

The coefficients 8O, I1/2 in the alternative expresslon for 1 are obtainable from (70),
and the coefficients in the corresponding expression for,8 2 2 are thus obtalned by simply changing
the sign or8•12 as In (61). The coefficients for the succeeding expanding and contracIng phases
are then obtained by successive applications of equations (58) - (6) and (70), (71). Their values
for the first two pulsations of the bubble are given In Table IIk

4 TABLE II,

Expansion Contraction A.0  A 2  . 81/2

A211.0~0 0 =.144314 -. 08625
- 82.2 - 2.237 "4.006 - .••34 + 008626
'82.3-- 2.237 44,006 +2,427 + .2994

- 2~&+ 5.997 *-17.910 +2.4127 - 2"4l

it will be seen that the values of A correspond to the successive values of j8 at 1 - 1, and the
values of So to the successive values of 18 at m. -

The.

o,,

L "
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The graph of as a function of a. during the first two pulsations is easily constructed fromTables, I and 11. This is shown in Figure 4. It will be seen that the variation of 8 during the""second pulsation Is generally of a similar nature to that during the first pulsation, but the sign

Is changed and the amplitude is Increased.

When . is regarded as a function of t, It should be expressible In thc forn (m5). 1 is
easily verified that for any function of this form

Cosh hT ~.~ + 2T) 4 A(t) I iA(t +T),

so that•X Is determined by any 3 values of P separated by Intervals of T. Taking the values of 0,
T and 2" as given by Ao in Table II, we find

cosh T= - .06,
•I- ( !whence e \T 3 .95, or . - (1.38 + I n)/T.. (72)

This shows that eventuelly (if the pulsations could continue) the perturbation 8 increasesL four-fold In absolute magnitude and changes sign during each complete pulsation. In this sense,
therefore, the perturbation is unstable.

At any value ot c the departure of the bubble from sphericity Is measured, not by S' butbyAft. This Implies that the non-sphericity greatly decreases during the expansion. At the endOf the first expansion we havoe8/a .44u3/30.7 - .015, or abOUt 1.5% of its value initially, and
of opposite sign.

When •flf is regarded as a function of t, It decreases very rapidly at first, due to the rapidInitial Increase of a. It remains small and changes very slowly during the rela-tively long periodthat the bubble is large, but it Increases very rapidly (in absolute value) when the bubble approaches
its niintinm again, These Changes are Illustrated In Figure 5, which shows AA% as a function ofduring the first two pulsations. It is evident from this figure that any small disturbance of thebubble when it Is large (e.g. due to gravity) would lead to very great changes in Its shape when It
contracts ga-In.

2 1References.

(I) Lamb, Phil. Mag., 45, 247. ±9Z3.
t I (2) Butterworth, "Report on the theretical shape of the pressure timt curve and on theSI growth of the gas-bubble", 1923.

(3) 1Willis, *Underwater explosions. Time interval h'etween successive explosions*, 1941.

( Herring, C4 - Sr 2 0 0 D ID, RC., 1941.
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, ( THE BEHAVIOUR OF AN UNDERWATER EXPLOSION BUBBLE

K Approximations based on the theory of
ProfessOr G. i. Taylor.

S' , A. R. Bj~vnt

e. b 19r ,9*2.

II

"Approximate solutions are presented for the equations of motion of the gas bubble produced by
an underwater explosion, as given by Professor 0. I. Taylor. The equations enable the most important

I features of the bubble motion tn bf computed approximately with ccmparatively little labour. In
addition graphs are given which are based upon the approximations. and which enable most of the quantities
to be read directly as functions of the depth for various charge weights. The effect produced on the
buoble motion by changing the charge weight or the depth of the charge may be easily seen from these
approxi•ations, which should assist in an appreciation of the Welations which arise when the suale of
an experiment is changed.

Introduction.

Professor G. I. Taylor has treated the radial expansion and vertical motron of the bubble of gas

formed when a charge is detonated in water*. He has developed equations which require to be integrated
step by step numerically and has shown, that exact scas lag for different charge weights Is not possible,
so that the numerical Integration must be repeated for different valies of the charge weight and the
depth, The following note puts forward approximate solutions to these equations which enable most of
the important features of the bubble motion to be computed with ctmparatively little labour. In order
that these equations may be readily available they have been listed at the beginning of the note, with
an explenation of the symbols used, but with their derivation omitted. Although the numerical Constants
for T.N.T. have been employad throughout, the methods of approximation used are applicable to any
explosive.

As In the Report 'Vertical motion of a spherical bubble and the pressure surrounding It', free

or rigid surfaces have been assum,-d rerote enough to cause no disturbance to the motion. Their
perturbing effect as given by Conyers Herring is discussed In an'Appendix.

The non-dimensional form. of the Equation's.

The basic equations of motion of the bubble are used In the non-dimen•nl•nal for given by

Professor Taylor. In the list of formulae below, aen i Ltheir subsequent lerivationp some of theS.equations are beet left In this form. To convert to real quantities all non-dimensional leng hs
must be.multiplied by the length scale factor L, and all non-domenaIonal times multiplied byV/, g
being the acceleration due to gravity. For T.N.T. the value of L Is given by

L (feet) - 10 (M)

where M Is the charge weight In lbs, L Is plotted against charge weight In Figure 1.

To avoid confusion non-dimensional quantities will be denoted by small letters, while capital
letters will be used for dimensional quantities (wlti, the exception of the symbols g, and p tho density
of water). Non-dimensional equations will be labelled as such.

Pa t I ......

S _ vertical motion of a spherical bubble and the pressure surrounding it. G. 1. Taylor,

]I " ]
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PART I.

Summary of A roximation Formulae.

- Two non-dimensional variables define the stze. position and motion of tte bubble at any time t,

vi.:- the radius of the bubble a and the depth z of tho centro of the bubble measured frvmn a 1ojin
, feet auovo gea level.

A parameter c appears In the equations, in their non-dimensional forms. which Is related to

the potential energy in the gas; the value of c for T.N.T. Is given by:-

c 0 .075M13 (2)

wheC e As14l in lbs.

The Period of the first oscillation - T (seconds)
4.52 4ý

T - - (3)

Ii -where Zo Is the depth of the charge In feet below a point 33 feet above
sea level.

1. Is the. charge *aefght in lbs.

IF The period is the time taken for the bubble to expand and contract again to Its minimum radius.

At a distance d non-dimensional units from a free or rigid surface the period T Is altered to
T1 where

j 0.a1 am
(1 T ."--..----) (R.I.S. non-dimensional) (Wa)

T
where the upper sign Is for a free surface, the lower for a rigid surface, and

am Is the maximum radius (see equation (4)).

YThe maximum radius of the bubble.i ft

Jl am• " 0 (I - c as-j ) (non-dimensional) ()

Z0 being the non-dimensional depth of the charge at detonation; am is
plotted In Figure 2 against z,.

'he vertical momentum constant - n.

The w"Indeensional constant m is Involved in several equatlons end Is given by.

0.7M (norn-dimensional) (5)

At a distance d non-dimensional units below a free surface or above a rigid surface the
vertical momentwm cenntent Is changed to m' where

5
a TI

in' m(1 - 0.52 m (non-dimensional) (fa)

4 ii This value of m' must be used in all subsequent equations Involving m if the surface affect
Is appreciable in the cmee considered.

j • The ......

-L". - ,, ",,



The totaul Vrtical momrntum of the wtrsurrcunding the bubble.

During the perlod when tha bubble is near Its minimum radius at the end of the first oscillation
the vertical momentum of the water Is approximately constant and equal to

.1'81 L' . IU h.fsetsecond. (6)

where L Is the scale factor in feet and m Is non-dimensional.

Ae minimum radius of the bubble - a,

~J ~(i- C 1.) m (non-d irensitonal) (7)

E Equation (7) must be solved graphically. using equations (5) Wnd (4).a, hae been plotted in
Figure 3 against the non-dimensional depth zO.

I The Oressure wave emitted by the.co~al.sind and exPanding bubble.

During the period when the- bubble Is near its minimum radius a pressura pulse is radqeued
outwards with the velocity of sound. For points not too near the bubble the peak pressure Pm (1•.
square inch), the totmal noeatite Impulse I (ib.-second/square inch) and the duration of the positive
pressure pulse D (second) are given by the following formulae:-

C&171)~ (R.H.S. non-dimensional) (a)

where R Is the distance In feet from the point to the centre of the bubble.

The right-hand side of equation (8) is plott'ed against a,, in Figure 4 for a number of charge
weights. Using Figure 3, Pm may be tabulated for various charge weights and depths and Is given as~ .a function of the depth In Figure 5.

15.1 M3
The Impulse 1 ~ - 9

The Impulse I Is plotted in Figure 6 against charge weight M.

The duration 0D 0.218 T

0.944 3 10
iii I, :"

or D o(s

The maximum vertical velocity of the bubble - U. feetisecond.

I.. L1, (R.H.S. non-dimensional) (i±J

Um I Uis plotted agai;nst the depth In Figure 7.

The. rise of the bubble at the end of the first oscillation -h.

At the point where the bubble Is at its MIMiia radius It has risen a distance h (non-.
dimensional) above the point where the charge was detonated

h "-'-(non,-dimensional) (12)10

The rise h Is plotted against zo in Figure 8.

SAt a

f7,
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At a distance d non-dimensional units below a free surface or above a rigid surface the

rise h is altered to h' where

h' h (I - ( ) (non-dimensional1) (a)

Areeient of aotroximations with exact soltions..

Recently the full numerical Integration of Taylor's equations has been carried out for a few

" depths and charge weightf, covering the range of non-dimensional depths from I to 4, and charge weights

from 2 to 00 lbs. Comparison of the above approximations with these figures, and with some

unpublished figures for P I-oz. charge at 6 feet depth shows that the agreement over the whole range

is satisfactory. The period of the motion and the maximum and minimum rAdilI agree within I to 5 per

cent. the maximum vertical velocity and the rise of the bubble within 5 to 10 per cent, and the peak

" pressure within 7 to 20 pet' cent.

S~~PART I1.. ,

Derin,ation of the AO.roximate Solutions.

Taylor's equations of motion of the bubble, when expressed in their non-dimenslonal forn,

d } G)1 (2 2

(~2 - 2 non-dimensionsl (

- "3 f a3 0 t
, a o

W is the total energy of the motion, Ga the potential energy of the gas In the bubble

at radius a. For T.N.T. Taylor expresses the potential energy term (2)

% - car,)I • •where c - 0.075 M13

During the numerical integration of equations (13) by a step by step process It is noticed
that at different stages of the motion some of the terms In the equations either remain sensibly
constant or become negligible in comparison with the remaining terms. The following approximations
arise from the.se observations.

The maximum radius of the bubble -

During the first half period of the bubble the vertical motion remains small, so that in
equation (13) the term z reiains substantially equal to z (the Initial depth), while the Nn
S2 term is negligible. The maximum radius of the bubble is obtained by setting

equation (13) simplified by these assumptions

am' " 'rl-i-(1- cam-) (non-dimensional) (.)

The.

(1) 'Vertical motion of a spherical bubble and the pressure surrounding It'. Equations 5
and 6. Taylor distinguishes all non-disensional quantities by dashes, which are omitted
for convenience.

(2) Atove report. Equation 19. The exponent I is strictly true only for T.N.T.

I/
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The period of the oscsl eation T

e In the step by step Integration of (13) it is observed that the time T taken by the bubbleS• ~to reach its minimum, radius at the end of the first oscillation is Within a few per cent Of twice

the time taken to reach the maximum radrus. it Is also found that omission of the term i n
Integrating (13) causes very little difference in the time taken tj reach the maximum radius,
although the actual value of the maxsilm radlus is quite considerably altered. The Value of the
non-dimunsIonal half-poriod 2 is accordingly obtained from

dn
f ts f t (non-dimensional)

where the integral on the right is taken from a - c to the mixlirum value of a.II The value of this Integral has been given by Lamb (1) and Conyers herring (2). Tee result, expressed
In the non-dImensional variables used in this- note is:

S---. -35 (noe-dimensionaly (16)

This This value of the period (3), converted into real units, is

5 (3)

0

ihe verticals momentum constant - m

In the step by step integration of equation (13) it is found that the non-dimensional
l! quantityf aeJ~t becomes substantially constant when the bubble has contracted to about a half of its

maximum radius, and remains constant up to and beyond the time when the babble radius Is a minimum.
constant value may be put equal to m, and Is proportional to the wvrtical Momentum of the water

• surrounding the contracted bubble. It can be shown that the vertical -.vnentus In lbs.feet/second
units Is given oy

• 7

1 taVertical momentum - 1ie1 L 2 m lbs.feet/second (6)

A knowledge of the value of m enables several quantities associated with the motion of the
bubble to be calculated, so that an approximation to a is desirable. It is clear that the value of
nm depends mainly on the radius time-curve wh.n the bubble radius Is large. An approximate
evaluation of a may be made if igo be assumed that the effect of altering either the depth z or the
charge weight (i.e. the paraWeter r) Is mainly to alter the oaximum radius and the period of the
notion, without appreciably altering the shape of the radius time curve, at least ih that portionSwhen the radius is large and the vertical momentum Is mainly acquired. This is equivalent to
asEaming that the radius time curves could be superposed in this region if the length and time
scales were adjusted to make the maximum radius and period agree. Mathematically, this assumptionIs that In the equation; 

:¢,

~t (~;)3 . f (t) (non-dimensional) (17)

for o < t < itw

A the function f (t ) Is Independent of depth and charge weight.

The. ....

(1) Hydrodynamics. H, Lamb. p. 114,

u(2) Theory of the Pulsations of the Gas subbl'e Prodluced by an bnlerwater Explosion.. ~ ~Conyers H~err ing. ••

i •(3) The period (My b6 r xp,esoed In a form valid for any explosive. If X be the energy of '

This expression enasles , to be calculated from experimental measurements of tty' period T.

• .. . . . .
I " i~t... , ''• : " '" ' '
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The final Justifitation of this assumption is that the results to which it leads are In
reasonable agroament with the exact solution of equation (13). Hence

S. t. ,t t. .%

00

mor using 16) k.am (non-dimensional) (18)

0za

The constant k' may be obtained from any one step by step solution of the equation of motion

of the bubble (1,), and its value Is about 0.70. leading to equation (5)

0.70 am3
M 5 (non-dimension(5)

The minimum radius - a(SIt
In the jeighbourhood of the minimum radius the term2z in equation (13) is negligible, but
the trm -, mut beinclded. As shown In the last section z may be written (when a Is near

F the minimum radlus)

d2 2m (non-di•rensional) (19a)

al .

and the equation of motion of the bubble becomes:

2 7Ta ( - ai) 2a (non-dimensional) 1D

The nimum radius a, is given by setting a 0. yielding

a,, (1 - c.a1- = 7 - (non-dimenslonal) (7)

4'Ae bressure wai/c Produced by the collapsingr bubble..

Outing the period when the radius of the bubble is near its minimum value, pressures are set
up In the Immediate nelghbourhood of the bubble which give rise to a pressure pulse propagated outward
with the velocity of sound. Taylor has discussed the pressure distribution close to the bubble.
neglecting the compressibility of the water, and gives the following Pquation (1). If P is the
pressure (in lbs./square inch above the normal hydrostatic pressure at the same depth) at a point
distant r (non-dimensional units) from the bubble, and if 8 is the angle between the radius vector )
v and the vertical, then

-44 I d 2Z~*. a~,tu oO~4 cs-anO

"[1 (8V
1 

p 2 & (I)5 p u cosV 0 1• (A)6 u2 (cos
2

e 4 ' ."in2
O) 1 (20)

(R.H.S. non-dimensional)

where a = d * au and u is the vertiCal velocity in non-diensional units.
In this.

1() "Vertical motion of a spherical bubble and the pressure surrounding it'. Equation (30). -

Taylor's notation has been modified to conform with the rest of this note.

ii
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In this expression for the pressure the first term Is the Most important ad will determine
• the pressure at, points not tau near the bubble. Considering here only this leading term, the press.ure

at a point R feet from the bubble centre becomes

voi dt " (R.H.S. non-d I eins ional )(2a)I
pL dt(2aj

Since the ssmpl iia equations of otion (19) are valid near the time of the minimum radius.
Swhen the pressure disturbance Is mainly produced, (20a) ney be evaluated to give:

4 4-RP c 2 m 
2  

(R.H.S. non-dimensional) (21)

11T

The maximum value of the pressure Pm is obtained by inserting in (21) the value of the minimum
radius a1 given by (7); hence

RPM - (I -hcas- (R.H.S. non-41mensional) (8)

ItI ••J may be remarked that i n a simi lar way all t he other terms In (20) may Ibe eval uated as
S!I• ~ functions of thq, radius a alone. using equations (19) and the•ir value at the mtnilim,' radius compouted.

Wthen the radius is a minimum, i. and 6 Vanish while u Lz i- g-d i 9ven by (19a). Inserting

I the value a, for the 1 inin, radius, and converting to real units, the maxirmur vertical velocity Um(feet/second) is

__ T . - (R.H.S. non-dirmnsional) (t

1-1-31L a13

Owing to the rise of the bubble points situated some distance vertically y'-ve the charge may
be quite close to the bubble when it Is near its minimum radius, and the peak value of the pressure
would then require the computation of further terms In (20).

The total positive Impulse In the pressure wave is got by integrating (20a) with respect to
time between the two times for which a2 da is i maximutu (1). Conyers •erring has obtained the value
of this Impulse using an eqr*tion of motion which is Identical with (13) with the vertical velocity
"and the gas energy term ca7 neglected. Since the value of the Impulse depends only on the maximun
"value of a2 , which occurs when the bubble is comparatively large, Herring's neglect of the two1 ,above mentioned factors will not cause much error. Herring's value of the total positive impulse(lbs.second/square Inch units) seay be converted into the following useful fonr, if the simple

approximation ar,3 r~-.-, be used:

151 i (•)
P2

0

where R is the distance In feet from the bubble contre,

It can be shown that the duration D of this positive pulse is a tonstant fraction of the
period T. Since the times when a2 • Is a maximum occur when the r.dius is large, the -4proxlemtlon
Involved In equation (17) may be used. Differentiating (17) twice wilth respect to time, and using in
equation (20a).

14t•4RP d ,112 da)
- -ka' m f" .,, (R.H.S. ,n-4lmenslonal) (22)

The.

(1) The assuMption Is made that the e,:pansion taking place at the beginning of the second
oscillation is similar to the contraction taking place at the end of the first oscillation.

1_

I 'N
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"The pressure P can only be zero when i'(w) is zrero, i.e. at fixed values of t Hence

the durat!x: of the positive pulse mast be a constant fraction of the total period T. using the )
proportionality factor obtained from the full stop by step calculation for I oz. of T.H.T. at 6 feet

depth yields equation (10) for the duration 0

0 -0.216T (t0)S• •The shage of the 09,'esure t"Ve. T

SEquation (21) giving the pressure as a function of bubble radius and the constant m Cannot
be used directly to plot a pressure-time curve. A rough idea of the shape of any givenpressuwe-
time curve say, however, be obtained for any case by calculating frpm these equations the *shape

factor' q. Tis is equal to the ratio of the area under the pressure-time curve to the area of

a triangular wave form having the some peak pressure and duration. The factor thus gives a measure

* ~of the 'hollowness' of the pressuru..time curve.

Values of Pr' 1, 0 and this Ishapa factor* for a few charge weights and depths have been r
Sgiven in Table I to demonstrate the effect of thest, variables on the 'shape factor'. In order to

visualize the meaning of a particular value of the 'eh,,pe factor, a ie iftgirsar pressure wave ,arms
u ~ have been sket,,Wd in Figure 9 and their 'shape factors' compated. The curve labelled '0.24' has

a been drawn to r÷Sc-e0le closely the actual .... -l curve calculated for 1 caý of TN.T. at
I ~ 6 feet depth.

TAB LE 1

PEAK PRESSURE. DURATION. IMPULSE ANo SHAPE FACTOR.

(Pressures and impulses multiplied by the numerical value of the C
distance in feet from the point considered to the bubble centre)

Peak pressure Impulse I / •

Charge weight Depth below P ls/s.in. ) Duration 0 (lbs. see.sq.In) 'Shape Factor,

•.,, ~distance R• distance R | • "

• ~(feet) •fe)(seconds) (feet) t'

I800 lbs. ISO 11t,50 0.t1• 548 0.8,

i 7.090 0. 57 1.10,
so 5.350 0.169 594 ,.32

255 lbs. 150 ±o.60 0.o7 256 0,. 6
tOo 6,000 0.101 270 0.78
50 2.950 0.151 292 1.31

16 lbs. 00 *,i3o 0.046 43 0.46 .1)SDo ,ZoooI. . -.
20 2750 0*.060 416 0.56

30 1,800 0.075 4,5 0.70

Ii I lbs. 40 1,750 0.e 26 7.4 0.32
20 1.160 0.034 7. .0.39

I I 1 10 - 30 0.041 8.0 0.117

I 1 oz. 6 580 0.018 1.3 0.24

The ......,i
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The rise o_ the bubble - h.

An Important quantity concerneo with the motion of the bubble is thn rise at the end o0 the
first, oscillation, since this determines the posltion of the bubble when the peak presfure In the wve
is omitt0d. None of the above m•thods of approximation enables this quantity to be estimated.
Inspection of the full calculations published for four depths, and of the unpublished Calculations
for a i oz. charge at 6 feet show that the ri3e h due to gravity Is given by the following empirical

formula with an error not exceeding 10 per cent over the range of non.dimansional depths from
Zoe2 to z0 .1

h - 1.05 tw (non-dimensional)

Using equation (16) this becomes

1.19
h - 5 (non-dimensional) (12)-

zoT

This rise of the bubble has been calculatfd on the assumption that all free or rigid surfaces

are remote enough to exert no disturbing effect on the motion. Its value rs plotted in Figure 0.
The correction for the proximity of a surface is dealt with In the Appendix.

Appendix.

r:
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Effect of the Proximity of a Free or PjcidSurface.

Conyers Herring has shown that if the charge Is exploded at Jlistance d (non-dimensional units)
from an Infinite free or rigid surface the bubble acquires a vellocity v towrd's that .u.fac-, given
by

V 2 3 ft a4, j ()2 dt (non-dirmrnsional) (23)

where the upper sign is taken for a free surface, the lower for a rigid surface. Since
usuiilly the two most important surfaces are horizontal (e.g. the sea surface and the soa-bed) tihis
velocity may be added to the term- d in equation (13) for the motion, I e. the gravity term. its
effect on the minimum radius, the peek vertical veloc'ity and the peak pressure in the bubble collapse
pressure wave may be allowed for by re-defining the momentum constant m whi0h determines them (see
e.g. equations (7), (8) arid UM1. Hlence it in' Is the vertical momentum constant for tt charge

detonated d non-dimensional units below the sea surface or above the seae-bd, then

• ~ )[1 - a (•2]dt (nom-dinienlonel) (24,)

0IV

Uting the method which led to the approximate value of m (equations (18) and (5)). gives

d 2

where the constant 0.52 is determined from one full step by step solution of t.h equations

of motion of the bubble (03).

AS regards the effect of the surface on the rise of the bubble Conyers Herring gives a simpleSapproximation which may be expressed in the following way:-

Rise of the bubble at end of first oscillation, in proximity to the Sea's
Surface or thp see bed

h' - h(- - "Z---) (non-vdimensional) (12a)5 ci

where h is the rise in the absence of the surface effect (see equation (12)).

Finally Herring has shown that the presence of a surface alters the period of the motion,
so that if T' is the period in proximity to a surface, and T is the value given by equation (3),

where 1 Is the average value of the bubble radius (non-dimensional) over a complete
oslillation the upper sign refers to a free surface, the lower to a rigid one. Using the assumptions
involved in computing the vertical momentum constant m (page 6), • is a constant fraction of the
maxinum radius am, so that (28) may bu written

T- = T (1 1 0.21 ) (3D)

11
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NOTATION

R Radius of the spherical cavity

R, or Rmin Value at the peak of compression

R0  Value at the point where the gas pressure equals the external
pressure P0

2 or R t Value at the limit of the first expansion

V Volume of the cavity = 41rRY3

Y Ratio of specific heat at constant pressure to that at constant
volume = 1.4 for air, or 1.3 for TNT gas

p Mass density, ordinarily in dynamical or ips units

r • Radial distance from the center of the bubble to a station in
the water

t Symbol for time in general
T Period or duration of the motion from minimum to minimum of R

To Value of T when R does not depart widely from R 0

P Symbol for pressure in general

PA Any pressure expressed in atmospheres

P0  Hydrostatic pressure; the pressure on the cavity before the ex-
plosion, or the pressure in the water at a great distance from
the charge

P0 Pressure in the gas, assumed to be uniform

Pmax Value at the peak of compression

Symbol for particle velocity, zero at great distance from the
charge

V g Velocity of the gas, equal to that in the water at the boundary

c Velocity of sound in homogeneous water

¢' Speed of sound in water containing bubbles

2 The whole energy radiated in one cycle of pulsation, concentrated
in the phase of peak pressure

E Energy of oscillation, represented by the kinetic energy when
R - R., also by the work done against p0 (less the small work
of the gas) in expanding from R. to R 2

T Tmpulse or time-integral'of a pressure

f Fraction of the space occupied by bubbles in water

I-
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N Wt c /oRO; N2 represents the ratio of the adiabatic volume
el e•ntity of water to that of the gas in the bubbles when
under hydrostatic Dressure

/i Extinction coefficient (the amplitude of a pressure wave de-
creases by a factor e-2"f, where e is the Napierian base,
in going a distance equal to one wave length as measured
in homogeneous water)

SFrequency times 27r of sinusoidal waves

WO wo Frequency times 27 for free small oscillations of a bubble
K Coefficient of reflection

PERSONNEL

This report was written by Professor E.H. Kennard; the nec-

essary numerical integrations and the plotting of certain figures were

done by S. Pines.
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DIGEST

This paper summarizes, and in the Appendix derives the main formu-

las concerned with the radial expansion and compression of spherical gas.-

filled cavities in water. The principal needs for these formulas are twofold,

in connection with the pulsating motion of the gas globe resulting from an

underwater explosion, and in connection with the behavior of bubbles of gas

suspended in the water when subjected to changes in external pressure.

A sphere of gas in water under hydrostatic pressure, not subject to

the action or gravity, is capable of oscillating radially with preservation

of its spherical form. The period of oscillation at small amplitude is

ILR 1T 10 [2b]
0 124 7P[2

when T, is in seconds and R. in inches. As the amplitude increases the pul-

sation is slower, and the variation within moderate limits is shown in Figure

1. At large amplitudes the formula becomes

1.0 - 7 .0

0o.8 . 1.s The pulsation of theN [ cavity may be described as a eyc-

-1•- . lie variation of R/Rov and ex-

0.- .4 amples of this are given in Figure
> X 2. 'These show the main features

0 1.2
of the motion, including the in-

I 1.4 1.8 2.2 2.6 0 crease of intensity of the pres-
Rm,=/Ro sure peak and the lengthening of

Figure 1 - Curves referring to Undamped the period at greater amplitudes.
Oscillations of a Bubble or Globe The values of Rmi/R 0 at differ-

of Gas under Water
ent values of R.,I/Ro are shown

Ro is the radius when the gas pressure equals the

(i hydrostatic pressure, Rmgx is the maximum radius, also in Figure 1.1 •" Rmin is the minimum radius, T. is the period of
very small oscillations, T is the period of oscil- The pressure in the wa-

lation having given value of J~nax/Ro. The cur-ves ter is equal to that in the gas at
are drawn for y = 1/3, but Y makes little difference, the boundary between them, to the

>1 1 static pressure po at a great dis-

tance, and at intermediate positions is affected by the flow as shown in

Equation [7b], page 6; its peak value is given by the formula

, JJL[. .0= )' - 1] + po [8b]

I * This digest is a cou~ensation of the tex-ý of the report, containing a description of all essential

features and giving the principal results. It is prepared and included for the benefit of those who

F cannot spare the time to read the whole report.

_ .._ _ _ .
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R = radius t = time

Ro = radius when in equilibrium To = period of very small oscillatione

The time relations of pressure variation are also studied in the

report, and the conclusion is reached that though the peak of first compres-

sion is lower than the initial pressure peak, it is still high enough to give

rise to a wave of compression in the water. Since this first compression

peak is broader than the initial shock wave, it may carry with it an impulse

exceeding that of the high-pressure part of the primary pressure wave.
The calculations discussed in this report deal mainly with the hy-

drodynamic phenomena in an incompressible fluid; however, at each pressure

peak the compressibility of the water enters to play a part, and nergy is

radiated in a shock wave. Especial interes& attaches to the quantity of en-
ergy lost in this way because it acts in structural targets in a different

way from that associated with the slower motion of pulsation. No valid meas-

urement of the energy in the shock wave is yet available, and in particular

its value relative to that of the energy of oscillation E is still a matter
S of opinion. L

The analysis thus applied to the pulsations of large gas globes re-

sulting from explosions also explains the curious effect known to be caused

J f by the presence of small bubbles suspended in water traversed by a shock wave.
It is shown that these may serve as radiating sources of new shock waves

S i

>1>.....
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) igure 8a - Before the Explosion Figure 8b - After the Explosion

Figure 8 - Photographs showing a Shook Wave forming in Bubbly Water

which in turn cause a layer of bubbles to behave as a dispersive absorbing

medium. The layer thus reflects an acoustic wave in somewhat the same way

and for somewhat the same reason as a layer of molecules reflects light.

The only case yet amenable to full analytical treatment is a weak

sinusoidal wave traversing a field containing many bubbles in each cubic wave

length. The alteration in the speed of sound caused by the presence of the

bubbles is shown to be proportional to the fraction of the whole space occu-

pied -by the bubbles, and, in a rather intricate way, on the ratio of the fre-

quency of the wave to that of the bubbles; see Equation [21], page 18. The

symbols used in this development are separately listed on page 18.

It is found that even a small concentration of bubbles may produce

a surprisingly large reflection coefficient, and where the frequency of the

wave is near that of the bubbles, not over, say, three times as great, re-

flection is nearly total. At much higher wave frequencies the reflection

falls away to near zero.

It is thought that results similar in a qualitative sense will hold

in the case of an incident shock wave, except for the unknown results of cay-

4a4 on .
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RADIAL MOTION OF WATER SURROUNDING A SPHERE* OF GAS

IN RELATION TO PRESSURE WAVES

ABSTRACT

in the study of explosive pressure waves, the theory of a sphere of

gas expanding or contracting under water is needed in two connections - in

discussing the motion of the gas globe produced by the explosive itself, and

in considering the effect of bubbles in the water upon the propagation of

pressure waves. The relevant analytical formulas are collected here and dis-

cussed. Their deduction is given in an appendix.

I (, The following topics are treated:

1. the period and form of the radial oscillations of a gas globe, and

the pressure and impulse thereby generated in the water;

2. the effect of a pressure wave upon a single gas bubble;
3. the inverse effect of a layer of bubbles in water upon an incident

wave of pressure, which is partially to reflect or scatter the incident wave,

and to make the transmitted wave weaker but of longer duration;

4. an exact treatment for the analytically simple case of weak waves

of pressure incident upon water containing bubbles of relatively small size;

5. scattering by a single bubble.

INTRODUCTION
in the study of explosive pressure waves, the theory of the expan-

sion and contraction of a sphere of gas under water enters at two points:

First, in ýonsidering the motion of the gas globe produced by the explosive,

which results in secondary impulses of pressure; and second, in considering

the effect of bubbles of gas in the water upon an incident pressure wave.

Therefore it is proposed to collect and extend the relevant analytical formu-

las pertaining to such motion. Only radial motion will be considered here;

effects due to gravity or to the presence of obstacles will be reserved for

discussion elsewhere. Furthermore, the assumption will usually be made that

compression of the water surrounding the gas globe can be neglected.

The relevant mathematical analysis has for the most part already

been published (1) (2) (3),** but it will all be included for convenience in

i•i an appendix.

* In this report a distinction is made between the gas globe formed by the bulk of the gaseous products

of an underwater explosion, and gas bubbles. The word spAere applies to either or both.

( Mumbers in parentheses indicate references on page 23 of this report.

- _ - --I- . - - --
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PERIOD OF OSCILLATION
A sphere of gas in water umder hydrostatic pressure po. not subject

to the action of gravity, is capable of oscillating radially with preserva-
tion of its spherical form. Let the gas be assumed to follow the adiabatic

law, pV'= constant, an assumption that appears to hold well in practical
K cases. Then, for a small amplitude of oscillation, the period is given by

Equation [34] or

To 2R _[1

F where Ro is the radius of the sphere when in equilibrium under hydrostatic

pressure p. (atmospheric pressure included), p Is the density of water, and y
I is the ratio of the specific heat of the gas under constant pressure to its

specific heat under constant volume. For air, 1 .4 and the formula can be

written

T second [2a]
0 129 V-

where PA is the pressure in atmospheres,* and R0 is in inches. For the gas
globe from an exploded charge, Y = 1.3 more nearly, and

RT 1 second [2b)
TO 12 4 [

In sea water T0 would be 1.3 per cent greater at the same R0 and pA"

The Value of Ro for gas globes from charges exploded under water is
uncertain. Perhaps Ro = Rax/2.6 is not far from the truth, where R.. is
the maximum radius. A fair estimate for tetryl is

I.m ax 4 9 (.)i inches

Swhere W is the weight of the charge in pounds and PA is the hydrostatic pres-
sure in atmospheres; the value for TRT should not be greatly different. With
this value of R0 , Equation [2b] becomes

W?

T -0. 15 - [2c]
With increasing amplitude the period increases; it may be written

T - kTo [3]
•!••where k is a dimensionless factor. In Figure I the factor k or 7TiTo is plot-ted against RmSX/Ro. In the same figure there is shown, for convenience, the

The period under one atmosphere is thus R,/129 secona.

t1
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ratio of the minimum radius, R,,,, Lc 2.0~T

to Ro. The values of k were ob- 0.8 A 1.8

tained by numierical integration of T -

Equation [35] for several values .,.

of C; Raw /RO and R,,, IRO were 0.4

found as values of z, and x. from
Equation [36). The value Y = 4/3 .2 1.2

was used, in order to simplify the 0 --- -------- 1.0

jcalculation; a somewhat different RNo./Ro

• value would give nearly the same Figure 1 - Curves referring to Undamped
curve. Oscillations of a Bubble or GlobeIi ~ ~~~~For large amplitudes, o a ne ae

pi is the radius when the gas pressure equals theperhaps where R 01R, is greater hydrostatic pressure, Rmu is the maximum radius,
than 2.25, the formula given in Rmin is the minimum radius, T. is the period of
Equation [22] on page 48 of T} very smalI oactilatiQnu, T is the period of oscil-

t [lation having given value of R,,=/Re. The curves

Report 480 (4) may be used are drawn f w v= 4/3, but Y makes little difference.

T - 1.83 R. i [4a]

For a gas globe or bubble in water this may be written

m217 second [4b]

where pA is the hydrostatic pressure in atmospheres and Rmu is in inches.
For a given mass of gas, RmU a 1/pAT, hence T is proportional to 1/PA&. In

sea water, 217 is replaced in Equation [4b) by 214. If use is made of the
value Just given for R,, Equation [4b] becomes

T -0.23 W [4c]

These latter formulas may be used to estimate the time of collapse
- of a bubble under suddenly applied steady pressure. If Rm, represents the

A initial radius of the bubble and p0 or PA the suddenly applied pressure, the
/ .•time of collapse is 1/2. The estimate should be of high accuracy if the ra-

a ltio of pressuro increase exceeds 2.25' or about 25.
"I•.• If the amplitude Rmu/Ro is very large, compressibility of the wa-

ter will play an important part. The direct effect of compressibility on the
period will be small, oince the high-pressure phase of the motion occupies

| • only a very small part of the total period; but a loss of energy occurs by
acoustic radiation during the time of intense contraction, so that each out-

ward swing is less in amplitude than the preceding inward swing. The period

k
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between two minimum radii should then be given quite accurately by the formu-
las if the intervening maximum radius is used, whereas the interval of time

between two successive maxima should be the average of the periods as given
by the formulas for the two successive maximum radii.

The formulas for the period have been derived from hydrodynamical
theory but appear to have been confirmed Ratiafactorily by observation. No
allowance has been made for the effect of the displacement of a gas globe due
to gravity, but this effect should be large only under extreme conditions.

TIME-DISPLACENENT CURVES •

A number of curves are drawn in Figure 2 which show for several am-
plitudes, the value of R/Ro during an oscillation as a function of the time.
The unit for time is the period of small oscillation, TO; thus the curves are
valid for any value of R.. They refer to the case y = 4/3, which is the eas-
iest to calculate. For air, however, the curves would differ so little that
it is not worth while to attempt to illustrate the difference. The curves
were constructed by integrating Equation [32] numerically. As with the peri-
od, no allowance has been made for gravitational displacement of a gas globe.

'&2. _._0

aR,

R! T
1.-i____ ___________ ___0

"A"l.0 0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 O 0,2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

Figure 2 - Calculated Time-Displacement Curves for Undamped Oscillation
- R d of a Bubble or. Globe of Gas under Water

R R=radius time

'!7, = radius when In equilibrium To period of very small occillatio.u

Iii

: :.. . - . ... .. . .. . . . ...
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The maximum radius R.*. and the mhiimum radius Rmin are connected

by the equation

R•, 3 M) 3 \Ro /+R,. [58]

which for large amplitudes can be shortened approximately to

R| In Rw Max+

Rrni, 1 R 5  m [5b]

see Equation [30], with y = 4/3.j It is noteworthy that, as the amplitude increases, the time-

displacement curve, which approximates to a sine curve at small amplitudes,

becomes more and more pointed near the minimum radius. Thus the sphere

spends very little time at radii below the equilibrium radius R. when the am-

plitude is large. This effect arises physically Ifrom the diminutionn• n the

area across which the inrushing water is moving; because of this diminution

the water has a strong tendency to increase in velocity, and hence the gas

meets great difficulty in stopping the motion.

The curves are calculated on the assumption of incompressible water.

For this reason the incoming and outgoing motions as shown in Figure 2 are

similar. When the minimum radius becomes extremely small relatively to R0,

however, compression of the water begins to play a role, as already stated;

consequently, the amplitudes of successive oscillations will progressively

decrease. Each loop of the actual curve, extending from one minimum to tL.

next will be very nearly the same as it would be, at the same maximum radius,

Sfor incompressible water.

PRESSURE IN THE WATER
-T. Let the pressure in the water at great distances be the hydrostatic

pressure po; and let gravity be assumed not to act. At the surface of the
S.sphere of gas, the pressure in the water must be that of the gas or

= (R BR) PY [6]

Iby E~quation [26], where R is the instantaneous radius of the sphere. At any

other point, at a distance r from the center of the sphere, the pressure, if

the motion is non-compressive, is found to be

+ - opv9 2 0 ) - p2 + po [7a](jI
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or, for y= 4/3,

RJ- 'I M 4 11 [v P7b)
(Rý1  R

where R1  miR , the minimum radius, v is the particle velocity at the point
in question, and vg is the velocity of the zurface of the sphere, which isI talso equal to dR/dt; see Equations [38] and [39a]. At considerable distances

Sthe Bernouilli term 1/2 pv2 may be dropped.
The maximum pressure at any point occurs at the instant at which

the radius of the sphere is a minimum, without any time delay, in the approx-
imation in which compression of the water is neglected. At this instant both

V. and v vanish; hence, from Equations [6] and [7a], the maximum pressure is

=R

or
- 0 -in[ O) i [a

;; f" rin

where Rmi, is the minimum radius of the bubble. For y 4/3,

, • These formulas should be applicable to the pressure in the water
that is associated with the oscillations of explosive gas globes. As an ex-
ample, if R,•,/Ro = 2.6, which appears to represent fairly well the first
outswing for a Number 8 detonator when p0 = 15 pounds per square inch, and
when R, is about 5 inches, then Rmin/o I = 0.16, and at a distance r = 18

V inches from the center of the explosion

= - -O1 18 f[-(010 --] -400 pounds per square inch

I However, the pressure varies extremely rapidly near its maxium
I value when the amplitude of oscillation is large, Thus a concentrated pulse

of pressure is emitted during the phase of extreme contraction of the globe,
Swhereas during most of the time the increment of pressure due to the motion

is small. In Equations [43] and [37] the following formulas are obtained

"connecting the pressure p at a distance r from the center with the radius R
of the sphere of gas and the time t, in the neighborhood of the time tj at

S • which R = R , Rmi , when y - 4/3:

S-O) + PO [9J
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Y21 - To R) 2] 1 -a]
_j - Ar• 5 +4 +S

00 
11

For the first contraction of an explosive gas globe, these formulas should
hold well at least up to R - R,2, and the error in Equation [9] should not
exceed 5 per cent. The significance of Equation [10a] may appear more clear-
ly If it is written

FR

I • in terms of a dimensionless factor G. For a decrease of the pressure to half

Sof its maximum value, G = 0.4; for a decrease to one quarter, G = 0.8. In
the example just described, referring to a Number 8 detonator, where R,I/Ro=
2.6, T, - 1/65 second, Rm,.t/R = 0.16, and the two values of t - t, are about
0.025 and 0.05 millisecond, respectively, the pressure curve is symmetrical
about its maximum, and the entire time taken from p = p.A/4 through pm and
back to pm/4/ is about 0.1 millisecond. These results indicate that the

t: pressure pulse emitted during the first compression peak should be broader
than the primary pulse due to the explosion itself, in which the pressure
should decrease to a quarter of its initial maximum in less than 0.02 milli-
second. For 1 ounce of TNT or tetryl, the time from p./4 to Pmax/ 4 in the
rn1pse due to the first compression peak might be 0.4 millisecond; for 300
pounds at a depth of 50 fect, 5 milliseconds.

The total impulse or jp dt in the second pulse, on the other hand,
may be relatively large. The impulse from the time t j of minimum radius up
to any other time t, when the term pv,/2 is negligible, is found to be, for

v 4 /3,

Y1= JRT &AL L+ (R 1 2 )a]1R. 1Rj till
( (

where R1,2 may be taken to stand either in both places for R, = R , the
Sminimum radius, or in both places for R.= R,, the maximum radius; see
S... Equation [14a].

If, in Equation [11], R1 ,2 = R.• and also R =R. then I = 0.
This shows that the impulse during a complete owing is zero, the negative

'~ I part cancels the positive part. The negative impulse arises from extremely
small negative pressures, however, and is for this reason unimportant. The
positive part may be obtained separately an the maximum value of I as given
by Equation [11]. The positive impulse emitted during an entire compression
and re-expansion when 4 = •/3 is thus found to be

II
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L3
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see Equation [45].

In the example of a Number 8 detonator, where R= 2 Inches, R/Ro-

2.6, R 1/Ro = o.16, To - 0.015 second, p0 =15 pounds per square inch, at r =

18 inches from the center of the detonator, Equation [12] gives, for the total

positive impulse due to the first compression and re-expansion, 0.059 pound-

F Isecond per square inch. The part of this that arises from the central peak,

in which the pressure exceeds a quarter of the maximum pressure, as found by

substituting R = 2R1 in Equation [11] and multiplying I by 2, is about 0.024

Spound-second per square inch. This accounts for rather less than half of the

total. Even so, it probably exceeds the impulse due to the high-pressure part

of the primary pressure-wave, which should not exceed 0.02 pound-second per

square inch.

F In Figure 3 the pressure p is shown as a function of the time t,

for a contraction from a maximum radius R , = 2.5 R, and a subsequent re-

I expansion. The ordinates represent values of p/p., ; the maximum pressure

Pma. is given by Equation [8b]. The abscissa represents t/T, where T is the

period of oscillation of the gas globe. Part of the curve is repeated on an

expanded scale. The curve is independent of the quantity of the gas, which

determines the value of RQ.

"t/T for Curve 8
0.004 0 0.004 0.008 0.012 0.016

A A0.

A

1 0.3 0.2 0. 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 L.
S~tiT foe Curve A

Figure 3 - Curve showing the Calculated Pressure p developed in the Water
"during the Oscillation of a Bubble or Gas Globe under Water,

I .1 in Terms of the Maximum Pressure pn,,
Acoustio radiation of enerf in ignoned. Time t is plotted in terms of the period

of oscillation T. Part of the curve is repeated on an enlarged time scale.

-A
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In this discussion no account has been taken of the effects of
acowstic radiation of energy. This radiation will cause each expansion to be
somewhat less energetic than the preceding .ontrMacion, so that the emitted

pressure and impulse will be somewhat less. No attempt will be made here to
develop a more accurate theory of this phenomenon, but the total radiation of
energy associated with compressibility in the water can be estimated roughly.

RADIATION OF ENERGY
At considerable distances from the center of the gas sphere, where

pv2 is negligible, the pressure as given by Equation [1a] or [7b] falls off
with increasing r according to the same law that holds for spherical waves.

This observation leads to the surmise that moderate compression of the water
will not greatly alter the magnitude of the pressure p at any distant point
but will introduce the following features as characteristics of spherical
waves in contrast to non-compressive motion:

s . a time lag corresponding to the finite speed of propagation of

sound waves, and

2. a component p/pc in the particle velocity, added to the velocity

as derived from non-compressive theory.

This surmise is confirmed for small amplitudes of oscillation by acoustic
theory.

j In order to form a rough estimate of the energy radiated, therefore,
the pressure as derived from non-compressive theory may be combined with the
acoustic formula for the energy that is carried off to infinity, in spite of
the fact that a strict use of non-compressive theory leads to no loss of en-
ergy to infinity at all. In acoustic theory, the emission of radiation re-
sults from the component p/pc in the particle velocity and amounts to p 2/pc
per unit area per second. Hence, to find the total amount of radiation, it
is only necessary to integrate p2/pc twice, first over a large spherical sur-
face drawn about the gas sphere, and then with respect to the time. Further-
more, the pressure falls so rapidly from its maximum value that the emission

J-I of energy occurs almost entirely while the pressure is in the neighborhood of
its maximum, or while the sphere is near its minimum radius; hence a good ap-

proximate value can be obtained by using an approximate value for the pressure
that holds near its maximum.

The amount of energy radiated per cycle by a sphere of gas for which

J 4/3 is thus found to be, in the notation already employed,

O [14]
c To / ~im
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where c denotes the velocity of sound in water; see Equation [48). To make
X this formula approxima•tely correct. the amplitude of oscillation must be

large enough to make the peak of emitted pressure a sharp one, but not so
large that great compression of the water occurs; the range of its validity
may be something like

1 Rmin 1 6 n
< < .6< mx < 2.75

A more interesting quantity is the dimensionless ratio of the
energy emitted in a cycle to the total energy of vibration, E. The excess

energy that is present as a result of the oscillatory motion is the same as

the kinetic energy of the water at the instant at which R = R,, since, if
this energy were suddenly removed at that instant, the sphere would remain in

equilibrium. AS the gas expands to maximum radius, this kinetic energy is

expended in doing work against the difference between the hydrostatic pres-

sure and the pressure of the gas, and the latter work Is readily calculated.*
In this way the energy of vibration is found to be

[AOE R1  3R11) 4] R., 1?2 4] E4(4 1p RO ji+ - 153

provided y = 4/3; compare Equation (49a]. Thus for the first cycle

717
2 RO R0 

3

"Y Ro 1 iR1 •5  4 [16]

or, after inserting c =4810 x 12 inches per second and using Equation [2b],

Y (

where PA is the hydrostatic pressure measured in atmospheres.

Measurements of the radiated energy 4re not available, but a com-

parison may be made between the calculated loss by radiation and the total

observed loss of oscillatory energy, which is easily found from the progres-

sive decrease in the maximum radius for successive oscillations. From Equa-

tion [15], the change in energy is

* The water is driven, so to speak, by two springs, the gas inside and the hydrostatic pressure outside.
Ag it oscillates, one spring loses energy while the other gains energy; the exeses of the gain by one
spring over the loss by the other, as the radius changes frow its equilibrium value e to,
represents the potential energy of vibration.

1 4
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AE =4 fPoR 3 A.+ __ [17]

or, if the relatively small term Ro/RP2 is dropped,

.AE = [17a1

This last formula represents the change in the energy as approximtely equal
to the change in the work required to produce the cavity of maximum size,

which can be calculated without making any assumption concerning the equilib-
rium size of the gas globe.

L % For the gas globe formed by Number 8 detonators exploded just far
F~r•enough under the surface of the water to avoid blowing through, an average

value for the first expansion, as inferred from the periods of oscillation,

Sseems to be about R,/R, - 2.6. This corresponds, by E uation [5a], to

S- 6this case, by Equation [16a], 20

The observed decrease in energy during the first contraction, calculated in
the manner just described, is about 40 per cent.

The discrepancy between 0.74 and 0.40 is in the right direction and
may well be due to compression of the water. At minimum radius, Equation [6]

U makes p, equal to 6.2• = 1500 atmospheres, which would compress the water by
about 7 per cent. An attempt to estimate the amount of compressional energy
that would exist in the water leads, however, to a divergent integral, which

merely indicates that the non-compressive approximation to p is inadequate-

for the purpose. It is clear, however, that, if the gas at minimum radius

absorbs only part of the energy of motion, its minimum radius will be greater

than it has been calculated to be on the assumption that the gas takes up the

whole energy, and the pressure peak will accordingly be lower and will result
in a considerably smaller radiant emission of energy. Thus the "rue value of
DI/Emay easily be 0.40 instead of 0.74.

"" The estimate of the radiated energy has been based, as have all of

the preceding formulas, upon the assumption of perfectly symmetrical radial
motion. Further losses of the energy of the radial motion may result in ac-

tual eases from turbulence caused by departures from radial symmetry, or from

conversion of the oscillatory energy into energy of translation due to grav-

ity or to the proximity of obstacles.

: "A PRESSURE WAVE AND A GAS BUBBLE

It is of special interest to investigate the propagation of explo-

sive pressure waves through water containing bubbles of air, since a screen

of bubbles has been proposed as a protective device. Let it be assumed that
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the wave begins with a very steep front behind which the pressure falls off,

and that the bubbles ahead of the wave are in equilibrium under hydrostatic

pressure. The behavior of a bubble under such a wave will vary according to

circumstances. Special cases of this phenomenon will now be considered.

SLOWLY 'VARYING PRESSURE

Suppose the pressure falls off slowly as compared with the time of

contraction of the bubble under the maximum pressure in the wave. This

should be the case when the shock wave from a large charge enters water con.

taining small bubbles. In this case

the pressure on the bubble is pra--
• • •_ tically steady during the process of

compression.

Estimates of the rapidity
of heat exchange between the gas in

Radius of Bubble the bubble and the water indicate
that the gas should follow the adia-

Time- batic law, pVy= constant, Since
Figure 4 - Curve illustrating Behavior V -Re, the new equilibrium radius R

of a Bubble under a Slowly

Varying Pressure Wave under pressure p will be

where R. is the radius under hydrostatic pressure p0 . For air, y = 1.4 and

Thus the equilibrium radius changes but slowly in comparison with the pres-

sure. If p/po = 200, corresponding to a rise of pressure from atmospheric to

3000 pounds per square inch, RI/ 0 = 1/3.5; if p/po = 400, corresponding to

6000 pounds per square inch, RIRo = 1/4.2. )
The time required for a bubble of initial radius R. to contract

when the pressure is suddenly raised to a high value and then held steady may

be estimated as half of T a5 given by Equation [4s] or [4b] with R,,m. re-

placed by Ra. For bubbles in water,

1 0.0023R

where R 0 is in inches and PA is the applied pressure in atmospheres. Thus,

even if R9 is as large as 0.1 inch and the pressure no greater than 150

pounds per square inch, so that PA = 10, the bubble collapses in less than

S. . .A . ... -ji
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1/12 millisecond, which is a short time relative to the duration of the pres-
-sure wave from a large charge. If Ro = 0.1 inch and p 1000 pounds or PA

67; T/2 Is lesq than 1/30 millisecond, which is a short time even for the

wave from a pound of explosive. Smaller bubbles will collapse more quickly

in proportion to their smaller radius.

In collapsing, the bubble will overshoot its new position of equi-

librium under the increased pressure, and will then re-expand. If the bubble

lost no energy, And If the pressure remained constant, then the bubble would

actually expand to its initial size, after which it would collapse again; it

would, in fact, execute undamped oscillationp about its equilibrium radius

U nder the increased pressure. The bubble would be analogous to a mass on the

end of a spring; if, when the mass is at rest, a ccnstant force suddenly be-

gins to act on it, the mass oscillates about a new position of equilibrium

and, in doing so, returns periodically to its initial position.

The period of the oscillations will be much shorter, however, than

those which the same bubble would execute under normal pressure. Under a

pressure of 1000 pounds per square inch, for example, the equilibrium radius
is reduced from its value under one atmosphere in the ratio (10)

The period of oscillation, which is proportional by Equation [1] both to p0-
and to the equilibrium radius, would then be 2.7 \10)f = 22 times less

than under one atmosphere. Under 3000 pounds per square inch, the period

would be 50 times less than under one atmosphere, for the same relative am-

plitude of oscillation.

Compression of the water cannot be ignored in these cases. Calcu-

lation of the pressure in the bubble when at its minimum radius gives fAn-
tastically high values. This means that, because of compression of the water,

the minimum radius will actually be several times larger, and the maximum

pressure many times smaller, than the values derived from non-compressive

"theory. Furthermore, it is certain that much of the kinetic energy acquired

by the bubble as it contracts will be radiated away during the phase of ex

treme compression. The oscillations of the bubble about its new equilibrium

radius will thus be highly damped.

An upper limit can easily be set to the amount of energy that can

be radiated away by such a bubble in collapsing. The total work done by the

applied pressure as the bubble collapses is equal to the product of the pres-
Ssure into the change of volume of the bubble. With any explosive wave of

consequence, however, the final volume is relatively small. For example,

even if p is only 300 pounds per square inch as against an initial pressure

o= 15, from the relation pV 7 = PoVoY the ratio of the corresponding volumes

.j
I r

[ir - .1
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is, for air, V/Vo= (Po/p)l/V (po/p)1I1.4= "1/8.5. Hence, the work can be
calculated from the initial volume only and is nearly equal to

i 4
w= 7rpRO

where Ro is the initial radius.
It may now be asserted that the radiated energy cannot exceed W.

It may well be almost equal to W, however. For the part of Wthat is spent
in compressing the gas is approximately, or exactly if v 4/3, equal to

47rp0  -- 47rp.R.0 - 47rp.Ro(R - -) - 4,rpR [pal

by Equation 127a]. This is less than W/5 if p is greater than 20p,,. Loss of
energy due to friction should also be small, unless departures from symmetry
cause appreciable turbulence.

After the bubble has settled into its new position of equilibrium,
it may contract somewhat further as it loses heat of compression, and as the
gas dissolves in the water. If the pressure slowly decreases, the bubble
will re-expand without executing marked oscillations.

IMPULSIVE PRESSURE
At the opposite extreme from the case of steady pressure stands the

impulsive case. Let the pressure be applied suddenly and let it disappear
again before the bubble has had time to change appreciably in size. Then the

bubble will begin contracting at a
Ru ocertain inward radial velocity vo.

SRadius of Bubble If compressibility of the water can
be neglected, the analysis gives

0= [20]

Swhere p is the density of water and )
V' I fpddt, the applied impulse; see

Time - Equation [51]. If I is in pound-

Figure 5 - Curve illustrating Behavior secondo per square inch and R0 in
of a Bubble under a Pressure Wave inches,

of Very Short Duration
I

= -10,700 - inches per second [20a]

It is clear from this formula that enormous velocities are easily
produced, while the inertia effect on the bubble motion is relatively small. N

From a Number 8 detonator at 10 inchea, for examle., the shock-wave impulse
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may be about 0.013 pound-second, so that, even if Ro is as large as 0.1 inch,
V, according to Equation [20a] equals 1400 inches per second. Moving at this
velocity, the bubble would shrink to nothing in 1/14 millisecond. Since the
duration of the shock wave scarcely exceeds 1/50 millisecond, the value ob-
tained for v0 and for the time of collapse should be roughly correct.

For heavier charges, however, this analysis ceases to apply. Thus
for the same bubble at a distance of 18 inches from 1 ounce of TNT or tetryl,
I = 0.2 pound-second and v, - 21,000 inches per second; at this velocity the
bubble would collapse in 1/210 millisecond, whereas the shock wave lasts per-

haps 1/10 millisecond. In such cases a better estimate of the time of col-
lapse is obtained from Equation (19]. If in this equation R0 = 0.1 inch,

PA = 4000/14.7, representing a p-ak pressure of 4000 pounds per square Inch,
the value T/2 = 1/72 millisecond is obtained for the time of collapse. Even
this latter value is probably considerably in error, but it serves to confirm
the conclusion that the bubble will collapse long before the shock wave has

disappeared.
After collapsing, the bubble will re-expand. If the time of col-

lapse exceeds the duration of the shock wave, so that the expansion occurs

under the original low pressure, the bubble may overshoot its original size.
The time required to reach the original dimensions may be of the same order
as the time of collapse; for the shortening of the time that results from the
loss of energy by radiation will be offset somewhat by a lengthening due to
the fact that the expansion occurs against a lower pressure.

THE GENERAL CASE
Between the two simple cases of relatively steady pressure and of

impulsive action there lies an intermediate range in which analytical treat-
ment is laborious. Qualitatively, light can be thrown upon these situations
with the aid of estimates based on the formulas pertaining to the simple ex-
tremes, but quantitative results can be obtained only by numerical integra-
tion.

The foregoing discussion of the effect of a pressure wave on a
single bubble may now be followed by consideration of cases involving more
than one bubble.

A PRESSURE WAVE INCIDENT ON BUBBLY WATER
A problem of great interest is.that of a plane wave of pressure

entering at normal incidence a layer of water containing bubbles of air or

other gas.
--U-) The principal qualitative features of the effect of the bubbles

upen the pressure wave are easily inferred.

VI
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The bubbles make the water effectively much more compressible,
hence the velocity of propagation will be greatly reduced. An isolated pulse

of preseurc may, for this re0ason, be retarded in its passage through the bub-
bly water.

Furthermore, if there is a definite boundary between the homogene-
ous and the bubbly water, partial reflection of the wave may be expected at
the boundary. The reflection may, however, be reduced in amount by the oc-
currence of cavitation at the boundary of the layer of bubbly water. The
wave reflected from the first surface of this layer will necessarily be one
of tension, since the bubbles reduce the acoustic impedance of the water. If
the water cannot stand the requisite tension, cavitation will occur in the
homogeneous water, and in this case the reflected tension wave will be partly
or wholly absent. A layer of cavitated water should then advance against the
bubbly water, and subsequently move back again; the impact of this layer
against other water may give rise to a secondary reflected wave of positive
pressure.

It would be expected that high-pressure waves would be less effec-
tively reflected than low-pressuire waves. For, if the pressure is great
enough to cause the bubbles to collapse almost completely, further increase
of pressure will not cause materially greater amplitude of motion of the bub-
bles, so that the reflectig action cannot increase in proportion to the in-
cident pressure.

Additional complications, perhaps resembling resonance effects, may
result from the inertia of the water surrounding the bubbles. Furthermore,
loss of energy due to scattering of the wave by the oscillating bubbles, or
to other causes, will result in a weakening of the wave.

Because of these effects, the bubbly water will behave as a disper-
sive, absorbing medium. The dispersive action, signifying that the various
harmonic components of the wave travel at different speeds, will cause the
wave to increase in length as it passes through the bubbly layer. If the du-
ration of the wave is short enough relative to the time of vibration of the
bubbles, the lengthening may be so great that it is best described as a re-
emission of pressure by the compressed bubbles as they expand again.

The wave of pressure that emerges on the far side of the layer of
bubbles will thus be likely to be weaker but of longer duration than the
original incident wave. There are, furthermore, other effects that lengthen
the transmitted wave. Repeated reflections from the boundaries of the layer
may occur. A single entering pulse may thus emerge as a series of repeated
pulses of rapidly diminishing amplitude, which will blend together more or

less completely into a transmitted wave of increased length.
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Then, finally, there are the wavelets scattered in all directions

by the bubbles. In part, effects of these scattered wavelets have already

been taken into account, for they actually constitute the physical mechanism

by which the incident wave is weakened and partly reflected. But the scat-

tered wavelets will also appear independently as an additional wave of pres-

sure scattered in all directions. In a similar way the waves of light

scattered by the molecules of the atmosphere, which, on the one hand, cause

a refraction and a weakening of the sun's rays, also appear independently as

the blue light that comes from the sky. Scattered wavelets coming from more

and more distant parts of the bubbly layer may prolong the transmitted wave

as observed in regions beyond the layer.

The rnoenotum carried by the waves, on the other hand, should be re-

duced only if a reflected wave of tension occurs. Such a reflected wave may

carry back a large part of the incident momentum. If, however, the reflec-

tion is prevented by the occurrence of cavitation, all of the incident mo-

mentum must appear somehow in the transmitted wave.
The transmitted momentum might, as amatter of fact, exceed the in..

cident momentum. In such a case the conservation of momentum might be pre-

served in either of two ways. Partial reflection from the farther side of

the bubbly layer, occurring in the medium of lesser acoustic impedance, may

cause momentum reversed in direction to be carried back toward the source of

the waves. Or, momentum of the same sort may be carried back by the rear

halves of wavelets scattered off in all directions.

Several features corresponding to those Just described have been

observed in experiments at the David W. Taylor Model Basin, which are to be

described in other reports.

The quantitative treatment of these phenomena, unfortunately, en-

counters great difficulty, as does any problem In highly non-linear wave

motion. The analysis can be effected readily, in fact, only for the extreme-

ly simple case of very weak waves of sinusoidal form, passing through water

*• that contains many bubbles in each cubic wave length. After this case has

been solved, a weak wave of arbitrary form can be treated, if desired, by

means of Fourier analysis. Although devoid of direct bearing on the topic

of explosion waves, the analytical results for weak waves may be suggestive
enough to be quoted here. Their deduction is given in the Appendix.

WEAK SINUSOIDAL WAVES IN FINE-GRAINED BUBBLY WATER

Let the following assumptions be made:

i. The pressure is so weak that linear acoustic theory can be applied.

This implies that the bubbles change size only slightly as the waves pass.

Ii
Ii
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2. The spacing of the bubbles is large relatively to their own diani-

eter, but yet small relative to the wave length of the waves in the bubbly

water. Let

a Lc be the speed of sound in homogeneous water,

c' be the speed of sound in the bubbly water,

p3 be the extinction coefficient, with the significance that

the amplitude of the pressure decreases by a factor e-2ff

as the wave traverses in the bubbly water a distance equalV. to its wave length in homogeneous water,

f be the fraction of space occupied by the gas in the bubbles,

R 0 be the equilibrium radius of the bpbbles, assumed the same

for all,

w 2=r/T, where T is the period of the waves,

Qo = 27r/To, where To is the natural period of small radial

oscillation of a bubble,

CN-- f. Here N 2 represents the ratio of p, 2 , the volume

elasticity of water, to YP0 , the volume elasticity of the

gas contained in the bubbles.

Then, according to Equations [661 and 167], the analytical treat-

ment yields the equations:

f 2 1 +fN2WO 
[211

C(W 2)2 W6

Ii

+x

weT 1N221

A !At very low frequency, = 0 approximately and

I ~ il+fN2 [231

"i Since, as in Equation [.1j, To - R 0 , the quantity N is in reality

independent of the size of the bubbles. For air in wa~ter at atmospheric

- pressure, where c = 58,000 inches per second and by Equation [2a], WO

2ffI/To = 2 x 129/Ro, N1 58,000 V3/258r" 124.

v 'r4
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The value of N is so large that at very low frequencies, in the ab-

sence of all resonance effect8, a •m••ll ammut of a c a large decrease

in the wave velocity. Thus if f = 0.1 per cent, c' = c/V1 + 124 x 0.124
0.25 c; if f = 1 per cent, c' - 0.08 c.

The coefficient of reflection, or fraction of the incident energy
that is reflected, is given by Equation [70] or

K 2 24
(i+ c' +

At very low frequencies this becomes, approximately,

[K2 [ 1 25]T -

from Equation [23], a formula that is easily obtained from a much simpler
calculation. The latter formula gives, for f 0.1 per cent of air,

2
K= /31 0.36

and for I per cent of air,
11242

K = 14 0.72
Curves are shown in Figures 6 and 7 for 0.1 per cent of air in

water, or for N= 124 and f= 0.001. In Figure 6 the ratio of velocities

Figure 6 - Refractive Index relative to

Si I Homogeneous Water, c/o,, and Extinction

Coefficient • for Sinusoidal Waves in
Water containing 0.1 per cent

as -of Air in Fine Bubbles
21r w c I= wave speed

a = wave speed in homogeneous water

0

___ ___9 = 2ff times natural frequency of radial
oscillation of the bubbles

ii P extinction coefficient

Pressure decreases by factor -*2irfi as wave
Sprogresses a distance X = 2n/w.

0 -
We
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1.0 ------ :- c/c', or refractive index of bubbly

r water relative to homogeneous water,

__I__ and the quantity P are plotted

against w(/w, which represents the
K• ratio of the wave frequency to the

06 natural frequency of the bubbles. In

Figure 7 is plotted the reflection

04 
coefficient K of the bubbly water.

. 0.001 The curves are valid for any bubble

size that is not too large; the size

of the bubbles determines wo.

A strong resonance effect

0 2 3 4 5 is brought into evidence by these

We curves. Especially striking is the

Figure 7 - Reflection Coefficient K persistence of this effect as w in-

K is the fraction of the incident energy that creases above wo. The decrease in

is reflected, for the bubbly water wave speed c' that is caused by the
to which Figure 6 refers. bubbles at low frequencies is re-

placed, as w begins appreciably to

exceed wo, by an increase in wave speed; for f = 0.001 and w = 2.5wo, c' =

22 c, and even at w = 5wo, 0' = 1.7 c. Furthermore, the scattering, which is

proportional to P, shows a strong persistence at values of w/wo up to 2 or 3.

As a consequence, there is a strong band of nearly total reflection from

W = 1o to w = 3wo. Above w = 5w.0 , on the other hand, reflection becomes in-

appreciable; at such frequencies, the inertia of the bubbles prevents them

from following the vibrations of the incident wave to any considerable degree.

7 . If w is increased to very high values, however, a point is ulti-

mately reached at which the assumptions underlying the analysis no longer

apply, because the incident wave length is no longer large as compared with

the spacing of the bubbles. 
}

Observations have been reported on the scattering of sound by bub-

bly water, but they do not seem to lend themselves to a test of these equa-

tions. The analytical results may be employed, however, to throw some light

upon the effect to be expected when a shock wave enters bubbly water. A

photograph of this phenomenon is shown in Figure 8.

If the effective length of the shock wave is relatively great, or

at least not less than a third as great as the wave length corresponding to

the average natural frequency of the bubbles (w/w < 3), then it may be con-

cluded with safety that the reflection will exceed the value given by
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F igue 8a - Before the Explosion Figure 8b - After the Explosion

. Figure 8 - Photographs showing a Shock Wave forming in Bubbly Water

f Equation [25]. In this statement, the wave length as it exists in homogene-
ous water is meant. If the effective length of the shock wave is actually
comparable with the bubble wave length, the reflection should be materially
increased by resonance effects, and at the same time the wave in the bubbly
water should be heavily damped, in consequence of the scattering of the in-
cident wave. If the length of the shock wave is progressively decreased,
however, until it becomes several times smaller than the bubble wave length,
the reflection should fall off rapidly, and as the shock wave is further

S (-- shortened both reflection and scattering should tend toward small values.
The statements regarding high reflection are conditioned by the

assumption that cavitation does not occur. As stated in the previous section,
cavitation occurring in the homogeneous water lying next to the bubbly layer

I, may decrease the reflection or markedly alter its character.
The part of the incident energy that is not reflected but enters

the bubbly water is gradually scattered by the bubbles as the waves progress;
this process accounts for the progressive weakening of the waves. In real-
ity there will be also a certain dissipation of energy due to friction and
heat conduction, but estimates indicate that this dissipation ought to be

,( comparatively small.

Si
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The scattered waves are hard to treat analytically because they are

themselves subject to continual re-scattering. it may be of interest, how-

ever, to consider for comparison the scattering by a_- i..-, bubble . it is
found that the bubble should scatter as much energy as is transported in the

incident waves across a certain• area A, which my be called the scattering

c•oss section of the bubble. The value of A for waves much longer than the

diameter of the bubble, as given in Equation [15], is

S1A 2 3 2rRo

j At i = 0. A = 0; from w a 0.6w0 well up toward such high frequencies that the

validity of the formula becomes doubtful, A exceeds irRo2, the actual cross-

sectional area of the bubble itself. For air in water, N 124. For such

bubbles, A approximates 4rR0.
2 , the superficial area of the bubble, when w

lies within the range
< w < 20wo

An extremely sharp resonance effect occurs. At w = , A

S20,500ifRe2 ; the bubble scatters more than 20,000 times as much energy as

would fall on it directly. If w differs from w. by 2 per cent, however, the

scattering is only a ninth of its maximum value. The half-value width, or

width of the resonance peak between points on the curve at which A has half

of its maximum value, is 0.014wo.
L "The energy scattered by a group of bubbles should be just the sum

of the energies scattered by the individual bubbles, provided the bubbles are

pZ distributed at random, and provided differences in the intensity of the in-

cident waves may be neglected. If the bubbles are not distributed at random,

however, interference effects may occur. The reflected beam from a bubbly

region of water having a sharp boundary arises from constructive interference

of the waves scattered by the individual bubbles, and it is for thi-s reason

that the resonance peak in reflection is so much broader than the peak in the

scattering curve for a single bubble. If there is no sharp boundary but the

19 •density of bubbles varies gradually, the reflection will be weaker; if the

density is nearly uniform within any distance equal to one wave length of the

i incident waves, the process becomes essentially one of scattering with little

resemblance to regular reflection.

i j
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APPENDIX

MATHEMATICAL THEORY OF RADIAL MOTION

AROUND GAS SPHERES IN WATER

Consider a sphere of gas behaving adiabatically, so that, if pg and
V are its pressure and volume respectively, or R its radius, and if Vo and R0

denote values under the hydrostatic pressure p 0 , then

p9VV = p 0V•

i •, whence

SP9-- PoR [261

Here y is the ratio of the specific heat of the gas at constant pressure to

its specific heat at constant volume. The energy of such a gas is

_ pV = 4r 3y_- 3

= - i 3(y -1) PoR [27]

or, if y =4/3,

R 4
W 4 7rpo [27a]

THE RADIAL MOTION

By inserting the value of W from Equation [27] and also r. = R in
Equation [14] on page 46 of TMB Report 480 (4), the fundamental equation of
radial motion for the sphere of gas in incompressible water under steady

hydrostatic pressure p. is obtained in the form

df C,1
2  2 1 p :ý 2-1 ( q [28]

where p denotes the density of water and C, a constant whose value dependu
2 upon initial conditions.

The maximum and minimum radii of the oscillating sphere, R 2 and R1
respectively, occur when dR/dt = 0 Rnd hence are those values of R which make

the right-hand member of Equation [281 vanish. Hence R, and R2 are connected

with each other and with C1 as follows:

2 ~ ~ ~ L 2n r S r()+, R ~i R[ 29JP y 1 R 1 J P
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whence, after dividing by 2pR 0
3/3p,

y- 1 \Rf y- 1 \R2/

The relation between the radius and the time t may be found by

solving Equation [281 for dt and integrating:

S=fdt=f[-2 i 2 1 P(Ro\S. 2p 0 1- dl

3 y-I p R 3 p

or, in terms of

R -3 pz F __, 6' -3-C [31a, b)

o 2 po R0b

t C17j Rof X2 dz[x - X4X-, 32]J

For infinitesimal amplitudes of oscillation about R = RO or z f 1,

the integration is easily effected by writing

z = 1+w, C= 1 + 1 + b

where b is a small positive constant, expanding powers of (1 + w) by the bi-

nomial theorem, and dropping all terms whose effect on t becomes negligibly

small as b 4-0. Then Equation [32] becomes

t= C! of +bw- oyw )2 dw =

[331
w - -b +1 b

72po 0rb~V 8b

For a half oscillatioa, the limits for w are the roots of the quantity in
parentheses in the integral; these roots give to the sine of the angle the
values +1 and -1, respectively, as is easily verified. Thus for a complete

oscillation the sin"1 contributes a factor 2w, and the period is

TOR 1r- 2 1 R 34

or, for y 4/3,

II

": ~ ~To = 7rR0 V=Po [34,a] I

For argr apliude nuerial nteraton s ncesary This to
-ii '[ -1implesL whenir 4/3, so that Equation [•'21lbeoe
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t = f RJ (C X - [351
V- 3)2

and

X1 2 X22

in terms of the minimum or maximum values of z, zx or z2. For purposes of

numerical calculation, the substitution, x = 21(1 + U2) is useful near xj,

and z = z2(1 - v2 ) near 22.

When the amplitude of oscillation is large, a useful analytical
approximation for t can be obtained which is valid near the time tj at which

the radius R takes on its minimum value R1 . When R is near R1, z4 is rela-

tively small and can be dropped without much error; if xis is similarly

dropped in Equation [36], so that C = 3/zx, the integral in Equation [35],
taken between the limits x, and x, becomes

ff/• ,dx Au- (L_6, +e 8X + 2 _ý2
J'15v 15z X, X

It is convenient, also, to eliminate p and p. by means of To as given by

Equation [34a]. Then Equation [35] gives, since x, -R 1 /Ro,

t, ¢- taf -To -1 8+-- + [37]

This formula should hold well so long as z4 is small as compared to 3, per-

hape up to R = R0/2.

PRESSURE IN THE WATER

The pressure in incompressible water around a sphere of gas exe-

cuting radial oscillations is given by Equation [8] on page 46 of TMB Report

480 (4), provided r. is replaced by R and u. by dR/dt. This gives, with u

-.• replaced by v for the particle velocity of the water,

+ = R +-_- (d. 2 + [38

LPu 2 P dti PojI 2 v38

F for the pressure p at a distance r from the center of the bubble. Here p is
•I the density of water and p. is the hydrostlatic pressure. Or, if substitution

is made for p. from Equation [26], for dR/dt from Equation [28], and for C1
from Equation [293, [So,,[ 391 -A•

LO [ 1 +- 1 ( 0R ,• j ( R' )8• - 4 + ( 3 - p V'2 + po "

rR
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and for Y 4/3,

R ýr o 4 -'1 pV2 + po
P ~Po- [( ) 1 ](±) +J-!p2 [39a)

The maximum pressure, occurring at the instant at which R = R, and the water
comes to rest, is, if =4/3,

iP.. o [(R- - + p0 Po [40

If RI/RC is small, only the terms in (RolR,)' need be kept. Then,

I approximately, for y 4/3,

PI , P -"- "0 + po [41]
I

RO 1R0os (R>+
2  1

PC ' 1  'Ri +2 [42]

or

P = .- Po) )- -p2 4+ po3

An examination of Equation [39a] shows that for any R< R,/2, which implies

that R2 < R0/2 also, the error in Equations [42] and [43] is not over 7 per
cent.

The effective impulse, f(p - p,)dt, may be found by direct inte-

gration, but it is most easily found by using Equation [9] on page 46 of TMB

Report 480 (4)

j(p - po) d t A -,L(R2•) - SpVdt

" where R and v replace r. and u in the original. If t1, the instant of min-

imum radius, is taken as the lower limit, at which dR/dt = 0, A(.'?2 dR/dt) be-

comes simply the value of R 2dR/dt at the upper limit t. Hence, from Equations

[28] and [31b]

P R' (R i1i2dt
fi1

or, using Equation [29] and eliminating p by means of Equation [34 a),

I;(

.I (,•

ii" , ..
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v)

p0 = °T°0 - L' e + 7- .-/( ---

7Tr L R 0 I 1 ~R1 I Ro!, : =Ri,2] 44]

R )4 Sy I- 4~qV pv

in which R,, 2 indicates that R, may be inserted in both places, or R 2 may be

employed instead of Ri. For y = 4/3,
Y2 i R,)1]R 1(

=I - Ro {[ R__• ~ 1 .RlR 1 (R•)4 To 1o 1vd
1- r RpT, r + -- - pfvdt [44a]

As R varies from R, to R 2 , I as given by Equation [44] or [44a]
rises to a maximum and returns to zero. Its maximum value represents the

contribution of positive pressures and may be denoted by I+; this value oc-
curs when p - p, = dl/dt = 0. If the Bernouilli term pv 2/2 may be neglected,
Equation [39a] gives

P P,,o O- f,[; LR, 4 -4
3 R 3

and elimination of R between this equation and Equation [44a] with R1,2 =R

gives, for y = 4/3,

1+- P0 o[5

RADIATION OF NEROY

As stated on page 9 the pressure field at a distance from the gas

sphere is essentially an acoustic field and involves the usual radiation of
energy to infinity. The intensity of a sound wave, or the energy conveyed

¶i across unit area per second, is (p - p,)2/pc; the amount conveyed per second )
across a large sphere of radius r concentric with the bubble is, therefore,

2

C C

since p is uniform over such a sphere, and the total energy emitted will be

2
Q= 4ir?2.(PP 9dt:'J PC

In this integration the lag in time caused by the finite rate of propagation
of sound waves can be ignored.

:!lj"
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Because the energy depends on the square of the quantity p - p0 ,

radiation will occur almost exclusively near the peak of the wave, provided
the amplitude of oscillation Is large. At large distances, furthermore, the
term pv2/2 may be dropped. Hence, ror v 4/A, Equation [42] may be employed

for p, or, in terms of z =RIRO, xI = RI/RO,

P- PO P11 PR° 1T

From Equation [35]

I - d,= 3zx 2 dx

L " OC-- Z' - 3)f

Hence, approximately, for v ./3,

27r / _R20f d[6
C 'p X1 X2 z(CX - X 4 3 )-1

in which C is given by.Equation [36].

If the amplitude is large, z4 may be dropped and C may be replaced
by 3/mr, as in obtaining Equation [37]. In integrating up to a large z, fur-
thermore, the limit can be replaced by eo without much error, because of the

rapid decrease in the integrand. Hence, if 4 = 4/3 and the amplitude of os-
cillation is large, the energy emitted during a compression and subsequent
re-expansion has the approximate value

D, 2.7r P R1?0 dz

"Cj 2f J2(X J

The integral equals 7/(2z 13l2 ). Hence

Q. = 2 2 R0 [47]

or, if we also eliminate p by means of Equation [3 4 a],

D . i, = 2. F 8 V ' [48]

For comparison, the total energy of oscillation E is equal to the

kinetic energy in the water at the instant at which the radius R = R0 , since,
if the water were suddenly arrested at this instant, the sphere would remain
in equilibrium. As R decreases to its minimum value, R1, this energy, to-: :- gether with the work done by hydrostatic pressure as the radius decreases,
becomes expended in work done in compressing the gas. Hence, by Equation [27]I]
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E + ro (Ro3-R) - 4(. !) P (R8 SL ]
3 0 3( 11)

whence

S4 PO '' --3 - + /1n ) ,- v Y [ Z49]
3 RO

in which, according to Equation [30], Ro- might be substituted for R,; or, if

4]R 3r
E =47rpo R - (+ ) -- =4p Ros- 4- 3 -R i [49alSR, 3, 3 o.R 2  3 .]R..

- BUBBLE UNDER VARIABLE EXTERNAL PRESSURE
Up to this point the hydrostatic pressure po has been assumed to be

constant. Let it now be assumed to vary with the time. Such variation may
be caused by the action of a piston upon the water; if compression of the wa-
ter is negligible, this pressure will be transmitted instantly to all parts

of the water. The theory developed for this case should also hold approxi-

mately for the action of a shock wave upon a bubble, provided the bubble is

much smaller than the effective length of the shock wave in the water.

Examination of the deduction of Equations [1] to (10] on pages 45
and 46 of TMB Report 480 (4) shows that all of these equations remain valid
if p. varies with the time t. If in Equation [10] on page 46, R is written

for r., the radius of a spherical gas bubble, the equation becomes

+ PO
Sp,= •~ R / + Pc

only the simple case of an impulsive variation of p 0 will be

treated here. Let p 0 take on large values during a very short time t1 . In-

I, tegrating the last equation during this interval,

Jpgdt I dO~ ¶(R 4 A-R) d t +Jpo, dt

Now p. is nearly constant during the short time t1  ec pdt is very small

and may be dropped in comparison with pdt. In the second integral, R is

nearly constant, whereas dR/dt may undergo considerable change; hence, ap-

R •proximately,

F;t.
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f 1 -a -t dt 1 (R dt R d t-) 1 A_
dt R dt

where A denotes the change of a quantity during the time ti. Thus

'd 4 = -_kfpo di [50]
dt PRf

If dR/dr = 0 initially, the velocity produced by the impulsive variation of
Po is, therefore,

dR 1 - f podt [51]

EFFECT OF MANY SMALL BUBBLES ON LONG PLANE
SINUSOIDAL WAVES OF A SMALL AMPLITUDE

In order to deal accurately with the effect of bubbles upon waves
of pressure, it is necessary to make full allowance for the compressibility
of the water. The analysis then becomes very difficult unless it is re-
stricted to very small variations of pressure, so that acoustic theory can
be employed. This restriction will now be made. Even so, only the case of
sinusoidal waves can be handled readily; waves of other forms may then be
treated if necessary, with the help of Fourier analysis.

It will be assumed that the spacing of the bubbles, although large
relatively to their diameter, is small relatively to the wave length of the
wave, either in the bubbly water or in homogeneous water. This assumption
will be taken to imply, in particular, that the average pressure In the wa-
ter at any instant is sensibly the same as the pressure at points midway
between the bubbles, and also that the local pressure field around each bub-F
ble is sensibly the same as it would be if this field were exactly spei
ly symmetrical and had a value at infinity equal to the actual mean pressure
betvaen the bubbles.

jj • Let there be n bubbles per unit volume, all having radius Ro when
in equilibrium under the hydrostatic pressure p.. Let z denote distance in
the direction of propagation of the waves.

The equations of propagation are easily obtained-in the usual wa?,
by considering an element of volume having the form of a cylinder of length
dx and of unit cross-sectional area. Let v denote the average particle ve-

I locity of the water in the direction of x. Then the volume of the mixture of

bubbles and water that is in the element at any instant increases during the
_ next interval dt by

dx dt

AL
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This change in volume is supplied partly by a change in the volume of the wa-

ter itself, partly by a change in the volume of the bubbles. As the elas-

ticity of water is equal to pc%, where p is its density and t the speed of

sound in it, the increase in volume of the water is

1 ( -ý-P- dt) dx

where p denotes the average pressure in the water surrounding the bubbles.

The increase in volume of the rdx bubbles in the element is

?idzx(A rRs) dt = 4rnR2 dR d dt

Hence
O 1 atdR

dx dt- = - -k dx dt + 4iR 2 
- dx dt_x PC dt =tc2

Op 2 0cv 2Rz dRat - p V + 4irnpc d--i- [52]

During the same time the momentum in the layer has been changed by

p (-' dt) dx = -P dx dtat Ox

since dxz(- Op/Ox) represents the net force on the element, whence

__v 1 [53
at p Ox [53

If Equation (52] is differentiated with respect to t and Equation

[53] with respect to x, and if a2V/Ota: is then eliminated between the two
equations, the equation of propagation for p Is obtained

192P a2 sP ,2R OR
'P 2 + 47rnpc2 R 2  [ 54]

0 t-2 OX2  dt2

Here a term in (dR/cd) 2 has been dropped as being of the second order. In

the same way p was treated as constant in deducing Equation [53]; and the de-

crease in mass due to the presence of bubbles was also ignored as being very

small.

Equation [54] is unusual in form among wave equations in that it

contains two dependent variables, p and R. A second equation is, therefore,

necessary, and it may be obtained by analyzing the motion of the bubbles.

This motion can be handled conveniently with the help of the prin-

ciple of superposition. If the bubbles did not change in radius, the incl-

dent wave, according to the assumptions made, would cause the pressure p near
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a bubble to vary in time without the occurrence of marked inequalities of

pressure. The effect of a radial motion of the bubble will then be to super-

pose upon this incident pressure field an emitted train of spherical waves.

If p, is the pressure due to these waves, the local pressure at any point

near the bubble will be p + p*.

The average pressure in the water can be written

Sp-- pe cos Wt- ±+ P [55]

where pi, w and a are constants and c' is the speed of propagation of the

I waves through the bubbly water. The factor e- is introduced to allow for
£ damping due to the scattering action of the bubbles. The corresponding par-

I ticle velocity, obtained by calculating ap/8;, substituting In Equation [53],
and integrating with respect to t, is

S)I v =t + cosw t- + -sin w (t [561

£ The mean pressure near a bubble at z =0 will then be

p = p, csWt + Po [57]

Under the influence of this pressure, the bubble will execute
forced harmonic vibrations. Because of this vibratory motion, it will emit

a train of spherical waves which, according to our assumptions are to be re-
garded as superposed upon the average pressure represented by Equation [55).

The pressure in the emitted waves at a distance r from the center of the bub-

ble can be written

P, P2 COS [t - , t"= t + b

in which Ro is the radius of the bubble when undisturbed, c is the speed of

J sound in water, and p2 , w and b are constants. The corresponding particle

velocity, taken positive outward, is

__r _ R) r -RS, Cos (A) t' - R - sinw

V 4=per P2[1sJ~' C + r Cs--

as can be verified from Equation [3] on page 38 of TMB Report 480 (4). At
: Ithe surface of the bubble, where r can be set equal to R. in constructing a

first-order theory,

p, = P2 coswt'

"dR _ P? cosw, . .
., Cos tstin wi l

K dt pe wR 0d t PC
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I
and the displacement and acceleration of the surface of the bubble are, re-
spectively,

•iR -Ro j d-t dt pe - ott +Snt

Sd R
-' pa (L -cos tw' - wsinwt':,, d• p-c \Ro

It is easily verified from these equations that the value of p, at the our-
face of the bubble can be written in terms of R as follows

dpRo • + - cW2Ro2 I
p"- 0 dt [58]

1+ 2
C2

Here w has reference to the incident waves, so that if X is their
wave length in homogeneous water,

W = 2 7r JR = 2 1r R e

But according to our assumptions, Ro/l must be small. Hence the term u, Ro2/o "

can be dropped and Equation [58] can be written

d2R P W 2dR [P, = pr R0  + c 0 [59d

The total pressure is now the sum, p + p,; and at the bubble this
F must equal the pressure of the gas. The volume strain of the bubbles is

OVIV= 6(R 8)/R 3 = 3&R/R= 3(R - Ro)/Ro. Hence, if E' is the elasticity of

L the gas, the pressure of the gas is

Po-3E' Ro

Hence

-3E'(R-Ro)i: ;•P + p, O

and by Equations [57] and [59],

Rd 2  P 2 R2 dR 3E'joR°,-• +¢ wR - + -(R- Ro) = p, costwer

-iThe corresponding equatioii fi" rior -com-p-essi'-' y -4.s obtainedby••'• Ty1-.tlng
•Tc become infinite. if p, 1B also replaced by zero, the usual equation for

free oscillation is obtained, namely,

Rd + 3E'(R

dt PIO
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Thus

2 3Eo [60•

where wo/27 is the frequency of free undamped oscillation as deduced from
non-compressive theory. Hence the preceding equation can be written

+ -- R -- 4 2W(R - RO) C- - cos ,t [61]
d2  C 0 dt 0 0 pRO

A particular solution of the last equation is easily verified to be

RR [(wo2 - &)coswt + RO'J sincit [62)
pr [(Wo2- ••

This solution represents steady forced oscillations of the bubble.

The occurrence of sin ut in Equation [62], or of dR/dt in Equation
[61], represents the effeut of radiation damping or of scattering of the in-

cident wave by the bubble. The complementary solution obtained by solving
Equation [61] with p, = 0, represents a superposed damped free oscillation

that soon dies out.

Values of the derivatives that occur in Equation [54] may now be

calculated and inserted from Equations [62] and [55], with x set equal to 0.
Furthermore, R may be replaced by Ro for a first-order theory. Since the

equation must hold at all times, the cosine terms must balance independently

of the sine terms on the two sides of the equation. Thus are obtained two

equations for the determination of c' and ot

2• 2 c~2 •, 4irnc2Row2(z•'• - w2)

(•o 0_(W2 +
CC

- 2
- ( 2, =(1 24 2 +Roxw

A more interesting form is obtained, however, by introducing, first, the

Sfraction of the space that is occupied by gas, or

f 4nirR [63]

second, the ratio of the elasticity of water to the elasticity of the gas,

which will be denoted by N , where

"•N2  pc c

N [641
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y Equation [60], and, lastly, the "extinction coefficient"

-= [65]

ihere X is the wave length of the incident waves in homogeneous water. Then

1 2

2- 3-f 1 + fN' WO [66]

3° f6 [671
S-'0) + -;-

Wo 0

The values of c' and of p can also be written separately in terms of the

quantities denoted by X and Y as

q X + X[68

2 2

fl=~X[69]

COEFFICIENT OF REFLECTION 0 0
0

Suppose that, under the condi- P, o 000

tions specifted in the foregoing, a train 0 o

of plane sinusoidal waves in homogeneous
water falls at normal incidence upon the -P -- 0o00

plane face of a layer -of uniformly bubbly ' o

water. Then there will be a reflected 0 o 0
0

train of waves in the homogeneous water
and a transmitted train in the bubbly wa- the Reflection of a Wave

ter; see Figure 9. The pressures and par- from Bubbly Water

ticle velocities in these three trains
may be written as follows, in the notation just employed:

Incident: p = p1 cosw(t -) =

Reflected: p = P 2 c01e (t + E + v = -p

Transmitted: = C o[ -- e cos w +t +m r + si &l
L i

- .
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The last two of these equations are adapted from Equations [55] and [56j. in

writing the pressures, hydrostatic pressure is omitted.
In these equations p, may be regarded as given, whereas p,, p3 and

the phase shifts r and i-' are determined by the boundary conditions. At the

interface, at which z = 0, the pressure and the particle velocity must be

continuous. By writing down the two equations that express these conditions,
, and putting in them, first, t = 0, then wt = 7r/2, four equations are obtained.

From these equations p2. p3, r', r can be found. It will suffice to write

down the following formula, obtained by eliminating all unknowns but P 2 from

the four equations:

L + + L
2 ~

1 a2 c 2] [ 2
I [( ='+-(
I The coefficient of reflection K, or fraction of the incident energy

that is reflected, is equal to P2 2/p 1 2, since reflected and incident waves

travel in the same medium and their intensity is, therefore, proportional to
I 2

p. Hence

( ) [702') I + 7 011--
+(C)2+U2C2 + (C)2 + 2[0

in view of Equation [65].

SCATTERING BY A SINGLE BUBBLE

The amplitude of pressure at a distance r in the waves scattered by

an isolated bubble is p 2 R./r in terms of the amplitude p. at the surface of

the bubble, whose radius is RO. Where r is large, the waves are sensibly

plane, and the average energy transmitted by them across unit area per second,

I f . ~if they are sinusoidal, is

2pe( r) [713

in which the factor 1/2 represents the effect of averaging over the square of

a sinusoidal function of the time; see TMB Report J180 (4), page 39, Equation

[5]. The total energy scattered to infinity per second by the bubble is thus

IL 2 2 7r p 2

-- = --- 4 -2 [72]f• pc 1 r PC

Now upon substituting derivatives from Equation [62] in Equation

[ [59] and combining the resulting terms into a single sinusoidal term, it is

found that

i t
It!
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I 0T2
2 +R 0

2: ~ •pi sin(li• '-- •,)

where y is a phase angle of no present importance.- The coefficient of

sin (wt + y) represents P2, the ampiltude of p,; in this coefficient the term

02=oi/c2 can again be dropped in comparison with unity. With the value of p2

thus obtained, Equation [72] becomes

2 4 2 2"=-,, [73] ,
PC wo2 2&,2 + -2W 3

C2

It is more useful, however, to express Q in terms of the intensity

of the incident waves, or the energy transported by them across unit area per

second, which is,in analogy with Equation f71i,

2pc

In terms of N as defined in Equation t64],

Q =AI

where

At ' 2 2 
4  2 rR2A3 to 1o751

Thus the bubble scatters as much energy as falls on an area A placed perpen-

dicularly to the direction of propagation of the incident waves.

JJ
I4
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sumnmay

{ _ It Is shown In a previous caper by one of us that the gas-filled hollows produced by explosions
in water cannot be reproduced on a e•all scale unless the pressure above the water Is correspondingly
reduced. in the experiments here described, which are on a very small scale, oubbles were produced by
sparking under a liquid contained In an evacuated vessel. in this way it seomwi that we can reproduce, on
a very well scale, the changes In form and motion of the gas bubble produced by a large explosion, it
Is worth noticing that, in smell-scale explosions at atmospheric pressure, the effect of the free surface

g Is so great that the tubble wardly rises at all, even when It gets to 3 feet diameter, yet these bubbles
V of 6 cm. maximum diameter showed the rise under gravity which Is expectod in large-scale explosions.

one of the objects of these experiments was to see how far the assumption that the explosion gas
bubble Is spherical Is justified. This assumption has been made to facilitato calculation of the rate
of rise of the bubble, and our experiments show that It Is correct over the greater part of the first
pulsation of the bubble. The photographs also verify thý theoretical conclusion that the surface of the,
bubble should be smooth and stable during the first expansion and the early part of the first contraction,
but should become unstable when the bubble les contracted t, near its minimum volume.

1. Initrod• ction.

in Report ('Vertical motion of a spherical bubble and the pressure surrounding itJ, hereafter
"called Report A, the affect of gravity on a bubble Is calculated, assuming that the bubble Is maintained
spherical by internal constraints which do no work on the surrounding fluid apart from that Whlcn Is Oone
by the gas contained In It during the expansion and contraction of Its volume. This assumption Imposes
a severe limitation on the accuracy with which %he calculated results may, be expected to apply to real
exploslon'gas bubbles. On the other hand it does onable calculations to be made which may be expected to
be reasonably significant In cases where analysis in which the whole motion Is taken as a small perturbation
of a pulsating bubble referred to a fixed centre cannot be used.

in the calculation of Report A the effect of the free surface orof a h'.-rizontal rigid surface on
"{ /the notion of the bubble was not consldered though, as Conyers Herring* showed, it may In sowe cases be

comparable or even greater than that of gravity. Photographs, taken by Edgertoo A at the Taylor IModel
assin, of the bubble produced by exploding a detonator cap at a smwal depth below a free surface do in
fact show that during its first period, at any rate, the effect of the free surface is greater than that
of gravity, so that the bubble sinks Instead ,of rising. This Is, qualitatively at any rate, in accordance
with the theoretical prediction of Herring.

in Report A it Is shown that large upward displacements of the bubble, due tc gravity, may be
expected when its raximum diameter Is comparable with the head of water necessary to produce the hydrostatic
pressure at the level of Its centre. This conditfln occurs when an explcsion produces in water a bubble

'~ wh-se .

* U.•. Report me. Ct-sr 20-010, -The theory of the pulsatiL.ns ,f the gas bubble produced i
by an underwater explosion,, October 1941,.

•'~i_ I U.S. Rep•.rt. "A photographic study of undc-.ater explsr.as', October t9.•,1

j ; 1
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whose diameter is comparable with 33 feet, but not when a detonator cap produces a bubble only 10 inches

diameter. A small-scale explosion under water with a free surface at atmospneric pressure cannot therefore

represent dynamically the events accompanying a fuli-scele explosion, but if the explosion could be made

under water with a free surface at reduced pressure similarity In this resp.oet would be obtained.

Experiments, in which bubbles w're produced by spa.riing under water and other liquids in an evacuated vessel,

were therefore undertaken with a view to seeing, on a small scele, what m!y be expected to happen to the
bubble in large=-scale explosions. Photographs of a series of simila r bubbles at successive stages of their
development were first tsken on stationary plates, but l.Ater a revolving drum camera enabled the history of

a single bubble to be traced. A preliminary report on these experhients is given below.

I I. e Sifl~i((ar;ty ratosi .

With ideal fluids, free from viscosity, the conditions that two bubbles whose linear scales are In
the ratio 1-M shall be similar, are;-

() hi = Nh 2

where h1 is the depth of the large-scale charge below the surface and h2 is that of the smell one.

(2) PI/p11 : = P2/P2

where P and P are the pressures of the air 0bove the surfaces in the tw cases, and p1
and P2 he densities of the fluids.

0() wi/p 1  = N4W2/P 2

where W and W irc the energies which th(, explosives give up when the products of combustion

expand adiabatically to infinity.

G• G(,al • N 4G (a 2)/P2

where G(a) represents the work which would be done by the gas in expanding adiabatically from
radius a to infinity.

If the liquids considered in the two experiments are viscous, their viscosities/.L1 , '2 must ba
related by

(5) 9•1/1, - N3/ 2 I-2//92

This condition ensures that the Reynold's numbeors of the two bubbles shall be the same at any stage..

In the cases where the pressure in the bubble falls bzlow thý. saturation vapour pressure (s.V.P.) at

the'temperature of the liquid, it is ne-cessary, in order that both liquids may boil at the same stage of the

expansion, that

(6) (s.V.P. of liquid i)/p, = N. (S.V.P. of liquid 2)1p 2

Limitation to applicability of scale relationships.

It is onlikely that it would ever be possible to satisfy all the six above relationships simultane-

ously. Some of them, however, are of little importance compared with others,

After fixing arbitrarily a value for N, (1) can be satisfied by setting the chargsa at the correct
depth and (2) by exhausting the air in the chamber whcre the nodOl experiment Is to be carried out; (3) can

can be satisfied by varying the energy of the explosive charge or the spark which produces the bubble.

Condition ......

1
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Condition (4) Is rrmre difficult to satisfy. It could be satisfied if (a) the model and full-scale

bubbles were both produced by explosion of gases contained in thll spherical envelopes such as rubber

balloons, pFovided the initial pressures of the unexploded gases in the two cases were the _amn as (or any

given multiple of) those of the surrounding fluids, and (b) the densities of the two fluids are the same,
i.e., p1  p2. Such experimental conditions would ensure that conditions (3) and (4) wirr both satisfied,
but It would be difficult to devise a model experiment sc th't (a) was satisfied when the full-scale bubble

is due to the explosion of a sollo explosive and the small bubble t.. a spark. Fortunately, hzwever, there

Is not much difference between the bubble produced by releasing all the energy at a very small radius and
that produced by releasing most of it at very small radius and the rest during the expansion. Dr. o•tiews

.curves showing the radius a as a function of time are very insensitive to the constant -C* which detenm!nes

the value of G(a)/W.

The value of G(a)/M for the bubble produced by a mass M of A given explosive depends only on the
absolute preesure In the bubble. if similarity of bubbles on two scales is obtained by choosing the
atmospheric pressure, weight of explosive and depth so that conditions (1). (2) and (3) are satisfied.
G(a)/M will be less at a given stage of the expansion in the small-scale experiment than In the large-

scale explosion, owing to the fact that the prossure is less. it seems that, In Comparing large-scale

underwater explosions with snall-scale sparks in a liquid under reduced pressure, one Is comparing bubbles
In which the constant C in Comrie's calculation varies from 0.06 up to O0. wlih the case where C is so small

as to be negligible. The difference between the two cases Is not great.

The effect of vsrsosity,

To satisfy condition (5) iii d small-scale experiment designed to represent a bubble In weter would

require a liquid whose viscosity is very much less than that of water. No such liquid Is available,
Fortunately, however, it is not necessary to satisfy this conditioýn, because the loss of energy due to the

viscous forces opposing the expansion or contraction of the bubble is very small compared with the whole

energy of the bubble, even when a liquid of much greater viscosity than water is used.

The rate of dissipation of energy owing to viscosity is

S j0 jIdS
F U DSJ "r.a (7)

the integral being taken over the surface of the sphere, and q being the radial velocity of the fluid.

Since q = &a
2/r 2

, equation (7) gives

F =8 7y/Ja12

and the total tnnrg,,. q4., dic,4'.pated during time t is

2 ao

Ah81M a2 dit = 8"7'/uf a.•da.

Equation (2) of Report A is now modified to the form

-: 71p.7 +zr apal 2  + OW14a& da w.1- G(a) (8)
Reducing to the non-dimensional form of equation (5) of Report A equation (8) becomes

(da'\( 2) 1 co,' 2 2

7dt' 2:ý7 Ts W 6 Z' (Whr \d-, = z----i J - -- -- " -f " (9
71i where

8171 1 1t' /da 2
s at. (10

(p W g) o (dt)f

If ......
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If 6 is small the relationship between ý,, ind t' will be little altorod by viscosity, so that the
value of to•e integral in cquation (10) cMn be estimated using the v .Jues c~lculatAd whenij - 0. in the
case calculated In Report A, whore V = 2. the v•alue of a 2 (da"•dt- taken over the whole of the

0 \dt'I
first period of the bubble is 0.6, so that the value of 6 at the cnd of tIr, first periml IS

U.28

pW3g) a,

In so"e of our experiments, in which transformnr oil of viscosity 0.3 poises and diensity 5
gm./cC. was used, z'0 was of the order of 2; the value of 6 cilculated from enuatiun (t_1) wAS 0.06. so
that less than one per cent nf the znnergy of the bubble is dissipated by viscous forces during the first

period, if the bubble remains spherical.

The choice of opjerat in liquid.

With explosions in open water the pressure at points far distant from the bubble is never less

than I atmos; the minimum pressure in the bubhle, though considerably less than I atmos., does not fatl
as low as the saturation vapour pressure (.S.vP.) of water, in experiments with water under a surtace
pressure which is low compared with normal atmospheric pressure but well above the S.V.P. the minimum
pressure near the surface of the bubbl.2 may be less th,,n the S.V.P. The water then boils near the bubble.

Figure I shows two superposed photographs, on the same plate, of n bubble made by a spark under
water at surface, pressure rather greitir than the SPp., (j) at an early stage of the expansion, when it

is smooth and spherical, and (2) at a later stage, when the small vapour bubbles due to bailing have had
time to develop. It will be seen that the surface has become pitted by the hoiling.

In -,rder to, v,avid boiling when experimenting at low pressures it is necessary to use a liquid with
a low s.v.p. For this reason transformer oil was used. Though the viscosity of this liquid is about
30 times that of water, It has been shown that the expansion of the gas bubble is not likely to be materially
different from what It would be in water, at any rate while it is approximr-tely sphurical.

S6. Description of the apparatus.

The airtight vessel in which the bubbles are produced is shown in elevation in Figure 2; It
consists of a vertical glass cylinder, A, 12 inches dianeter, * inch wall, 15 inches high, cemented between
two horizontal steel end-plates, 8 and C, IS Inches diameter, J inch thick. This vessel is filled with
,water or oil to a depth of about It Inches, and it is connected to a vacuum pump and a pressure gauge
through the tube 0.

A bubble is produced in the l iquid by the discharge of a condenser, charged to a potential difference
of 4.000 volts, across a gap of about 10/1000th inches biween the rounded ends of the horizontal brass
rods E and F, .8th inch diameter and 3 inches long. The electrode E is connected electrically to the upper
steel plate 8, which is earthed; the electrode F is insul-ted end is connected to the condenser and the
timing pendulum by a lead passing through the insulated bush, G. The electrodes are fixed to the brass
frameworks shown in the diagram so that they can be moved independently, without admitting air to the vessel,
by means of a brass push tube and two brass push rods pi;ssing through stuffing boxes fixed to the upper
steel plate.

e wnThe framework supporting the electrode F can be moved verticaliy or rotated by means of the push f
rod passing hrough the right stuffing box shown in the diagram. A hinge H1 allows the electrode to fly
back Turhng an explosionr whilst the horizontal ranb.r of the frameriark is supported and is prevented frop

aoving at right angles to the plane of the diagram by a wire staple JI fixed to a block of insulating

material attached r o the push rod.

The framework supporting the electrode E is connected through the hinged joint H2 to the push
tube passing through the lower stuffing box, shown cn the left in the diagram; a push rod passes through
this tube and through the upper stuffing Obx and carries at its l wor end a horizontal brass bar tu which

ixeS'II 7
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is fixed a knife-edge K and a wire staple J 2 passing over the br.ass bar attached tc H 2. when the upper

stuffing box is tight and thto lower one is slightly si.ack.ncd the framework can be moved vertically as a

whole or rotated, when the upper stuffing box Is tight and the ,lower one Is slightly slackened the
framework can be moved vertically as a whole ,r rotated, when the upper stuffing b,.x is slackened and

the lower one is tight the central push rod car. be m:vc.d up ,;r d:wn relative to the push tube, thus

raising sr lowering the knife-edge K and incre.a-sing or decreasing the gap between the ends of E and F.

When pivotegraphing the bubble, it is essential t,, c..rrect the optical distortion caused by the
cylindrical form .if the bubble tank. F..r this purpose, tt. parallelizing tanks, L, consisting of plate

glass plates cemented to metal frames which in turn aýre cemented to the :utside Sf the tank, are placed

I AUpposite one another so that the glass plates are vertical and parallel; watr •r :,;, is p~ured into
the parallelizing tanks so that the level of the liquid is the same on th,. twL. sides of the glass cylinder.

The inset in Figure 2 shows the non-adjustabln spark gar which was used In the ea-rly experiments

with water; this gaý Yes attached to rad passing through a stuffing bo.x in the lower steel plate. C,
: ;i-.nd It Is seen in the ph,;tLgraIph of Figure i., It was discardled because it offers too large an k,"~tructio-n

near the spark and because the oe;; was nAt adjustable.

The general layuut .,f the apparatus is shown in Figure 3. In this diagram, A represents the bubble

tank in plan (with the end plates, etc., omitte-), E an.1 F the electr-.es tensing the under-liquid sarark gap

and L the glass-fronted tanks for correcting the distortion due to the cylindrical form of the bubble tank.
H represents the illuminating spark gap with electrodes set about 20/O00oth inches apart; In experiments
with water, the electrodes were made of magnesium, which gives an intense spark with most of the energy

in the blue region of the spectrum, and blue-sensitive ('ordinarys) photographic plates or films were used.
In experiments with our oil, which transmits only the green and yellow regions of the spectrum, Tinc

electrodes were used in conjunction with fast orthochromatic plates or films.

The spark gap IA. is placed at the focus of q condenser lens. g, 6 inches diameter and 6 inches focal
length. The l ight from the illuminating spark thus passes through the bubble tank as a parallel beam;
after emerging from the Vessel, it passes through a second lens P of high optical qunlity, which is set so
as to rbrlng the light to a focus (;n the centre of the camera ubjectivw, Q. The camera can be used either

as a stationary plate camera, or, as shcwn in the diagratm, as a revulving drum camera. The camera lens is
"adjusted so that the under-liquid spark gap is sharply focussed *:n the ph,:tographic plnte or film.

Figure 3 also shows the timing pendulum and the electrical circuits used to produce the explosion
and Illuminating sparks. The pendulum, whose period is one second, consists of a steel rod fixed to a

horizontal rod mounted between accurately machined centres; at Its lower end. the pendulum carries an

extension shaped as shown In the diagram. This extension swings above a nunl~er of brass screws with rounded

upper ends, the gap between the screws and the pendulum being adjusted to 411OO0th inches; these screws are
r mounted on an arc of insulating material hnd they are spaced so that the pendulum takes 5 milliseconds to

pass from any one screw to the next when the pendulum Is released from the horizontal. The first screw,
labelled 0 In the diagram, determines the discharge of the condenser C. used to iroducet the under-l Iquid

K I spa•rk; the remaining screws, latelled 1, 2, 3,,. in the diagram, determine the discharge of the condenser
CI (of which only four are shown and only one labelled) used to produce the sequence of Illuminating sparks

'=, for photographing the bubble.

As the diagram shows, these condensers are connected in series with resistances across a large
reservoir condenser Crb charged through a valve rectifier to a potential difference of ao00 volts; the

junctions of the condensers and the series resistancesare each connected to an electrode screw.

when the pendulum swings over the screw 0, the gap between the screw and thes pendulum is momentarily
In serice with the under-liquid spark gap; the two gaps break down and thc condenser Ce discharges across
"them, Similarly, the first condenser Ci discharges across tne illuminating gap and the gap between the

pendulum and the screw I when the pendulum moves over this screw, and so on. The S megohm resistances in
series with Ce In effect Isolate this condenser and prevent more than one spark under the liquid during
the course of an experiment. The resistances RI a.re such that the time-constants RiCi and RIrC, are large

71 enough to prevent the reservoir condenser Cr and the later Ct's from disch;ar.ing completely during the early
Illuminating sparks and, at the same time, small enough to allow a certain amount of charge to flow into

the condensers Ci from Cr,

I 7= ', . ... .
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Experiments under vacuum.

Though experiments under a vacuum do not represent any possible full-scale explosion In open water,
they are of interest for two reasons:-

(1) with a given value of the non-dimensional parameter Yo,. the effect of the free surface on the
motion of the bubble is as small as It car be, so thaý compalrson with the formulae of Report A
is as justifiable as it can be;

(a) The instability of the free surface, which occurs when It is accelerated downwards under the
action of external pressure, is absent,

Before the revolving drum camera h-d been constructed, a number of single photographs were taken
of the bubbles produced by sparks In oil using a 0.4o• . condenser charged to 4O00 volts. These photographs
were timed to occur at times t - 5, 10. 15, 20 .... up to 12o milliseconds after the Initiating spark.
Figure a& shows the bubble at t - 0.025 seconds. it will be seen that it Is a very smooth and perfect sphere,
it remains spherical during its expansion, but during its contraction Its vertical dimension decreases more
rapidly than its transverse diameter so that It becomes flattened. This flattening Is more pronounced on
the under side than the uppur side. Figure 5 shows the bubble at t * 0.05 seconds. The flattening is here
very bpparent.

AS the bubble decreases in diameter the flattaning becomes more end more accentuated, till the
underside becomes concave and the bubble assumes the shape of a mushroom. Figure 6 Shows the bubble at
t - O.O seconds. This Is somewhere near the minimum size at the end of the first period of pulsation.

Figure 7 shows the radius, a, and the rise. zo - z, of the centre 0f the bubble at times up to 80
milliseconds after its formation. To compare these with calculations based on the assumption that the bubble
remains spherical, it is necessary to assume a value for the energy, w, which the spark gives to tle oil,
it will be seen that, in Figure 7. if a smcoth curve Is drawn thr(,ugh the points representing the radius of
the bubble its maxlmum value, .mx' will be about 3.7 cm., and since the total depth zo of the liquid from.
the level where the pressure is zero is 6.05 cm., %r,$/o - 3.7/6.05 a 0.61,

In Cemrie's calculated curves in Report A for C = 1, i.e , with no gas inside the bubble, it will be
fcund that eamx/zc - 0.63 for z'o = 1.0, 0.25 for z, 0 - 2L0, o.tu for z', a 3.0 and 0.098 for z,, a 4.0.
it appears therefore that the bubbles represented In Figure 7 correspond very closely with the condition

o t.e. when z0o •.0, the scale-length, L, is the same as the depth z0 of the explosion below the
level of zero pressure, so that L = 6.05 cm. This corresponds with energy t. w zOI . 1.16 x to0 ergs. when
p a 0.875 9m./cm,

The non-dimensional time scale t' in which the calculations are expressed Is related to the true time
scale t by the relation t = t. V(Ltg) st 0.0786 t' seconds, .when L - 6.05 cm. Multiplying the ordinates of
Ccoarle's curve for z'o - 1.0 by 6ý05, and the abscissae by 0.0786, the calculated relationships between a,
(zo - z) and t are found. These have been plotted in Figure 7. it will be seen that, until the top of the
bubble Is very near the free surface, its observed radius and rise are close to what was calculated
theoretically.

8. Experiments under surface Pressure of 6.5 ca. of oil.

The depth of the spark was 6,05 cm. so that experiments In which the surface pressure was that due
to 6.5 cm. of oil are equivalent to explosions 6t a depth of (33 x 6.05)/6.5 - 30.8 feet In open water,

In one ....

Z' - ZIL where z0 a'p/Ojg, p is the pressure at the level of the explosion and L is the
scale length defined by the equation (3) of Report A, nai•ely L a(W/9P)
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" in onJ stt of experiments under these conditions the drum camera was used and the bubbles were

produced by discharging a 0, p. F. condenser charged to 4050 volts. Two films, due to two separate sparks,

were taken and together they covered the period t w 0 to t v 120 milliseconds. The first film, covering
the period t - o to t = 60 milliseconds, is shown in Figures sa and 8.1 the numbers to tho lAft of each

photograph are (1) the number (v. Figure ý) of the particul'ar contact of the timing pendulum which is
operative In the photograpn; and (2) the value of t, calculaed irum Vqe seperatie.n a tha photographs on

the film. The dark band. lying on the right-hand side uf the photographs, is due to one of the leads to
the under-oil sparl~gap; the faulty rcuproducticn 0f photograph No. 2 Is due to the fact that it lies on the
join of the twu ends of the film on the camora drum, The second film covered the period t a 60 milliseconds
to t - 120 mill iseconds and photographs No. 17 t. No, 22 are repr.duced in Figure Bc. The values cf t are
nct exactly spaced at Intervals of 5 milliseco,nds owing to the fact that the timing pendulum was n,)t always
in exactly the same position relatively to the lower point of the gap when the spark went off. Some of the
sparks were as much as 1 millisecond late and one of them wa.s nearly 1.5 milliseconds late.

Sbubbeowing to optical difficulties the field of view was not large enough to take in the bottom of the
A J.• bubble In its early stages. The radius was, however, taken as half the horizontal diameter, and the rise

of the centreabove the spark gap was taken as (the height of the top of the bubble above the spark gap)
minus (half the horizontal diameter). Figure 9 shows the radli (indicated by points surrounded by triangles)
and the heights of rise (indicated by crosses) obtained in this way. The points are numbered 1. 2.

on the same system as the photographs of Figure 8. and the points given by the second spark are distinguished
from those given by the first by the letter a,. The noints 12 and 12a do not coincide, showing ,that the

energy of the spark was different in the two cases. it will be noticed that the two sets of points lie very

well on smooth curves.'

The maximum radius of the bubble was 3.15 cm., and since zo = 6.5 + 6.05 = 12.55 cm., amax/Zo . 0.25."it has already been mentioned that this happens to be the value which corresponds with Z' = 2.0, so that
40

L = ze'01o - 12.55/2 - 6.27 cm. The corresponding value of W is W - 981 x 0.875 X 6.27? 1.32 x 10 eris.

The factors by which Comrievs calculated values for z'. . 2.0 must be multiplied are given by the equations
a= 6.27 a' and % = 0.080 t.

For z,, . 2.0, Comfle gives the first minimum contraction at t' a 0.67 which corresponds with 0.0535
seconds. this is considerably larger than the observed value shown in Figure 9, namely 0.045 seconds.
The difference may largely be explained by taking accouJnt of the effect of the free surface. According to
Herring, the period is reduced by the proximity of the free surface in the ratio ( "

where i Is the mean value of a during the pulsation and h is the depth of the explosion below the free
surface. Taking 1 as 2.7 cm. (v. Figure 9) h = 6.05 cm., the predicted period of the bubble is 0.0535

(I - 2.7/24.2) - 0.0475 seconds, which Is close to the observed period of 0.045 seconds.

.. Com•arison of rate of rise with theoretical estimate.

The calculation of the rate of rise, neglecting the effect of the free surface, cannot usefully beF• compared with the obeerva';ions because the critical point at which the minimum radius and consequent rapid

rise occurs Is, as has been seen, 0.009 seconds earlier than that predicted by the simple theory. To take

account of the effect of the free surface, using the equations given in the Appendix, involves a great deal

of laborious calculation. Two simpler methods can be used. One is to take Gomrie's calculated values of
2. - z for observed values of a, rather than for the values of t'; another is to calculate U a -dzldt
directly from the observed values of a and t, using equation (1) of Report A, and then finding z by Integrat-

ion. The values obtained by these methods are indistinguishable in the range shown In Figure 9. it will beL seen that until the bubble begins to contract the observed rise is not very far from the calculated rise,
but that the observed rate of rise becomes less than that calculated shortly after this. when the radiusf begins to contract rapidly at t - 0.035 seconds the bubble begins to rise rapidly, but the rate of rise is much

less than that calculated on the theory which assumes that the bubble remains spherical. The probable
reason for this seems to be that the bubble ceases to be even approximately spherical as It gets near its
minumum radius, it flattens on the underside and even becomes hollow there before reaching the minimum, as

Figures 5, 6 and photographs No. 7 to £0 of Figure 0b show.

The .... ,

Comparing Figures 7 and 9 It will be seen that the scatte, of the points In Figure 7 is a

\ • •true measure of the variability of the energy or the ouboles proouceo by successive sparks.

I7
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The hollow which appears in photograph NO. 9 of Figure 8b subsequently disappears as the bubble
expands a second time but reappears on its second contraction. Photograph No. 19 of Figure ac appears
to have a flat undersurface but the fact that It Is really only a thin hollow shell will be seen in No. 20.

where the bubble is at Its second minlmun (see Figure 9) ano the shell has contracted to vanishlnO thick-

ness over a large pert of Its area.

The very rapid rise near the minimuma radius, which is so characteristic a feature of the simple
theory, depends on the fact that the vi rtual momentum of a sphericaT hollow is.L7?P a

3
u .- U (mass of

liquid displaced), bo that a a -ecreso 'it - corresponds with a rapid Increase in
3

U. it th2 ubll. becomes
flattened, the virtual Inertia rapidly increases if It flattens without changing radius, The virtual

Inertia of an infinitely thin disk Is actually rather greater than that of a sphere of the same diameter.

Thus If the *radius* of the bubble is taken as j (the horizontal diameter) Instead of j (horizontal
danmeter + vertical dinmeter), the measured curve will not reach such a low minimum end the calculated
"vertical velocity will be reduced. Figure 9 shows both methods of estimating a near the minimum; the
points calculated by the former method are surrounded with a triangle, andi by th~e latter with a c~rclei

Even making this assumption as to a, the theoretical calculation predicts a larger rise of the

bubble than Is observed in this experiment. some, but not all, of this can be accounted for as being

due to the effect of the free surface. It seems probable that a wake is formed behind the bubble shortly

after it begint to contract and that this greatly decreases the vertical velocityj so that at the time the
contraction of radius becomes very rapid the bubble has far less virtual Inertia In a form In which It can
be concentrated by the contraction than it has according to theory. It may be that the effect is

accentuated by the hiqh viscosity of the oil used in these experiments. Further light Is thrown on this
by experiments made with a smaller bubble.

EX. eriments uti.h a smaller bubble.

Another set of measurements was made with the pressure at the surface equivalent to 6.5 cm. of oil
and the spark at 6.05 cm. below the surface, but with a spark of smaller energy, namely that given by the
discharge of a O.2.1 F. condenser charged to a potential difference of 4O00 volts. The stationary plate

camera was used, giving a set of single photographs of the bubbles produced by the different sparks. The
results are shown in Figure 10. It will be seen that amnx , 2.1 CT., So that am*x/Z - + 6.05) -

0.167. This lies between the value 0.14l, for z'o = 3.4 and 0.25 for z' . 2.0. By ?nterpolatlon the value
of z0 corresponding with ax/Zo . 0. 167 is z,0 2.5. For this value of zo Interpolation from Cemrie-s
Curves gives ea. 5x/L = 0.44 so that L - 2.1/0.44 4.16 cm. For this value or L the time scale is given
by tt' = 1/(4.76/g81) a 0.070. The duration of the first period of oscillation for z1, ' 2.8 is ,iven by

interpolation as t' - 0.51, so that t - 0.51 x 0.070 - 0.035 setonds. This is larger than what Is observed,
namely about 0.030 seconds. The effect of the surface, however, Is to decrease the period In the ratio

- and taking B = 1.9 cm, this ratio is. 0.92, so that the calculated period would be 0.0325 seconds.

No bettor agreement with observation could have been expecteo in view of the fact that each point in this
series refers to a different bubble.

Referring to Figure 10 it will be 'seen that, after the bubble has ceased to rise at the rate

calculated on the assumption that It remains spherical while pulsating, the rate of rise fluctuates with the )
pulsations but attains roughly constant mean velocity of about 00 cm./sec. If the resistance of the
bubble is expressed in the form R = k 7r 12 (pJi

2
) where k is a drag co-efficient, R Is equal to the buoy-

ancy, so that _7T a3dcg - k le
2 

(A Pu2) kr T a ag/*
2
, and since the mean radius during the period while

3
the bubble is rising approximately uniformly Is I cm., k - (B x 1 x 98') + (3 x 80e) a 0.4±. This Is of
the order of moagnitude that might be expected, The drag co-efficient of a solid sphere at the same value

of Reynold's number Is 0.56.

it Is worth noticing that the drag co-efficient of a spherical bubble, for the small values of
Reynold'? numbers In the region where Stokes' Law holds, is two-thirds the drag co-effic ant of a ,olid
sphere of the sawe radius. if this relationship holds at the larger value of Reynold's number appropriate
to our rising bubble, the drag co-efficient would be 0.374.

,I
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Ti. "he stability of the surface of the bubble near the Position of minimum

when the bubble contains gas the radius contracts at increasing rate until the volume decreases
sufficiently to raise the internal pressure above the undisturbed hydrostatic pressure at the level of the
centre. The radial velocity then decreases and reverses sign at the minimum radius. The curvature of
the (a, t) curve Is concave towards the axis of t during thA grester part of the first ocillation 50 that
the acceleration of the surface Is directed from the liquid inwards towards the gas. During this part of
the pulsation small disturbances of the surface should be stable. When the pressure of the gas rises the
radial velocity decreases and the (a, t) curve becomes convex to the t axis, the surface oeing accelerated

outwards from the gas towards the liquid. Under this condition the surface may be expected to be unstable
In the samne way that a horizontal liquid surface is unstable when the I i-uid Ik t•Lvo and the air below, so
that gravity acts from the liquid toward the air.

These conclusions are borne out by the photographs of a bubble taken near its minimum radius,I.! *- For example, in the photographs shown in Figure 8b, it will be seen that up to photograph No. 8 the surface
of the bubble is very smooth, Indicating stability of small disturbances, and Figure 9 shows that when
photograph to. 8 was taken, the surface had net begun to accelerate ýutwards. lhe part of the (d. t) curve
of Figure 9 which is convexOjwnward&,,ccurs just befotre phutugrnAph NC. 9 was taken, so that instability might

be expected to show Itself in the photograph. it will be seen that in ph.tcgraph No. 9 the surface I.as in

fact become ragged owing to the Instability.

it will be noticed In photographs Nos. 9, 10, 11 and 12 of Figure 8b that the instability which has

appeared in No. 9 seems to disappear very rapidly on tho lower part of the bubble but continues and increases
b. at the top.

512. The .%aPearance of the free surface,

in the photographs of Figures Ba, b and c, the free surface appears rather out of focus above the
bubble; in photographs Nos. a to 12, the free surface has moved very littlu, but in Nos. V7 to 22, it has
risen to a considerable height.

is. Apendix. The effect of a free or rigid surface on the motion of a s heric:aI

i in order to compare the results of these experiments with calculation of the observed rate of rise

and pulsations of the bubble, it became necessary to cxi.•nd the calculations of Report A so as to include

terms representing the effect of the free surface. Th- condition which enablos the rise of the bubble

under gravity in one pulsation to be comparablo with its maximum diameter necessarily involves a froo

surface effect which is comparable with the gravity f fect.

Herring gave a formula for the effect of a distant free or rigid surface on the position of the
centre of a bubble. if U is the velocity towards the surface his formula isI"

i d I d" - d 3~ da_
a d dt 7 dt - t"

where

a - the radius of the bubble at time t,

h - the depth of the explosion,
dR(A and R is defined in Herring's paper,

and the upper sign refers to a rigid surface while the lower refers to a free surface. Since only terms

of order l/hf
2 

are retained It seerr that equation (A.1) may be written

d da2 / da

th 4h dt dt,

The....
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The formula (A.o) was given by Herring as applicable only to cases when u Is 1 wm cooered wth dao/t
but it applies equally well when U is comparable with da/dt provided it is -sst-oad ttat the bubble Is
constrained to remain spherical and terms cofitaining pow'rs of i/h higher %han i/hZ are nglected. With
these assumptions the velocity potential of the flo# is

a2i us (A. 3coý ai 2
2F2 % rý 0r 2 2r 2 )

whore r- and L9 are the co-ordinates of any point referred to the Image centre as origin and the line
joining the centre of the sphere with Its Image as 0 0. The uwpor sign refers to e rigid plane and
the lower to a free surface.

j -Hear the sphere ,;s my be written

9 f .ta2• , acs ± + a+'&r cosC , . o• (As;)

r 2r
2  211h 4h

2  
8 8h~r

2  J

The kinetic energy T of the whole motion is one-half the kinetic energy of the flow surreunding the spheft
and It; Image so that L1 . 4b a _ dS, the integral being taken over the sphere only.

p or
Subst itutIring et and ? r from equat Ion (A.*)1

The energy equation is therefore

'2ph~ + Z ~a3U2 iLF h

where w and G(a) have the same meaning as In Section 2 abOve.

l •"The condition that no resultant ex•ternal force act& an the sphere Implies that the co-elffiClent
Sof cca In the expression for the pressure at the surface of the sphere shall %fanish.

P d tp fixed point

where i is the depth of the centre below the level where the pressure is zero. Also if tl/• S represents
the rate of variation of 0 at a point which moves vertically at the same velocity as the centre of the
sphere

d It fixed point -t s r

Substituting •rom equation (A.3) in equations (A.8 and 7) the term containing cos 6 in pip

•I is found to be

a)+ -al) - ga la '*(2 a'~ 4 !2 Cos6.2 2 2 2

Multiplying this by 2a2 and equating to zero it is found that

dt (,h2 dt dt

This ...

Th
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This IS Identical with Herring's equation (2) except that a term has been added to allow for the effect
of (Iravity. Equations (A.6) and (A.9) together with the equation

U - dz (A.10)at

may be used as in Report A to find the motion of the bubble using Step-by-step M,-thodS of numerical

integration. For this purpose it is convenient' to transform equations (A.6) and (A.9) into non-
dimensional forms by substituting

, L ; z - Lz'; a - Lai; t t

Equation (A.6) then assumes the form

± a 1 al' 2 42(fda.\1 (o
at,' - Z'7- h1( )t )t -2 7t 6t, W

i " • 0 (A. 11),U' 
2  

2Z'

iwhere U' 1 dz'xdt* h'0  Lh0 and h0 is the value of.z at the liquid surface, so that the depth of the
explosion below the surface is z - ho a L(z'o - h' 0 ). Equation (A.9) assumes the form

•.(a~u.) • za,3 * (z - h)"2 t-- •"" (A"t)
d -3a 2  d
dTV -01 t

(a

,I
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E FIG. 1.

Tiro photographs of the stme bubble in water under law
surface pressure.

(1) at an early stage, when it in smooth and apherioalj
(2) at a later stage, when the bubble has beoovA

pitted by boiling near the surface.

ITt:

2 PIG. 4. FIG. 5. F.a. .

ftotEghsf bubble@ in oil under vacuum, tlshoinghow1
the bubble becomes distorted as its *90 increases.

Fig. 4. Spherical bubble, age 25 millisee.

Fig. 5. Babble wivth pronounced flattening on underside, -•

-Tt aae 60 •illimec.

Fig. 6. Wahroom-shaped babble, age 80 *±lli1see

L1
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( Studies on the Gas Bubble Resulting From

Underwater Explosions

ION 91M BEST L40CATION OF A MNET NEAR TEE SEA BED

Atthe Bu uYreqetokh ai alrMdlBsno
theBurauof Ships and of Division Re 2 of the Bureau of

by he ow orkUniversity Group ofteAppliedMahmtc
Pane ofthe Nfl.RsCs with the object of analyzing the

phenomena associated with the gas bubble produced by an
underwater explosion*F ~ 4 The present study, carried out by Dr. Max Shiflfman
and Dr*. Bernard Friedman, with the cooperation of the
Mathematical Tables Project in the extensive numerical work,
is concerned with the following problem: If a nine of given
weight of explosive is to be placed near the sea beds, 7hat
position should it have to cause maximum damage to a target

~ at the surface?

I It seems appropriate to makce a few introductory re-
marks about the broader research program of which this report
I- a- part& Often the destructive effect of an underwater

Kexplosion is not wholly due to the high pressure shook of the
explosion@ After the initial shock wave Ims passed withLi ~ enormous speed* a comparatively slow pulsation of the gas
bubble (oonsisting of the burned gases) takes place* In the
second and sometimes even third pulse of this motion of the
bubble, a pressure pulse of considerable strength Is emitted.
W1~ble the peak of the shock pressure from the explosion la
far above that of the latex- pulses (in typical cases,, six
to ten times the pressure of the aecond plse), the du~ration
of these later pulses is =xeh longer (about twenty times as
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long); so that the momentum imparted and the destruction

caused may be comparable to that of the first shock. The
5.mportance of theecnd pulse hag 'hAA1I onnf1,'meL9. more and

more not only by model experiments, 'but also by analysis

of actual damage to allied ships by mines (1], []*2*

Just as significant as the long duration of the Rea-

ond pressure pulse, is the migration of the gas bubble

during the pulsation. The migration can increase the effect

of the second pressure pulse because, under suitable conditions,

the center of this pulse might be much closer to the tar&,t
than the explosion. Factors influencing the motion of the

bubble are: rigid walls such as the hull of a ship or the

sea bed, which attract the bubble; the free surface of the

water, which has a repulsive effectl and the buoyant force

of gravity, which causes the bubble to rise towards the sur-

face.

Understanding and controlling the complicated inter-

play of these effects il of sufficient practical importance

to warrant oomprehensi-- research. Unfortunmtely, a great

£ variety of experiments wi~th Pull size charges is hardly

feasible, and experiments with small charges cannot easily

be reinterpreted for large charges. Such difficulties call

for theoretical investigation as a guide to experiment.

Historically, the earliest theoretical problem, isatis-

factorily analyzed in older studies, is that of a single

spherical gas bubble Immersed in an infinite body of water;

i• in particular, the pressure as a function of time and distance,

and the period of pulsation of the bubble can be explicitly )
determilned.

For the past few years an extensive research program

on underwater explosions has been pursued by Go. T Taylor
,[ -___

* Bracket references refer to the bibliography.

11P,
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and his associates in England. In this country, theoretical
work was started by 0. Herring (Division 6, N.D.R.C.) and

i ~is being ...... d on' ....h Davida Taylor Mod 'l, Basin (In -oar-,

ticular by Captain W. P, Roop, E. H. Kennard, G. E. Hudson)
and by the N.Y.U.Group of the A.M.P. at the request of the

tMode Basin and of the Bureau of Ordnance; considerable experi-
•! mental research Is being done. at the Underwater Sotund Labora-

!• tory of Division S. N.D.R.C.

Taylor [3] and others have determined the upward motion
of the bubble under the buoyant force of gravity, a motion
taking place in jerks. Herring [4] and others have studied

the manner in which rigid walls attract the bubbleg assuming

that the bubble is rather far from the wall. Shiffman [5]

has developed an improved method which permits numerical

analysis of the motion when the bubble is close to the wall,

and even when it touches the wall. The influence of non-

rigid walls and the repulsive effect of the free surface of

the water on the bubble have also been studied. Much of the

material is condensed and supplemented in the comprehensive

work by Kennard[ 6].
A very important aspect of the problem is concerned

with plastic-elastic deformations of the target in inter-

action with the motion of the water. The process of damage

can be understood only by a careful analysis of this inter-

action. Extended research by j3. G* Kirkwood [7] has estab-

lished that the damage to a structure depends on the ratio of

the duration time of the incoming pressure pulse to the "time
constant" of the structure, i.e., the span of time during

which the structure is "receptive" to the impinging pressure

effects. If this ratio is small, the impulse is the more

important factor for damage, while if it is large, the peak

pressure is more important.

Another problem that should be mentioned is that of
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the change in the shape of the gas bubble. The migrating gas

bubble does not retain its spherical shapej but flattens out

in a plane perpendicular to the direction of the motion.
Tle result is a deceleration of the b... ". n., a-11

quence, an intensification of the pressure pulse. Prelim-

inary studies of this effect have been carried out independently

in England and at N.Y.U. by Dr. Shiffman [8).

Finally, the still unsolved problems presented by the

striking phenomena occurring at the water surface must be

mentioned. A proper interpretation of the "domes" and j
"plumes" rising into the air above the explosion should yield

much information concerning the process taking place under

water.

The effect of gravity in moving the bubble closer to

the target is not the only factor which leads to increased

damage by the second pulse. Another element of major im-

portance, emphasized by Shiffman and Friedman, is that the

peak pressure of the second pulse depends greatly on the

state of motion of the bubble at the moment of the first

contraction. It is shown that the peek pressure of the see-

ond pulse possesses a decided maximu= if the gas bubble is

stationary at the moment of contraction. For depths of

water and weights of explosives actually used, it is indeed
possible to keep the bubble stationary by counterbalancing
the gravitational force with the attractive force of the

sea bed and the repulsive force of the water surface*

Th pilLiolple of -tabilization forms the main point

of the following report. It is assumed that the mine is to

be placed fairly close to the sea bed, but not necessarily

directly on it, and it is then found (roughly stated) that

• for mines of about 500 to 2000 lbs. of explosive in water

about '70 to 150 f to deep,, the optimal position is about one

II

Ii

I
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( maximum bubble radius above the sea bed5 this means that
4'tthe mines should be moored approximately 20 ft. above the
sea bedo More preciselyp for water of given depth and for a

mine of given weight of axplosive. there is a defInIte oCti-

mum location for the detonation, that location being given

by the principle of stabilizat un-

Of ocurse, such a statement makes sense only if, at
the outset, the position of the mine is restricted to a

place deap under water, L.e., fairly distant from the target.

Similar problems concerning the optimal position of

an explosion also ocour for charges nearer the surface, and
for charges dropped from fast flying planes and thus having

-• an initial horizontal and vertical momentum at the instant
of the detonation. The discussion of such questions is

planned for later reports.

Richard Courant
Contraotorvs Technical Representative

i'p
;?It j

S - 4e "
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Part l. Di. ussion of' the R~esults

1a Prellivinry Remarks.

The present report is concerned with the following
problem: what Is the best location of a mirne near the bot-
tom of the sea so that during the secondary pulse the peak

irossure is a maxim=m? The result obtained is: for weights1t of 500 to 2000 lbs. of T.N.T., in water of depth 100 to
150 ft., the mine should be placed about 20 fte above the

sea bed. More exact loosti.ons are contained in table 10
p. 9.

It is significant to compare different mine positions
as to their effects on the secondary puisee This report demol-1
strates that, during the secondary pulse, the highest possible
peak pressure at the surface In obtained when the mine Is

placed in a definite "best" position. The theory indicates
that if the mine Is placed ever- a few feet away from its

best location, the peak pressure might be as 'little as on-e-
half of that corresponding to the "best" locations Further-
more, when the mine is placed directly on the sea bed, expert-
mental evidence is available showing that the secondary pulse

PA is weak and erratic.Eg1
Another 'oint. of interest is that the "best" position

also increases the effectiveness of the shook wave compared
with a location on the sea bed itself. In the latter case,
some experiments indioata that the presence of the sea bed)
has no effect on the shock wave., and others,, that it results

in an increase of about 12 percent In the peak pressure and

*See the example discussed in section 4 below.

7,1
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K impulse? On the other hand., when a mine is at the "best"
location(abow 20 ft. above the sea bed for a depth, say,
of 100 ft,), then the shock wave peak pressure at the sur-
face is increased about 25 percent over that of the sea -bed
"position since the pressure at the surface is inversely
proportional to the distance from the explosion.

1 2. The prici!e ,of stabilization.

The best location of the mine is determined by the
following Principle of Stabilization: For a Piven mass of

explosive, the maximum peak pressure in the secondary pulse
? is obtained if the gas bubble produced by the explosion in

kept motionless at the time of its minimum size. This
i• stabilization can be attained for mines by suitably balancing

the upward buoyant force on the bubble against the dovnwayd
attractive force due to the sea bed. In other cases, the
repulsive force of the surface, as well as additional factors,

I could be utilized.
9 In part II, a mathematical demonstration of the principleof stabilization is given. The following plausible argument

also points to the same result. In general, the total energy
of the bubble and water is divided into two parts, namely,
the kinetic energy of the water surrounding the bubble, and
the internal energy of the gas inside th. bubble. If the
bubble is moving at the time of its minimum size, then some
of the total energy Is diverted into kinetic energy of thej water and thus less is available for the internal energy

* [9] reports no change in the shock wave for a mud bottom.
Experiments in Woods Hole for a sand bottom show an increase
of 12 percent, according to an oral discussion. Theoretically,
if the sea bed were perfectly rigid, the peak pressure would
be multiplied by the factor j- which means an increase of
-26 per-ent. Aoually, however, the explosion tears a hole in
the sea bed and also transmits a shook into it*

:,A - .
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of the gas. 0-. would reduce th-1-0 pr esure insdeA t ca

±JanJd d. .Cwa..the

and also th pressure in the water. To obtain the optiiu

pressure, therefore, this bubble mxat be motionless at the

time of its miniinum size*W

For an appraisal of the value of stabilization, the

damage due to the secondary pulse must be studied. All

theories of damage show that for a pressure pulse which

lasts lonZ relative to the time constant of the structure
to be damaged, the damage is approximately proportional to

the peak pressure and not to the impulse or energy. Since
the duration of the secondary pulse is approximately twenty
times that of the shook wave, it would seem that maximizing

the peak pressure of the secondary pulse increases the damage.

3. The location of the mine.

Let W be the weight of the explosive in pounds,
(the numerical values refer to TN.To for which the charao-
teristlc oonstants were available to the authors), D the

distance in feet from the bottom of the sea to a point 33
feet abovw sev.. level (allowing for the pressure of the atmos-

phere), and B the distance in feet from the center of the

mine to the sea beds The problem is to determine the best

value for Bo if W and D are given. This is more easily
expressed in terms of the non-dimensional quantities which
are used in part IU. For the unit of length select

(1.1) = ft.,

which represents (approximately) the maxiaim radius of the

, This argument is not completely rigorous since contri-
butions to the pressure in the water occur from the motion
of the water as well as from the gas pressure inside the
bubble. The fact that the oan pressure is the more important
contribution arises from the mathematical analysis of the
interplay of the two effects.

!!./
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gas bubble at the first expansion. Set

(1.d) b

so that d and b represent the distance D anO B e

measured in "bubble radii".

Sea leue iD ft3

Bitf .

72r7777/7777/ 7 1 7 7 7 117
/ "I/ I I I I I /I I / / i i"/

The beat position of the mine is determined approxi-
mately from the equation

(1.3) d= 6.2b2  3.3b + .4

(See derivation in part III). Graphs of (1.1) and (1.3)

1 • are drawn in figures , s2 at the end.

On the basis of (1.1) and ( i.3), the following table

can be constructed showing the best location:

Table 1

Weight of T.N.T. Depth of Sea Bed Best Location of Mine
"(in bs.) From Sea Level from Sea Bed

-, ( i n f t . ) ( i n f t . )

,,1500 15.0 o21.0
1 000 . ..150 .. . 20 ,,2 1

I0 0 0 1 0 0 1 7 I 0

5000 100 20.2""I " ________oo____________

11
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-he following limitations and qualifications should
be noted. First, the effect of the free surface has been

ignored, so that these results are valid if t mine a
sufficien~tly far from the sea level, say. more than 3.5 L ft:
Second, it is assumed that the bubble does not meet the

Ssea bed in the course of its motion. This is approximately
equivalent to B > *eLo Third, the sea bed is assumed

to act like a rigid wall.11 The validity of this last assumption should be tested
by experiment. But there are plausible reasons for supposing

j ' that as far as the balancing phenomenon is concerned, the
sea bed does act very =ch like a rigid wall. Turing the

largest part of the time of pulsation of the bubbles the
bubble is large and the pressure in the water is 7ow; thereo

fores, a sand bottom could be considered as rigid. The
balancing effect is determined in the main by this portion
of the period of pulsation.

4. An example.

Consider a mine with 1500 lbs. of TeNeT, in water
of depth 150 tto Figwre 3 is a graph showing the'relative
magnitudes of the peak pressure in the secondary pulse
when the mine is placed at varying distances from the
bottom of the seao The best location of the mine is 21.0 ft.

from the bottom; the resulting peak pressure at any point
in the water, as computed in part 11, is 2015/R atmospheres,

Swhere R is the distance in feet from the point to the center
of the contracted bubbles If the mine is initially placed
at any other distance from the bottom, this value for the
peak pressure iim to be mxltiplied by the factor whose graph

is drawn in figure So,

"This graph deaonstrates a remarkable sharpness*in the4i peak pressure curve as a function of the distance of the

S. i The correEti'on 75,e to the free surface is treated It
T-r p AartIi• sharpecaus.nrealt the graph will not be quite as sharp because

of dev.ationx from the assumptions listed or, page I2, -I .. !
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i •, ( ii•ef from th bot . uFor exar••le, i. tve m-111 is placed

eit1er 17 ft. or 29 ft. from the bottom, the peak pressure

is only one-half of the maximum.,

If one is interested in the damage to objects on the

surface of the water, it is necessary to take into account

jt the migration of the gas bubble. Again considering the above

L •example, the peak pressure at the surface directly overhead

Sis 1.56 atmospheres (excluding the refleation from •t, bottom)
when the mine is places 21i0 ft. from the bottom. For any

other location of the mine, this value is to be multiplied

; by the faetar whose graph is drawn in figure 4. The graph

still exhibits a considerable sharpness, but if one places

the mine somewhat higher than 21.0 ft. from the sea bed, the

12! effect on the surface would be improved slightly. This is
due to the upward migration of the bubble. Note, however,

that if the mine is placed too high, say 27 ft* from the

bottom, the favorable effect of the upward migration is

sharply oounterb~lanced by the resulting weakness of the

secondary pulse*

Part II. Mathematical Stud of the Secondary

Pressure Pulse

Is introd•uction*

High pressure pulses are produced only when the size

of the gas bubble is near its minimum. During this time,
the buoyant force due to gravity is small. Likewise, the

proximity of rigid walls or free surfaces will not materially

affect the motion, since their influence depends on the ratio

of the bubble radius to the distance from the bubble, and

is small if this ratio is small. Therefore, during the stage

:1of Min4 04-'p the babble can be1 oonaidera-d as liraersed
j] in an infinite body of water and subject to no outside forces.

The pressure pulse produced by the bubble under these
,i• ,

S.1
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circumstances will be investigated. )
On the other hand, all these--outside influences

do n'Tent the bubble in the stage when it is not small.

Consequently, in contracting to its mininmm eizethe

bubble and surrounding water have a linear momentum which

remains practically constant while the bubble passes through

the minimum size stage when the outside influences can be

neglected. The pressure Irlee produced by the .b......bl Aeends

on the linear momentum acquired by the bubble. The dependence

of the peak pressure on this linear momentum is the main objec- .

tive of this investigation and is represonted in figure 6.

For the derivation of this result, the following assurmp-

tions are made:

1. The water is an ideal incompressible fluid.

2* The bubble remains spherical in shape.

3. The gas inside the bubble is in thermal

equilibrium at each instant and follows the

adiabatic law.

These assumptions are reasonable for the major portion of

the period of pulsation, and are violated only in the very

short time interval when the radius of the bubble is small.

The violations are in the nature of corrections to the theory,

and will not materially affect the principle of stabilization.

We shall not enter into a discussion of the assumptions, but

merely refer to [4].

2e The Energy Equation.

Let A be the radius of the bubble at any time, B

I .! the vertical distance of its center from some horizontal

level, and PO the hydrostatic pressure of the water at the
center of the bubble. The motion of the bubble is described

by specifying A, B as functions of the time Te

Ai )

"I
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I,¢

The velocity potential I? describing the flow around

a moving, pulsating sphere in an infinite body of water is

easily obtained from olassical hydrodynamics. It is

I (2-1) = A2 A' A3 B' Cos

where R.4 are coordinates as indicated in the diagram above,

and the lprirnol denotes a time derivative. The kinetic energy

S3 of the water is then

'I (2.2) 2r' - A[A,2+ B' 2 ]

where p is the density of the water. For these classical

results, see, for example, [3] or Appendix II.

I The potential energy U of the system of gas bubble

I •and water is

I ~ (2.3) =U A oGA

whore the first term is the gravitational potential energy

1Wi
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of the bubble due to the absence of water and the second

term G(A) is the internal energy of the gas. It the

gas obeys the adiabatic law, the internal energy is

G (A)=
A

where I is the adiabatic exponent, K is a constant depend-
Ing on the explosive, and M is the mass of the explosive

usedo

The energy equation is

(2.4) +U=

where E is the constant total energy in the system (after

the passage of the initial shock wave due to the explosion).

3. Noan-dimenaional variables.

A considerable simplification in the writing of the

equations is obtained by introducing non-dimensional quantities

with appropriate scaling factors. Likewise, in part III, it

is even more important to introduce non-dimensional quantities.

For the purpose of comparing the fcomulas developed in this

part with those in part III, we shall use the scaling factors

convenient for part III. It should be mentioned that these are

not the most convenient factors to use if the results of part

II were the sole objective.

set

(2.5) A =La, B =Lb, T Ot,

where LC ujre soaling factors with the dimensions of length.

timerespectively, and a, b, t are non-dimensional variables.

(Henceforth, capital letters will indicate dimensional quantities

and sA-li letters non-dimeninflnal quantities.) The scaling factors
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which we shall use are

(/* /" 3E

(2.6)

where. Po is the hydrostatic pressure at the center of

the explosion, and P is the density of water.* TnA ae

I scaling factors are advantageous because they have a simple

physical interpretation intimately connected with the motion
of the bubbleo It will be seen in part III that L is the
maxinmm radius of the bubble if the internal energy of the

gas could be neglected. Actually the maximum radius is

approximately .92L. Also, it will be shown in part III that

the time scaling factor 0 represents 2/3 of the period of

pulsation of the bubble if no outside influences such as rigid

walls or free surfaces are present.
The energy equation in terms of the non-dimensional

variables becomes

(2.7) a + a +

where the "dot "1 denotes differentiation with respect to the

non-dimensional time to

(-1 4. The. sali_ fctors and the internal energy of the gas for

IT. N. To,

:It Is desirable to express the scaling factors LC
f in terms of the naas of explosivo and the depth of the explosion.

a * These scaling factors dIf fer fr no.n Uho by na r. Tb'Psrnr
in []
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Let D be te distance of the c-nter Of the G.' 'io from
a point 33 ft. above sea level, so that P0 - gD11 It is
still necessary to express the energy constant E in terms
of the mass of explosive. F'or the ease of Te xp Tr, p
mental results indicate that E is approximately one-half of
the total chemical energy released by the explosion. See E4].
Slight changes in F will not materially affeet the resultsL3
since BE appears in the fo~rm V~Using the vaue given
by G. 1. Taylor in [33, p. 4, and converting to the English
system of measurements, one finds that

L = 13.2 feet,

C =285 seconds ,
D
0

where W is the weight of T. N. To in pounds, nnd D is
Ai thf distance in feet of the center of the explosion from a

point 33 ft. above sea level.
Tmkowise. making_ use of the experimental values given

by G. I. Taylor in 3] p. 4 the -uanttIy G L f,-r T- N. T.
is, in n

where M k

non-dime

(209)

Swhere k

"I ) "A/
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Chab Ing to English units and uPA..:g (2.8), one finds
that

(2.10) k = .*:CT D/ 4

where Do has the same ni.ý3nng as In (2o8). Equations

(2.9) and (2.10) are tb.o desired expressions of the internal
energy for T.N.T.

6. The equation of motion for small values of the radius
on the

the -eoonda-7 high pressure pulse Is emitted V
bubble ! near Its mini=m smize, and henceforth additive
oons.ler the case when the radius is small.

t &y'. a3  In the energy equation (2.7) 1- Lan negligible
-;V.& equation becomes

aoopared with the number 1, and the ,t

&3.(2 +~ .1S2

La'age•-•~n - -•quations of motion are

dcC a.f 0

(2.13''1

ther Z. "J - L *They beoo-s

(23&2.1L5+f)



~ 215)shows that when the bubble in near
The eel ý%48 linear momentum 33 A6 remains constant,

-its mininmwr er .- 'o!%t value by s Then
Denote

3

a 3

and the energy equation (2.:t±' -ields

(2,17) a 1 k *~

7he equations (2.16), (217) coi*16,ely dC,:uidne, in *

of. ;,.,the mot 'ion of the-bubb.Ic. diuring Its mo.ýý ltner~tat'.ng

pbase when-the radius a .te amalle An integrat_..... .:r (2.17)

arid then of (2.16),ye..~ as, b as functions of to

Equation (2*14) ,.;ves an expression for the quantity

(a a*)*, which Is 1.xý*rtant for the determination of the pressur'e:

(2l)(a 2a)o 1 a *2 -1 2 3 k

substituting (2.16), (2.17) In (2.18), we o~btain

(2.19) +*

8. The minzmum radius.,

The value of a quantity q at the time wh~en the bubble

is exactly at its min~mnim usie will be denoted bl~r is The

miniunam radius j of the bubble is. obtained by sietting

I-0 In (2.17). The resulting equation is slW~1ifled by intio-
ducaing, in place of 7, the (non-dimensional.) Iint.ernal energy
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uof the gas, defined by

(2.2o0) or .

The qail,;Ity u represents the portion of the total energy
of the system whioh exists as internal energy of the gas at

the time of midnimum size. From (2.17), we get the following
f <- equation which determines u:

1- 3
(2.21) -= (Graphed in Fig. 6).

The val.ues of various other quantities at the time of
minimum size of the bubble are of interest. From (2.16) we

I, have

(2,;22)b S~T ,

and (2.19) yields

(2o23) (4a3a)

Thus, given i, the internal energy 1 at miniimm
size is obtained from equation (2o21). All the other quantities

a.6. (a2a)o can then be found from (2.20), (2.22), (2.23).

7. The press ulse . . :e

Sections 5 and 6 give a complete description of' the
motion of the bubble when it is near its mini=u= size. We

sall now investigate the pressure pulse delivered to the
surrounding water.

1
Ii t~ -,
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The potential function c for the flow of the

surrounding water has been constructed in equation (2.1).
* he pres"'.,re ein thA water can be obtained from Bernoulli'o

equation as followst

~Ca 12.4 4-+ (grad -( -BI = O

where P is the excess over hydrostatic pressure, z = Z cos e, ,
and the term B? appears because of the moving coordinate

system. A substitution of (2.1) in (2.24) yields

' A2(A' _1
(2.25) - + terms in higher powers of

For points in water not too near the bubble, the first term
on the right hand side of (2.25) is dominant and the other

terms may be dropped. Introducing non-dimensional variables,

we obtain

(2.26) _ = -- . __.Q.02 3 R

The pressure in the water, therefore, depends essentially

on the quantity (a
2&)"

The formula (2.18) for~a &) can be given an inter-
esting interpretation. The last term S 3 represents

the (non-dimensional) pressure of the gas inside the bubble,
ane (2.26) then shows that the pressure at any point in the

water is composed of two parts, the internal pressure of the
I gasa and the dynamic pressure due to the motion of the water.

This is more clearly seen if equations (2.26), (2e.18) are re-

written in terms of the original dimensional variables. The

4',

t_1I
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result Is

(2.27) P #~A 2+~¶z.()

where p(A) is the pressure of t,.v graz inside the ,t,,ble
when its radius is A.

The principle of stabiliz-t, n -Asserts that tht most
important term In the expression -0.) -;.*...- g. a. prc. L.e
term p(A). To obtain the maxilm=m possible 0..%j.
should maximize p(A) even at the expense of complete -
tion of the dynamic terms 1 PA, 2 + B B' 2 • This is no.
obvious and requires a mathematical proof.

Returning now to the expression (2.26) for P, we
wish to determine the time when the pressure pulse reachea
a peak value. It is to be expected that the peak pressure
occurs when the bubble is of minizmm size. Althourh this

2.is not obvious from the expression (2.18) for (a a) , it
Is a simple consequence of the equation (2.19). By differ-
entiating (2.19) with respect to a and by using (2.17), we
have

-.2

(a 2 -a-I3,- 159 11 k.221 kc

This shows that A(a2a)" Is negative and therefore attains
its mwaimwu at the smallest possible value of a. Hence
the peak pressure occurs at the time of the mini'mum oize of
the bubble*

The value of the peak pressure F can now be obtained
by substituting (2.23) in (2.26); the resulting expression
is

(2.28) " =1 ;/ ' 3( - 3a)
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This Indic tea the depend: .ce of the -k pressure on)
the inter -L. energy u -1 : the time o. mini=.wm sizes and
through (2. 21), on the 3.1.near morientum L.8 /3

The :xuantity u. (4 - 3i) wll• be called the
"pressure-fc Aotor" and vill be denoted b*" the symbol 4:

(2.29) (4 -=)

It depends on\ 1 b-1 virtue of (2.21).

8B T optim ea'!-pressure,

lye are ow in a position to find that. linear momentum
I wh.•h c.' " the maxilmm peak pressure. The peak pressure

F, by (2.28), .. proportional to the pressur& factor 4 in
(2.29), which in turn depends on 1 by virtuc: of (2.21). A
graph of CL function of i Is drawn In i'Igur.e 6, and

demonst',Ates the IarS aij, nif.•a:it fact that t is largest
when i is pract ',cally 0 (or - " ; 1'.. Actually,.

by (2".>9)* is a\'maxlmw when " t " 21, vhen
1• .'1C k2  But •ince k is small$ this diff z - -ýu Ij;•t'

from -1 = 0 that I can be neglected. See fIgur,, fie
THUs, the f llowing general Principle of St,'billzatton

bas osen demonstra .3d: For a given mass of exptrsW.' .he
,,t.R=wn peak Dress• in the secondary pulse Is bbt.nedb

Ic ,.jgthe bubble m \ionless at the time of its m u siZe.
The value of tk.s optl=3m peak pressure Popt, can be

C.i~ained from (2.28) setting Is = I, with the resui'-
0 L"p', .1 PcL

Using (2.7) and (2.10), and expressing P0  in a tiosphcr.- .i
by means of P. = Dp/33 atmospheres, where Do is the

distance in feet of the cente:' of the explosion from a r. :-t
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33 ft* above sea levels we have

(Ze3O) opt. = a. sphe

where W is the weight of To No TG in pounds and R Is
the distance from the center of the bubble in feet.

This may be compared with the peak pressure of the

primary shock wave, whose value, experimentally obtained, is

Sshook 1160 R atmospheres.

The optimum peak pressure of the secondary pulse is approxi-
mately 15 percent of the shock wave peak pressure, but the

duration Is much longeras will be seen in the next section*

go9. The se.

The impulse T per unit area, carried by the secondary

pulse, ts the time integral of the pressure,

w e e to I =jPdT 0 Pdt,

where the limits of integration are the times when P = 0.

By (2.*26),

2P C *c oL P a od siiilf (-a, .

where the limits of integration are the times when (a a) O.

Using the fact that the motion is approximately symmetric about

"I I * See [3] page 13.where this experimental result Is quoted
'. ir metric units. w

The sIgnificance of this value of the impulse will be

discussed later.ii (
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the time of the minimum size of the bubble, the above

integral becomes

4Po0
a.3 . L [ a 2. ] ,

where [a2a] is to be evaluated at the time iuhen (a2a)g= 0,
or a2A is a maximums

Equations (2*8), (2*9) and (2.16) yield

A o

and
S(a4 +) 4a

Setting the last expression equal to zero in order to find
the maximum of (a A) we obtain an equation for a. If

•I both k and 9 were equal to zero, the solution of this

equation would be a = *63. In a more realistic case when

k = o2, 2 = 06, one obtains a = o61. This illustrates

that the value of a when a a is a maximum is not very

sensitive to changes in the momentum {, since s is generally

quite small in actual cases.* Using a = .61 and kI .2,

the value of [a a] is .55.

By (2.7), equation (2.31) becomes

1POCIO 08 W/
I = *73 atmosphere-seconds.

Do R
Taking a typical case of a depth of 100 ft., so that Do=133,

we find that

(2.32) I = 37 E- atmosphere-seconds.

see Part iMe. R
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. We have shown that the impulse carried by the secondary

pulse is practically independent of the linear momentum a

of the bubble, an- iS given . y t(2oq ,

The impulse carried by the primary shock wave is experi-H mentally measured to be*

W23
1 .I -- atmoophore-uecondso

b hcomparison with (20P ) indstated that the impulse carried

by the secondary pulse is three times the impulse ea.ried by

he the shock wave

This conclusion can be stated in an approximate manner

in terms of the durations of the pulsesa. Using the relation

pbetween the peak pressures obtained at the end of the lastli seation, one ean state that the secondary pulse lasts about

L eighteen times as long as the shook wave* :

[i This resultp and formula (2*32). should not be taken
i ~too literally but merely as order of magnitude statements* !

'I ~ The reason for this is that the impulse carried by the secondary+

pulse was computed between the times when the pressure Is zero.*:'

This includes a relatively long period of time during which

"the pressure is lowt and the resulting contribution to the

impulse will not be experimentally noticed and will not have

much effect in damaging structures.

If -A
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Part III. The Mechainism of Stabilization by )
Gravity and the Sea Bed.

l. The exact equations of motion.

In this part, the effects of gravity and of a rigid

wall upon the motion of the bubble are considered. The

linear momentum F produced by these factors in the course
oof one complete pulsation of the bubble is calculated. As

Cj was shown in part II, it is i which determines the peak
L pressure produced by the bubble at the time of its rinimum

sizee An equation for determining the best location of the

mine can be obtained by setting the momentum equal to

zeroe

.33ft

•'!" sea leveil

Leie

D ft.

Aft.

B ft

'

I
......

-- ,,
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Use the same variables A,B as in part II and let

D stand for the (fixed) distarae of the nea bed from a
point 33 fto above sea leveeli T place of the equations
(2.2), (2.3), (2.4), wt have*

1(3.1) 2WPA - 2(1+f0).+ -2

+j~ 4. A1 3 (D-B) + G (A) =E
P ~3

where foflf 2  are functions of the ratio A/B which

represent the influence of the rigid wall on the motion of

the bubble, W A Pg(D-B) represents the gravitational
potential energy due to the lack of water in the space
occupied by the bubble, and g is the acceleration due to

gravity. Explicit expressions for f f' f 2  are derived

in [5), and will be reproduced in appendix II of this report.

Introduce non-dimensional quantities as in equations

(2.5), (2.6) of part II, seotions 3 and 4. The energy

equation becomes

3 20
(3•.2) aN~l*o+f )a - 2flab + ('+f"b2 ]

d _-b 35 _
+ a +

I B
where d D be = and B0  is the initial distance of

L
the bubble from the sea bede

The motion of the bubble is determined from (3.2)

and one of the Lagrangean equations (2.12), (2.13). Using

r4, * See appendix II for details.

SI

(. 2.. . : i .
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tane b-equation (2*13), we obtain

(,33) c 2 t' .g3(1fq) b - 2P_ f a

4 d df:L f ~2 21 1 3
2 - bi + -- a,

wher a

P11--i(3.4)

and the quantities f 'f are functions of oL only.

Yo.e differential equations (3.2), (3.3) are to be

integrated, subject to the following initial condition:

000

at t 0, a= a0 .=9

S~b = bo = O

00

i a3 + I = O. 0f course, these initial conditions are not

exactly realistic, since at the very beginning a shock wave

is formed by the explosion. But the time interval required

for incompressible flow to set in is relatively minute and

may be ignored.*

The quantity in the brackets on the left-hand side

of (3o3) is the linear momentvm s of the system. The

first term on the right-hand side of (3.3) is due to the

presence of the rigid wall, and the second term is due to

gravi ty.

By integrating equation (3.3) we obtain the moinentuai"

at the end of the period of pulsation of the bubble-
:•i4e1 _

,• ' * See [413.:

,| I . .. .. " ° . " " / .
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i'dto ;2

2 rot- ~

+a a3dt

where the integration is extended over the full period
I • of the pulsationfrom the explosion to the time of

"I C •minimum size*

I� ? 2. The approximate evaluation of the period and the momentum*

I •! The results of a numerical integration of equations
(3.2), (3.0) are tabulated for special cases in appendix II.

I L They serve as a check on the approximations which will now

be made to evaluate the period ru and the momentum .

-The bubble expands to a maximum size before contracting

again. Indicate the value of a quantitv at the time of maxi-

mum size by a subscript 1# Thus ti is the time of maximum

size, sI is the linear momentum, etc. We shall Introduce1I
~ j the following approxir•ations which are especially accurate

when the bubble is in its balanced position:

l. The time E and linear momentum i at the minimum

size of the bubble is twice the corresponding quantity at
the maximum size; i. e., 5 = 2tl, • = 2si. This assumption

agrees very closely with the numerical integration of the

equations. It means that the motion is approximately.21 ,(i_ symmetric about the time tI of maximum size. This would
be exactly correct if the b-coordinate did not vary-

[� j2. During the first half of the period of pulsation,

until time t", S is small and can be taken as zero, so that

"b remains equal to bo0  This agrees satisfactorily with

the numerical integration, as well as with experimental

evidence.

I!I
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Substituting b bo in (3.2), we get

(3.6) 3--/2
Fa3/2 + fo

'I The solution of (3.6) is immediately obtained by integra-

tion, with the following result for the half-period tl:

"a a a3/2 +io- da

(3.7) tl da a -a30 o -- a -- k a'1

where ao is the smallest and a1  the largest root of

(3.8) 1-a 3 -k a/ 4 =0.

To evaluate the integral (3.7) it is necessary to

have a specific value for k. The value of k is given

by (2o.0) and depends on the distance D of the explosion

from a point 33 ft. above sea level, The following table

is calculated from (2.10):

D, 33 83 13 18

Selecting a depth of water of about 100 ft* as typical, )
the value of k is approximately .2. We shall select this
value of k throughout the remaining calculations. A differ-
ent value for k will change the formulas slightlye

j For k = .*2, the roots a., a1  of (3.8) are

(3.9) a 0118, a, .924.

IiI

0ii

-~ ~ . ."-',* W ~ ,.4
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II The last equation (3.9) is noteworthy, since a1  repre-

sents the non-dimensional maximum radius of the bubble.
Th•t-ual maRxtmur radius. A_ is thuts

I .; A. *924 L.

r i If the internal energy ,- of the gas were neglected,

I • the maximum radius would be exactly L.

I ~ The quantity 41 + f, in the integral (3.7) is

very closely equal to I + 2=t 1 + a as is shown in
2 u

appendix II. Aa-!dig this approximation, we can evaluate

the integral (3.7) numerically* This mumerlcal evaluation

is discussed in appendix III, the result being

t =.735 + .136

-0

ei The total (non-dimensional) period t of the pulsation is

therefore

14+ 272 =1.47 3,85:i(3, 10) t = 2tI =0 3.4 + * 147 I

Formula (.10) shows that if no riLgid walls are

- ( present (b 0 --•), the actual period t in seconds would

be

' 1.47 a,

or about 5/2 times C * This provides the physical inter-
S I Y•eAtgtion of the scaling factor 0 mentioned in section 3

of part I Ie

jjSubstituting b =b 0 ,9 b =0 in (3.5), we obtain for

,T_~
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the half-momentum sl,

Ptl a4 df 00 1 Ltl
,. a- f a2dt + a 3 dt

do 2br

oo 1 5/2 a3 0-I 1

(3 1) 1 a la a ka -3/4 d a

A da,

0 0 I a -a "

using (3.6). The first term on the right hand side of

(3.11) is the downward momentum due to the rigid wall, and
the second term is the upward momentum due to gravity*

Again taking k = .2s using the approximation

1+ a d a, =1 - , and evaluating

these integrals numerically, we get the following expression
for the full momentum g:

01 Lq 1 148)
(3e.12) + -70 +09__

b2 b'ij~0 0

See appendix III for the numerical ev..luationso

3. The stabilzed. ositiono

SBy the prinlple of stabilization, the maximum peak

j )

: I. , , " . : .. " .. . . ...
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pressure Is obtained by setting a- O, with the result

,1483

*704 +~* 4
d- b0 •113 ,019b b

0 0

Expressing d in descending powers of bo, we get

S(5,15) d 6@2- b2 + 3o3 b- + o4 o

A graph of equation (3.13) is drawn in figure 2.

More generally9 the peak presouro, as a function of

the distance bo of the mine from the sea bottom, is

obtained by combining equation (2.28), (2.29), figure 6,

t• and equation (3.12). As a typioal example of this dependence,

consider the oase discussed in section 3, part I, of a mine
containing 1500 Ibso of To N. To in water of depth 150 ft.

The scaling factor L. as obtained from figure 1, is

L = 27.6 ft.

The depth D of the sea bed from a point 33 ft. above sea

level is 1835 ft., so that

Ho ~D= 6.63.

The best location of the mine according to figure 2 is

bo = .76, or

0

1(1 above the sea bed.
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If the mine is located at various other distances
Bos the pressure factor q can be obtained from figure 6 by

"U •first determining 9 from equation (3.12). The results are

K tabulated below, and the graph is drawn in figure 3.

.6 67 a76 08 .9 100 !,1 1.2

j -s066 -f020 +:003 .015 &039 :059 :074 0087

051 * S 92 ISO #96 *72 055 e4V e42 )

As stated in section 3, part I, figure 3 shows a remark-
able sharpness in the peak pressure curve as a function of the

distance from the bottom.

4. The migration of the bubble.

A formuila for the distance travelled by the bubble in

the course of its pulsation is difficult to obtain because it
involves a complicated repeated integration. But by combining
a theoretical argument with the results of numerical integra-

tion, an empirical forimila can be developed.

, • It seems reasonable to suppose that the displacement

A b = b - bo of the bubble is an odd function of . It

can therefore be represented by the beginning terms of a Taylor

expansiong

SbAb=o 1 + 2  , .2

-A where ai, 02 are appropriate constants. In fact, a theoretical

justification of this can be given on the basis of the differ-

ential equations (3.2.), (3.3), but this will be omitted here.
; ý We can determine the constants ol, co empirically by

using the results of the numerical integration tabulated in

;it'

C.
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aippendix I. The least squares solution yields the following
formula:

(3.14) b= l1 -(I•6

A graph of (3.14) is drawn in figure 7, and is compared with

the tabulated values. The formula (3.14) is seen to be very

close to the tabulations.

6 e. The correction due to the free surface.

j For the sake of completeness, we shall include some

I remarks concerning the effect of the free water surface. The

latter exerts a repellent force on the bubble, aiding the

"downward force of the sea bed. A complete discussion Would

I require a knowledge of the potential function + and of the
corresponding values for fop fl and f 2 " A careful examina-

tion of the previous arguments however, shows that only the

first terms in the expansions of fo and -f_ in powers of

. Ia were used. In appendix II these first •erms are obtained by

successive reflections. The results are as follows:

If C is the depth of the bubble below the free surface,

and x is set equal to C-Bgthen the expansion of fo begins
C+B÷B

with

F(x)(.) 2b
8foand the expansion of • begins with

• 
-_ a - (x)

1 2b

where the formulas for P(x) and G(x) are given In appendix II.

A short table of their values follows:
I t,

' 1•
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x 1 09 Q8 o7 e6 05 .4 .3 2 01 0

P(x) 1 .86 .72 .58 ,43 e28 aI. -06 -. 25 -*46 -. 69

G(x) 1 1.O0 1o00 1101 1.03 1.07 1*10 1*221 o33 1le54 la _C

JJ ft. a4ove sea-/ec.el

.ea -leoel

When these expansions are used,, forBlas (3.10) and

(3e12) for t and i are modified, as follows:

14 (3.15) ( 1+ •ox)

(3.16 )09F
I 1 13 lx

• . b0

J :

0 bo

J £• ., o.••• . ,, , ., • ,, ,. ) , •,:. . .. : .• • ., . .



if2 
f

It is to be noted that x = 1 corresponds to no
free surffaoe (cc= )v while x = 0 corresponds to a
point midway between the free surface and the rigid bottom*

An interesting result is that F(x) = 0 when x = 1/39
L, •so that the inflence of the free surface on the period of
I the bubble oancels the influenoe of the rigid bottom.

%

W7

.[C

VP i:-

S .

I I• -

jkIc
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Appendix I. The Numerical Integration of the
Differential

To test the validity of the approxinmations made in
part III, the exact differential equations (3.2), (3.3)
were integrated numerically. The coefficients fo, fl, f2
and their derivatives with respect to oe, are tabulated

in table 4, appendix II. The numerical integration was
carried out; by the Mathematical Tables Project operating

under the Applied Mathematics Panel.
In this report we have not reproduced the complete

tables, but have included the graphs drawn in figures 8 - 11,
which are based on these tables. Here we shall pot down only

the most interesting items in these calculations, namely, the
behavior at the beginning, at the time of maximum size, and
at the time of minimum size.* The follow•ng table shows the

results.:

* In particular, Dr. G. Blanche, Dr. C. Lanezos and
Dr. A. N. Lowan helped overcome the considerable difficulties
in the numerical integration.

K- ** Details of the computation can be obtained from an extensive
report by the Mathematical Tables Project prepared for the
Applied Mathematics Panel.

t '

__.' -_ _ _ ]!
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Table 2. Ther esults of nwLmer•.oal integratlion

I. d = 11.17 0 .1172 0 15 00017
b0 8289 .925 0 1e565 .066 0189 .079

I- 57 .192 0 2.1 16.0 078 0006

2. d = 11.17 0 .1172 0 1.17 0 0 .00016
b0 = I1 17
0 1.17 ,8505 .926 0 1.243 ,0231 .00716 v0794

1*d 6991 1138 0 o149 15.8 019 _0,

3e d = 11,17 0 .1172 0 1.98 0 0 0•b O= 1•08
*8576 0926 0 I1 156] 0006 • 00205 *0791

S4a d = Ii,* 17 0 ei172 0 09 0 0 0
b 08755 o926 0 .986 -. 041 -. 0154 .0769

1*.7574 .167 0 .352 -16.9 -. o270 -. 076

•! 5. d z* o .117 0,. o .00
., b =2.00 18043 .922 0 2.01 "0047o0 -90127 -. OO0l

AZ 1.610 0164 0 1,58 -17.4 -. 0251 -,;00236

6z d . 0 .COO117 0 .15 0 0 0

-1 - 0 = 1.5 .8204 .923 0 1.52 - .0769 -. 0219 -.0002

1,6504 ,202 0 ,808 -15.4 -. 0426 -. 007

7. d- =00* 0 117 01•.2 0 0 0

0 .8266 ,922 0 1.23 - .111 -. 0339 -. 0004

1.699 *237 0 m282 -12.6 -. 0645 -. 58

. This oase oorresponds to a rigid wall alone, with gravity ignored.

I ; f

=i E

:i
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The period • and the momentum • for the cases
listed above werc computed from the formulas developed in

part TTI. They are collected in the following table, and

compared with the numerical values given in the pr'eceding

table. The agreement is excellent.

TABLE 3.

t A~
aleilated Numrical Calculated Numierical
rom (3.10)j (Table L) froId (&3.12 (Table 2)

I. d 11.17, b0= 1.5 !6A5 1.66 +.039 +.038

2. d = 11.17, b= l.• 1 1.70 1.70 +.012 +.014

3. d = 11.17P bo= 1.08 1.72 1.71 +.002 +.004

4. d = 11.17, b = .9 1.77 1.76 -. 030 -. 027

5. d = 00 P b= 2*.0 1.61 1,61 -&026 -. 025

6. d = 00 b bo= 1.5 1.65 1.65 -. 044 -0043

7- d = oo , b 0  i.l 1.70 1.70 -. 067 -. 065

: I
A

T
Iii

.II

I
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(J =Aendix II* The Velocity Potential for a Pulsating

Sphere Moving Perpendicularly to a Wall.

I. Statement of the problem.

An ideal incompressible fluid iD bounded by a plane

infinite rigid wall, and has a pulsating and moving sphere
imuersed in it. It is required to find the velocity poten-
tial describing the (irrotational) flow, and to obtain the

{ -.' kinetic energy of the liquid. The case of a moving sphere

is classical and can be found in the standard books on Hydro-

dynamics. The pulsating sphere, however, does not seem to

be generally known and has certain features of interest.
The treatment here follows [5].

jR

GA

Let A be the radius of the sphere at any time T,

and B the distance of its center from the rigid wall. The

f} velocity potential 4 describing the flow of the liquid

satisfies the potential equation

* The method used here can also be applied to a spherical
wall.
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and bas the following boundary conditions:

- __- - At - Bi cos 0 on the sphereia n
I a 4 = 0 on the plane,

where n is the normal direction pointing into the liquid

and the "prime" denotes a time derivative.

The construction of § can be decomposed into two

simpler problems by setting

(2) cA l A4)o -BI'ý

where fo, 4 1 are potential functions satisfying theo
following boundary conditions:

(3) - = 1 on the sphere, i = 0 on the planean

(4) 0on the sphere, on the plane.

[' Physically, 4 represents the potential function for a

sphere of fixed center and radius expanding with unit velocity,

while is the function associated with a rigid sphere -

moving away from the wall at unit velocity. The functions

0., Iwill be constructed by meaaa of the method of images.

2. Some theorems on images*

The theorems that follow supplement well known theorems

jon images* See Milne-Thomson, Theoretical Hydrodynamics,
Chapter 15o
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We wish to find a potential function 4 p defined

outside a given sphere, with a given distribution of sources

outside the zphere and vanishing normal derivative, =

on the boundary. A standard method for constructing 4ý is

to place a suitable arrangement of sources inside the sphere,

I called -the image of the original distribution.

The image of a point source and a radial dipole are
well knownp, and will be found in Milne-Thomson, pp. 420,421.

j Here we consider the image of a line source*

'Theorem 1. Consider a sphere with center 0 and radius

Sa. The image of a unifornm line source of strength p- per unit

length stretching from Q, to % is the following: a uniformV Q2Ssline source of strength - per unit length, stretching

between the points Q2,Q2 inverse to Ql, %, and a uniform

line sink of strength Q"Q- per unit length extending from

, 0 to Q1*

I

r re

SILZ

Q:•, Q

F

;f I' ^
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Proof. If P is any point, the Stokies stream
function •f (see Milne-Thomson, Chapter 15, esp. pp. 420,
421)is

~- ,M-j-(r-.r) + .. r~2' *' N r G

±If P is on the sphere, we have r1 r-lr

r 2 = -- r 2 ( a property of inverse points, due to the

simil t trianles OPQ , OIP), and consequently

_%V= -a ! = oonste Therefore 0 on the sphere.

Combining this result with the known image of a point
source (Milne-Thomson, pp. 420,421), we obtain the following:

Theorem 2. The image of a point source of strength m
situated at the point %, together with a uniform line sink

of strength L per unit length extending from Q, to Qn,

where m = (so that the total strength is zero), is

the following: a point source of strength m -I- at the
i' point • and a uniform line sink of trength X per

unit length extending between Q1# Q2 .

-V 5. The construction of LA .

.-_The fnction o is required to satisfy the boundary )
.1 conditions (W). If the plane were not present, 40 would beiA2

, which represents a source of strength A2 placed at 0.

"The presence of the plane, however, causes the boundary condi-

tion (3) on the plane to be violated. To satisfy it, introduce
the image of the source relative to the plane ; which is a

"I • source of equal strength at the reflected point Q19 But the

1 - boundary condition on the sphere is now violated, and to

A)
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remedy it, introduce the image of the point sotwre at
relative to the sphere. This image is a point source of
strength A at the inverse point QI and a uniform

line sink of strength A X, per unit length extending from
i 0 to Q!! this process continues and requires the use of

theorem 2 for the images relative to the sphere0 The successive
images fit very neatly together, as indicated in the diagram.

vf-

4 A I?

A000

I I
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The successive reflections are described in the

following table:

IrStrength per unit Situation

Strength of Situation of length of uniform of uniform
jpoint source point source line sink line sink

A! 0

A2

V• A 2 ~- A

2A A10Q

V~ Al2A AA I

.A-- AA AA

I ~ ~ 1~2etc*

Set
r" A

(5) d

andI (6) dn -d 0• d . . e. n_

By the inversion, dn is also equal to --

expressions for the strengths of the sources are:

.A point source of strength ADn at and Qn+l;
A

(7) uniform line sink of strength per unit length,along %%+1
i "ln and i+l•n+2'

32R1
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Introduce the quantity

A

The quantities dn can be expressed in terms of oc.
We have

,- al= A. = A =• 1

T h u s :.i]

S(9 ) d i = R O S" " d n + l = - --- P e e "

~n+12~-~*r*dn

so that the d's are convergents to a continued fraction.

The quantities D can be obtained as functions of
w. from the definition (6)e They can also be obtained by

solving a second order linear difference equation with; 1.
constant coefficients for the quantity •n , obtained from
the rocursion formula (9).

It is convenient to expand 40 in the neighborhood

Of the surface of the sphere in terms of spherical harmonics.

The expansion of a unit point source lying outside the sphere
at a distance X from the center is

R2 p(10)l(OSO)+ 2(cos 9) + ...
wI I x

•i while a point source lying inside the sphere bas an expansion

1 ( 0) + P2 (cos 4-) + .o.

tiAt
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where {P (Cos Q)l are the Legendre polynomials of cos Go
(See diagram on page 42. Integration with respect to X

yields the expansion of a uniform line source. The ex-

pansion of 4 is then easily obtained by using the distri-
0

bution of sources and sinks given in (7).

For the present purpose it suffices to know merely

the value of -A JPdS, the mean value of o over the

sumface K of the sphere. The integral of a unit point
source over the surface of the sphere is, by (10) and (1%)p j

(12) or

according as the source lies outside or inside the sphere.

The first of these is to be expected from the mean value

theorem for potential functions, while the second is a

constant, independent of the position of the sources inside

the sphere.

The value of -41.A odS can now be obtained by

using the distribution of sources and line sinks (7). The
Sicontribution of the distribution inbide the sphere reduces

to A27 due to the source of strength A2 at the center.

This follows from the second result in (12) and the fact

that the successive images, each consisting of a source and

a line sink, have a total strength zero. The contribution

due to the source ADn at and the line sink of

strength T77 per unit length along qaon+1 (see equation .)

n-' OlQn 0
2 n 1 A- +

or 
d"A Dn.jl - .LogD'i
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by (5) and (6). Thus we obtain the final rosult"

e 3  r d
(13) J odS3 4UAtS 1+DI • Dn÷! -. L log h

The term DI is due to the point source A2 at QI*

4. The construction of "

The function 4 p is required to satisfy the boundary
U conditions (4). If the plane were not present, *3 wouldA3

be the velocity potential due to a dipole of strength --

A3 cos 9placed at 0, namely, -•- . The boundary condition on the

plane, however, is violated and to satisfy it, introduce the
Imago radial dipole of strength - 4 situated at the refleoted
point Ql (see the diagram on page 45). To remedy this boundary
condition on the sphere, which has now been violated, introduce
the imge of this radial dipole relative to the sphere* This
Image is another radial dipole of strength at the

4 'nveree point 41. (See Milne-Thoomson.p. 421 ).Etc.
The successive reflections are described in the following

table-

Strength of Situation oi'
4 Dipole Dipole

43

I A3

A3 A3

A3 A3

A3 A3 A3

q2()
etc.

•JQ

-6S. . '` 4"1#"•S' r ..
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T•he general expressions for the strengths of the dA4Pole

are:

(1) at Qn ,there is a radial dipole of strength-Dn

at Qf~l4  3IUIt I I

k•k

The expansion of a unit radial dipole lying outside

a sphere at a distance X from the center is

S(15) (C o2-I s Pl(COS ) p2 (cos 9) ,

while a radial dipole inside the sphere has an expansion

(16) R 2Os0

These are obtained from (10), (11) by differentiation with

respect to X. See Milne-Thomson, pp. 442,443.

For the present purpose we are interested in the

expansion of 4I only up to terms involving P1 (cos 9).

SUsing (14), (15), (16), we obtain

cob 3S....i~i 2-• • • •
A3  noo )

1(17) +_ -Z' A ' R P"

R• ,.•Legendre polynomials.•

SIt is convenient to evaluate ].IdS and f•@IC°S GdS *

Using the orthogonality property of Legendre polynomials, '.

0 3-

iOQi "<

+ L Dý: +* tem in highe



IL and (17), (5)0 (6), we have

--(18) -2= A Z D d&.

If (19) K teos dS I A3 1 + 3 D)

5.e The kinetic enerSy 'of the watero

4 The kinetic energy J of the water is

'=~/0fgrad )dVz pf d-S

Sby Green's theorem. By (2), and the Green's theorem

f , /4to df,

lan anas

The boundary conditions (3), (4) yield

(20)'f= p toA~4 dS -ý 1 + 1 1 o3d]

K'K
The integrals appearing in (20)have been calculated

!f I in the-preceding sections. By (13)0 (18), (19),

A-'_ (21) •=••A lf)2 AfltB 13 .. ,m2

1i U
-*f 0

It 2 -~ A
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where the coefficients fo f10' f2 are the following

functions of the quantity o•= A

fo D1 +,., n'* q-i loS

f D

D 4- n+lold
(22) fi Dr dý,+i

The expressions for dn. Dn as functions of mc, are

given in (9) and (6).
The series for fo' f1, f2 converge for o4 _5 1/2

(which means A : B). They are tabulated in table 4 below.

SExpansions in powers of a, begin as follows:i" I!
~0 2 **

SiI fl1= °.2 + .265 + "

fodf/dor
.T.ho expansions f required )S-,-i •h.e•.•onsf ri +1 *fe •÷•

In part III, begin as follows:

dfc,/doew

7= f,, 041

____,___,__o-___ i-__.4• )
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dI d dfr
0', 1 2 d1 do do

S0 0 0 0 1 00 0 0

o02 .020 .000 .000 1.00 .2 .00
04 040 001 000 1.0 0 04 00
06 060 002 000 1.00 06 01

S08 080 003 000 1.00 08 01

e 2.0 .100 •005 .001 1.00 .10 .02
12 120 007 001 1- O0 1-r 02

S14 140 010 001 1*01 14 03
16 160 015 002 1 .01 16 04
18 181 016 003 1.Ol 18 05

U

.20 .201 •020 .004 1402 .20 .06
22 221 024 005 1.03 23 07
24 242 029 007 1.03 25 09
26 263 035 009 1. 104 28 11
28 285 040 011 1o05 30 13

e 30 3.05 .047 •014 1.08 .33 .15
3 52 326 053 017 1.09 36 17
34 348 061 021 lol1 39 20
36 371 070 025 1.15 43 23
38 394 078 030 1.18 48 27

o40 .418 .088 e 036 1. 23 o53 .32
41 430 094 039 1 26 57 35
42 443 100 043 129 60 38
43 456 106 047 I. 34 65 42
44 47Q 112 051 1.40 69 46

945 .484 .I20 ,056 1.45 .76 .52
46 499 128 062 1,54 84 60
47 515 136 068 1.64 95 70
48 552 147 076 1.81 1.12 86

J49 551 159 085 2o26 itP~ 55 .t27

1 .50 .577 .178 .101 000 0
ii

Table 4.

AM
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A non-parinon with the complete table shows that

1 + Is a ver'y close approximation to /I + f or

all m 5 •. and differs from it by less than 1 percent. On

the other hand, 1 - is not too good an approximation
d affd. df d

to- Further terms in the expansion of,

are not necessary since they produce only small deviations
from the formulas (3.12) and (3.11).

S6p Aproximate theory for a sphere pulsating between a rigid
ii wall and a free surface.

I Consider a pulsating bu.bble at a distance b from

I a rigid wall and a distance o from a free surface.* For

convenience, the free surface will appear vertical in the[ diagram.

I

.Jv

IW Q.s3a~ 0 P, Pa P3 P

f3 + + + +

I . 0 is the original position of the center of the

sphere, the successive images with respect to the rigid wall

and free surface will be at P Q1; P2 ' %J P3, Q3j etc.

i Their distances from 0 will be given by the following

* See [6].

Ijli
1i
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formulas:

Un = 2a(b+c) if n=--

S= 2m(b+c) + 2b if n =2m + 1

Mn = 2m(b+c) if n = 2m

= 2m(b+c) + 2c if n = 2m + 1

I The signs of the images are given in the diagram.

1i; Images with respect to the sphere will be
• ~negle eted*

The first term in the expansion of f in powers

of a can be obtained by finding the potential at 0 of

the infinite series of images PI' Q ' P2' %- etc. Some

simple algebraie transformations lead to the formula

i 0f = ;5:(2xf(x) " log 2)

where x andc +b

I I ISf~x) - 1 - + 6..

I l-x 2  9-x 2  25-x 2

'I It is to bo noted that

s , 4a A

I�I -b = . (b-) f

i I To facilitate comparison with previous-results,

'JO
'ii

I!

i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .- . _* .. , . ... ... " ....... 1• ''' " "" -...
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[ ~afo

-0 and --1 can be written as follows:

• i •o= • (-x)( Et(x) - xf'(x)1 = -(x
2b2  

2b

8bb
A short table for F(x) and G(x) is given on page. 36

J

I

U i

I;

. )

-~ I
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Appendix Me Numerical Evalp~tion of Some

Definite Inte•a s

Di part I11, the problem of evaluating the definite
Integrals in equations (3.7), (3.11) arose. These integrals
have square root singalaritles, at the limits of integration.
In this appendix we shall develop a quiadrature formula, which

was used for this evaluation but does not seem to be as well-
known as it should. It is based on Tehebycheff polynomials.

The nth Tchebycheff polynomial TnW, -I (x X _ i, is
n

defined by

T (x) - eos(n are cos x),n

or in other terms, Tn(x) = cos nO, where r= cos Oe.
The Tohebycheff polynomials are orthogonal with respect to

IIthe weight function ,I. e.,

TnX) TM(x )
n( dZ =0 if n. I.

This follows immediately when we make the transformation

By virtue of the orthogonality property, the follow-
Ing theorem can be proved:

Theorem. Let xl, x2 ... , Xn be the 'a zeros of
Tn(x) in the range -l • x 1. Let f(x) be any polynomial

i "of degree at most 2n-1. Then

--L"- UX dx f• (x,)
2 _

1E1
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The proof is aintlar to the proof of the Gauss

quadrature formulas This theorem indicates an exact

evaluation of the integral involving 2n parameters
(a polynommial of degree 2n-l) in terms of n specially

selected points. It is exactly analogous to the -tore well

known Gauss quadrature forruala, but it is simpler in two

ways: the zeros X1 ..600,Xn of Tn(x) are easy to obtain,

since they are merely the zeros of cos n e where x = cos 9;

and the weight factors imiltiplying f(xi) are all equal toI/no :
If f(x) is not exactly equal to a polynomial of

degree 2n-1 but can be approximated by one, we can write

the approximate quadrature formula

f(xf(x)

The accuracy of this approximate formula depends on the
closeness with whieh f(x) can be approximated by polynomials
of degree 2n-lo

The integrals in question in part III are of the form

da

. 3 ak _ c

[I I )

where v is sorme exponent, and ao, a 1  are the two zeros of

the expression under the square root sign. This can be

written as

4(l a)(l aCa o
II/a.

.1*
.1 -i, ~ . . - --- . .
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V(a1 a) (a-a
where the function aV. 0 has no

1-aq -- I

singmlarities and is rather smooth. The integral can now

be evaluated by using the Tchebyeheff quadratuire formula

(changing the range of integration by a linear transformation

from as, aI to -1. 1). The integrals were evaluated

I I.n this way by using the 5 zeros of T5 (x)# with the re-

sults stated in part III. The accuracy depends on the close-

Sness with which the remaining factor Rv. ... 0

I 3ý k

can be approximated by a 9th degree polynomial. It is fortunate
that the integrand need be computed only for 5 Intermediate
points. (Also, the values obtained by using the three zeros

of T3 (x) agree within 1 percent with the values quoted.)
It is of interest to see how the momentum i depends

on the parameter k. If the explosion takes place near the

surface, say for a model experiment, the value of k would

sbe approximately o 16* oer k epi16, the computateons yield

.2) + z6

in place of (3*12)o All the constants have increased, but

the alternate additions and suibstraotionte tend to cancel

Sthese increases. Thus, the new equation for the stabilized

position, where = 0, is

2d =6b + 3.32bo+ .4

.A "which is practically identical wtth (3.13). The total period

frthis case(1 tunsou t b

14 '

' r0
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whIch is practically identical with (3.10).

Finally, If the internal energy is neglected, i.e.,
I if k = O, the integrals become Beta funct4one and

182? 0331 + 94.+212)

E 1-49 1 +.*-203

i ~ The stabilized Position where B = 0 is

ft d=5elb2 + e3lb + 4

0 0

These deviate somewhat from (3.12) and (3*13).I

Ii
Ii

'I =
'r -- - - ----.- --------- ,,-. . . . .
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SU!•&ARY OF FORPMLAS

I. Scaling factors (for T. N. 1#1-

L = 13.2 ) ft.

C 2*85 -I13 5e6e5O/6
Do

where W = weight of To No To in lbs., D 0  distance, in feet,

of the explosion from a point 33 ft. above sea level.

2. Period of pulsation:

1, WI/ 3

T 1.470 = 4.19 see.

0

in the absence of outside influences; if the bubble is at a

distance b from a rigid wall, this is to be multiplied by
0

b o it

3 e Uax•mum. radius:

If the internal energy of the gas is neglected, the

maximum radius of the bubble is Le If the internal energy is

allowed for, the maximum radius is alL, where a1  is the

largest root of a3  1 - 1, and k is given by the formula
1//4

k = .0607 D

4. Non-dimensional momentium at time of nMinimum size:

The momentum due to gravity and a rigid bottom is
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° 113 *0'-"ý l (704 +

5. Peak pressure for the secondary pulse:

The peak pressure is

IW1/3 176 - q atmospheres

where R is the distance in feet from the center of the

bubble and q is a factor whose graph is drawn In figure 6.

(

- . .
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THE BEHAVIOUR OF AN UNDERWATER EXPLOSION BUBBLE
FURTHER APPROX IMAT IONS

A. R. Bryant

garch 1945

A numbaer of? approxlroate formular. relating to the -c-haviour of an underwater explosion
bubble tire presented here as a supplement to the report 'The Dohavio.Jr of an underwater
explosion oubblel, horcafter callcd, Roeport .s, Taylor's non-dimensional units are used

3 throughout.

The equations and graphs given make posaible the calculation of the displacement and
momrentum of the bubble tewards a numbor of rigid surfaces, viz. an infinite o'ihne, an Infinite
cylinder, a Sprier,; and a disc. In the casý: of the infinite plinu th& --qua.ions arc Dazed on
the work of Schiffncan, and on O.S.R.D. Report No. 38414, And ire v.ilio right kip to the case whore
the bubble touches the plane it its maximum rjINrs.

For completeness two equations, based on jrapes given in Bureau of Sips (U.S. Navy)
Rleport 19144 - 1, are included wnereby the minimumn radius and the proak PrL(Jsdre In the pulse
amittod by the collapsing bu~bbi can be calculated in the Casf- wherc all Surfaces are absent.

Introduc tion.

This note Is an extension of? Repert A in whsich equations and graphs were -given enabling
sons- of the principal quantities associated With thEi wrderwater explosion bubble toi be determined
approximately. The equations iEr:. LasedI on C.1. Taylor's thiory of the motion (if the bubble
togathor with Conyers M,ýrrinj's thmory of tnýý influenic, of plane frer; or rigid surfaces.

Tne equations of notion of the b~uosla Pear, an infinite rigia plane have teen extended by
Scruiffman(1), beyond the approximation 4ivsn by HNrrin-j ri.ht .4p to, thr Case Where th(e bubble
touches the plane at its naximim radlius. Thue int ýratlon of nis eiquat ions to give an approximate
formula for thte momentum and Jisplaconrent, 'nOl o coerparison ~with some exact irit-ejrations of the
equations iave been given in a recent pdper(2). In th. present notc thuse approximations save
been converted into th~,- crme famuiliar non-di~m-nsional units given by Taylor, and Slightly modified
to mace tncas of (nore g..ncrn) appl iciti!on.

( are A nombrer of other approximate formulae relating to the motion of the explosion bubble
aeadded natýe, some extracted from the report *Asimplifie)d theory of thte effect of surfaces

on the mot ion of on cixplosion Uijbtli", hereafte~r called 'Sp rt 3, in or -r to bring tn:,
collection of approximai ions in Report A up to date. As in that note, tne equations are

f ~collected together in Part I for c~aSe of refeýrence, with the.ir ducrivat ions o.srittird. Their
derivations are given in Part 11.

ffotatio,

The notation employed is th-at given in tam previous paper.& Taylor non-diiiwnaioeol units
are usei, tnrougnuut beir Aeroted ty asaul 1letters, i.- ill length. in fteet Pre diviad- by the

lenth cal fcto . l~A~wa.re M is tnL we-ijnt in lb. of TA.NT. hý'viihj tri. Sam- total energy

a5 the! bubblo unigr considurition. All tine.-s Lr. divided by thce ties fictor (L.Iy) i, W ehrf g
Is the acc, -aration due to )rivity. AS bcefore, ill aon-dinwnsionai squ-tions will be I1-belied
as such.

P;.rt I.

4( -
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PARlT I,

Summary of Approximaticn Fotmulae

Ihe momentum con.tant m in the hre.ance of an infiniia ririd surface..

If the rigid plane Is at a distance d below the bubOle and is horizontal, the mome,ntum

constant .n (positive upwaras) Is

0,.122 0,t.017 1z .•)2?13
m= -O7t6 . ... j j2/3 (non-oimenslonal) (a)

This equation is valid right up to th,: point where the DUb00l touches the plane at its
rnaxmium radius; the equation Oiffirs from the r,:sjlts of full numerical integration by, at most,

51 of the larger values of m, ovur thb. ranec zO = 1.5 to 16.

o.c107 (I. - z)21
If the plane is not horizontal the momentum -- •- i - 'uirected towards the

0.122 dAZ0ll
plane, Is to be added vectorially to the momentum=i upwards sue to jravity.

The Momentum Constant m in the Presence of ot/er ri id s zrfac._ ,

mn (attraction coefficient of surface) (1.11 am
6

Zo)

( non-, Ii mcns ional ) ( ,)

or m = (attraction coefficient of surface) n i sn0"()22

(non-dimensional) (Ca)

The attraction coefficient is a ]eeictrical facttr taboulated in Report B for a numbor
of surfpces nnd plotted in FiAure 2 for the cylinder, disc and sphere.

Equations (a) m•a (4d) enM only valid when the m.aximum bubble radius is small compared

to the distance between oubule centrc: and surfice.

Relation betweý.en mnomrentum constant m and dji.xi acem,srt of bubble at end of

first oscillation.

Displacement hI and momentum ccnsta,'t in have the, seine direction and are related numerically

by

n
1  

= 3.57 (mi - 0.008) (non-simewnsional) (3)

or more accurately by the curve in itaur• , In . quation L.) hI and an are the numerical values

without regard to sign.

Ninimum radius- at Aeen o s'!trmaccs alre. present.

3 0.446 z / 1 0.198 c (non-d i mens i onal) (5)

This equation agrees with 3 or 4 per cent with the values given in Figure 3 of report A.

If surfaces are present tn-n (queetion (7) of that pa-pr must b£" used.

Peak Pressure in Pt.e emintted byC.oýll.qPsJg ubbte.

When no surfaces are present

i= 25wh [ a/Oe (6)

where.
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wvhere P, is the peal pressure in lb/square inches, R thl distanco of the bubble centre In feet,and M' the equivalent weight of T.M.T in lb.. ?o Is the nor-dimns lona)l dpth of the charge,when s,,rfacus ar-. Present .,,uat;ons (7) anc (8) :,nd RHport A must be used.

T'he Attraction of an E•Plosion Bubble to an
Infinite Rizd Plane

$chif'fmnn's equations for the mo•ilon of a bubble close to a rigdo plane wall have beeni Integrated In paper O.S.R.O. 384,1 for the sp-,.Cial case where thce wall is horizontal and belo the
bubble - I.e. tn case. considerr- is that of a cthr-e at a dist•nce a non-irensional unats abovea rigid sea bea. Their aoproximato oquzttion Is found to :'jree very closcly with the results or

Stheir full n,-rrical. Int:-ljr~tlon, -ina, whcn put In Taylor units, gives

M 0.0 o 0 0,00123 + 0 .121e 0 o. o157i .

(kon-rdimensioiulI) (1)

Here m is the Imomentum constant%, which at any instant near to the occurrence of theminimnum bubble ralius, equals a.v , where a Is the radius of the Dubbte and v Its lInear velocity..

It %ay be note.1 that wh-,n tne rigid plane is infiniteiy re:mote - It. when d ( x., thefonrula bucornes

0 . 12I$
11/601 i (non-d imenrs J enalI)

This agrees, within 10 to 1i per cent, with the results of exact numerical integration given in previous
reports.

Equation (1) is somewhat cumbersone, and accordingly values of m were plottea againstS/l2 for a wioe rangei or vaiLies of zo. The roIIowilnj :NniriCal formula as oeon founo to fit thevalues given oy (1) over a very wide ranj'- - the error does not exceed 5% of the iarger values of m,over the range zo = 1.5 to 16, and d o to 0.3.

m 0.122 0 - 1 (non-Jilensslonal) (2)
o 0~ 11-

aHere the momentum is positive upwards - i.e. away from the plane.

It is interestlng to compare this equation with that given In Report A, bas•d on Conyers
Herring's first order theory. This gave

0.7 a 0.62 a 
3

I .- m - (noe&-4 1 iuens Iona I

SNow a 3Z 0.195 - an approeirmation found to b• true within about 41 over the ra.•zo 2 to z° W 8. Inserti , this in the above equation .lvos

0,.138 z
M.1 /6 - (non-d men•, onai)

of From ths It appears that the simple first order theory, valid strictly only for values
of d large compared to the mximnu bubble radius, is in fact a fair approximatlon right up to the
point where the bubble touches the plane rit Its Maximum ridius.

If the plane I3 not horizontal th,-n It I! nxr'-saary :a dl' 'te.0mntm 17 -T-j --d directed towards the plane, vectorirlly to the mcment u••, 012, 6  uPW.rdS due to gravity.

The .....

.I.
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The Relatior between the Momentum Constant m and the Disltlacement at the
End of the First Oscillation.

In orJer to calculate the displacement of a bubble it is dosiraele to have some relation
between dlsplacement at the end of the first period and the momentum constant m, The method
Adopted ny Conyers Herrinr, and in Reports A and 8, w•s to assume that in any given lase ti e
displacement with the surface present bore the same ratio to the free displacement under gravity
of a bubble at the same depth (with surfaces absent) as the momentum bore to that acquired freely

under gravity with :;urfaces absent. This in fact presupposes a linear relation between displacement
and momentum at constant depth z0.

The values of m and :4isplacement h at the end of the first period, as determined from all

available full Integrations of the equations of motion of the bubble have buen collected together

In the rollowing table.

TABLE I.

Relation between ,Momcntum Constant m and Bubble

Displacemnent ,' "non-.ditensional units throuffhoutt)

3 1l

zo c d x 103 hI

2 0.08 o0 41.55 0.69
0.09 41.15 0.69

0.10 39.95 0.68
0.11 38.95 0.68

0.08 0o 18.85 0.,47

0.09 18.32 0.46
0.10 17.75 0.145

0.11 17.5 0.45

4 0.08 10.9? 0.3145
0.09 10.70 0.342
0.10 10.220 0.338
0.11 1it i0 0.328

7.8 O.063 0 3.146 0.180

7.2 0,06. .6 -1.33 .9'
7.8 0.063 1.2 2.055 0.117

16.3 0.05 ( 0.82 0.070
16.3 0.05 f 1.3 0-.435 0.0,42

3.80 0.0975 0.59 5.41. 0.250
3.89 0.0975 0.596 1.98 0.125

3.92 n0.0975 0.42 0.569 0.01429
3.97 0.0975 0.35 -83.3 -0.212

NOTE; In the last four entries, taken from O.S.R.O. 38141. d is the non-dirnonsional distance
above a rigid surface. In all other Pntries d is the distance "low a free surface. Negative
values of m and h

t 
mean that the bubble is movinJ downwards.

It was shown, that when the bubble Is near its minimum radius the diff~rcntial equation

of radial motion contains only the parameters c and m. Since also the linear vVlocity of the
bubble is a function only of m and the radius a, it stems 1i ely that the dIsplacement will be a
function of m and c o.ly. On Plottin, hI against mI12, as in Figure 1, It is seen that all the

points l ie on the same curve. Thus n is practically Indepondent of c (whiCh varies as the -th
power of the charge weight). Moreover ht is independent of the manner In which the momentum Is

acquired
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acquired, since points represent Ing Cases in witich jravity islone acts lie on the samie curve as
those Ini which a free or rigid surface contributigs appraciably to the total momentumn.

Fro-~ Figure I It follows that the relation

hI.3.5 7 (M112 - 0. 00e) (non-dimensional)(3

agrees very closely with the results of numerical Integration down to values of h1 of 0.015.
In equat Ion (3) onl' i the numerical valuo of hi and nm are to be taken; clearly the displacement
and moemtum will always have the samne direct ion. (3).

The Attraction of t W ube to Various Surfae

It Is seen from the foregoing that the general procedure In calculating the displacemient
of a bubble at the end of Its first oscillation falls Into two parts, voz3 (1) the calculation of
the momentuma acquired by the bubble towards or away from the Surlface (to which must be added
vectorially the momentum due to gravity), and (1i) the determination of the displacement h1 from
equatiorj (5) or from Figure 1.

In the neighbourhood of an Infinite rigid plane the momientum may be calculated from
equations (1) and (2), while if tini surface Is a free plaift surface, equations (5) and (5a) of
Report A must be used. Similar 'approximate' equations have been obtained for a number' of surfaces,
In particular the sphere()4), Infinite cylinaer(il) and disc(5). In Report 8 It was shown that the
momentum acquired at the end of the first oscillation towards a rigid surface can be written

in - (attraction coefficient of surface) (1.ia~m ZO) (lii

whr ~ Is the noo-1 Inmnsitonal MaXIMUMi buobIS radius. This may be simplified still further by
using the appiroximaition a 3zo - 0.195, discustied above, giving

C*(attraction coefficient of surface) (4a)

This attract Ion coeffticitent, which -is a purt.ly geonietrical factor, has been multip lied by
4 (distance)2, and plotted In Figure 2, for the sphere, cylinder and 4isc, In the case of the
cylinder the attraction coefficient used Is only an approximate expression forea certain Integral,
and Is not valid whefi the Olutsace of the bubble from the cylinder axis approaches the value of the
radius of tho cylinder. Over this realon the curve Is drawn with a brokien lI ne; it has been
put In by eye since It Is known that the curve must tennd to the value unity when the distance of
the bubble from the cylinder's surface Is very smiaall,

ivhen the maximum b~ubble radius approaches the value of the distance between bubl and
surface these equations are no longer strictly valid. Since there are as yet no equations for
these surfaces In which still higher order terms are considered, In such Cases the approximate
equations will be the bedt estimate. In this connection It Is worth noticing that In thu one
case wnere such an '-exact' theory is available - viz, the Infinite rigid plane as treated by
Schiffimann - the approximate theory is not much in error even up to the point where the bubble
touches the planie.

Fo nmu 1 e for ffinimum Radius and Peak Pressure in Pressure
Pulse due to Bubble Colialsej when -Surfaces are AbsentL.

In Rteport A equations were given for a,, the ,nlniiwj bubble radius, and p, the peak,
pressure In the pulse emitted by the collapsing bubble. The equations were transcendientall and
required graphical solution. Two alternative equations have been put forward by the U1.S. Bureau
of ShIps(6) to represent the results Of Solving these transcendental equations. These alternative

formulae are thus more convenient ror numlýrical work, and are given more for completeness..

a1- .Ce 0 '' +Gie (non-dimensional)()
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In equation (51 the coefficients jiven by Bureau of Ships hAve been increased by about
19 per cent to bring them Into better ,ccord with the graphs of Report A ahd with the data
obtained from the full numerical Integration of the equations of motion.

The Burcau of $?hips formula for P's Is

RP. - 250 M419 (zo - z 0-/9) (6)

where the quantities In the brackets art non-diwensional and where R is the distance from the
charge in feet, and M the weight In lb. of T.N.T. having the same bubble energy as the actual
charge: PF, is in lb/souere Inch. Equations (5) and (6) eBari, within about 5 per cent with tha
curves in Report A and with the results of the full numerical Integration of the equatlons of
motIon. it is to be noted that since both RP in% a, are functIons of the anaftfltum m equatIons
(5) and (6) can only be used when surfaces are absent, If any surfaces are ipf.ent which cause
an appreciable alteration of tho momentum m then the originel equations In Report A must be used.

References.

(1) The Effect of a Rigid Wall on the Motion of an Underwater Gas Buble.
N. Schiffman. A.M. P. Memo 372 1; AIG.NYU, No. 7, Julyj 1919.

(2) On the Best Location of a Mine Near the Sea Bed. A#M.P. Rep. MI7N.R
AMx-NYU, No. 49. O.S$R.O.3 841. May, 1944.

(3) In O.S.RiD. 3)81 a relation between the Displacement and momentum Is lIven
whlch becomes, In Taylor units,

hlzo/3 - 51.25 Cra1et/2) [ t - 776 (mZo1/2)2]

This relation agrees quite well with the points obtained feom their
numerical Integration but deviates nmrkedly for higher values of h 2 0 3 from
the data in Table i. Equation (3) above Is therefore to bb preferred.

S(4) The results are collected In Report B. These equations are Called "approximate'

since, In contrast to Schiffmann's treatment of the.inflnits rigid planes they
are obtained by neglecting terms of the order of A m•0/ and higher po•ors, d
being the distance of the bubble centre from the surface,

(3) 'The Attraction of an Underwater Explosion Bubble to a Rigid DiscO

(6) Ouships 19•4--1.
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,THORY OF IUDERWATER EMPLOS ION! BUBBLES

IntroduotionI The theory of the behavior of a gas bubble produced

j by an underwater explosion has reached such a state of

completeness that it seems desirable to give a unified

account of some of the main results. When an explosive

is detonated under water, a shock wave is first emitted

and then the gaseous products of the explosion expand
under the influence of their high internal pressure. Be-
cause of its inertia, the gas bubble overexpands to a
very low pressure and then the hydrostatic pressure of
the water recompresses the bubble to nearly Its original

size. At this stage the bubble starts expanding again

and a pressure pulse is emitted. This process of expan-

sion and contraction may occur five or six times beforo

the bubble breaks up and dissolves or escapes from the
water.

The behavior of the bubble is affected by the pres-

ence of surfaces, such as the bottom of the water, the

walls of a tank, the target or the air-water surface.

SNormally: the bubble would tend to move upward since it
is lighter than the surrounding water. However, the free

surface of the water repels the bubble while a rigid sur-
face of any kind such as a wall or a bottom attracts it.
In some cases these effects may be so strong that the
bubble actually moves downward.

Besides influencing the motion of the bubble, the
surfaces also ohange the period of oscillation and modify
the size of the peak pressures produced. The theory

_ _ ____
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presented here edmplains these effects and gives a quant'i

tative estimate of their size. The values predlcted for

the period show excellent agreement With those obtained

experimentally, while the values p"edieted for the peak

pressure and the distance moved by the bubble show only

fair agreement.

An important application of the theory is the deter-
7mination of the amount of energy left in the bubble after

the shock wave has passed. Also the energy in successive

bubble oscillations can be found. There is a large amount

of energy dissipated in the transition from shock wave

stage to bubble motion and also between successive bubble

oscillations, which cannot be explained on the basig of

the energy radiated by the pressure pulse. The explana-

tion of this large energy dissipation is still unknown.

Outline

As developed in this paper the theory is an exten-
sion of that given in AMP Report 37.lR, Studies on the

Gas Bubble Resultinjg from Underwater Explosions: On the

Best Location of a Mine Near the Sea Bed. There, the

motion of the bubble in the presence of a rigid bottom

was investigated and it was shown that the exact theory
could be successfully approximated by the addition of a
term to the kinetic energy. In this paper we show that
the effects of auArace, bottom, walls, targets, etc., can

all be approximated in the same way by the addition of a

suitable term to the kinetic energy. The evaluation of

this term depends upon the solution of an "electrostatic
problem." In Section IV we work out in detail the case
of a bubble between a free surface and a bottom. Other
oases can be treated in the same way.

Section I presents a collection of formulas and a
( usummary of methods which can be used to predict the pe-

riod of oscillation of the bubble, the distance its

14

ii
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center moves during the first oscillation, the maximum
and minimum radius of the bubble and, finally, the peak
pressure emitted by the bubble. The formulas are given
in terms of certain int'r_ _----, ch can be evaluated by

the method given in Report 37.1R. Niumerical integration

of the differential equations of motion of the bubble is
* completely unnecessary. For convenience Figures 1-6 con-

tain graphs of these integrals for tha most frequently
occurring values of the parameters.

Section III contains a discussion of these formulas
and a short indication of their proof. A careful analy-
sis is made of the dependence of the parameters in the

bubble motion upon the properties of the explosive. It
is shown that, by a study of the periods of bubbles
placed at different depths, it is possible to determine
the amount of energy left in the bubble after the shock

wave has passed and also to determine the exponent in the
equation for the adiabatic expansion of the explosive.
This seems to be one of the very few methods by which
this exponent can be found.

A similar procedure can be used to determine the
amount of energy left in the second bubble oscillation.

The experiments indicate that only about 16 percent; of
the original energy of the explosive remains. Calcula-
tions show that the energy radiated by the pressure pulse
emitted by the bubble at minimum size is not large enough
to explain the energy loss. The explanation of this high
dissipation of energy is one of the major unsolved prob-

4; lems of the theory.

As was mentioned before, Section IV contains a solu-
tion of the "electrostatic problem" equivalent to the

nroblem'of a bubble placed between a rigid bottom and a
free surface.

Tn Rection II the theory is applied to tha analysis

of some experimental data obtained at Woods Hole by Arons
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n d his co-...orkcers. Three hundred gra= of Tetryl were

detorset-ed at varying depths below the surface in water

23.5 feet deep. The period of oscillation, the peak

pressure and the distance the bubble moved were measured.

The agreement between theory and experiment as regards

periods is excellent; as regards pressure and distance

the bubble moves, the agreement is only fair.

Since the agreement as regards periods is one of the

outstanding successes of the theory, it seems worthwhile

elaborating on it. Let T be the period of oscillation of

the bubble at a depth H feet beneath the surface. In
- 5/6Section II it is shown that T(H + 33)/ varies linearly

1/'3with pl(H + 33)• where 91 is a complicated function of

H, so that we have

+ 33)5/- = + 1 (H ,)

where m and 3 are constants independent of H. It is also
shon ha ~ 1/3 2/3

shown that x w C1 E and = CE where E is the
amount of energy left in the bubble after the shook wave

has passed and CI and C2 are two constants depending upon

the exponent in the equation for the adiabatic expansion

of the explosive.

From the exerimental data, (H +4' 33)5/0 an

(H + 33')- are calculated and then the constants 6 and

"f3 are determined by the method of least squares. From the

values of v, and p the amount of energy left in the bubble

and the adiabatic constant can be determined. In the par-

ticular case considered in Section II it is found that

about 48 percent of the original energy of the explosive

is left in the bubble.

•! ~Ass tupio

As in Report 37.1R we shall idealize the problem by

making the following assumptions;

S... ...- : :
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I- The water is awn ideal irioomp.resib±e fluid.

2. The bubble remains spherical in shape.
3. The gaS in•ide the bubble expends adiabatically.
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Section i

Sumnar of Formulas

Units of Length and Time

Let A be the radius of the bubble at time T, B the

distance of its center from the bottom, and H the dis-

tance from the sur$ace. We put Z = H + Z where Z is

the height of the water column whose pressure equals at-

mospheric prosento, so that the hydrostatic prossuro at

H

the center of the bubble is pgZ.
Let E be the amount of energy left in the bubble

after the shook wave has passed and let M be the mans of

the explosive. We write E = rzQX so that r@ is the amount

of energy per unit mass of explosive left in the bubble

after the shook wave has passed.

All the formulas will be given in dimensionless
terms. The unit of length is

(1.1) L = (.5E/4•rpgZ)l/

where Z is the value of Z at the time of detonation.
The unit of time is

Ii
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(.3;

Note that the unit of velocity is proportional to the

square root of Zo, for

(1.3) L/C = (2gZo/3)1/2.I0
Parameters in the Bubble Motion

If the pressure and volume of a unit mass of the gas
formed by the explosive are connected by the adiabatic

relation;

(1.4) PVY = K,

then the internal energy of the bubble when expressed in

non-dimensional terms will depend upon a parameter k

which is defined as follows:

(1.5) k = K(E/M)-Y(pgZo)A-'I(. - 1).
*1 0

Since Y - I is very close to zero, the value of k will

hardly change when Z varies slightly. In most cases,

therefore, we shall be able to treat k as constant inde-
pendent of Z0 .

The effects of free surface, gravity and bottom are

expressed with the help of a function co_. We put"

(1.6) = -[f(x) + log 2]/(H + B)

where

B(1.7) H =

and
.. (1.8) �2 1n

0 2n-)-
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and

S(1.9) Y#(x) ,-4 (1 -) _, x(-) . +2. ]j

S(2n + 1) -2

Tables and graphs of the functions f(x) and (x) are

gIven in the append-_-x (see Fi, ,1res 13, 14 and 15 and

Tables 3 and 4). Note that if the water inu ir.finitely

deep, B = co so that from (1.7), (1.9) and (1.6) we have

(1.10) () = 1/2, V, = -1/2H.

Bubble quantities at Time of Maximum Size

Small letters, a, b, h, etc., will be used to repre-

sent the non-dimensional values of the quantities repre-

sented by the corresponding capital letters. The sub-

script zero attached to these quantltieo will indicate
their value at the beginning of the bubble motion, the

subscript one their value at the time of maximum size,

and a bar attached to them will indicate thoir value at

the time of recompression when the bubble size is a mini-

MUM

The non-dimensional time from the beginning of the

bubble motion to the stage of maximum size is

S,!• . (1.11) tl = •l r'

where

a 3/2

•-!(i.13) 1i - 1  a da

a 0  Vl - a• - ka"''')

1~

Iand
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Hev.e, ao end al denote the smallest aid largest roots,
respeotively, of the denominator. Graphs of II and 12

for the most frequently occurring values of k and y are
given in Figuars 1 and 2.

The vertical momontum at the time of maximum size is

(1.14) a = 1 (I L±p,1 4) + Z= (1I + LP L~I6

where

naa/2i- da

(1.1 ) 1 -�3 = 'a,
ao

(1.16) 14 o f1 a7 /2Vl 0' da,

(1.17) ll= 1 al a9/2 da
5 ao V-- J~ - k-(-

( )= al all/2 da(z.•s) - a0 = .. a......

The maximum radius of the bubble., a., is the root
near I of the equation:

3 -3(y-1) 2(1.19) a + ka- + 3s8/2a" = a .

A good approximation to a1 is given by the formula:

(1.20) a I : k 1 1 2 3

Bubble 2uantitie, at Time of Minimum Size

The time, t, from the beginning of the bubble motion
to the stage of minimum size is twice the time to the

stage of maximum size, that is,

t) '-t1
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The vertical momentum, i, at the time of minimum
size is twice the vertical momentum at the time of maxi-
mum size, that is,

(1.22) 8 = 2si.

The mnimulm radius of the bubble, a, is the root
mnear zero of the equation:

(1.w.) a3 + ka 3 (•-l + 3i 2 /2a 3  1.

If we put

(1.4) = kI", -30/2

and

-3
(12.95) a j u

then u is the root of the equation:

(1.26) u = + 8.

A graph of u for various values of e and y is given in
'ii e r ..

The non-dimensional distance the bubble moves down-
w 4 .d is given approximately by the forwula:

(1.27) Ab 6-9(1(7 + L9118)

where

(1.28) a3/2 da

and

a 1/2
8 f

[3
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The non-dimensional peak pressure at the time of min-
i•m size is -

(l.50) (a2&). -, li••=-1 + •Cl u2-•JEt + I]-
Ii&2) ___g-2/3__

(1.3z + 3 IY.1• Uy-[I+jz.)-

AletAl valuft_ .Of Bu.bble .•uanities

It I is the actual period from the beginning or the
bubble motion to the time of minimum cize, then

or using (1.21), (1.11), (1.1) and (1.2) ve find that

('1.352) r•=MZ_•51e+ PFpaZ;718

(1.34)+

:; where

Note that

(1.55) rZ/

0o that is a linear function or ?lzo11•. In a later
section we shall use this formula to find % and 3 and then
the value of E,

The maximum and minimum radii are found from formulas
(1.20) and (1.23) after multiplication by the unit of
length, L, given in (1.1).

The peak pressure of the bubble at a distance R from
the center of the bubble is
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2 Pý L -

(1.36) P =, pgz...0 (a)

where the value of (a a) is given by 'oLoiula (1.30).
At the time of maximum size the pressure in the bub-

ble is

3( - B
1 13 0g 8a2' sal

11

I

U

• (

I(
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Section I1

Analysis of Experimental Data

In this section some experimental data obtained by

A. Arons and his co-workers at Woods Hole Oceanographic

Institution will be analyzed. It will be shown that the

theoretical values of the period agree very well with the

experimental data while the values for pressure and mi-

gration do not agree as well.

The experiments consisted of exploding three hundreri

grams Tetryl at various depths beneath the surface in

water 23.5 feet deep. Table 1 shows the values observed

for the period of bubble oscillation.
Before these data can be compared with the theoretical

results, the value of E must be known. We shall find E

by fitting a straight line to the points obtained when

TZo/6 is plotted against iZoI1/3. Table 2 gives the val-
ues the correspoding v of Z

A straight line is fitted to these values by the
method of least squares. The equation obtained is

,;(2.1) 3= 8.76 - 16.96 P1Zl/3

Figure 8 shows how closely the straight line fits

the data. This closeness of fit is a confirmation of the

theory.
Wnhen equation (2.1) is compared with (1.35), we find

Sthe.t

,(2.2) .86, p = 16.96.

S/
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Table 2

I .L- .. I

5,5 3.158 .0428 7.0 31.524 .0198 15.4 3.830 .000620
3.160 5.554
3.170 3.560 16.4 4.893 -. 00210

4.0 3.223 .0372 35117.3 3.969 -. 00525

3.239 8.0 3.575 .0166 18.5 3.938 -. 0108
3.247 3.617

5.263 3.621 18.8 3.971 -. 0122
3.634

4.5 3.290 .0332 19.0 3.915 -. 0140

3.296 10.0 3.680 .0121 3.983
3.307 3.684

3.696 19.1 4.032 -. 0148
5.0 3.353 .0292 3.707

19.2 3.980 -. 0157
3 .357 3.710

3.363 19.6 3.923 -. 0188
12.0 3.722 .007105.1 3.419 .0262 3.762 19.7 3.963 -. 0197

3.430 3.736 3.996

3.438 3.746 4.167

6.0 3.442 .0238 .9
19.8 3.917 -. 0204

3.448 14.0 3.788 .00385 3.953
.4,52 3.795 3.969

S! 3.817
6.5 5.516 .0216 20.2 4.091 -. 0264

3.531 20.4 4.174 -.0288K ____,__ ___,,___,___.. . .... . .__ __ __
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For.-,wul (1.31 ) Q3 (1.34) EOtw th a L an c p aena
on the value of E and of 1I and 12. If we consider the2

ratio m"/p we have

4I I•l(2_ l(2 or

(2.3) or 1.155
P 1.12

which is independent of E. A graph of "./I2 for different

values of X and y is given in Figure 9.

Three physical quantities are needed to fully describe

the bubble motion--the values of K, y and E. Since we have

only two constants m and p determined, we must assume the

value of one of the three quantities. We shall assume that

= 1.25, the value proposed by Jones for T.N.T., and then

by the use of Figure 9 we find that k = .23. From this

value of k, using Figures 1 and 2 and form•ilas (1.33) and

(1.34), we find that rQ = 500 calories/gram. Since the
detonation energy of Tetryl is 1060 calories/gram, this

value for rO is another confirmation of the theory.
Since we know the value of E = rQM, we can use (1.1)

and get

(2.4) L = 13.88 (W/Zo)

where L is in feet, W in pounds and Z in feet, and

C = 2.997 W' Z_

since k varies with depth as Z;", the value, k - .23,

is really an average value over the range Zo = 33 to

Zo = 56.5. If we assume that this value of k corresponds

to a depth halfway between the bottom and the surface of

the water, we find that k varies from .213 to .244. This

change in k can be neglected in the calculation of the

period, momentum and migration. However, in the calcula-

tion of the peak pressure it must be taken into account

since the pressure varies as k-

_ _ __ _

,,_________ - _______________________________
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F-igue WU shows how the periods calculated from the

equation (2.1) compare with the observed results. The

agreement is excellent.

Using k = .23 and formulas (1.27) and (1.28) the rii-

gration was found by numerical integration of IV for each

value Zo. The calculatec results are compared with the

observed values in Figure 11. The agreement seems to be

fair.

The peak pressure is calculatea from formulas (1.66)

and (1.30). If we use the values of k and y determined

by the period measurements, the calculated pressua.es are

about one-half the observec pressure. Theoretically, it
4 would be possible to use one experimentally determined

value of pressure with the two constants m and P to solve

for the three quantities rQ, k and y. Tfis was done but

it did not lead to consistent results. It seems likely

that the value of y at the time oi minimum size may be

different from the value of y during the time of expan-

sion and contraction.
Despite this difficulty with the magnitude of the

pressure, the variation of pressure with depth is given

approximately by formula (1.50). If we multiply the cal-

culated pressures by a constant chosen so that the calcu-

lated pressure agrees with that experimentally observed.

at the depth of 18.5 feet, we get Figure 12.

:! . ..... ... . . . . . .
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Section III

Derivation or FormUas

Consider the motion of a gas bubble in water of fi-

nite depth, taking into account the effects of the bottom,

the free surface and gravity. As before, we let A be the
"radius of the bubble at the time T, B the distance of its

center from the bottom, and H the distance from the sur-

face. We put Z iH + Z* where Z* is the height of the

Jff

IR
,B

water column whose pressure equaLs atmospheric pressure,

, so that the pressure at the center of the bubble is pgZ.

Just as in Report 37.1R we find that if we use coor-
dinates R and 0 to describe the motion of the water, the

velocity potential describing the flow is

2 3
(. A2A A AB ,05 ,

where is the "image" potential necessary to satisfy

the boundary conditions on the bottom and on the surface.

The primes indicate time derivatives.

By classical hydrodynamics we can show (see Report

•5 .lR) that the kinmtla enery of the water is given by

Ii I
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, ,2 2 1 2,, 6
(3.2) 12TrpA 3 LA 2(1 + A971 rA P,9~,A D 1 - B +2 "

where o, •2 anc •3 are functions of A, B and Hi which

represent the effect of the surface and the bottom. Note

that 5v,, 92 are of the dimensions (length)-,

F (length)-2, (length)-3 respectively.

The potential energy of the displaced water is equal

- to the volume of the bubble multiplied by the hydrostatic

pressure at the center of the bubble, that Is, to

4TrA 3 PgZ/3.
Assume the pressure and volume of one unit mass of

the gas in the bubble under an adiabatic change are con-

nected by the relation

S(3.3) Pv* = K•.

Tim M is the mass of the explosive, then for the actual

bubble

pv"- KM%

and the internal energy of the gas when the bubble has

radius A is

(.)G(A) = ')dV = 1W 1)

- IM,(4, 1A 3 ) 1-/(y - 1). .

BY our assumption the total energy, E, left in the

bubble after the shock wave has passed is equal to the

sum of the kinetic energy of the water and the potential

energy of the displaced water and the internal energy of

the gas. We have, then

3, 2 '2' 1) 3
27'pA (A' (1 + ApI) - 2A 'A B + B (1 + A

(3.5) + TOA pgZ + G(A) =E.
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If we use L and C defined in (1.1) and (1.2) as
units, equation (3.5) can be written in terms of non-
dimensional quantities as follows:

(3.) 3E 2 1 + aLpl) 2a 2,L2 0~2 + 162 (1 + a3,~~)
(3,63 1+ a ZZo + Ia-3(¥) i

where ka- is the internal energy of the gas ex-
pressed in non-dimensional quantities. k is defined in
equation (1.5).

"It was shown in Report 37.1R that the period can be
found by assuming, b is constant co that 6 = 0. Equation

(3.6) reduces to
S.'o 35 -a371

(3.7) aa%(l + aL•) + a + ka-3(1) = 1.

If we approximate (1 + aL9 l)I/2 by 1 + a•ip./2, equation
(3.7) can be solved for a and we get

a312(1 + aL9/2)da
(3.8) = dt.

Let

a 3/21l aS/ da

: • a 5 / 2
-f (3 .10) ai = j' a

Ya -T a3 -7
""a F a - ksa

where a and a! are respectively the smallest and largeu,.
zeros of the denominator. We find then that the time
from beginning to maximum is
(I

i-
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which is formula (1.11). The total period from beginning

to minlm will be twice t•.

momentum of the Bubble

The vertical momentum, s. of the bubble is equal to

a3 6/t° Using the Lagrangian equation associated with the

b coordinate, we find that

d3 4i2ý 1' 3 -1

(3.12) a(b3 'aaL +as%

Integration gives the value of s at the maximum as

to to

Using equations (3.7) and (3.8) and the fact that

Adt = da

we express s. as integrals over a. We have

L 0J aL 51' 2 (1+aL, 1 )'/2 aa da

0a
9/2

(3.13 + :1f a1 a (1 + aLp 1/)d

a a. /a)d

= L (33- LII4) + + o L 1

s • where

IL (
W 3 4) 2;115 2 F11
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L
1

L

14 aT ~1 a3 kla" da,

0

a 11/

a,3 a 112da

16J

Th~ese equations are the samie as (1.14)-.1)

The m1omenltuml 0an be used to give US an approxillationl

to the energy equation (3.-6) which takces into acount t8

fact that b does change* We shall neglect the toerm
232

a L o2 and a L P, which are of second and third 
orders

respectively: as compared to the first order term aLg91.

Now, since

b=33/a 3

aution (6.6) becomes

(3.15)+ a&2~Lpl) + a + 3k -l + 3s2/2a3  1

If s/ were known as & function. of a, this could be into-

grated:

a (I/( + aLpl/2)da

(~.l5)~ 1 a - ~-(Y-1) - 5s2 /2a3

frmThe vertical distance the bubble moves 
oa~n be round

frmthis formula since

43 638/a3
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so that

J' st/a3 = '~ sa 3/2(l + alpj/2)cia

since s is given as the indefinite integral of the right

side of (3.12), Ab is really a double integral but wo can

change it to a single integral by the following argu-nent:

During the first part of the bubble motion, that is,

until the bubble reaches its maximum size, a increases

from zero to s1. During the second part of the motion,

from the bubble maximum to the bubble minimum, s increases

"from sa tos= 2sI. The momentum at any time during the11
second half of the motion is i minus the momentum devel-
oped as the bubble contracts from its given size to its

minimum size. Because of the sy±Imetry of the bubble mo-
tion, this minus momentum is the same as the momentum de-
veloped when the bubble increases from its initial size

to the given size. We may then conclude that the dis-

tance moved during the bubble expansion just balances the

distance which would be produced by the minus momentum so

that the total distance moved is given by one term

a a-/(l + aLg 1 /2)da

Ab = 3i . . ....

(3.18) al Vl . a3 -k ~ -3
2/a

= 39(17 + L91118),

(.l) 17 =" "a .3/2 da

al l .8 - ka0 3-,3 /2a3

-1/2

(3.20) Is = 1 .3. r 2
a -3 _ -3(-1).3i/2a-a. il aa1

This proves (1.27).
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Radius of the Bubble

The maxim-m radius of the bubble is found by putting

0 in equation (3.15) and solving
a3 a-3 (Y"1) 2 3

(3.1) a + + 3s/2a 1

for the root near one. 1f we expand a in powers of k and

solve (3.21) we find that

k 1
(3.22) a =J 7 (X.+ 1 )k 2

Vnis is the same as formula (1.20).

To find the minimum radius of the bubble we put

= 0 in equation (3.15) and consider it at the time of

milnimum size. The equation reduces to

(3.23) a5 + ka-3(y-I) + 302/2a3 = 1

and the root near zero is the minimum radlus. Note that

(3.23) is the same as (3.21) except for the value of the

momentum. The equation simplifies if we put

(3.24) = k1/(•'), E. = 2uo , -=3s2!

and neglect that a term, since a is near zero. We have

U + u-1

or

(3.'CO5) u 1u 2 'Y + P.

Peak Pressure

The pressure in the water is given by Bernoulli's

Law as

Ii SP -•
14;)
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The second term can be neglected compared to the first.
Using (3.1) we find that

P - (A2A') (A3B') coe +

For moderate distances from the bubble only the first
term is important, so that

(3.26) P L3 (a a)I •

The value of (aA) can be found by multiplying
(3.15) by a and then differentiating. This gives

2a2 i(a 2 i)"(l + aL, 1 ) + a 4 a2 iLw1 + 4a 3 a

a3-3y. 2a-

+k(4 - 3)a a - 3 a 3  =.

Since the peak pressure will be found at the time of min-
Imum size, we may put A = 0 and solve for (a2a)". The

result is

1+ 3 -2 k4 - 3%) -- 3y
2. i+a 2a Ia)

1+

(3.27) 2a'''-+gB -k(y - 11 jl-3y.

-4a

1+

if we make use of equation (3.23). Using the notation of

(3.24) equation (3.27) becomes

.. !g-i•(aj)- 1 3"s+l •3 j 1(y ) ul-y]

(3.28)
.,-

2/3 2/3 U Y +" U 5 J
24 u
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Notice that since u is near one the bracket does not
change much as k c hanges.

We may write formula (3.26) for the pressure in a

more convenient form as follows:

2 2 L 2
"" 2 RPgZ1(R

(3.29)
,-=O'u + U A

by formulas (1.3) and (3.28).
Replace L by its value given in (1.1); then

(3.30) P = U 3E
u 2/3yi + i (,rpF) ,

This formula can be combined with the formulas (1.33) and
(1.34) for m and p to solve for the three parameters of

the bubble motion: rQ, K and Y.

suppose, for example, that we know P when the momen-
tum, s, is zero. This means that e = 0 and u = 1. Con-

sider the ratio P/*. We have

S(3.1) -= )pg( )l/• Z/ 2/3

01
21i 1"

and the right side depends only on k and y. Combining
this with the formula for t 2/p, which also depends only
on k and y, we will be able to solve for these quantities.

it

I,

I _____ ______ ___ ______ _ _
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Section IV

The Electrostatic Problem

In Section III functions $1, D2 and 9',, were intro-

duced into the energy equation to take account of the
presence of free and rigia surfaces. However, the re-

su~ts obtained depended only on the function fl. This

function 9, can be evaluated, to a first approximation,

by finding the kinetic energy of water motion due to a

fixed expending bubble. Consider the velocity potential

for a fixed expanding bubble, assumed spherical, located

at a distance H beneath the surface in water whose depth

is D feet. If we take spherical coordinates, R, es

with pole at the center of the bubble, the problem can be
formulated mathematically as follows:

Find a potential function §(R,e) suoh that

(4.1) - A on the sphere,

(4.)= 0 on bottom,

(4.'5) 9 =0 on surface.

• °il
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The last condition is obtained by taking Bernoulli's
equation on the surface, assuming that gravity can be

neglected, and then negleating square terms.
Equation (4.1) is satisfied by taking

This is equivalent to assuming a source of strength AA at
the center of the sphere. We can then satisfy equations
(4.2) and (4.3) by reflecting this soiwce in the bottom
and in the free surface. It turns out that the image with
respect to one boundary must be reflected in the other

boundary and this process carried out ou the successive
images leads to an infinite sequence of images: Let

(4.4) = A2 (,1 + )

where 4' is the potential due to the images. It can be

evaluated by a method similar to that in Report 37.1R.
After f has been found we get the kinetic energy of

the water by evaluating

P WP

over all boundaries. Because of conditions (4.2) and
(4.3) this reduces to the integral over the sphere.

iUsing equation (4.1) we have that

(4.5) E 1 p dP= §A2Pr,

sphere 

2

"where dw is the element of solid angle so that dS = A dc.
By the Mean Value theorem

1 P• t dc= '(o)

where •( 0) is the value of the potential ' at the center

I z

S•" ,Sit • - ' " • . . . . . .: ' . . . . " ' . . . . . . . , , .. .
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of the sphere. From equation (4.4) and this result we

find that

E 2VPA A (K +
(4.6)

3.32t,2r2rpA + At'(0))

so t•at F ( 0 ) e

Solution of the Electrostatic Problem

This shows that need the value of o at the
center of the sphere. It will be found by considering
the infinite set of images produced by reflecting the

original source at the center and its images in the bot-

tom and free surface.
For convenience of aepesentation we shl.l draw the

surfaces vertically. The situation is as follows:

I0? o
-p

4--

S .5-,0 13-1,s

-4 S- 3 S 2  S So Slge S3 $4

Here, SO is the source of strength one at the center
of the bubble. S S S S_ 2 , .. denote the image

sources and sinks. They are obtained as follows:
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SI is the reflection of S0  in the bottom

S is the reflection of S0  in the surface

+ is the reflection of S-n in the bottom

S-n is the reflection of Sn.I in the surface.

Note that a reflection in the bottom, to satisfy equation

(4.2), gives an image of the same strength, while a reflection

' ... in the free surface to satisfy equation (4.3) gives an image

of the same strength with the opposite sign. (A source of
negative streng•;h is to be considered a sinJc.) WIe find that

the strength of S2n is (-)n at a distance 2nD from o

the strength of S2n_ is (_)n+l at a distance 2nD-2B from S0

the strength of S_ is (.) at a distance 2nD from S
n+lthe strength of S2nl is () at a distance 2nD+2B from SO.

* 6'(0), the potential at the center of the bubble due to

this collection of sources and sinks can be obtained by com-
bining the effects of Sn and S.n

The potential at S due to S n and S-2n is

niD

while that due to S2n+l and S_2n.1 is

(. (_n 1 1 4B-2D)
(47) (2n+2)-2B 2nD+2 (2n+l)D+D-2B] (2n+I)D-(D-2B)]

The total potential due to all the image sources and sinks

is, therefore,

(4.8)~ ~~ £ n14B (.n

S0 (2n + 1) .(1-

'...'
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or, if we let - 1 = x, this can be written asD

(4.9) + + _ (o)nD J5"÷ a2 -2x
0(2n +1) -

The series on the right can be expressed in terms of

tabulated functions as follows:

0-0'( =2 E _ _ )n x x

0 (2n + -)2 X
(4.10)

d1 + X) . -lX -¶1 TTX2 M( log T'(-r + - ) T tan

and we have

4'(0) = - 5(f(x) + log 2)

1.1= - F(X) -

Note, that if D -- o, @ (0) - - By differentiation

we find that

(4.12) f1 W x 2 (
' (x)2-f'C(•.•• -- (•• -- (D

L. _

"Li

1(,'
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Table 3 Table 4

f (X) 5,X)X

0 0 0 °3466

.05 .09184 .05 .3729 -. 05 .3157

.10 .1852 .10 .3952 -. i0 .2794

.15 .2816 .15 .4143 -. 15 .2366

.20 .3829 .20 .4304 -. 20 .1862

.25 .4910 .25 .4440 -. 26 .1264

.30 .6081 .30 .4554 -. 30 .05528

.35 .7579 .35 .4651 -. 35 -. 03021

.40 .8840 .40 .4731 -. 40 -. 1;36

.45 1.051 .45 .4796 -. 45 -. 2593

.50 1.246 .50 .4849 -. 50 -. 4150

.55 1.481 .55 .4891 -. 55 -. 6104

.60 1.1769 .60 .4924 -. 60 -. 8608

.65 2.156 .65 .4950 -. 65 -1.190

.r7 2.619 .70 .4969 -. 70 -1.637

.75 3.292 .75 .4982 -. 75 -2.274

.80 4.290 .80 .4991 -. 80 -3,244

.85 5.968 .85 .4996 -. 85 -4.880

.90 9.305 .90 .4999 -. 90 -8.181

.95 19.31 .95 .49998 -. 95 -18.15

1.00 0 1.00 .5 -1.00 -O

.. t
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NOTATION

ex, CY, CZ Cosines of the angles between the upward vertical and the X, Y,

Z axes, respectively

D Depth of water

D,* Hydrostatic pressure, including atmospheric pressure, expressed
as an equivalent depth of water

g Acceleration due to gravity
gX, gy, g9 Components of the acceleration due to gravity in the directions

of the X, Y, Z axes; gx ='gcx, gy =-gcy, gz =- gCz
SH Vertical component of Q

I Impulse per unit area or pdt

10.2 Impulse per unit area due to the peak of pressure included be-
tween the instants at which p has one-fifth of its intervening
maximum value

M, Nx,Ny, Nz Functions of the distances from certain surfaces, varying from
case to case

Pressure in the water

P0  Hydrostatic pressure, including atmospheric prensure, at the
level at which a charge is detonated

PA Hydrostatic pressure p0 expressed in atmospheres

p, Pressure of the gas in a gas globe

Q Linear displacement of the center of the gas globe from the
time of detonation until the time of the first peak
recompression

R Radius of' the gas globe
RB Radius of gas globe when its pressure equals hydrostatic pres-

sure at the level of its center

R2  Maximum radius of the gas globe

r Distance from the center of the gas globe to a point in the
water

S Horizontal component of Q

T, Period of first oscillation, up to first peak recompression

.T10 Value of T, at the same level if no bounding surface is near,
t Time

W Weight of charge

X, Y, Z Coordinates of the center of the gas globe

X0 , Yo, Zo Values of X, Y, Z at instant of detonation of charge
,; i ZO A dimensionless coefficient referring to depth below the sur-

face and occurring only in Figure 5
Ratio of the specific heat of the gas in the gas globe at con-

stant pressure to its specific heat at constant volume
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DIGEST*

The gas globe formed by an underwater explosion not only pulsates

in size but also usually changes position as each pulsation occurs (1).**
This migration may be of importance because the first recompression or con-

traction of the globe thereby comes to be centered at a point different from

that of the initial detonation, and the location of the, point of recompres-

sion influences the damage that may be done by the associated secondary pulse

of pressure.

Accurate solution of the general equations of the motion of the gas
globe set up by Herring (4) in this country and by G.I. Taylor and others (5)
(6) (7) (8) in England is, in general, possible only by numerical solution of

the differential equations; it has not yet been found pvo.ible to embark on

such an enterprise in this country because of the labor involved. For pur-

poses of analysis, calculations of the motion of the gas globe have been made
by an approximate method. The assumptions underlying this method are set

forth in the first part of the report,
together with a discussion of the ap- Diometerof Globe

parently conflicting and paradoxical[, •VsGI ity.= 90 ft/cri ;i

motions of the gas globe under various : - -/

conditions. -
SFor example, in free water of Pt~-

0 KOnter of Globe
unlimited extent the gas globe rises be- of Pth ,e

cause of its buoyancy. Near a rigidL;2

boundary such as a vertical wall, the 6
C

globe is attracted toward the boundary, -

L as shown in Figure 2. Near the surface 3-

of the water, the gas globe is repelled

from the free surface. However, although 0 0.0, 0o02- 0.03 0.04 0.05
Time In seconds

the action of gravity is always presentSFigure 2 - Curves of Size and"to cause the globe to rise through the Position of a Oss Globe

water by virtue of its buoyancy, the at- near a Vertical Wall

traction of a rigid bottom in shallow The charge wee fired 9 inches from a rigid
! water, or the i.p,,lAlnt n from the free vertical wall. Note that the velocity of

J .. the center of the globe is greatest during

surface of the water, may decrease the the compression phases.

* This digest is a condensation of the text of the report, containing a description of all essential

features and giving the principal results. It is prepared and included for the benefit qf those who
"cannot spare the time to read the whole report.

f"Y Nmbers in parentheses indicate references on pege 33 of this report.

__ .,,..-- ",, .- . .. '.
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rise due to grav-Sty; in certain casets, they may actually produce a downward
motion of the globe.

The results found by acceptance of the assumptions given an'd by use
of the approximations are summarized in a series of formulas and curves. Many

of the results are stated in terms of the radius R2 of the globe at maximumI; expansion. For tetryl or TNT, this is estimated from observation as

where R: is in feet, H .(~rt8
Wis the charge weight In pounds, and
pAis the total pressure, including atmospheric, expressed in

atmiospheres.
Figure 4 presents this information graphically.

02

(0 50jo t S Ul I S I~ 0 2 8 10 2 5 10
ChreWegtWInpud

Produced by a Charge ofigh W inpounds o erlo N

The center of' the globe is d feet below the surface of the sea; lines are drawn f~or
several values of d; nee Equation [18] at top of page.I Vertical migration due to gravity alone is a special case treated

first by the approximate method. By neglectin~g the action of the gas in the
globe, it becomes possible to express the solution In dimensionless terms,

and this Is done for four depths in Figure 5 on page 13, and in Table 1ion
page 13. The minimum depth below the surface at which recompression will
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occur is assumed to be equal to 5o

the sum of the maximum radius • 1
and 'he rise to the time of the r.

first peak. The results are E 3o

shown in Figure 6. 2o
The migration caused

by the proximity of a surface,

in the absence of gravity, is 7o 0.1 1 io , 000
shown in Figure 7 on page 16, Charge Weight W in pounds

expressed as a fraction of RV. Figure 6 - Curve Giving a Rough Estimate of
The combined effect of gravity the Minimum Depth Dw, below the Surfaceat which a Charge W may be Detonated

and a vertical wall for a sin- without Blowing through the Surface

gle small charge is shown in before Undergoing Recompression

Figures 9 and 10. Curves for

estimating the rise of the gas globe under a free surface and above a rigid

horizontal bottom are given in Figure 11 and 12 respectively, page 20, for a

wide range of charges.
In Figures 15 and 16 on page 26, the two components of migration,

vertical and horizontal, are given for the combined effect of gravitation, a

free surface, and a vertical wall. As the weight of the charge increasss,

the gravitational effect is shown to predominate; thus the downward motion of

the globe from a small charge is reversed with an increasing charge in the

F ree / -

1.2Surface,-

Z -- 5 -

ii 40isplcementupwar
o.6 - -O. 4 1"lzo"-al D is plac emen t

Z toward * id Sertaca wolf
,0 .4 - - 1.0 L 6

0 4 6----6 -0 I 2 4 8 10 12 14 e 1 Z1 o
Distance from Wall Z in feet Height above SBottom in feli

Figure 9 - Upward and Horilzontal igure 10 - Displacement of the Center

Components of Disp!awerent of of the Gas Globe from 3/4 Ounce of
the Gas Globe from 3/4 Ounce Tetryl or TNT, up to the Instant

of Tetryl or TNT of Maximum Recompression

The charge is assumed to be detonated 10 feet below Detonation is assumed to occur at the height shcirn
the surface of the water, far above the bottom, and above a rigid horizontal bottom in water 20 feet
Z feet from a rigid vertical wall. The curves show deep. Positive ordinates represent a rise, negative
the displacement from the point of detonation up to ones a descent. The curve is based on approximate
the point of greatest recompression, according to calculations.
approximate calculatione.

.1J
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cases studied, and the motion is upwar6 for all charges over 1/2 pound. The

horizontal motion diminishes with an increasing size of charge in the cases

studied at all charges over 1/2 pound.

Finally, a rough estimate is made of the effect of the migration

upon the pressure that is generated in the water by the recompression of the

gas globe; curves are shown in Figure 17 on page 28. A migratory displace-

ment equal to one-third of the maximum radius R 2 decreases the peak pressure
by about one-third, whereas a displacement equal to R 2 reduces the peak pres-

sure to one=tenth of its value for zero migration. The impulse, however, is

much less affected by the migration.

Important cases remain to be taken up, in particular those in which

Sthe distance from the wall is less than 2R2 , and in which the charge lies be-

tween two rigid surfaces, like the ground and a ships bottom.

The conditions for exact similitude with respect to migration can

not be reconciled with those governing the flow of destructive energy from a

charge to a target, as applied in the nominal theory of TrB Report 492 (11).

The application of model tests of migration effects to the prediction of full-
scale phenomena is therefore subject to correction for scale effect and any

direct expansion from a very small scale to full scale, without full know-

ledge of the scale effects, may lead to erroneous conclusions. The exact

formulation of the scale effect corrections will form the subject of further

work.

Fr

•(.

I . ,--- - - -
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4MIGRATIONT OF UNDERWATER GAS GLOBES DUE TO
GRAVITY AND NEIGHBORING SURFACES

ABSTRACT

Approximate formulas are assembled, and illustrated by curves, for

the migration of gas globes under water due to the action of gravity and of

neighboring surfaces. In addition to the effect of a single surface, rigid

or free, consideration is given to the combination of a free surface with a

rigid bottom or a vertical wall. The general'analytical procedure by which

the formulas were obtained is described but most of the details are omitted.

INTRODUCTION

The gas globe formed by an ,rderweter ATiTnio1n not only Pulsates

in size but also usually changes position as each pulsation occurs (1).*

This migration may be of importance because the first recompression or con-

traction of the globe ýhvreby comes to be centered at a point Uifferent from

that of the initial detonation, and the location of the point of recompres-

sion influences the damage that may be done by the associated secondary pulse

of pressure. Measurements of the migration will be reported separately but a

number of analytical results have been obtained, and these results will be

assembled here for convenience of reference. Deductions of the formulas may

be found elsewhere (2).

The motion of the water around the pulsating gas globe is suffi-

ciently slow so that compression of the water can be neglected. Furthermore,

good experimental support exists for the assumption that the globe remains

approximately spherical during the larger part of the first cycle at least.

For these reasons certain aspects of the migration are adequately covered by

old investigations on the motion of spheres, which are summarized in Lamb's

Hydrodynamics, Section 100 (3).

A thorough survey of the problem has been given recently by Herring

(4) and numerical studies have been made, especially of the gravitational

[ displacement, by Taylor and others in England (5) (6) (7) (8). Calculations

by an approximate method have been made under the author's supervision at

the David Taylor Model Basin. More extended calculations are in progress

under the direction of Professor R. Courant of New York University; these

will be described in a later report.

k Numbers in paeaoth-e•s itdicato reference on page i. oi ý jsl.

, ri
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GENERAL FEATURES OF THE MIGRATIOW OF A GAS GLOBE

The migration results from the action of gravity and from the ef-
fects of bounding surfaces such as a rigid wall or bottom or the free surface
of the water; see Figure 1. These various actions are not simply superposed

upon each other, because the extent of the migration is greatly increased by

the periodic compression of the gas globe and the degree of compression is

itself materially decreased when the rapidity of the migration becomes large.
The migratory motion implies the existence of kinetic energy of translation
in the surrounding water; this energy is abstracted from the energy of the
radial motion, with the result that the inward motion of contraction ceases

sooner than it would in the absence of the migration.
If the gas globe were fixed in size and far removed from all bound-

aries, it would simply rise with an acceleration of 2g, or twice th nodi4 nsav

acceleration due to gravity; for the water surrounding the gas globe is acted
on by a buoyant force equal to the weight of the displaced water, and the ef-

fective mass of the water is only half of the mass of the displaced water for

the type of motion that results in the upward displacement of the globe (3).
The effects of a bounding surface or wall in the neighborhood of

the globe can be regarded as arising in the following manner: While the gas

globe is compressed, the pressure in the water is positive, and this pressure
is increased owing to the blocking effect of the wall. The pressure increase

due to the wall is greatest between the gas globe and the wall, and the in-

equality of pressure thus produced has somewhat the same effect as if iL were

due to a gravitational field acting toward the wall, The gas globe then
floats away from the wall in accelerated motion. During the expanded phase,

on the other hand, the pressure is less than hydrostatic, and the deficit of
pressure is greateir on the side toward the wall, as it is relieved less on
that side by the inflow of water. Thus during the expansion phase motion of

the water is developed that acts to carry the gas globe toward the wall. The
action on the globe throughout one cycle can be regarded as equivalent to a

sort of buoyant force acting alternately away from the wall and toward it.

2 The action during the expansion phase predominates, however, both
because this phase lasts longer than the compression phase, and because the

buoyant action on a large globe is much greater than that on a small one.

Since the first phase after detonation is one of positive pressure, the ini-

r tial effect will be a slight displacement or Lhe globe away froma the wall;

but thereafter the distribution of momentum in the water will always be such
that the Pas globe moves toward the wall, the momentum increasing in magni-

4 tude during each expansion phase and losing only a little during each com-

pression. The actual velocity of the gas globe, however, will be greatest

- . -
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Figure 1 -High-Speed Photographs of' a Gas GloL's
from a Chavge Fired near' a Wall

The charge was f~ired 6 ~incube from a rigid vviLdu'.1 ,nl .. Aalut f iej~.

Photograph 3 the globe begins to move tow~ard the weil. Photograph 4 shows the peal. of' compression

at the end of the first cycle. After reaching the wall, the globe eontinues to pulsate on it, as
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'8 fDiametert Globe during the compression phase, when the
1 . . ,,uloclty~lsOff-/sec momentum becomes concentrated Into a

l comparatively small volume of water Iura
crativel lCo le hs of water ou

rounding the globe. Thus the center of. Center olof the gas globe moves continually towardS• ~Center of Globe I
J~l_ \\the wall but advances chiefly in spurts

during_ the compression phases, as shown

6 in ingurert.;? ,•. •The effect of a free surface,

S•when the gas globe is not near enough to
WA L the surface to break through, is approxi-

0 0.01 0o02 0.03 0.04 0.05 mately opposite to that of a rigid our-
JTime In seconds

Figure 2 - Curves of Size and face. The aInitial expansion of the gas
Position of a Gas Globe globe accelerates the water above it up-'"• near a Vertical Wall

niard and that below it downward. While
T1= c-harge fired 9 inches from a rigid tdI vertical wall. Note that th@ velocity of the globe is expanded, the pressixre near
the center of the globe is greatest during it is very low, and this deficit of
the compression phases, pressure acts so as to check and then

reverse the radial motion. Because the

pressure remains constant on the free surface, the deficit is less, or theI pressure is greater, near the surface than it would be if there were addi-
tional water instead of air above the surface; and because of this relative

excess of pressure, the water lying either above or below the gas globe is

given an excess of momentum downward. During the next compression phase this

momentum becomes concentrated in a much smaller volume of water and, provided
the effect is not canceled by the simultaneous and opposed action of gravity,

4 '•the globe is carried downward. Arguments from momentum in thes water are dan-.

gerous, however; some further remarks on this subject are introducce at the

end of' this -eport.
, A_- By this attiox,, the gas giobe is attracted toward a rigid boundary

but repelled from the free surface of the water. Although the action of
gravity is always present, to cause the globe to rise through the water by

virtue of its buoyant nature, attraction by the bottom in shallow water or
repulsion from the free surface of the water may merely decrease the rise due
to gravity, or it may actually produce a downward displacement of the globe.

The effect of a boundary should increase as t~he gas globe approaches
the boundary. Under certain circumstances, however, observation shows that

A 'imarked departures from sphericity of the globe may occur. Near a free sur-

face, for example, part of the gas may blow through the surface while the re-

: imainder migrates down into the water; see Figure 3. Furthermore, a gas globe

S~i

.•__ _- ..... .~.
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midway between two rigid boundaries may break in two, one half migrating each

way (1). Such features can only be handled by a more complete analysis In
which the shape of the globe in not limited by assumption but is left to the

control of the hydrodynamic action.

DESCRIPTION OF THE MATHEMATICAL METHOD FOR DETERM.INING MIGRATION

Provided the gas globe remains spherical, the effect of gravity
alone is easily found. Tne analysis can be extended to Include the effect of
plane boundaries by using the method of images that is familiar in electro-

static theory, and by expanding in negative powers of the distances from the
surfaces, as in Herring's report (4) The entire analysis, including a spe-
cial method of approximation for the first oscillation, has been completed

V •(2) but is not given here.

I •, If the solution is required to satisfy the boundary conditions only
as far as the inverse secoend powers of the distances from the boundaries, dif-
ferential equations of the following type are obtained:

RMR -~+ 2 (*+Y 2+•2 [1)K 1+ -+ (p - Po)RdR •

i++ ; +NY + NZJ [9 .(X- X) + .(Y-Yd+ ,,-(Z
'4

3- NR R !?fR4bzdt~..fRd
Rad 4 (2]

4 2-R foR'? R" -0•fRd 3

!:4 Her R is th 0fiu of the [31e

Here X, Y,Z are the cartesian coordinates of its center,
t is the time,

it , 1, "k, i stand for dR/dt, dX/dt, dY/dt, dZg/dt, respectively, i

•_ X.. Y.. Z^ denok-,e valu.es at t - 0,

•I. p is the density of the water,

is the total hydrostatic pressure including atmospheric

pressure, at the point X0 , Yo0, Z 0,
V • • is the pressure of the gas in the globe, supposed to be a

known function of B,

A f
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gx, gYO gz are components in the X, Y, Z directions of the gravita-
tional acceleration g,

C is a constant depending on the initial conditions, and

M, Nx, Ny, Nz stand for simple functions of X, Y, and Z, depending
upon the choice of' axes and upon the nature and location
of the boundaries.

An accurate solution of these equations can be effected only by
numerical integration. This method has the disadvantage that many repetl-
tions of the entire calculation are required to obtain results covering a
wide variety of conditions.

For the first oscillation of the globe, on the other hand, formulas
can be obtained which, although less accurate, are widely applicable. These

formulas give the position of the gas globe at the peak of the first recom-

pression, which Is particularly important because it is the point of origin
SIT

of the first secondary pulse of pressure.
The method of approximation is based upon the observation that, as

the time t advances, the integrals in Equations [2], [3], and [41 grow chief-

ly while R is large, whereas, because of the factor /R8 preceding the inte-

grals, they are effective in causing displacement of the gas globe chiefly
while R is small. Approximate values for the displacement during the first
recompression can be obtained, thepefore, by substituting for these integrals

in Equations (2], [31, and [4] constants equal to the values of the integrals
at the instant of greatest compression. In calculating these values, on the
other hand, an approximate value of dR/dt, obtained by neglecting certain

terms in Equation [1], is sufficiently accurate. The same expression for

"dR/dt leads to a corrected value of the period.

The first period is thus found to be

T= TIo(1 + 0.20 MR 2 1 [53

where T10 iS the period when no bounding surfaces are near. Here M. is the -
coefficient that occurs in Equation [1., and R 2 is the maximum radius of the

gas globe during the first expansion; see Equation [18].

The approximate formulas obtained for the displacement of the cen-
ter of the gas globe from the position of detonation X0 , YO, Zo to the point

f X1, Y1 , Z, at which the next minimum radius occurs, may be rit.ten

X,- Xo V6 BXR 2  [6 a]

Y1 - Y, =V'6_ BRU [6b]
_ N

Z, - Zo =V'" BzR 2 U 06 ],1
ii
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where

I x QR PNnR? I aI
1x1Y =-,xQR, + SPAVR)j

PO + PNR;2 ) [17b]

. 16 g2 QR, + 3PNR'2)

I • Here N., Ny, and M.. are to be evaluated at the point X0, YO, Zo, and P, Q,
and U represent the three integrals defined as follows:

j( 1 1+ M )1]'d 8

. 2 I~y-- 1 R2

VI + y)37 -B1d 110]
( • O == (l + 1 +MR s•Y)T[C '• -3- V{'~g I 1dy [10]

2- AR2)-

in whichf 2= 2 + B'2 + Bý'21•
B 8X~ +~+ 2

2 11

I Ro is the radius of the gas klobe when the pressure of the gas equals the hy-
drostatic pressure at the :level of its center, and C'and C" have such values
that the roots Of the quantity in square brackets are in each case the same1 as the limits of integration, that is I and V, or p1'. The gas is assumed to
behave a% an adiabatic ideal gas, in which the ratio of its specific heats

For gas globes due to underwater explosions, R2/RO exceeds 2.5 and
the term. in V has only a small influence upon the values of P and Q: this
term represents the effect of the gas upon the motion.durling the expansion
phase. If this term is dropped, P and ' are easily obaIned as sere i, 4 n
powers of MR.:

IP -n0182 (I -0.18 MR2 .. 11L2a]

I Q - 0.407(1 + 0.23MR2 .... [12b]
S ( • A curve for the integral U, defined in Equation 110], as a func-

tion of B has been constructed by numerical integration, on the simplifying

2! -. - _ _,
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a:ýsumption that y - 4t/3. As B1 increases, U decreases; the conversion of the
energy of oscillation into translatory kinetic energy, as a result of gravity
or of the presence of boundaries, checks the inward motion' and thereby dimin-
ishes the extent of the compression, with a resulting decreese in U. For
R2/Ro - 2.65, which seems to be within reason as an estimate for actual gas
globes, the curve is represented closely by the formula

1.06 [131
+ 1 + 400OBF

With the introduction of these approximate values of the integrals, -

Equations [6a, b, ci, [7a, b, c], and [11] become, for sea water of specific

gravity p = 1 .026, if W is in pounds,

X. -X 0 =FB, Y1 -Yo =FBy, Z1 -Z0 =FB, t14a, h. ci

where

2.60 RI
+ 0.009I + 40o0Bo

B + rB.2 + B'2 + B•, 116)

BX 0t0o46u(1 +0.23MR2))CxA-• -0O223(1-O.18MR2)NxR22 1172SPA

with two other sets of equations similar to Equations [15], [16], and [17],

in which X is changed to Y or to 'Z, respectively. Here in the products MRg,
N~xRj,• 1NyR•2, NzR22 it is sufficient to use the same unit of length in both

factorS, but elsewhere P. has been assumed to 'e expressed in feet; Pa is the

hydrostatic pressure at the initial level of the center of the gas globe

measured in atmospheres; and ex, Cy and cz are the cosines of the angles be-
tween the upward vertical and the X, Y and Z axes, respectively, so that Ux
-gcx, gy O3Cy, gz =-0tz.

Here R2, the maximum radius, may be assumed to vary as (W/Ipa). Fori tetryl or TNT a fair estimate seems to be

R. -- 4.1( feet [18]

] where Wis the weight of the charge in pounds and pA is the total pressure in

J atmospheres. For tetryl the best experimental evidence available would re-] place 4.1 by :4.2, whereas for TNT, Figure 2 in Reference (7) gives 3.95. Equa-

tion t18] is plotted for several values of PA in Figure I4; pA is specified by
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I100

.c.0,oI d 00 f•el

Charge Weight W in pounds

Fi ~Figure 4 - M~aximum Radius R 2 on First Expansion of' the Gas Globe
' ~~Produced by a Charge of W Pounds of' Tetryl or ThTP !I

• Ths center of the globe is d feet below the .surfaoe of the sea; lineas3a.e drawn for1. several values of d; see Fquation [181.

.givilng the equivalent depth d in feet below the surface of' the sea, so that
" •i ~P+A 1 + d/33.

I•!• With this va]lue of R2 and with M, N, N•, N2 now expressed in terms

I .• o~f feet, Equations 115) and [17) become

-- 100--

Stiwiij ce i+ -4ooo[ --0

•2!I or, if' the small term in M is dropped, approximately,

B 5 0.142 cx - 3.72 5 10 2pO [21 )

with similar equations in Y and Z.

S~The accurac of these approximate formulas is hard to estimate.I: -I Serious doubts 4rse as to their validity when the center of the gas globe

comes closetr to any bounding surface than 2R2 or twice its amximum radius.
No correction has been made for the change in hydrostatic pressure as the

iv..
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gas globe rises or sinks. Furthermore, effects due to compressibility of

the water, associated with the emission of acoustic radiation, have been

neglected.

MIGRATION DUE TO GRAVITY ALONE

If X is taken vertically upward, Equations [1] and [2] become, when

no boundary is near,

2 + 2
k2 - +r P O)RI - 1k, + g(X-X 0 ) [22]

0
Here g is the acceleration due to gravity.

numerical inter ationn of these equations have been given by Taylor

(5) and others (6) (7) (8) The effect of the gas, as represented by the
occurrence of p. in Equation [22], is usually not large; its smallness arises

from the fact that, in practical cases of motion due to gravity alone, the in-

ward motion of the water during each compression phase is arrested chiefly

not by the gas but as a consequence of the conversion of radial kinetic ener-

gy of the water into kinetic energy of translational motion. That is, when

the centcr of the gas globe is nearly stationary, the radial kinetic energy

of the inrushing water becomes converted, at the instant of peak compression,

entirely into energy of compression of the gas; but if translational motion

of the gas globe occurs, part of the kinetic energy remains in the water in

association with the translational motion. For this r~ason the inward radial

motion is checked at a larger radius than when the globe is stationary. In

migration due to gravity alone, nearly all of the energy usually thus remains
in the water, and the motion durina the compression phase is nearly the same

as if no gas at all were present. Because of this conversion of the energy,

the radial oscillations gradually die out, as the velocity of-rise increases,

espocially if the hydrostatic pressure is very low or if the gas globe was

produced by a large charge.

In UNDEX 10 (7), Figures 1 and 8, two plots are given, based upon

numerical integrations, from which estimates of the rise due to gravity can

be made for a wide rn of charge weights and depths. These estimates agree

within 8 per cent with values calculated from the cohvenient approximate

foiuula

TA

-j*..'{*-7-7
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where W is the weight of the charge in pounds,

PAis the total hydrostatic pressure, including atmospheric pressure,

expressed in atmospheres, and

H is the rise in feet from the point of detonation to the location of

the next peak compression.

The total rise during, the first compression and the re=expansion should be

about 2H. The charge may vary from 1 ounce to 1000 pounds, and the depth may

be as much as 300 feet for the larger charges.

•- In using this formula it must be remembered that if the point of

detonation is too close to the surface, the gases will blow through the sur-

face, at least in large part, and no typical recompression can occur. This

ought almost certainly to be the case if the point of detonation is closer to

the surface tharn the maximumn radius attained by th gsloein its first
expansion.

P The formula for H as given by the approximate calculations of the
present report may be fcund by putting By = Bz = 0, ex = 1, Nx 0 and drop-

ping the term in B 2 in Equation [19], which turns out to be negligible in all

interesting cases of purely gravitational action. Then Equations [14a], [16],

[19], and [21] give H= X, -X0 = 4.0 V/W/p, in exact agreement with Equa-

tion (24].

It will be noted that the rise H up to the first peak compression

increases as the weight of the charge increases, and also as the hydrostatic

pressure decreases. The increase results partly from the greater buoyant

Sforce on a larger gas globe and partly from an increase in the time occupied

by the oscillation.

An interesting plot given in Reference (8) is reproduced in Figure

5. It shows the radius of the gas globe and the upward displacement of its

center as functions of the time, for four different values of the initial

() hydrostatic pressure, as found by numerical integration. The plot applies

"approximately to any charge at suitable depths; small errors will remain

owing to the fadt that in the calculations no allowance was made for the gas

pressure. It is interesting that at the smallest depth, z0 = 1, the gravita-

tional effect is so large that the radial motion is almost deadbeat, so that

no succeeding pulses occur.

The scales in Figure 5 vary with W, the weight of the charge in

pounds. Unity on the axis of ordinates represents L feet, and unity on the

axis of abscissas represents T seconds, where L and T are given by the

formulas

( £ L = i0W feet

T = 0.55 W seconds
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i 1.4

S= i1.2

1.0 L .tj--Cu- II
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- Radius Curves

i hyd~~Riosti Curvessue n

0 02 0.4 0.6 0.6 1.0 1.2
Time

Figure 5 - Curves.. Obtained by Numerical Integration, Showing
• pudfe Variation with Time o1 the Radius of the Gas Globe

and the Rise of the Globe toward the Suriface

"For notation and units, see the text. This figure is copied from R repencte (8).

TABLE 1 The four pairs of

Values of the Coordinate Units for Figure 5 curvesan ini
-|fhydrostatic pressure, ine-

Charge L T 0oa_ zs0  cluding atmospheric pressure,
pounds feet seconds at the center of the globe

equivalent to :0L feet of

I1/16 5 0.39 5 10 1A 20 sea water, or to L, 24L 3L,
1 10 0.55 10 20 30 40 and 4L feet, respectively.
50 26.6 0.90 27 53 80 1o6

• 'i .•L fome vauies caregien in b

rr ~ 100 31.6 0.98 32 63 95 126 Sm ausaegvni
300 4s1.6 1.12 4S2 83 125 166 Table 1.

A11000 156.2 1.30 56 112 168 225Aquson fi-
______terest In practice concerns

•Here so L isthetotal hydroatatio pressure in equivalent feet t dof sea uater, Ahere 33 fact I atmosphere. tedpha hc h lb

T from a given charge may be

M ?
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50 expected to execute a complete
E 4i I .oscillation and emit a second-

ary pressure pulse during a

10D first phase of recompression.
If the charge is too near the

Asurface, at least part of the

gas will blow through the sur-

0 oi 0.1 10 io 1ogo face and no recompression of
Charge Weight W ithe full globe can occur, as

Figure 6 Curve Giving a Rough Estimate of,' " illustrated in Figu.re 3 on page
the Minimum Depth Dm below the Surface
at which a Charge W may be Detonated 5. The proper criterion is un-
without Blowing through the Surface certain. It may be assumed

before Undergoing Recompression
tentatively as plausible, and
as supported somewhat by exper-

iment, that recompression will occur only when the depth exceeds both the

maximum radius as calculated for a spherical gas globe and the calculated

gravitational rise to the first peak compression.* The minimum depth Dade-

termined in this way is plotted on a basis of charge weight W in Figure 6.

If the depth of detonation exceeds D., recompression of the gas globe should

occur, although the emitted pulse of pressure may not be very effective if,

because of the gravitational rise, the recompression occurs very near to the

surface of the water.

"GENERAL EFFECT OF SURFACES

A nearby surface limiting the body of water attracts or repels the

gas globe. In a rough way this effect is superposed upon that of gravity, as

is evident from the linear combination of the two terms in Bx, By, Bz, as in

Equations [1a, b, .,], [17], [20], [21]. Some interaction of the two effects
arises, however, from the fact that the integral U in Equation [6a, b, c], or

"ito the quantity B defined by Equation [161, depends upon both effects.
Comparisons for charges of different weights are most easily made

J I•'i at distances from the limiting surface in proportion to the maximum radius R2.
-i, • Then at corresponding distances the factors NX, Ny, INz in Equations [7a, b,

-"i .l c], [111, [20], [21] actually vary as 1/Ri, so that tht corresponding surface

terms in Bx, By, Bz do not vary at all, whereas under fixed hydrostatic pres-

sure the gravity terms vary as R2 or as Wi, where W is the weight of the

charge. For this reason it turns out that, at distances of the order of 2R2

( ' * For small charges, where the rise is decreased or even made negative by *an effect of the free surface,

" _ LD, is determined by the maximx-m radius.

[I
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from the surface and at ordinary depths below the surface of the water, the

effect of a bounding surface should predominate for small charges like deto-

nators; for charges of a few ounces the two effects should be comparable in
magnitude, and for charges of 100 pounds or more the gravity effect should

usually predominate.

MIGRATION DUE TO A SURFACE IN THE ABSENCE OF GRAVITY

If Z denotes the distance from the surface, Nx = NA= 0, and it is
found that ,

=NZ -[25a, b]

where the upper sign refers to a rigid surface and the lower sign to a free

surface.
The nerind of the firet nsn'ill1tinn will hP mnrov1mtatly, from

Equation [5]

T, = T10 (I-+ 0. 20 2) [26)

in terms of the period T,, for Z = co and the first maximum radius R 2 . Thus a
rigid boun~dary lengthens the period, a free surface decreases it. For Z
2R 2, however, the change in the period is only 10 per cent.

If the gravitational effect is neglected, as is justifiable for the
gas globe produced by a detonator under ordinary pressures, from Equations

[14c], [15)1,[ and the analog of Equation [17J,

Z 2.60 BR = .• 0.009 [27]
+ 000 B•

B = 0.ZZ3( 1 + 0.18 [(Z) -28]

Here Z, - Z 0 represents the displancement of the gas globe, from the point of
detonation up to the first peak recompression, measured positively away from
the surface.

For R 2 /Z near.,1/2, approximately

Z,_ -Z 3-

Zl ~ 1g .23 R2_ [28a)

whereas at very small R2/Z, approximately

R2 z 2

ii,
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.ree Surface

Rapueion 4 fro --

g id S u rfa c e "

Gravity Is neglected.

Rigid Surface r

U'0 1 34 0 7 a 9 10

L gure 7 - Effect Of a Single Surface on a Gas Globe
'when Gravity Is Neglected

I zi- Z01 denotes the displacement of the center durin~g the interval until the first peak

0upression, Za the distance of the point of detonation from the surface,R2the maximum radius during the first expansion.

4UThus the effect of the surface should fall off with increasing distance Z at
Sfirst nearly as 11Z, then more rapidly and ultimately as 11Z 2

The sign indicates that a rigid surface (upper signs) should at-tract the gas globe. wheaenas a free surface (lower signs) should repel it, in
agreement with observation. The two effects are nearly equal in magnitude,I but the repulsion is a little greater.

Equation [27] is plotted in Figure 7. In using these formulas itmust be remembered that R2 varies with the hydrostatic pressure, as indicated
in Equation [18]. The formulas probably become unreliable when Z < 2R2 ; theScorresponding parts of the curves are shown broker in Figure 7.

MIGRATION DUE TO GRAVITY AND t P9

Assume that the surface
the gas globe, make an angle e wi'
tance of the center of the gas gle

41 coordinate of the center measured
r •upward in a vertical plane; see F!

are Equations [14a, c], [15], [p6'
itsin 0, cy, 0, CZ cos 0; and theS 1  ) M = -

4M
K4

1V
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"x x

7L

Figure 8 - Diagram Illustrating a Gas Globe under the Simultaneous
Influence of Gravity and a Neighboring Rigid Surface S

The circle represents a globe of gas surrounded by water; the mass of water is
bounded on one side by a rigid wall.

while Nx= Ny 0. Hence, for the displacement of the globe to the first
peak recompression

X,--Xo FBx, Z 1 -Zo0 -FBz [30a, b]

F= 2.60 R2

CB+ 0.009 [31a]+I + 4000.82

B =Bx 2 + B, 2  [31b]

S= 0.0346 [1+ 0. 2 3R 2 sin [32]

0.0346 1] + 0. 2 3  2E2- cos0 0.223 1- 0.18 R](R)2

or, to a good approximation, )

Bx. = 0.0346 AL sin0 [34a]
PA

= 0.0346 R2 cosO - 0 .2 2 3  [34b]

PA

Here X, - XG and Z - o represent components of the displacement measured

positively in the direction of increasing X or Z.
The first period, from Equation [5], is

T O 1+0.20 -Z][353

- I . f. " .- -"
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In the formulas, values of W are in pounds and all values of X and

Z in feet; PA is the total hydrostatic pressure in atmospheres.

The case, 0 - 0, applies to a rigid horizontal bottom. The forinu-
las for 9 - n, on the other hand, are found to apply to a free surface, with
Z measured away from the surface and hence downward, provided changes are
made corresponding to the assumption that, for the free surface,

1 1
M=-• NZ=- [36a, b]

(1 in place of Equations [29a, b]. Hence for a rigid horizontal bottom and for
the free surface of the water, the formulas can conveniently be written

together as follows:

22.60 BR 2
Z, -Z. = 371" - " ~~0.0010 - 37

± + 0.046 0.23 -Z-] -R-- 0.223 [1 - 0.18 [381

or, to a good approximation

Bz= [.0346 2 - 0.223 R [3 8 a]
PA 2Zi

The upper sign refers to the rigid bottom and the lower sign to the free sur-

face. Fib symbol IBzi denotes the numerical value of B. taken without regard

to sign; and Z - Zo represents in each case the displacement measured posl.-

tively away from the surface.

The first period is i. 3

2 j These formulas probably become unreliable when

i..Iz < 2• RI= 8

Because of the negative sign between the two parts c-f Bz, the grav-

Itational effect and the effect of the surface oppose each other in the case

i of a free surface or a rigid surface below the charge, whereas the two ef-

fects are in the same direction when a rigid surface lies above the charge.The gas globe from a anall charge near the surface of the water sinks instead

"-- of rising.

1

_- , - .i -•, I'" " "' -•.. ..... "
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FHorizontal iisplscemlnla E
L toward rigid vertical wall -l.0

the Of4 r .0

S~~~~aprxaecauatos
0i 781 - 2--- 6 1012 14 1938 20

Distance from Wall Z in feet y Hghet above Bottom in feet
Figure 9 - Upward and Horizontal Figure 10 - Displacement of the Centertompo ren ofa tDisplacement of of the Gas Globe from 3a Ounce ofSGas Globe from 3/c Ounce Tetryl or TNT, up to the Instantof-Tetryl orTN o Mxiu Recompression

SThe charge is assumed to be detonated 10 feet below Detonation is assumed to occur at the height shown
the surfad o of the water, far abovn the bc ottcua, and above a rigtd horizontal bottom in water 20 feet
Z feet from a rigid vertical siesl. The curves show deep. Positive ordinates represent a rise, negative
the d1Fplaoement from the point of detonation up to ones a descent. The curve is based on approximate

t the point of greatest recompression, according to calcurlations.

~ approximate calculations.

The effects due to gravity and to the surface are almost additive
but not entirely so, because of the occurrence of B or sb 2b r in F. When grav-
ity and the surface produce opposite effects, as in the case of a rigid bot-
tom or a free surface, the net displacement is a little greater than the

Shnumerical difference of the values that the two displaoe.ients would have if
they occurred singly. In such cases the gas globe contracts to a smaller

SZradius than it would if only one effect occurred, and this decrease in the
minimum radius increases the displacement. Otherwise, as in the case of a
rigid wall located to one side of the globe or the rigid bottom of a boat

Sabove it, the two displacements are slightly decreased by their coexistence.i n The formulas are Ilustrated i Figures 9 sa nd 10, which refer to a
3A4-ounce charge of tetryl or TNT detonated at Z feet from a surface. In
Figure 9 the surface Is assumed to be a rigid vertical wall, the charge IsI detonated 10 feet below the surface of the writr, and the bottom Is assumed

I1I~ to lie much deeper. The vertical rise of the center of the gas globe and its

horizontal di.splacement toward the wall, up to the point of maximum compres-

sion, are shown by curves. In Figure 10 curve-s are shown for the same charge

.Zfeet ahove a horizontal rigid bottom in water 20 feet deep. It will be1Inoted that the gas globe descends If formed less than about 3.5 feet from
either the bottom or the free surface.

The formulas for a free surface and for a rigid bottom are plotted
In general terms in Figures 11 and 12, as explained under the figures.
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,1 !!!f !I !111401! !! i!11 I L!• :[

I-
0.50I 506V1tS~ 00 ~o

Detonated at a Depth Z below thre Surface0!thSeofIineDph

Fig re 11-Riessiof; bthe Gand Glare Focrmesd by term uns of , Th e i tervein orxism

3 radius. Curves are shown for three values of Z. For R2 see Figure 4 or.Equation [i81.
S11L anlo• 1• I 1 II1It 11111rn1

1.0 200

-itance IZ above tih Bottom Io IttheSe

S[! Charge Weiht / npoud

'!IFigure 12 CuvsfrEtmtn-h Rise H of ah Gas Globe aomdb I Pud fT try oaT
•, Detonate~ D ist a nept Z aboelo the Burface of the SeaofniitDeh

1he rise Is from the time of detonation up to the time of the next peak recompression. H2
is the intervening maximum radius in feet; pA is the total hydrostatic pressure in atjsos-
pheres or 1 +d/33 where d is the depth of water in feet at the point of detonation. Curvesii 9 rare shown for four values Of Z/R 2 . For R 2 see Figure 4 or .quaution [18]. The curves are

drawn on the assumption of infinite depth; they are fairly accurate if the gas globe Is at
least 5R2 below the surface.

'Ii ',
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SFigure. i3 -Plot of the Critical Depth Do for Migration

(:near the Bottom of the Sea
In sea water of depth lee• than D, feat, the gas globe should rise during the first recompression if•Zdetonation occurs at a distanen 2- ZS above the bottom, where Z2 = 2R2; 91 is plotted in terms of a

l r scale sn at, the right. In water of depth greater than Do, the globe should sink toward the
botto if 9 = Z2. For fair accuracy the gas globe should be at least 5R2 below the surfaa.

From Figure 11 it is seen that migration downward can be produced

by a free surface only if the charge is less than 0.2 pound, provided deto-

nation occurs at a depth at least as great as 2R2 below the surface. In the
U absence of more exact calculations, it may reasonably be surmised that the

globe from 1 pound or more of TNT or tetryl should migrate upward, however

close to the surface it may be formed.

The effect of the bottom is more complicated because the totar hy-
drostatic pressure, as influenced by the depth of the water, enters as a new

variable. In order to illustrate more concretely the implications of Figure
12, there is plotted on a basis of Win Figure 13 "he depth of sea water Do

at which R 2 /p -= 1.33; the value of Z when Z 2R2 in water of this depth is
siuon da dfe-rent scale, &as

The formulas for Dp and Zg are

6 = [.I~! Do -S 9• Z ,- 4.1) W - , Z =8

In water shallower than Do, the gas globe shotild rise if for;i.ed at, a distance
Zs or greater above the bottom; in water deeper than Do, it should sink when

it is formed at a distance equal to Z2, and also at progr':'v'ly greater dis-

timoes as the depth of water is increased.

Unfortunately the approximate formulas become unreliable at those

] short distances which are of greatest practical interest; they should be

fairly accurate if Z • 2Rg.

SI
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It is particularly unfortunate that calculations do not exist for

charges detonated on the bottom. They are made difficult by the inevitable
distortion of the gas globe. As Z is diminished below 2R2 1 the attractive
effect of the bottom should probably increase and then decrease again. This

conclusion is based on the following ideal case. The water flow around a
hemispherical charge lying with its flat face on a rigid bottom and detonated
at Its center should resemble half of the flow around a spherical charge of

the same radius detonated in open water; gravity should, therefore, cause the

gas globe from the hemisphere to rise. From the analytical results it may

reasonably be surmised that the gas globe from 10 pounds or over, detonated
on the bottom under any depth of water of practical Interest, will probably
rise during the first recompression.

MIGRATION OF A GAS aLOBE IN SHALLOW WATER
The combined effect of the free surface and of a parallel rigid

bottom can be obtained by extending the method of images. If Z is taken to

stand for the distance of the center of the gas globe above the bottom, it is

found that only those changes need to be made in the formulas, as obtained

for a rigid bottom alone, which correspond to the assumption, instead of
[29a, b]

T, a1.39 , b

D NZ = S2  - b]

where D is the total depth of the water, 1.39 represents 2 log 2, and T, and
S 2 stand for the series

1 1 1, 1 + 1 1
Z D-Z D + Z 2D -Z 2D+- Z D -Z

~1 1 1 1 1
027 + / Z) (D -+Z) (2D-Z)'+ (2D+Z) +I Hence the displacement of the gas globe measured upward, during the first ex-

pansion and recompression, is

2.60 BzR]

+ 1+ 46"ý' Bz"

B, - o~o. ,4 +.,3(T, ?j ~2 2

(~-0.223 [1 - 0.18 (T1 ---- R9JS2R2  [142]DE

i •i _• • .". . .. . ' .. .: ... .. i,•- • .. --- - . . .. ---'.• •,• ;• , • •• ? ' • - •,, • . .. . :•.. .
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or, very nearly

Bz = 0.0346 AL _ 0.223 S2 R2
2  [42a]PA

The first period, from Equation 151, is

TI = To0l + 0.20(T, - 132) R

Here distances are to be measured throughout in feet. The formulas
become questionable if either boundary is closer than 2R2 or 8(W/pA)f.

These formulas are the same as those obtained for the bottom alone

except that 1/Z is replaced by T, - 1 .39/D and I/Z2 is replaced by S2. If

the small term containing T, and D is omitted, it is clear that the displace-

ment is the same as that due to a single surface at a distance Z, such that

i/z!. S2 or
-1

Z.-

In S2 the effects of the bottom and of the free surface are added

in a sort of quadratic fashion. If Z = D/2, so that the charge lies midway*1 between the surface and the bottom,
2( + 1 1.83

Thus

Z, = 0.74 Z

so that the displacement is roughly the same as that when either surface

alone is present at about three-fourths of the actual distance to eithir top

or bottom. As the charge is moved toward either surface, however, the effect

of the other surface rapidly decreases. Thus if Z - 0.35 D or 0.65 D, the

effect is about the z.me as that due to the nearer surface acting alone at a

distance 0.91 times its actual distance.
The effect of the free surface on the period somewhat exceeds that

of the bottom. Hence when the charge is detonated midway between the two the

period is shortened. The first period is

TTn I I -- 0.28 R2

EFFECT OF PROXIMITY TO A FREE SURFACE AND A VERTICAL WALL

The wall is supposed to be plane and rigid and to extend from the .

surface to a great depth. Let X denote the distance of the center of the

•

,'r• ,',+- , ," ". ' •11
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(
Fee Surface"--; globe below the surface, measured down-

--- • N ward., and 2 tC distance from the well;

i sea Figure 112. Then, in Equations [14a,
,-e, [15], [16), [17] and its Z analog,

clearly cx = -1, cy cz 0. The analy-
sis givesa lb rh r of1 =1 1 r1 r ,1½

Figure 14 - Diagram Illustrating Z X Li~ G as Globe near the Surface of x3
( the Water and also near a Nx =-(I + LlX- [44b]

Vertical Rigid Wall TT

_ N (1 - L [44c]

where L = f.'X727+ Z, and Ny = 0. Thus, for the displacement from the point of
detonaticn to the point of peak compression,

2.60 (jPLi 1 R

2.60 (-)k B2R2
x, - xo -A)' Bx2 [45]

(B + 
[.06]

1 + 4000B 2

z .O- z00--- [46(

R...04 1A -M-0223 + . -00.18[

or, very n~early,

19 1 -o .0340 R-1 + 0 .223(1 + [50]

B B - 0.223 [ 1 - [51

2 Here X1 - X0 is the upward component of the displacement, while Z, - Z ,

the horizontal component measured positively away from the wall.

(•) The first period, from Equation [5], is

[1 0.2230(1 - - T)52]

h f, is

T, "j 1 + 0.2 1 1 1) R2 [52"
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The formulas are probably unreliable when either X or Z is less

than 2R2 or 8(W1PA)f.
Here the additional terms containing L represent the princpal ef-

fect of the interaction between the surfaces. Crudely speaking, the repul-

sive effect of the surface Is increased by a factor I + X'/L', while the

[ attractive action of the wall is decreased by a factor 1 - VILs, as compared
to what these effects would be if the other surface were not present. The

Interaction between the two effects is greatest when X = Z. Then L =-f and
the repulsion from the surface is increased in the ratio 1.35, while the at-

traction toward the wall is decreased in the ratio 0.65. These numbers will

be somewhat modified, however, by the concomitant change In B.

On the period, the surface effect again predominates and results in

a shortening; the first. pr~iod Is

• T 1 L'T 0 I L 0.20

The most interesting feature in this case ia the variation of the
displacement with weight of charge. As the weight increases, the gravita-

tional effect comes to predominate. In order to illustrate this fact, Fig-
ures 15 and 16 show curves of vertical dlsplacem•ent ; and the horizontal

displacement S toward the wall, for a charge detonated at several distances

Z from the wall in oombination with several distances X below the surface of
the water, plotted against the charge weight W. These figures also serve to

indicate qualitatively the relative magnitudes of the two displacements at

shorter distances from the surface, where the numerical formulas become un-

reliable.
This case has some resemblance to that of a floating mine exploding

near a ship. For the relatively slow motion involved in the production of

migration a ship should function as a rigid obstacle. The ship extends down-

ward, however, only to a limited depth. For this reason the attraction to-
ward the ship should be considerably less, and the rise a little greater,

than in the ideal case here considered.

PRESSURE IN THE WATER AS INFLUENCED BY THE MIGRATION
The pressure generated in the water by the recompression of the gas

globe may be greatly altered by the migration. The general effect is compli-
cated, as is illustrated by G.I. Taylor (5). The pressure will probably be

further modified, however, in consequence of departures from spherical 6ym-

metry, so that calculations based upon the assumption of symmetry possess In

5 most cases only a limited interest. For this reason the following rough meth-

od of estimating the pressure as rodified by the occurrence of migration may

be of interest.

""..,.
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0.5 I

0.0012 0O.01 a *0J 0.1 2 - 5 102 5 to02 -3 000
Charge Weight W in pounds

Figure 15 Vertical Rise H of a Gas Globe near' the Surface
of the Sea and near a Vertical Wall

iThe risein to cs f rom us thee tim e ofdeont o wn up or the ptim e n (A) h nex peak reomresin XR 2 h
ithe rveing maximum.thratius. of e aet e shown u for th tSeof thez nt (eA)k r =coupres (B). R2 =is 2

x=3.5R 2; (C) X = 3 .522gt Z= 2112; (D) X =3.5P2& Z= 3.5Rb where X is the distaino. of the point
of detonation below t~he surface and Z the distance of this point from the wal1l. W Is the weight
of the charge in pounds. For R2 see Figure 4 or Equation [is].

i0.
f -Z

I ____0.6

R2 -AI 111

J;o 0.02 0.01 2 5 0.1 2 51 Z 5 10 2 100 2 5 1000

Charge Weight W in pounds:~ i (Figure 16 - Horizontal Component of Displacement S
of the Gas Globe of Figure 15

4
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The motion of the water can be resolved into three parts superposed

upon each other, a spherically symmetrical part associated with the radial

oscillations of the gas globe, a part caused by any bounding surfaces that
-imay be present, and a part associated with the motion of migration. The

pressure can then be divided into three corresponding parts, provided the

Bernoulli term pv,/2 is omitted, so that the pressure is simply proportional
to the rate of change of the velocity potential. The part of the pressure

that is associated directly with the migratory motion is then essentially of
ItI* dipole character and hence falls off relatively rapidly with distance; it may

I therefore be dropped in a rough calculation, except near the gas globe. The
part due to a bounding surface, if any, is simply the pressure due to the im-

age of the gas globe in the surface and is easily allowed for on this basis.
There remains then the part of the pressure that is associated with the rad-

SFial motion. This part is altered by the migration becauac the radial motion

is altered.
The radial part of the pressure is given by Equations [6] or [7] on

page 45 of TMB Report 480 (10) with the omission of %i; it may not be cor-

rectly given by Equation (8] of that report, however, in which the term in u

is not negligible and is influenced by the migratory motion. The pressure V

at a point distant r from the center of the gas globe is thus

P = h_ + Pc [531

SI where p is the density of the water and p0 denotes the total hydrostatic
"pressure at the level of the gas globe. Only the phase of intense compres-

sion is of interest, hence Equation [1] of the present report can be simpli-

2:[ fied as before, and even the small term M12/ can be omitted for the present

purpose. Thus from Equation [L]

2 C 2 z+ ;- (,-P) R-[54)

The approximate values employed previlously for X, 1, 2 can then be inserted,

and they may conveniently be expressed in terms of the linear displacement
14 of the gas globe from the instant of detonation to the instant of peak recom-

pression, which is

Q=- (X1 -X°)'+(Y 1 -Y0 ),+(Z1 -Z°) 2  "'H+ST [551

The pressure as thus estimated is found to depend on the ratio QIR..
where R2 is the first maximum radius, and to be proportional to ,.R./r. The

"" impulse I =f(p - po)dt, is proportional to 4v'-/r. A single graph app2icable

Ij I
I.| .

!! -
• ' • .. . .. • •; 7 / .
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Figure 17 - Curves and Formulas for Estimating Roughly the
Effect of Migration on the Pressure in the Water

rm is the maximum pressure in the water at the instant of greatest recompression of the gap globe
in pounds per square Inch, p. is the total hydrostatic pressure in pounds per square inch and vA
is the same pressure expressed in atmoephares, 10.2 is the peak impulse defined as IVd integrated

, between points before and after the peak at which •x - Ve is nne-fifth of its value at the peak,
r denotes distance in feet from the center of the gas globe at the instant of maximum recompres-
sion, R2 is the first maximum radius of the gao globe in feet, Q is the linear displacement of
the gaks globe from the point of detonation until the instant of greatest recompression, in feet.

to all migratory cases can he constructed, therefore, by plotting against
Q/R2 values of

TJ•I L VAO, Ro V'

where PA is the total hydrostatic pressure po measured in atmospheres and p,.
is the maximum excess of pressure above p0. This is done in Figure 17. The
impulse 10.2 is taken between the two instants at which the excess of pres-
sure p - po is 1/5 of its intervening maximum value. The values of 10.2 thus

' serve to give an idea of the estimated width of the pressure peak.

(• i To use Figure 17, the value of the displacement Q is first esti-
i • mated by use of formulas given previously; then values of y and z are read

off the curves and p. and 10.2 are calculated from the formulas

p,,,-o~ = r PAy pounds per square inch [56a]

P, P0A5a
lýw_
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'0.2 i R fpA z pound-seconds per square inch [56b]

in which r and R2 are in feet, p, in pounds per square inch and 10.2 in pound.

seconds per square inch.

If there is a plane bounding surface in the neighborhood, a correc-
tion is then to be added representing the effect of a phantom gas globe lo-

cated at the mirror image in the surface of the actual one. The pressure and

impulse due to the image are calculated from the same formulas as those due

to the actual gas globe, with r made equal to the distance from the image.
The total pressure and impulse are then the sum of these respective quanti-

tien for the actual globe and the image if the surface is rigid, or the dif-
f': ference if the surface is a free one. At the surface itself, the effect of

•i the image is to double the excess of pressure above hydrostatic pressure on a
jrigid surface, or to keep the pressure at the hydrostatic level on a free

• surface.

From Figure 17 it is seen that, as the migration increases, the

peak pressure decreases, but the width of the peak increases so that the im-
t: pulse due to it is about constant. At Q -Rg/3, the peak pressure has de-

creased by about a third; the rate of decrease then becomes greater, so that

at Q = 1 the peak pressure is only a tenth of what it would be in the absence

of migration.

, The increase in 10.0 at large values of Q/R 2 in the figure arises
fIrom the fact that the total range of pressure becomes small and the peak,

defined as extending from one-fifth of the maximum to one-fifth on the other
side, comes to include almost the entire range of positive pressure. The

ratio of I0.2 to the total positive impulse increases from about 1/3 at Q
"0 to 4/5 at Q =R2 .

MIGRATION OF A GAS GLOBE IN A TROUGH OR BOX

a The necessary formulas have been written out for a charge detonated
, inside a rectangular box partly filled with water; this obviously includes as

special cases a deep well. of rectangular crons section or a trough with par-

Sallel vertical sides. The series obtained in these cases are complicated,

however, and for this reason no results will be cited here.

MIGRATION AND SIMILITUDE
In considering similitude as it applies to phenomena of migration,

it should be noted that physical processes of four different types are in-

volved and each process imposes its own characterlstic requirements for si-
militude. These differing requirements are not entirely reconcilable. Thus,

in order that similar motions may occur on different scales:
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a. The laws of the non-compressive motion of water require

that pressure differences and the squares of velocities shall vary

in the same ratio, or

b. The intervention of gravity requires that all pressure

differences shall vary, as do gravity heads, in proportion to the

linear dimensions, or
Ap L

where L is any convenient linear dimension.

c. If a confined mass of gas is present, its pressure must

usually remain wichanged with scale, on the assumption that the

mass of gas present is varied in proportion to the cube of the
i linear dimensions. Hence, all pressures must remain unchanged.

)' d. Certain boundary conditiotrs, such as exposure to the at-

mosphere or the presence of cavitation, may fix the actual value

of the pressure at certain points.

The hydrodynamical requirement a. is consistent with many types of
similltude. The addition of the gravity requirement b. restricts the choice
to one in which it cx L, as in ship model testing. Then, also, dp a v 2 L.

If the migration effect on a gas globe is large, the gas has little
effect on the radial and translatory motion, so that the pressure in the gas

globe may be assumed to be zero. The pressure at certain points is then
fixed, as it d. To keep Ap 2 L, the atmospheric pressure must then be adJust-

ed in proportion to L. Furthermore, since the kinetic energy in the water is

Sproportional to Lsav or to L4, and since this energy *ay be assumed to be a
fixed fraction of the energy released by the charge, and since the latter
energy is proportional to the weight of the charge W, it follows that Wmust

• ) be varied in proportion to L4. Thus linear dimensions and pressures vary in
proportion to Wt. and, since v2 L, velocities and times vary in proportion

Sto Wh . The atmospherc pressure must also be varied In proportion toh t , and

nificant. In corresponding positions, the maximum radius R2 and the migra-

j ~tory displacement of the gas globe likewise vary as Wt.
When the migratory displacement is small relative to R2 , the simil-

itude is not exact, because the motion is then appreciably influenced by the
pressure of the gas. The partial failure of similitude in this case is not

apparent from the approximate equations written in this report, because theset) ~~equations are based upon a fixed value oR/owhereas in reality this ratio

will vary somewhat with the hydrostatic pressure.

Fii
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In any case, similitude of the type described does not extend to
the dimensions of the charge nor to the shock wave. These features can be

included only if gravitational effects are neglected. If that is done, re-
quirements a, c, and d can be met by keeping sll pressures and velocities the

same at corresponding points, while linear dimensions and times are changed

in proportion to Wi. The effects of the gas pressure are then correctly

covered; and the similitude will hold for migration due solely to the pres-

ence of bounding surfaces. This is the type of similitude that is familiar
in the discussion of underwater explosions with neglect of all gravitational

'Ieffects.
The various conditions requiring study thus lead to different cri-

teria for similitude, a situation which occurs also in other applications of

the ship model testing method. Thus in model tests of ship propulsion it has

long been the accepted practice to break down the model resistance into two

parts which are stepped up to full-scale values by the use of different lawc

of similitude.

It is hoped that a similar procedure can eventually be established

in the present case,-so that migration effects observed on small scale can be

made the basis for a correction of the results of direct scaling according to

the nominal theory based on the solid angle subtended at the charge by the

target, as explained in TMB Report 492 (11).

However, such a procedure is not yet possible. A study of migra-

tion from that point of view is being made and the results will be communi-

cated in a later report.

1.1 NOTE ON MOMENTUM IN THE WATER
In thinking about the motion of gas globes it is often natural to

resort to reasoning, based upon the princiPnA of momentum. Much greater care

must be used, however, in applying the principle of momentum to the noncom-

pressive motion of liquids than in applving the principle of energy. It is

very easy to go astray and arrive at the wrong conclusion. The fundamental

reason lies in the fact that the transmission of momentum involves only the

pressure itself, whereas the transmission of energy depends upon both pres-

A sure and particle velocity; because of this difference, momentum in an in-

compressible liquid is more readily transmitted to great distances than is

A 'energy.

To illustrate the care that must be used in considerations of mo-

mentum, consider a sphere of the same mean density as water, so that it will

remain suspended without rising or sinking. Let an upward force be applied

to it, causing it to rise in accelerated motion. The sphere is thereby
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caused to press upward againat the water in order to accelerate it; the water

loads the sphere, in fact, with an equivalent mass equal to half the mass M
of the displaced water, and an upward force F =Md/2 must act on the water

where a is the acceleration of the sphere. This force imparts upward momen-

tum fpdt to the water.
Yet if the total amnount of upward momentum ia calculated from the

usual formulas, for the water lying within any given distance r of the center
of the globe, the result is zero. The water around the sides of the gas

globe moves downward as that above and below it moves upward, and, as re-

* (7 gards the water inside of any spherical surface concentric with the gas globe,

the downward momentum on the sides just cancels the upward momentum above and
below the sphere. The question thus arises, what has become of the upward

momentum imparted to the water by the upward force F?

The paradox is redoubled by the following consideration. Since

the sphere moves upward, water must on the whole move downward. The total-

V momentum in the water must, therefore, be directed dmnward, not upward. It

is easily shown that this downward momentum is, in fact, of magnitude 2fFdt.

The solution of the paradox is found upon careful consideration to

lie in the occurrence of a decrease in the pressure near the bottom. As a

result of the motion of the sphere, the upward force of the bottom on the

water is decreased by 3F. One-third of this decrease compensates for the

lifting effect of the sphere caused by its upward motion and thereby absorbs

the upward momentum giveii by it to tht water; the remaining two-thirds of the

decrease allows part of the downward force due to gravity to develop in the

water downward momentum of magnitude 2kFdt.

These considerations are based, of course, upon the assumption of

incompressible water. If the action is so rapid, or the body of water so

large, that non-co ressive theory is not adequate to describe the motion

throughout, then part or all of the upward momentum given to the water will

remain in it, although perhaps not in the neighborhood of 'the sphere.

The motion of the water around a moving spherical gas globe of

fixed radius !a exactly the same as around a sphere of equal size moving at

the same rate, hence the same considerations apply to the moti.on of the gas

globe. The statements made ift this report have been carefully worded so as

to be correct as they stand; caution must be used if the references to mo-

mentum are altered or extended.

!.,! ->
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C

The work described in this report is concerned with the rate of rise of bubbles, ranging in

voltame from 1.5 to 100 Cc., produced by the non-explosive release of a volume of air in nitrobenzene
or in water.[ - i Measurements of photographs of bubbles formed in nitrooenzene showed that the centrae portion

of the upper surface was spherical in form. A theoretical discussion, based on the assumption that

the pressure over the front of the bubble is the sage as that in ideal hydrodynamic flow round a sphere,

Sshow•s that th,ý "cloclty of rise.o U, should bo rclstao to the radius of curvature. R., i, tho regin of

the vertex, by the equation u = 2/3VR.; the agreement between this relationship and the experimental

results is excellent.

For gea.estrically similar bubbles of such a diameter that the drag co-efficient should be

independent -.of Reynolds number, it would be expected that U would be proportional to the sixth root of

the volume. V; measurenentsr,f sbout ninety bubbles show consiadrable scatter in the values of uIV
although there is n. systematic variation in the value 0f this ratio with the volume. If U is expressed

in Cm,/sec. and V In c.cS., the exp(,riments give the formula U z z4.6 V /6. If this fcormula is applied

to the volume of gas given off by the explý;sion of 300 lbs. of •nr•tol, the calculated rate cf rise is
about 17 ft./sec. Although nu direct measurements &f this vel.city have been made, this estimate is

n't Inconsistent with measurements of the time between the appearance o f the dome and the plunme when

dopth charges nre exploded at gredt depths.

. Irntroduction and Experimertal Method.

h ' The rise of gas bubbles in liquids has been studied by several. workers*, but in all the work

I so far published, the bubbles hive been so small that the results are not applicable to the study of the
I rise of large volumes of gas, such as those produced in submarine explosions. in the experiments here

f, described, bubbles ranging in volume from 1.5 to 314 c.cs. were formed In nitrobenzene contained in a

tank, 2 feet X 2 feet x 2 feat 6 inches filled to a depth of about 2 feet with the liquid. The bubbles

were photographed by spark photoqraphy at intervals of about 10 milliseconds, using a revolving drum.

camera in the aenner previously described A. In some further experiment5, bubbies covering a range of

volume from 14.5 to 200 cocs, wore formed in a cylindrical tank, 2 feet 6 inches dia.eter, filled with
I water to a depth of 3 feet 6 inches, and their mean velocity of rise o'er a measured distance was

determined. In both sets or exper.ments, the air volume was determined by collectifg the bubble i(I a

(gr gaduated glass cylinder.

b j finally adopted was to pivot an inverted beaker containing air, which was then tilted so that the
I,, ofusb,

wair vs released, in generol, the air is released from the beaker in a stream of bubbles of varying
sizes, but by adjusting the rate of tilting, it was found possible to arrange that the air was spilled

I into a single bubble.

Two successive photonnphs of 3 typical bubble formed in this way in nitrobonzene are shown
S Ij in Figure j, the time-interval between the two photugraphs being ia. millisecs. In addition to the

K' bubble ......

Allen, H.S., Phil.M-g., Vol. 50 pp.323 end 519 (190O). boefer, K. V.0.1., Vol.57, p.1174 (1913)

Miyigl, 0. Tohoku imperial university, Technological Reports, Vol.5, p. 15 (1925); Vul.8,p.587 (1929)S• • T', ' ( )Phil.Majg., Vo1,50, p.11t2, (1925).

9 Taylor, G.i. and Davies, R.P.. -The Motion end Shape of th. hollow produced by an explosion In

e I !quid'.
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S .,bubble, the photographs show a steel ball, I Inch diameter, soldered at the lower end of a vertical,

rod Immersed in the liquid; this a'r-ngernt was used to find the scale of the photographs and to

give a reference mark from which the vertical displacement of the bubble could be measured.

In the original photographs, a region of turbulence is clearly shown behind the large bubble.

This I- due no doubt to some anisotropic optical property of nltrobenzene when subjected to viscous
stresses. That such stresses exist could be inferred from the fact that the largest of the small

bubbles in the wake of the large one is not spherical and Is rapidly changing In shape. This bubble
has a diameter of about 6 mm. Still smaller bubbles are less distorted and one of diameter about

2 an.. seen to the left side of the 6 mnm. bubble is distorted so that Its length/diameter ratio Is

about 1.1.

The rate of shear which might be expected to produce a dirtortion of this eamount has been

calculated . In the field of flow represented by the equations

u . cx. v =-Cy. w. . ................... (1.1) -

an a ir-bubblu of mean radius a would be pulled out sc, that

L - B 2CA•L'

i .here L end 8 are the length and oreadth of the bubble and/A and T the viscosity and the surface

te.nsion of the liQuid. For nitrobenzene, g a 0.o18 ioises,Ta 143.9 dynes/tm.. so that for the
2 mm. bubbles, a - O.1 CMn., L*/B =1.1 and (L - 8)/(L + B) =0.05, giving

• '0.05 x 43 .9 2 -
C , ix 0.1 x .1 x 102 ,ec'-

The rate ., of dissipation of energy per c.c. In the flow represented by equation (i.1) is

wi A = T. + = C 1.34 x 104 ergslc.c./sec.

ifterate of dissipation were constant through the %wake and if wake extends over the whole
of the region which appears disturbed in Figure 1, vvmely through a diameter of 5.9 cm., the total 1

rate of dtssipetion in the wake is

1.3•1 x 10 x (volume of wake)

= .34 X 10" x 27 (5.9)2 
x 3.8

1.4 x 0 .
6 

urys/sec.

The total rate of dissipation would be known It the drag co-efficient, C0 of the large bubble
were known. Since the density p of ,,tronzona is 1.2 gM/c.c, wiitit thu vuiority of rise, U. of

the large bubble In this oxperiment was 36.? cn,/sec. and its maximum transverse dimension, 2A, was

5.1 cm., the total rate of dissipation was'

C D f. x 1. 20 x 36. 73 xw 7x 2

6.1 x 0 5 CD ergs/sec.

1since CD is of the order 1.0 (see Table I) it will be seen that the rate of disslpation which

Swuuld distort the euoDles by the observed amount is of the same order as that deduced from the rate

F Iof rise.

For....

SG. I. Taylor -Formation of Emulsions in definable fields .:f flow.

Proc. Roy. Seoc. Vol. 14s p.50±, (193l)
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For the lbrgest Of the smill bubbles in the wake, viscous stresses would produce such a

' t distortion that thc formula (1.2) would not be expected to 4apply.

A The uniformity of the Velocity of r's,'! Of tht, oucle~s. and tna order of m-tgnltude of the
experimental error in tnh rw;.surenmont of thc v(.locity rkry be juda'd from Figure 2, in whiCh, time t,
and the vertical Oisplac.,rnt, X, of thW. two jubODle5 ir, plott,d as InsCissne Lin! ordinates, rehpectively.
Tn.- jCtuI meauret v-0lurs Of X 3nd t fer the cubp' of Iigur- , are nrdicn•tcd by the circular dots
in Figure ý, fnd trose for a second, lkýrqcr bubbh, 1-y crosses; th,; straight lines of closebt fit drawn
through the uoS,-rv;. points crv uV,.notcd by 'A' :.and IB respr;ctiv.ly. It will be seen that thM scatter
of the experimental points is not excessive and that the velocity of rise )f the two bubbles Is reasonably

constant over the interval mosured.

Thi' shape of the profile of the bubbles was fcund by me-ýsuring the films n - travling
micrfsc,,pe fitteo with tw., independent i•otions at right ,,nolos t- -ine :tnother. The results fr the
kmar phot;graplH of Figure I are shown graphically in Figure 3 whore the circular dots represent points -

on the central, regular portion of the profile of the bubble, deduced from the microscowe ruadings.

In Figure 3. the vertical -ind horizontal axes are parallel to the corresponding axes in the tank and the
origin is taken at the upperrost point on the bubblc; the diKmnsions given in Figure 3 refer to the
actual size of the bubble. The crosses with vertical axes and with ,xeS et 45" to the vertical in -}
Figure 3 represent points on the profile of the same, bubble, obtained from measurements of photographs
taken 105.7 and 132.5 milliseconds e:arlier than the luber photogrdph of Figure 1. The agreement between

the tres sets of points Shows that the shioc vf the cap Lf the bubble undergoes very little varlatit:n
ve the .... , , verd by the thrae p-otviraphs

The curve in Figure 3 is en arc of circle of radius 3.01 cm.. drawn to Dabs through the origin

and since the scatter of the observed points around this curve is within the limits of the errors made in
measuring the film, the uppcr part of the bubble is e portion of a spht;re within the experimental error.
it is worth noticing that the %nqle subtended at the centre of the circle by the arc in Figure 3 Is about
75", whilst the angular width of the whole bubbhM in Figure 2 (referrcc to the c-ntre) is ;.bout 90'.

S•~~~. The vertical motion of a gras bubble wdith 2 sphei= a_

S)! Measurements of the pressure over the front part of t~e Surface Of a sphero exposed to a wind

i ~shows that the distribution of pressure is very similar to thtt calculated assuming Ideal1 hydrodynamic
iflow. Similar measurements over a solid spher,.cal cap set with its vertex facing the wind shoew that

the removal of the rear part of the sphere does not g~reatly affect the pressure distribution over the

front except near tee rim of the ca p.

According to the hydrodynamic theory of ideal fluids, the pressure p at angle tp from the
Sstagrtton point of vertex of a sphere (see inset in Figure 3) moving with uniform velocity U In a
fluid of density p is .

p .. P, + k .P.U2.(..-. .s.n. .... ..... ........ (2.1)

where pZ Is the pressure at the depth z, of the point concerned, at a great horizontsl distance from

the sphere.

7 } I ThUS

pZ p 0 1ý 9 pz ... ...4... (2.2)

where p0 Is the atmospheric pressure, and, at angle 0, for a sphere of radius R,

, z - d + R (- cos)..) .... .... .... . ...... 3(.)

where d Is the depth of the vertex.

1 •, IFrom eQuations (2.1), (2.2) and (.3)

p + p pd * g p (I-coS g) + -2(I-; 5in? ... (2.4)

1 1 ... e .-.. .WI
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The condition which must be satisfied over the surface of the butble Is that. apqrt froem
surface tension effects Which are small when the diameter of the bubble is greater than 2 cn,, the
pressure inside must be equal to the pressuri, oatside, At the vertex, the pressure iS
(Po ÷ g /1 + * iU ) and this must therefore be the pressure of the air insidc the bubble. The
expression (2.4) for the pressure Is therefore satisfied all over the spherical cap if

9 u
2 

541 2 t - gR (I - ros ... (2,5)

This equation is satisfied for small values of f. If

Us 1 4

uR2 2

or u - (2 ... (2.6)

for, in that case, lim cos

lo see how far the theoretical relationship (2.6) is verified experimentally and to obtain further
data concerning the rise of bubbles, fourteen bubbles, rising in nitrobenzeno, were photographed.
The results of the measurement of the films are summarized In Table I. where the first three columns
give Lhe volume, V of kne buboaes. the radius of curvature. R.. nr thp ,j.n-'e.t pint , and the oh_=! e
velocity of rise, u. The fourth column in the table gives the maximun transverse dimension, 2A Of the
bubble and the fifth column the angle i. =.sin-

1 
AIR. The sixth column gives the drag co-efficient, C0,

Orf tthe bubble, calcul•ted from the equation

C x7A2 x*pu g 2 . ............ . ........... .... (2.7)

The last column in the table gives the value of Reynolds number. Re, referred to the Iradlus, A.
of the maximum transverse section of the bubble, i.e..

UA
Re . . . .... .... ........ .... ... (2.8)

where v is the kinematic viscosity of the l iquid: For nitrobenzone, the viscosity Is O.f1)B poises at
.140C., and the density is 1.20 gm./c.c., hence s' 0.015 cm

2
/sec.

TABLE 1.

Volme I adis f ubbl es in AN t!Lobenzene.

:4 Volur Radius of velocity Hatamum b / I Drag Reynolds
V (c.c) c±rvature U (cmc transverse Sir" AIR co-el- numberJ sec.) dimension ficient Re

S: 2A C, .

,• I cm.)(cm-)

-. 48 2.41 29.2 2.86 36.14 0.53 2780
3.50 2.09 29.6. 3.1S 148.60 1.02 3090A 4.06 2.04 28.9 3.4•. 58.3' 1.00 3360
",4.%1 2.17 28.0 3.16 466, 8 1.37 2950
6.140 2.70 .35.5 14.98 6:l,60 D.52 590047.30 2.65 314.2 14.140 56.14 11.80 5010
8.02 2.67 34.0 4.23 52.58 0.97 147903- .01 36.7 - -.8.80 3-57 q 7 .. 6 56.1 0.50 65201 9.18 2.77 33.0 '4.53 55.80 1.00 5020

S180.40 .3.0 37.3. 5.10 30.7" 1.27 6340
21.25 3.51 38.1 5.85 .6,50 1.07 744028.1 4.16 43.0 - -,
33.8 4.27 U2M 6.19 46,50 1.25 8700

"- 4.84 48.2 - - - r

!t-...
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The -ecCuracy of the relationship (2.6) can be judged from Figure 4, In which the vu.ues of U

- ~ kgiven In table I are plotted against the values ofv'¶, it will be seen that the experimental points
are, on the whole, reasonably well represented by the straight line given by the relationship U c 2/3

The values of CD given In table I are very variable and they do not appear to show any consistent
variation with respect to either of the variables (tm or Re. At an early stage in the experiments it
was thought that CD might be a function of %m and, for comparison, a series of experiments was carried

out in a wind-tunnel In order io find how the drag co-efficient of a rigid spherical cap varied with the

Ssemi-verticsl angl .• The cap was supported so as to face the wind and Its leewacd side was closed
with a plane metal disc; 'using pressure orifices connected in turn to a manometer, the pressures at
various points on the curved and flat surfaces of the cap were determined and the drag co-efficient
calculated in the usual way'. Four bodies, with a radius of I Inch and with 0m equal to 90W, 75",
550 aad 500 respectively were used in th;; experlmrnts and the values cf CD are given in the second column
of table II. In the experiments, the wind speed was kept constant at 1500 cm./sec., and the values of

the Reynolds numbers, defined by equation (2.8) are given in the third column of the table.

TABLE II.

O C0  Reynold$ Numrber

90g 0.463 25400
750 0.521 24600
55° 0.647 20,800

300 0.862 12o00

These values of C0 plotted against 'm' are shown in Figure 5 by the circular dots; this diagram

also shows the values of C0 given in table I for buboles rising in nitrobenzene.

it Is clear that, whereas the results of the wind-tunnel experiments lie on a smooth curve, the
results of tne nitrobenzene experiments show a rather large scatter, and, in addition, the general trend
of the curve of Closest fit drawn through the points for the bubbles (indicated by the broken line in
Figure 5) differs considerably from the curve ;Iven by the wind-tunnel experiments.

It is difficult to be certain of the roeson for these effects. They mny, for exueple, oe due
to the variation In Reynolds numoer, although this is unlikely since the values of C for the bubbie show

no systematic variation with Reynolds number. It is more likely that the effects in rquestion are due to
variations in the shape of the bubbles. In thi. Connection, it must be remenbered that our photographs

I --- show only the projection of a bubble on a vertical plane. so that the lower surface of A ninble is
( - invisible unless it is convex downards. Visual observation Shows that the lower surface is, In fact,

usually concave downards, its curvature being less than that of the upper surface, and the difference
between the observed (C., (p.) curves for the bubble and for the wind-tunnel experiment may be caused by
the difference in the wake in the two experiments, due to the difference in the geonetrical forms of the

bubble and the flat-bottomed spherical cap.

Similarly, in the case of the bubbles themselves. the scatter of the experimnntah values of C0
for a given value of ;, may be caused by differences in the value of the ratio of the curvatures of the
uper and lower surfaces when #m is constant

See for example, R. Jones, Phil. Trans, A Vol. 226 p.231, (1927),

["I
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:. Ate relatronshi between the volume and the rate of rije of a bubble.

it all the bubbles were geometrically similar and If the drag co-efficient were independent of
Reynolds number. it would be expected that the velocity of rise would be Independent of the density
of the liquid and would be proportiopal to (vo m) 1/6. Figures a and 7 show the results of experin-ants,

Involving 13 bubbles rising In nitrobenzene and about 75 bubbles rising In water, which were carried out

Sto test the truth of this prediction. In Figure 6. the velocity of rise, U, (In cm./sec.) Is plottedS~against the volume, V, (in c.c.) whilst, In Figure 7, the ratio LJ/Vt/6 Is plotted as a function of V11/.

in the diagrams, the results for bubbles in water and In nitrobenzene are plotted as circular dots and
crosses surrounded by circles respectively; the two diagrams also show the curves derived from theSexperimental results of miyagi and of Hoofer.

Figure 7 shows a considereile scatter of the experimental points around the horizontal straight
fl line of ordinate 2.4.8 which represents the wean value of dorivcd trom the o 6servations; in

the same way, the experimental points are widely scattered arqund the curve U - 24.8 V16 I Figre 6.
it is worth noticing that in Figure 7. there is no systematic variation uf U/V1/6 with V, and that the
points for bubbles in water and in nitrobenzene can be represented by the Same curve; In all
probability, the ucatter of the points is6,ue to the reason already put forward to account for the A
discrepancies in Figure 5, namely the lack of geometrical similarity in the bubbles.

t 4 The time of rise of fas. from a deep submsarsnee.8ALqsson.-

Photographs of bubbles produced by a spark* Show that SuCh bubbles pulsate violently and rise
at a very variable speed during the first few pulsations. The amplitude of these pulsations dies down
very greatly after three or four cycles and the rate of rise becomes more nearly constant, and, at the
same time, the bubbles assume a mushroom-like form which is rather similar to that shown In Figure 1 for
air released non-explosively.

Measurements of the time-interval between the appearance of the spray daem and that of the plume
have been made for depth charges filled with )OD lbs. of amatol, fired at different depths. The results
show considerable scatter. The mean curve representing these experimental results, Is shown in Figure
8 of the present report, it will be seen that the meat rate of rise of gas from the depth charge is
very rapid (of order 4j5 ft./sec.) when the depth of the charge is less than about 90 feet; when the
charge is deeper than go feet, the mean rate of rise rapidly Oecrease.¶. Free the sound-ranging
observations it appears that the plume comes through the surfacc' during the fourth oscillation if the
depth is about 90 feet and that bubble oscillations can hardly be distinguished beyond this point.

SIt is not possible froe these observations to deduce the rate of rise of gas after the bubble
oscillations have ceased. if, however, the rate of rise during the first four pulsations Is assumrd
to be independent of depth, the slope of the curve of Figure 8 for times greeter than 21 seconds would
give the rate of rise after the fourth pulsation. With this assumption, the time for the gas to rise
from go feet above the charge to 1314 feet above It would be 3.0 seconds, corresponding with a mean
velocity of 4,/I.O = 14,7 ft./sec. if the 6.ýre from 110 to 134 feet above the charge were taken fromI iFigure 8 as 2.2 seconds, the corresponding mean velocity is 214/2.2 10.9 ft./sec.

Taking the aniount of gas released fram 1g9m. of anatol, after the water vapour has beenI condansed, as 650 C fC, k !-•e vYliPme released from a 3oo lb. depth charge is 8.8 x Joy c~c. The formula. A
IU - 24.8 V1/16 deduced from the present experiments wuuld therefore predict that the rate of rise of gas

-• from a 300 lb. depth charge would be
I - 24.8 X O.8 X 107)/6 c 525 Cmo/SeC. - 17.2 ft./sec.

Ii For comparison with the experimental results, a straight line whose slope corresponds with this velocity
Is shown In Figure e. It will. be seen thit the actual vertical velocity of gas from an explosion, when

lI pulsation ......iI
Taylor, G. 1. and Devies, R.m. 'The motion and shape cf the hullow produced by anI explosion In a liquid.
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(, pulS.ltion has Slied aw�ny,1, of the SIMe order as that prc-dictOd froe neasurenents with bnhles ;COSC.

volumes are cf uroer one tcn-milli, nth to oon millionth of that of the explosiun products.

Though the work here discussed is concerned with single buDbles, it amy be remarked that if the

gas separates Into two bubbles, the velocity of each would only be reduced by 121 per cent If the

bubbles rose independently. If it separates Into 64 (;qu3l bubbles nnd eAch rises independently, the

rate of rise would be reduced by 50 per cent, but if the-y co-operate so that each bubbit moves in a

rising crrent produced by the others, the rate of rise will not be reduced so much.

j
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A SIMPLIFIED THEORY OF THE EFFECT OF SURFACES

ON THE MOTION OF AN EXPLOSION BUBBLE

A. R. Bryant

to 1944

A simple phyaical explanation of the effect of surfaces on the displacemint of an explosion

bubble Is suggested. This explanation leads to the same quantitative expression as the treatments
, given by Conyars Herring and by Taylor. it Is shown that In order to calculate the effect of any

SI I given surface It Is only necessary to determine the space gradient of the velocity potential due
to the linage* sources "induced' by a unit source at the explosion centre. A table of this
factor ?or a numb.-r t? . ..fr. zrf-cea is added for convenience.

The purpose of this note Is to suggest a simple physical explanation of the Influence of
surfaces on an explosion bubble. it will bu shown that this explanation leads, with comparatively
simple mrthenutics. to the same quantitative expressions as the treatment given by Conyers Herring (1)
and Taylor (2).

For purposes of explanatlon It witl be convenient to consider a simple case first, viz, the

influence of an infinite rigid plane on an explosion bubble. The generalization to any arbitrary
r surface follows at once. For the momnt the effect of gravity will be ignored.

0

2d

pustFiguro 1. t h

in Figure 1, 0 Is the centre of an explosion bubble of radius a. assumed snnll compared to
its distance d from the rigid plane AB. The motion of the water outsido the bubble due to its
-1-_stion. Is th- sfre -as that producod Oy a po•nt "source" at 0 of strenfth

e - 4,7a&(

() The effect of the plane surface AB is thon the stme as that produced by a source.0 at the mirror
- I image point 01.

The Irrdge source a at O1 will produce a velocity In the water everywhere directed radially
away from or to 01 according as the sign of e iN positive or negative. and this velocity Is

Ssuperimposed on the radial flow due to the explosion bubble at 0. Hence the water In the
neighbourhood of 0 will have a net velocity U1 to#ards 01 given by

U1  X t (2)4 x at 0

where 0' Is the velocity potential due to the Image source at 01 the origin of the x
co-ordinate being taken at 01.

.,It
z .. . .. .. . . .. .
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In addition the imeje source produces a presence pi at any point In the water. For points

not too close to 0 thte pressure p
1 

Is simplypt . The pressure gradient in the

nalghuournooa oi 0 due to te i-.ug ur• at 0 i. thus.

' x at 0

Now It Is a matter of comnmon experience that a bubble or hallow In a liquid In which there
is a pressure gradient due to gravit;, wiii move upwards in the direction of the pressure gradient,
I.o. from reqions of high pressure to regions of low.. In the samo way thN explosion bubble will
tend to drift In the direction of the pressure gradient set up by the Image source at 01 this
will be away from the surface AB It e is positive.

G.I. Taylor has derived by a simple physical argument an equation for the velocity of tho
bubble U due to the action of a pressure gradient go. The argument runs as follows. The
Sfloating power* of a spherical hollow of radius a due to the pressure gradient (o is 57 a3 O,
and this is therefore equal to the vertical monentum communicated per second to the water flowing
round the spherical hollow. The Inertia of the mass of water effectively moving with the bubblef is 327 eap (a well known hydrodynamical result), and Its momentum Is hence h

the velocity of the C.~.,tre of the bubble. Thus 37 (ir A;Ipu) = 7 a gio, from wihfollows
equation (4). lhe same equetion is obta inCd by Conyers Hrigby his perturbation method,
Using Taylor's equation for U

2 ft gA~dt (4)

It is- clear that any pressure gradlent, no metter how produced, will cause a similar drift velocity.

Thusa pess re rdinp due to the image. source will cause the bubble to acquiredt dx at 0
a velocity U2 towards 01, whaeru

U2 ' 9t 0, 0A dt (5)

The total drift velocity of the bubble U towards the rigid surface is thus the sum of
U1 and U2.

In the particular case discussed here it can be seen that and the velocity u of
the bubble towards the rigid plane distance d From %he bubbleU dii 2ln.t•bbl

a~a ~ t a~ - (a 6) dt

[ 147 d r. fo Jo
Ii0

2 (t ,

on integrating by parts. Equation (6) is that given by Conyers Herring and by Taylor..

Extension to the general Case.

The argument used above for the simple case of a rigid plane is quite general, and -,an
easily be extended to the general case. The result Is simply stated here.

Let there be any set of free or rigid surfaces symmetrical about the axis x of co-ordinates
passing through the centre of the explosloe bubble 0. Assume that o distribution of image srurces
c€n be found whict satisfies the boundary conditions at the given surfaces Nhen a unit source is
placed at 0. Let the veclocity potential due to thesp. Image sources be i. Then the drift velocity
U o0 the bubble In the direction of the x axis towards the origin of co-ordinates Is

S• U m

'I '
°

IA
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Strictly speaking a dipole source should be added to 0 to allow for the linear "notlon of the
bubble (0), ari further multipoles to allow for Its change of shape. The effect of "induced' im, age

sourCeS due to these will be second order small quantities if the effect of the primary Iage
distribution is a first order small quantity. Similarly, since the drift Is a first order small
quantity the error due to assuming the distaice from bubble to surfaces to remain constant will be
a second order small quantity,

The velocity U1 Is oscillatory and is directed away from rigid surfaces In the first half of
the oscillatIon, and towards rigid surfaces In the second half, Its integrated effect over a whole
cycle being usually nugligible. The velocity U2 due to the pressure gradient set up by the image
sources Is directed away from rigid surfaces as long as the pressure is positive, I.e. as long as
the bubble is greater than the hydrostatic pr"ssure at the same depth. When the bubble pressure
"falls below this hydrostatic pressure the pressure gradients are reversed and the velocity U2 is
then twards a rigid surface. Since the force exerted on a hollow vessel is proportional to its
volume the bubble acquires most of Its momertum when it Is large and as the pressure is below the
normal hydrostatic pressure when the bubble is large the net effect at the end of one oscilletion
is a drift towards rigid surfaccs. These atatemnets rmy assist an understanding of the phenomen.
found by Temperley In calculating the effect of a deformable target plate en the motion of the
bubble, and In particular the correllation between the sign of the mnotinn and the sign of the
pressure In the bubble.

.4ifroximate Formula for the Displacement .LA ..Sk. f.1.

The Integral for the momentum of the bubble towards a surface, and that for the vertical
mnoentum dOe to gravity both become nearly constant'towards the end of the first oscillation. it
Is in this region that most of the displacement of the bubble occurs. Hence it i* a reasonable
approximation to assume that the total displacements at the end of the first period due to the
surface and to gravity ,ro in the same ratio aS the non nta. Denoting these two displacements
by S and H respect Ively we hgve

-La4a0 (R.H.S. Mon-dimrens Ional) (a)N ZH at 0 2 7aja-t

Where the integrals are to be taken over the whole pariod, S Is towards the origin of the

origin of the co-ordinate x.

In obtaining (8) all lengths and times on the right !-0d side have been converted to Taylor's
non-dimensional units, i.e. all lengths are divided by the standard length I - (W/.igo) j. where W
j the ornurgy of the wotiun, p the density of water. All times are divided by the standard time /
2

"x has the dimensions L
2

. In addition the samll oscillatory term 3a
2

A In the expression (7) A-

S / \has been dropped, sitnca it r•y be 6.xett ly integrated and shown to be very sm!! I t the_ end of aSpoeiod. In Table I the value of these Integrals are calculated for a numrbur of cases, and compared

with two suggested approximate formulae.

table I .....

-I'
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TABLE 1.

202 2 3 4 7.8

c 0.11 o.,8 C.10 0.10 0. 63

Charge W.Ight (T.N.T) 475 lb. 2.74 lb. t00 lb. 100 10. i oz.

f a
4 2 

dt x 10 6.91 8.c3 4.64 3.26 1.86

W 0010 a m zo x 103 8.55 9.5 5.32 j3.68 1.89

0.37 a6z, x 103 6.83 7.79 4.55 3.28 1.92

f 0 dt X a 03 37.8 41.2 1.07 10.36 5.27

0.70 a2

(2 - x 103 784. 17.9103

(1) Conyers kerriqi,'a formauo in non-dImrnnslonal form.

(2) Formulae given In the ruport The Behaviour of an Undprwýter Explosion Bubble.*

The values of the Integrals given in Table 1 were obtained from the numerical integration
of Taylor's equations for the motion of an explosion bubble In the absence of all surfaces, It

- I has been assumed that the perturbing effect of the presence of thesurface on the radlus/time
curve of the bubble is smill ouring the time when the bubble Is large and the two Integrals are
growing.

It will be seen that Cenyers Herrin's formula for •&a dt Is considerably in error, and
an alternative formula viz., 0.37 x 10ea z3 obtained empirically, Is put forward In the Table

Swhich gives reasonable agreena.nt. inserting this approximation, dnd the one given In the last
line of the Table, in e~uation (8) now yiolds

S- = 1.59 am'ss/6 (R.H.S. Non,-dlrenslonal) (9)
H x I ato 0

To take the approximation one stage further the value of tnh rise due to gravity obtained,

may be Inserted. The equation given was

Rise due to gravity h . 119 0or,-dmen.lona,) (10)

Hence the displacement s of the bubble towards the surface in non-dimenslonal units
becomes

"Non-dimensional displacementtowards origin of x co-ordlnates =-0.ý? (Non-<dimensional)

"In fIrst period X at 0 (12)

This...)

thjs
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This simplification agrees with equation (11) within 7% over tile range z0  7.8

C *0.063 (1 oz. at 6 feet depth) to zo.2, C - 0.11 (1475 lb. at 93 feet).

Let 3 be thse boltdipaent of Lhet bubble ath nofhefirst per~od In any

simiar et p werealldimnsins re ncrase intheratoXthecharge weight being Increased
in the rati X3~.. ThnIt follows atroce ?u equation (12) that

S -XS (,

Equation (13) Is independent of the depth at which the explosion occurs. If the

displacement had scaled according to the W 13 law S I would have been eqail to XS, so that (13)
indicates that the displaccemnt of a lalrge explosion bubbl., Is less than thu value obtained by
Scaling up from a smrall scale exprimrent.

The effect of surfaces ino en explosion bubble has boon shown to be due to two pri4ncipal
causes, viz., the velocity imparted to thre water near the bubble by the Image sources. and the
pressure gradient set up In the water by the Image sources. It Is found that to calculate the
effect It is necessary only to calculate the spece gradient, along tho axis of syrmmetry, of thle
velocity potential due to the imagL sourc-3s produced by 8, unit source at thu explosion centre.
A simple formuila, equations (11) or (12), then onables tihe displa~cement of the bubble In the first
oscillation to be calCulht. These displacements Pre almost Independent of depth. A Ntable of

values of the coefficient In equations (11) and (1) I., appenoed for oveiav

References.

It) Theory of the Pulsat ions of the Gas Bubble formred by an Underwater explosipa.
Report No. C4-Sr2DO-l0.

(2) The Motion and Shape of the Hollow produced by an Explosion In a Liquid.
G.l. Taylor and R.M. Davies.

() cf. 'The motion and shape of the hollow produced by an explosion in a liquid%.
G.I. Taylor and R.M. DAvies, where the bubble is represented by a point source
and a dipole and the effect of the Images clue to each is considered.

(4) This result is also given by Savic.

(5) Calculated from Savic's equatitin for the potential due to the Images by
differlintiating with respect to d his expression for H.
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APPENOIX.

Table of Coefficient.

Nature of Surface Dimnsions Distance of Bubble Centre at bubbleS • x centre

d
Rigid Infinite Plane from bubble to plane -

d p3
Rigid Sphere (4) Radius R bubble to sphere centre -

Rigid Sphere With centre d
In Infinite Free surface Radius R bubble to sphere centre - -R d

d -R ) d

Rigid Infinite Cylinder (5) Radiuz R bubble to cylinder axis -

Rigid Infinite Cylinder with d
axis In Infinite Frye Radius R bubble to cylinder axis - 27 7T
Surface (5) 4 6 d

V)

- I -
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THE RATE OF RISE OF LARGE VOLUMES OF GAS IN WATER

& mPoerla and LI. G, Chambeo s

januay r1945

t * * * * *1 * * *

The work described by Taylor and Davies () is extended to vol LumB Of gas of the order of

gallIons, The necessary large volumes of gas were obtained by overturning a bucket under water and

by A ounce charges of burning cordite. The resulting bubbles were photographed in the glase-fronted
•.4r-talnks Of the H.A.E. Establishment at Olen Fruln. The relation U Y• q " b etu•ween ve-ocity an

radius, found experimentally and theoretically by Taylor and D&vies, was conftimed for bubbles with

cap radi I of up to 15 cm.. and It was concluded that such bubbles are near the limit of stability.

The work appears to be in general agreement with existing knowledge of the behaviour of the

gaseous products from very deep explosions. it is concluded that the bubbles from such oxploslons

break up into comrparatively small fragments, once the oscillation has ceased.

An attempt Is made to Improve the theoretical solution of the hydro-dynefnil equations found

by Taylor and Davies, but It appears that the convergence of the method Is rather slow.

1. Introduction.

The work described in this report was carried out In couttinuatifon of that by Taylor and

Davies (1). The largest volume of gas used by them was of the order of 1o0 Cc., and it wa desired

to extend the work to much larger volumes of gas to gain a more complete idea of what happens in the

final stages of an underwater explosion. Thus, the volume of gaseous products released from one gram

of Amatol (neglecting water) is givep by Taylor and Davies as 660 cc. Thus we conclude that an

ounce of explosive will liberate roughly four gallons of gaseous products at atmospheric pressure.

in order t# deduce -hat happens during tho final stages of an underwater exolosion, we wish to know

whether surh large volumes of gas can exist as coherent bubbles, or, If not, what Is the volume of the

largest bubble that can exist atnd rise through the water without breaking up.

2. Mfethods of carrying out the Trial.

The relative fragility of the glass windows In the Glen Fruln tanks precluded the use of any

I fonm Of high explosives and therefore two alternative methods were employed.

(a) The method described by Taylor and pavies (1) was tried" on a larger scale. A bucket

(capacity * gallon•s) -as lowcred upside down to the bottom of the tank, a sinker being

I ' "attached to the handle. A small out-of-ba••ace weight (4 lbs.) was attached to the end

of a short lever pivoted at the bottom of the bucket. While the bucket was, being lowered

i 'this lever was supported by a string, and the bucket remained Inverted with the air tr&pped

2 underneath it. When the string was released the lever fell to a horizontal position and

the out-of-baanCe %eight tipped the bucket upwards 'emptying out" the air.

(o) j ounce burning cordite charges were Ignited electrically by means of a -puffer-. TWp

types of container were used, a "pill-box' type of bakelite container which broke easily

ii when the chArge was fired, and a stout brass cartri•dge-case the dnly exit from which was

i a hole of 1- diameter.

The ......
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The resulting bubbles wore photographed by cine-ca.'era (16 frames/second nominal speed)
distances being determined by comparison with the edges of the panes of glass (2- feet), and the mesh
of the prutective wire-netting inside the tank (3 inches). The tima-scale was established by
photographing dials driven by a phonic motor controtled by a tuning fork.

*. Description of Bubbles.

The out-of-balance couple on the bucket had been adjusted in preliminary experiments near the
surface of the water, so that all tne air was "poured out, simultaneously. if the couple Is tooswill the air escapes in the fore of asnll bubbles, while if it Is too large the bucket goes beyond
the vertical before all the air can escape. When the weight was properly adjusted, the air 'poured out"

caused a considerable upheaval and "whitening- of the water, similar to the -plume- from a deep
explosion. when the bucket was 10 feet or more below the water surface, It was found that the air
came up as about 4L - 10 large bubbles and a large number of snaller ones. The disturbance produced
at the surface was very Slight. It was concluded that the original large bubble had broken up.
When the experiments proper were begun in the glass-fronted tank It was found that the large bubble

broke up almost Immediately into a smali nAmbor of large bubbles anda multitude of very stall ones.S~All the large bubbles were of the charaq;toristic 11mushroom •shap described b~y Taylor and Davies (1)

and rose at speeds of the order of 2 feet per second. Sorme were observed to break up as they floated
upwards and it was also thought that some wore colliding and coalescing, but the latter impression
provided, on exenination of the films, to be a mistake. Two'bubbles sometimes settled down into an
apparently stable configuration, one below the other, but with axes of symmetry offset, and rose
together. Ito larger complexes were seen.

The bubbles produced by the burning cordite were very similar, to the air-bubbles, and the
general sequence of events seemed to be very much the same. it did not appear to make any difference
to the general nature of the phenomena whether the cordite was fired in the easily breakable pill-box
or the strong cartridge-case. indeed, one of the largest bubbles cotained in the trial was Obtained
in the latter circums'tances, which one would think were the most unfavourable. s'.r- cC!Lse-up
photographs were taken in the smaller tank at Glen Fruin in order to get the earlier stages of bubble
formation in more detail, but the earlier stages were obscured by what appeared io be a cloud of smell
bubbles. A few photographs Were taken from above of a bubble 'breaking surface" but exhibited no
feavure of interest. The surface phenumena were confined to slight ripples (Figure 1(b)).

Two features noticed by Taylor and Davies (1) were apparent In the records. First, the bubbles
are often "lop-sided," i.e. not perfectly symmetrical about an axis, the "lopsidedness", when it exists,
often persist!ng throughout the life of the bubble; secondly, in many of the records, there is an
Indication of a wake lying approximately tn the sphere of which the bubble is a cap. similar to the
effect shown by Taylor and Davies (1) In Figure I of their report. in our case the existence of a
wake is suggested by clouds of small bubbles following each large one (Figure 1(a)).

4. Analysis of the Records.

The trajectories of 31 bubbles of various sizes were plotted. within the errors of the
experim•nt the velocities were all constant In time, in spite of the fact that the depth of Water was
33 feet so that the bubbles must have expanded to twice their volume during 'the rise. A few of the
trajoctorles shom-d Indk.ations o. alight osctllation (.to - -4=61.1 . -".. uel a.bout a mean•-• 11ocity.
but there was no definite upward or downward curvature, The Images of the bubbles were somewhat
blurr•d, but in some cases it was possible to estimate the radius of curvature of the upper cap of

the bubble, in order to check up the relation U - 2/ Vs found by Taylor and Davies (1) for their
swell bubbles. The blurring of our images may be due to the condenp.atlon mist on the glass panes of
the tank, which was difficult to remove completely.

The radius of curvature was measured by projecting a magnified image of the bubble on to
squared paper and estimating the radius frem the length of the chord and thi distance from the chord
to the top of the bubble, owing to the blurring It was not possible to say how nearly the bubbles

are to parts of spheres. but It appeared that the departure was not great, arid that the estimates of
thu radii should be accurate tO 205. The radius was measured at several different points on each

trajectory ..

1E
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trajectorv and a mean taken. The results are plotted In Figure 2, together with Taylor and Davies'
points. In one film the tIme-scale was uncertain, and the points obtained from It are shown
separately on an arbitrary velocity scale. They have bec., included because one of these points was
from a double bubble of the kind described above. The results Indicate that its upward velocity Is
definitely less than that of a single one of the same mean radius (Figure 3).

Leaving this doubtful film out of account it will be seen that the renmaning 11 points agree
e with Taylot and Davies' relation within the experinental error. Taylor and Davies' values for the

radii of the caps of the bubbles exteded from 2 cm. to 6 cm., while ours extend from 4 cm. to i5 cm.
The question of the stability of bubbles of various sizes was examined by measurihg the velocities of
9 bubbles that ultimately split up, but no correlation between velocity and stability could be traced,
the bubbles appearlng to split at all velocities in the range studied. This seems to Indicate that
we are near the limit of stability, which Is perhaps fixed by the relative Importance of surface

L tension and hydrodynamical forces, By tending to keep the surface t-all, surface tension would act
Sas a atabiltlang influence. but would bocomo loss important for larger bubbles. Taylor an1 Davies

(1) mention that conditions had to be adjusted carefully to obtain their oubbles. This agrees with

L what we have found with our rather larger ones.

If this Interpretation of the results Is correct, It would seem that the final upward velocity
of the products of an explosion, after the oscillations have ceased, and the bubble has broken up intoIi, small ones. Is of the order of 2 - 3 feet per second, compared with 17.2 feet per second Inferred by
Taylor and Davies for a 300 lb. charge on the assumption that the explosion products remain'as one
bubble.

It Is perhaps worth mientioning that the rate of rise of bubbles of exhaust gas from a torpedo
Is known to be of the order of 2 feet per second (again of the same order of magnitude).

5. 'Theoretical Considerations.

Although it Is clear from Taylor and Davies' and our photographs that these bubble- have a
wake, t" iretion of the remainder of the water is probagly Irrotational and It is of interent to
examine whether there are any solutions of the hydrodynamical equations which enable the velocity
and pressure conditions to be satisfied along a cap of a sphere of limited angle. A start on this
problem Is made by Taylor and Davies (1), who show that the ordinary solution for a sphere In a
uniform stream satisfies the conditions for continuity of pressure as well as velocity as far as terms
Involving 9

2 
(where 0 Is the polar angle referred to an axis through the cap of the bubble) provided

"that velclty and radius are connected by the relation U = 
2
1 roawhich has been confirmnd

experimentally, If we take a more general velocity potentla? of the for A

r r2
ropresenting a combined source and dipole In a uniform-stream, It Is possible to satisfy the continuity
conditions as far as terms Involving 04, provided that we assume that the profile of the cap is of the
form A ÷ b 2 a a b0 2 P. (It Is unnecessary to Introduce odd powers of 0). Alternatively, if we

asiUmre A zero, so that the bubble behaves as a simple source rather than as a dipole source, we can
at'll =110fy the equations as far as ter-ms of the .rder r .2 The vakleus aglutiona are tabulated
In Table 1.

TABLE I.

jA/Ue A1Ua3  b /a bl/ b U/e uA/a u//0

1) 0 .50 0 0 .67 .67 Taylor and Davies,

(L) 1.00 + * .125 0 1.00 .87 Source in stream

1.12 -..07. o.. W 11

The.
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The lost column is obtained by putting in the radius of cuot'-re of the cap at its top point instead
of a. By the usial formula we have

a

I - 2b?

it Is evident that the relation between the velocity and the radius of the Cap is sensitive to slight
departures from the spherical shape of the cap. (It is known that the virtual mass of an ellipsoid

of given volume is sensitive to the exact shape of the ellipsoid). it would therefore seem that

one would have to go to high powers of 6, and introduce a corresponaingly large number of spherical
harmonies in the velocity potential In order to determine the exact theoretical shape. it Is

probable that one ould obtain a multiplicity of solutions, end one would then have to determine
which are stable by assuming smell perturbations. AS a netter of fact, substitution of the apparently
better solution (3) Tor (t) would worsen the agreement with experiment.

W we have introduced a certain degree of arbitrariness by the fact that the origin of f
co-ordinates Is unspecified. The sanm profile might be specified in quite different ways (as a

function of 9) for different choices of origin. it will, In fact, be noticed that the discrepancies

between the various values of UA/r are much smaller than those between the various values of UA1VS,
so that it may be that the three solutions wo have found are all really first approximations to the
same actual profile. These points seem well worth further Investigation, but It has not been
thought advisable to hold up the issue of the report as the investigation would be lengthy. The

, profiles corresponding to the various solutions are plotted in Figure 4. it might be thought that
it would be an easy matter to decide experimantally between them, but even curves 2 and 3 can be

brought nearly into coincidence over tie relevant range of angles (about 600) by shifting the origin of

co-ordinates, and chooslng the scale so that the radii of curvature of the caps eae the same.

il 6. Conzclusi~ons.

6. Taylor and avies' formult, relatine uOward velocity and radius has been conflrmsd for radii

up to 15 cm., which is probably near the limit of stability. The available evidence suggests that,

abOut this order of size.

after en underwater explosion bubble .as ceased oscilating, it iputs up into many small bubbles of

St) The rate of rise of large volumes of gas in water. Taylor and Davies.

ii
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TYPICAL. PHOTOGRAPHS OF RISING BUBBLES'
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THE ATTRACTION OF AN UNDERWATER EXPLOSION
BUBBLE TO A RIGID DISC

A, R. Bryant

February. 1945.

The attraction of an explosion bubble towards a rigid disc has been calculated for two
important cases, viz. (1) the disc fixed, (2) the disc moving along the line joinlng disc and explosion
centre. The case in which only part of the disc is moving has been treated in an Appendix.

For the fixed disc the attraction falls off more rapidly with distance than the attraction of
an Infinite rigid plane. At one disc radius the attraction is one half that of the infinite rigid
plane at the same distance. At one disc diameter the attraction is one seventh that of the Infinite
rigid plane.

The attraction of the moving disc depends on both its velocity aid acceleration. That part
of the attraction which is due to Its motion falls off more rapidly with increasing distance than the
part due to its rigidity.

It is suggested that the attraction of a bubble to a rigid disc is 3 reasonable approximation
to the practical case of a target liko a Box Model. It is pointed out that the motion of the Box Model
as a whole due to the explosion pressures may have an appreclable influence on the displacement of the
bubble.

Introduc•ion..

In considering the damage to finite targets caused by underwater explnosons It is desirable to
c•oculate, at least approximately, the displacement of the bubble towards or away frm the tarqet.
So far the only finite rigid surface whose attraction has been calculated Is the sphere, For targets
like the O.N.C. box model, or the 'drum* model used in the U.S.A., where a target plate is surrounded
by a rigid 'skirt* or baffle of finite extent, it is suggested that the attraction of an explosion
bubble to a rigid disc would be a bettor approximation to the experimental conditions than the
attraction to a sphere. The problem of a rigid disc is treated in the following note.

The follnwing assu•pt ions have been m'-de.-

(1) The bubble r s,,.inzpherical th.r.ughout its ,iotun.

(2) The maximLle radius of the bubble is small conpared to Its distance from the disc,

(0) The velocity of displacement of the bubble is small and Its contribution to the
attractive forrea is neglected.

The Attraction of an Exfl~ osion BSubble to a Pixed Rigid Disc.

The method of calculating the attraction of a fixed rigid disc is as follows. A point sourceof unit strength is placed at t"h explosion Centre. A potential ql2 is found which, when added to the
potential 0, due to the point source, gives the correct boundary condition over the surface of the
disc. This potential may be regarded as due to image sources *induc-dl by the original point source.
The required lattraction coefficient" is then the value at the explosion centre of thle space gradient
"(A- , where x is positive in a direction away from the disc along the axis of symmetry. It was shown

in an earlier paper* that the velocity of the bubble towards the surface at any time Is the product

""of two .....

' 'A Simplified theory of the Effect of Surfaces o4 the Notion of an Explosion Bubble.'

I'
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of two factors, e the *attraction coefficient'4. which is a geometrical factor. and the other-

an integral expression involving the radial motion of the bubble aNd Independent of the geometry of

the surfaces.

The Velocity Potential Equations.

The most suitable co-ordinates In which to solve the problem are oblate spheroidal
cc-ordinates r, s, Up,, as shown In Figure 1. A8 is the disc, radius c, and A, B, are the foci of

the confocal oblato spheroids, r = constant and the hyperboloids of one sheet s - constant. OP is

the axis of sylneetry, and the explosion centre Is at A on this axis, distance d 7C the disc. it

Is convenient to choose o < r4 4 0, so that s varies between - I and+ 1. This choice mbkes the S
co-ordinate continuous In the region of the field. It Is to be noted that s changes sign on passing

through th disc.

o The relationship between the spheroidal co-ordinates r, s, and cylindrical co-ordinates x, jo,

origin at o and the x co-ordinate poaitve in the directton of OX, is

X c r rs Wt

P c + ( r2) (i- s2)]•[•

Since the problem Is entirely symmsetrical with regard tot/ It will not appear in the equations.

The disc AS is thus the surface r - o. Denoting the potential due to the puint charge at

X (r * rb- S 1, 4 - u) by tk, we have*

S•" (2n ÷ $) Qn (Ire) Pn (Or) P. (S) r< r

01 (2n + ') Pn (iro) In (ir) Pn s) r > r (so)

Wkhere Pn and Qn are the Legendre functions of the first and second kind, and i =-Vi.

To this must be added a potential '2 which satisfies Laplace's equation, vanishes at Infinity,
and has no singularlties in the region of the field. Thus

02 An Pn (S) Qn (1r) (4)

The potential 4)- 0, + 02 has to satisfy the condition that at the disc, I.e. the surface r o,

Its gradient normal to the surface is zero, since the disc Is both rigid and fixed. This gives an

equation from which the coefficients An may be determined. Thus

4 • • {*n ( n1 (I.r) +. (2n + 1) Qn (Iro) Pn•(Ir)} P1 (a) - (s)

•, ~for r - o ,

wence

An 2 (2n + 1) Qn (Ire) n odd

a0 n even.

(it s..

* Static and Dynamnic Electricity. Smythe, McGraw Hill 1939, p.165. It may, be verIfiled that
the potentials given in (0a) and (3b) satisfy Laplace's equation In these co-ordinates, and

1 1reduce to Hei'als expansion of 'r , or c respec-r0 1vel along the axtO of symmetry

s I (see Whitta.•er and Watson, 4th Edition p.322).

,'
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(it IS to be noted that the funct Ion 0. has a branch Iline alci-ig the real axis between -I
and +i, and that the Value of Q 1 (ir) at r o is really the limit of On' 06), as 8 tends to zero
through positive values).

The desired potontial due to the *induced* Images is thters-fore

The "attraction coefficient" of the disc Is -2 ata Iadr I

at the explosion centre X.

21e 'u 2 1(1r0) Q (Ir 0) (7)

Equation (7) may be put in finite forsm as follows. Heaine's development of Atit-z is;
(Whittakcer and Watson. p.321)

1.1Z (2n + ) Pin (z)o Q t InM
rt~on n

The series In (8) is valid for all points z lying inside an ellipse In thel complex plane
passing through t and with foci at ±1. Changing the sign of ,7 throughout arnd subtracting this new
expression from (8) gives

2

Dividing both sides by -2 (t z ). and integrating both iti-. with respect to Z froff, -1
to 41, yields

CO Jm+s ~. 1t 0 () -ij zdz

M-0 (t -. )('t - )2

Since the reversal of the order of Integrating and summing may be justified for all values of
tnot on thp branch line of the 0 functions, i.e. the portion of the reel axis between -1 and +1.

Finally, reaplacing t In (9) by Oir,), and taking only the principal value of the complex
logarithm In (9) as necessitated by the bourlary condition at tesurface of the disc, equation (7)
for the 'attraction, coefficient' of the fixed rigid disc becomes

2
00.) atTb XT 17-2 r 1

K r2 2r, (ji + -2

9 i where ro . d/c

It =ay be verified that as d tends to zero, the attraction coefficient in (t0) tends to 14o
the attraction coefficient for an ituflnite rigid plane. Recapitulating the result obtained In R.P-L.
Plate AOM4/210/ARB, the velocity U of the bubble towards the disc Is therefore

where a 13th rdis: the *:bubble at time t, and 2)O x Is given by (10).

Comparison ...

A~--
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Comariso_ of Pixed ',•d Disc th infinite Rigid Plane.

In Figure 2 the 'attraction coefficient' (10) for a fixed rigid disc has been divided by -1i4d2,

the value for an infinite rigid plane, and plotted against re e d/c. It will be scan that the

attraction of the disc is always less than that of the plarn a•d falls off quite rapidly with Increasing

distance. Thus. for an explosion bubble at a distance of one disc 'adius the attractlon is only half

that for the infinite plane at the same distance. whrle the fraction Is ons neventh a-t a distance of

one disc diameter.

The Attraction of a Moving Rigid Disc.

The extension of the foregoing to the case of a rigid disc moving with velocity v along the axis

of synmetry, I.e. towards or away from the explosion centre, will now be rade. The co-ordinate system
Is fixed in space and the surface r - o is made coincident with the disc at the Instant considered.

The velocity potential due to a disc of radius a moving along Its axis with velocity v awev from

the explosion centre at ro . d/c Is

"2cv Q' (ir) a (12)

if this is added to 4 p, + 02 the complete velocity potential for a moving rigid disc and a unit point

source is obtained. Since thi' added potential is independent of the strength of the source the

analysis given in R.R.L. Note ADM/21C/ARB must be modified slightly. Pressure gradients and velocities
along the axis of symmetry wil l be additive so that the drift velocity or displacement of the bubble
due to the motion of the disc may be calculated separately and added to that due to a fixed rigid disc -
equation (11).

Following the physical arguments of the above mentioned paper the effect of this added vel~ocity
potential is two fold. First, thy ,wotion of the disc imparts a drift velocity '3413/Z x towards the
disc to the water in the neighbourhood Of the explosion centre. Second, a pressure gradient

is set up In the water in the neighbourhood of the explosion centre and this gives the bubble a drift
velocity towards the disc

2 t
G~h a3 dt

Adding these two drift velocities, separating out the geometrical factor, and inserting the value of
from (12) give-2 for the drift velocity U1 of the bubble towards the disc due to the disc's motio.

-2,. n..tan-
4 r - -- 7 ]~ I * . ! dtl 03)

Vi- 0 f? r a f o dvT

where r_ d/.

since - -. 1 along the line s = 1, i.e. along the axis of symmetry.jx CS r

For convenience of use the geometrical factor in the first bracket in (13) has been plotted
In Figure 3. It will be seen that the Influence of the motion of the disc falls off more rapidly with
increasing diqtance than the attraction due to the disc's rigidity.

If the acceleration dv/dt is a constant independent of time It may be removed from the Integral
in (13). This Integral is now the same as that occurring in the squattioni, of motion of the bubble
under the Influence of gravity and in the absence of surfaces; in fact the velocity and displacement
of the bubble oue to the acceleration of the disc are a constant fraction It of the velocity and
displacement of the bubble under gravity, where

k . ...... )
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a dv

a is the factor in the first bracket in (13) which has been plotted In Figure 3.

Attlication to Pox Model Expermenfs.

In Box Model and similar experiments where the target is slung in such a way that it is free

to move as a whole under the influence of the explosion pressures acting on it, the effect of such

movement on the dis Flacerrent of the bubble my be estimated by Praann of equation (13). The following

approximate numerical example sugests that this effect may be of real Importance.

The area of the target plate and 'skirt' of the R.R.L. box model Is 5 square feet, I.e. for

the purposes of using equation (13) thu equivalent disc would have a radius of 1.25 feet. Consider

the case of a I oz. charge, 3 feet deep, fired at a distance of 1.5 feet from the target plate. It

will be suoposed that the effect o
t 

the explosion pressures; on the box model as a whole is to give it

an initial velocity away from the explosion centre which Is rapidly reduced to zero by the drag forces

In the water.

It is not practicable with present knowledge to calculate the initial velocity and the deceleratlon,

but In order to estimate the importance of the effect arbitrary values will be assumed. Let it be

assumed that the box model is brought to rest by the drag forces with a uniform deceleration of 4lg and

that It cows to rest In 50 milliseconds. This corresponds to an initial velocity of 6.4 fezt/second

san a total displacement of the box of 1.9 Inches. These two latter figures do not senm unreasonable

for a box model slung at the same horizontal level is the charge.

The displacement of the bubble due to the motion of the box model alone may be calculated from

(13). The overall displacement is away from the box and is found to beý approximately one half tae

rise of the bubble under the influence of gravity at the end of the first oscillation, i,e. It is

displaced about 5 inchas.

Strictly speaking equation (13) only holds for cases where the maximum bubble radius Is small

compared to the distance from the disc, and this condition is considerably exceeded in the numerical

example abave. The example does, however, suggest the d:!sirability, eitheir of measuring the ovmrall

movement of the box model so that this effect may be estimated, or of fixing the box modal so rigidly
that the effect becomes negligible.

Conclusions.

(1) The attraction of a fixed rigid disc for an explosion bubble has teen calculated and is found

to decrease rapidly with distance. If the explosion centre is one radius distance from the
disc the attraction is one half that of an infinite rigid wall at the same distance, At a

distance of one disc diameter the attraction is only one seventh of that due to an infinite

wall at the Same distance.

ti -cx (2) Tiho attraction of a rigid disc moving towards or away from the explosion centre has been
calculated. The effects 4-ue to the motion of the disc fall off with increasing distance more
rapidly than the attractinn frem a ntationary rinid &--'° oth the velocity and the

acceleration of the disc give terms in the equation for the velocity of the explosion bubble

towards the disc.

(3) it is pointed out that in experiments with box modQls or similar targets with flat plates
surroundcd ny rigid flanjes the foregoing analysis is relevant, in particular the motion

of the box model as a whole due to the explosion may have an appreciable influence on the

displacement of the explosion bubble.

In
Appendix.

JI
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APPe._NDI.

The Attraction of a Rigid Disc of which Part is Rovfnlf.

The attraction of :t rigid dis7 of which the centre purtion moves with a given velocity while the
outer annulus renklir.. fixed ih of scme practical intLr.'st as bMin rather lile the case of a flxcd rigid
box model with a ri:.id "ukirt" in which thy, tarjAt olates moves as a result of the pressure in the water.
This case will now be sntud fornally, thought it has not been found possible to reduce the solution to
a simple finite form suitab1l. for computet ion. Th,- case whK:r the rigid 'skirt' extends to Infinity has
been treated by Temperley.

Let the vei";ty --f ý,ýy poini of the disc be Y. Only the case of radio! symmetry Is considered
and over the surface of the disc r - 0, the other spheroidal co-ordinate s ic a function only of the
radial distance p of the point from the axis, The r.lation Is

I - C (I

Hence if v is a given function of p it may be written as a function of s ard, with the usual restrictions
on the forn of the function, nay be expanded in a series as follows.

sv st(s) an P, (s) (1t)

2n + j- I t f(t) Pn () dt (15)

where an z -

The putential d) fits the boundary condition that the normsal velocity over the surface r o
is everywhere equal to v is

S - ic _-a" p Q n(ir) P (s),,

This potential is to be added to q)z q), + Q2 to give the complote potential for the disc and thi-
unit point source. The "attraction coefficient* in equation (13), i.a. the term in the first bracket,
is replaced in this cese by

x)at X c -r)at r d/c ro, s I

a Q" (ir)

fO (io)

The special case of a piston of radius R moving with velocity v in a fixed finite circular baffle

of radius c is given by

f1 (s) v < < <I

0 o< lSl<

where X I -R

In this case the coefficients at to be inserted in equation (17) are

n - X~) an even

I e 7, -- I '•c
ax -.vZipn + 2 + Pr *' (2n1 -.1).Lr (i)2

for n 3. 5.,.---etc.
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THE EFFECT OF AN ADJACENT DEFORMING TARGET
UPON THE BUBBLE DUE TO A SUBMARINE EXPLOSION

L1. G. Chambers

November 1946

Reference Is wade to previous work on the subject. An alternative theory is put forward

to account for discrepancies which have arisen in Box Model worn ari calculations are described
based on certain Box model shots and discussed. it is concluded that the effect of the rigidity
of the target on the bubble Is small and may, In general. be neglected.

Waotation and Symbols used.

The suffix 0 indicates values at t - 0. The quantities are non-dimensional, being defined
In terms of the units Introduced by Q I. Taylor in the report *Vertical motion of a spherical

bubble and the pressure surrounding It"

a - radius of bubble, assumed to remain spherical.
b - equivalent radius of platc.
c - an explosive parameter.
d depth of centre of bubble below target.
h central deflection of target.
k • a constant of integration, chosen to satisfy the initial conditions.
t time.

dzu - velocity of bubble -- a
v 9 upward velocity of centre of plate.

z - depth of bubble below virtual surface.

tI..roductio,.

it Is well known that the mechanism of damage due to an underwater explosion is extremely

b complex, even in the comparatively simple case of a single plate rigidly clamped at its edges, and

that the phenomena involved are many - for example, the elastic properties of the steel, the

occurrence of cavitation either at or away from the steel-water interface, and lastly the effect

of the motion of the gas bubble. It is with this last phenomenon that this report is mainly

L • concerned.

it has been shown by Conyers herring and by others, that the bubble Is liable to migrate,

the nature of this migratio" depending on the rnture of adjacent surfaces. On the whole. the

• !:." bubble is attracted by a rigid surface and repelledi by a free surface, although there Is initially

a repulsion away from a rigid surface. Thus, for a given charge and distance, there may be a

particular strnngth of plate such that the bubble migration Is negligiblle during the very

important first oscillation of the bubble.

if the plate was weaker than this, the net effect would be a repulsion, so that the first
minimum of the bubble would occur farther from the plate than the original explosion. If the
plate Is stronger, the liet eifuct ,ou-.j 'l , •-. -,ttraction, which ijicreases rapidly as the distance
fromn the plate decreases, so that the first minimum of the bubble would occur very near to, or
even in contact with. the plate, and might thus give a large. contribution to damage, while the

contribution in the repulsive case would be negligible.

it was found that in certain Box Model shots inconsistencies arose and this was thought
to oe due to some intrinsic instaoulity In the dependence of the bubble movement on the movement

of the plate. Thus in considbring the attraction of the bubble towards the target, it is

desirable to know whethnr the motion of th. target plate in the baffle effects the bubble or

whether we can assume with suf ficent accuracy the target plate to be rigid,
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A difficulty is encountered as water is compressible. This question was attacked by
first considering the plate tc start at rest and secondly by considering the plate to be given an

impulsive velocity equivalent to the experimentally measured lmpu)se per unit area due to Sk lb.

of T.N.T. In this case the motion )f the Box K'del plate was subject to the following

assumpt ions.-

(a) The 'skirt- of the Box Model was assured to be an infinite wall.

(b) The tension o? the plate. during the process of stretching, was assumed to be

constant at the yield point, the plate being represt'ntedas a piston backed by a

spring closing hole in an infinite wall. This representation was deemed to
hold after the stretching when elastic recovery makes the plate move out again.

It was concluded by Temperley that a deformable structure may act either as a free surface
or as a rigid surface, and also that the nature of the effect may be reversed during the interval
of tire experiment. 

T
he valid objection has been made against this treatment that effectively

the whole infinite baffle is moving. An alternative derivation of the equations of motion, due

"to Temperley is presented here, together with a discussion of the results of Integrating the

equations in two cases.

S•'Theo r.v.

T;,e taroet is treated as a fixed rigid plate and the rmtion of the target plate is allowed

for hy it:! ccn-r '- z -!pes,ýre srn
t h scncs.r' c thit t!ef=tr-.

a hemisphere. •itn centre at the source is equal to the volume actually swept out by the target.

The conditions of continuity of pressure and velocity at the gas-water interface give,

on equating terms independent of cos •, and termns in cos 8, respectively.

ItU a af2 a •

aS , 32• a2 In I"

' '2d

d 8 d 2d dt d

and 2a t U + aU a aa

(2) - '-~ (aV + ~V)

where Taylor's units are used throughout.

To aid in the computation we form a pseudo-energy equation. This is derived by

rmultiplying (1) hy •ir a
2
a, and (0) by a z, substracting and integrating the resulting

equation with respect to time.. we obtain

2 7 3 27
(a) + 4(" - dt - k - .7-

s e i ar y ote in passing that (a,) presetra$ severl interesting features. It Is, in fact,

iI:•sllr to equa•tion (2) of the report *Vertical motion of a spherical bubble and the pressure

surrounding it. The radial kinetic energy is increased by a factor (I + f) due to the rigid

surface as pointed out by Conyers Herring. The cross product i i does riot occur In equation (2)

Sof above mentioned report which iq a true energy integral. k is not equal to unity, being
analogous to the total energy of the system, which includes an unknown amount of energy in the
moving target plate system.

Putting.

k .
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d J. Putting (2) in the form

I' (/3) 2a• * - (- (a
3 Z) 3a' .3 3a2b2  a (av)

It 0 dt - 2 ;

we note that putting the left hand side of ( M) equal to zero gives the case of zero gravity.

Also we have

_ (i- z) - V.
dt

This assumes that d is measured from the centre of the bubole to the cenltre of gravity

of target plate, It might be more consistent with the other assumptions to measure d frm the

initial position of the plate, in which case d (d - Z) 0. The values of d obtained from the

two assumptions only differ by to V d~t whlch is never more than a few Inches, and since the

other two equations only involve d itself, and not Its derivatives, the difference between the

two assumptions is srmll.

EtExperimental Data.

Fortunately there became available records of the Box Model Shots detailed below.
The diagranmatic set-up is as show:i in Figure 3. In the actual calculations the set-up was

simpli ied to Lhu ca Of F1G;re '-.. It w-m assumed that the mutual eOect5 (f the target and

bubble wauld be the same whOther the target was above the charge or to its side. The cooaic ions

of the experimnets were:-

Test .8: Depth of charge = 5 feet.
Stand-off . 2 feet.
Charge = $ oz., of 7.!.T.

Tost 5O: Oepth of charge = 5 feet.
Stand-off = 2* feet,
Charge I oz. of T.N.T.

C In both cases the equivalent radits of the plate was 0.25 inches. For this charge the
Taylor unit of length is 6 feet, and the Taylor unit of time Is O.394 seconds.

* l escri~ioneof Tables.

The integration of the equations derived in paragraph 3 were carried out under the

following conditions:-

a0  * 0.016

Z = 7.6

(£)]o ( = o
C .063

k 1. u, 006

There were four cases.

Taete 1: do = .40 O.) V 0
/3) v from Test 48

,T~b.• • do • .50 ý) =o
') v from Test 50

The valuus of v used In cases / and ?f3 were derived from smoothed graphs of the deflection

-A . time curves.

.. . . . . .. . .. .
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For the purpose of computation, a variable x was introduced, defined by:-

jt dt

x - 10 f t d- ./2

in fact, in the Tables the quantities involved are defined in terms of equal intervals of

x. which obviously incr,,ases continuously with values of t, although the corresponding values of
t are given. The computatiois wore carried out to the point where the equations ceased to have
any physical nu-aning owing to tr;e radius of the bubble becoming greater than the distance from
Sthe rmodel. (in the case of test 50, this happened iust before the first minimum of the bubble
and the equations would have broken down In any case). As regards the accuracy of the aolutions,
the following should bh noted:-

(a) i, warning must be given about the interpretation of the computed figures.I In some cases more figures than are justified have been retained in order
to keep a fixed number of decimals. The computer is fully aware of this
aod precautions have been taken accordigly.

(b) It is realised that LI decir.nals in a and z are meaningless but It is
essential to keep this number of figures in order to comprehend the full
behaviour of the solution and to understand the structure of the differential
equations. No great pains have been taken to maintain this accuracy, though
owing to the inherent stability of the equation for a. the last figure should
be reasonuibiy uuvd.irv. c

The tebles give - for the rigid case a, t, z, and - for the case where there assumed to
be a source a, t, z, h, v.

Discussion of Results.

it will be seen by reference to Tables I and 2 and Figures I and 2 that the actual effect
of the plate motion on the bubble appears to be fairly stroll. In fact from Figure 1 It appears
t;iat the effect of the mobility of the plate has not appreciably affected the depth of the centre
of the bubble. This may be due to the fact that over the greater part of the period under
consideration, i.e. from t = .02 to t - .17, the motion of the plate is comparatively small, the
bubble being fairly large over this time, As is well known, the bubble acquires momentum, chiefly
when large, and at this time the plate Is practically stationary. The motion of the plate has
little effect on the radius. The maxima occur as far as can be seen practically at the same time
and the maximum radius Is diminished by about 29 by the plate being assumed to be non-rigid.

In both cases the bubble begins to flatten itself against the target before the minimum
Is approached although at this time the approximations co'ase to be valid in any case.

Considering Table 2 and its graphical representation Figure 2. it may be seen that,

altough the plate has sprung back, and has even come back beyond its original positicn. the effect
uon the 6ubble is" som•what the some as in the e.Ase where the plate remained dished inward.

The differences between the rigid case and the moving plate are very sligt.t, as regards
the movement of the bubble, and less than the probably accuracy of the theory. This might be
expected as the subsequent movement towards the plate is governed mainly by the momentum constant.
This agrees with photographic observations of the bubble moving towards the box mad-el when a
rigid plate theory gave excellent results for both 1inch and i pIcan , inch plate,.

It should be noted that in the actual experiments the Box Model and charge are at the
sam depth, where gravity is approximately cancelled out by free surfnce and bottom.

Conclusions.
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Canrlustofls anid s ~~ d f s

It is concluded ocý t-.0 whole that the bubble is not -very sensitive to the motion of the

target plite, there i)oinq a .119ht tendency for the bubble to follow the motion of the target

plate, ,no for the buDdle not to expand quite as much as it would if the target Nore rigid.

it is intended to determine by photography or otherrise the behaviour of the oubble in two

experiments, thv con•itions of which are identical except that the two target plates are of

widely varying strength, the motion of the plates being recorded and correletcd with the

I bihaviou" of the bubble.

Ackitowl ed -?e-ets.

The theory on which this report is based is due to Mr. I1.N.V. Temperley.

/
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(Test 08. ao 0.40)

RIGID PLATE NON RIGID MLATE
x _tO z Ell h__ =5 V10-3

h dh

0 o0160 0 7.6000 z.0160 C 7C6000 .0-00 1cQ

.0353 36 7.6000 .0352 36 7.6000 .0010 1243

2 .0698 156 7.6003 .0697 156 7.6002 .0038 927

3 .1073 4 -21 7.6009 .1074- 420 7.6006 .0110 1966

4- .1450 870 7.6021 .144-9 870 7.6018 *0181 -237

5 .1816 1532 7.6039 .1805 1528 7.604 .0145 -181

"" 6 .2162 2421 7.6062 .2143 2407 7.6066 .0138 17

7 .2479 3541 7.6087 .21.54. 351l 7.6092 .0150 0

a8 .2760 48841 7.6110 .2729 4834 7.6115 .0137 -28

9 .2997 6432 7.6123 .2961 6355 7.6129 .0135 -17

10 .3184. 8155 7.6-120 .3143 804.5 7.6127 .0128 -11

11 .3314. 10011 7.6091 .3270 9865 7.6101 .0127 6

12 .3384. 11954. 7.6030 .3338 11769 7.6045 .0131 6

13 .3391 13931 7.5929 .3345 13705 7.5953 .0131 0

114. .3335 15886 7.5783 .3290 15620 7.5820 .0131 0

15 .3219 17766 7.5591 .3177 17463 7.5644 .0131 40

.16 3050 19524. 7.5352 .3011 19188 7. A.24 .0159 79

17 .2823 21122 7.5065 .2799 20 7.5160 .O184 11 ,,

18 .2577 22532 7.4727 .254.8 22142 7.4851 .0167 -6

i 19 .2290 23734 7.4333 2266 23325 7.,4493 .0180 11
i 1

r 20 .1963 242-99 7.1478 .0173 -51

21 .1650 25068 7.3593 m61 -28

IfI_______- - 739 06 2

V...__ 

__ _ --- *
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TABLE 2.

(Test 50; d =0. 50)

RII RAT NON0.06 RIGID PLATEh

_____dt,

0~~~~0 .06.07600 o0o0 .oo o 1638

1 .0353 36 7.6000 -0351 36 7.6000 .0008 1090

2 .0698 156 7.6002 .0698 15" 7.6001 .0030 763

f 3 .177 1422 706 .1078 422 7.6004. 00 1915

4 .146o 875 7.60m .1459 876 7.6013 .0168 -299

5 .1832 15145 7.6026 .1823 154+2 7.6030 .0125 -226

6 .2183 2di~-7 7.6041 .2169 24+36 7.6o4.8 .0110 -910

7 .2505 3584. 7.6057 .2485 3561 7.6065 .0100 56

8 .2789 4949 7.6070 .2761, 4909 7.6078 .0118 -17

9 .3026 6520 7.6075 .2997 6459 7.6081. .0096 -107

10 .3210 8265 7.6066 .3177 8178 7.6078 .0044 -169

11 93333 10141 7.6037 .3300 10025 7.6052 -. 0011 -107

12 .3395 12096 7.5984. .3360 11952 7.5995 -. 0034* 0

13 .3395 14078 7.5902 .3354 13901 7.5915 -.0020 0

14 .3333 16033 7.5790 .3284 15817 7.5799 -.0025 51

15 .3210 17909 7.5644 .3152 17614.6 7.5651 -.0019 -11

.6 .332 195 ,3 .2967 19342 1754-70 -. 0002 45

17 .2800 21234. 7'. 5 24.7 .2734 20867 7.5252 .0020 339

( 8 .2530 22613 7.4992 .21+61 22193 7.4987 .0223 339

19 .2228 23776 7.1,691 .2159 233v5 7.4+684 .0192 -34.

120 .1906 24717 7.4330 01040 24201 7.4319 .0196 9

21 .1579 25445 7.3882 A1518 24889I 7*3861 .0211 45

f I21.5 A1420 25735 7.3612 01364 25162 7.3584 .0211 -6

22 A1269 25981 7.3301 .1220 25394 7.3265 .0210 -23

22.5 .1133 26189 7.2944 .1093 25590 7.2897 .0209 -45

( I23 10 2-636 7.2534 .0991 25758 7.2477 .0207 -62

fi;23.5 .0931 2a6517 7.-2075 .0918 25905 7.2014 .0205 -56
9.-___I~- ________
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TABLE 2.

(Test 50, d = 0.50)

RIGID PLATE NON RIGID PLATEK t " a tiO5 h -l

0 .0160 0 7.6000 .0160 0 7.6000 .0000 1638

1 .0353 36 7.6000 .0351 36 7.6000 .0008 1090

2 .0698 156 7.6oo2 .0698 156 7.60o0 .0030 763

3 .1077 )422 7.6006 .1078 422 7.6004 .0102 1915

4 .i460 875 7.6014 .1459 876 7.6013 .0168 -299

5 .1832 1545 7.6026 .1823 1542 7.6030 .0125 -226

6 .2183 2)447 7.60l.i .2169 2436 7.604.8 .0110 -90

7 .2505 3584 7.6057 .24.85 3561 7.6065 .0100 56

8 .2789 4949 7.6070 .2764 4909 7.6o78 .0118 -17
9 •.302:6 6520 7.6075 .2997 6459 7.6084 .0096 -107

10 .3210 8265 7.6066 .3177 8178 7.6078 .0044 -169

11 ,3333 10141 7.6037 .3300 10025 7.6052 -. 0011 -107

12 .3395 12096 7.5984 .3360 11952 7.5999 -. 0034 0

13 .3395 14078 7.5902 .3351+ 13901 7.5915 -. 0020 0

14 .3333 16033 7.5790 .3281. 15817 7.5799 -. 0025 51

15 .3210 17909 7.5644 .3152 17646 7.5651 -.0019 -11

i6 .3032 19656 7.5463 .2967 19342 7.5470 .-.0002 45

17 .ARM0 212U 7.5247 .27V. 20867 7.5252 .0020 339

18 .2530 22613 7.4992 ,24.61 22193 7.4987 .0223 339

19 .2228 23776 7.4691 .2159 23305 7.468& .0192 -34.

20 .1906 24.717 7.4330 .1840 24201 7.4319 .0196 96

21 .1579 25445 7.3882 .1518 24889 7.3861 .0211 45

21.5 .1420 25735 7.3612 -1364 25162 7.3584 .0211 -6

22 .1269 25981 7.3301 .1220 25394 7.3265 .0210 -23

22.5 l.133 26189 7.2944 .1093 25590 7.2897 .0209 -45

( 23 .1019 26365 7.25V4 .0991 25758 7.24.77 .0207 -62

23.5 .0931 26517 7.2075 .0918 25905 7.2014 .0205 -56

A;

itg_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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THE PRESSURES PRODUCED BY EXPLOSIONS UNDERWATER OF
.SALL CHARGES NEAR A RIGID BOTTOM

0. Charle.swo rth

December I94 *

Pressure-time curves have been obtaine4ý by weans of plezo-electric gauges, at points z, 3, 4

and 5 feet above 1 oz, charges of P.A.G. fired underwater at distances from 0 to 3 teat from a riid
bottom. The results have been compared with those observed previously with a gravel bottom.

The shock wave tall was not reduced so much for the charge near the rigid bottom as when it
was fired near the gravel bottom. As before, it was found that lower intensity pulses of unknown
origin occurred some 4 to 7 milliseconds after both the shock waves and bubble waves, their occurrence.
but not their form, being independent of the presence of the bottom,

The forms of the bubble waves with a rigid bottom were similar to those obtained with a gravel
bottom, but with the charge ne•r the rinid bottom were more intenae and of shorter dUration. At a
given distance from the Charge the pres~sures and impulses in both the tsat and 2nd bubble waves, when

plotted against the distance of the clhrge from the rigid bottom, had m3xima for some- value of this
distance between 0 and 2 feet. With the gravel bottom this offect was only observed for the ist
bubble wave impulses. Whereas for the gravel bottom no second bubble-wave was detected when the

charge was i foot 6 Inches or less from the bottmrn tho correspondingJ distanc from the rigid bottom
was 6 Inches.

The .st bubble period increased as the charge approached the rigid bottom; with the gravel
bottom the period decreased.

In t roducti on.

The object of the tests Was to termine the underwater pressures produced by exploding charges
near to a rigid bottom and to compare the results with those previously obtained near a gravel bottom.

ExPerimental.

Site;- The tests were mmde In a concrete tank in a nepth of 9 feet 6 Inches of water.
The bottom of the tank was flat and the *rigid bottom* used in the tests consisted of a steel plate
3 feet square and .tj inches ihick placed flat on the bnttom of the tank.

Zhares:- As before, 1 oz. charges of PeA.G. were used, detonated by No. 8 A.S.A. detonators.
The charges were cylindrical in shape with height equal to diareter. MTy were placed iith their

axes vertical and detonated from the top.

Pressure measurement:- Pressures were measured by means of piezo-electric gauges recording
photographically u.ing cathodc-ray oscillographs.

•rrangew-nt of tests:- The gauges were suspended vertically above thr Ch.,rge %t distanccs

of 2, 3. 4 and 5 feet from it. Tests were made with the charge at distances from o to 3 feet
from the buttom.

Results.

[ '1
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Result

The forms of the pressure-time curves recorded at a point 5 feet above the charge. for various
distances of the charge from the bottom are shown in Figures I and 2; the shock-wave peaks have not
been recorded and portions of the records between the pulses have been omitted. The records exhIbIt
the sane general features as those obtained in earlier work where charges were fIred near a gravel
bottom though there are certain differenves as mentioned below.

Shock waves:- The recorded parts of the shock waves were similar in form to those obtained
previously except that with the charge very near to the bottom the reduction in the tail was not so
pronounced. A few measurements were made of the magnitude of the peak shock wave pressures produced
with the charge on the bottom. The results indicated that there was an Increase In peak pressure
above the 'open water' value. Further investigations are required to determine more precisely the
acft!'.n of the bottom In this case (e.g. to determine whether the charge plus bottom acts as a single
charge •f greater weight or as two separate Charges).

waves of unknown oijigin..- Pulses similAr in form and magnitude tu those observed in the
earlier tests were recorded some 4 to 7 milliseconds after both the Shock wave and bubble waves.
This is further evidence against these Waves being pr-.,duced by reflections from a denser substrate
since the two sets of tests were made at different sites.

I:- in most cases two bubble waves were ohserved. in the previous tests, only
one bubble wave was observed for charge distances of 1 foot 6 inches or lees from the bottom, whereas
here two pulses were recordad at i foot from the bottom. At distances Of I foot 6 Inches or less,
there was a difference in wave form in the two cases, e.g. with the charge fired on the rigid bottom,
the bubble wave was more intense and of shorter duration than When fired on the gravel bottom.

The neximum pressures and Impulses In the tst and 2nd bubble waves at points 2, 3, * and 5
feet above tthe.charge are shown in Figures 3, 4. 5 end 6 ftor various distances of the charge from the
bottom.

The pressures and Impulses in the 1st bubble waves with the charge 3 feet from the bottom are
about the saen as observed before. The present results, however, show an increase in both pressure
and impulse with the charge about 6 inches from the bottom. This effect was not previously observed
for the pressures, but was observed to some extent for the impulses.

The variations of pressure and impulse in the 2nd bubble waves with distance of the charge
fro•m the rigid bottom were appreciably different from those with the gravel bottom. Thus Figure 5
shows that the pressure has a naxi.roi value for the charge about 2 feet from the bottom and Figure 6
shows that the impulse has a maximum for the charge about I foot from the bottom whereas previously
both pressukre and Impulse decreased with distance of the charge from the gravel bottom.

No Imeasurements were made of the rise or fall of the bubble. it is proposed to make these
measure•.ents using !he underwater camwera, which will also give information on the shape of the bubble.

Bubble periods-.- The periods of the iot and 2nd bubble oscillations are shown in Figure 7
as functions of the distance of the charge from the bottom. Also shown In Figure 7 Is the theoretical
curve for the 1st oscillation of 1 oz. of T.N.T. neglecting the effects of the free and rigid surfaces.
it Is seen that the iat period increases as the charge approaches the bottom, until the charge is
6 inches from the bottom where the ;eriod is a maximum. This Increase is expected theoretically if
the bottom behaves as a rigid surface. with the gravel bottom no such increase In period was observed.
The bubble periods observed here are greater than those obtained in the gretvel pit. This ina'Ibe
due to the proximity of the sides of the tank to the explosion

SConclusions.

-i ~ The principle effects observed with the rigid and gravel bottoms are su•rmrised below for
charge distances of 3 feet or less from the bottom.

Ii:
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Rigid bottom Gravel bottom

Shock wave Some reduction in tail with charge AL for rigid bottom but effect more
near the bottom, marked.

Wave of unknown Occurs at 4- 7 mill seconds after AS for rigid bottom.
origin shock wave and bubble waves
s u regardless of proximity to bottom.

Ist bubble wave Prossure a maximum for the charge No maximum. Pressure decreases as
about 6 Inches from the bottom, charge Is brought nearer to the bottom,

Impulse a maximum for the charge Indications of maximum impu)se for the
about 6 inches from the bottom, charge about 6 inches from the bottom.

2nd bubble wave Pressure a maximum for the charge No maximum tor either pressure or
about 2 feet from the bottom. impulse, both of which decrease as the

charge is brought nearer to the bottom.
Impulse a max~imum, for the charge

about I foot from the bottom.

No bubble wave for the charge No bubble wave for the Charge I foot
6 inches or less from the bottom. 6 Inches or less from the bottem.

Period 1st bubble period increases with ist period decreases as distance from
decreasing distance from the bottom the bottom decreased.

until the charge Is 6 Inches from
the bottom where the period Is L
fx I mume

j:j

• .. . .. . .A,. . .. .•,•: . .. 4 . . , , . •." .
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I oscillationl

70 heoretical period of I oscillation for lox. T.N.T.
omitting effects of bottom and free surface

2 oscillation
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FIt.7 OBSERVED PERIODS OF THE IAND 2'OSCILLATIONS OF THE
BUBBLE PRODUCED BY FIRING lox. CHARGES OF PA.G. AT
VARIOUS DISTANCES FROM THE BOTTOM
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Secondary Pressure Pulses Due to Gas Globe Oscillation in Underwater Explosions.
I. Experimental Data*t

A. B. ARoNs,** J. P. SLIFKO,*** AND A. CARTER
Underwater Explosives Research Laboratory, Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, Woods Hole, Massachusetts

(Received January 13, 1948)

Pressure waves emitted by the oscillating gas globe in underwater explosions of T.N.T. have
been recorded at depths great enough to render small the perturbation effects due to migration
of the bubbles under the influence of gravity. The first eight periods of oscillation have been
measured and the pressure-time curves analyzed in order to obtain peak pressure, positive
impulse, and energy flux resulting from the first two pulses. The scaling of pressure pulse
parameters with charge size is examined.

I. INTRODUCTION would have been had no migration occurred.

1.1. The detonation of an explosive charge This effect does not .scale with charge size in

results in the conversion of the initial solid the same way as other parameters because of the
material into a globe of gaseous products at constancy of the acceleration of gravity, g.

exceedingly high temperature and pressure. This From the foregoing, it is evident that the

is followed by expansion of the gas globe and pressure pulse will be at a maximum under
propagation of a strong shock wave through the conditions which make the bubble migration
fluid medium surrounding the charge. negligible or cause the bubble to be in a "rest

In underwater explosions, the succeeding phe- position." It is known that for relatively small
nomena are associated with the oscillation of charges a rest position occurs at a certain critical

the gas globe, which expands to a maximum depth below the water surface owing to the

radius and then collapses under the influence of balancing of gravitational effects by the repulsion

the hydrostatic pressure. A pressure pulse (called from the free surface. However, accurate pres-
the first bubble pulse) is emitted while the sure-time measurements under these circum-

bubble is near minimum size, and second, third, stances ae not possible because proximity to
the free surface causes serious interference frometc. bubble pulses are emitted as ",he bubble

proceeds with successive oscillations. A typical the surface reflection of the pressure wave.
Since migration decreases with increasing depthpressure-time curve for the entire phenomenon of detonation, it is possible, by performing experi-

1.2is reproduced in Fig. 1. ments at sufficiently great depths, to make the
1.2. The gas globe produced in an underwatersome

(-, explosion tends to migrate vertically upwards cases completely negligible, and thus determine
" under the influence of gravity, the the parameters of the bubble pulse. unperturbed
being most pronounced in the interval when the by the effects of nearby surfaces and bubble
bubble is near its minimum radius. In the process migrations.

of migration, some of the potential energy is 1.3. The object of the present investigation
converted into kinetic energy of vertically mov- was to obtain such unperturbed measurements
ing water. This energy is not restored to the in order to test the scaling of bubble pulse param-
bubble as it collapses, and hence the amplitude eters with charge size and to obtatin better
of the emitted pressure wave is less than it impulse and energy flux data than have hitherto

been available for the stationar-y bubble.
* This work was performed under contract NOrd 9500

with the Navy Department, Bureau of Ordnance. Cast T.N.T. was used in three charge sizes:
t Contribution from the Woods Hole Oceanographic 0.505 lb., 2.507 lb., and 12.01 lb. MeasurementsInstitution No. 4,10.
** Present address: Department of Physics, Stevens --

"Institute of Technology, Hoboken, New Jersey. I B. Friedman, "Theory of underwater explosion bub-*** Present address: Naval Ordnance Laboratory, Wash- bles," Report IMM-NYU 166, Institute for Mathematics
ington, D. C. and Mechanics, New York University, September 1947.
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Shock Calibration Filr" Sected Thir.4 Fourth Fifth Sixth SeventhISW~e te Pl• u•Pu• uls Puls Pulse Pulse

I Le. Timing Wave
Fro. 1. P:: ure-t±me record showing shock wave and bubble pulses. Charge: 0.505 lb. T.N.T.;

Gauge dist.. 2,25 ft. Depth: 500 ft.

were made at a depth of 500 ft. in water having consequently, the period of successive oscilla-
an over-all depth in excess of 650 ft. (For corn- tions decreases. A summary of the experimental
parison several 0.505- and 2.507-lb. charges were results is given in Table I in terms of the pro-
fired at 250 ft.) Under these conditions, surface portionality constant, K, defined by Eq. (M).
and bottom effects were negligible. The half- 2.2. It will be noted in Table I that the values
pound charge is deemed to be the smallest T.N.T. of K, for the 2.5- and 12-lb. charges are sig-
charge which can be reliably detonated under nificantly lower than those for the 0.5-lb. charges.
these circumstances. The twelve-pound charge is The reproducibility of the period measurements
the largest that could be tolerated at a distance and the fact that charge sizes were alternated in
of 500 ft. below the vessel performing the experi- a definite sequence during the shooting program
ments; thus, the range of charge size was the make it very unlikely that the difference is due
widest attainable with the available exper- to systematic experimental error in the measure-
mental equipment and with T.N.T. as the ment of T or Z. The discrepancy can be in-

Sexplosive. terpreted only as a slight but significant depar-
All pressure-time measurements were made at ture from the ideal cube root law of variation of

a distance from the charge such that the value period with charge weight. (Although correction
of W//R was constant and equal to 0.352, W has been made for the effect of the tetryl booster
being the charge weight in pounds and R the present in each charge, one cannot be certain of
charge to gauge distance in feet. A typical pres. the accuracy of the correction, and it is therefore
sure-time record is reproduced in Fig. 1. Periods possible that the observed oiscrepancy may be
of pulsation halve been measured to the seventh due to the relatively larger proportion o0 itixwter
and, in some cases, to the eighth bubble pulse. in the half pound charges.)
Peak pressures, impulse, and ent-rgy flux have Examination of K. as a function of n shows
been obtained for the first and second pulses. that the period drops off sharply during the first

. Sthree oscillations and then decreases slowly but
steadily in such a way that the results do not

4 2.1. Theoretical analysis shows' that to a first yield a value of K which could be regarded as
approximation the period of oscillation of a gas an accurate limiting value, applicable to the
globý is given by ultimate small amplitude oscillations of the gas
• T=gm*/o~t• (1)globe.

whereK-constant of proportionality, W=charge HI. PEAK PRESSURE: FIRST AND

weight, and Zo=absolute hydrostatic depth. SECOND PULSES
If the energy associated with the oscillation 3.1. Peak pressures of the first and second

were constant (i.e., if there were no dissipation bubble pulses are summarized in Table I I.

or acoustic radiation), the period would also As will be indicated in Section V, the cylindri-
remain constant. However, appreciable energy is caVlcharges were oriented with their axes in a
lost, principally in the neighborhood of the horizontal plane. Pairs of gauges were placed
bubble minimum owing to the emission of the above, below, and to the side of the charge in
pressure wave and other dissipative effects and, positions denoted by G1, G4, and G2,3, respec-

---
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TABLE I. Summary of period constants for T.N.T. T,=K. hIVIIZ0! , 7. T.=period of nth opcillation (sec.), W-charge
Sweight b.), Z-depth of charge below surface (ft.), Zo=absolute hydrostatic depth -Z-Z33 (ft.).

L W 7 Period eoztanlt, K.

Olb.) (ft.) Ki K, An K, K& Ks K, Ks

0.505 250 4.36-.01" 3.14-1-.03 2.56+.02 2,38-4-.03 2.16-L.04 2.084-.04 1.96i-0.1 --
0.505 500 4.36+ 01 3.06=L.01 2.51-L-.01 2.32-*-.01 2,15*_.02 1.97:.02 1.90:b.02 1.9=.1
2.507 250 4 .2 7 ** 3.11 2.53 2.35 2.2S 2.02 1.94 -
2.507 500 4.26+.01 3.064-.01 2.48+,M1 2.31+.01 2,17=L.01 2.02L.01 - -

12.01 500 4.294-.01 3.19:E.01 2.56+.01 2.39:.01 2.164-.01 2.04t.01 1,94-1-.02 1,7.3 +.025

* The Stated -:Tor It the standard deviation of the mean.
• The error Is not Indieated since oaly two shbts were made under these conditions. Results ot the two shots agreed very closely.

7 lively, all the gauges being positioned off the pressure for the worst case (2.5 lb. at 250 ft.)
cylindrical surface of the charge. It was assumed being less than 1 percent, whereas Table II
that the difference between the average pressures indicates 15 percent, if AP for the half-pound
at G1 and G4 was due only to displacement of charges at 500 ft. is used as a basis of comparison.

'the bubble .,wad C, ..... e pressure was Further discussion of this result will be found
assumed to vary inversely as the gauge to bubble below in Section IV.
distance. This treatment neglects any effects 3.3. The results summarized in Table 11 indi-
resulting from possible asymmetry of the pressure cated that the pressure field was cylindrically
field, but it appears to be justified by the fact symmetrical with respect to the axis of the
that when pressures at G1 and G4 are corrected charge. A number of shots were fired with
to the same distance as the G2,3 position, all the charge so placed that gauges in position G2
the values agree within experimental scatter. faced the cap end while gauges at G3 faced the

The values given in Table II are the averages butt end of the charge. Gauges at GI and G4
of precouses measured at all three positions and were still above and below the charge, respec-
corrected (by means of the apparent migration tively. In Table III the pressures at G2 and G3
result) to the given distance from the center of are compared with the pressure at G2,3 (off the
the bubble, R=s Wi/0.352 ft. cylindrical surface) given in Table II. It will be

Because of uncertainty as to the exact location noted that a marked degree of asymmetry exists,
t of the true base-line of zero excess pressure on particularly in the case of the small charges,

the individual photographic records, the records with the pressure from the cap end being sig-
were read with respect to an arbitrary base- nificantly higher than the pressure from the
line and were then adjusted to the theoretical butt end.
baseline value calculated by means of the theory IV. POSITME IMPULS3 AND ENERGY PULSE
summarized by Friedman.' This is based on a
calculation of the negative pressure (below cur- 4.1. For convenience in describing and work-

rounding hydrostatic level) existing at the time ing with various portions of the continuous
of the first bubble maximum, and for the condi- TABLE II. Apparent bubble migrc.t;oa and corrected
tions represented in Table I I the values are -80 peak pressures. AP,-px•.s. peak 'pressure of nth pulse
and - 120 lb./in.2 at depths of 250 and 500 ft ., (lb./in.2), R-distance front bubble center of point where

APt2. is measured; R-Wl/0.352 (ft.), W-charge weightrespectively. (1.h T.N.T.), Z-depth of chargc below surface (ft.),

S3.2. Ideal scaling would require that all the A�. -vertical displacement of center of bubble from initialpeak prealssurealngwoues ateagiven rati o l tR charge position at time of nth bubble minimum (ft.).:':i. [peak pressure values at a given ratio of WV/R

be equal regardless of charge size. Examination w z AP, A,, Ak,(lb.) (ft.) b./in.') 11.) (b/ns

of Table II shows that this is not the ca. (.) (ft.) (lb/In.) ) (15./in.!) (ft.)

The principal cause of the observed variation is 0.507 250 1020•16 0.80 2254- 1.12.507 250 1020i-10 0.80 215-:- 1.12
undoubtedly the migration of the bubble. Theo- o.505 So0 1210=610 0.11 250-5 0.16Sretical calculation of the influence of migration 2.5011 500 1160:-00 0.32 245:-5 0.47

12.01 500 1140=-00 0.86 260-+5 0.79
on peak pressure' predicts very much less effect
than is observed, the expected decrease in peak * Stated error Is standard deviation of the mean.

1.1
Ti...
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"T'AMPL 11I. Bubble pulse peak pressures for various TIABLP IV. Positive impule: First and second bubble
charge orientations. Notation for position of measurement: pulses (no correction applied for bubble migration). Dis-
G2,3--auge faciug cylindrical surface of charg{e, 62- tance of point of meaisurement front center of initial charge"gauge facing cap end of charge, G3-gauge facing butt position: R= WI/0.352 ft., W=charge weight (lb. T.N.T.),
end of charge. Gauge distance from center of bubble: Z= depth of charge below surface (ft.).
R=WI/0.352 (ft.), W-charge weight (lb. T.N.T.), AP,,
-excees peak pressure of nth pulse (lb./in.2). IReduced positive impulse, iiWi kib. ob./inv 10~)

W 2
APM(lb./jn.t) AP(lb./in,2) (lb.) (ft.) Firt pulse Second pulse

(lb.) (ft.) G2 G2,3 G3 G2 G2.3 G3 a~ll 02 2.3 03 G4 01 G2 02,3 G3 040.505 Soo 1365 1210 1095 285 250 230 o.0 _E63 -18;•1•Io~o- .1 0-.40

20105 2 2020 OW5 250 1.39 - 1.34 - 1.32 0.682,507 500 1200 1100 1150 280 245 240 2:607 250 1.43 1.33 -1.22 0,761 -0.67 -0.47
12.01 500 1200 1140 1120 295 260 250 0.W 500 1.10 1.22 1.0 1.12 1.14 0,45 DAR 0.44 0.40 0.39

2.W07 M 1.11 1.17 1.12 1.04 L_.07 0.44 0.46 0.43 0,44 0.40
- 12.01 BMl 1.13 1.16 1.17 1,05 1.11 0.51 0.49 0.47 0.46 0.40

pressure-time curve illustrated in Fig 1, an Se Bstion 3.3 and Table III foe key to position notation.
arbitrary subdivision has been adopted. The
shock wave is defined as that portion of the of the order of 4 percent. This agreement indi-
curve lying between the shock front (where cates that the pressure differences noted in
the time, t=0) and the point of first bubble Table II are confined to a very narrow region in
Maximum (1- Ts/2). Similarly, the first bubble the immediate vicinity of the peak of the pulse
pulse is the portion between first and second and do not affect the remainder of the pressure-
bubble maxima, i.e., T1/2 <t < T2/2, etc. time curve appreciably.

4.2. The impulse delivered by the pressure Thus, the effect of migration on peak pressure
wave during a fixed interval of time is defined: is more than would have been expected on the

basis of the theoretical predictions, but the other
I = parameters of the pressure-time curve remainI , Apdt, (2) virtually unaffected. Since the impulse obeys

the ideal scaling law, it is presumed that the
During a bubble pulse, the pressure is initially peak pressure also would if the effect of migration

negative, becomes positive, and then again nega- could be reduced still further, but this is not
tive. It can be shown from acoustic theory that conclusively demonstrated and further measure-
the integral in Eq. (2) taken over the entire ments would be necessary to test the presumption.
pulse as defined A-.bove must be very nearly 4.4. Theoretical analysis' shows that to a first
equal to zero. (Actually, there is a small negative approximation the positive impulse in a bubble
residual.) Of principal interest, however, is the pulse would be expected to vary as the inverse
magnitside of the positive impulse, the integral sixth root of the absolute hydrostatic pressure
being taken only over the region of positive at the depth at which the bubble is located.

I:pressure. A summary of average positive im- A test of this prediction is given in Table V.
pulse values is given iM Table IV. Since the quantity 1.5",/Wn', is es-entially

4.3. Impulses measured at G1 vertically above constant with depth, it is seen that the prediction
the cbarge are systematically high and those at is confirmed within the available experimental
G4 below the charge are systematically low, as accuracy.
would be expected on the basis of the migration 4.5. Integrations of the pressure-time curves
results given in Table II. As with the peak were also pei-formed for the purpose of deter-
pressure (Table Ill), the impulse is higher at mining the irreversible energy flux which is
points off the cap end and lower off the butt given by acoustic theory as:
end than off the cylindrical surface of the
charge. J_ f 9b

Using the G2,3 position (off the cylindrical NCO
surface) as being representative of the unper-
"turbed impulse, it is seen that at each depth the where Ap- excess pressure (lb./in.1), I time
impulse scales according to the ideal similarity (sec.), p000=acoustic impedance of water (slug
law within the experimental precision which is ft./in. sec.), and F=energy flux (in. lb./in.1).
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The integration was made over the entire bubble the first two pulses are 120 and 15 cal./g.,
pulse as defined in Section 4.1, including both respectively.
the positive and negative phases, and the aver- It is evident that the measured acoustic radia-
aged results are summarized in Table VI. tion accounts for only a fraction of the total

4.6. Energy flux measured at GI vertically energy loss sustained by the bubble in each
above the charge is systematically high and that case. At this time there exists no concrete evi-
at G4 below the charge systematically low, as dence pointing to the cause of the unaccounted
would be expected on the basis of the migration energy loss, although various speculations have

indicated in Table I1. As with the peak pressure been advanced regarding the role of turbu-
(Table III), the energy flux is higher at points lence, chemical reactions among detonation prod-
off the cap end (G2) and lower off the butt end ucts, etc.
(G3) than off the cylindrical surface (G2,3).

First pulse energy flux measured in the hori- V. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQURS

zontal plane off the cylindrical surface (G2,3) is 5.1. The charges used were cylinders of cast
appreciably decreased by migration losses only T.N.T. boostered with pressed tetryl pellets.

in the most severe case-that of the 2.5-1b. The weight of tetryl was converted to an equiva-
charge at 250 ft. The remaining scatter in this lent weight of T.N.T. by multiplying by 1.03 as
column of Table VI is probably due to experi- suggested by the results of various period meas-
mental error. ureinents made at this laboratory. One grain was

4.7. From the successive period measurements added to the charge weight to account for the
given in Table I, it is possible to compute the explosive in the engineers special blasting caps
total energy lost by the bubble during the in- which were used to detonate the charges.
tervals defining the first and second pulses: 5.2. Tourmaline piezoelectric gauges"," were

used as the pressure sensitive element. The
S(,B,+.) ,l- -# 4 gauges were I inch in diameter and had an

T. average sensitivity of 24 micro-microcoulombs

per lb./in.l.
where B=- total energy associated with the nth 5.3. Eight piezoelectric gauges were mounted
oscillation; T,,=period on nth oscillation. on *-in. steel cable in the plane of a 15-ft.

Taking BI as 490 cal./g. of charge and using diameter steel ring. The ring was suspended in
the values given in Table I, it is found that the a vertical plane and the charge was mounted at
total energy lost by the bubble during the first its center. Pairs of gauges were placed at equal
pulse is 300 cal./g. and during the second pulse
85 cal./g. Assuming spherical symmetry about TABLE VI. Acoustic energy flux: First and second bubble
the center of the charge, the G2,3 results of pulses (no correction applied for bubble migration). Dis.

tance of point of measurement from center of initial charge
Table VI were converted to obtain the total position: R-WIi0.352, W-charge weight (lb. T.N.T.),

acoustic energy flowing through a spherical sur- Z-depth of charge below surface(ft..

face having a radius equal to the value of R as Reduced energy flux; P/Wi (in. lb./in. lb.b)
defined in that table. The resulting energies for w z

(lb.) (ft.) First pulse Second pulse

TABLE V. Variation of positive impulse of first bubble G1* G2 G2,3 G3 CA GI G2 G2,3 G3 G4
pulse with depth of detonation. Z-depth below surface 0.S 2o 161 141 -122 23 15 I- t
(ft.), Zo'Z+33 (ft.), I/W-reduced impulse at R-Wi/ 2:507 250 154 - 125 - 101 28 - 16 -I
0.352, W-charge weight (lb. T.N.T.). 0.505 500 140 164 141 135 136 17 20 17 16 142.507 SOO 18 146 134 131 121 19 20 16 16 13

12.01 S00 150 150 142 128 120 24 21 22 17 19
Ze I/IWU•

(ft.) (lb. scc./lns ib."') IzMi)i.W * See Section 3.3 and Table III for key to position notation,

40 1,66" 3A1
283 1.34 3.4 • Clifford Frondel, "Construction of tourmaline gauges
533 1.IS 3.3 forpiezoelectric measirement of explosion pressure waves,

OSRD Report No. 6256; NDRC Report No. A-378.
a A. B. Arons and C. W. Tait, "Design and use of•Obtained at rest position for 300-g T.N.T.-chargenexar surface and -tourmaline gzauges for piezoelectric measurement of air

corrected for surface reflection. This value would be expected to be ulas e gauge for poel6ctr; measrt of air
systematically low. blast," OSRD Report No. 6250; N DRC Report No. A-372.
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distances vertically above, vertically below, and between the gauges and oscilloscopes, thus avoid-
horizontally on each side of the charge. ing occurrence of spurious cable signal for an

The center of the charge was in the plane of interval sufficiently long to allow faithful record-
the ring, and two charge orientations were used: ing of the first two bubble pulses. Cable effects
(a) axis of cylinder perpendicular to the plane of were further minimized by the relatively high
the ring, (b) axis of cylinder horizontally oriented sensitivity of the gauges. The polythene core of
in the plane of the plane of the ring. the cable rendered negligible any low frequency

Dimensions were so chosen that the wire distortion due to dielectric disperion. The cables
structure supporting the gauges did not come in were compensated in accordance with principles
contact with the bubble and was never damaged discussed elsewhere.'
or appreciably loosened by the fSrces of the 5.6. Recording equipment consisted of eight
explosion. This insured against uncertainty in oscilloscope channels' on the schooner "Re-
gauge position owing to displacement of gauges liance." In order to avoid low frequency distor-
by the shock wave. tion, it was necessary to increase the input

5A4. The over-all depth of water was measured impedance of the oscilloscopes by using cathode
by means of a fathometer, and all experiments follower preamplifiers. The final over-all time
were tpiformed in such depths that the charge constant of the recording circuits was about 500
was always at least 150 ft. away from the millisec.
bottom. The depth of the charge was 'deter- A 1 10-v d.c. motor with variable armature
mined by the measured length of suspension voltage was used to drive the rotating drum
cable supporting the ring, the method being cameras. Writing speeds were varied from 125
very reliable since experiments were performed to 400 millisec. per revolution of the 10-inch

circumference drums.in a region of negligible tidal currents, ara d the crmener s
suspension always hung vertically downward. 4 R. H. Cole, "The use of electrical cables with piezo-
This is confirmed by the reproducibility of the electric gauges," OSRD Report No. 4S61; NDRC Report

No. A-306.period measurements gi;ven in Table I. 8R. H. Cole, D. Stacey, and R. M. Brown, "Electrical
5.5. Continuous 600 ft.-lengths of Simplex instruments for the study of underwater explosions and

(F.O. 5879 signal free coaxial cable we other transient phenornnna." OSRD Report Nu. 6238;
( .) saere used NDRC Report No. A-360.
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Secondary Pressure Pulses Due to Gas Globe Oscillation in Underwater Explosions.
II. Selection of Adiabatic Parameters in the Theory of Oscillation*

A. B. Aao.xs
Department oJ Physics, Stevens Institute of Technology, Hloboken, New Jersey

(Received January 13, i948)

A summary is given of the theory of pulsation of a stationary gas globe in an infinite incom-

pressible fluid. If three parameters appearing in the formulation are selected by fitting the
equations to three independent experimental results, it is shown that the theory fits the re-
maining experimental results and can be used to predict bubble pulse properties over wide
ranges of the independent variables.

I. INTRODUCTION at radial velocity A' in an infinite incompressive

1.1. The theory of the pulsation of gas globes liquid of density p. The total kinetic energy of the

formed in underwater explosions has been treated fluid external to radius A is given by

by several investigators during the past few years p(R')2

and has been summarized by Friedman in a Tf 4rR'-ý...dR=2rpAI(A') 2 , (1)

recent report of the New York University Insti- 2
tute for Mathematics and Mechanics.' The theory where the pri_-es denote time derivatives.
in this formulation depends upon three parame- The potential energy of the system is
ters which cannot be accurately determined by' U= (4/3)rAZPo+G(A), ' (2)
means of a priori calculations, and recourse must U ,
be had to experimental information regarding where the first term represents energy stored
certain properties of the bubble pulsation. against hydrostatic pressure (Po being the abso-

Experimental results obtained in deep water at lute hydrostatic pressure at the depth of the
the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution ' afford bubble center), and the second term represents
the necessary information, and it is the purpose the internal energy of the gas in the bubble. The
of this report to discuss the selection of parame- zero of internal energy is defined as the infinite
* te-rs which make it possible to fit the theory to the limit of adiabatic expansion, thus:
experimental results over a wide range of the
primary variables. G(A)= pd V, (3)

I1. FORMULATION OF THE THEORY where the line integral is taken along an adiabatic
(2.1. The theory referred to above' has been set and V represents the total volume of gas.

up to treat the general case in which the gas It is assumed that the gas approximates ideal
bubble migrates as a result of the combined effects behavior:
of gravity and the presence of neighboring free pv'y = ki, (4)
and rigid surfaces. A brief summary of the formu-
lation will be given here, modified for application where p is specific volume, k, is a constant, and 'is the ratio of heat capacities.
to the special case of the stationary bubble (i.e., is the rai at Cpie
negligible migration). Combining Eqs. (3) and (4),

Consider a perfect sphere of radius A expanding fCdV kMrG(A) = kM- ,(

*Contribution of the Woods Hole Oceanographic Insti- v.t Pi (-- 1)AS(r-I)(4ir/3)•-1
tution No. 431.

'Bernard Friedman, "Theory of underwater explosion where M is the mass oi gas.
bubbles," Institute of Mathematics and Mechanics, New Denoting the total energy associated with the
York University, Report No. IMM-NYU 166.

"A. B. Arons, J. P. Slifko, and A. Carter, "Secondary oscillation by E,
pressure pulses due to gas globe oscillation in underwater
explosions. 1. Experimental data," this Journal. E= 2rpA'(A')'+ (4/3)?rA1Po+G(A). (6)
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Following the convention adopted by Fried- period of oscillation,
man,, it is convenient to transform to dimen-
sionless variables by using the following scale t=2-da. (14)

factors for length and time, respectively: 1 -a - ka-3 (1-') y.

L = (3E/4rPo) t, (7) The actual period uf oscillation is given by T = Ct.
Shiffman and Friedman have given a method

C=L(3p/2Po)i. (8) of obtaining this integral' with a high degree of

C'ombining Eqs. (5), (6), (7), and (8), precision. Figure 1 shows a family of curvesgiving t as a function of k for various values of y.

a~d2+a3+ka-1e-D = 1, (9) 2.4. Bernoulli'sa equation affords a relationship -
for the excess pressure at points in fluid:

where a = A/L, the dot denotes derivative with (p/ 0 = 09 ,/O.r) - i (V,),. (15)
respect to non-dimensional time, and k is given
by Here r is dimensional time and ýp the velocity

potential which, in the case of spherically sym-
k -P0(-) metrical incompressive flow, is given by

k( (10) ( = A 1)VR. (16')

E is the bubble energy per unit mass of gas (or The second term in Eq. (15) is negligibly small

original explosive charge). compared with the first. Neglecting this term, the

It will he noted that throughout the following excess pressure is given by

analysis the total energy for a cycle of the Ap-p(A2A')'/R-2PoL(ad)'/3R. (17)
oscillation will be considered constant. This is a
very close approximation for most of the parame- An expression for (a'd)• can be obtained fromthe equations of motion; the most convenient
ters since appreciable quantities of energy are
lost by the bubble only during the very short method is the application of the Lagrange equa-

intervals of time in the neighborhood of the tion to the energy relation of Eq. (6). The result

bubble minima. The treatment of the peak pres- is substituted into Eq. (17), yielding

bure of the pulse, however, may be appreciably in P0Lra~d (2 - 1)k-
error because of this approximation. Ap=-----a+ ()

2.2. Since the bubble is at maximum or mini- R 13 a3-1i

mum when 4=0, the corresponding maximum since
and minimum bubble radii are given by the roots 2(a 2d) =ad--3a+3('y-1)ka-,+'. (19)
of the equation,

When a is at a maximum or minimum, a is zero.ia3+ ka-3(- - 1 = 0. (11) The excess pressure at bubble maximum becomes

The non-dimensional maximum radius is the 1'O- [ a~ . . (0&Pm=--- aA,-a - ' 1. (20)
root near unity of the above equation, i.e., L a3 3 I

aM= [1--kau-ca r>]I (12) Using Eq. (13), the excess pressure at bubble
minimum is given by

The actuai maximum radius ir given byAm =Lam. P0L (--1)[1 k i(•-i)
The non-dimensional minimum radius is APm= il ( 1 (21)

R 1
a~k~n•-•).(13)

In Eq. (20) it will be noted that (since -f is of
2.3. Assuming the radius-time curve to be the order of 1.3, k of the order of 0.2, and am

ymmetrical about the time of bubble maximum, about 0.9) the first term predominates, the
integration of Eq. (9) gives the non-dimensional second term representing a relatively small cor-

I, .
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rection for the internal energy of the gas. Thus into two parts,
the minimum excess pressure iu negative relative 4" 2

to the original hydrostatic level, as would be I= Apd_4+ Apd,, (24)
expected, and is not critically dependent upon Jo0L
the equation of state of the gas.

Because of the base line uncertainties in the where a. is the non-dimensional minimum bubble
measurements described in the preceding paper,2 radius, i.e., the radius when Ap is a maximurm.
calculations based on Eq. (20) were used to select Elimination of Ap between Eqs. (17) and (24)

a baseline to which the pressure-time records and conversion of dimensional time r to non-
were subsequently referred. dimensional time gives

2.5. It is seen from Eq. (17) that the non- 2PoL C• a'.

dimensional bubble radius a0 at which ,p is zero I=- j d(a 2d)
is determined by the condition that (ald) be zero. 3R
Applying this condition and eliminating d from 2PoL CO not
Eqs. (9) and (19), one obtains 3 Jo d(ald), (25)3R a.

,4a0 =1- (4-3',)kao-v-l). (22) where L, and C, are the scale factors of the first

2.6. The positive impulse I delivered by the and L2 and Cs the scale factors of the second
pressure wave is defined by bubble oscillation.

Since d is zero at the instant of bubble mini..
1 = I ApdT, (23) mum, Eq. (25) becomes

6012P 2
I=--[ELC,'(a t d)oo+L2C2(at d)02]. (26)

where the integration is performed over the
region lying between the point at which Ap rises
to zero during the collapsing phase and the point (In Eq. (26), d is understood to represent only the
at which it again falls to zero on the expanding magnitude of the quantity, whereas in Eq. (25)
phase, i.e., between points where the non-di- the symbol has an associated algebraic sign.)
mensional bubble radii are denoted by ao, and aog, The appropriate expression for (tod)o can be
respectivcly. obtained from Eq. (19) by setting (a2d) equal to

Because of the radiation of acoustic energy, the zero; the result is
pressure-time curve is not symmetrical about the (v-)k
peak pressure ordinate. For convenience, there- (a24)f 1 r.732ao• 1 - . (26a)

fore, the integral of Eq. (23) will be separated L ao' J

KrLIS
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TABLE 1. Comparison of experimental impulse values with making t nearly independent of depth and allow-
-cralcutlat ions based oEq. 36). ing T to vary as Po-1/s as given by the scale

Zo /10 (lb. sec./nO Ib.) factor C.
(ft.) txperimental Fromn Eq. (3h) 3.3. Substitution of the appropriate values in

40 1.7" 2.0 Eqs. (7) and (8) gives the following expressions
283 1.33 1.3 for the scale factors:
.533 1.15 1,12

SLý l .733ti(W/Z0)l, (27)ThilI value Is known to be systematically low beeause complete

a I correction could not be made for surface reflection effects. W/ZOI,(S~~C= 0.3731t(W/oI, (28)

MIll. SELECTION OF PARAMETERS where L is ih ft., C in sec.,, in cal./g, W is charge

3.1. The theory developed in the preceding weight in lb., and Zo is absolute hydrostatic depth
chapter contains three parameters related to the in ft. If Z is the depth of the charge below the

Sproperties of the gas in the bubble. These are the surface, Z 0 --=Z-33.
I ~ adiabatic parameters y and ki and the total The experimental data for the first period of

energy e per unit mass. Although the values of y oscillation of the T.N.T., bubble is represented

ki, and e can be estimated roughly on the basis of by

a priori considerations relating to the properties T=4.36W1/Ztc6/. (29)
and behavior of the detonation products, such Since T= Cl, combination of Eqs. (28) and (29)
estimates do not lead directly to results of suffi- gives
cient accuracy to make the theory a means of eti= 11.7. (30)
calculating reliable values of the bubble pulse
parameters over reasonably wide ranges of the it will be seen below that, for the depth range
independent variables, which has so far been accessible, k lies between

In order to obtain an empirical fit accom- 0.1 and 0.3. From Fig. 1, t in this range has an

plishing the latter purpose for T.N.T., recourse average value of 1.483 along the -y= 1.25 curve.

must be had to the experimental results reported Putting this value of t into Eq. (30) gives
in the preceding paper' and to radius-time curves e - 490 cal./g.

obtained from high speed motion pictures by Dr. 3.4. There still remains the problem of select-

J. C. Decius and his co-workers at Woods Hole. ing the third parameter, ki. Fitting it to the peak

3.2. In general, it is seen from Eq. (14) that pressure data is the most sensitive method.

the non-dimensional period of oscillation depends Expressing P 0 in terms of the hydrostatic depth

on y and k. Since the latter parameter is a func- Zo, setting -t= 1.25, Ecz49 0 , and combining

tion of the hydrostatic pressure, as given by Eqs. (7), (10), and (21),

Eq. (10), one would expect the actual bubble 3.55(107) W1

period (T=. Ct) to deviate from the ideal inverse AP -- (1-4k0), (31)
5/6 power dependence upon the depth of deto- B' R

nation. Experimental results over a wide range of where AP. =excess peak pressure, lb./in.2 ,
depth (ca. 10 to 500 ft.) indicate that no uuch W=charge weight, lb., E=bubble energy, cal./g,
deviation is observable within the precision of k-BZo-./(yI)eL Zo0=absolute hydrostatic
experimental measurements. depth, ft., R=radia, distance from bubbie

Reference to Fig. 1 shows that the theory center, ft.

would be quite consistent with the above result if The term (1-4k') in Eq. (31) represents a
"the value of 'y is taken to be in the neighborhood correction factor which differs from unity by only
of 1.25,* since along this curve a wide variation three percent at depths as great as 1000 ft. It can
in the value of k has very little effect on the non- therefore be disregarded for all practical pur-
dimensional bubble period t. This is equivalent to poses. The parameter B represents a numerical

* This value is identical with the one obtained by Jones factor in the general expression for k, and $ must
in Britain as a result of the theoretical study of the coni- be selected in such a way as to provide a fit to the
position of the detonation products and their equilibrium
during the early stages of the bubble expansion. experimental peak pressure data.

fi .. . ... . ... ..... ...... .. . .
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Measurements of APm for the first bubble pulse also provided measurements of the time (meas-
in deep water under conditions of very small ured from the shock front.) at which the excess
bubble migration give values' of about 1200 pressure dropped to zero during the initial bubble
lb./in.2 at Wi/R=0.352. Using this result in expansion and the time at which it returned to
Eq. (31) gives#=31.8, and the general expression zero from the negative phase as the bubble
for the peak pressure becomes prc ;eeded to collapse. When compared with

;I radius-Lime curves obtained from high speedSAP,1=3450---(l-4k), (32) motion pictures, these data show the non-di-
R mensional bubbie radius a0 to be 0.62 when

asi bAp=0. Within the precision of measurement,
and k is given by this value appears to be independent of charge

k 0.0552Z 0e-. (33) size and depth of detonation.
The corresponding theoretical value of ao is

IV. APPLICATION TO OTHER MEASUREMENTS obtained by solving Eq. (22) using y 1.25 and k
4deas given by Eq. (33). It is found that a0 is very

".In insensitive to variation in the depth and has
period and peak pressure results were used to values of 0.62 to 0.61 over the range Z• 83 to
Sdetermine the values of thc three arbitrary 533 ft. This is in excellent agreement with the
parameters appearing in the theory. It is now experimental observation of 0.62.
necessary to ascertain whether the same paranie- 4.4. The positive impulse delivered in the first
ters will also fit the rest of the available experi- bubble pulse can be computed from Eqs. (6) and
mental data, consisting of (a) the maximum (26a), providing an adequate assumption can be
bubble radius, (b) the time and corresponding made concerning the magnitude of the scale
bubble radius at which Ap=O, and (c) the posi- factors L2 and C. Both of these factors depend
Stive impulse in the first bubble pulse, upon E21, and e2 is known to be less than ei, owing

4.2. High speed motion picture measurements to the radiation of acoustic energy associated
Sof T.N.T. bubbles give the maximum bubble with the emission of the bubble pulse. If period

i i• radius asradiusW)as4 measurements are adopted as the criterion, one
A 6( would expect as a first approximation that

4 where AM is expressed in ft. This rcpresents the (e/i) T2 iT1  (35)
average of a large number of measurements over
a wide range of depths (ca. 100 to 600 ft.). The Experimental results give T2/TI=0.72 as an
accuracy of the measurement is believed to be average.
about L-2 percent, and within this scatter there Thus Eq. (20) can be rewritten
seems to be no systematic variation with depth of I/WI =11.9Zo0-1 '(W t/R)(1 - 1.59k)i, (36)
the numerical constant 12.6 in Eq. (34). The
experimental non-dimensional maximum bubble y having been set equal to 1.25 and a0 to its
radius, amt, is therefore constant and equal to 0.92 average value of 0.615 as determined above; the
if e is taken as 490 cal./g in calculating the scale assumption is made that to a first approximation
factor. (a2d) 01 is equal to (a2d) 02.

The theoretical values of am. obtained from In Eq. (36), I/Wi=reduced positive inrpulse
Eq. (12) vary from 0.94 to 0.90 for the range of (lb. sec./in.2 lb.'), Z0 =absolute hydrostatic depth
depths cited above. This predicted variation is (ft.), W=charge weight (lb.), R=radial distance
not confirmed experimentally, but since it is from bubble center (ft.), and k - 0.0552Z 0o-.
"small and of the order of the magnitude of the A comparison of experimental values2 of 1/W,
experimental error, the agreement between ex- with those calculated from Eq. (36) is given in
quite satisfactory. that the agreement is quite satisfactory.

4.3. The pressure-time curves' which yielded 4.5. From Eq. (13) it is also possible to make •
the value of AP,, used in the preceding section, theoretical prediction concerning the mninimtiT

A
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bubble radius. Combining Eq. (13) with the ex- It should be emphasized, however, that any
pression for k, the non-dimensional minimum detailed physical interpretation of the parameters
radius becomes -y and k is tenuous at best. It is soraewhat sur-

a. 0.0210Z0 i, (37) prising that so satisfactory a fit to the peak pres-

and the dimensional minimum radius, sure and impulse data can be obtained with the
same parameters which fit the maximum bubble

A,-0.286Wf, (38) radius and period data. One would expect, for

where Z 0 = absolute hydrostatic depth (ft.), example, the true pressure-volume relationship to

A.=minimum radius (ft.), and W-=-charge deviate appreciably from the ideal gas adiabatic
weight (lb.). which was used in the theoretical formulation,

Unfortunately there is no direct experimental and the deviation would be most pronouncedSevidence available to check Eq. (38), since the during the high pressure, high temperatures phase

bubble minimum cannot be measured on the high in the neighborhood of the bubble minimum.
In view of the multitude of approximations

Sspeed m oand assumptions involved, it would appear to be
carbon particles, etc. left behind in the water. more rational to regard the numerical values of y

V. SUMMARY and k as parameters affording a useful fit of
5.1. It has been demonstrated in the preceding simplified theory to experimental results rather

than as actual physical properties of the deto-sections that if the parameters y, e, and k are set tion pr acts Thesic tion m ae to: nation products. The distinction inay appear to
equal to 1.25, 490 cal./g, and 0.0552Z 0o-1, re- be subtle, but it is probably significant.
spectively, the theoretical equations provide a
satisfactory fit to all the available experimental VI. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
data. This fact increases the utility of the theory
in that it should now be possible to make reason- 6. . The author wishes to express his gratitude
ably accurate predictions of stationary bubble to Dr. J. C. Decius and Dr. B. Friedman for per-
behavior under various circumstances, and the mission to reproduce the curves of Fig. 1 and to
same parameters should apply to Friedman's the Underwater Explosive Research Laboratory,
more general theory' which includes effects re- Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, Woods
sulting from migration and the influence of Hole, Massachusetts where all the experimental
neighboring surfaces, data quoted in this report were obtained.
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THE THEORETICAL SHAPE OF THE PRESSURE PULSE PRODUCED
BY AN UNDERWATER EXPLOSION BUBBLE.

A. R. Bryant and L1. G. Chambers

Naval Construction Research Establishment

Summary.

This report pressets a method whereby the actual shaDe of the oressure pulse produced by
an unoerwater explosion buDble may oe oelineated with little labour. it Is shown that a single
univorsal curve may, with aooropriate adjustmnnts of the oressure and tin scales, be mrde to
Ifit reasonably closely the theoretical curves obtained by lengthy numerical Integrations for a

wide range of charge weights ano 3eothe. A formula for the peak cressere In the pulse and
curves for tno mlnilrm buoole rcaius and the hal.-Ocrio0 of the pulse are given.

Introduction.

The theory developed by Taylor (rofereneŽ 1) describes the oscillation and the rise of
the bubble .r:ducad by an underwater explosion in terns of two simultaneous non--linear differential
equations which so far hmve only seen integrated for a very limited number of cases. in
refcrece 2, a nuobOr c;f :ooroximate solutions were oevelopeo for certain maximum and minimum
values of the v,1riA0ols. It Was foun0 ooSSlole for Instance, to .derive an analytic expression
for the ueak oressure In the oulsa oroduceOd when the bubble Dasses through its minifium size,
The ,resent oseor (.,xtonds this work by -rasenting an aacroximatc method for calculating with
little effort the actual sharxs of the oressure culse. For convenience In actull use, the
Imoortant formulae and the use of the graphs Is sumariseo with an examole, in the lest section.,

r TA eo ry.

If a is the non-oiaensional radius of the bubble at time t. and z is Its depth relative
tc an origin 33 feet above s2,-leel, tne differential equatlons derived by Taylor are

t77 7. 21a 
3 

2 71- a3(j)

33 WtSz- - • oJ dt (s)

o

in these equations non-aimenslonal lengths are used, oerived from real lengths in feet
by dividinT by the length scale factor L -10 A where N is the charge weight In lb. T.N.T.
(or equivalent weilnt of T.N.T. on an energy oasis if some other explosive Is considered).
on-<dimensional tlmes are converted to real times by multiplying by the unit of tir9e/(ljg).

In equation (i) the quintity GiW is the ratio of the energy left in the gas to the total
A I energy of the motion ano for T.N.T. It can oe written.

G#w - co- (A

wnere C = 0.075 -A (4)

Two assumptions are n.w made which reduce equation (1) to an equation with only one
vnpoluairwt _hc hete, it is teseJ W t first thtt fr ti G fairly close to the instant wnen rretn
bobble rea.ches its mlnimum sinb the integral in (2) m3y be re.gardecl ns sensibly constant at a
value in whichl h:-,,; born c,-llcd the lwm•ent.n rns~t~nt' since, acairt fr:en a numerical factor, it
is cpua) t3 th. me-rntu•r•, th, eater in a vertical cirectlsn ass.ciated witn the rnevieg bubble.

•l [~~he ,i

t t
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The reason for this assumation Is that near the time of the mininums radius the Intograii is very

small comcares to Its value during the l.arge cart of the oscilla3tion when the oubsle Is large..

Accordingly equation (2) is replaced near the time of the minimum radius by

methods of consutinj m in til oreauencu of various surfaces or in ooen wete.r arc dOscriobe In

referenees-2, 3, snO 'I. It should be realisue that in what follows It does not matter whether

this mom.centu arises solely as the rCesult of the buoyancy ferces acting Cn the bubole Zr frcm

the attraction :r reoulsion eLxerted by rigid ar free surfaces,

"The second eassuption made Is that the term contealnlng z In equation (1) Is negligiole

comearco to the otner tenon during the short oeriod near the minimum radius when the pressure

oulse Is mainly Drouc2uc. The t asoness of both these assumotions is best demonstrated

by comparison :f the results arising from this ae;rcximate treatment with the rosults calculutes
t; numerical integratlIn 3f tue full dIfferentIal eqoat.. ns. This cs.osris'.n will be made belw,

With these two assumotions equatlon (t) reduces to F

j Li. ,n in2."1 (a)

The minimum radius aI follows at once from (6) by setting the quantity under the square root

equal to zero, ?iving

C- d• G- cRý9• r M2 (7)
4 7r

Equation (7) Is not easily selveo by successive aporoxinotions. moreover, since It contains the
paraineter c which oesoends on Cnhrge weight, and tho momentuos cznstant in It Is not easy to portray
it graohically. However It is sh:we In Apeondlx I that by .e suitable change of variables a
universea mninimm radius curve may he clotted. Such a curve has seen elotteo In Figure i.

The 1)ressure puIse.

in the h(.rnoulli equation for the excess Dressure ; in the water the term fallIng off

as the Inverse first cowur of tes distance will eredomi•ete over other tenrs with higher Inverse

cowers excest quite close te the subible. At a alstance r from the centre of the bubble this

term is

o * . -1 (-

r ot

Usie• (6) in this expression, and ,ftor seene roouctien, we get

ro -{.k w + 8Uj 7 3 (a)

Thus p is given by equation (8) in terms of the radius a with c ano m as Parameters.
AS it stenes (8) Is of little use since we nave no analytic expression for a In terms of the
time t. However, it may be shown thot the maximim oressure arises at the Instant of the

minimum radlus and by suost!tutr,,- fram (7) Into (8) we get the following exoresseon for the

maximum Presaure (m.

rea = 4 -7 7

(it is convenient to have the rroesure neorassed In lbJlin.
2 

and the distance In feet and this
will result if the quantity on the right hanod sloe of' ( S) i multiplied by 5.5,143 .

Th. =h.We f.rmlwan wer? derived in reference 2 ai nare reoeatet here rn reonewilence,

In order to rake use cf (8) to ostain the chaoe of the Pressure sulse as well as Its
ea--'.lun it Ic ntsesary to obtain tn real.s a .- a. f~ne.tlon of time t, I.e., It Is.necessary

"to Integrate (6) In the nelyisbourhood of the mininum radius. There seems no simple way, either

of integrating (6) by exeansion in seriesp or ef slotting or teoulating the resulting solutions

over.



o~ver A large enouup ran-s -f the tWO Oarametdrs tc; unable interpolation to be carried out.
HoWaver a lj-Ky guess ShowZ0 that the v.aIriety of or-assure - time curves resulting froem (6) and
(8) could De reduced with fair *sueroximation to a single univorsal curve by suitable adjustments
of pressure and time scales. The erocess oy Which this IS achieved Is diiscribea below.

A val.ue Lf C -0.10 corressoarding to a charge of WtD lb. was selected us a useful starting
~oint. Equr-.flzr (6) was then Integrated numerically, as desCrib0C In Agooenlix 2, for the
foilwing v~.uas of an, v!:., 10I4m- 0, 25, 64, Si00, 225 man 4100. Fcr each -nf these values 0f m
the areesurs function given hy the expression QA5 thm, fight Of (9) Was COriouted froma the Values of
a and ol~tte0 against time. Inspection of these Oressure time curves showed that whereas for
small v~luos of m the curves were narrow with large values of the peak brassure, for large values
of an thre curves were broao witi' low VdlueS of Peak Pressure. Nevertheless the curves all had a
certain similarity. The sexeriment was therefore tried of adjusting the Pressure scales In each
t0 give the Samue1 auma11rical value ?fýr the cask cressuer, anile the time scales were adjusted to make
the famliy of curves coinciden~t at tie point ehare the Pressure had fallon to half Its mim
value.

Thus for each of the values of the aereeantum constant m the quantity oja was plotted against

thre quantity %ft11 (the origin Cf the time scale being taken At the Instant of mnTnimum radius) where
tjIs the time taken by the pressure to fall from Its maximum to half its ehak Value, It nff~ be

called conveniently the *half-eariodl. lwo sslcn curves for the extreme cases mn 0, and inm 0. 04
have been Plotted In Figure 2. It was found that In the region where p'/m is greater than aliout
0.2 these curves fitted each other vory closely, In fact the closeness of fit Is porbably better
than It i5 reasonuble to LXojct as botwoen eressure-time curves obtained from exact soClution of
equatlon3 W1 enJ (2), end from actual axoerisants. Accordingly It seems quite adequate for all
practical purposes to take any one of these eressare-time Curves, expressed In this manner, Os a
universal t-rssure time curve - as regards shape - for the Pulse produced by the collapse and
re-exosnsion. Jf the sx:losI.,n bubble*.

So far we-have only considered one specific value of the parameter C deopending on the
Charge weight. In Appendsix LI. t Is shown that these solutions may ne converted Into solutions
for any other desired value of the charge weight by a simple 'inear transformation of the length
And time scales and for a correeeanoing alteree Value af the mementusi constant a. Since, as
statee above, and demonstrate3 In Figure 2, change In mn makes an almost negligible oJifference
to the sh~afe .f ilk. oraeeure t!Irr clrve whmh cxpra;Sr I tteims 0n Ln eak pressure ana the hair
veeioo It f-Ilaws that all s.-luthene for -.%her values ef c an-1 a (within rvasznable limits) will
iCe -ry cl.,$e 1c: 51.0 tw. Curves In Figure 2.

Also plotted on figure 2 are points obtained from the full Integration of Taylor's equations
for four cases ranging from I grul .3 feet deep to 460 lb. at a depth of 60 feet. It will Do
observed that the approximiations usvd'in this report have not resulted In errors af mare than about
flve ear cent of the Peak oreesure. The agreement will becomse orogressively worse at times longer
than twiý and a)ns half times ths half Perio;d due t, the neglect of the terme In z In equation (i)
which becomes more Important the larger the raaiu.. Nlevertheless the Oifferonces of the order of
five per cent arising due to the approximat ions made Are A itmal nrice to DRY' to be atble to
dolineate the shape of the main part of the oressure time curve for a very wide range of charge
weights and deoths without recourse to the very laborious integraition of the full equations.

In order that Figures 2 may yield a oreseura-tien curve in real units It Is necessary to(.be able to Calculate the peak Pressure pa enl the half euriooat - creferaoly In real units.sy using F~,ure to gut a and insertIng neuto a h ekaesr a esel band
The values of t* Obtained frin the numerical integrationis mentioned !b:,ve have bean ceollectec anti

plotted as a function of the momentum constant a. As explained In Appendix 1 this curve may now
be made applicable to all voAues of the Parameter c (and hence to all values of the Charge weight)
by relabelling the abscissa mhooc

2 
and by relabelling the ordinates t /(IDC) 10. However, this

lattir quantity Can be COnVertEO to real times by multiplying t iby thei time s~cale factorv(fc bg)
Thus the ordinates of this graph may also bes labelled 4.67 T1I~ & -. haVaunotehlfcro
have been Plotted in Figure 3 (after a further Change of scale length to remove the numerical
fee ter 4.67) using open circles. Also plotted are four values obtained from the full Integration
of Taylor's equatIo-ns.( It will be seen that except ?Fo large values uf in the agreement between
the more eXact values and tn^Se obtained by the asoercxisations of this reeort rer very cz5e #C.
Accordingly the curve drawn In Figure 3 nay as regarded as a universal curve for obtaining the half

pearao of the bubble pressure pulse. Te

since the oquati.,n cf feadial mztmioe (a) Ili symetrical with regard to the time of minismum

(I radius the resulting peassure time curve Is also symetrical and Only one half of It isgiven In Figure 2.

Large values of mn only arise In general for iarge Shallow charges when large vertical
migration of the bubble occurs, with considerable desertuer Of thl b60ble from Schoýricity,
inJ the ernesurp ouls-!I orcducel are relatively feeble and unimocrtent.
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The calculation of a bubbl.•, re.ssurc fulse - Suimary of formulae.

For convenience in use the relevant iquntions ani directions for the use or the graphs in
obtaining the oressure uulse to Do exoected trc, a given charge at ! given Oeotn are collected

here togetner with a nu•e;ric-.l extel•c,

() The two eeranetern c eno d must first be' celculietpd, For T.N.T, and aonroxlmately
for equivalent wfl-.nts of other explosives on an energy oAsis, c z0,075 M/16 wher, w Is the caargqj
weight in lb. The momsntum constant may be calculAted froe formulae in reftrences 2, 3 and 4
for the case ef A charge in Deen water or near vAricus surfaces, In oen water an aeproximete
e..r..eicn fer m Is

O,.167

-0.16 (1 - 1.3 C z.C )

where zo Is the initial death below a Point 3ý feet above sea-level, in non-dinensional units.
To convert to those non-dimenslonal units divide all lengths by L = Mi n all times by the t
unit of time (I/o,'

(ii) The minimum radlus a in noe-dimensional units ano Its value A1 in feet may be
read off the curve In Figure 1 for the calculated value of tie oarameters c tor M) and m.

(111) The oeak oreasere Pa in non.-ilmonsional units is next calculated from

rom =s c-- a1= %
4.1T •tz

where r is the nop-diaenscrnal distance from the point to the centre of the bubble, if the
distance is required in te.,t end the pressure in.loasq.ln. the right had side of this exoresslon
sho'ld be multiolied by 43.4 Mi.

(iv) Tno hn'bf operio T ' eflnej as the time for the oressure, to dros from Its mexlmum
to one half its rraximum ylua, is rea., e;ff the curve In Figure 3 fec the sarticular value of the
earameters c and m.

(v) Finally either of the two curves In Figure 2 may be taken as giving the oressure

time curve (or strictly as half the prelsure time curve since the curve is theoretically symmetricel
about the time of thi oeak crcssure). By eultlilying the numerical values of the ordinates of
the curve by the value of the oas' cressure calculated in (ill) above ana the values of the
abscissme by the half Period T. Calculateo in (iv) above this cuirva becoiees the thooretAlcal
Pressure time curve in Dbsol,atc units.

AS an exixenule consid-er a charge of 200 lb. T.N.T. at 200 feet sooth. The length scale
factor L = 37,5 feet and c = 0.10,46. The non-dimensional doeth is thus 233/37.5 - 6V21 = zO0
From (I) above the value ua m for open water (i,e. in the absence of surfaces) us 0.0054. The
factor 100 c

2 
= 1.01M So thl rat eO0 c2 c 0.00415. From Figure 1 the minimum radlus

6, = 0.067 (1oC) '/3 So that "a% = 0.0713 ani the minineim radlus In feot is 2.67. Inserting this
value of a in the formule for the Meek pressure the quantity rum is evaluatee to be 20.35.
The value of 83.4 0 Is 613 so that in feet and lb,/sqie. units the quantity rem Is 12490.
This means for examole that at a Sistauico of 20 feet the peak oressure in the cuale is
aoeroxlemtely 624 lb./esq.ln. Fina-lly from Figure 3 the value of T /IM113 i seen to abn 0,6
for this value of m and c, which gives T• 4.0 millieconds. The Shape of either half of the
pressure tine curve is given by Figure z.

Re~erences.

(I) Sir Geoffrey Taylor. 'The vertical motion of a soharical oubble ans the oressure
surrounding it'.

(W) A.R. Bryant,. 'The hehaviour of an underwator exalosion bubble. Aeeroximations
based on tie theory of 'rofessor G.1. Te.ylor'.

(3) A.R, Bryant. ,, simoal fleo theory of tee effect of surfaces ;n the mction of the
exoi:si:ee bubble".

(4) A.R. Bry.int. *The berehvlour -f in underwater OxePlSion bubble. Further
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AODENDIX 1.

hVTEGRATION OF EQ4UATIOF (6JFOR ALL HARGEWEMGMT

Let us suppose that we have Inte.gated (•) for a soeclflc val-e of the parameter c.
say c - 1.0O, corresoonainj to m4 100 Ib. and for any specific value of m, say m •. Let the
solution be denoted by the suffix zero, i.e., not to satisfy.

I .[~ 1I~ 0. 1 ad-i - 7M-III

SNow 
l ot a (10 C) a. 

0 0

{~- t 0 i )"t

Then after substitution of these new variables In (I) we get

d~a .021€t • (!O l# (Il1)

It follows then that any" solution a , t , of equation (6) for c 0.10 Is transformed

by the relations (11) Into a solution a, t, of equation (6) with any selected value of the parameterc out for a valve of the mome~nt=n constant m - (tO0 CZ) S. It IS therefore only necessary to

Integrate (6) for one value of c and for a range of values of m.

For example equation (7) for the minimum radius has seen solved by tabulating and plotting
m fr rng •f ales:faI nd for c ts 0. N. By relabelling the araieatg$ a j(10 C)4/ and

the abnclrsae m/100 C2 the curve becimos aniversally amplicable for al values of o drm hence
all values .'f ch,,rge weight. Since the minimum radius is mire often required In feet, a further
c hance may op. r~nn by writin0 a• A./1O N where At Is the minumum radius In feet. iMhing use
of the relation (4) between C and M we find that

so that the ordinates In Figure 1 may be also laoellea with this alternative expression.

In thw same way, after calculating the value of the half period tf for a range of values
of m ana fur c = 0.10 It is only necessary to relabel the ordinates t*(iO c/0 46ý ano to relaotl
the abscissae m/tO15 c

2 
to have 0 curve giving Zt* against r., for all values of the parameter c and

Chtrge weight. The non- ImensI, nal half period tj may be converted t% real units by using the
time scale factor (10 01/4)6 so that the ordinates of such a curve may also be labelled
-4.67 TD/tl/, In plottilng the curve In Figure 3 the values of t nave Dean multiplied by
A0014M.67 so as to remove the numerical factor and give T, in mllseconas.

it may be remarked that in Figures I and 3 real lengths and times have been divided by
the quantity M1/3. This result would have been expected if the usual system of non-dimenslonal

units employcd In dealing with explosive Phenomena had been Introjuceo at the start Instead of
the special non-dimenslonal units Introoucea by Taylor. In general the noft-jlmensional system
usually emelaye: In !-ealing with shock-wave phenomena is inapplicable tn the mctln anO
behaviour of the tubble owing to the role of gravity. However, when dealing with ohencmena

near the time of the minirum radius, when the Internal gas oressure Is the dominant factor the
aperoximating assumptions used above remove any exelicit connection with gravity effects so
that this system of non-dimensional units can De effectIively omOecynd. The effect of gravity,
or In other words the non-dimensncrol parameter z,, is nevertheless oresent since It largelyaetermines te par'amater r.



AD;IENDIX 2.

METBOD OF SUNEfd'CAL IATEGRATrOg OF TLE EATIOAE OFMOTO

Inhecfrtfive or eqaion (alu) Sofs that ea~lt 'ntervalsndent anwnepe Ccmaute va riabies own
teafirt f~ ewartedms1'akn Taylutor sbiy r nuerial h miimaume vaslue, a.the right hand thirdea
d erivativhestr of awthe Integrtitotain atthe oii ofrimi.Te iChseond ant futh denivant o ivewere
radius)a T hedb reoctedn dIffrn t ti f the rightr hro nds I s iderfoe o rf (6),matin tse ofrt anhe h

condiartio (7s nto removey the ctmoete~r mTh thfollowing vahiesswr oftanueriad: tgrto

The frtim finteva for sxvleas oteiiwas coeqaIn s htdtervl bofut sire cotted bwrtemingdw

athte lirst tiew iterval.t Thiors value woasna then minimumdwih value oyT9fdidst Calndlthid

de iv t hiteseo ta w th n e va luest tt vais ant the origsin. dihe salesond dadfuth calrulatied ferom
(6)culthedb rtoessdscied oifrntpateion of itheriolhto hand Aid ed Tab(6), forkintuegr o ofth
codifferenti)ltequations ohefirst orer wamara u. The folc~ aueth difreretanes fasa wr

a] aj I C 2

was nt II ma 1 ltie Taylo serie s waO~s also dia fee n yH tiatidndte ry fiesult nt behisealf ae
at t .he lattm nuterval. This vna lu Offheie.e it h vle fC/d acuaediecl frm2uto 6 ihteapcr evlu faIsre ovrf htngeto

highe terms. I n h Talo selo h5'-d case no .pr l ero . - - -
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THE OSCILLATION OF THE GAS-BUBBLE FORMED BY A
DETONATOR EXPLODING UNDERWATER. DETAILED

COMPAR!SON CF THEORY WITH EXPERIMENT -

H. N. V. Temperle,

SMarch 1944

The discussion of the behaviour of gas-bubiles from large charges has Ween extendled to detonators,
for which we possess the muCh more detailed evidence given by actual photographs of the bubbles.
calculations htve therefore been made for *the repr3scntative case of a gram cmrge of T.H.?. 3 feet
below the surface of the water, and the results have been compared both with experiment and also with
the approximate formulae developed by Herring and Bryant. The agreement of the exact calculations with
the approximate formulie is found to be such that, with one exception, the latter can be appl ied to
detonators even though quite a high value of Taylor's non-dimensional parameter z Is involved. The

following ýuantltles are compared with experiment,-

(a) The radius-tiae curve for the bubble: Agremont is already known to be satisfactory, except

near the minima where energy is being lost in various ways.

(b) The trajectory uf the centre of the bubble: 3tcth under gravity and In the presence of a
'Jingle tree or rigid surface. Agreement is at an,' rate qualitative up to the first minimum.

(c) The shape of the bubble: Agreement is satisfactory.

(d) The behavious of the bubble from a cha.rge fired Ln contact with a steel hp1tp.:
Agree-eat is only rough, twu seriusa discrepancies (Which may be different aspects of the

fact that a steel plate cin hardly oe regfroed as rigid for a Contact clhrge) have been found.

(a) The behavlo,,s of the bubble from a charge fired between two steel Dl3tes: Agreement
is as gw' as nme could reasonably expect.

Taken as a whole, the position seems to be very similar to that found for large charges.
Phencaena which depend on the behavious of the bubble near its minimum radius, (such as the minimum

radius itself, or the secondary pressure-pulses) Cannot be predicted, while phenomena suct as the period
of the bubble, and the rise or fall of its centre up to iirst minimum can be predicted fairly accurately,

n. t•nroduct ion.

Up to thu present t4m, pract;cally all underwater photogiaphy of the gas-bubble his teen of
charges not larger than a detonator. Now it is known that, unless the pressure of the atmosphere above
the surface of the water can be reduced, such experimronts give an indication of the benaviour to be

expected if full-scale charges are fired at depths of the order of 500 feet, whereas we arc most interested
fror, a practical point of view in charges fired at depths of up to 200 feet. By working under a partial
vacuum, Taylor and Davies have obtained scale models of thi? bubbles from charges fired at depths of this
order, but the remaining work with detonators seems to lack direct appl ication to the problem of deange

, to ships by explosions underneath them, and tc, be more of the nature of fundamental research. Up to
the preset time aisc, theory has cimcerined itself ns:stly with the behavicu.r of the bubble at these

relatively shallvw denths, which can ,nly be inferred Gxpprimentally frCm a very long sca lig-up uf
Taylor and Davies' results, ,;r indirectly fr.:m pressurc-gauge mez$surements cn the full scale. The rather

-an~malus p.sitljn has thus arisen that the I: re rEcent d&velopmcnts in the the:ioy have n~t been applied

to that ......

S! (4
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to that region for which experimental knowledge is the most detliled, and the calculat
i
ons reported upon

here were put in hand In order to fill up this gap,.

S. DetaiLs of the Calculations.

The theory used in substantially that developed by Herring N.o.R.C. Repo"t C4 - 5r20 - 010) and

Taylor (-vertical motion of a spherical bubble end the pressure surround it-), who both developed formulae

to allow for the effect of gravity, and of the proximity of free and rigid surfaces. The affect of

dropping the assumption that the bubble remaIns spherical has been Inveqtigated by Shiffmann (Applied

.wtheemtIcA Panel Mnemo. 37-5) and, in more detail, by Tenmperley. The theory of the bubble formed y ean

explosion in cmtact with a rigid surface was also given by Teeperlay. The theory of te behaviour uf

the bubble from a charge fired between two rigid surfaces is now published for the first time.

The calculations were all made for a detonator equivalent to une gram of T.N.T., and a total pressure

of 36 feet 01 water, Ive., the detonator 3 feet below the surface of the water at atMrspherical pressure.

in Tayler.s non-dimensional units, which we shall use hencefo.rward, the values of the relevant quantities

are as follows;-

FaCtor to convert non-dimensional lengths to feet (L) - 2.2 feet

Factor to convert non-dimeitsional tirs to sec~nds C0" - .261 SOC=nd

Non-dimenslonOl total external pressure (zo) - 16.3

N Hon-dimensional initial depth balev free surface (do0  - 1.3

• 3. Comari son of the Calculations with approxirmate theory

These conditions were chosen because they were thO.ht to be fairly representative, but they do not

exactly correspond with any of the previous experiments. Wright, Campbell and senior used a No. 6 detonator,

vweich corresponds almost exactly to i gram of explosive, but the depth was only 1.5 feet and not 3 feet.

A Lieutenant (mell 1:sex. r-p. iia 't ' incld•ed wvort at ; feet, but he used a Noe 6 detonator, which Is stated by

him to contain about 0.7 gram of explosive. The best that we can do appears to be to compare the results

of this calculation with the approximate formulae developed by iiarrlng and Bryant. If the approximations

proVe satisfactory for the two cases calculated (conditions as above, effect of free surface first neglected

¶ then taken Into account) we can then apply them to other cases with confidence. without these calculations

by Nautical Almanac Office we shuuld have to extrapolate the furmulae from the range z 1.5 to 7.8 (over

which they have been checked against the results of direct solution of the hydrodynamic equations) to theI, region zo . 16, an undesirably long extrapclatlon. The following table accordingly gives the results of

this comparison;-

Table I ......

I Ki
~?

S .... .: ,, i . ..- . . . . ...,,... . ... .... 1
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t Table I. C-nppriton of NA.0. calculatiLns with formulae due tu Herring and t.

1 gram of T.N.T. at Free Surface absent. Free surface present.
a depth Of 3 feet.

N.A.0. Apprtxlmat Ions N.A.0. Ap.proximat Ions

Period of Ist 28. 28.6 27.5 27.5 m1llisec.
. oscillatiun -

Radius at fi rst .iO ,509 508 509 feet
max I mum

Radius at first .055 .055 .046 ,05 feet
11Minimum

I Maximalm Vertical + 900 4 930 8 B20 * 690 feet/
Velocity sec.

Rise of Bubble up +.159 +.255 +.090 +.141 feet
to first minimum

Vertical m•mentum + +Z 85 V' 43.• + 51 x 10-5
L: constant,• m

-P)ro (ma•x.) Ibs./ + 326 + 325 + ý70 + 335
;'sq. In. toot

IImpulse (Ibs./ ,134 .12 -13.,,L9 .124

Ssq. in. toot sec.)

It will be seen that the comparison is quite satisfactory except that the figures for the rise
of the bubble are not correct, the approximate formula for the rise of the bubble giving too high a rejult,"Subject to this correction, it seems that the use of the approximate formulae in this region Is quite
satisfactory, as.a basis of comparison with expqriment. The approximate formula for the rise was
arrived at empirically, and the fact that it Is Incorrect in no way affects the validity of the remaining

SapproximatioLns, which can n,;w be used with confidence.

04. 4 Omarison of theory with expe.riment.

The following quantities suggest themselves for this purpose:-

4.1 The radius of the bubble as a function of time: Careful comparisons have been made by Herring,
(using ohotographs ottalned by Edgerton), and by Lieutenant Campbell. Agreement Is good except in the
region near the minimum radius wher'e there is reason to believe that the simple Incompressible theory
breaks down, due to radiation of acousticenergy and possibly to other causes also. The maximum radlus
and period betwein explosion and first minimum have also been compared with experimnnt by Wright, Ca;pbell
and senior, who find exce??ent agreement. The minimum value of the radius Is hard to obtain from the
photographs, owing to the fact that motion is very fast in that neighbourhood, and also owing to the
obscuring effect of debris In the water. The further history of the bubble, after the first minimum
ran also bo accounted for satisfactorily, provided 'hat it is assumed that there Is a loss of energy
at each minimum.

4.2 ....
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4,2 The trajectory of the centre of the bubble: A detailed comparison Is difficult unless a

calculation Is made in detail for each separate case. Lieutenant Campbell does not give any figures

for the tralectory of the bubble in the presence of the free surface only. Wright, Campbell an1 senior

give a detailed trajectory, but in their work the effect of the bottom of the tank must have been

appreciable, it being only about 2* feet below the charge, (the free surface being 1J feet above it).

They find that during the first expansion phase; there is (as predic.ed by theory) a definite attraction

of the bubble towards the free surface, repulsion setting in during the contracting stage. using the

Road Research Laboratory formulae and considering the effect of the free surface only, they find good

agreement for both the total depression of the centre of the bubble up to the first'minimum but not for

the velocity of the centre of the bubble at this point, we have seen that the formulae u-ned would give

a numerically too darge value for the rise or fall of the centre, and the close agreement actually found

inay be due to the mutual cancellation of this error with the fact that the effect of the bottom was

neglected. The situation regarding the vertical velocity at minimum is not so clear, the agreement Moing

Svery poor. wright, Campbell and senior givd in error a theoretical maximum velocity of 64.5 feet per

second corpared with an observed value of 64 feet per second, the correct theoretical figure being

645 feet/second. The explanation of this large discrepancy is probably similar to that of similar

disagreements found by Lieutenant Campbell discussed below.

A comparison can also be made with Lieutenant Campbell's results on the bubble near a vertical wall.

The horizontal motion due to this will then be approximately independent of the vertical motion due to

gravity plus the effect of the free surface and bottom. We use the data In his Table 2 and Figuros 20

and 21. we need first of all an estimato of the energy given to tr- water by a No. e cap (apnrt from the

energy appearing as a shock wave). This is best obtained from the maxIexrn radius of the bubble, which is

given by him tsa 5.05 inches (average) which corresponds almost exactly to the figure to be expected for

0.6 gram of T.N.T. in the cases where the wall is so near that the bubble touchea it before reaching its

maximum radius, the maximum volume is considerably less, than in the cases where It forms a complete sphere.

The reason for this is not very clear, but It is possible that energy Is carried away as a compressional

wave in the steel of the wall, to a greater extent than it is in the eater. Anyway, theory cannot at

present be applied to these casea where the bubble actually touches the walls except to the lIrmiting onr

where 'the charge Is fired In actual contact with the wall. This case will be d6,scussed later on. we

make the calculations for 0.6 gram of T.N.T. on the basis of the approximate formulae, dividing the figures

for the ri.se of'the bubble under gravity by a factor of 1.4 in order to bring the approximate formulae

into line with the detailed calculations. The remaining approximations are used as they stand.

Table ii. Coarison of Lieutenant Campbell's results with theory.

0.6 gram Of T.N.T. 30 Inches below free surface, and at various distances

from rigid wall.

Distance from Period of Displacement maximum minimun radius
wall oscillation towards wall velocity of of bubble

(inches) (hilliseconds) after one centre of (inches)

Oscillation bubble
(inches) (feet/seec.)

_ -,-. -0-O-

CalCu- Ob- calcu- clcu- Oh- Clcu-
lated served lated served lated sorved
'I 4asre !e

2, t4.8 25 0.7 0.5 420 40 .57 1.5

16 25ý2 26 0.9 1 750 30 .58 2:0

4 . ____________ - ..... ,,--- ----. . -

12 2.'9 26 1.3 1.5 760 70 ,74 1.5

9 26. 27 1.7 2 5o 190 .97 -

S,6 .6 0 . 0_ 1.53-'

It Is ......
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!t is clear from these results that the discrepancies are due to the fact that the bubble never

closes up as much as Incompressible theory indicates, owing presumably tc the l'sses uf energy that seem
to occur near the minimum. If the observed values f.,r minimum radius are used instead uf the calculated

ones in the calculatitof t,f the maximum velocity, much better agreement Is cbtained. The values .*btained
thus are Shown in Drs-kets, but they are only very r ugh, as they are inversely pr•,prttiunnl t,- the cube
of the minimum radius, which is nkt known accurately.

4.3. The shape of the bubble: This can be dealt with very shc-rtly. The calculations made by Nautical
Almanac office applying the the-ry developed by Temporley shcw.s that (c,;ntrary to what was at first expected)
large da arture.... .f- the spherical shape might bq expected t.., :,ccur even fvr the ca3c cf a dt•or.at.. 3 feet
below the water. This would not ,ccur (even if the Incompressible theory were valid right up to the
minimum) until a few hundredths of a millisecond before the minimum, so that it would be extremely difficult
t-- detect experimentally. It may therefore be said that the fact that the photographs show the bubble
stayIrj very neArly spherical for several oscillations Is not in disagreement with the ry.

4.4. The behaviour of the flubble from a charge fired In contact with a steel 2late: Photographs-of the
bubble from, a detonator fired under these conditions were also obtained by Lieutenant Campbell. The effect
of gravity on a bubble in this'case was investigated theoretically by Temperley, who found that, for a
bubble above a horizontal steel plate the effect of gravity should be to make the bubble become pointed
during the early stage of Its oscillation, and then to flatten Itself against, the plate just before it
reaches its minimum. The photographs show that, although the bubble certainly does flatten itself against
the plate, this process is fairly gradual and is spread over a considerable proportion of the oscillation,
In contradiction with the theory. This discrepancy may be connected with the one already noted, that a
chjrge fired in contact with a steel plate does not produce so large a bubble as a similar charge in mid-
water. This matter seems worth further investigation, as It may have some bearing on the behaviour of a
-Contact- charge.

14.5. Acharge fired between two steel plates, ('the bubble that solitl in half"): Lieutenant Campbell

Investigated the effect of firing a detonator exactly mid-way between two vertical steel plates. Although
the bubble rushdid towards one or other if the plates unless the detonator was fairly accurately centred,
it was possible to obtain two other types of behe.vi.ur. if the plates woro flirly far apart, the bubble
behaved very much as if they were not there at all. if they were falrly close together, the bubble divided
just before the minifumi into two equal halves, one of which moved rapidly towards each plato, and flattened
itself against it. F..r the No. 8 cap, the critical distance between the plates was L-und to l ie between
IL end 18 Inches, it was decided to investigate this phan•r•mnon mathematically, as it seemed tc afford a
very good opportunity of making a fairly stringent check .n the whole theory Jf the dist,ortli:n .f the bubble,

we consider a bubble with its centre mid-way between two vertical rigid surfaces. we neglect the
effect of gravity and of the surface of the water. A motion of a few inches parallel to the plates would
not affect otion in a perpendicular direction very much. (At the time this theory was developed it was
Imagined that the effect of gravity in distorting the bubble Would not be very large, at nny rate until the

,9 first minimuil is reached. As stated above, this is net quite true, but it is sufficiently nearly true ftr
the present Investigation to be valid). The method used is t modlfication o? toh original image theory
due to werring. We use spherical polar co-ordinates, and tf.k es the 0 axis the line throug,? the centre of

( • the bubble perpendicular to the plates. We take the profile of the bubble to bD:-

a a+ b2 Pz (cos0) * b4 P4 (cosO) ()

The odd harmonics will be absent owing to syrMietry consideratIons.

Allowing for possible departures from the spherical shape. we assume the velocity potential expanded
as a series of axial harmonics. In order that the eoundary conditions at th_ rigid surfaces should be
satisfied, we introduce an Infinite series of images exactly equivalent to the compound source that represents
the bubble In an Infinite sea. If this proceeding were permissible, the velocity potential would take
the form;=ý

A . fca' m~ co1( -"o + + A2 2r--n - nd
r r n.2 2no+(r2 n+2ndrCosL- d r Cosu)*

+ similar series for A2, A etc. (2)

Where ......
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Where 2d Is the distance between the surfaces.

Such a velocity potential satisfiel Laplace's equation and the bNO~rdeY conditions at both surfaces,
but Is not physically penmissible because It diverges. This difficult~y was p(ýnted out by Marring. it

can, however, be ý..vercorne as fol lows:-

it we consider the region in which r <d, we maj. transform the 1image terms (Involving spherical
harmonics about tha origins ± n d) to series of spherical harmonics about the Centre of the bubble. we
then get, by well-known formulae.--

A A P (Os) 2A.3  (1) +.2A. r
2 P(o 9  t

rr P 2 (Cos

+ similar series.

k A
we now strike out the terms which vary with the time only. such as -2 4 etc., as we cann always

dii'
subtract any term depending on the time only from a velocity potential without altering Its physical meaning.
in particular, the new velocity potential will now be finite everywhnere (owing to the disappearance of the
terms making up the series ST~ and will still satisfy both Laplacela equation, and the boundary condition
at the rigid surfaces. This velocity potential most therefore be the appropriate one for our problem.
we treat this velocity potential by writing down the conditions that the pressure and normal velocity should
be continuous at the surface of the bubble R - a + b2P2 (o )+

The final form of the Velocity potential Is
L2

A a AP (CoOS 2A r P (Cos) Co (±) )

We notice that the perturbing term is of the order ofp3 so will be fairly sensitive to the
distance apart of the plates. I f we regard -S and b 2 a-s small quantities, and neglect their powers end

products, we get:-d

2 a.)A L.eoaAo + b 2a b 2 4- + (ii)
0a d .

From the equation for conttnuity of normal velocity. Substituting these values in the expression

for the pressure, we obtain finally;-

2

(Vwe hc-ii nfngleCted the highor Order perturbing terms).

sb .$ 2  ~b * 2.02 .4 Is 4  d 0{6

whee P isthepressure in the bubble, and egr the total pressure In the water outside. Equation
13 i of exactly the sane fone as the equation for a charge In an Infinite sea, showing that, to a first

approximation, neither the period nor the energy of the bubble will bie affected by the presence of theatwo
rigid surfaces. (This result Is due to the ,bsence of terms Involving Legendre co-efficients of odd order).
We know that the effect of a single rigid surface Is both to attract the bubble and to Increase the period,
whereas the Introduction of a second rigid surface seems to cancel both effects. indeed, we sm from
LieuItenkant Campbell Is resulta that for a bubble t2 Inches from a. single rigid surface the first oscillation
takes 26 milliseconds. whereas for a bubble midway between two rigid surfaces 24 Inches apart, the first
oscillation takes only 23 mill iseconda in agreement both with theory and with the period of a bobble right
away from rigid surfaces.

Equations .....
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Equations (5) and (6) have been integrated by the Nautical Almanac office for a 1 gram chirge of

T.N.T. between rigid walls J9 inChes and 12 inches aWrt. It I S fOUSId thdt b first rises to a positive

comparable with the radius of the bubble would Imply that It splits In half. The results can only be
qualitatively correct, both becanuse for such sirallI value's of d we cannot neglect the higher order

perturbing termns, and also because ti o. 8 teap sE-ams to rorr..spond more closely to a o.6 grem charge than
to a i gram charge. '$ome specimen resusts are as follows:-

Table Ill. Distortion of Biubble due to rigid walls alone compared witn that due to gr~aviyalone.

grami ofTNT.ýfetblwsurface. 4.7 26 3_ _

mean R~adius
of Bubble 47 5.3 6.11 5.514 .7 26 1.0 .0 .5 .4
(i nches)mimu

b2 (Inches) - -
due to* - - - - .005 .026 .074 .309 Breakdown
gravty alone

1)2 (Inches)
due to rigid - - + + + + + - Break-
wall$ Is- .005 .011 0 .076 ieo .272 .282 .190 .1a2 down
apart

J~~ ~~~ b(inches) - 4 4 4 4 + 4

walls 12- .024 .048 .037 .304 .647 .937 .948 .591 Breakdown
apartj

Experimental facts. Period of Bubble i n open water 21 mil I IIseconds.

LBetween plates lag apar period -22 - 23 milliseconds, Bubble does not divide.

Between plates 12- apart bubble divides after 2L milliseconds.

Maximu~m radius of biubble 5.1-

As already stated, the discrepancies In period and maximum radius are duo to assuming too large a
vlefor the energy of the No. 8 caps. it will be seen that for the plates 12" apart, b2 becomes positive

.4d ocomar-be, with a, corresponding to splitting of the bubble, one1. halt ^9Oifl to each plate, -aereas for
the plates 19, apart, b, eventually become$ eg~ative and comparable with a, corresponding to a flattening
of the bubble along the-plane midway between the plates. In the actual experiment gravity &act$ In ek
direction perpendicular to the lIIne we have taken as the 0 axis, so that, by Itself, It would tend to flatten
the bubble along a horizontal plane perpendicular to the plates, and would thus tend to assist the splitting
effect due to the plates. By the use of tesrseral insti.ad of axial harmonics one could take account of the
effect of gravity and the rigid walls sinmultaneously, but this refinement seems hardly worth while, as we
have already shown that the theory of this phenomena Is in qualitative agreenlent with experiment.

Conclusions.

The comparison of phenomena on the detonator scale with experiment reveals very much the sowe sort
of situation as exists for large charges. The simple theory, assuming that the bubble remains spherical

I1~throughout....

rj!
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throughout, enables one to predict witn confidence such quantities •,s the maximum radius, perioLd of

oscillation, and the trajectory of tho centre of the bubble up to first minimum, owing to a variety of

causes. such 'As flattening of the bubble and diasipation of energy in various wqys, phenomena which Jdepends
on the behaviour of the bubble near Its minimum rAdius, such ns thu actual minimum volume anrJ the pressure-

time curve due to the oscillations of the bubble, Cannot be satist&,ctorily predicted theoretically.

]T
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PHOTOGRAPHIC MEASUREMENTS OF THE SIZE, SHAPE AND
MOVEMENT OF THE BUBBLE PRODUCED BY 1-OZ. CHARGES

OF POLAR AMMON GELIGNITE DETONATED UNDERWATER
AT A DEPTH OF 3 FEET

A. X. Bryant

,June 1944

meewurmrnts elf the size, shape and rovement of the bubble produced by I oz. of Polar wsnP gelignite detonated at a depth of 3 feet have been obtained photographically. The masurements cover
the first oscillation in detail and a niuber of typical photographs Is Included. Tho results are
compared with calculation& based on the theory of Professor G. I. Taylor, In which the effect of the free
surface Is also COMidercod,

The theoretical radius-time curve agrees quite wall with the observed iean radius up to the fl.ot
oscIllatlon, although owing to large energy losses the minimum radius observed is somewhat larger than
the predicted value. The downward velociky of the bubble is of the same order as that calculated
except very near the minumum when the very hgh calculated values are not attained. The bubble commences
to flatten much earlier than according to the theory of Temperley, end at the minimum Is roughly
hemispherical with a slightly concave upper surface and a spherical lower surface, like an Inverted
mushroom.'1 ~ The failure of the bubble to attain the predicted maximum velocity is attributed, at least in
part, to the flattening of the bubble, It is shown that the vertical momentum In the water is
approximately conserved if the effective ma.s of water moving with the bubble is taken to be a half o0
that displaced by a sphere. whvse radius equals the greatest horizontal radius of the actual bubble,

Introduction.

The purpose of the teots described here wea to extend the single flash photographic technique
pr cu a dw ith detonators to 1-o., charges, it was desired to compare the behaviour of- the I-oz.
bubble with thooretical predictions and to provide data which would eselut In Interpreting experiments
on damage produced by i-oz, charges.

Single photographs of the bubble taken on stationary film were obtained at a series of times
throughout the history of the bubble,. The bubble appeared silhouetted against a white painted metal
fe tleCtor which .as illumined by a very bright flash of short duration. The flash was produced by
detonating a 2 feet length of Curdttx In a glass tube filled with argon.

When photographs near the minimum wcr.e rzquircd the light flash dotcnatur was fired by an
electronic switch operated by 'the pressure pulse produced by the cllapsing bubble, suitable time delays
being obtained electrically when desired. For other photcgraphs a rotary switch with adjustable pro-
set ecntacts fired the main charge, tripped the camera shutter. and fired the light flash at any desired
time intervals. rn all cases A plezi-electric pressure gauge in the water near the bubble gave a
record cn a cathode-ray oscillograph fr.m which the timing of the light flash tnuld be measured with
an accuracy of about o.0s milliseconds. All experiments were carried ,ut after dark and the shutter

( rermained ......



re.Tained open for about 1 second.

Location of the Charge.

The charge was suspended, detonator underneath, at a depth of t ft=t in a total deoth of water
of 9 feet 6 inches. In most cases a rigid steel rod framework was fixed lo the.plane of the Charge;
this served as a reference framework In the photographs giving both a length scale and a fiyed reference
point from which the movement of the bubble could be determined as well ae its size and shape.

in order to obtain a satisfactorily large Image of the bubble when near Its minimum. It was
necessary for the camora to be about 5 feet from the charge. At this distance the field of view was

F 2 a Circle of .. out 30 Inches diameter; accordingly the reference framrwork had to be wall within the

volura occupied by the bubble when large. The framework was therefore made of small enough section, to produce a negligible disturbance of the bubble motion. A number of photographs wore taken with no

framework present, and the bubble shape and size %ero exactly the same as when a framework was used.

For photographs of the bubble near its maximum size the camera was a feet away, and the field
of view about 4 feet diameter do that a sore rigid framework with its mentors further from the centre
of the bubble could be used.

dethod of Mgasuring the Photographs.

(a) l~u Of the ubjle=- it was assumed that, apart from small protuberances and noodlce
like projections. the bubble was symmetrical about a vertical axis throueh Its centre. The horizontal
diameter of the profile of the bubble was measured at a number of equally spaced levels along this axis
Of symmetry - any small asym•etrical burtma on the profile being ignored as containing a negligible
volume. The squares of these diameters w-c.-, then summed, the Intervals being small enough to justify
this.

it will be observed latir that who.a the bubble is very close to Its minimum its upper surface
appears to be actually concav,'. This 'mushrooming" of the bubble has been observed by Taylor with his
'mlcro-sceol•a park bubbles'. The profile of the bubble no longer coincides with the cross-section -
the profile shows only, the rim of the useucer'-like depression at the top of the bubble. However, the
bubble Is not completely opaque and it Is thought that the upper boundary of the "splash* of light coming
through the Centre of the bubble, which has been seen on some previous photographs, marks the lower edge
of this hollow depression in the bubble. Hence an a proximate shape to the cross-section of the bubble
may be sketched in and its volume computed.

The apparent diameter of a sphere viewed at a finite distance is always less than its true
diameter. This difference can be allowed for quite simply from geometrical Considerations and in the
present experiments only amounts to 2% for the largest bubble diameters.

(b) The position of the 'Centre w.' Gravity' of the Bubtlet- The position of the 'Centre of
gravity, of the volume occupied by the 0umble was calculated by taking moments of the squares of the
horizontal diameters about any convenient horizontal line. The chief error Involved In determining '
"the total displacement of the bubble lies In uncertainty as to the absolute position, relative to other
objects In the photograph, of the point where the rharge was detonated. Errors In setting the depth -
of the charge were of the order of i inch end a random error of this order Is inherent in every
measurement of the displacement of thc bubble.

The mDotIon and shape of the hollow produced by an explosion In a liquid.
G I. Taylcr and R. H. Davies.
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(C) The Shape Co-efficients of the uboi:- if R be the radius vector fro, a point on the

axis of a bubhlw Co ics surface, then a bubble of any given shape (aisuming axial symmetry) may be

represented hy en Infinite set of -shape co-efficients' as follnws..-

R a a + b IP1 (cos8) b b2 P2 (cos6) . ....... etc.

where b2b 3 ,etc. ere here called the 'shape co-officients'

9 is the angle between the radius vector and the axis of symretry; 0 is taken downward.
Pn is the Legendre Polynomeil of the nth order.

TO a first order In small quantities, o will be zero if the origin of the co-ordinates is
taken at the centre of gravity. Since it was desired to compare the observed shape co-efficients with

those calculated theoratically In wnich the origin Is usually chosen so as to make b, always zero, the
centre of gravity was chosen as the origin for measurements.

The nethod 5f measuring the co-efficients a, b2, b. etc. for a given bubble. outline is considered
In detail in an Appendix. Briefly, the method assumes that no ro-efficients higher than b6 are necessary
to express the shape observed. Radii voctores are measured for seven equally spaced values of e,.and the
resulting simultaneous equations are solved for the seven co-ufficients, it is sufficient Justification
of the method, here, to say that when the fuill outline given by the seven co-etficients thus calculated
is drawn out it agrees with the observed outline with .n error less than the uncertainty In delineating
the.observed outline of the bubble, even for extreme cases so far found.

(e) Accuracy of Measurement:- Length measurements can be made on the photographs within ;bout
2 or )3. but absolute values of the positio:n of the bubble are probably Only accurate to within about
j inch, Values of the velocity •f displhc,_enent of the bubble are therefore Sub ject to rather large
Inaccuracies, though this Is somewhat reduced by drawing a smoeth curve ti;tui e a r of obeervations.

Ext'erime.tal Results.

The experimental results are plotted in Figures 1 to S. The timing of all observations nudr

a minimum was measured in milliseconds aefore or after the minimum rather than in meilliseconds after
detonation since.there was considerable variation in the value of the first pe'riod. Thie purid varicd
between 71 and 80 milliseconds with an average of 77 milliseconds, and this value has been used inplotting the data In Figure 1.

The data for the second oscillation ,re sCenty and nave been put in a toble which follows.

TABLE 1.

A^verage Second Second M'inimum Ci lsplacoimunt dowrnward
S'I• ( -•period RadiusI ax second minimum

36 .8 Inches 16.5 inchesS; • •i 11 iconds

Description of the photographs.

In Figures 7. 8 and 9 a number of typical photographs of the bubble are given in each of which
the bubble appear's silhouetted against a white reflector, The explosive, being of a type which gives
rise to no free carbon In the explosion products, resulted In a bubble which was fairly transparent so
that in most photographs a splash of light appeared at the ccntre of the bubble where the gas-water

interfac.,
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lnterf=ca was approximately nonval to the Iight path between source and camera. in Figure 7a,

however, it was necessary to open the Camara shutter before firing the charge so that the image of the

detor--to charge Is found as a very bright patch at the centre of the bubole.

The bubble remains very nearly spherical, apert from smdll excrescences on Its surf.ce, until about

10 milliseconds before the first rn;nlmuei (Figure 7d). as the bubble collapses further it becomes

flattened, but in such a way that the lower half of the bubble remains very roughly hemispherical

(Figures 7e, f, Ba, b, c). in Figure ab the bubble is nearly hemispherical with a flat top, while in

Se the fiat top has 'become concave so that the bubble resembles'an inverted mushroom. During the
later Stages of collapse the needle-like projections have become mre acceituated relative to the
bubble as a whole, and appear to be slightly more marked on the lower surface. The shape of the
bubble at the minimuni Is Somewhat obscure, perhaps owing to the relatively large duration of the
light flsh - aout 100 microseconds. The i.symmetrlcsl lobe on the left of the bubble In Figures ad

nnd e Is probably due to ea perturbation of the bubble when large shnce In these cases the dharge was fired

to the left of the centre of the framework. The framework in these was relatively stiff, and was made _

of channel Iron; the bubble when large enveluped the left hand member of the framework. in all

other photographs at the minimum no asymmetry was found.

V That the bubble Is moving downwards may oe Inferred from the shape of the horizontal cross

wires nearest to the bubble seen in Figures ad and e. These wires were terminated by stretched springs
designed to keep them taut when the inward rush of water pilled In the sides of the framework. In

: 4! practice the transverse pressure exerted cn the wires by the moving water displaced them very

cons iderably. The actual shape of the wires Is determined by the past history of the water velocity

in Its neighbourhood, a•d it Is clear from their shape In Figures ad and e that the motion has been

mainly radially Inward, but with a velocity vertically downwards superimposed on this flow In the

Ifmmediate nelghbourhood of the bubble.

In all the photographs near the minimum there appears to be a region just above the bubble

where the water scatters the light rather than transmitting it In the normal manner. in Figure Be. for

example, the Intensely bright line of light produced by the detonated Cordtex appears to be Interrupted

by this region; the wire In Figure 8e becomes almost, if not quite, Invisible when passing through this

'egion. it is suggested that this Is evidence of a *wakel in the rear of the moving bubble. Perhaps
•: ~this region IS fill.ed with mieny small eddies and fine bubbltes.

After the mlnimuml.thb bubble expands som.6what Irregularly - Figures 8f, ga, b and c, its
lower surface'shows small protuberances, but not the long needles which are such a prominent feature
of the lower our-face tefore the minimum. The upper surface of the bubble, however, shows a very

marked array of approximately radial streamers or -whiskers- which appear to be long trials of bubbles.

The length of these 'whiskers* Is of considerable interest; in Figure ga they occupy water on either

side of the bubble which In Figure 8e was quite clear and free from such bubbles. It seems somewhat

unlikely that these -whiskers* have actually been pushed out so far in advance of the main surface of

the bubble. These streamers may be composed of fine bubbles of gas, actually left behind in the water

by the collapsing bubble which were compressed and rendered peactically invisible by the very high

pressure existing In the water round the bubble when near Its minimum.

The curious radial streaks of light In Figure' 7e are thought to have nothing to do with the

bubble. it is thought that they are produced by small white hot particles - perhaps pieces of alunfinium

from the detonator - projected outwnrd at detolnation. Although thý) solenoid which opernrted the calnera
Shutter was not energized until some 15 milliseconds after detonation. It Is probable that in Lhis cuse

the Impact of the shockwave operated the rather delicately set shutter trigger. This would account

for the absence of the actual flash of the detonating charge, and for the absence of any streaks near

the centre of detonation. The Increased Intensity of these Ci.reaks towards the end of their path would

be due to the increase of light-gathering power of the lens as the shutter opened. This same phenomenon

has been observed on several occasions when the timing of the main light flash and tNs of the actua'l

III
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( ~Discussion -Comprmei son w'ith Theory.

(a) Radius - Time Curves:- In Figurles I and 2 the mean radius of the bubble - defined as
the radius of a sphere having the saee volume as the bubble - is plotted against time. For comparison
wit), experimental data, values of the radius as calculated by the Nautical Almanac Office have been
plotted in Figures I and 2. These Calculatiorn refer to a non-dimensional depth zo . 7.2, the bubble
being assumed to remain spherical, and account has been taken of the presence of a free surface 0.6
units above the charge. These correspond to a 1-oz. charge with a bubble energy of a.o calories/gm.

• at a depth of ý feet. The standard length for this Ca•se Is 5 feet and the standard time 0,394 seconds

yielding a value of 77 mlliseconds for the period. This period is so close to the observed average
period that the theoret ical results have been plotted without any adjustments of scale.

it appears from Figure I that there is a discrepancy somewhere in that the periods agree while
the observed maximum radius exceeds the theoretical value by about 81. If the energy of the motion be
calculated from the observed maximum radius, (assuming that the fraction of the energy left in the gas,
amounting to about 151, is the san*s as in the theoretical case) n figure of 550 calories/gm. is obtained.
The energy calculated from the period assuming the correctness of the theory, is only 440 calories/grm.

in assessing the cause of this discrepancy it does not seem likely that the maximum radius
measurement is more than 25 In error, while the measurement of the average period might be as much
as 3% in error. These two might conceivably contribute an error of 15% in the energy, in the worst
case where the errors ,ct in the same direction.

It is possible that the theory of the effect of the free surface is somewhat in error for a bubble
as close to the surface as this, since thu theory is only an approximation which neglects cubes and
higher powers of the reciprocal of tne distance oF fhe free surface. According to the approximate
theory used the presence of the free surface reduces the period from 86 tc 77 milliseconds in this case;
a large correction which if itself in error might account fcr some of the discrepancy. It has also to
be remembered that the effect of the rigid bcttom at a distance of 6 feet 6 Inches from the bubble has!
been neglected in the theoretical calculations. This, however, would raise the theoretical period to
about 81 milliseconds and increase the size of the discrepancy.

it is further just possible that there is a considerable energy loss during the contraction
stage, ,1,ough most of this would have to occur while the bubble is large in order to reduce the period
to such an extent. it is estimated from the ratio of the first to the second period that about 6o%
of the bubble energy Is lost between the first and second oscillation, hbt It seems.more likely that
most of this loss occurs near the minirmum when the bubble is moving most rapidly in a vertical direction.
The data plotted in Figure 2 bring out the quite sharp energy loss as indicated by the muCh slower
expansion after the minimum, than contraction before the minimum.

(b) The 1inimuom-Radlusa.- Energy Considerations:- According to the theory of a spherical
bulb t-e minimum r~i;.• aihu-ld be 2.0l inches when the energy in the gas it 81S of thu total, the
remaining 19% being kinetic energy In the vertical motion of the water, The observed mean radius at
the mlnlmum, based on the volume, Is 2.7 Inches. This puts the energy In the gas at 641%, assuming
that the gas adiabatic Is substantially that, of the theury. If uno assumes that the effective volume

of water moving with the bubble •s half the volume displaced (as is true for a Spherical bubble and
streamline motion) the kinetic energy o0 vertical motion w•'.rks out at 1.9% of the total - tahing the
observed maximun velocity as about 18S ft./sec.

However, the shape of the bubble at the minimum Is more nearly hemispherical with a radius of

3.g Inches (see Figure 8d). if one thus aesulees that the effective volume of the water moving vertically
Is one half that displaced by a sphere of radius 5.9 inChes the kinetic energy at the minimum works out
at 5.6% of the total. (in fact the effective volume of water moving may be even greater since a
hemisphere moving rapdily through water Is likely to drag with It a volume of dead water lying
Imnmediately behind its flat surface in addition to the water circulating round it). This brings the

energy in these two phases to about 70% of the total. It is not unreasonable to suppose, therefore,
that of the observed loss of energy between the two cycles of about 60e (besed-on the ratio of the
first and second periods) hdtf is lost just before the minimum, the other hall just after the minimum.
when the vertical velocity is high.

:It
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in a recent paper G. I. Taylor and Davies 0 rave shown that a small bubble r~
1'inG tteadlly

through water tonda to assume the shapa of the cap of a sphere wi.th a turbulent Yaks in Its rear,. and
with a drag co-efficient af between 0.5 and 1.2. Using, thus,, a drag co-efficient of I the energy
loss by turbuleate of the i-oz. explosion bubble h•a been calculated up to the first minimum. The
observed value of the velocity is given in Figure 5, and the. maximum horizontal radius of 4he bubble
in Teble 2 below. it Is found that 62S of the energy logs occur& in the last i millisecond before
the minimum, e61 of the loss occurring in the last millisecond. The total loss, how'ever, only,
amounts to atout S00 calories., i.e. to about 3.71 of the total bubble energy. Since the velocity
enters as the cube in this calculation, it the actual bubble velocity were double t'he assumed figure
for the hat halt or one millisecond the energy Insa would bo about 255 of the total bubb. energy.
It Is also possible that the drag co-efficient of the bubble Is somewhat higher than unity, perhaps
owing to the needle-like projections from its surface.

W() Veluct -Tilme Curve. Momentum Considerations:- An attempt has beon mnze to estirate
hte velocity of the bubble from the displacement-time curve, Figure 3. As was remarked above, this

velocity data is only very approximate. The estimated value has been plottbd in Figure 5, together
with the theoretical curve.

The failure of the bubble to reach anything like the theoretical maximum velocity is very
probably due to turbulence, but also In part to the change of shape of the bubble. In Table 2 are
tabulated for a few times the observed values of the velocity U, the mean radius a, and the maximum
horizontal radius aI of the actual bubble. The vertical momentum factor 2m a Ua

3 
has been tabulated

in columns 5 and 6 calculated in twe ways. in the fifth column the effective voluffe of wator moving

with the bubble Is assumed to be half that'actuelly displaced by the bubble; In the sixth column the
volume of water moving Is assumed to be half 'that dspleced by a sphere of radius equal to the grfiatest
horizontal radius a1 of the bubble.

it will be seen that In the first case the calculated munentum of the water decreases rapidly
as the minimum is approached, whereas In the second method of calculation (i.e. assuming the volane of
water moving Is half that displaced by a sphere of radius equal to the greatest horizontal radius of

the bubble) the momentum appears to remain more nearly constant, as in fact it should.

TABLE 2

Vertical Velocity and Momentum Data.

Time meecs. Vertical Mean maximum Vertical Momrntum
before minimum velocity Radius Horizontal Factor

U a Radius ua3 U' 1))

(ft./Sec.) (ft.) (ft.)

2.60 3ý 0.635 0.675 8.5 10.2
t.9 41 0. 555 0.595 7.0 8.6
1.3's 56 0.,77 0.574 6.1 10,5
0417 87 0.406 n.466 5.8 8.8
0.50 180 O.-9 0.440 4.o7 11,9
0... o1805 0.225 0.325 2.0 6.3

(d)

SThe Rate of Rise of Large Volumes of Gas in Water. G. I. Taylor and R. M. Davies.

SI)
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(d) §hU3 s Change of the Bubble.- In Figure 4 the second harmo-ic shape co-efficient b
bi bn-. . r-nited As a fraction of %he co-efficlent of zero order a up to just bafore the minimwm. The

following table Includes figures for Ohe higher order co-efficienta also. it will be seen that bi
is always small; the sa11 shift of origin which would have to be made to make it vanlh o;•gctly
should not affect the other co-efficlents &ppreciably.

TABILE 3.

tiarmonic shape co-effIcients during Contracting Phase.

millliseconds bI b2 b b ,
before first a a a a

minimum (in.)

9.09 1.085 +.025 -. 025 +.014 -. 019

5.66 11.2 +.004 -. 057 +.036 -. 032
2.60 7.5 -. 080 -.136 +.097 +.002
1.94 6.58 + •020 -.182 +.310 0
1.35 6.A3 ....047 -. 220 +.165 +,006
0.87 4.69 +.008 -.ps +.1t7 +,068
0.50 £4.30 4.065 -. 423 +.300 -. 068
"0.50 4.10 -. 093 -. 455 +.488 -,151.

: • For Comparison with the observed measurements of the second harmonic shape co-efficient b2.

the value calculated by the Nautical Alfanac office using TeUmerley's equation has been plotted In
Figure 4. .TenpOrlA-0s equation contains various time derivatives of the first co-efficient a, and
the linear velocity u of the bubble. These values were taken from the earlier calculation in which
the bubble was assumed to remain spherical; I.e. it was assumed that a and u are not perturoed by
the growth of the higher shape co-efficients b 2 etc.

it will be seen that though the general form of the b ver'sus time curve is roughly the saee
experimentally as. is given by the N.A.0. calculation, b attains apprernAble maSnitude much earlier

than In the theory. it seemed possible that this was. due to actual linear velocity U being greeter
than the theoretical one Iii the early stages of collapse of the bubble. Accordingly Temperley's
equation was reintegrated, using the observed value of the velocity U together with the theoretical
val'ues of tho mean radius a and its derivatives. This result has also been plotted in Figure 4.

t will be deren tat this b21 a curve is now ao.ravhat nearer the observed curve, but there is Still a
considerable difference. it• Is thr.ught that most of this discrepancy could be due to error in the

veloclty-t nia curve used. A final Check of the correctness of Temperlayas equat~ur, must Oherofoiro
awelit a More accurate determination of the velocity-time eurve for the bubble.

Co I.e IU.S~i P:S.

(1) During most of the first oscillation the bubble remains vary nearly spherical and
agrees reasonably well with Taylor's theory when allowance is made for the presence of the free surface.

(2) During the last five milliseconds before the first minimum the bubble flattens, its
vertical diameter shortening, and the upper surface becomes flatter while the lower surface remains

approximately hemispherical. Close to the minimum the upper surface becomes concave and the bubble
~! I rcnt-,leo an Inverted mushroom,

S....j-
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(3) The sign of the shape change agrees with that predicted by Temperley's theory, but the

change takes plac1 connidratblv earlier than In the 0h-ory. A reintegration of Temperley's equation y
using the observed velocity-time curve reduces this discrepancy somewhat.

(4) The downward displacement agrees reasonably well with the theory, but is somewhat less

at the first minimum than the predicted value. The observed maximu velocity of 185 ft./sec. falls

consideratly short of the theoretical value of 890 ft./sec.

%(5) This failure to reach the high velocity predicted may be partly due to turbulence, but

may also be due to the flattening of the bubble.
!

(6) The vertical momentum in the water appears to Ce approximately conserved up to the

I minimus If It Is assumed that the effective mass of water moving with the bubble Is one half that
I idisplaced by a sphere of radius equal to the maximurm horizontal radius of the flattened bubble.

(7) The vertical kinetic energy in the water at the minimum is estimated to be about 6%

of the total energy of the motion, in contrast to the theoretical value of 19% .

L (8) The energy In the gas at the minimun is estimated at 64% of the total initial energy

of the motion.

~ (9) There is an Indication of a -wake- or region of disturbed water in the rear of the
downward moving bubble when near its minimum size.

if

! ilO) The bubble remains colherent for at least two complete oscillations.

I [.
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( APPENDIX

Haýrmon Analysis. f P be Shapes.

The silhouette photographu of the bubble give profiles Which in genrelhv h Saeo

cross-section through tho axis of sywnetry. it was desired to deterrhlno the co-heffclethe shnp hea

series.

R . a + bP1 (Cos 0.) +b 2p (cosd)+ ...... etc.()

In which IR it the radius vector to the surface of the bu~bble from a given origin on the axis. 69 the7
angle Included between the radius vector and the axis.

J ~As a first attempt it was decided to determine that curve in whirch only the first seven
co-efficlents were non-zero, and which fitted the observed section at seven equally spaced values of
the angle 0, viz. 00, 300, 600. 960, 120., 1500 and 1000. The radii vectors R. ........ Ratthese
oangles were measured giving seven simultaneous equations, of Which a typical one is:-

Re, -a + b IP I (Cos 6n) +b 2 P2 (cos 6 n). .... .. b6 P6 (Cos tn)

e V nT6 (2)

These equations wore solvt*d once end for aIR for the seven co-efficients in terms of the radii
R0 to R6 * The solution Is given here for reference.

a - .034 ro + 4C3 r, + .1167 r. + .256r3

b, .086 r, 4 +.660 r 5 + .687r~

2 .152r +. 776 r-.267 r-,6 3

b3 .237 r5 + .513 r5 -1.6

(3)j' 1b = .4&2 r - .274 r -. ~sr .7r

.6 4r - 1.173 r 5 + .677r

. 0.72 ro --. 745 r1 +-. *745 r2 -372r

1 2

where ro R....+..R6 r1  r 2
0 2 2 z

r R
3

R -R R -R5 R 2- 4R
r4 rw 2 r6  2 w

A fairly extremne example Is illustrated In Figure 6. The full line Is the observed cross-.
seetiori of a bubble, Vile broken line is the curve given by the seven co>-efficients as calculated by the
above method. The agreement betwuen the two curves is well within the limits imposed by trhe -actual
photographs. The ebeVe method which is the simplest that Could be devised, was accordingly used
In analysing all the photographs Obtained.

Analytically, the Ideal Method Of calculating any giiven cc-effirient ir, the series ~ o
DA Is to use the known relation

be 1 0=. -IO P (Cos 69). d (Cs' ) 4
2 9. 0

10 use....
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lo use tnis R has to be measured at a number of angles giving equally .p&ced values of co.- 1,
-ind the product RP n (Cos()') then integrated numerically. This Method has the adVantogv that any

r:o-efficlent Is given without aSSMing that any of the others are zero. The main dlsadvantoge is
that because of the fluctuotions of Ph (cos 6) over the range the number of radii which roust be
Peasured to give any reasonahle accuracy in the nLwvrlcal Integration iI ;'ather large. This poicit
Is Drought out In the following table in which the rusult of analysing the shape snown in Figure 6
by the two methods Is compared. Simpsron's rule was used ior the nLmericai Integration, and 9. 11
and 21 ordinates were measured.

COMrarison of methods of Shape Analysis

- I.methoa ui

Co-efficient Equation (3) Equation (4)

7 Radii 9 Radii 11 Radii 21 Radii

a + 41.30 44.211 + U.24 + 4,27

b + 0.28 4 0.3" + O.35 4 0.10

b2  - 1.82 - 1.70 - 1.76 - 1.73

b + 1.29 + 1.00- + 1.13 + 1,17

bu -0.29 -0.02 -0.10 - 0.23'I 5h -- 0.61 - 0;2e - 0.51 - 0.40

b_ + 0.51 + 0.85 + 0,9 + 0,56

The table shows that the 7 ordinate method using equation (3) is quite adequate, at least
up to b.. and clearly involves only a third of the labour of the method using equation (4') and 21
radii vectores.

iw1

,I ,1

*1i. : : .• •i. ' '; ' .: ... " : ":. "• • ' ' :
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--- --- O bserved $hapa -- - Shape using 7 harmoniccofficients only

R.4,30+0o.20 P,(•,,),e ,'o )•

0 .61 P, 4o.e•+0. s, P, ('Co,

Pig. 6. COMPARISON• OF OBSERVED BUBBLE SHAPE AND

BEST FITTING CURVE USING 7 HARMONIC ,
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5-) •.4S MILLISECONDS AFTER ýb)41.50 MILLISECONDS AFTER
DETONATION DETONATION

(7c') 1430 MILLISECONDS BEFORE ?7d) 9 90 MILLISECONDS BEFORE

FIRST MINIMUM FIRST MINIMUMI

5 bS MILLISECONDS BEFORE "',I" . O MfLLISECONDS BEFORE

"FIRST MINIMUM FIRST MINiMUM
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(0,1) 1-95 MILLISECONDS BEFORE (6b')O SS MILLISECONDS BEFORE
FIRST MINIMUM FIRST MINIMUM

(11c 0-50 MILLISECONDS BEFORE (6 d,; AT FIRST MINIMUM
FIRST MINIMUM

Se0 25 MILLISECONDS AFTER P 81 0 80 MILLISECONDS AFTER

FIRST MINI-MUM FIRST MINIMUJM
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(9dýi 1-15 MILL ISECON[DS AFTV Y ý L. C. ~..
F1 CASI MINIMukA 'A y

(9c) 10, 60 MILLISECONDS AFTER (9d) 0-15 MILLISECONDS ArTER
FIRST MINIMUM SECOND MINIMUM
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A TECHNiQUE FOR MULTIFLASH PHOTOGRAPHY OF UNDERWATER
EX(PLOSION PHENOMENA

R. Bryant and K. 1  Bobin

SAugust 194S

A nethod Is described which enables a Iumber of photographs to be taken at one millisecond

Intervals of explosion bubbles produced by the detonation underwater of charges weighing about I oz.

A total of forty to fifty pictures In two groups may be taken, the two groups being usually tlsed to
cover the,perlod when 'the bubble is near its first and second minira respectively.

Light from an Arditron discharge lamp Is focused by a large metal reflector placed underwater
on to the. lenses of a twin drum camera housed in a watertight casing situated at the sawe level as the
charge, thus producing a bright field of light against which the bubble appears silhouetted.

The electrical gear producing the discharges in the Arditron is huused in a laboratory near
the experimental tank and connected by 80 feet of cable to the Arditron which Is situated just above
the. water.

A ddscriptlon of the electrical circuits and the underwater camera Is given together with a
set of phcotographs frcm a typical shot.

INt roductjo's.

In two previous papers (1) a method has been described for obtaining single flash photographs
ofean underwater explosion bubble produced by small charges. In order to determine the behaviour of
the bubble in the neighbourhood of targets such as the box-nodel, however, It was necessary to devise
some method of taking a succession of pictures during the course of a single explosion. This note
describes apparatus developed for this purpose.

Ge's eraA Arralge Ment.

Figure t shows diagtawmatically the experimental arrangements. A rptating twin-drur camera
housed In a watertight casing, and with all controls electrically operated, is .olted on to a rigid
steel framework which is lowered by crane on to the sloping side of the experImental tank and clamped
In position with the camera at the required depth.- Light from an Arditron discharge lamp In a housing
just above the water's surface, illwiuinatos a large curved metal reflector and Is focused on to the
cemrra lens as shown, so that the reflector appears in the photograph as a bright ground more than
filling, the field of view. The charge and the target arg suitably placed to appear silhouettede
against this reflector.

The Arditron lamp Is operated stroooscopical',y by electrical equipment housed in a nearby
laboratory, the laip being connected to the equipment by high voltage concentric cable. since =ost

of the bubble shape changes and displacqments occur when thr bubble is small, and since these are the
times when the bubble causes damage, It was decided to restrict photographs to two periods near the
first and second minima respectively. The apparatus has therefore been arranged to take a totalof forty to f ifty pictures In two, groups, one or each camera drum, the pictures in each group being
spread at 1 mi'llisecund intervals.

Ilultiflashing ......

I C /-1
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The eleclrical equlpnuent for producing the light flashes in the Arditron lamp Is housed in the
laborator, for reasons of bulk hnd general convenience of servicing. This has necessitated the use
pf istr.ansmI•aion line t, fteet long to connect the Equipment to the lamp. It has been necestgry to
devise an electrical circuit which would minimise the undesirable effects on the efficient operation of
the Arditron due to the total Indoucance of the transmission line. The circuit adopted is showil in
Figure 2 end its operation Is as follows:-

I

The reservoir condenser, which serves as the power supply, consists of 29 1-microfarad condensers
connected In parallel and trickle charged to 8,000 v:lts by a neon-sign transformer and ten Him1
westinghouse rectifiers in series,

A seven-Inch diameter Tufnol disc, rotating at 3,000 r.p.m., carries 20 short lengths of 4 BA.

brass studding screwed through the disc at equally spaced Intervals round a circle concentric with the
9xis of rotation. The disc Is mounted so that these lengths or studding pass In succession between
two pairs of fixed points, b1 and S2 the clearance being about 6/1.000 Inch. Thus every ,AIlIlsecond
one of the twenty studs passes between the points 81 and S2 These fixed p'tnts are sw arranged that
there Is half a millisecond interval between studs passing between theie, I e. If a stuO Is in line with
St at a certain Instant then half a maillisecond later a stud will pass S2 and vice versa.

With the relay R closed, when one of the studs passes between the points S , the gops at 5
"break down and the Intermediate condenser, capacity 0.5 m:crofarad, Is Charged up to the voltage of the
reservoir. The 8-ohm resistance limits-the current In this charging stroke.

Halt a millisecond later. when there Ir. no conducting path at S• a Stud Passes between the

points S This gap breaks down and the Intermediate condenser discharges dowa tfie concentric cable
thus c~harging up the_ final condenser, Capacity 0.2 mlcrofera4, Aftetr a time of the order of to to 12
microseconds, when the final condenser is nearly fully charged, the voltage applied to the grid of the

Ardidrun reaches its breakdown voltage and triggers the tube which breaks down and a discharge paases
between anode and cathode.

The train requirement of the lamp is that it should produce a high intensity light flash of short
duration, and It is therefore necessary that the current pulse In the lamp should be of great intensity
and short duration. The final condenser is therefore housed In the lamp housing as close to the Arditron
as possible, thus keeping the inductance and resistance of the discharge circuit 'as low as possible.
it Is estimated that the peak current in this discharge is from 3,000 to 5,000 anperes, and the pulse lasts
for about a microsecond. This is followed by F much longer discharge due to the Intermediate condenser
discharging down the cable and the lamp, The 30-ohm. resistance, however, limits the current in this
part of the discharge to a maximum value of 200 aMperes, which decreases with a time constant of the
order of 15 microseconds. Thus the pulse of current in the lonp Is conjgctured to be somewhat as In
Figure 3.

,By suitable adjustment of the lens aperture and the speed of the film it is possible to arrange
that the intensity of I ight falling on the moving film due to thu lung etlall of tth current=timr curve
shall be less than the threshold value for the film, so that only the. short peak of the light pulse )
registers'ph~tographically. However, int high lights, whore the level of the illumination is locally
very much higher then tiat over most of the picture, It is impossible to prevent 3ome of this later
portion of the discharge registering photographically. This Causes a short 'trial' of light, extenGing

I in the direction of Motion of the film, on each of the high lights. The pictures obtained by this
circuit are nevertheleqs much sharper than these obtained by dischurging a condenser of the asame capacity
as the final condenser down the s0 feet of cable with the lamp at its far end.

The rotary spark gap Isolates- the lap from the intermediate end reservoir condensers during
Vie recharging stroke. This two-stage process is repeated every millsecnd until the relay El is
opened or uptil the voltage of the reservoir falls Deiow a critical value, in normal operation two
groups of flashes are produced, each rccn.sht lagn Cf 20 t,- 25 flashes. and tiOse groups must be timed

71 reiative to the firing 0. the explosior, with an; ccuracy cf three o:,r four tlle•nconde, ao that the
relay R must operate quickly and repeatedly. To this end a Post office high speed relay ho.s been

adapted ......
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adapted, a light TuOfrol arm being attached to the moving arnature. 4 BA trass studs on the moving

arm and on a fixed Tuflol ann serve as contacts. A gap of just over jth Inch in the open position has

been found sufficient when working at 8,000 volts to prevent the train of sparks passing across the

points of the rotary gap. The total time of operation of this relay is about 10 milliseconds, although

the contacts are only moving for about ý milliseconds.

TheztM Ce ra.

The underwater camera is show.n diagrammatically in Figure 4; Figure 5 Is a photogiaph of the

c•mera removed from its watertight housing, It is, in effect, two separate drum cameras mounted side

by side, This enables a sufficl.-nt number of pictures to be taken without having an abnormally large

drum. it also permits the two groups of flashes to be timed solely with regard to the phenomena to be

observed and W•thout regard to the relative position of the twl, sets Lf pictures on the film.

The two 7 inch diameter duralumin drums A carrying 35 re.m. film are mounted side by side on a

cormon spindle and driven at speeds up tc ý,000 r.p.m. by a belt drive B fr•m a 12 volt car dynamo C

• =used as a motor. The ball races D in which runs the drum spindle are housed in a pair of brackets

forf-sd by angle iron members E welded rigidly to tbre bed plate F. This design combines lightness with
great rigidity.

The two lenses 0 are Taylor HNbson *Speed Panchro- lenses with an aperture of f/ 2 and a focal

length of.58 mr.ms. Between the lens and the film a single duralumin vane H. 6/1,000 inch thick, acts

as a shutter and Is activated by a. solenoid and lever system i. The arrangement was the simplest which

coulO be put in the available space. On the application of abuut ill volts to the solenoid the shutter

opens In about 15 milliseConds; on removal of the voltage the shutter closes in a similar time. under

present conditions cf use this gives ample time for one shutter tu close asid the other to open in the

Intervals between the two groups of light flashes. Approximately 25 pictures I inch In diameter may

be obtained on each drum.

Each lens and shutter is mounted separately on a shaped brass base J which lay be moved through

an arc of about 50 round the periphery of the drum. Thus one lens ray be tilted upwards while the

other' may be tilted downarod. in Figure 5 the right hand lens Is shown tilted downards, while the

brass dust cover has been removed to show the solenoid which operates the shutter, Thi& arrangement of

tilting lenses enables two different fields of view, one above the other, to be covered, a feature

which may be used to advantage when the bubble is known to be moving either upwards or downwards.

The film is hold in position by siIple spring clips L. The camera unit is made light-tight
by a light cover K.

The camera proper Is contained In a strong watertight housing which is'made In two pleoes.
The bed plate F of the camera bolts on to a heavy rigid plate M which In turn Is bolted on to the

external framework holding the camera under water. The front portion of the watertight hoawing Hi

is welded on to the plate M. This portion has a compartlnt containinq the mntnr C. And A plate glass

window 0, O inch thick, Is bolted between rubber gaskets to the front of N. This window has been
found to withstand the explosive effects of a 1 02. charge detonated at distances greater than 2 feet

, ~ ~ inchlres from It. The rear portion of the housing consists of the watertight cover P tillh Is also

-it" bolted on to the plate N to complete the seal.

Lamp~ JIousSlk

The Arditron lamp is mounted in a large car headlamp reflector in buch a way that the beam
of light is concentrated roughly Into a cone of about 50* semiangle. The 0.2-microfarad condenser is
mounted just behind the reflector and the whole is mounted in a wooden box held just above the water

surface. it has not been found necessary to use a glass plate in the water surface to prevent
scattering of light by ripples.,

S1nderaater Reflector.

The conStruction of the curved metal refleclor io Figure j, Is ahoh, in greater -:tall in
( Figure 0. The basic framework consists of three rows of upright angle irons A. welded to threkcross-.

braled.......
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braced longitudinal angle iron members B. To the uprights are bolteg nine pieces of J inch thick
plywood cut to a calculated curvature and bevelled. Narrow strips of 16 gauge duralumin plating are
screwed oo to the plywood sections, the strips having been cut and fitted by trial.

ideally the reflector should form part of an ellipsoid of revolution; with the laffp and

camera at the two foci. This requires that the position of toth leamp a-n c•mera should always be
Sfixed in relatton to the reflector, and that tMe lamp should operate underwater. Owing to the shape

of the experimental tank these conditions are not easily satisfied over a range of operating depths.
a.s a compromise, the present reflector has been made with sections calculated for a paraboloid of
revolution with axis hvrizontal the lamp Oeing operated just above the water surface. owing to the
finite size of the car headlamp reflector in which the Arditron Is housed, this optica-l system

produces a satisfattory bright background for a range of operating depths down to 5 feet, as may be
seen from typical photographs in Figure 8. it will be seen from these photographs that the i111llmination
tends to be patchy; this is due to the anticlastic curvature cf the strips of duralunin which formf

the reflecting surface. The reflector will withstand repeated explosions of a I .;s char•g 3 or 4
feet away. -•

I
Timine Controls.

The fring of the two groups of sparks, the opening and closing of the two shutters in the

underwater camera, and the firing of the charge are performed in their correct sequence by a rotary switch
carjring 6 brass sectors mounted in adjustable rotating ebonite discs. The period of the bubble motion
being determined by previous oscillographic records, or by calculation, the sectors of the rotary switch

are eacli preset to operate at the correct time, allowance being made for the known time lags in the
spark relay and the shutter mechanIsms.

The rotating spark gap is driven by an induction motor working off the 50-cycle mains. As the
motor is practically on *no loan" its speed is always very close to 3,000 r.p.m. (this has been verified

by a tackometerl. The speed of the druml in the underwater Camera has to be 3Ojust6d to give proper
spacing to the photographs, and for th'is purpose a remote reading electrical revolution counter has been
devlzed whose operation is shown diagramnmtically in Figures 7a and 7b.

I in Figure.75.- 9 is the spindle whose rotational speed is required. The brass disc A carries
five sall equally spaced soft Iron Inserts C which pass In turn between the poles of a permanent megnet
D causing a series of voltage pulses to be Induced in the solenoid E. This pulse consists vf a positive
and an Identical negative p5ýrtlon and lasts for about one twentieth of the Interval between successive

pulses.

Figure 7b shows the electrical circuit used to Indicate the frequoncy.of arrival of the voltage
pulses produced by the solenoid on the camera. Valves V1 and V2 form a straight forward "flip flcp-

circuit In which there is normelly no current flowing in the i:node circuit (f V2. The arrival of a
negative pulse of sufficient magnitude from the camera solenoid causes a square pulse of current to flow
In thm 8M&e circuit of V2, the duration and magnitude of this pulse being giverned solely by the circuit

constants and not by the shape or magnitude of the triggering pulse. At normal d'um sics the needle

of the rhillia~mmeter In the anode circuit of V2 cannot follow the individual j-ulses it receives but gives
a deflection equal to the time average of the current i:assINg through it. The deflection is therefore
directly proportional to the frequency of the triggering pulses. The circuit shown has a response of

9 1 milliamp per 1,000 r.p.m. of the camera drum, linear from 500 r.p.m. up tc at least 3,500 r.p.m.

I IF V3 Is a thyratron and the associated circuit produces a very shbrt negative pulse at the
frequency of the A.C. mains, thus enabl Ing the overall current-frequency sensitivity of the ,fl Ip-flop,
circuit to bo standardized just oefore uoa.

in Figures a and 9 are shown sot' typical ohotoqrapts obtained from the /xoloasion of a singleS1 oz. charge of Polar aragon gel ignite at a depth of ; feot. The interval between pictures Is 1 m111 Isecond,
The group sh oln In fagure recorded On or- drum of 'lm and was timed to iiclw•e the first bubble

m pr 11 Figure 9 Include the fecon t m .in The general apparan of the bubble

S is similar.,...

N1i
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is similar to that shown by 'single-shot' photographs on stationary -filr, given in a previous paper (1)
~ ( it is clear from the present photographs that the bubble is self-luminous for a period of the order ofS.• mllisecond-nea'r Its first mininwi, %he ga t the centre of the bu!bbi- being the first to become he*

Ll enough to glow. it now seems probable that the patch of lir~t seer, in the: Coniied of theo bubble in the
-single-shot,= photographs of the above mentioned paper (Figures 7/d, 4. f. , b. C. d, e, f,enuht lw tnwsespoal httepthO ih enI ~ az• i h ueei ~

9A, b, c) Is not liGht fro• the Illumin~tlip source passing through tho bubble as suggestod in that
paper, but th~a flash produced by the self-luminous bubble at its minimun, since in obtaining these

e photographs tho shutter was opened for a period including the first minimum.

•, ~Refrerenc e.

f Photogrephic measureents of the size, shape and movement of the bubble produced by n2.

Scharges of Polar Amon gelignite detonated underwater at a depth of • feet.

%iI :
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43000 I.-
"Current produced by tinal condenser
discharqinq through Arditrofl• ~II

2,~000

II

Current produced by intermediate

fcondenser discharging through
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PNOrOCGRAPHIC MEASUREMENTS OF THE ATTRACTION
! , OF AN UNDER-RATER EXPLOSION BUBB8LE TO A

SO .MODELi TARGET

A. R. Bryant

April 1946

Sunnarv

stroboscopic photographs at I millisecond Intervals have been taken of the bubble produced
when t oz, charges of polar Airrron-gteliqe;ite were fired at various distances from tee target plate of
the R.R.i.. sox Model. The photographs show that the bubble was strongly attracted to the target.
For a charge distance of aoout 194 inches the bubble made contact with the tarpct plate at the time
of Its first minimum radius. Graphs of the radius and displacement of the bubble when near its
nminimum are given as tunctions of the time for variouS cherge distances

Thc displaceiont of the bubble v.' tNe minimum was In rtsonablo agreemrnt with values calculated
on thc asu;r.ption that the flat target pglhtw ^nd rigid surrounding flan.- mnAy be trc,7ted as P. rigid disc
of equal area., This agr•eroent Is rtg-arded as indicating that the theory provides - good estimate
of the iine,, momentum Pssoclatev with the moving bubble, except pcrhtps durin, c; short time near the
min mu., The observed minimum radii worn considerably larger than the predicted vp.lues, 6nd the
maximum velocitl,:s correspondingly lover than the predicted vnlues, throughout the range of charge
distances considered.

Tntroductiorl.

in early measurements of the deflection of the R.R.L. Box Model target plate it %as appArent
:that thp explesion bubble was contributing appreciably to tht daiajo (i). The following experiments
were designed to determine photographically the movement of the bubble towards the target in order to
assist in an .nalysis of the damage and to Confirm the theory of referencA (2), with regard to the
bbbble's displ.coŽont.

The R.R.L. Box model was rigidly held with Its target plate vertical at a depth of a feet In
- I R.R.L. tank, and I oz. charges of polar Amon-.gelIgnite were fired at distances ranging from 3o to 18; Inches from the nentre of the tmrg.t plate. The method of rrmunting the hox model my be aturnad to

hold the box absolutr'ly rigid. Photographs at nne millisecond intervals wert. taken of the bubble by
a caMIra situated about t0 feet from and at the same depth as the chargo. The Arditron equipment
-escribed.in reference (3) was used to provido the st.roboscopic light flash, and the bubble apej;reed

as a silhouette against a bright background. A simple rod framework attached to the rigid flange of
box model servid to hold the charge In position and to provide reference marks in the photogrraphs.
A pl~il and elevntion uf "t.e camera and target positions are shown in Figure 1. Target plates of

Iboth Inch and • inch thickness were used.

:1! In each shut a group of about 20 pictures was taken near the time of the first bubtlc milnimuia.
lei a few r'eges a further group awere taken near the expected time of the secono minimwu, but theii pictures were of no interest as the bubble was then in all cases an irregular mass of gas clining. to
the surface of the target plate and with little observable tendency to expand or Centract.

The......7v c.
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7he depth of Chargie and target plate Centre was kept throughout the series at five feet as
at this depth the effect of free surface and rtad vootom almost exactly cancel the Influence of

gravity during the first oscillat Ion. The migration of the bubble up to It-s first minimum was thus
q ~almost entir,'ly due to the attredctive effect of the rigid box model.

'feastirement of raht grhs.

Froms the Silhouettes of the bubbl es, volutmes alid positions of thhe centres of gravity of the
Du~bbls were estimated by the method described in rcforence (4i). As tht effect of gravity approximately
cancelled the free surface and rigid bottom effect~s the bubbles were assimied to oa syltnnetriCal about a

horizontal axis normail to and through the Centre of the target plate. The actual itppearance of the
bubulcs up to 1heir first minims suggested that this was a reasonable saessApt Ion, Out Inimedlately after
the minimum the: bubbles became considerably distorted and quite clearly hsvd no 5xis of syrmmetry.
The mebacurcment of volu.-iir iind positions of centre of gravity of the buhDlet is thus subject to
consideracole owrlr after the minimum size h-as$ been passf-d.

2.e su L ts.

Typical photographs are shown In Figure!S 2, 3 and 51 ins which the followingi features may be
floted. Beefer the minimum the bubble Is rel itively smooth, apart from thin needle l ike streamers
'At the Surfaec, :!nd is elongited In a direction normal to the target plaie. on reaching the minimum
size the bubble moves quickly in towlatds the tsjrgt plAte, becomes very distorted in gonerall Shape
and shows a vary Irregular uneven surface. A short time hefore the minimum the surface of the
bubbl.3 fastheat From the target plate develfops -i very ntarRkec "plume-l ike structufre, "loat clearly
seen In FIgure 54, which is left behind as the bubble moves In towards the plutu. This plume appears
to be related to the nm-ike behind the moving bubble. it is not certain whethcr it consists of 5
trail of particles of dirt or unbarnt carbon, or whether it is t stream of finei bubbles. The plumne
does not oscillata -appreciably In size and remakins more or less stationary afttr the bubbel has spread
Itself out ovor the target pl.ate. This same plumt. has beein ubseirver in other photographs of the
bubble produced by cI . charges in the abssence 3f a target where nppreciable olovilmmnt ,f the bubble
occurred, and wAs s~lways situated In the rear lif the moving bubble.

in all shots where the charge was 23 inches or more from the target plate the bubble wasI, self-luminous; for a short time near Its minimum size, and this -flash- produced 0 bright streak On the
moving film' which troy be seen In Figure 2. The production of this flash was noted in reference M3)

The quantitative measurements froms the photographs are depicted in Figures 5, 6 and 7, and
numerical values set out in Tables, 1. 11 and I II. Table I contains a susassa~ry Of the principal
quantities determined-c for each Shot.

Radiuss-Time Curves.

Irt Figure 5 the mean radius of the bubble, defined as the radIlts of a sphere having the sens
volume as tht) bubble. has been plotted against time for a range of values~ of the Initial charge4d dIstance, The zero of time Is chosen arbitrarily to exhibit the curves In relastion to each other
to the best advbntage. For the larger charge distances the curves are similar to those for a charge

in open water away from any target. When the Charge was Initially 22 inches or less from the target
plate the bubble. and water acquired a great deel of kinetic energy due to the bublje's motion towtird
the target; In consequence, the collapse of the 1!ubblo was somewhat Inhibited, the potentiaol energy,
in the gas being less In these cases and thc corresponding minimum radlii greatnr, Moreovtr, the
subsequent expansion of the bubble also Seemed to be less rapid for these closer shots, which may In

I-.--part have been the result of losing a considerable amount of energy to the target plate, In addition

to the probpble loss of energy as the result of turbulprnce.ii* ~~~1The observed values af minimsul radius are set out In Tablec it. together with thalln CLOC.latteo11from equation (7), reference (5) relating the minimum radius to the "mnieantfim constant' us. This
-~momantiali costn ft Is a non-d 1isueni ilia I constioht pmroportilora. to the linear moagsnturn acquired byth

bubble....

*1 A
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I bubble during the first oscillation, and has been calculated in a mainer to be discussed presently.

It will Dr observed that in every case the observed minimum radius Is considerably greater then the

calculated value.

I Because of the observed luminosity of the bubble gases it seemed of interest tc attempt some
Scalculation of the gas temperature at the instant of maximum compression. As data for the adiabatic

of the explosion products of polar Ammfn-gel Ignite were not available the adiabatic for the explosion

products of T.N.T. given by jones (6) has been used to calculate the temperatures given in Table II.

I These temperatures are rather low in view of the very great intensity of the Nflash, produced by theSsmallest bubbles - e.g. shot lz4. It Is noticeable that the region of luminosity only occupied a

fraction of the volume, of the bubble, and In the shots which produced rather weak *flashes' this
luminous region was very small compared to the total volume, it might be argued that contrary to the
assumption in the usual bubble theories the pressure throughout the gas is not uniform, and this could
lead to some Increase in prnssure in parts of the bubble. since, however, the temperature (absolute)

varies approximately as the one fifth poker of the pressure, it does not appear likely that the
maximum temperature will be much above the figures given in the Table.

Slisslacerent - Time Curves.

The displ..Cmenwrt of the centre of gravity Of the bubble towards the target is plotted as ajfunction of time before and after the occurrence of the minimum radius in Figure 6 for a range of

values of the charge distance. As may be seen from Figure 5 this time is not very clearly defined
In the close shots. For the more distant shots the deflection time curve is roughly sy.rnetrical

about the time of minimum radius. In the nearer shots the bubble approached very close to the target
plate, making contact ;,lth it soon after the minimum, so that a marked asymmietry of the displacement-
tilme curve Is to be expected.

Coniarison of Obsrrvee V.isplacement wit•h Theory_.

In calculating the attractive effect of the box model it has been assumed that the flat

target plate surrounded by its rigid flat flankme mary ne approximated by a rigid fixed disc of
equal area. Accordingly the -momentum constant- i, defined as one half the cube of the non-
dimensional minimum radius multipl ied by the m:xlrmum non-dimensIonal velocity, has been c,lculaled
using the formule for the .ttr:iction co-efficient for a, rigid disc given in reference (2). The
displacesrint .it the minimum was then calculated. This curve was obtained by plotting the results
of all WVail-ble lull integrations of the ýýquations of bubble motion. The displacement thus

Cilculatttd hos been plotted in Figure 7 tag.'ther with the observed valha- for ýi1 the ph.tojrm, hic
hnts. Th.- 'ezswlts for born Inc'h and -1 inch pltting do not rppear to lie on separate curves.""nd in plotting them in Figure no distinction has been inade. This is to be expected since the

target plate is pra.ctjical-y ,tionles, and therefore effcctively rigid, during the period when
the bubblc is i-rgn, i.e. when it ncquireos most of its momentum.

The agreemcnt between thu ooservod :nd predicted displacement of the bubble shown in Figure I
requires to be interproted with caution, in cormon with most experimenta1 observations of the

rj ~~bubble's hmjh:viour nCear its m~njmUma, there -.rj rather wioe discrepancies between theol'y and
obstrv-,tion in rrgard to quantities such is minimum rEdlu, or maximum linear velocity. Since,
however, 3 considernble proportion of thw resultant dispLicement takes place some little time

before the minimum, at least for tie closer shots, the agreement in observed and calculated
displacements might still be expectOd, provided that the discrepancies arose only very close tc the
time of moiimum radius. It is thus reasonable to regard the observed agreemert as indicating that
the theory providen n good estimate of ths linear (numentum of the bubble, except possibly during
i vory short time near the occurrence of the minimum radius. Moreover, It should De rnmembored
"that time theory given in (2) wat; dtrived on the asumption that the radius of the bubble when large

'Aml •is smm-21l compared to Its distance from the target. For a one ounce charge the maximum radius is
about is inches so that the theiory is here being used weýll beyond the region of validity of this)II I.essump• i on,

SHavi nj H .....
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Having regard to the relatively long Interval between flashes, the difficulty of measuring the
volume accurately, and the uncertainty concerning the corroct value to be dbsumed for the "virtual

masse of the water moving with the bubble very little accuracy is posadle in a direct measurement of
I the mome•.tum from the photographs, An attempt has, howe.ver, bhen made to estimate the linear muoentum

at a tli,- near th.. minimum radius from the. photographs and the values of the 'momentum constant" are

given in Table III together with the corresponding calculated vnlue. (the actual momentum in non-
dimensional unitS Is 16 . m. where m Is the quantity denoted as the 'momentum constant'). The observed

momenta are at any rate of the same order of magnitude em those calculated.

This confirms the deduction made from displacement results.
i-

S(I) The displacement of the bubble towards the target plate at the first minimum Is In i'easonable
agreement with values calculated from the theory of the attraction of an explosion bubble
towards a rigid disc.

(2) The observeo agreement is regarded ,s indicating that the theory provides a correct estimate
of the linear momentum of the bubble, except pQssibly during a very short tirme near the
occurrence of the minimum r-dius.

(3) There Is considerable discrepancy In the predicted .rnd observed vwlues of the minimum radius
and the maximum velocity. This discrepancy in radius and velocity nmay, however, only occur
for a small interval near the time of minimum radius.

-. ] 
Peferences.
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,: ~ ~~~~~Su mn.. ry.o~f Yea v"eetof h t ~t'M'Sq _POjaýS

DisplaementSho tofcarge Dplate•en Mniu Maximum

1! o£ •harge Pfate 0 -C..Of Radius IVelocity Dslomn
N from Thiokness Bubble atof Biubble ofBble

Target First minimum

C i• •~~~0*5 iw:"11.. 4./•.3 in. 2.9 in. 250 ft/8o, 3.4 it.121 27.5 0/16" 4.6 2.85 310 3.9
120 24-.5 1/16. 7.5 2.9 310 6.4
105 23.5 1/t6" 8.6 3.1 250 7.8

110. 23.5 1/10" 8 .
126 22.5 1/16" 1.92 .51/ 16" 1 3 6 4 83 9 200 8 .811 21" " 9.9

107 21.5 1/16" 1406

1 2 15 1/16" 9.05• •13 ,.6 °54 ./ 1 2110
i~l •.0 210No flash

125 410,5 1/10" 14-3 5.0 200 No flash

I 19°5I 1/ 10,, 1 4.i
101 5 1 11 6 , 1 6 4 .7 5 1 8 0 N o f l a gh

103 4-,75 1/o f6"

1 18

240 6.8

"- I

iI':i
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TA4LE• I I..

Kinimum leadius and Gas 1e'nsfrature in .3ubbLe.

Distanoe of Calculatod Observed Maximuwm I ature ofShot Charge from H.inimum Minimum Gas Temper
No. Target Plate Radius Radiua

1242 30.5 in-i 1.74 in, 2.9 in. 36550C 1trong

121 27.5 1.97 2.85 380 Strong

120 24.5 2.30 2.9 365 Strong
105 23 • 35 Very faint

S1% 23.5 2.46 5. 2 320 Med.ium

126 22. 5 2.65 3.9 •J Very faiu't

. ~,108 2-0.5 3-15 4.8 180 No flash

111 20.5 3,15 5.0 IN No flash

125 19.5 3.46 4. /, 160 No flash

"130 18.5 3.85 4.75 160 No flash

IT
• [1

: I l
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Qbsertiand ClIculated Aoompentum of Rubble at Yifnimum,

Bubble
Distance of Observed Ra&ius at Observed Ualculatod Calculated

Shot Charge from maxinum time of "Momentwa "I,'.mentum Moaximum
No. Target plate Velocity maximm- Constant" Contant" Velocoity

M, 124 30.5 in. 260 ft/see. 2.9 in. 1.13 xiOd 0.25x I 780 ft/sec.

121 27.5 310 2.9 1038 1*.22 805

120 24.5 310 i,0 1,54 1.91 86i+

105 23.5 250 3.6 2.12 2.25 830

114 2.0. 310 3.6 2.64 2.25 830

126 22.5 200 4.25 2.80 2,68 788

108 20,5 210 5.25 5.42 .3.83 673
li 20.5 200 5.12 4.90 3.83 673

112 19.5 180 5.55 5,63 4.62 609

125 19.5 200 5.05 14.71 4.62 609

130 16.5 180 5.35 4.95 5.62 539

4 A
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f "A BSTU.ACT

This report presento measurement. of the periods o^ c oaillation and
the r;dii at maximum siue of bubbles of product gases from underwater
explosions. The significance of these measurements is discussed as it
pertains to the energy of the bubble, No attempt is made to relate this
onergy to the energy emitted by the bubble in the form of a pressure wave
or Ububble pulse" at the time of the bubble minimum.

A large nuaber of plesoqlaotrioal3y recorded period measurementa
are reported for ohbageI weighing from 1 oz to 1/2lb. Neaximum radii.
obtained from simultaneous photographic records are also shown, The
charges were fired at depths ran" from 2 to 700 ft.

An analysis of the data is made, based on the theory as developed by
Shiffman and Friedman. Their numerical integration@ of the period have
been extended to include a wider range of the parameters which describe
the internal energy of the product gases. W, making reasonable assumptions
in the calculations, the energy of the bubble is oomputed to be atout 50%
of the total energy released by the detonation. It ia shown that there is
some uncertainty in theae calcuation. due to the limited r- a of the
experiments and the lack of definite knowledge as to the state of the
gases in the bubble.

ir'I
Si
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LIST OF SYMBOIA

A radiur, fof ga- bubble
• !a not-dimensional radius of gas bubble
Age, a m mtudLmum radius of gas bubble for n-th oscillation
A- a. i,.nnimim radius of gas bubble for n-th oscillation
a adiabatic constant

I O time &'Calling factor
D tot-a depth of water
E total energy of bubble
9 g acceleration of gravity

I i depth to the chargo
in radius constant for n-th oscillation
SKn period constant for n-th oscillation
k parameter in energy equation
L length scaling factor

I mn,n arbitrary constant3 in equation of curtate cycloid
IPO hydrostatic pressure at depth of detonation

Spi pressure inside the gas bubble
•Q' detonation energy
q ratio of Aml to A*I
r fraction of detonation energy left in bubble
+ta non-dimensional period of n-th bubble oscillation

Tn period of n-th bubble oscillation
'W weight of charge
Szo depth of detonation + 33 ft

ratio of speclfio heat"
't_ density of sea water
S(y) see Ref. (5)
C,. curve fitino parameter for empirical radiusatime curve

parameter in empirical radius-time curve
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RZIUS AIM PlEIOl) ST•UDIE

1. IMMRODUCTION

In any study of th meohanism and energiwtioe of an undrvater explosion,
one Is Inevitably led to a realization of t1^ -vey considerable aaountm of
onero !nherent in the bubble of explosion product gaes.: Since the totaldaup done by an -uadwz•a-t•er e-ploviou It ocsed by both the shook wave and

~~the sbvqetbubble pletheme effects muat be sprtdforapre'

Si vmerstend-ing of the meohan~ins nolved.e To determine the exact quantities

of eaergy ppsesut at various stapes of th explosion and to fiA the amunt
of useful energy is a task of great mapnitude. In this report are presented
data which wore gathered in an attempt to evaluate the energy in the bubble.

Coe of the easiest measurements to make in the measurement of the
periode of oscillation of the bubble,, that i -is time intervals between
zu00050iva mini-a ini tho bubble r'adluw. Thfise aEU- re'raet-rd to an the first

bubblo period, second bubble perlodp and so on. The length of the bubble
period in related to the energy left after the pasaage of the shook wave ýy
the equations discussed below. In general, it may be said that the longer
the period, the creater the energy. Howeverp it is necessary to haveaI _�.•~ Inna ilL._ _on -- speilofically, the equation of state of the product

ji gax.. -- before an.ozzct calculation of the total energy can be mi~de*

"A. second measure of the energy may be obtained from a study of tlha
maximum and minimum radii of the bubble. Photographs of the bubble at
various stages of its oscillation show that the outline or the bubble in
rather clearly delineated up to the first maximum, but that it is somewhat
leas olea at subsequent maxima, and in completely obscured by carbon
streamers in the water at the minima. Since the bubble radii at the minima
have not been measured, it in not possible to obtain a g;ood value of theICI energy froe radius moaurements alono. By a combinatioli of radius and
period measurements, however, an attack can be madoi on a morep ise
calaulation of the energy in the bubble.

jili Thin report presents a oompilation of data obtained in a rather extensive
-- ' lprogr= of bubble period =nd radius measurements;*,!•) These appear to be the

:A Imost complete and accurate data of this sort available at the present time.
I. Using these measurements, calcuulations of energy and other parameters

I ~appearing in the bubble equations have been car'ried out.

fI , MI WIERMSk2TAL 0MTOflS

Periods were measuredl) by recording oecillographica:L~y the signal from
a pieioeleotrio gauge exposed to the shock wave and bubble pulses. The
preosmre changes were recorded on moving film simultaneously with a 1 kc

Stizing wave.,
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The preoislon of rmteasement of thw periods dipandcd ou'the precision
with whiclh tba f Umi record oouiA bo read - "Thie r. 1 timiite to be about
.050. Mush reatoc peoision to not very likely to te attained by this

ehod bcause of the finite width of the trc on the film and because of
the difficulty of locatiug the exact position of the. bubble pulse mna.trum on
the film.

Depths were found from measured lengths of cable, or; In the deeper
shots, from readinga of a Bourdon depth ~. ?rn the various data

coll:oted: it in o:t ::sed that the procisin of measurement is about 1% w4
F may b6 as poor &as in the worst oaces. Less reliance can be p3med on

those shot*, where the cable angle ws great, i.e., greater an 200 fom
the vsrtical, and where no depth gauge was used.

Since the radius of the bubble depends upon the cube root of the depth,
• •: ~it is not very sensitive to error# in the In,•e• #oevr the period depends

upon the 5/6 power of the depth, so on.1 slubhtly more preeision in attainable
in the period thn is inher nt in 'he depth mtasurement.

The half-pound chargea used were weighed to the nearest gram, the
I on charges to 0.1 g*. Since cuarge weight eppere in the equations as a
cube roots, the error made he-6e is quite neiible.

A correction had to be made for the boomter in each case. This correction
was made by reduciug (or increasing) the weight of booster used in the cal-
oulation to an equivalent weight of the explosive being studied. The. factor
employ•de was fotand fron the ratios' of bdUiC period constants, by
SM6uccess5ve approxiimationA if nece=l60y. Any error made in this correction
will introduce a negligible error in the final weight, since the weight of
booster is only a sall fraction of the total.

Becamese of the rel•tivel-y _arrow angle of view of the high-speed camseras
__rr__ uged, the bubble at ua*dmuu sise ordinarily on*@ very close to the agc of

Sthe photograph. In thecvery shalloaw shots using 25 gm charges, the naxrower
dimensiou of the picture was too small to include an eutire bubble diemeter.

I The possibili of opical distortion due to the lens was first
investigated. Photographs of a irid taken with the eastax aamera showed no
appreciable distortion (C Z%) over the whole usable field. Caiculation2)
of the distortion introduced by the glass-air interface berore the long
showaed that in the worst case the oorrection would be entirely negligiblea

Measurements of the radius of the bubble were made on photographic prints.
Diameters were Measured in at least three directions and averaged. Care was
taken to avoid including irregularities outaide what was believed to be the
true soutfaoe of the bubble of gases. A& the minimum is approached, the
bubble is progressively obscured by opaque treamers of explosion products.,
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so the, los~e to the miniw mu easurem-ents were not at all reliable. The
overall precision of the bubble radius measurenent is estimnated to be
about 2:.. Some improvement in these measurements could have been made by
pyavlalng a3mards of length of nearly the same size as the bubble diameter,
and by oreoy sharp focua•ing.

III. RESULTS

5. L~j =l Foign j EM~ ae
Theae results constitute what are believed to be reliable measurements

of the first bubble periods for TNT, tetryl, and torpex-2 25 , in the absence1 (• of any interfering surfaces, and at such depths that migration effects can
be considered negligible. All charges were in the form of cylinders of
height slightly greater than the diameter. A few values are given for
pentolite and blasting gelatin, but these cannot be considered as giving a
definitive value of the period. Some of the results included are for shots
made in water of such depth that the surface corrections would be small, but '
not negligible.

Table I shows the results at several depths for cast TVT charges of
density 1.5. Depths were measured by a Bourdon depth :auge1 , but in a few
cases the meter wheel reading of the length of cable let out was used. Periods
were read from piesoelectric records.* The period constant Kn wms defined bythe equation3)

where Tn - the period (sec)
Zo n H+33,where H is the initial charge depth (ft)
W - charge weight (Ib)
a a referm to the first, second, or third bubble period.

I / The TNT in each ohargm weighed alightly inort than a half-pound; to that
' I weight was added the TNT equivalent of the 44 gm tetxyl booster and I gm

Sfor the detonator. As far as bubble energies go, proesd tetryl appsare tor
be about 3% more energetic than TNT, jo th# weight of tatryl used was con-
vowrted to the equiva1)nt weight of `. by muX+iplying by 1.03.

-• .. . The average value for the pmri.•" constant for cast TNT obtained in this
i :,way is 4.36. The standard d*vlatioU of the mean iL shown together with the

average Sm the table.

* In a few cases, indicated in Table I, when piesoeleotric records were not
available, the periods were read from radius-time curves plotted ftom the
Factax pictures of the bubble cycle. These values are probably accurate to
2% or better, as inicated by the correlation when both measurements were

' .. ) available.

I ]
,, .. ,- ••..•• • ,. -. *, -w,.•• ': ' ''.l v • !t • •> '!'•'-! ,'• :F I•, • -, . -.. ,: • :- • • ,'""9.. .-. .."" " ' ' .
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Two otr vtalues have boon obtained under carefully controlled con-

t- ditions# Slehtar,, Schneider; vad Cole4,) re~port a value of /4.36 for

295 Ib M charges in roleatively shallow water,$ fter correcting thok
period ikaa--w•ments for the effects of surfaces•). B3ren and Arons•)
ha-.. sirdlttly corrected the period v-alues foa V/2 lb ch,,ges in shallow
water found by Arona, Be•ode and 8till.rt7 and from thGr "lte the
constant appears to be 4*32. Theae ~autborvs, ha~nvar, havz a~wiý4id a
slightly higher energy factor for the tetr4l booster. If the factor of
1.03 used in this report is applied to their daza, their TNT period
constant becomes 4.35o Other values may be found in Table X.

TAMLE X

FIMST PE1IOD C0NSTANTS FOR CAST TNT IN FME WATER

Shot No. Chargo Depth Period 1C,
Weight HT

.!(ft) (muse°)
02r .660 304 2.9 o 4 .38

.660 304 300* 4.41
G,5? .662 305 29.89 4,40G6r .658 304 29.92 4.41G"• .669 298 30.23* 40 6
G8 a .663 304 29.82* 4.38

.651 P4 29.61* 43
GI7V .66o 305 29.62v 4.38

S018F .660 302 29.61. 4*32

G21F .660 538 19.64* 4.47
.21" ,651 593 19..0o* 4*73

G23F .658 567 18.24* 4.32
G70F .660 503 19.9 4.30
OTIP .658 463 21.0 ** 4.26
G72? .660 586 17.85 4.36
G73F .655 576 18.16* 4.38G, 74F .660 556 18,i 1 4.24,

i 076? .0_ 4_36 •-0-• 4

*Period from pictures agrees to ± 2%*
** Period from piotures--no piezoelectric record.

Table II presents the data obtained for torpex-2 charges. The depth
measurement in this case is per"apa alightly less reliable than for the TNT,
sinc: it was tound from meter wheel readings alone in four of the eightI shots. Three of the eight periods were read from radius-time curves made
from the pictures. Since in the other five cases the difference betwen14 this period and the electronic measurement was at worst 1.3%, thin may be
oonsidered sufficiently good. Th. booster correction wew made by multi-4 Iplying the ,weight of tetryl (44 gm) by 0.65. )

11
i ..
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The reasultUW period constant, K1 - 5,065p may be compared with the
value 5.10, obtain~ed bylorden and Aro's (references indicated undr the
disecusioa of WT).

More recently a series of 280 gm torpex-2 chargee fired at this
labormto7 rithin 5 ft of teb s~urface olivets An averwge value of 5408 for X1i
after correcting for the effects of surf•o•e3.

TADLE II

MFST PEROD CONSTANTS FOR TORPEX-2 111 FREE WATE_& -

s hot NO* Charge Weight Depth Period X1SW H T
_ _ ~~~~(b) _t) m e_ _

017V0,582 597* 19.5 **5.017

G1201 .578 600* 19-46 5.046
G032, e620 603* 19.9 ** 5.065
01GIM .602 611 19.65 5.096
G120 .602 633 19.8 ** 5,135
0124F .576 603* 19034 5.044
G1251' .574 192 1. 3 ~

*526I .572 603 19,51t 5.100
Average. 5.065_±0.015

*Depth ftou meter wheelt,
• Period ca.aulated from film
S** Ree B•f. 25 for compo"ition of torpoex-2.

Table III gives the results obtained for 1/2 lb pressed tetryl charges,
density 1.5, in free water. The shots labelled "GC" wore recorded when

S the charge was In the, vicinity of a, small steel oylinder9); however, a
critical comparison of those shots with the rest showed no systysmatio
diparepanoy. This seems reasonahie because of'the relatively wmall size.

1 | of the oyjindaer. OooasLonally a large discrepanq,; in the period appeared.,
;Lx in shotC 0C40E where the deviation from Usi mean is about 305*. Thlo
error I occaiuoned by the electronico gear, and was not a scattar in the

cylinder-, dia0UGtied in 96f. (9), shows the period to be atua.22 ibout A
20 meo Intiis oase, resulting in a period constant consistent with the
other values.

~ I An entirely Independent series of shote is shown In Tasble IV. These
Swer carried out with a different set of equipment and in water sufficiently

* See alo G2e V .Tin e .i,

-I " I
• •1 i } 1 .. .. . 5... -,
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FY TM PERIOD CONSTANTS FOR PRESSED TETRYL a FREE WATER
,t Chs~g. Weight' 0.500 lb

Shot No. Depth Period K1
H T1

(ft) (mmeo)
GlIP 300 27.73* 44

G12P 300 27.52* 4.38
0137 302 27.62* 4.42
014? 303 2-7.53* 4042

315F 305 27.16* 4.38
GI6F 302 27.4 4.,-Ad
G22F 607 16.02* 4.40
031F 547 17.31* 4.38
GC39E 7/12 14.30 4-45
0.04CE 471 24.55 5.68
G 6E 471 19.52 4.38
0l4V 237 32.02 4.40GC4-U 232 32.57 4.27

474 19.40 4.39G: 049E 481 19.07 4.47

.QvzgC79F 704 (4.2i. 4.39

",'I •' 0•"49•19.24* 4.*49
G, 0103F 230 3".06 4.34

SGc106E 689 14.35 4.36
G, G Tm 240 32.S.3 4.44

:. 108S 462 19.76 4.39

**'Period obtained from p.oature--no piesoeolqtrio reoord.

I ~TAML 117

FIMST PERTOD CONSTANTS FOR PRE•8ED TETRnI 1)
Charge Weights 0.50,0 lb 7

- H a-39 ft

shot No* Total Water Depth Period K,

"'I (ft) (mue°)
RE462 72 99040] RE466 108 98.6 4.41
RE470 1-17 98.1 4.41I RE472 117 99.3 4.47S•RE474 117 97.9 4.41
.E 476 89 97.9 4.40

B4884 97.5 4.38,JIverage 4.41,!0,01

-6-
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deep that the correction whch was made for surfaces mounted to only
g(about l%.* The avwraged result for El, 4,.41, in in good agreement with
the value of Table I.l, 4.39.

I Further results of work with pressed tetryl chargo are shown in
•: Telle V -nd V.1. These imrges weighed slighýly leos than an ounce,
and may be oonaldcred m being in fri.. w*ar (surface correction muoh
less than 1%). Note that both series of shots give a value of the
period constant which avereges about 1% lower than that for the 1/2 lb

chargza.

The results of a slightly less reliable sereis of measurements in
free water are shown in Table VII. The depth in this ease was measured
from the known length of cable let out, multiplied by the cosine of U-e

(• angle the cable made with the vertical at the surface. An long as the
angle is emaJ. this gives a good measure of the depth; however$ since
the angle in this series ranged up to 320, t1e uncertainty in the depth

i may be am much an 5%. The period constant is; as a result, somewhat
less precisely known in this series, the standard deviation of a single
observation being about 2%. The average value, 4.31, is also in this
ease found to be lower than that for the 2/2 lb charges.

TANlV

FIRST PERIOD CONSTANTS FOR PRESSED TETRYL IN FREE WATER

Charge Weights 0.0558 lb
Total Depth of Wr.ter: 84-100 ft

S./ * Shot iumber Period K1

(maee) _ _

EDO 1 39.52 432
2 39.94 4.36

3 39.89 4.36
4 39.90 4.36
5 40.07 4.37
6 r39.8 1 4,.3

I - * The correction for surfaces was lade by using the eq.ution in Ref. (
, •- page 5. Yor convenience, this was transformed tog

-i,, z° 5/6

0 1-
K l/

Sby using the relationship 5.78 x3 = rQ where K is the value of the period
constant. A value ot K is put into the correction term as a first approxi-1 -i •mation, and if the value of K found by solving the equation differs greatly

from this, a second approximation should be made. The values of K reported,
in Tables UVs VII, and IX were found by this method. The numerical con-

Setant 5.78 is not a ilrversal constant, but may be used in all cases con-
sidered here without inourring much error.

- .,. - .. - ..--... . . .. ,....
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TABLE V1

FIRST YERIOD CONSTANITS FOR PRU8ED WPM~

Ghmrge Ielbts 0.05%8 lb
Total Depth of Water 85-1-0 ft
H = 39 ft

Mag Ws~ Total -te -e -- nd 11

w T
(gn)(ft) (meae)

W,4M63 25.3 68 47.3 4.32
Z4I65 25,3 106 47.1 4.30

BZ473 25.5'1- 172 43
RU475 25.5 93 47.0 4.33

33477 25.6 as 47.1 4.33RU 25.6 so jV1.2 4.35
HWIS 25;8 81 46.9 4#30

REa482 25.7 82 46.9 4.31

Avor�v• •4324x.0,006

TABLE VII

FIRST PMIO C ONSTANTS FOR PRS8SD TErHYL IN FREE WAT2R

MCarge Woeghts 0.0558 lb

Shot No. Period; Deptkh K1:• IT1 H
l~ i(r840) (ft

315 16a r4217,

,16 10.79 20 4.26
139 7.90 196 4.3912na..45 334 4.47

120 11-s2 347 4,16

E23- 17 ft49 2011 4.4-0

341 7.50 585 4.15
342 7.05 672 4.36
343 8408 545 4.24
345 7.96 58 4.37Z 46 20086 390 .4.-.3,o

Averaj. 4020±.025

j IJ

!i
_____,_
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No data were obtained for looee tatryl charges in free water but a
few shots were made with 1/2 lb charges in water deep enough so that the
surface correction amounted to only about 1%. These vlues are given in
Table VIII. It will be noted that the value of the Deriod constant is
about 3% higher tlun for the pressed charges. Borden and Arons 6 ) also
found a higher value for looso try-l. cwharges of various sizes than the
value reported here for presses tatryl.

Becaune of the accuracy of the experimental methods and the con-
firmatioin of the results under differing ocm itions, it is felt that
this difference between loose and pressed te•t.-77 is a real one. There
also may be a real discrepancy between the 1 os and 1/2 lb pressedII-- rgos althoug.h the e.ideenca io not entirely concluaivo.

- - TABLE V0III

FIMT PERIOD CONSTANTS FOR LOOSE TETUYL

Charge Weights 0*552 ib
H a 39 ft

Shot Number Total Water Depth Period K1
!T!

(ft) (s•
RU52 72 3.04.2 4.52
P.4.53 68 105.0 4.55
33454 69 104.0 4.51
3456 69 104.2 4.52

Rs58 69 103.8 4.50
B~46O 1050,6 4-58

Averag 4.53±10.022
,* Depth no accurately know due to rough seas.

A, Table ]X:gives the results of seve ral shotc: made with various
2/,2 lb pvo.UtV charges. These values were obtained incidentally to
Other -t'wudies, and the experimental conditions are not strictly
comparable, The data are not sufficient in number to give a final1] value for the period con't.it, nor is it felt that they are as accurate
an the acatter wou-_A Idiat4•, The averege falls betmeen the averages
for the TNT and pressed toetryl charges of compbrable waight. It may be
significant that the periods for the two long cylindrical charges are

somewhat lower then for the other charges.
Finall, for cimparison, a number of period constants calculatedfrom period values available in the literature are given in Table X.

'J-9-
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i • TABWL 11L

?I= PERIOD CONSTAMr FOR 50-5O PENTOLITE

Shot Nunber Cbmarge Weigh~t Despth bottnm D~epth Period Xj

(___b)_ (f) (t) (meec)
G 19F 052335 3600 26:07 )J
GI32F .560. 404 4800 22 . 9 d .
0,331 ' .550 396 4700 22.4 d 4.26
G75F b .551 380 6700 23.47 4.32
RE4.85 .6550 39 106 108 4.43e
RE488 .6710 39 87 108 4.420
RE490 .6580 39 '03 4-.4+

Average 4.37-0.02Z-

a. Long cylinder - 6 in. by 1.5 in.
b. Lower half eased in Urass, same -hape as 033"
a. 44 gm tetryl booster used. Weight added directly to weight of pento-

lite and total reported here.
d. Period from pictures - no pieweleetria measurement
e. Correction made for surfaces.

, TABLE

MISCELLANEOUS VALUES OF PERIOD CONSTANT

Explosive K1 Reference Remarks

Cast TNT 4.28 10 Correction for surface, made
Cast TNT 4.36 4 Correction for surface adae

' Cast TNT 4.35* 6 Correction for surface made
Cast TNT 4.36 ** Free water

1 1 Pressed Tetryl 4.7 11 Extrapolated value. I oz coharges
Pressed Tetryl 4.31 * 1 oz clrges; Free water
Pressed Tetrvl 4.39 1 2/2 lb charges; Free water

Loose Tetryl 4.48 6 120 gin; Correction for surface made
Loose Tetryl .4,5 6 300 gin; Correction for ourface made
L-,e Tetryl 4-.53 6 30 gin- Correction for surface made

Towpux-2 5.10 6 Correction for surface made
Torpex-A 5.065 * Free water

Minol 4.6 12 Correction for surface made
11#01 4.91 4 Free water

100% Blasting Gelatin 4.9 Free water
100% Blacting Gelatin 4.74 13 Depth uncertain
50-50 Pentolite 4.37 ** Conditions variable

*See comm~ent.. im See. 5
-Values from this report.

-10-
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6.9b-nd an RQW&. WVa2 %JLa fl4A. v W=8.

No piezoelectrio records of the bubble pulses after the first were
obtained; howeverp it was found possible to get a period record from the
notion plctures taken of the bubblit A ftre watcr. Thn values were
obtained from radiua-time curves which are probably not as precise as
piezoelectric records. Comparisons between piezoelectric and photographic
records of the first period chow di frences of 1-2%; the later periods
a difficult to measure and somewhat greater discrepancies would be
expe oted
r The resulto for second period measurements are shown in Table XI.

The period constant for torpex-2 is about 8% higher than that for TNT, and
those for tetryl and pentolite about 1-2% higher. This order is essentially

S',the same as for the first period. The ratios T2/TI were also calculated
and in Table nIl are compared with values obtained from other sources. It
might be noted that the aluminized explosives show a smaller value of thin
ratio in each series.

Table XIII gives the values obtained for the third bubble periods
from measurements on tlo photographs. The bubble period constante cal-
culated from these values show greater scatter. This would be anticipated
because of the difficulty of discerning the outline of the bubble after the
first maeimum.

As .part of a study of the interaotion of bubbles with the surface, the
explosions of a number of 25 gm tetryl charges were photographed very close
to -the surfacel). Charge depths ranged from 15 in. to 5 ft, which distances
correspond approximatoev to 0.75 and 3Lbubblo radii. Thus, in the shallowest
ease, the bubble always vented; at intermediate depths, the behavior was
not eOaotly reproducible, presumably because of uncontrolled variations in
the surface or in the deptht At 21 in. -- a distance only very slightly
greater than -enting depth -- the bubble appeoed to drag in air from the
atmosphere as it collapsed. This resulted in an increase in the apparent
m1nimum sie and a damping oi" the osoillation. As a result, no piemoelectric
record ol the bubble pulse was obtained in these cases.

The periods were measured on the high-speed photographs by counting
the number of 1000 cycle timing marks between the frame showing Oetonation

tI t and that sho-w•n the miniwrm. Such an estimation of the period is based
on. a subjective Judgenot •us to thb time' of detonation and of the miiimu=
relative t, the frames and the timing marks. The error incurred may easily
amuount to as much as a milliseconds and is probably more at the 21 in.
depth where the minimum is indefinite. The values of the periods so obtained
are shown in Table XIV, the values for loose and pressedL tatiyl being shown'Iis!aately.

I To obtain period constants comparable to the values obtained in free
1 |water, corrections for the effect of the free surface of the ocean and forI the bottom must bis applied. This was done by the method indicated in the

J (11-
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TABLE n'I

SECOND PERIOD CONSTANTS IN FRME WATER

K Explosive Shot No. Gharge Weight Depth Period T2/T1 ,2w H T2(lb) (ft') ,s )

Cast TNT T7- 0.6"9 298 22.6 0.75 3.a6
08F .663 304 22,7 .76 3.33
G9F .651 304 22.3 .75 3.30
17F .660 305 23.0 .78 3.40

G18F .660 302 21.6 .73 3.16 1G2CV .66o 538 13.9 .'71 3.16

G21F .651 593 14.1 .74 3.49
G23 .658 567 I3M3 .73 3.17
C-7- .658 .63 14.9 .71 3.01
072F .660 5,86 13.0 .73 3.17

... G76I .660 587 12.2 .69 2.94

Torpex-2 G118F 0.589 595 0. 670

G119F .582 597 13.5 .69 3.411
G12O .578 603 13.9 .73 3.64

g G121F .62 603 13.6 .68 3.476
0122F .602 611 13.7 .70 3.51

TeG123F .502 611 13.4 .68 3.28
0161 .576 603 13.3 .69 3.36!uL•25r .574 599 13,2 .:68 3.42

G126F .572 603 13.3 .67 3.48
S• Avras ,!0.69 3.•47+_0.02

0,P31,1 G14 0.500 303 21.' 0.78 3.243
1Tetrl G15F .500 305 20.2 .74 3.26

2G1( .500 302 21.0 .77 3.36
G22F .500 637 19.6 .74 3.24
G31F .500 547 12.8 .76 3.24GCIOIF 0500 695 10.2 .1/2 3.13

... 'GC1O2F ,.500' 493 14oO .73 3.26
GC03F ,5oo 230 2/+.7 .75 3.M ...

i.;;•I vrag, 0.75 3.27_10.03
Petoit D1F055 3 19.6 0.75 3.28

* No timingi from film, assuumlng constant film -speed.

-12-
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(. ~TABLE Ml

IhlMSUY CF VALUM OF T2/Tj,

Explosive This Reptort Ref. (7)* Ref. %14)

KTNT 0.73 0.77 -

Pressed Tatiry1 0.73 --I ~Loose Tatryl -- 0.77 -

pentdlite 0.7-5 -- -

I Torrpex-2 0.69ý 0.72 --

I lno T An. -- 0.70
i~ f~ *Data obtained near ul±aoesa.

THTRD PMROD CONSTANTS IN FREE WATEMI ilCag Wihs l
Shot Number Eixplosive Period T3/T2  113

TT19.0 0.88 2.77
G2P11.9 0.85 2.9-4

(243' 10.7 0180 2.5 __,

GlFPressed Tstaryl 16.9 0.84 2.72
1'/.4 0.83 2.78

G22P' 10.2 0.87 '..81
OC1QJJ 8.6 0.84 2.63

Average 2.72±._0.03

I11f _____ 0 - 0.- -.

31l9F Torpex-2 11.*9 0188 3.06'I 1 111.5 0.85 2.93
G123F 10.6 0.79 2.75
G124Y 9.9 0.75 2.58
G025F 10.2 0,77 2.641

ALverage 2.79+±0.09

-13-
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footnote o page 7 of this report, the oorvoations anounting to as much
as 15%. The total water depth was 20 ft. The corrected period constants

I are given in the last column of Table XXV.

Exdui~n~the valueo at 1.75 ft (21 in.) for t'he raasona indicated
"abova, the •verage value of the period coinsto-it for pressed tetry!
is 4.44, and for loope tetryl is 4.57. These values show only a alight
scatter and arm only about 1% higher tWan the corresponding ones in free
wmter* (a Tables III and VIII). This higher result votld iricats some
effect of the surface, not taken into account in the theory, which
becomes of importance when the bubble is within 2-3 radii of the surface.
However, considering that the total correction for the surface may be as
much as 15%, the agreeiefit is remarkably good.

Mote also that the difference between loose and pressed tetryl found
1 in the deeper shots is preserved here tlmost quantitatively.

Ii TABLE XIV

FIRST PERIOD CONSTANTS FOR 25 GlH TETRYL CARGES
J CLOSE TO THE SURFACE

Shot No. Depth Period xl•
H T1

(ft) (an

Pressed Tetryl 0915 77.8 4.47
0135? 5 77.5 4.45
G134? 3 77.5 4.45
G133- 2 •74 4.42
G136F 2 73.5 4.39
S0139? 2 74.7 4.46

Ave. ..rage_ 4.46.+o..0• .

! Loiose -Tstryl GC150F 5 -- 79.8 4.59
• " I•"5 79.4 4.57"3146V 3 80_2 4.60

G 0145F 2.5 79 4.58
G141- 2 7 4.50
,7G18 1.75 75 4.61
G151 1.75 78 4.80

Average for. 4.620O.04

*Corrected frtaefc fsraew otm

4*The values for' /2 lb charges. Those for 25 gm charges In free water
appear to be lower, but the evidence io not conclusive,

S.)
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A.. Fr2 . The Migh-speed mot!o picturesl) of the bubble were
used for these meeaurements.* The actual size of the bubble was calculated

I from measurements of ito apparent diameter and of the apparent length of a
"known scale on each ra:Ut. This was checked by calculating the size of the
bubble from the image aizs on the film and the known optical characteriotics
of the system (see Ref. (2), Appendix I). Object sizes calculated by the
two methods agree -Bo about 2%. Sinca the scale comparison was less
laborious; this method was used to find the bubble radii reported here.

In the case of the 25 gm charges (Table XVI) the area in the picture
I covered by the bubble was found by planimetering, and. the radius wa" then

calculated from the area. No checks were made in this series.

The preoleion of the radius measurement appears to be about 2%. This
degree of precision is possible, however, only up to the first maximum.
After this point, as the bubble collapses, its outline is obscured by the
streamers in the water. This makes an exact measurement of the size of
the bubble very difficult, and at the minimum the measurements may be
considerably in error. Some attempt to compensate for the masking of the
bubble was made by measuring the radius of the sphere at the base of the
;treamers, assuming that the streamers themselves contained none of, the

gas. This cannot be done very well at the minimum, since there they form a
compact blur completely masking the bubble.

After the first mini, mum, the bubble, while nearly sphericalo is
nevei as smooth as during the first expansion. It is thus appaeent that
the difficulty of estimating the position of its outline becomes greater
in the second and succeeding cycles• the validity of conclusions based

i on thW e:s.t.%te-d radii becomes Loore doubtful.

I From the measured radii, smoothed radius-time curves were drawn for
each charge photographed, in some oases through the third minimuw. A•s
can be seen in Fig. 1, a typical curve is extremely steep right after
detonation and near the minima. Little reliance can be put on tho values
in t6hese regloiwi however, near the first maximum, the radius can be
estimated rather accurately baoauao of the flatness of the curve. AU a

, ]oovnequence, the calcuations carried out were based on the maximurn radii,

-J Tables XV and XVI show the results obtaiined for t.he first maximum.
:The shot numbers refer to the same charges discussed under bubble periods71 and the exact weight of each charge can be found there. From the values

of the measured radii were calculated values of the proportionality
7 ~confstant, in the equation

.7 It should be noted that the standcrd procedure was to photograph the
cylindrical charge with its axis normal t6 the optical axis of the recording
system. Any exceptions to this charge orientation will be specifically
poinated out.

17-
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I ( TABLE V

FIRST MAXIIUM BUBBLE RADIUS

Charge Weight: 1/2 lb

Explosive Shot Nmber Dopth AM,
(ft) (in.)

Cast TNT G2F 304 18.8 12.5
04F 304 18.8 12.5

"-5F 305 18.8 12.5
06V 304 18.8 1 2. -5
O7F 298 1859 12.4
09F 304 18.9 12.5""OGF 304 18.7 "25
G 17F 305 19.4 12.9
G18F 302 19.4 12.8
G20 531, 15.9 12.6
G23Z 593 15.7 12.9
G23F 567 15.6 12.6
071F 463 16.6 32.6SG72F 586 15.4 12.5

576 15.6 12.7
074F 556 15.7 12.6
076F 587 15, ° 12.3

Averaqo 2.ý+e0,

Pressed Tetryl GlIF 300 17.3 12.6
012. 300 17.2 12. 5
013" 302 17.3 .12.6
G!40 303 17.5 12.8
"GI10 305 17.4 12.7
G16F 302 17.8 13.0

G22F 607 14.3 12,9ATorpex- 2 G3; 57 16.~9 14.5

G122F 603 17.1 14.4
0122F 611 17.1 14.6
G123F 611 16.8 14.3
G324F 603 17.1 14*7
G1,25F .598 16.6 1/4.2
G126Y 603 16.7 _iY..4

Average 14.520.07

Pentolit 019F 335 17.5 12.7
G33F 396 15.9* 12.1

* Average of two radii of the slightly elliptical bubble.

S-17-
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where AM.- maximum radiuo for ý-,h oscillation (ft)
W chax-ge woight (ib)
Zo H + 33s where H is the depth of the charge in ft.

The values of Jl are shown in the lat column of the tables.

TABLE XVI

FIRST MAXMUM BUBBa RAOMUS, PRESSED TETRY! J
Charge Weights 0.0558 lb

Shot Number Depth A.J

(ft) (in.)

E l5 380 7 .75 12.6
E16 380 7.3 11.9
El? 196 8.7 11.6

E l8 3 3 4 8 .7 1 3 '6 
,4 19 344 8.35 13,2

;E20 347 8 .2 12.9
t22 205 9.6 130
E23 267 9.8 130

Averageý 12 25

B. R ii Close to a Free Srace. Photographs of the bubbles from
25 gm tetryl cha'ges described uuder period measurements (See. 5) were
measured, a" ra&ius-time curves drawn. The resulting maximum radii are
given in Table XVII together with the values of Jl"

The precision of measurement is less for these shots than for the
previous ones despite the superior definition of the bubble surface
-oncesioned by back lighting in this instance. The scale used was a
12 sn. transparent ruler, with the 1 in. squares oa the andr b3kchanried.
This was rather indistinct in the photograpl'i, and checks of the 12 in.

S.against the 10 in. distance often disagreed by as much as 2-4%. Another
indication of possible errors appeared when a check of the bubble radius
was made from the optical characteristics oaf the system and differed from
the above measure.geet by 2-3%. The overall accuracy in the radius measure-
iment is probably no better than 3-4%. The greatest difficulty comes from
the fact that only part of the circumference of the bubble is visible in

t I
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the photographk*. Since the bubble may very well be ovoid when go lo0e
to the surface, the nearly verti"al radii (which wore the only ones that
could be measured) =ay not acouratelv represent the radius of the
equivalent spherical volume.

TABLE XVII

FIRST M•XMM BUBI RADIUM FOR TETRYL OHRA 1•0S
CLOSE TO TIM SUNFACE

I Charge Weights 0.0558 3b

C( 1. Charge Shot No. Depth AMj

Pressed Tetryl G132F 1.75 19.9 14.0
t097F 2 21.0 14.8

0133? 2 19.7 13.9
G136? 2 20.0 14.1
G0134 2 20.0 14.1
G98F 3 19.7 14.2
013/4? 3 19,4 13.9
099? 5 19.3 14.2
G I135' f 19,7 U11.4
"•13W 5 18.6 13.7

Average -4.1 0.1

Loose Tetryl G148F 1.75 20.6 14.5
G151F 1.75 20.8 14.7
G144F 2 20.4 14.4
G04F A05 2M2 .4,.3
G146F 3 20.5 14.8
GC150F 5 20.5 15.0
0147? 5 19o7 14.4

Average 124.6 4 o.o8 tj

55%i|3,, above that for the prassoid totrtl . -The per~idd constanit for loosa tetryl '

was aLso found to be about thi saeon percentage higher than that for pressed
t1ti, not onl in free water (1/2 lb charges, Sec, 5) but also in this
muse series of shallow shots (Sec. 7). Sinca both J, and X, (the period
consta,.t) •rai directly related to the energy of the bubble, the fact that
the difference between loose tand pressed charges is maintained here seems
significant, since equal systematic errors in the measurement of T and K are
exceedingly unlikely. The results are most plausibly interpreted as
indicating a real difference in bub-l . -ner - du -either to variation of

,. See Ref. (1), Fig, 36-39.

-3 (1
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* detonation energy with density of loading or to a difference in the partition
of a Riven amount of detonation energy between the shock wave and bubble
phenomena for the two types of charge.

Th! values of the proportionality constant, J . are higher here than for
the shots in free watp r. The values of K1 (Table RIV) are sinmlarly higher
than the free water values. This would argue that there may well be a
systematic difference between the deep and shallow shots. 1See sec. 10.)

P In Table XVIII are ohov1 for comparison some resuTts from an earliei • •report2) on larcgew charges, The first charge wu• witi~n 3 bubble radii
•iiof tho surface and is thus roughly comparable to the 25 gm charges at 5 ft.

S~The other two are relatively deeper* The values of J1 are slightly higher
than for the 1/2 lb charges in free water (Table XV), but this is within

t; the limits of error of Table IVIII and may not be significant.

TABLE XVIII

MAXIMUM BUBBLE RADIUS, LARGE TNT CHARGES

Shot No. Woight Depth A Ji

____ _ (Xb) (ft), (ft)
G25636 12.3 13e.p0.1w!l• 56 83 1000 12.7

V G117 llJ 295 95 17.•5 13.3

Averag.~e1 4~
C Calculated from period.

C. Rli for nd Th§iLh iý in FPi Water. These were
Sfound as described above and are summarse :ini Table XIX. No values for the

"very shallbw shots were measured because of the uncertainty in the depth
IL I after the first oscillation. The scatter in J is an indication of the: -decrease in precision of these values as comp-red to the first bubble cycle.

Si One value for a 56 lb charge is included. The exterior of the bubble 'd
appeared to be vory rough during the second oscillation and the radius
cinnot bea estimated at all prscise•w To calculate J in this case, the

i | bubble was Asumed to migrate upwards 15 ft between fie first and second" I• )I |bubble maxima.

3 I IV. COMPARISON OF EXPERIUNTAL RESULT.S WITH THEORY
"9. Rsj•jof the "heorvi _

The theory of the oscillating motion of the bubble of gases produced by
anu ae-ter ex-plo vion has beien developed in recent years principally by

...Dring), Zoller1 5 ), Hermesl 6 ), Keil and WunderlichVL) in Germeny; Taylorl8)"

- , •,,I 20•
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( { TABLE x
SECOND AND TTHIX M-AX!M1UM BDUDlE. RADII IN FR_ WATER

Charge Weight% ' 1/2 lb

•Explosive Shot Number AM2 J2 AM3 J3

(in.) (in.)
TNT 8.? 13,, 8.8

O7F Q22.7 - 4(7S0F 12.8 8.5
09? 11.4 7.6 10.0 6.7
GITi 13.4 8.9
CG1SF 12.1 8.0 10.6 7,0V20F 10.6 8.4 8.2 6.5
G23F 9.9 8.1 7.9 6.5
G23F 9.9 8.0 7.8 6.3
G72F 1,1. 0 8.3

V ________ 072F 9.0 9,5 7.076FST 11.6 9.5
Average 8.5±0.2 6.6-740.

015 Gnl.s 8.6 9.1 6.7
';••G16F 12.2 8.0 9.5j 6.90 22F 9.0 8.1 7.1 6.,4

Torpex-2 G118F 10.2 8.7
C-119F 10,09 9.3 8.2 7.0
G12O 10. 5 9.0
G0.21F 10.8 9.0 8.6 7.2
G122 U.1 9.5r!: •G123 10.7 9.1 8.1• 6.9

01 G25F 10,4 8,9 8.8 7o6-
S.., 6F .. 10.2 8.8_ 8.3 7.2 :

Average 9.1±+0., 7,2!,L1

::.• , [•}• , 3F o.91 8.4, . . .. ... ,

i :.6 l'b TN G10i9J 9.3 f't 9.3, -

1• -21-

11,
I f'••; ' .' • , : . " . " .•

'b .. . . . . . . . . . .I ... * . .-"* *
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Temperlex9) in Great Britain, and Horring3), Kennard"0), Shiffman and

Frieman4l) in the United StAtes. In this section, the •-cp trn results
described previously in this report will be oompared with the theory

subject to the foilowlovg _,o-sumptlonot

i. the liquid is regarded as an Inviecid, incompressible medium of
unlimited extent,

il. the vertical motion of the genter of gravity of the bubble is
aonsidered to be negligible,

iii. the kinetic energy of the gas' is neglected,
iv, the expension and contraction of the gas is assumed to be adiebatic

and to follow the equation

I -9 1

appropriate for an ideal gas.

Under Itese conditions, it is convenioet to int.oduce non-dimonsional
definitions of the radius and time, in accordance with Ref. (21), which
have the forms

A - La (9.2)

T -Ct (9.3)

in which A and T ar9 the act-al radius and time respectively, a and t are
"the non-dimensional radiua &nd time respectively, and the length and time
scaling factors are defined by the following equations:

V, 1.729 (x• - (-4)i

2 
1

C- L. 0.37/.(rQ) -Z

where W is the weight of the charge, Q the detonation energy per unit weight,
r the fraction of the detonation energy remaining in thle bubble motion after
passage of the shook wave, Po the initial, hydrostatic pressure at the depth Z0
(which includes the equivalent depth of the atmosphere) where the bubble is
formed, and Pj the density of the liquid medium; the numorical factors in the
third members of Eqz. (9.4) and (9.5) are appropriate for L and Zo in feet,I. in e•eonds, rQ in calories per gram, W in pounds, with A 1.025 (sea

-22-
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J The usis of the non-dimensional. v~ariables thus def'ined allows the

expression for the conservation of energy to be written in the foruis

a-3 (2+1) + k a(') 1(9.6)

I I In which the dot signifies differentiation with respect to non-dimensionalI I time. The parameter k Isdefinad by the expressiont

I--ie

k (9.7

The fol.lowing considerations give the theoretical relation between
7. the observed period and maydmum radius and the value of rQ, under diff',rent

assumptions rega.1ding the parameterF, k and -C in Eq. (9.6)s At maxi~mum or
minimum radiua, a vanisahes in Eq. (9,6) 'leading to an equation

4 a3+a~C~~ ~l(9.8)

whose greatest and least roots should be the non-dimensional maxinum and
Iminimum radii; note that if k yeiR~s (interna.1 energy negligible) the

maximum radius becomes simply a -1 or AM L. The roots for various
vdlues of ýý end k eppetr in ThTlea whe-re a.1M is the non-dimensional

* maxcimum radius and a the non-dimensional minimum radius.

The time for one osci~ls~t;on is computed by obtaining twice the time
M.i i'MI an4umed msod4mum v~iai* In the case where kc is negl~ected

theimrnlrsl slL5_O the other hand, when k is not neglected,

Sbifnw ad Fiemaul) av shwnthat the pW1~.nd can be approiWiUd
veryaccratly b, mansofaquadrat-Lre formuld, involving the Tchebycheff

lil or.s~~atfew v alu s or comparius ng 'I th-rer itche-hy f polyev nthomialr
. 5 tbappoximatibons rearhich thei found agrdee aproi matio ag2%. reesulthk a,%

reported in TablsI, edaealso eehibited coprigapffhically ievnthig.d2.

* E~amination of experimental radius-time curves reveals that they are
essentially symmetrical about the maxdimum radius.

I (,)-23-
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l.nU M Th AhID MNIMUM WON-DIh.MNSWONAL HADII FOR VARIOUS 'r AND k VALUES

^e ... an am

1.20 __ 0.9647 0.02154

0.2 o.9246 0..068"
03O.wn?4 0a135O

0.4 0.8188 0.2211
0.5 0.7363 0.3359

1.25 0.1 0.9645 0.04642*
0.2 0.9235 0.172
0.3 0.8742 0.2031
0.4 0.8100 0.3064

1.3 0.1 o.9643 0.,7747
0.2 0.9225 o.1691

1.4 0.05 0.982V 0.08242II 0.1 0.9639 O.A72

0.2 0.920.1 0.2657SI --- 0 1.0 - - -

TAME MX

WON-DIMENSIONAL P MIOD OF BUBBLE O(CILLATION FOR VARIOUS t ANID k VALUES

"k t e k 4r

i0.2 1-45i9 ,0j2 1.5084

0. 4 1 .4 531 1 *4 0 .,05 1 .5 05 -2
i~i ... •0.5 1.4689 0,1 14210O...

0 .1 1 . r /
Oi0. 1.4804 ... 0 1.492

, 0.4 1.512o

i-i- i_ y ius ,

I -2"4-
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Combination of Eqa. (5.1), (9.3), and (9.5) gives an equation for

x rQ t- torms of the experimental period constant

S19,2 (10.1)

while a aimilar combination of Eqs. (8.1), (9.2), and (9.4) gives an
equation for rQ in terms of the experimental radius constant

rQ -0.194 (L'(10.2)

Makin the natural assumption that rQ irs independerat of the depth and
vnoting that t and sM are alightly depth dependent through the parameter ko

SI Is expected that the proportiorality Oonat-Ents" J and K will vary
directly with ag and t. If such variation of J and K with depth bad been
measurable with sufficient precislon over a wide enough ram&,, it would
have been possible, in principle, to determine uniquely the parameters
-r and k as well as rQ. Sinoe, however, such va-riation w*% MAsked by
the experimental elrror in J and K for the small range of depths actually
observed*, it has not proved feasible to make a unique calculation of
these parameters. Therefore the two Eqs. (10.1) and (10.2) were firstused to elim.nate rQ with the result

f4L. .62 M (10.3)

The observed values of the period ard radius proportionality constants w@ro
used to compute the apparent value of t/am. Reference to Figi 3 twhirih
was obtained from tato figwes • Tables XX and XXI) then allows the I
"Utam ia:tion of k for An arbitrariJky chosen -r The non-dimensional
; period and radius then beoome determinate, and a value of rQ may be
obtained which is consistent with both the radius and period data. In
Table flu, these energy values are giyan for the first period of
oscillation of several of the explosives described previously in thisS~ report.

* Although the depths varied by about two-fold,, k depends pon depth to the
1/2 power or less, and &V and t are not very sensitive to k.

-26-
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2.00 ,.

I, / /

7 F2;., I

1.40-

+ 1/IT"/ . v

S0.05 oJ 0. 03 0.4 0.5 0.4

PF.RIOD / MAXIMUM RADIUS (NON- DIMENSIONAL)
vs

PARAMETER k FOR VARIOUS
j ___________ UERL WOODS HOLE, MRASS.
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In eacih case the ialue of the bubble energy is also given neglecting
the internal energy of the gas (k u 0), whinh fixes the values ag = 1 and
t 1.492. Here it is to be expected that the radius calculation will
give a lower value than that obtained from the period constant, since t is
Srelatively insensitive to k, whs--car %v when the Jnternal energy is taksn
into acco-.Mt• may decrease 10% by comparison with its value for no
internal energy. This is found to be true in oll cases except the two
involving tetryl charges very near the surface. Consistent calculations
of the energy cannot be made in these two cases, since the, energy cal-

I i aulated from the maximum radius is apparently higher than that obtained
I from the period of oscillation (this leads to values of t/ie lower than

IWW found in Fig. 3)

I • No complete explanation of this anomaly can be given at present.
.. However, it is interesting to see what the theory predicts for a case in

which the adiabatic law, Eq. (9.1), is replaced by the simple assumption
that the gas pressure is a constant, pg. This assumption may be a rough1 • representation of the faots, if, during a large part of mh motion, the
condition of the gas is largely determined by the condensation of water
vapor, a condition which might be true when the explosion occurs at the
Shallowest depths dosorihed in this report.

T'he resultant expressions for non-dimensional radius and period are,I! respectively:

m (0.o)

t-1.492• " (10.5)

Although the ratio t/ai is nevor lose than 1.492 for positive pressure
I iratios, pg/p v and thus cannot explain the low value t/aM - 1.46 found

experimenaly, it seems noteworthy that both the radium and period
I ( constants should be larger on the basis of Eqs. (10.4) and (10.5) than

in the came where the adiebatiu l3a holdiý *_id that the observnd Constants
are indeed found to be larger near the surface than ijt greater depths.

I; Calculations for the second period of bubble oscillation are given
'I •iin Table XII.I,

. From this discussion it is seen that suitable data are not available

'(9at lesnt to deterint the most appropriate value of the specific heat

.,u ,I t solbe metoe5httetertclcluain fJnB2

"•! these experiments.

p..! jAi
" I29
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L - Using the data shown above, it is now possible to propose a
partition of the enerfW released in the explosion. This is shown in
Table XXIV. For the bubble energy, a value of ir - 1.30 was assumed.
The values for the total energy are obtained from Ref. (23). They were
calculated by assuming that the oxygen was consumed in the following

,, sequences

SH,' + 10 20

iii. CO + 02  -b CO2j • iii. co÷½o2 -*. 002

'I . The shook-wave energy values have been computed from empirical equations
I _ for the energy flux as determined experimentally at the Underwater

Explosive- Research Laboratorys

TA=I =IIV

M=YEIeg- PARTITION N UNDE&RWATER EXPLOSIONS

Zxpusive Total .3ergy 4hock=Wave Energy Bubble Energy
SQ (First Period

" (cal/gm) (Oalgm) (cal/gm)
TNT- 24 467

Pressed Tetryl 10351 2630 500
Blasting Gelatin 1509a 3310 626
Torpe-2-- 3490 728

a.SeeL. ae2),, "Assumpt!,io lipm.', ,

c. See Ref. 1;

, IWhile these values serm rsasonable#, it must be emphasized that there
are uncertAinties and a~aimptions in all of the calculations involved and
that riUthe rtbnaents in calculAtion and. measirement in the future'willI i recessitate some rovisi.n.

I3

1 0O
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=DUIRICAL rtADI1JS-TIME CURVE• FOR OSCILLATING W BUDBLES 1N FREE WAT1R

by

In any study of the phenomena associated with the bubble formed by the
gaseous procuota of a underwater explosion, it is essential that one 0moiI
thue dim az shape of the bubble as a function of time, Assuming that the
bubble is 4at *y spherical in shape, the bubble phenomena ore compl3tely
determined if the bubble radius is kown as a function of time. High-speed
notion pictures of the bubble formed by charges which are iot greatly
elongated show that this is a good approxImation for at least the first
bubble omcillati•n.

To date it ha. been necessary to i4t•grate numerically the teoretical
equations of motion derived by Horring3 ), Shifften and Friedman2 1 ), TaylorlS),
and. others in 6rdor to obtain a radius-time ourve. If one has an analytic
expression for the radius as a function of time, oue can avoid the laborious
numerical integrations required in order to predict such phenomena as
migratio~n.,bubble-pulse, otc.

"The pur-pose of this appendix is to find an anaitic expreasion for the
Sexerimentally determinxd radius-time ro-ves in free wnter and to indicate
possible usjs for this expression.

In attempting to find such an analytic expression; it is convenient to
reduce the experimental. data (for the radiua as a function of time) to non-Sdlmn.Sionil form. The unite of time ,and length used in this appendix are
the first bubble period (TI) and the first maxi4um bubble radius (Ala),
respectively. These units of. time and length were chosen because they can

, .:'tcomwoutead from the equations in the body of this report* and because they
reduco the data to a form which to easily aralyzed.

The radius-time curves used in this analysis are thone-mentioned in
fec- 8 of,'ti).ia •iort. ThM composite oum0es (Fig". 4-9) in wbich A/A•a has

eon plotted agaiz,.t T/Tl foi T1 at depths6 ot )W0 and WSO Lij; tetryl at.
30,and I00 ft; torpox-2 at 600 ft;, blasting gelatin at 1500 ft contain

7, 7, 9, 4, Si and 3 individW!, radius-time curves respectively.
'Fire-r-m 4, 5p 7, 8, and 9 show hat, thara i. relativ•ly little scatter in

the daiTa from shot to'shot when, ,a given weight and type of explosive in
observed with the standard charge orientation. There is, however. considerable
scatter in the neighborhood of the minimum due to the difficulties mentioned .

'v previously in aee. 8 . Ths da:• for blasting gelain (Fig. 9) are ofi: ~particular" Intotes,S since they clearly ti ndicae-to he, nOn-aphorl.0ty present

in'the early stagoe of the oscillation of a bubble formed by a cylindrical
charg. whose length and diameter are approximately equal. There is con-
siderable doubt as to the Values of the radius for thi contracting phase of
the oscillation since the bibble was unstable and apparently formed four

It should be pointed out that in preparing the curvas observed

volues of Ala and T1 were used to reduce each record to non-dimenoional form.

-32-
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)a all bubbles at the minimum. The radius values used in Fig. 9 were obtained
by estimating the total volume of gas present at any ins~tant and then
computing the radius of an equivalent sphere. Figure 6, which includes
data from two sizes of charge, shows that for a scale range of approximately
2.1. it is possible to represent the radius-time curve for a given explosive
at a fixed depth in non-dimensional form. Although data from a wide range
of explosiave weighta at a given depth were not available, it is believed

that these non-dimensional curves will represent any size of chasrge in rr~e
water.

The shape of the composite curves resembles that of a curtate cycloid*
(the curve tra~ced out by a point on the spoke of a wheal which in rolling
along a straight line in a plane). The equation of a cuxtate cycloid inj , rectangular, parametric form ist

A a x - n co0 7

The constants m and n in this equation must be chosen so that A - A and
ST a T1 for f equal to 7r and 2Wt respectively, and so that A/A 51 fs theScomposite curves at 4p equal to 21Y. It should be noted that for T equalI ~to 21Y, A/AyI is Identically AmI/AMt. if this ratio is represented by the

symbol q, sq. (1-1) becomes(

(.1

AM1 cos

If ono plot& q (T-2) with q take4 es 0.25 along with the composite
curve for TNT at 300 ft, it can be seen that the equation had been made to
fit the data at e equal to 7or 9sXd 21r but that it predicts a value of A/AMf ~which in too low for intermediate values of 4P. This situation can be
remedied if one wr1ites the equations in the fermt

* Various authorities disagree as to the distinction between a prl~te e-nd
a curtate cycloid. The author prefers the definition given above.

-39-
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where E is a constant which in general eho~lld depend on q. If Eq. (1-3) is
to supply physically admissable radius-time cunras, (l-q/l+q) + F_ must not
exceed unity, The beat fit Is oblairted, however, whent

' • *•-+ (1-4)1 1 ql+q

Al Assuming thatb Eq. (1-4.) is generally valid, the parametric form of the empirical
• J radiuc-time curve becomes:

TL co.. '- ) sn

Ti sin '~ (1-5)
Tl 21

wefrom A. (i5). These curves show i thatn with a o uiable choice of q, E (1-5) .
give a good analytic representation of the radius-time curve for the pmutiont
of the bunbly osciTlation which are of interest, namelr, for values of T/Tw

•I• ~ greater: than 0.05. This follows from the fact that bubble phenomena such an '
the migration to the time of the firt minimum in the radius (Aml), the pressure

•i•puls~ae u•it'd by the bubblopetc., are independent of tho exact Sahee of theradius-time curve in the early stages of the perio.

equati•.•on U-5) inolves only one. ,, ari.ayp m.e,. q, whch has a direcphysical significance, as has been pointed out previously. Hance uhere are

from (1-5) These creshwaathont- witho' a v sui abl t.Oe chan f ,E, 1

glaa mp
S.... r.. ate. . tha 0 .0 . .T.i... low.f.o the fac 'na bubl p'enome" such. as .. '.....
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( compute q on the basis of the existing theory provided one has a Iciowledge
of the physical properties of the gas in the bubble. Using this value of q,
one can compara the predicted radius-time curve with the known experimental
radius-time curve as a check oAi theory. In this comnection it should be
mentioned that th exe rimntal data probably provide an upper limit to a. ~siaeo ths bubble is obacured at thle tima of the minim-ure by a mass of material

which ~is more likely so~lid than gaaeous. This difficulty has been discussed
in detail in Sec. 8 of the present report. The other line of attack would
be to use the value of q necessary to givs a good fit with experimental radius.
time curves as an aid in arriving at suitable values for the average physical
propertieo of the gas in the bubble.

Another of the uiaem to whicoh the empirical radius-time curve has been
put is the following3 Using the bubble theories mentioned previously, one

f can compute the radius of the lubble for the case of a zero excess pressure
field saurounding the bubble. Expressing this radius as a fraction of the
maximum radius of the bubble, one can determine, from the empirical radius-
time curve, the fractivn of the periodic time at which the excess pressure *

L vanishes. It is found that this time agrees excellently with similar times
determined from piezoelg~tric gauge measurements of the pressure field

V surrounding the bubble2 ").

Due to the paucity of photographic data for charges fired at small
non-dimonsional depths, no attempt has been made to develop an empirical
representation of the radius-time curve for this very important case.
H owever, it can be stated with assurance that Eq. (1-5) doso nnt hold when
the presence of fr*ee or rigid surfaces becomes important.

A

2

Ii:!

I I!

I| ...I
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( ANALYSIS OF THE SPRAY DONE

UJeslr {asgrn Department,
Admiralty

I ~Object.
"The object of this research Is to provide Sufficlent data rafr •- %ich It &ll) be ppooIble

to form an accurate estifete of toe waount and alstributlor, of expiosive material reuifed toW
Produce destruction of a given structure at a •lven range of distance.

The research might Proceed on enti rely moirical lIneos. AOart from the anofmous ecsat if
material and time Involved, such a methoc Is n-.t In accarclance with Scientific nothoo, which elms
at cc--orinating Inforratim In Such a Way that a reasonable eatimete may be romeo of the effectII of varying nny particular set •t clrcurm stances.

SThus the resea&rch will follow two ma In IInesi-

-I " { Full scale sea exoeriments In which the Oamee tlone on certain known structures
ny qIven axoleslons Is quantltatlvely dotenninod.

i (2) The oetermination of those Ohysicsl quantities In an exulosion which determine

A Shiv is 1o aagoO as the rfeult of the oeresSures exerted on It, and which are eropagated
_ through the water as a result of tne expIcslon. Thue a c.omletu knowledge of the time oeveloome.nt

,o araup r ie n tohe watoe at any distance from a given mine it e Vital link In the chain' which
Ceinn.lCts the xoleosion with thc oaram . daone,

~ •It tit5 rnbihly ho soma time oefor, an accurate solution of this difficult orohlaew is
obtaino, so that meanwhile we cro.oed to an account of an Investigaticn of Dart of tho t!rooleff,
which asa been carried out in mining 5chool daring %he DaSt year. aril which has throwv Considerable
light on the matter,

Tnt exaloaion 0 1 mimn, In waetr, t Uis iuioiWO by he'. oa) f smtr'. st aid st'ireo.
i I Genpral AOo6t tjumaerine Olines- diseis, t 4-ljuqios Ce, uuTton of a stuoy of tne tnn"ncmen. Ls a aans 1

of quantitative ueasurement. Hie view, eXoressd seen DO4, Is that the Phenonmena are too varlanlo
to give results of great value.

Now the o•enomena ubsarv.T occur in JiStinct Chasos of Which thore dre two or eossibly
three 09cVneine oan cI rcmstancefs. It aspnAr. that i_.neral Aobnt is thinking Anout the very fite
noectacvar offect or thO c'ichearje of 4as stc., and that he had not observed or hao not
.. Ionsoer5o the reuarkably sharD sorny chanomenon ohaso (.) which almst Ie•oolati-ly follows thf

• .firing of tue mine aW & nrecedes the aaheaval of gnu, ete.

Sthis slray risno alndet inst•ntaneously in the form of a ourno ns shown in "late L. The
o-mir cage 1a v. I skhrol, dlvidod from the still water surface arna every oart of thT come seems
to rise vertically.

.mumeroas experlrrtnts have oer-n me &no Show that the corey ehonomenon Is a definite one
F, • and thamt'It loai![ to imoortent conclusions us tc thv nature of tne -xolosive wave orooagatd

, fromn the mine.

'AsSeuotione have 1. be made obefore wle can Interuret the sorey phenomenon a•n the
justification for thn asseumotins consists in thq ninner in which the conclusenn ajree with.the

-, sweTerhente, ....

,,i ( )

I • ., " , .2 2 ,
'-:I - ,• '-I" ; ,: ';; •..
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(IThat thse xlDIjsvo ýressures are Drcaegatoo **th the n~rmal velccity 10 ;?
Sound WaVOS In walt(r. That vO:leity I i ±&3l5 metres ;-,r sec.Dnd, andl In t.UN0
numbor.s we shall call It 11005 mtres ýer src.N~. IdenSureents ,f the

ifczal:reenibiiity cf Yourr an~w thit exc~e~t withina fiw Toet -i ',,e cxgl:sijn
therr Is n. reason t., excect nny aerious av:srturc frtm the abCYov S.'s3.

(2) That the wave Is scharicmlly syrmmtrical spout the Sevres.

asteFrom this It follows that the pressure at any point while depndeent on time varies Inversely

pery -ra dccuricy. oae

o~e - p ethreeswatr are of any point r

v - rnaadineat veloctityat same' Wfr4int

wfith vrgreat actcuractesuyc. xY St iur )

oWe tay now Or01 in ta for~yo aenr aurf In goncrahu tom rs.lateesr hr atb

LeaentlXY bei thie freat er seurfae oe h fet Vv f~ w ther. etona ypit nte~e

14a 1 tarting at th ne sant iheotialnt geo.I XY

Thie secures that at any point Is den to heure thear oresaut rom ms connannly Weoibth the
rfesutat reflected armthe i Csufcned Xf two (quee eFfgre ari)a.releyteeaeisat

one o diethe sufrance t anfe te wather 5frt9 A0 to ul 4* the resultant orehorizontal cmuonet be t

Peranenrely vertica velhits canloculaaind show thaet ofthi e velocity otAypiti h ae

14~ 00i String varyihe with Intieandte. nfrhrCowta tengtveaesr hch

w Ter his seuonrtesnh3il theta ny pointh o~n f the wue surface in rosr IsuPermantly zeotust taht

reultarns woiOth th t c Qrrs u ondugnitia vuof two liu bertectsarrvn at vertically thoe theInsante
the dinectial, velocty N o h the s oat0 2 0 p herefo 00 to M. The rorulta nt i reus no ehori ont dalCopn t t

d ta n o .uo n erel y ifwe rateiurch e i nta l v e l o c i ty. w e caalc u l a tec 3 h W t h a tp C thesv l c t

STesora oh0I aryngfo wis or~th atmean ae lcann freershwtat If rhequirgatoivew it~s whcli then
anweabler a1IsupotoI nestimate theinita "eachai t of troewtier sufatee Insucesioaotypr

oetmianeby with uang the iof0oofn~ aof ea-Ich ceturet wake hotoraphof ta roaloly , and anced of

oOa d c witorah fxdi frn fthe crs rdn Iitalea vlcThi han cvus through a t Ovrinal IýQv thecond. i

The iniiaaveloscale u st inis b nldn the sca op,'weehoograthe Mofu aresesure deve lined af
60ifetancue at Conversl If by can mcotyur niehae inroia whichty wi Cno erlcri ul~at~e an, - at thle

oth r nd "y a nfshrmalls blob. m o2 icue e scn. Te ie r a rsn

We thus...



3 + 60 3 +'

Wa thus obtnin a series of oicturoe whiCh are re3asured so as to give the hMight attmlneao by

the Cora4 at a 3erilu of knoyn times, ano from these the Inithil velocity It obtained by analysis-

it scocored at the very outset that the agray particle& were not Proceeding with a

retardation equal to gravity, out with a conslderatly prtator rotardatimn TVia rnadral Inferenca

was that the aorey oartlc!!-s were so srall that consigerahle viscous reslatance was In play,

Aecordingly Instead of the equation of nwtion of the particleos oing

~q d

where 5 i1 tie height at tlr t#, and g is the acceleration of gravity, It Is assnued that the
Squt Ion le

i9d, + k 9 .- _

at t

'k~ (~whom u IS i Utj unknown Viscous constAnt.

The solution Is

1k k k)

v0 being the Initial velocity,

Our mieaurefrnta give a series of values of S at certain times. The Initial tim• Is,

however# unknown, and we have to .stenalne three unknown quantitles vo, k and the Initial time

from the Ogservationu.

Three oDtervationo are tneoretically sufficient but to reduce casual error we take 6 pointai
a CoMine In Pairs so as to got averoas values.

A soecimen record Is reproducco, slate 2. It shows the exalosion of a Tarordo wat Nead
500 tbs. of T.N.T.

The ?tIlwlng Is a copy 3if the neasurnnts and the analysis.

ii ~17th..SeotmrrJer. inie.

Torpedo war mHea 500 Irq, T.N.T. at depth 50 feet

In Qater 100 foot joep.
Distance between Blobs - 60 foot

On picture - 6.0 nm.
Hence scale Is In•.m - 10 feet p0 c0 .

Time aecalo 3, second -* D

ictre Angle TIes .i-• n Measured holh t of zeraoii i_ (_ _

ý' j 1. nafY~ acn~ at centro I1 ews

2 4.e.. 0o00s ,

5 624.003 .7
II 5.1 .1208 1,0

-5 •5.3 17T 1.0

6 5.3 .2142 1.5

ýit7 • 5.41 ,,2 me8

Flr ast mla this* o8•sevations drawn on-3i,2d japer the fulloioh SmotheCj values are taken

as the basl of ,e.icuatiton

A• I 
aolcule .l¥j

(2) .05 , .'7'ii
.10 Lil 1.16 21

From. ,..
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From (1), (2). (5) tknd ('i) we get 4 -*
From (3). (a), (5) and (6) 19 90t Ic - 9.04

mmea I - 1. 94

* ~~~Seconds iIain

F~rom (1) and (4) We got it .0057 8 .901
N Arna (-5)- .005.o 954
(3) and (6) we st t1  .0ost aSaee

t, .0057 8 .914

Hence absolute value of Va - 89L4 x 305
- 2720 Chi$, per Secondj.

.1Thus tak Ing p0  I ; C - 15 X ID4Cass. per ýooM

We gt p ax p CV 204 atmos. - )000 lbs. liquar* inch

Wegtp~x **p 0 v m 1.34 tons oar square Inch.

as the maximum pronssnre proiucoo by 5M0 lbs. T.N.T. at oittanCa a.' 50 feet.

from the de~duced values for va. k. aN t I the values of a are calculated and ontert4 Oovoe.
The comparative resnits aia* shown In the adjoining diagram Figure 1.

theparicl& ae aout0.4m Idietrj

ha~ ben gajullyImarovej where excoeriance shawed the necsSity. Discrecanoies 4ccur from time

pressure Is iniversely Proportioanal torthe distanc, While for the sac. distanCe the cuxicec pressury
sopears to op nearly proportional -to the sqi rn root of? the weigHt of the explosive. Iris difference

between Ciftterant explosives such &as oure T.N.T.. andl differmnt gi-axes of -amatal aj not appear vury
definite as tar as mxriowim aressure Is c.aoc~omsO but a final OeCItIcn must wait f~r further

j experiments. As regards rncgnituce It acoears thcat a 30ol. 10.OI~th charge -f t0/50 AIMtoI orioej
With 3 _ilsca of C,E. gives oi maxim'um :ressure of &.15 tons cor squnre, Inch at a OlatanCeat~ 60 feet.

Itic max lawrn or 6ssurte obtained by thisj method are in th~mselvei very' useful, but the 9(et "a
gives no, nomto as to the time element In the oxcloalve, ways for whilch eavery different mothed
of Prcdr snwbeing investigatoq. Bot the known esead of detonation., say 5000 wetres ear
second, In round nenbres ane the general alffanaions of the mine, say * W~tro, sueg et that theI ~order of *ttjj~tLda of the time from i~tlatietcr to maximuam pressure iofror iD soconO5. it1"will vary of course, withl the explosive, the amount of It, and the imanner of oetonatiofl, out this
figure and th6 knowni value, Of tt1h#*XIahex pressure Are most Aneful as a 21'oc in tmt mffl~jt o
tho aquaratus for rueasurI~ni; the time oruusire SequsCOa.

auerThe oomoarativel' sinply characte r of tl~e primroay wave from vta explosion, as outlined. may)
eoea to be at VacrianCI1 with the obqerved faot that the damas to a upp%^1 depends grczatly on the~~ELI altiton ralative to the) charge and to the surfaco.

Le~ -WCrert to Figure I mald chnsIder the effects at a olont 'in ti-e -otr,

Thadisturpance fr1,iM tive i"Veaemine Is oacoaite in sign to Ito a ifot~ fect, Is leas In
the ormaw'tlM. r, -ind r, am, arrives lattor ty~thp.tira taken to traverga the distance (r2 - rd) at

t the rate 1300 "atrtia par seroni (the s5VO.a ;)1;1h wave in water). v.w at any osint theterisery
9 1 ana thv'reflected'7Is1uronces CACti f'iso ti' tholir ems mum In a very short tiff.# Which ** haev seen

'is t4 craerj14iO900) th, of a secoat,. If them r. - r1  I~ 1mtre or say .5 feet, the'interv,%l between
the tceo m 11 wqbu;n'o FA acra nd the two effects are Practically separated. out
'if r2 ' ~ ~ aa~o Chi., the ittirv~1i lýonly 1/50,000th Of a second end thus oscill comgarca
w~wah~ohaootyl af a 21sac atds above.. The two effectts Would. thus tend to cancel each othef, end
'We thus ese how to .rec~nei 0 the ejoosrent VarAo0CX that 09g ree'sltant action may be small near the
aurface, while at some death therea are two Separate large sliccks.

., It
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S( It may be shown that at Aoo yards horizontal distance from a mine ,0 feet deep,

r2 ruwonlt be equal to I metro at a depth of 16 foot beneath the CuOfMitO, nnd equal to 3 cMs.
at a deoth of 6 Inches beneath the surface.

This Is shown olagramnatically In Figures 3 and 4.

In the sae way Figuroe shows how reOucing the !Apth of the tilne tends to lower Its
"damaging efficiency sloewis. r 2 teien to become mare nearly equal to r1 as the mine ineroeches
the surface, so that the oseosing actions are more nearly equal iii ma tn-Ujý., mno more nearly
eqeol -e '" reae leo rr,"', ,o esrico thoy teatC '.v uicuirni isa eacn other.

Those Inferencoes are In agreenint with airect observatic, For if we cbserve at say
200 yaros frnm an exolosion only a very aligjht Snhck Is exoe-ricnco, In a rcwlng boat or a shall1w
Uraugnt mttor launch, whares$ In a deep draught trawler the shock is very marked.

In order to ereservo slimlicity In the preceding argument, we have not referred to a

moolifying circurmstance which must now be considered.

The original surface layer breaks away from the lower water, out Successive layai's follow
as the reflected wave spreads so that a saucer Shmes Oeoresslon should realoty develop dewnwaras.
Between this saucer surface arg the dome above there will be a continuous succession of sray),
moving however with smaller speed, so that it does not break through, and m can learn nothing
about It by direct observation.

The dovolzping saucer 'tiundary for-s at each Instant thn effective reflecting surface ftr
the priK,,ry wave and thus the reflected negetive wove underg.es olst.rtlon In Its later stages
without effecting anything that occurred earlier. The not result Is that a body in the water will

axserience the erimary crushing eressurs, which will b0 followod at the asororiolto time by the
creation of a vacuum on the s8de nearest fhe Image mine and which will spread to the remote sloe.
The destructive effect of this on . subjirine already crumsled Oy the primary wave nay be very

I: Imoortant.

Although the urinary velocity ncquired by the water at scme Ostth may be very high,
0e.g. 11 metres oar second In the -:tv of a 300 lI. charge at 50 feet yet the time Is so short that
the waitr teen ent m'vo m.r_ than about 4 cmn.

Although we have discussea only the reflection from the surface, the effect of the bottom
may also bs examined by the teethOe of Imo• s if I .q. tIe bottom Is rigid rock the corresponding

Ir. Image woulo h4vC the tecr sign as Ins true! mine since the condition Is now ze.r resuliant nsrmet
velccity lnstQea ,f zero resultant pressure. Prbteoiy, hwwvo'vr, the bottom Is s-ft end yields
at first and at greater depth bscomas rlgioS so that the comaposite action may not be nearly so
simple as that of A free water surfice. Exoorlents are, however, In ercqreee and further

"discussion of the cffrct of the bottom is reserved until these have been analysed.

We h;ive ncw t; consider pssible corrections It. tIn simile formul1. a. = t P Cv fr the

(i) we navc nuglectee a term Inv.lvlng the Squira of V... It is -;f order v,/^ ctmoarea
with the main term. At 50 fe't from a 3C• 10. charge v. is about 23 retres our second,
whiu.l C is 1•0- metres oar seconj. Thus tar- correction Is of aprder I% in this case
ai an y Sc O naglnctcd,' For larp charges ,nho shorter distances the effect might rise

i ,to a few osr cent ,nd would hav, to ao illowea ftr if the mtnaurements ever attain such
a aoyerpc accuracy. Thu correction is negntivo In sign.

(2) W• have dszuM,*Q that thp water cannot euseort neoytive oressure.

Now Oeso"n-e Ryn,;Ilds f;,vrl that air-free weter might In faveurabl. cndItions supeort a
negitlvýporessur., of 72 lbs. i;:ti squire men. Rince s.xa water ns elonty of air olssolvad In It,
It w~jutd scm ovubtful if It Couls support anything like this mount. Oen the other'hind certain
foatui', s tn he ecray onnnomenon, .'.9, the near bounda:iry suggcst that the water meay support
litnog tlv a z.r sure i:s nCh -.s tee oar squtre lekh without ore khing. The evioun ee Is, however,

stil -anbiga-j,s out will be xflhnW later.

If it Shohi perove that the negat Ive orossure must exceed say P tons cer square Inch
before rueture take.s place, than tho maximum pressure no as calculated above Is an under estimate
of toe correct veliu of j P oseru,4imotetly. The result of a finite value of 1 is that the spray

Insteao.

*• .: . . . . : •. ' -•, .. " -. ' .. ... ' .- --..... - .:
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I instead of crfaking oNt continuouSly in indefinitely thin layers would not break Imrnetlately but )

the first layer woula hay÷ a finite Dut small thickness, Thus taking the 30D lb. depth charge

at 50 feet, if = 0.2 tons oer square Inch the thickness ýf thl; I.eyer would probably be about

6 ems. and tho corroctea maximum orussure would be 0,1 tons more. At present, however, this is
g quite mgecu1utivq.

As already sta'tea an ape•ratus for the direct recording of the time oressure sequence Is
being constructed In Mining School.

Exceroments to this have boon In or~gress olseehere. .: far as Is known these aret-

(1) Hopkinson's Pressure Bar method in use at Woolwich Arsenal.

(2) Hlllier's egperiments at Iroon by means of crushfr gauges.

(3) A method devised by Sir J.J. Thomscn which makes use of the glezo electric properties
of quartz.

It Is hope.d that In course of time the different methods may be compared, as the problem is
such a difficult anC oellcate one that It would be most unwise t. trust tý any one metbod entirely
until satisfactory agreement of two !-)3powennt methods can be established..
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Summary

(A mececo of determining ths l'ectn of detonation of n beoir oxoioding under water from

measuroemets of the distribution of velocity In the spary domn Is described. The mothog) Is
Woo8 on the assvmot ion th~at thle detonation wave' seDroximtteS to a sound waco,. This isoos to
the relationship that the leitisi velocity at each COWn In the dome is Inversely Proportional tc
the square of Its 5i~tancu from, thi Centre of octonettlon, so that the Ceoth of oetoniation can

be foeflO from the ratios af the Initieal velctities at :1ifferent radii. The methoi hoe* been
aeal lel to tWe anslyaias of tests with eo~th Chorges, onN reasonably consistent results cut.tsnac3.

Ln t roduSicitio .

Wlio tos are Intended to be drooced intn water, It Is Important To know at what death
detonation takes olece.

A methodl of obtainiea the O00th is describea which Oetiorss on an analysis o? the velocity
olstrIut~ton In th-: Spray dcme whinCh asocart an thi surface of tneý water above tle eXglodirig Charge
[Aonediatoly 1fter 3ptonf~tioa.

thel netted aeponzs an an icroxfor.,ition, which wiii have to or, juSt iflie) Uy result0, but
as a methoc it hot' 3soer-il ninked .vov1.IetOges: stvAnCai- bombs :ire used, the tosts can be done
anywhere orovioca calm ocee water i3 available, and the only equipment necesAnry Is a Oine ;amera
operated from o% surface craft.

He tho d.

A tyDicAl fisareel.e of the spray dome It shown In Figurv 11which i.S made Up Of enlargemonts
4 from the Cleo film Of at test with a Oeoth Charge. Th2 growth oft the samie dome is Shown graphically

in Figure 2, which gives the noight of tne dont at various radii, plOttedl On a ComOon time base.

Tn-e assumption mado In the leethoo Is tnat, to a sufficient scObosiocotion, the Initial
velocity of the spray It any ooint In the dome iu Inversely DroeortiOnal to the square of the

C idistance of that point from the Centre of dlotonat on. This Is equivalent to Saying theft

when v Initial velocity at P

*o at 0

an: Snc the death Odeo nain

a Isgiven by

C a -OP cot 6,

the ratio -,-Iv Indicates the dteth In terms of the radius 00, at Which thIP Ingaaurocmuntl;av
08en taken. in oractice, the depth IS Calculated by taking the avbnseC, CreAM Several. radii

Choase.
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chosen generally Detween t1i and 601 of the maximum radius of the come. The fact that the (non-

Is nI Ites Ifi diameter Is Itself an Indication that the variation of velocity asesued Is only

aporoximate.

Notes on the vractcel Details ot the method art, given in the 4o0enilx.

asi4 o,, method,

The basic aesumotlon In the mOthOO IS that te Detonation wove sxceui in ihe "
neighbourhood Of the exclosion, behaves eoproximately as a Soherical sound wave. For a spherical

Sound wave the strain snorty in the Wave is constnt, I.e.

r÷ _ o 2 = Cans tant

2K

it fol•o-x m.-t where the wave length, u is Constant an* small compareod with the radius r

D2 r2 . constant

And the pressure Is therefore Inversely orocortional to the radius.

At the surface the dantnatlan oressure wave is refiaeteo as a suction wave and the
earticle velocity at the surface WhiCh Is assumed to he the Initial velocity of the spray Is

given by

P VC F2a Cos a at ~
Pvos = 200 at O,

wherep is the density ann C i3 the velocity of SounO in sea water.

it follows that a -

H ,g. OC
vo

Results obtained so Jar w•ith the method.

The method has been asolled to the analysis of results obtalneo with depth charges In

tests during Set~umber, 19i41. The depth charges were dropoes fron aircraft In a wloe rnnge of
height and SeenS conditions.

Particulars of these teats and the results of the analysis are given In T1`h11 !L There

is no di1rect check on the cnlculateO oeetos of .etonation, but sone indication of their acouriwy
can be obtalneS. In Figires 3 an.1 L Te Calculated OeDtn Is oiottes- against two time intervals
which are relaieo to the eaoth an! yet are measured quite Inseceneantly of tne acath calculation.

it will be seen that witn one execution the doothe obtained are all within 10 fett of a

mean curve and the majority are within 5 flat. &00h of the tis? Scales uSed are Influenced
Dy other factors which cannot be allowed for with any certainty. The tlie unetwater before
detonation (see Figure 3) must depeno on 1he imosct conditions which vary widely 0a3 the time
from ,etonation to the %oserancr of the stum, (In Figure :;) Is bound tc be smreeheat erratic
If ;nly jn account ,f the Irregularity ;f the olumo Itself. It will Do seen, h.wever, that In

Figure *•n which the time bhee In lost nPoenlent :.n the extcrnal C¢nOltlk-ns Tf the test,
trhire is the closest greuing ;f the ozints. There is :•e aInt in Figure 3 which may be noteo.

Inh one drop the Mtoth Charge toerocau an lacact So that ty the stcornr Imoact It had lost the
f i greatter Dart of Its initial velocity. The time underwater from the second IMaact to detonation

was 5.7 seconds acid the calculated dOOth was 57 feet. This corresoond.s to a mean sinking
oonei of 10 f.c.a. which Is the- nccerta: flgure for these deoth charjes,

It Is reusonatle to suoase therefori, that the variotlas shown In Figure 3 an 4 'Ire

real variations In the aecth .f .ntonaton nna tnhat the meturci In ,ractice gives tne be~tn to
within a very few feet. For crnclusivO ýr:of czntrol tests with Je;th charges ,etchatet at

knjwn deaths ar,' rnqui rej.

It has a....
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it nhs bacrn 71ijitsted that for a given weight of charge the product of the Initial
"velocity at the centre of the dome and the deoth of Oetonation is constant. For a 300 In. weight

of charge. & value oF vol of 1,500 square feet/second oa.oo on results obtaineo by Hil!ar was
used to Oeccide the depth of deton.ation of 500 lb. A/I bombs. The results cf the oresent analysis

give varl.ttions 0
t 

v d fr-m 200n to 6000 with an average of 40o0 square feetiseczeno. There is
evidence t. support variations .if this 3rder frcm tests with mines so that the assiiioticn :f a
cfnstanf, valuo d-es n-t aopear to be juetitsoe. It will be seen that to assume v .- is c:nstent
for a given charge weignt is equivalent to assuming that the maximum oressure in the detonation
wav ... .cn ,÷ a aluy .disten fro the charne. .inro It Is know~n that the detonation

eave is characterized by its maximum oreesure being reached suddenly In a shari front, It does
not seem likely that the maximum oressure will itsel1 be constant, it would be exoected to vary
with temperature ano with nmnufacturlng conditions, and in this regard it Is Interesting to note
that the variations In the value of vda dn Individual oays (in table i) are rather smaller than
they are in general.

There Is one other Doint In the analysis to which reference should be made, Within the
"dome area the surface water Is shattered by the suction develoaed In the reflected wave, but at

the boundary, where no slray aanears, It must be assumed that the water Is caoable of withstanding
the suddenly maul led suct ion. This boundary suction has been ctileulated in terms of the velocity
at the centre of the come as

p v 0C Cos O
,'. 2

3- 3,vo cos0 lb./sq.in.
0 m

where 
0
m Is the angle Subtended by the dome bouniary, I.e.

tan0

The values obtained for this suction vary from 700 to I,800 lb./sq.in. but the greater number

are in the neignbourhood of 1,00 lb./sq.in.

Co .,.si.ons.n

So for as can be Judge, the pronosoo metnod of deriving the deoth of detonation from the
distribution of velocity in trSi dome gives the d-eath accurately to within ai few feet.

The Accuracy obtained can only be occidee with certainty from control tests In whichK Ioeoth charges are Oetonatel at known Qeothsv.

Sufficient reliance can be oltcer, u. the methud of analysis to show that the vlo•;Ity at
the contra of the dorne is not by itself v reliable lnOicatlon cf the death.

"I ()
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ADDENDIX

.OF•. ON PRACTICAL DETAILS OF u ETHOD

1. A Standlard 35 n.m. sinclair or Vinton camera has been used in the tests at an average
-t film soeca of 25 frumcs/seconC. As large a orme as eossible Is required for satisfactory

analysls so a orocor Choice of lens anO alstance is Imoortant. With a 6 inch ien3, the camneri
ShOulO 09 about 700 to 1,000 yards from the Impact, for a dome diameter at 200 to 300 feet.

Z. The scale of the oome has to be obt.-flned from the Scala of the aeroptane. Corrections
have to be aPolieo for the nItftrent ocsitions of the aeroplane and the imoact, and fzr high
drcos, wnen tha aurcola.ne Is cut f tne picture scme time beftre ioract tocurs, these correctlions
are Imoirtant. T% k0e3 the c•.rrectlkns small, it Is a•visable tc use as 1ong a focal length
lens as Possiole, as this will enable the ground distance to be as large as eossible by
comoarison with the height and forwaraotravel durtng the fall of the bomb.

!3. The measured dome heights rre corrected for obliquity. Thls correction is: -D

at the centre of the dome, where D Is the dome diameter, x Is the height of the cAera above
water level, ani y Is the distance between camera an: dome. The correction Is orooortlonately
less at raoll away from tho centre,.

4. Rath sides of the come are measured and the mean Is teken In thv depth calculations.
From Figare 2 it will be seen thtat the variations are at times considerable.

5. The table of reduction used to obtsdin the depth from the measurements Is shown In Figure 5.

U The exae'e;e wrt, Nd out in the table Is the same as thut shown In Figures I and 2. In practice
Instean of taking the ratios or the Initial velocities at the various radil It has been found
more convAnIent tc, taku ihe ratios of thu oQie heig•ts colrecteO for the gravity fall.,
Equating these height .ano valocity ratlo iis only strictly justified when the time. Intervals are
"small drAU theuoiel.tion of thu soray Is oroPiortional to its velocity. The aporc.ximation
amounts to neglecting terms Involving t and higher Powers, where t Is the time interval from
detonation. it Is realisoo that th. deceleration of the soray Is more nearly oroportional to
the square of Its velocity, but th., effect of both aporoximatlons has been found to be negligible

It In oeactice. The analysis of the two drocs which gave the shallowest OetonatIon has been
redeato using velocity ratios In olace of the corrected height ratios; agreement was obtainoo

' .within less tnan 0.5 feet.

SI '
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A FURTHER INVESTIGATON INTO THE DOME ANALYSIS
METHOD OF DETERMNING14 T14E DEPT'H OF

-UNDERWATER EXILOUS 34

Mari±ne Aircracft Experimental Establishment

Soatland

should not be In error by more than 105s an'd will generally be very Much Closer to the true depth.
The relation whicb he& betlit found between Co0e enODIU o~l"81s2gs theft the formation of both is
dependent on the chroei tiso the pressuer ;ulso sct up by the explocion. This chould aopetr
In the oendure records and an attempt will be made to relate the Pressure rasults to the dome and
plumet character 15tica.I ~Intro duction.

A nathuid of determining %he depth of' a energy expioding underwater from an analysis of the
spray dome which agosafe on the surface over the exoluding ch-irge was described In & orevious
report. The method hat nv." caen checked by an analysis of sote "Cintn records of underweter exolos Ions
at known deaths. .. r, tls atee nt to i fauna betwee th aeiti and the known depth~. In mwany
Instances but a few axewomles where %me method Is as much as 20 - 25% In error ha~ve occurred.

I*. was observed In the firtt reo~rt on the method that very large variations In Initial colow
velocity Could be obtained urnder apsarantly similar Con*ItIons. This Is Confirmned by the present

eslsbunt It has now been ojserved als '.hat these variation: -ro associated with variationPs in
the Initial velonity of the olunw. Farther, the come Itself, oven in calm water, is not go regular
In form as was at first thought. $ons domies are found to be higher at the Centre, anm some higher

at the rim them woulo follow I? they were generated In strict Proportion to the. (cositle)
2 
lee usesd

in the dome analysis method.

It ties now b~een found that when the original dome analysnis Ihethu Is in trror In calculating
the death, the error cam be related to the surface Dhenctsena as a ithala. Tibo tias been dine by
asigning dorm w eniuiaw ftnctofe in each instance. Thu 3J;tm a ett.r is the gifouiont V? the calcultiej

depth ailong the z:ee reolus. amir the slume factor Is sintily the rakti. of the mean initial velzcity
4 .ý f the Come at Its Centre. A correction Involving these twl factors has been fouric OW, when this'I1i applifte t.- the Ocoth Calculated by the originl1 dCC" analyais seth:i, vary cl-!se agrepw-aent with

the known Ceoths Is .0an~

The effect of this Is that when the tree depth is unknown the death can Do Calculated with.1 jfair accuracy by the dome amlysis method It a correction In ter-TO Of these ftctiv Is cappled.

The overallI range of charge Weight iff the results conaidered is from 160 to 1.000 lb. and
of death from 15 to 10 0 feet.. The tests Include som. in Which the Charaits Were firw on the se.
bottom.

ftiThe symbols used In the text are defined oalow:-

Weight W lb.
depth at caetnation 3ft.
Death eiý.culavted ny originaol

coeanalysis metnod ft.

CaICUIPtml '1-Dth Aft-r C0
correction for scone and Dlum!p factors CC ft.

R" 01i) ...
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(1) Do•.e

Initlt.i v.a"ity, al eentre v. ft.isec.

"oMe factor as

when One uoma analysis methoa is estlied the oeeth I" calculated by ttking the owne hoigfht

It ,Iiffirent 0Oes raoIl ano orooortioninj thm to the domo height At the centre. This is done

e thro, sell ti,• intervalz fre i;,e first "o:o.-nnce of the nore. It Is found that the calculntel
.'sth varies both alon9 thu radios an2 with tirm. the varistion Is an Inlication of the distortion

of the done eno as a measure of this the dome factor. n, has peon oeellnvo es,-

A j Loo (,-!Mn death calculated at a dome rpilus equal to 312 -

mean neoth calcul ate at a orie radius equal to do

in practice it Is found that ti ';aet of the duon batween raoii equal to 0.5 atnd 1.5 a th
oarth of fOtonation Is tno, mot satisfactory for measurmaont nso calculation.

The fActor n has a oosltive value when the calculated doeth tends to Increase outwards from
the centre sant is essocintGC with a :oms Which Is relatively high st the rim. When n Is negative
the jreutett Sooths are calculated at the inner rfLjI an3 the 2cma Is relatively high near the cen

t
re,

Time from detonation to first acoearance
of the plume through the doCre tp SeCOnd$

height of oMe3 when lue MCoeaf'e h feet
mean Innitial veoo•ity of the plume h + d

V r'-------~ ft.ISecond.
to

Descussion of rtasets.

The results obtained from thd 5nalYSIe of the cine recoroas are given in Table L. The
range of deotn ccvecdl In the resulta examInLt Is equivelent to - verIatiscn Of from ]n(t aver IO
to nearly 70 feet with a 300 Ib, Charge If the deaths are corrected in seooortion to VM • I ,

on the saw basis of a )00 lb, chnrgo the variations found in v0a are from under 2.000 to
e,000 squ.re feet per secone for charges in deep water en from 5,0,.5 to 8,000 square feet p•r second

for charges 3n the bottms..

"The broba rulatln founo between ;om, veltcity ano palum velocity Which was the first result
in thiu latest analysis Is shown in Figure 1, Included it this figure are Mark it doeoll, charge
results eoescrioeu in the original rosort on the doee analysis ranthod, It will be seen at once that
for all weights ind depths of charges, and for chargos both en end off the bottom there Is a gencral
tendency for vo and V to Increase together. in the range consilderoc 7 is on the average equal to
0.75 v0 ailthough the scatterlno of the Points Is oqul to a 1 301 variatisn un this. Despite the
wide variali;n there Is clear evioonco from the figure that a rolation exists between the Come and
the olume.

were aleg next step In the A0alYsis lie to al=€over if the error found In the depth deterlination
were also related to the lime characteristics. The percentage error In the death Calculation
ews plotted on the basis of the plune-dose velocity ratio Ylyv, but the points were found to se
widely scattered and no relationship was aacsrent. This suggested that If a relation existed it
Involved a second factor. It has blven observed that the games tler, not always uni two it, wite ;An
that Ih spree Instances large variations occurred In tie depth calculnted ait different daom radii.
it seemed osalble that these varlations woulo t0csimlves Influence the accuracy of the meon depth
figure. Examnoles of the variation In lecth ralculntee across the don roslu are Shown In Figure 2.
The three results Illustrated Mf5 those Which give the highest enoitive and negative values of the

-ii' doae factor which were obtained in those tests and a zero value.

In FPICJre 3a the Percentage error in the depth calculated by the original dome analysis
methoJ Iso cotteJ on tne ieawi• or Ehe oluid factor 71O and coch roeut I lb•blled with the Valueof the dome factor n found In Its calculation. It will 0g geOn that without the oom factor n

there Is. no relationship e0arent hut that with the conm ftators shown the results et once Allgn
themselves in banes across the r

t
fire. This is eAepIIAase0 by the cross lines which have boen jraw'

In thie figure to correswfos to the averaee relation between percentage error, n anl VtVo shown by
the results.

This ... ,.

r
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This relationshio "twetwAi thy .irfou in 0O-Lteta ClcuatzQ by the original dome analvs'5

method and the Value.. of n mad IVo Qtwa b.Thn reaucea to a formula for a correctio te artnr, AL.
where

true depth c

annd A 0.5 + 0.18 V/v0 + 0.01? it 0.00012 n
2

The value of AL has beOun CAlCUISteG for Cc=on f the results Shown In Figure 3a 4noe a revisea
figure for tM C4lCUIl-tee death,

obtained In each instI~ce. The error In at M.- then been clotted in Figure 3b ana It will be seen

at ones that when zllvwancC for thsc. acme ano Plume f5Ctor: Is M&le in this way, very goca aprooe~it

reutsa kwn 'eoths availabele to -ate have been anglyse.- an3 are shown in this figure aw5 that
the results Inciu~o charges both ocn Anz --f Whe V~ttors It will be seen that the methee erralnsrs to
orarsi a relitable monns zf zatermnining the -eath ý? char~les eieosie: Ig under water. How far the
meethed can be rel ied utont cutsidu the range coverao by the results examined will be uncertain until
further tests are done. Yho reanjo alrcaoy covered (from little more than 10 feet to over 60 feet
for a ID 1. charge) ims wioo Onou~is for mstoa practical e'urcosoo

Santa difficulty sany irlit in oraCtJice With bombs fitted with a pistol or tuzUwhh detoenates
at Shal low oootfrw. With these thh Cavity which thy bCeS forms at entry masy Aot be closed when the
honA iwlo ts aCOnJiticn nit rearesentod. In static tests. If thu plume factý.r Jr. theses conditions
Is tasel crn the olume which atoeears iarwmeturelye thr~ugh the still ccen cevity the factar Will oe t-oo
high. It It IS 47z ni the Plumee Which a~oeara later through the unbircken water It may hO tzO
lcw bacause tho force of the Almee will have been &A-~nt In the osan cavity. A methev of correcting
the calculated aveth In these conditions Cattle Is bA304 on tests with air leeeehed Charges Croeased
In shallow water Of 500511 depth. Thu benMP would only requlre to ha fitted 0ith itnOaCt feces so aý
to detonate off tho bottom. "Cr~ins) the resullts of such tc.It will probeablebe Isisot to negiuct
th*e rersent corructlt~n In noolying thts doliO1 analySIS rnmuthcdl to ehellow firing boefbs Wincn the records
show thlat the cavity li s tiil omwm', Thu e tioths Aas$..eatea Vilth these Conditiens Wili be :f the
:rcoer zis 10 - MS foot and -oinCe tho uncarrictea uaew nnzlysis moth'a may be especteO- to give such
O!ýtnth In ponerel within two feet cr loss, It will ornbo&bly be sufficiently accurate.

The relatioinshit betsueen dome and _'Lume.

Although tihs foregoing analysis t'o' erovided R practical ifiethoO Or determining the dopth of
- I do-tuortionn it Coss hot explain the relationshio$ which have been found.

It has generally been nussumec! that the esoay forming the Uwne Is produced by the action of
the dletonation DrMeuro 01u115. Records obttained with Pie2C olectrie uressurst gauge$ have Indientod
thast the dltctnantion oreosuri puobo Is very uniform In the hoi'llontal olar* at the level of tth-
charge. That this Ocesa act nz5o'aaP t: conf,-rm with the laurge varlt icsti which occur in the soray
valhcity would bo oxplainned If similar variationis In the ;treasere oulse were fo-und to ceour Int the
regionr Clovse the charge. This region doe$ not apeear to have been explored so far With pressure

the vaiue of vi, for a J00 lb. charge Which would ho Calculated froe the peak, pressure It,
the detonation oulse hased on the results of teete in the clawe of the charge is %0 toiuare feet
ver second. In gentsral therefore (see Table o) the Coray velocity Is higher than would be exeected

milght have been excectad there is C130 tvidsince that the Come5 abase, I.e. the Initial distribujti~e
of velocity acrcss the dome, Ir. s-elates to the Initial neisars $hate. The growth :4 the Alunne for
each of the present results Is shown In Figure 4. The results have been arranged in order front
tho hiiihast 0031tivo to thu lowest negutivil value Of the den* factor, ng irrespective of the other

V1 cornditions of the test. It will be seen at once that there. Is a worked tendency for pusitive

A ~values.
*1 ( * See also Note iIin Ageondix.
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values of n to be &ssOCiateO with olumes which fork ano break out strongly on either side of the

Centre whill ne.jatve vlujs of n are fuio when the clume develoos as a central column.

A more solid basis for the Comorlson than the jeneral outline of th', olu",- will oo founo
by obssrving in each examole the jirections In which thin plume velocity is highest, 'articularly

in tne early stojes of ievv•cvm-nt. it will oe seen then that aositive values of n are associated
With ilumes which thr,•t out most strnqgy to f~thor side andi ar retalvely wesk at the centre,
Values of n near zero found with Dlumes which oeveloo evenly in all airections5 negative values
of n with clumes which thrust uowards most strcngly at the centre.

Some exctcons sueom to occur out these may be exclaineO by the fact that the surface
ohenomena are three-oimensional and the Our. outlines dr.wn In Figure I, may not be In one Dlene.
Two views at right angles are really r,.qutred to olace the slume contours relative to the dome.

It has been remarkeO alreaday that oositlve values of n are founO with dames which are
relatively high at the rim and negative values for domes which are relatively high near the centre.
It seems cleer then that the Initial alumes Is vury closely relateo to the initial dome Shape,

The tiome velocity tends to be increase' in the areas where the olume, which aocears l.ter, is
most concentr.ftlC. it Is not Inten•-c to suggest by this, that the Oome velocity is simply
reinforce: by the. a~leo alums velCIty. The 3ome veloclty Is imoartea to the soray within a
few millisecornds :f 1etcn1%tIcn ann the nlstrioutibn of velocity which Is usec In the de2th
calculation Is determilneo from photograohs taken within the next one or two tenths of a second,

Geinerally the plupie doecs nut duvuear until more tnan a zecono later.

To exolin the relation eotwe.n the Come and plume it seems necessary to find that a
pressure ,ulse asoci.ater with the early aevelopment of the plume horns is suoerimoosed on the
general detonation oulse. If this Is fcund to be true It will indicate that the gas bubble may
oe far fro-m s.-narical In Its early stages ana that Its Initial IrregularItles tend to cerslst right
,u to the t:Cm .f the ,acea.r-,nce ýf thi zlume. It suetris ercbble that the Irregularities In the
gas bubble, Will be much rmre r•arkeo al)bVe the chrrge; any instability in this directien wculd be

encoura.eJ by the hyorostatic ,resosure grazirnt, AS a cc~rallary to this it aoOears to follcw
that the destructive effect of an explosion may be most marked above the charge.

ConG1U Si on S.

dCne records obtaindO In tests with charges exploded at known depths have beer, analysed and
have shown that the original dome analysis method of depth determination will jive the deoth fairly

* closely In most Instances, but tnat examoles when the metnoo Is Z5% In error may occur.

It has been found, however, that the errors. Intrcouced in the oome analysis methoo are
relatoj to t;M sn-sae ýf the lome ana t. the early behaviour of the Plume. By Introducing factors
into the come analysis to allow for Comre Shape and plume behavinuP the depth of aetomntIon Can be
determined with confidence to within ± 10% and will in general be much closer than this.

* j•Some difficulty In apolying the correction factor may arise In oMCtiCo With bombs Which

are detonateO at small deotns while the cavity formed at entry is still ooen. Special tests
would be required to Investlgate this condition but at the shallow depths Involved the uncorrected
dome analysis method may be expecteO to give the deoths sufficiently accurately for most purposes.

The orceo relation of dome and olume Velocity and the relation between Iwo and plume
shaou which nave been found In the analysis suggest that variations Must occur In the pressure
pulse which Influence both the oome and the olume.

: .

Ii.. .. ' ; •
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(, A=NDIX

NOTES ON THlE APPLICATION OF THýE RE VTSED DO kEý LYALLYSTS .. {UTJQJ

Tite staaes o] the method are:-

1. Determine the aporoximate death, Cc, by the original come analysis methoc,

2. Calculate thW initial dome vokcity at the centre v0 ft.isecond.

S3. 0lot the calculated death on the basis -f dome r?,olus (as in Figure 2 in this report)

and determine tire Como factor n. This is the mean value of the 0oeth gradient between a

rafius equal to i and 3/2 dcol eX•ereSsed as .A percentage.

4. Note the time t1 fror detonaticn to the first apoearance of the plume and the height, h,I of the dome, at the same Instant.

h +d
From this calculate V =

to

5. Evaluato the correction factorg where

o0.713 vvo + o,O1? n 0,00012 n
2 .

6. Obtain thu, cofrectod ecoth 1 ZS

Yoe hc ayb edu at the -different .ttaffes are riven gj.

1. It Is founo zest to work wit0 dome measurements taken at the centre and adproximately
between radii equal to j a0C and 312z dC on either sloe of the centre. Measurements at four or
five radii are sufficient.. For bomats a which detonate after only a short timo delay (say one
second or less) the cavity tormeo a.t entry will Still be open. in these circumstances It has

j;i"'•. •Iboon fund. satisfactory to b-se the Odeth calculation cn iome measurements taken only on the

sile away from the cavity. The other sile cf thO 0cme tends tD be dlstjrtea by the cavity anc'

is DbscureM by the spl1.sh from the ImoAct zf the b.mb.

2. in obtaining tho Initial velocity, v , tom ntne dome height it Is imoortant to use the
time from the first appearance of tne spray. This may oe between two frames of the cine film
but the exact instant can usually be decided by plotting the curve of ocne height for successivc1 ' ',•.- ant! noting ,*hmrc It cuts tne axis.

S34 In general this ffethod of obtaining n will oe fauna to give a fair measure of the inean

depth gradient. If there.shoula be any sudden distortion In the depth ctlculateo close tc the
measuring points this may ao oisregar-ao ano the mean grailient taken through the renaining points.

in the present analysis this was only fouhn neCessary in one example.

4� ,Expvrience in the analysis has shown that it Is the appearance of the main plume that must
be looked for In determining t0 and that the fin1 SpoutS Which sconetimes precede the oluwe can be
disregerod.ed

iI
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T A p ,

Dom a lto d 0 0 I 0c0charge wolght ~ ~ n ~o09fIun6 I 008*!L.....0/~ vo1~
rv 0 ', t l; n, Vviv Il a.S. . . --- :__ .T__ _---.-

S00 lb. Amtol 94 36 1.340 .66 - 4o 0.70 1.06 50 In. 52.7 50.0 42.1 3'030too (t,.05) '1,oo)

1.4 " -, 1 00 M0 I.26 618 5 64 3 61e "2(1Wo (1.03) (0.94)

300 lb. k6tol 1.0 28 +*29 0.50 1.18 50 In. 57,9 49,0 50.0 6000

08 61 (1.16) (0.96)

•00 110, 92 26 1I20 '-*3 + ; 0.60 1.00 u in. 62.3 62.3 60.0 5500

63 (1.04) (1.04)

1,000 1D. 112 68 1.43 76 + 6 0.68 1. V 58 In. 60.9 5D.2 38.7 O3p358 (1.06) (0.95)

1,CO0 t. T. .. T. 122 64 1.62 76 - 6 0.62 0,88 60 In. 51.6 •9•2 40.0 6930
60 (0.87) (0.99)

1,000 10. T.M.T. 120 22 98 In. 1C,.7 65.2 7678

Flms• Incomeoete

1.000 lb. T.N.T, 94 22 9? In. 09. 64.7 6100
97 (1.01)

No plurre rhown

1,000 10. T.N.T. 170 23 9? In-. 7.2 5)66.1 80

The f'-lvtosn#~ tests were ult1 in goo fort 2f j10AUcr

171 b. Wat• ( 7o 23 0.97 ý5 -1v 0.16 0.98 30 0.P3 JI, M. 2630
(±oo) (I. tvO

161 1, Mtnol 50 24 1.0 51 -26 1.0;1 0.911 30 27.9 30.7 T 6.0 1050
(0.931 (1.02)

388 lb. 7.R.. 4, 7It 1.30 78 + 2 0.56 0.96 3) 30.0 31,3 27.8 36•6i 27 ! 61 -Zl I I(t.O) ( . )

161 lb. Amatol 86 27 0.83 61 21 0.7) 0.75 30 Z2.7 31.7 36.0 311O1(0.79) (L.06)

296 1D T..TT. 90 30 1.2t, h ,. 0 0.50 0.89 .)0 26.7 30.0 )0.2 2700
(0.89) (1.00)

290 lb. Anmatol B8 43 1,11 6b -14 0.74 0.89 30 29,M 32.6 30.3 27J0

if ! 161 1l. Ilnol 110 45 0.97 75 -10 0.68 0.90 30 27.3 30,3 36.8 z06

4 .75 b. t•o 60 1.34 81 I+ 5 0.58 1.00 30 27.7 287 25.7 10

S50r, lb, 13 86 L.BIS 90 +18 0.69 1.21 18 20.1 16.7 is.2 1980I ,(o.oo) (o.s9.)

500 lbh. 2 00 51 0.28 268 10B 1.214 1.21 is 10.7 15.44 22.7 2540

I, I

ii" -The bracketed figures In •'he aeoth column art? the ratios of the w.-%culatea

• I ~OCOW th o the true dopth o

k[

! .7
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"The Relation Between the Appearance of the Plumes and
the Gas 0lobe Behavior in Underwater Explosions" *

G. K. Hartmann
U. S. Naval Ordnance Laboratory

The appearance of the water surface above an underwater
explosion changes after the explosion in what seems to be an
irregular fashion as time goes on. Although the initial
velocity of the water surface and the resultant shape of theI dome in its early stages are extremely reproducible, the later
stages of the water motion seem to occur in a random manner.
The purpose of this note is to show that the later appearance
of the surface and in particular the rather arbitrary behavior
of the plumes are related in a fairly quantitative way to the
oscillation and migration of the gas globe. The period of
oscillation and the amount of migration are of course deter-
mined by the weight of charge of a given kind and by the depth

I of the charge.

i t The phenomena under consideration will now be described
I in more detail.

Observation of the water surface reveals that for an ex-
plosion at a moderate depth, say 300 lbs. at 30 ft., the water
is broken Into white spray over a delimited area (outside of
which there is a distinctly dark region) and that this spray
moves upward vertically with greatest velocity over the charge
and decreasing velocities at greater distances. This spray
dome, which can be shown to be caused by the reflection of the

F shock wave at the free surface, is actually freely falling
water and moves upward under the influence of gravity and air
drag until it reaches its maximum central height whereupon it
falls bc- ..O •.ifuu, otriinuousiy changing its shape as
it does so. At soinc stage in this process other fingers or
jets of spray and often explosion gases, identified by their
carbon black, break through the dome with various velocities.
Sometimes these plumes appear traveling radially from some point
near the surface and sometimes they are limited to single high
speed vertic'l jets. The character of these plumes and the
times at which they appear are related to the oscillation and: migration of the explosion gas globe.

* This note is taken from material presented by the author at
the Washington meeting of the American Physical Society in the
spring of 1947.

(9
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tieFigure 1 made up from data taken at Woods Hole shows the
time of appearance of the plumes as a function of the charge
depth, taking the zero of time as the first appearance of the
spray dome which is the same as the detonation time, save for
the negligible travel time of the shock to the -surface. The
charges used were the equivalent of 400 lbs. of TNT. The blacked-
in points represent the more pronounced velocity change in the
case of two charges. The period, Ti, of the first oscillation
is calculated taking account of the influence of the surface,
and the period of the second oscillation, To, is taken, for
these depths, as equal to that of the first- In this depth
range the decrease in period due to loss of energy is roughly
compensated by the increase in period due to the rise of the
gas globe. At the end of the first oscillation, at time t = Tl,
the gas globe is small, compressed, and moving rapidly upward.
"It is probable therefore, that for charges originally at depths
of 25 to 30 feet the columnar upheaval through the spray dome
at about one second is caused by the gas globe reaching the
water' surface in a state of high pressure and high velocity.
The known facts concerning upward migration are wholly consist-
ent with this view. The spray dome at this tnse may be 30 or
40 feet high and the columnar plume will require at least a
tenth of a second to emerge from it traveling at a typical
velocity of 250 feet per second. The initial velocity for the
spray dome due to the shock wave reflection will be about 120
feet per second for a 400 lb. charge at 25 feet. This indicates
that the velocity of the plume ±s a mass motion of water driven
by the gas globe and is not analogous to a spray dome of tiny
droplets. Hence, the potentiality of this plume for damaging
a ohip is probably high.

For 2harge. at. •ratc dapths the plume emerges at later
times with respect to the period of oscillation. There are two
reasons for this: First the gas globe has further to travel
and second, its velocity is loss in the less compree.sed phatse_.
The blacked-in points in Figure I for the depth region from 35
to 45 feet show that the gas globe reaches the surface in the
early stages of expansion after the first collapse. The addi-
tional points to the right along the T, + T2 cm,-ue correspond
to the expansion after the second collapse of the gas globe.
This second collapse is necessary if the globe is at all large
when it nears the surface. According to this view, there will
be no surface events at the time the gas globe nears the surface
if this happens at its maximum size. In this case there will
be a delay of about one half period until the collapse and con-
Sequent rapid upward velocity occur which will result again in
a columnar display as indicated by the heavy points on the
T1 + T2 curve. For charges of this size at depths less than 25
feet the dome and plume phenomena merge together. However,
radial plumes associated with radial expansion of the gas glob•
are observed at about 20 feet whereas for very shallow explosions,
in say 5 to 10 feet of water again a columnar formation is
obsevved.

2I
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(I Figure 2 is taken from a report by Schlichter, Schneider
and Cole on the Measurement of Bubble-Pulse Phenomena. It
shows the appearance of the dome, radial plumes and columnar
plumes at different times and for different initial charge
.Pth. The charge weight used is 2 1 or this s9 li oa of
shots.

One of the difficulties in interpreting pictures of the
* , type shown in Figure 2 is the fact that the top of the dome is

used as a reference point rather than the water surface which
is necessarily obscured. If, however, the height of the plume
is plotted against time, it is easy to extrapolate this to zero
height and thus find the time of emergence of the plume from
the surface, called the plume time in Figure 3. Similarly, sur-
face velocities can be found by extrapolating differentiated
height vs. time curves. The results have been plotted by theI:-, above mentioned authors and are shown in Figure 3. It is seen
that vertical plume velocities are high for charges at depths
for which the plume time coincides with the gas globe period,
or sum of periods. This shows that hiji plume velocities occur

* . when the gas globe reaches the water surface in a collapsed
state. Furthermore, the Jog in the plume time curve corres-
ponds with the maximum expansion and the subsequent contracting
phase of the gas globe. This means that for charges at these
depths it is necessary to wait about an additional half period
for the plumes to appear.

It is seen, therefore, that a reasonably satisfactory
account of some of the visible surface phenomena can be given
by referring them to the behavior of the gas globe, and that
plumes of a similar appearance occur if the explosion bubble
breaks surface in the same phase of its oscillation after one
or two or even three complete periods. Thus the occasional
observation of a high columnar plume characteristic of a
shallow explosion occurring in the case of a relatively deep

* explosion is explained by the critical combination of circum-
stances which permits the gas globe to oscillate through two
or three periods and arrive at a depth near the surface in the

( same phase as 1f the charge were etati-cally detonated at that
point.

It is also clear from Figure 1 that the time of appearance
of the plumes is nct very sensitive to the charge depth and
Jups discontlnuously from short times to longer times as the
depth is increased. Observation of these times therefore does
not lead to a good indication of the actual depth of explosion.

3
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ICHARGE WEIGHT EQUiVALENT 1 1W
ITO 400 lbs TNTIj 11

DENOTES FIRST PLUMES -t-

DEOE SECOND PLUMES
- Rl Arltfl-twI PAImrQ INDIC-ATE

0I A
U)(CALCULATED) ES0AE

-i--w { A
0 0 JA

30 ---

1 0

0 1.0 2.0
TIME FROM EXPLOSION TO APPEARANCE OF PLUMES (s~ec'

FIG. I TIME OF APPEARANCE OF PLUMES AS A FUNCTION OF
GHARGE DEPTH
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.Fig, g oo~elOpnmsnt of surface plumes of 290 lb TNT at Charge depth$ of

Tephotographs are reduced to the some time scale but the breadth and

height scale varies for photogratphs of different charge depths,
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Weight of explosive charge (Ib)

R Distance of center of explosive fr= surface (ft)

Fm Peak pressure (Ib/in.2 )

V0 Dome velocity (ft/aee)

U Velocity of propagaticn of *hook wave (ft/aso)

A Initial density of water (lb/ftt)

F Indicates observatIons on Fastax motion picture camera

S Indicates obsearvti•nn on General Radi o "atteak* camera

Un Number of obsotqbIois in a group

Deviation of a single observation from the mean of the group

Standard deviation of a single observation from the mean

S(n -12

Standard deviation of the mean of a group of oboervations

T Tension naoonsax'y to rupture water (lb/imn 2 )

Surfaco tension (dynes/cm)

U Particle velocity (ft/eec)

*1.
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ABSTRACT

A systematic investigation has been made of thp determination of
peak pressuxre t'or the moas-aed upwa, rise ' ,f the spay do•e when an
explosive is detonated at vearing shallow depthe. The experimental
work has included a series using small charges of a typical explosive
in a small fresh water pond and another aeris using Engineer's Special
Detonators exploded in a three foot cubic tank Mi.l vith fresh water.
The latter series has been extended to investigate the effect of
varying surface tenmion on the dome vfsloo.y,. Measurement of this
velocity has been made photographically using either a 'strerAk"

camera or a high speod motion picture camera operating at about three
thousand frames per second with photoflash illumination.

General agreement with theory has been observed. There is a
dependence upon surface tension not hitherto reported. There is no
evidence of an initial velocity higher than that predicted theoreticlaly.
It is possible to arrive at an upper limit for the value of the tension
necessary for the rupture of water at iAs surface. The method provides

a satisfactory approach to a measure of the absolute value of the peak
premsura ftom an underwater explomioz

-vii-
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THE DETFMZINATICO OF PEAM PRESSURE OF AN U)NDERWATER EXPLO8IOLN

FROM A STUDY OF TM1 ThITLU. DOMW TELOCITY

I. INTRODUCTION

When an explosive char-ge is detonated beneath the surface of water.,
•,, provided the depth of the explosive in not too grea~t, the resulting
•= shook wave hitting and being reflected from the our-face causes a man

of water to become detached and leave the surface. This detached mass
of water is projeetud normal to the surface wit1h an initial velocity
exactly twice that of the particle velocity of the shook wave itself.
Thim doubling of the particle velocity at the ourface is due to the
reflection from the free water-air interface of a rarefaotiou wave of
the same magnitude but opposite in sign to the incident compression
wave, The particle velocity in a shock wave in given by the expressionl)*

U PM
"e U

and the initial velocity of the projected spray by twice that, or

Svo -- (l)

where u is the particle velocity, Vo the initial velocity of the ricing
"spray dome, Pa the peak pressure of the shook rave, ,o- the initial density
of the medium and U the propagation velocity of tbe anock wave.

Although the surface effects resulting from an underwater exw.osion
have been intensively studied for various reasons during the war,') the
velocity of the rising spray dome has not beon seriously proposed
heretofore an am accurate method for the deteraAhation of the peak pressure
of the shock wave except by earlier workers, among them, Hilliar.3) The
Underwater Fxplosives Research Laboratory became interested in this method
because the incrazzing deendene@ npn the piesoelectric gauge adie
desirable the development of an independent mathod for determining absolut-
peak pressures as •oheok on the piezoelqotric rfeiltao

Introduoing a finite force T neceasary to ruiture water at its
surface so that a spray dome may be formed, the equation4)

* All such numbere refer to the List of References at the end of thi report.
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Vi .0 A (2)

which is more realistic than Eq. (1), may easily be deduced. T it# oxautly
equal, of -ourse, to the tensile strength of the water and, under such con-
ditione that Vo becomes Just equal to zero, this equation provides a meoas
of determining the force necessary to rupture water under the conditions of
the ezperiment. Any means of determining T is interestir% becauusa a know-
ledge of this value is very deaiable and not easily determined.5 -

Although Eq.. (1) and (2) derive from pure hydrodynanioaslb) thg

derivation- take no account of possible variations ef auch fundamental
properties am surface tension and viscosity. It would seem desirable to
investigate the efiect on the dome velocity of varying tUese properties.
This chould give us a better insight into the thermodynnne behavior of the
liquid medium under such conditions. The present work includes a study of
surface tension effects as wUl as the effect of spreading oil slick on the
surface. The limitations of time are film consumption prevented contii
the work ito a program to study viscosity variation. It is hoped that this

work will be continued.

I. * "ERWIMTAL

1. PoW Work

The experiments were performed in the fresh water pxod on Nonamessett
Island. The relative position of the various units of the recording equip-
ment is best seen by reference to Fig. 1. For most of the shots, two
cameras were uad to record the velocity of the rising do=e* To record the
t astreakw type of picture, a General Radio type 651 AE oucillograph racorder
using 35 = film was used on all shots. The camera was novnted oan its side
(with tho tiLm moving horizontally) about a foot above the water surface.
A vertical slit 0.1 in. wide was placed in front of the focal plane in order
to narrow the field of view and thus produce a more clearly defiued record
of the edge of the i!ge formed by the rising domi. 2 #b) To underst=d the
phenomena better, and to obtein a different sort of record for kaeaurementp
a Fastex 35 mm camera was also used for al- t all the shots. This Oamera
Ywas aeo plgoid on ii;A aide ko that the riming dome would be photographed
along the long dimension of' the frame. This introduced another simplification
of' measurement because lines could be drawn through a succession of frames
to establish a common base line and slope of rise velocity. Timing marks
were put en the edge of the film in the General Radio camera by means of a
spork ro!l energized by an electronically amplified pulse from a 100 cycle
tuning fork, In the Fastax camera, 1000 Lycle timing marks were marked on
the ed e of the film by meanmi of the timer described by Cole, Stacey, and
Btovm.19)

-2-
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To reduce ambiguity in interpretation, the records of all except a few
early shots were made with artificial light provided by firing ten photo-
flash bulbo simultaneously with the shot. The flash bulbs were fired in
two speciallyedesigned parabolic reflctors each holding five bulbs.
Number 21 or 22 bulbs were used for the high velocity shots; number 31
bulbs were used for the low velocity shots to take advantage of the longer
duration of the flash from "•he focal plane tyve of flash bulb. ZIluminatIon
from the flash bulbs was sufficiently intense so that veriations of natural
lighting could be neglected. The increase in illumination also allowed
narrowing the vertical collimating slit in the General Radio camera from
0.1 in. to 0.0l in. This greatly increased the definition of the resulting
record although it made focussing and aiming a little more difficult.

, • Synchronization of the photoflash bulbs, detonation of the charge4, and
remote control of the cameras were obtained by the use of the time delay 4
circuit described in the Underwater Photography II report. 6 ) Both cameras
ran approximately 2.9 see using 120 volts for the Fastax and 107 volts for
the General Radio cam~eras. These applied voltages caused the General
Radio camera to run 50 ft of film through at about 300 in./aec mad the
Fastax, 100 ft of film at about 3000 frames/see. When the cwneras were
started, a switch in the primary of the timing spark coil was closed so
that the timers were operating only during the time the cameras were
runming.

Those parts of the recording mechanism which had to be relativuly
close to the exploding charge, i.e., the two cameras and the timing
mechanism, were protected by being enclosed in a specially constructed
reinforced concrete box with a safety plate glass window.

2. TgQank xriments

In order to determine the dependence of dome velocity upon surface
tension it was necessary to construct an experiment in which a reasonable
amount of water would be involved. Accordingly, a welded tank was con-
structed of 1/8 in. sheet iron to the dimensions of a 3 ft cube with open
top. This tank was supported on a heavy base constructed of angle iron
such that the upper edge of the tank was five feet above ground level.
This placed the upper edge exactly in line with the optical axis of the
lens of an Eaptman High Speed camera located inside the laboratory and
focussed on the center of the tank through a plate glass window as
indicated in Fig. 2. All the equipment n-as thuu protected from the spray
resulting from the explosion. With the exception of the camera, all the
supplementary equipment was the same as that described under the
preceding section. As with the Fastax canara, the High Speed ceamera w"e
placed on its side so that weasuxements of successive frames would begreatly simplified. Illumination was again obtained with synchronized
flash but, because of the decreased distances involved, only five flash
bulbs were used for each shot.

The explosive used for all of the tank shots was the Engineer's
Special Cap manufactured by the Hercules Powder Company of Wilmington,
Delaware. It comprises a metal tube 1/4 in. in diameter and 3 in. lonig

*I with the charge located in the end away from the detonator wires. the

-'3
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composition of the charge, as given by the Hercules Company, is 13.5 grains
of pentaerythritol tetranitrate plus 0.41 grams of a 75/25 mixture of
diazodinitrophenol/potassium chlorate primer. In the calculation of
similarity curves, it was assumed that this corresponded to 1.20 grams of
a single explosive compound. it magy or may not be correct but since the
same lot of caps wa, used throughout, Mhe actual weilght usee does not
matter because no attempt was omde to compare the absolute values of this
explosive with those of other explosives.

The depth of the cap in each explosion wos accurately located beneath
tho sauface of the water to 1 1/64 in. by means of the support shown
in Fig. 3, Orientation of the cap was always the same with the axis of
the cap paxallel with the axis of the camera and with the wira end towards
the camera. Water was allowed to flow slowly into the tank at all timesI: - so that the water level was always the same, being regulated by overflow
over the edges of the tank. For the determination of the similarity
curve for these caps, single caps were fired, six at each of eight depths,
2/44, 1/2, 1, 29 3, 4, 5, and 6 in.

The sympathetie detonation series was executed in the following manner.
"One cap (donor) was fired with its center exactly 3/4 in. from the center
of a second cap (acceptor), the axes of both cape being parallel with the
optical axis of the camera. Six shots were fired with the plane defined
by the axes of the caps parallel wlith he surface of the warer

(orientation A D and twelve with this plane perpendicular to the surface
of the water. Of these twelve, six were fired with the donor charge bilow
(orientation A) and six with the donor charge above the acceptor (orientation D).

D A
The caps were separated 3/4 in. from center to center by taping them together
with accurately made 1/2 in. wooden separators and then taping both separator
and cap to the cap supnort. The depth of all these shots was 5 in. to the
center of gravity of the two caps which in the case of the vertical
orientation placed the center of the upper cap 4 5/8 in. below the suerface.

Surface active materials used were of three different types. For the
first twelve shots fired at depths of 4 and- 8 in., the tank contained a
solution made by dissolving 4 lb of a commercial synthetic deter ent
(marketed by the National Cooperative stores as "Synthetic Suds") in the
contents of the tank. This is probably a sulphonated oil derivative similar
to "Drefty. Mixed with the approximately 200 gallons of water in the twank
this iprduced a aolutiou whose s-rfaoa tenaion was about 45.5 dynos/am.
The second experiment was with first 5 lb and then 10 lb of Eimer and
Amend Company "AerosolO 10% solution added to the contents of the tank.

. This gave solutions with ourface tensions of about 41 and 35 dynos/cm
respectively. To avoid excessive dilution of these solutions, the water
supply was not allowed to flow continuously but was only sufficient to
replace solution lost with each explosion. Because the surface tension-
concentration curvos for solutions of this type do not change very rapidly
in this concentrution range, the change of surface tension with this
necessary dilution was slight. Samples were removed for anulysis before
and after each explosion and surface tensions were measured with a Du Nouy
ring tensiometer manufactured by the Central Scientific Company. Caps
"were fired at depths of 4, 8, and 12 in. for both of these concentrations
of "Aerosol"@

( )
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The thi.rd seriesp with caps fired at depthi of 8, 10, and 1 in•lt
was not an intandd experiment but is included because of the deviation
of the resuluta -from the normal similarity curve. Experiments with some
spreading agent such as oleic acid wore plan•eo. ht because oxidized fuel
oil --- accldent.y int. nruad into the tank during the course of the
a.smilarity curve determination, it was decided to continue with -he
swooting to ascertain if the spreading oil had anw eifect. Fortunatel,
the oil did spread easily, probably into a monomolecular layer, and Vhen
measured on the ring tensiomoter (in the absence of an Adma-Langmir trough)
allowed the ring Uo seperate frova the surface at a tension of about
S52 dynes/cm thus showing a spreading pressure of between 25 and 30 dynea/oimI since t-he surface tension of pure water at these tempcratrutH, as wisauredp
is about 80 dynes/cm.

3. Critical Denth eMrinentA

A direct experimental approach to the value cf T in Eq. (2) is the
determination of the "critical depth" at which the explosive must be placed
so that Vo becomes sro. Above this "critical depth" water is forced from
'the surface and below, it is not. At this depth, where Vo - 0, T can be
calculated fraa Eq. (2) if a reliable vdluz of PM is vailsble. The
'scritical depths can be determined by suspending Engineer's Special
detonators at various depths below the surface of the water in the harbor
and photographing the resulting explosion by means of a 4 x 5 Spead Graphic
caetera. The detonator was fired by means of the camera's synchron.ied flesh
a.tta&cent a-d the shutter onowd wee -wmta+4xed at the relatively low value
of 1/5 one in o-der to catch any surface effects. A t'ypioal print is sahen
in Fig. 4*.

III.* EIPEflIM "A RESULTS

4. Uothods of goamttation

The initia" velocity of the rising dome uas obtained by the an",m i
"of ••rip prints made from the Fastai and Streak negatives ftom the full
scale e•.p•z'ments conduoted in Wonamesett Pond and from the Ustman High
Sptee negat.,es of the tank esperiuents. &Asple. of tbess strip prints
ay•jieaz in Figs. 5, 6, 7#,10, 13.1 " 12. Figures 6 and 10 hae been
reproduced photograpbically.

For the F!at•v• awA astman High Speed prints, a straight edge weas
used to draw a line through the tips of smoothed done ocontomrs on
successive fraces, starting with the initial appearance of the doe amzb4
conti:. ýng until the rise w no longer linear with time Wr until the iwg4i left the print area. Since a carpenter's Uyel was used in mounting the

1 coeram to Insure horlsonte2 travel of the film, the edge of the sprocket
bo-les could be used as a boase line, end itwshreoeuy to calcjulato
the slope of the rise line, ie. . done velocity, in tafta of arbitrary
units depending upon the fibts speed and larglement, for each print. This
dowe VIaloity, in arbitrary units, i imeaw, ml from the Streak pxints in
much the sawe manner, the rise line beiug the balt Stradght line which can
be dra&n through the edge of the image whioh corresponds to the path of
the xadnum dome height.

!,-5-
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It is neesseary to transform tho dome velocity from these arbitrary
units to feet per second. The linear dimension is obtained from the
geometry of the system and/or from a linear scale of some sort appoaring
on the same print.. For a given set of experimental conditf.ons, for
emample the tank shots, this is a co a•nL f•t o.. Tho t1- 1b-- It-

Laiad. th tiomng marks appearing, on -h go Ot the film.

Enowing the dome velocity, in feet per second, it is easy to cal-
culate from Eq. (1) the corresponding p. preasure, Since, usually,
six shots were mde for each value of W'13/R, the calculation of P. foreach value of W!3/R we not made for each shot but rather for the
arithmetic mean of the dome velocity for each point. The ordinary mathodsIof 1tatistics were applied Ut aach point, the calculations of the taendarA
deviation of a single observation from the mean ( a' ) end of the standard
deviation of the mean of a group of observations ( - being made in the
customary manner. During the course of the 350 or so observations made
during this program$ the ounly observations eliminatd on any basis other
than failure of some experimental unit were three which fell outside of
the statistical limits for a chance arror.7)

The only other parameter in Eq. (1), the calculation of which needs
explanation, is the value oZ U, the velocity of propegation of the shook
wave. This must 'be obined for each calculated Pm from a relation such
as that given by Aronas* between co, the velocity of vaund under the
experimintal onditions of temperature end salinity,9 ) and. U for a wide
range of Prm. Uince Pm is unknown at the beginning of the calculation%.
the correct value of U and Pm must be obtained by successive approximations.
This in nOt an onerous task since each calo.lation is very simple.

5. Nonoagavatt Pond R•sults

Typical photographs taken with the Fastax and Streak cameras are
shown in Figs. 5, 6, and 7. The behavior of two weU-onoM explosives,
pentolit~e and tetryl, was inventigated. Values of WI/3/R were selected
ouch that approximately equ // spaced points would appear along the
similarity curve plotting Wi/ 3/R against Pm on logarithmic paper. The
Values were also selected to cover as wide a range of peak pressure as
seemed reasonable. The weight of the explocive charges varied from
25 grams to lb, the larger charges in general being used for_2Arge
values of W1/3 /R and the smaller charges for sma:Ll value# of W•/3/R.
However, enough small charges at shallow depthe ;wd large ch-arges at
deeper depths were included to show that the dcom velocity was dependent
only on the peak pressure and not on the charge a ight - at least in this
range. There is some evideno-O) that Vo might depend somewhat on tl-
charge, weight. This evidence is foun! when these results Are comrered
with those from quite large charges at small values of W1/ 3 /R.

Calculations of all peak pressures for both pontolit, and pressed
tet-ryl are included in Tables I ad 11 togother with the calculated values
of 0% and o% . Similarity cvwrves determined bly those reeults are shown
in Figs. 8 amd 9. The linear equation representing the similarity curve
for pentolite is taken from pieso*lectrie resultl 0). The theoretical
curves were calcul&ted by the method= of Kirkwood and Brinkleyll).

-6-
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T~A31X I

DORF, VWWCITT RESULTS FOR PENTOLITE

POND SMEIIFA

Wl3 /R* Camara ni V0  CPOf v0  P C. Ofm OfP F. a.OfP

(113f)(ft/gee) (ft/84o) (lb/in,2) (lb/in.2) (lb,/in. 2) M~__

0212 S 6 5g 3.2 1920 106 43 2.2
F 4 56 3.2 1865 106 53 2.8 *

0~382 S 7 224 1.4.4 7640 490 185 2.4
J? 4 210 12.1 7165 412 206 2.9

0.7,32 3 5 436 24.4 15440 865 387 2.5
F 5 440 11.7 15550 415 186 1.2

1.537 3 5 1000o 29.5 39250 1154 516 1.3
F 5 990 15.9 38700 623 279 0.7

2m255 S 4 1800 134.2 80100 5969 2984 3.7
F 4 1820 193.5 81000 8612 4306 5.3

3.28 3 5 2700 323.3 134400 16092 7197 15-3
F 4 2615 101.0 130200 5026 2513 1.9

Sindi Jidual cha~ge weighto3 andi depths making up each or thces avairaged vamtuetc

of W44,3/R ar-z inclu~ded in the Appendix.

TAtZ 1

DOW.~ VELOCITY RESULTS FOR PRE.SM TEMIL

POND SERI~A

u1,/3/R* Camera n V0  ~ofV) (P pof Pm 47MofPa 61 of Pa
(Ilb/3/ft) (,ft/sec) (ft/eec) (lb/in.2) (lb/in.2) (lb/i-.2) M%

0.203 S 6 55 8.5 11707 275 3.13 663
F 5 56 5*4 1800 176 78 4.3

0,393 3 6 150 9.9 4938 326 133 2.7
F 6 150 14.9 4938 489 201 4.1

LAI7 8 6 360- 1-04 12300 355 1U5 IA
F is 354 10.9 12090 371 151 1.2

1,516 S 5 1061 172 40950 6638 2963 7.2
2.9 5 1026 149 39630 5754 2569 6.5
2.9 S 7 16-58 106 68800 4.g0 1691 2.5

F 7 160` 123 68000 5200 1965 2.9
3.338 3 6 3000 435 152000 2-2050) 9000 5.9

7 6 2950 350' 149000 17680 1216 4.8

Indvidalcharge weights and depth, making up uach of these averaged values of
wl//R reincluded In the Appendix.
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6. I~sa&

The results of applying the an-lytical methods of Sec. 4 to the tank
shots are summarised in Tables II6, IV, an V. The similarity curve for
Engineer's Special Detonators derived from this work appears in Fig. 13.
The results of the sympathetic detonation series are superimposed on this
similarity curve in Fig. 14 and those obtained in solutions of lowered
surface tension are superimposed on the similarity curve in Fig. 15.
Typical film records are shown in Figs. 10, 11, and 12. Discussion of
these results will be presented in Part IV.

7. Jl.tlhods for Oalculatin T

The principle of obtaining T from Eq. (2) is very simple. Any
procedure by which VO can be made equal to zero will allow T to be
calculated.

Vo _ (_2 m

VU - .2o

T "22m

The only requirement is that Pm be known from some other experimental
or theoretical evidence.

Your separate methods have been used to obtain values of T. The
first method was discussed in Sec. 3. Measurements of the *critical
depth" by lowering the detonator until spray was no longer formed weremade on two separate occasions, the first at a time when the water sur-
face was smooth and the second when the surface had about 2 - 3 in.
ripples. The results obtained on these two days are shown in Table VII.
Other estimates of T made from data in the literature also appear in
Table VIT. No attempt has been made to include in Table VII all
estimates of T that might be atde from the data in the literature.

A second method is the extrapolation of curves of dome velocity
versus depth to V0 - o. Of 'he dome velocity tesults in this report,
oni$ those in the tank series allow a justifiable extrpjy-lntion to Vo - 0.
"For this case, Vo M 0 at a depth of about 18 in. or a.,3/R value
of 0.092 corresponding to a peak presucre of 1800 lb/in. 2 or toension of
3600 lb/in, 2 . While this method is interesting it can obviously be
applied only to a series of dome velocity results which is very c);nolete
and subject to little experimental zrror, especially for low values of Wl/3/R.

-8-
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TABLE III

DOME VELOCITY SIMILARITY CURVE RESULTS FOR SINGLE ENGIZiA•'S SPECIAL CAPS
TANK SERIES

nW•ql/ n Vo 0 • of Vo Fm of PM of Pm i -- "P

(zbl/3/ft) (ft/sec) (ft/sec) (lb/in.2 ) (lb/in. 2 ) (lb/i.. 2 ) (M)
0.273 6 90 3,2 2890 102.7 41.9 1.4
0.333 6 131 11.4 4230 368 150 3.5
0.4•.7 6 184 13.4 5980 437 178 3.0
0.556 6 292 18.7 9720 622 254 2.6
O, 32 6 493 21.9 17000 755 308 i,6
1.67 6 1075 69.2 39200 2522 1030 2.6
3.33 6 2082 102.6 92200 45-44 1855 2.0
6.68 (1) ,-3700 -t200000

TABLE IV

DOME VELOCITY SYMPATHETIC DETONATION RESJTLT.
TANK SERIES

W 43/R Orian'cation n V0  O- of V0  mn on of Im &-I of FM Gm of p
(b1/3/"t) (ft/soo) (ft/,,,eo) (l/in-lb /in1/n.2) (1I. 2) (%)

0.418 A D 6 215 12.7 7050 416 170 2.4
o.4•8 5 236 6.3 7770 207 92 1.2D

0.418 6 160 8.7 5190 282 115 2.2
A

TW-BY-F V

DOME VELOCITY SURFACE TENSION LOWERING RESULTS
TANK SERIES

v TA/R Surface Ir n V0  O- of T0  P, 0%of F, en ~of ,of FM
Aotiva
Agent1•'!X') ... ..... (El,,s/Q.1) (f.t/,,oo) (fto/s60) (lb/.,,..2) (lb!i,.2) (1b/in,.2) (,

S0.41-7 Synthatte 45.5 6 2,72 49.4 9020 1635 668 7.4
!i0.208 Suds 45.5 6 97.5 4.2 3130 135 55 1.8

i 0.139 Aerosol 41.o 6 42.4 18.4 1350 566 239 17.7
0.208 42.0 5 75.3 14. 24-1 454 20) 8.4
0.4?17 41.0 6 199 11.6 6520 380 155 2.4

0.139 Aerosol 35.0 3 51oO 25.3 1624 805 465 28.6
0.208 (10 ib) 35.0 6 96,6 15.5 3100 497 203 6.5
0.417 35.0 7 225 23.8 7400 783 295 4.0
0.124 Oxi~d-ie 52.0 5 48.6 6.9 1545 219 99 6.4
0.167 Fuel 52.0 6 54.1 4.3 17.23 137 56 3.2
0.208 Oil 52.0 6 64.1 4.1 2050 131 53 2.6

"9-
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TAM V~1

ADDING 3300 'TO FAOB Pj AS 0ALCULA? FORt TANK S110",

-. - - - . - . - .I ll -

0.278 2890639
0.333 42,0 7530
0.4r, 5980 920o
0.556 9720 13•0
0,832 17000 203W
1.6 39200 42500
3*• )33 922x 955W

;,6.68 200000 203300

APTRDJZ3TS VALUB 0F T OBTAIMD RMW CRITICAL DIME
ESTMA'loN

Wposive W123/a Rps, T
(b2/3/tt!) (lb/in.2 ) (b!/i.n 2)

Inaeew' es Speoial
Dotnattors 0.0556 10= 2C~0M

0,0398 750 1500 Ripples

Anatol (40 :b)
(40/60) 0o05 700 1400 Rot. 3

Amtol (300 1b)
(40/60) 0.05 700 1o400 Rt f. 3

Un (2 lb) 0.035 400 aw1 RotI U.SI PNB (I Lb) 0.041 500 1000 R.t. 13

-10-
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The method of obtaining a value of Pm for V0 - 0 which is most
universally applicable is the measuremernt of thegreatest. periphery
attained by any dome from sucoessivz high speed photographs of tho
underwater explosion. It is aszumel thiit at the edge of the domne,
tha vertical component of the pressure is the critical value, below
which water does not leave the surface. The calculation can be readily
understood by reference to Fig.. 16 and the vector diagiif gi i'A 'I2

from Pa and the angle o< . It is obvious that we need the weight of the
charge. the depth R, some means of obtaining a good value of Pa, and a
knowledge of the geometry of the system so that we can calculate D,
the greatest dome diameter, from the photographic image. Unfortunately,
this sort of calculation could not be applied to arf of the work pre-
sented in this report because the photographs were taken at short
distances to obtain the best value of V, at the center of the dome and hencedid not iuclude the complete phanomena. however, many suitable photographs'-•

have been taken in this laboratory during the course of other work and
this calculation has been made for a representative number of shots.
Large charge experiments were used to get an estimate of T from full. scale
work in the open zen for comparison with the other values presented which
were obt-ainad largely from laboratory scale explosions. These calcu-
lations are summarized-in Table VIII.

"TARLE VIII

APPROXIMATE VALUE OF T OPTAIUND FROM DOME PERIPHERY CALCULLTION*

Shot No. W1/3/R Tm
(lb/in.2) (lb/I.n, 2 )

B-I 0.0133 150 360
B-9 0.0178 240 480
B-13 0.0315 440 880
K-1 0.014$9 200 400
K-8 0.0140 190 380
1-9 0.0133 180 360
K-lO 0.0.133 180 360
K-i? 0.0153 205 410
L-5 0.0128 170 340
L-13 0.0171 230 460
SL-17 0.0166 225 450
L-21 .Oui50 200 400
L-22 0.0176 240 480

PH-3 0.0185 250 500
"U-13 0.01U2 155 310
U-14 0.0127 160 320
M-31 0.0207 27/0 540
W0-32 0.0171 230 460

SCkawge vquivalant to 325 lb TNT.

-11-
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The last method of estimating T to be presentAd here is that based on
a compaxison of Pm as dbtained from Eq. (1) and dome velocity measure-
ments and Ps obtained for the samb values of W1/3/R from piezoelectric
measurements. it is w*ll-known that piezoelectric results give a similarity
curve which il a straight line when plotted on logarithmic paper.
Inspection of Figs. 8 and 9 will show that the values or F. ca•culat*d
from Eq. (1) tend to fall below the piesoelectrtc straight line and/or the
'oeoretia! ourivs for the smaller values of WW/3/R. The straight line
r• tie~tonship must be assumed for the case of the tank seriea (Fig. 13)
becase& piezoelectric results are not available for Euch small explosions.
This departure from a straight Line is undoubtedly due to our lack of
,nowledge of the proper value of T to put in Eq. (2). If T were known
for each set of conditions, itan Pm as calculated from Eq. (2) would
probably be more nearly theo amo as that obtained from other records. ThisT correction "hov3d also be a lied to the higher values of Pa, but Pm isso large for high values of W!V3 /R that T is insignificant by comparison.

If the above explanation is correct, one can obtain "n approAdmato
value of T by correcting the values of P. obtained by the dome velocity
method so as to bring th.n more nearly in accord with curves from other
cources. This estimation ip questionable in the case of pentolite (Fig, 8)
but the value of 1500 lb/in. 2 is necessary to make the first point match
the piesoelectrie straight line, This assumption would not place the
other points umreasonably high. Tb.* similarity curve for pressed tatrylcharges is not an well known as is probably necessary for this calculstionUh)
but a coe•_irmn with known experimental values shows tha• a value of bout
2000 l/in,#2 is nacessary for correspondence at the lower values of W!/3/R.
SinCe no similarity curve is known for EnglAer'1w Special Detonators it
seems reasonable to assume values which would correct the curve of Fig. 13
to the straight line of Fig. 13&. This gives a value of 33OO rb/in.- which
corresponds to T = 6600 lb/in. 2 , the highest value of T obtained by any of
the considerations of this section. The value seems reasonable because
it allows all of the results obtained with lowered surface tension to be
'included in the area between the experimental and corrected curves, Fig. 15m.
The logic of this statement will be discussed later.

The Tarious esttmtions of T are summarized in Table IX.

TAB12 fl

-{ SUMMARY oU' ESTIMATED VALUES OF T

Method of Calculation T

critical Depth 1500 (800 - 200)

Dome Periphery 450 (300 - 900)

K Extrapolation to Vo 0 3600

Similarity Curve Correctiou 4500 (0000 - ,O0)

_12-"
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TV DISCUSSION

A comparison of the sta•dard deviation of any of the pressures
reported here with those obtained from pi.soeleatrio mea•uv'amnta•4)
shown that the dome velooit-y mt.hod is of about, the ease precision.
The paercentage deviation i's about the *-.,for all of tho pressures
studied exdept for the highest value of ig!/ý/R in the tank series. The
difficulty in this case can be understood by inspection of Fig. 10o The
initial velocity is so great and the retaxding influences of friction
and gravity appear ac early that the camera speed in zot sufficient to
resolve the phenomenons The o..ly recourse here im to use the greatest
slope observed between the first dome appoaranoo and thas preceding frame
an the closest poaeible approach to the correct al•-o-e. The recorded "I result for this point corresponds therefore to the single observation
givi;-u th, greatest velocity and does not represent an arithmetical mean
as do @!U the othisra.

There does not appear to be any choice between the three cameras used
vdth regard to attained acouracy. Hor"Yer, tho Feet4x or ftstman High
Spoed negatives allow a ore detailed study If such is considered
desiranle.

More scatter is apparent in the surface tension series* Since every
other *ondition was identical with the other tanlk series, this might very
vafl be due to slight changee of the surface tension from shot to shot
even though the measured yaluee of samplea in the laboratory were nearly
identical. It is kao= 1 5 1 that the eurfaoe teenio= of dilute solutions
Z oi .uraoe antive aterials gradua3l4 dizindshoms ith time from the value

obtainedl at a rreeoh prepared or swept surface* No attempt was made in
the oouras of this experiment to keep the wages of the surface constant
Sbetw-en shots winoe it was impossible to maintain conditions in accord
with the practices of surface chemistry@

9. 2Lute of the Method for th.etr tie of the Pe.mk Prar• i

The precision of the dome velocity mothod bha been established as
being a good as tha. of other accepted msthods for the determination of
peak pressur•e The limitations of the method are

(I that only pask prex can be estimated,
(21 that the r'ange Values is Xii4tvod to grieatji

then about 0.2 because the inaccuracy due to the unsatis-
factory knowldge of the tension T in Eq. (2) becomes
increasingly important in this region of lower valies. and

(3) that. only one measurement is obtained from each shot whereas
with gauge me~thoda, for example, theo numbier of observatices

J!. is limited only by the number of gauges ad!/or recording
channels avoailable.

L -3-
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However, the advantages outwIghb, at lcryt toCr sMe considerations,
the disadvantages. They aee

(1) that the method can be applIed to any mime of charge with
anisin vnv-Ani s4 nvi

(2) that the ost of the recording equipment in only a fraction
of that needed for piezoelectric measurenrents, especially
where a drum type of camera is used,

(3) that the analysis of the phot-.gr.phe Is Iess onercas t...
Iin some other methods, piesoelectri-n data for example,

(4) that pressures can be determined for very high values ofSW31!3/i. (This is the only experimental imethod of deter-Imining such high pressures with the exception of diffieult

and costly optical methods), and
(5) that the method rceso on sound hydrodynamic theory, giving

S" a more nearly absolute meacure thn nome other methods.

10. Value of the Method for uIlti'le harge Eff fr

It is seen by reference to Table TV that the precision of meauidn
srnpatbehie detonation effect. is satidfacrory. While this application
was attempted only in the tank shots where various delay times could not
be tried, it would be quite pcosIble to apply the method to fAull scale
charges with delay times between the firing of the two charges regulated
by such means as varying lengths of primacord. It in not in the province
of the present report to discuss the Inter tation of sympathetic
detonation and/or multiple charge e eats, Nevertheless, it can be
shown by a simple calculation for orientation t in Table IV, that if the

I pressure from D is simply added to that from A at the surface, the sum is
1900 lb/in.2 which more than accounts for the recorded value of 7170 lb/in. 2 .
It would appear, therefore, that if the multiple charge effect really does
give an augmentation as is proposed by some, this can only be proved by a
careful study of energy as well as pressure data and cannot be accomplished
by the dome velocity method.

11. The Sutaog jonsion Lowerin• 1Pr•lem

The derivation of Eq. (2) does not include the surface tonsion of the
medium as a variable. It remains to be explained why Vo and hence the
measured value of Pm is elevated in our surface tension experiments. An
illuminating fact is observed if one assumes T - 600 lb/in.2 for the tank
shots. The surface tension results can then be placed on the corrected
and uncorrected curves (Fig. 1%). It will be noted that when plotted
on Fig. 15a all the surface tension points fall between the two curves,Sindicating that the effect of lowering tho surface tension is directed
towards lowering the value of T.

It is difficult to sort out the role of surface tension from the com-
plex phenomena associated with dome formation. Nevertheless, since the size
of droplets formed in a gravity field under essentially static conditions
is dependont upon surface tension, it is not too diffic"lt to assume a
dependence of the tensile strength T upon surface tension. Unfortunately
our oxperiments could not be performed under sufficiently controlled con-
ditions to point out an experimental relation between these quantities
although one undoubtedly exists. If the surface tension results have no
other value they at least allow more reliance to be placed or the estimated

SI ( value of T.

"t
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The value of the tensile strength for water reported here is quite at
variance with the v(lue assumO by Pekeris in hib description of the dome
velocity problem. 1 7) His assumption of Reynold's vhlue of 5 at•m•oph~or
as n upper limit is unjustified both on thp basie of this work end the
discuzzion of Temperlsy.*:9 It la difficult to see how the estimated values
of Table Efl could be in error by the order of magnitude necessary t bring
about correspondence with values estimated from cavitation studies•' for
xemple. It may be that the exoeri-ental conditions are sufficiently

different to account for the discrepancy. The extreme dependence of the
determined values of T upon the experimental method is well discussed by
Temporley And our estimatan lie within the range of values reported by him
from various sources.

It is interesting that the value of T estimated by this method decreases
as the size of tne oharge increases. This observation would indicate that
the value depends upon the time constant of the shook wrave or, in other
words, upon the length of time during which the necessary pressure is acting
upon the surtace layer. This is reasonable and, if one is justified in
estimating T from dome velocity moth-eAn this mmy provide a mothod for

determiining the energy in the shook wave as well as the peak pressure. Since
the t.ime constant of a pressure wave d~pends not only on the size of the
charge but also on the diatance from the center of the charge, one must on
this buais Asume that the apparent value of T will be larger for the .igher
values of W1/3/R for the same eise of charge. There is obviously a need
for a great amount of additional work to obtain valuea with which to toet
these interesting and fundamental relationahipa. These probl=e can only
be indicated by the present work because the amount of data, unfortunately,
is not sufficient ta give the solutione

)
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APPENDIX

TAKLE A-I

CHAZ•AQ l&TA FOND EPPERINM PENM LITE SERMI

Shot Wumbar Weight Depth Shot Number Weight Depth
_______lb) (rt) _ (lb) (ft)

NP il 0.54 3.88 NP 8 4 -45 4.29
V 3. 7 0.054 1.71 M 28 4.47 4.29
V 54 o.546 3.90 NP 29 4.40 4.29
NP 55 0.555 3.90 NP 30 4.47 4.29
NP 56 0.553 3.90 NP 33 4.45 4.29
NP57 0.550 3.90 NP 34 4.42 4.29

NP 35 4,41g. 4.29
lHP 36 4.43 4.29

' •z-.• . ... ..,-. wl/3•/a = - 7

NP 41 0,.186 11.14 NP 39 0.57 0,5
NP 49 0.579 1.14 mP i1 0.6Y7 0.54
NP 50 0.49, 1.14 UP 45 0.558 0.54
NP 51 0.!S80 1.14 NP 46 0.5w 0.54
up 52 0.4572 1.14 NF 47 0.572 0.54

V 42 4.45 0.729 lP 10 4.38 0.50
N? 43 4.43 0.729 NP 60 4.40 0.50
P44 4.46 0.729 NP 61 4.47 0.50

PIP•53 4.438 0,729 P 62 4.41 G.OP
N63 4.44 0050

-26-
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TARTI A-11

0CRA UTA PORD EUPERM T MRTL LI

8hot Number Weight Depth Shot Number Weight Depth(lb) (ft) 'lb) (ft)
wl/i/IR 0,.o3•. _ .93

R 89 0.055 1.87 NP 64 0.677 2.24
NP 90 0.055 1.87 NP 65 0.678 2.24
NP 91 0.053 1.86 NP 67 0.681 2,24
NP 92 0.054 1.87 NP 68 0.678 2.24 -•NP 93 0.055 1.87 X? 69 o.679 2.24
NP 94 0.054 1.87 NP 70 0.697 2.24

W1131o. 1 1.51

NP 71 0.681 1.13 RP 77 C)68 0.58
NP 72 0.685 1.13 NP 78 0.678 0.58
NP 73 0.701 1.13 NP 79 0.678 0. 5
NP 74 0.678 1.13 vp 80 0.681 0.58
NP 75 o.677 1.13 NP 81 0.6(s5 0.58
NP 76 0.678 1.13

N 82 3.?5 04.10z N 95 44,90 0.503
Nal 8J .,75 0.708 up 96 4.,86 0.503UP 84 3?.75 0.708 UP 97 4.89 0.503

UP 05 3.75 0.708 11P 98 4188 0.503NtP 86 3.75 0.70 Nip 99 4.47 0.503
NP 87 3#75 0,708 N?100 lOOs". 0.5031
H 88 3,75 0.708

X

i•' -17-
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GRAVITY WAVES PRODUCED BY SURFACE AND
UNDERW,'ATER EXP LOSJ IQ_

W, G. Penne_

Surchmary,,

The wayes pr•,rsed by explosions above. on or ,!jr~r the s'rfare of the water are considered.

General arguments :.r,. advanced to show that the groat st waves from an underwater explosion are obtained

when, the lr,itial depth just' equals the radius of the bunlole produced. Ths waves at a distance less than

10-20 times this radius mty be regardcd as started by the initinl inflowe of water into a crater. Two

thousand tons H.E. exploded at ,i d;pth 250-300 feet will give a series of wavws at 2300 foet the largest

of which Is 18 feat high while the fellowing trough Is about equ'.lly deer. At 11600 feet, the greatest

wave and the fellowing trough jr. . h ,O bouL 6 faet. ' A sirs, i r chtrge on tic. surface pruducps much

smaller waves. Using the experimental fact that the wave-s from a 1 oz. chs.rg. a;ppear to bn about tin
saene whether the explosion Is on the surface, or a foot or two below, It follows from the laws of sciling

that the surf:,ce explosion of 2000 tons will produce wave% about five tures Nnaller than those from t•.e

explosion at 2.85 feet depth.

This report discusses the wave systes produced by explosions above, on or under, the surface

of water, A reasonably accurate solution is obtained for explosions above or on the surface, and an

exact law of scaling Is discovered for all depths of water, In the case of underwater explosions, the
treatment is only nppwoximate, beceause of the large numoar of conflicting factors such as pulsations of

the bubble, cavitation near the frae surface, Instability of the surface leading to spray formattion, etc.

Laws o? scaling are suggested In this case, and they are probably good enough to mnkc fair predictions or,
a full scale expl!sion, using information obtained from model small scale charges.

The mechanism proposed for the formation of a wave system from a surface explosion Is that at time

t - 0 eno froo surface over a certiln area receives a downward Impulse. This Impulse has radial symmetry,
and Is assumed to be a known function of radius I Mr). unfortunately, no experlimental measurements are

available for constructing the function I(r). All that is known Is that a distances r > 30 charge radii,

the positiv; a.-4 r•.cgtiVe phases of the presaure pulse are of equal area, within the axperimental error.
At smaller values of r, of course, the positive phase Must exceed the negativw phas-e, and the difference in

the two areas Is the function i(r). Two cases may be considered

I(r) 0o if r-< a, I(r) - 0 If r > b (Equation la)

g(r) V (1-r 
2
/a

2
) If r-% a, I(r) - a If r >, a (.quation ib)

The value assuiged for a Is the r.%dius of the fla•me zne,% sAy about 30 rhargr, radii.

When an explosion occurs underwater, the gaseous bubble at fir'st ini-reases very rapidly in size.

It continues to grow, but less and less quickly, until its radius Is 10 -, 30 times the initial radius,
depending on the depth. During this expanding phase, t'-e centre of the bubble probably rises, rut not

very much, the exact amount depending on how near the bubble is to the bottom and to the free surface.

Provided the bubble reaches its maximum pcsa-ole size before breaking through the free surface, we have,

at the Instant of maximum size, a free surface which Is shaped in the conventional dome fore,, while below

the dorre Is the gas bubble. The contracting phase nare Sets in and the gas bubble begins to rise more
rapidly, if the Inittal depth was chosen correctly, the conditions are now critical, the water film at

the top of the bubble breaks, and the free surface has the form of a volcano, the volume of the crater

being ......

4
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being equal routqhly to the volume, of water above the initial free surface. if the Initial depth were
greater than this critical depth. tnenr the bubble will break at less than the tMa.Mum radius, but the
chances of the rindius being approcia'ly difforont from the maximum are not large becauso the• radial
velocity of the hubble is snall near the mnximum, ,nC very large noar the minimuto. On the other hand,
the velocity of risc i. much qreater in the, contr,ýct.'A phtzas:e:, and this fact implies that there is not
neglinible, chanca th-t the. obuble will bruak surfoce I.n a contracted rendition. Thu occasional "spouts"

observed by 1ill far and subsequent observers are interpreted as events of 'his tyyp., Presumably explosions
leadiog to "spouts" will be particularly ineffective in causing ;,raVity waves, but the probability of

obtaining them is small, and we neglect them.

If V Is the maximum volume of the bubble, then the equation of tee dome on the free surface, before

It breaks. may be taken to be

= (r) V - (2)

where h is the initial depth of the charneo The crater nay be taken to be a cylinder. paraboloiu or
hemisphere. A convenient form. however, is one of the Same class as (2) namely,

(C Cr) 3- Vh3
/ (h

2 
- r

2
) 5/2 (3)

The inmial surface C0 is the sum of Cd and Yc (as shown In figure i1) The volume V of the bubble

2Me dome may be estiNvted In the following may. Imaqgin, a sp!,.rlcal hole of rudiuw 1, tu bu created in a
sea of infinite extent, in such a way that the top of the sphere is just below the horizontal free surface,

The work done In displeclng the water against hlydrostrntic plus atmospheric pressure Is 4 7T h og (h + 013.
where Z is the hend of water producing atmospheric pressure. Equate this work to 40% of the chemical
energy of the explosion. Thus

4 7 hn pg; (h+ Z)/1 = o.11o 0 (E0)

The reason why 40% has boon Chosen is that the energy of an underwater explosion Is known to be
partitioned roughly as follows

(a) 30M wasteO Irreversibly in heating the water.
(b) 40ý in the pulsating motion of the bubble.
(c) 30% radiated as a non-returning pressure pulse.

inus (1) is equivalent "to saing that the sliock wave and consequent cavitation, disintegration end
spray format ion are all unimportant as far as the large scale coherent surface wave.- are concerned.

It will be noticed that the qufg itat ve discu-sicn givur, auhoao lcaida tu the conclusion that the
greatest waves will De obtained from a given weight of charge! when the critical depth Is roughly equal to
h, At grtlatnr depth:, the bubbi. Is ikely to break eurfaco with a val.xn less than the oaxihuv, volw,)e,
while at greater depths, the volume of the bubblo may again be somewhat restored, It will never equal that
given by (u) becaus, the energy of the pulsating motion rapidly dhifniehos With the order of the pulsation.
At very qreat depths, the bubble has disintogratnd by the thme It reaches the surface, and our theory doss

not apply to such cases. Experimental evidence In any :ass shows that little or no wavoy system Is started
by suCh explosions.

If the Onurgy released by tfl charge is 1000 Cal/gm., the optimum wave system Is obtalind with the

charge, of weight W I. exploded at depths D feet shown in the table overleaf.

Table 1...
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in. 1.0 4I 64 300 1000 4000 4 x 106

0 feet 1..56 2.45 4.20 5.96 14.1 2.21 3.!.M ur,. 285

According to the ideas outlined above, Lh, explosion ,f q charge W &," l.c:s te•l the ovi.iriw (Opte

C will produce a wave system exactly t'.% ,,soi as d au, i targe of )css weight for which thu optimum depth

Is just D provided tho chr.hr9e was not so near to the sur•ace that the explosiv,.- qascS when thpy hri-2i,

surface do not dý;1ve6r a, appitmbio impulse to the siurface, For this to happen, tho charge depth Is
only a few charge rojdli, anil the explosion is than norL' like, a surface Oxplosion.

Thi? Scal ing Laws

Rcferri% to Lamb's Hydrodynamics (Sixth Wdltlon, page 430) the fundamental solution of the wave

equation for cylindrically expanding Infinitesimal gravity waves in wator of uniform depth d i1: been to be

*'• sino t Cosh k (Z +) J (kr) (+)

4 01 cush kd

C os (Tt .J (kr) (6)

,hiere g5 Is the velocity potentlal and 4 the surface elevation. The condition that the fluid velocity at

the frCe suf•ace equsls the tormal velocity of thI fre.. surfacs, tends, in 'h; usual way, to

ah 2 k ahld (7)

Generalizing tiiese results by the Fourier double Ihtvgral theorem, we have that, corrbspondlng

with an initial surface elevation -

0 f(r) 0 0 X o

Cb g in cE t ~ sh IL± 0 (kr) kdk f" Fi,) Jo (kus) a~d a (8)
0 cy cosh ka 0

4 f'Cos o- t J 0 (kr) hdh k ' (a) J. (Xs) U.0 a (9)
0 0

Similarly, corresponding with an Initial surface Impulse

" Pg F(r)

C ros0 t oJh, t,+ o (fir) kdk f" F jc j 0 (iz) ad a 10)
CO•:h kt 0 0

00

Case I. Incitial Srface pil se,

We conJider the ,calIlng lawS in this Case first beceu.e they are simplest. Itginu e Q Lmopariso

or tho wave systems from two cha rge welphts W and WI detonatedo at h,.,ioitt I.1. OM t eklro"; th•. worte.
Write

''n = fW l, t 2 /W • I•

The scaling laws are

..2 

'nLI

2~ (rjd2 /F2 (c, -n

4~(n, tVn) Vin YJ(X, t) (3

These ......

I' __
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TheCs laws can be verlfifJ iN y substitutlot) in (5), (6), ( kJ (jo) and (1i). The velocity of the
waves at correaponlrIng points are In the ratio of t: 1.

tho faCt theat wave heights at correspondIol. distances are only In Ixtt root of the charge ratio
impl ips that only relatively iodest wavvý, itru to be bxpocled fror, large surface explosions.

Case 1I. Ini tial Craefr and Doe.

Writing as before

n . w21w). /W I •

we must Nirst sLAve the equation

- (,,, + z)

for the ratio h2/hl. Suppose that the solution Is

Then the scal ing laws are

fa (/a) M, " kz " th r( 1, 472p t211
l1: 2 2 1

f (m x, V'rt) - m ,

"Ihe velotities of tht Aavhs at corresponding points are in the ratin 4.1.

if a small model experiment It compared with a very large full scale trial we may assurrm that h
ta -1glicjblO comrparcd with Z and that 2 Is nagllgible compared with h2. Thun

n ,g (2/h1)Il

The reeults, to a._ expeceO from large explosions therefore scale up with those from those of a
given small explosion in the rt.t In of thie fourth root of tho charge ratio, the corresponding distances

arul depths being in the same ratio.

Ithe results to be expected from two small scale expflrinwents ray be approximated by aSSuming that
hI and h2 are both timgligihbL compared with Z. Then

*n

" and the wave heights, distancas and depths scale according to the linear dimensions of the charges.

Wave System from a Surface oI~xIlosijcn over Deeb Watcer.

According to the Ceurhy-Poisson theory of qravity surface waves (Ltrdb's Hydrodynemlcs Sixth
Edition page 432), the surface elevation of radius c arn time t Caused by the application of unit Impulse
downward at the origin at timi t 1 0 is given by

. t
t (18)

where 2 . 4. i)

II
G ... lit) .

I'
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if a is large, asymptotic formulae for G and . are

Ga (0)" (01/V42) sin (8/u)

qt I 9t (20)

I 77TL CC.

It is not obvious how good an approximation the asymptotic formula is, and In fact one would not

expe,:t emen reasonable agreerent for thLI vtlues of 0 which are needed to sketch the first two or three

waves. Thereforo, the function I (0) has been computed, and the values compared with GA (0). The

values of G (0) are given in the table below, whlrt the accuracy Is to the last figure given, and a

comparison of G with Ga is shown In Figure 2. It appears that the asymptotic formula gives a surprIsingly

good representation of the function over tilo whole range, except for vahues of C? less than about 4.. NeaCc

the asymptotic formulas can be unti w;th accuracy at least W, - O over tr•. .rjle ranoe of 8, except for

9 • , which ropresenta tho loading p;rts. of the disturbance, a trough extending to Infinity.

TA~ljE 2.

The Functions 0(0) and H()

G2 I (O) 0O) -0 N

leo 5.7175 4.4741 200 -0.0'l76 4.7580

1050 5.7868 2.2841 1be 1.1515 4.2122

1000 5.6274 0.0380 L0 1.8385 2.4339

950 5.2398 -2.A515 so 1.8420 1.4625

900 4.6320 -4,1800 60 1.6193 0.4056

650 3,8264 -6.0052 40 1.1150 -0.5784

800 2.8545 -7.4312 20 0.2658 -1.2245

700 0.600t -9,0155 15 -0.00865 -1.2240

G00 -1.6448 -8.4661 10 -0.31026 -:. aobi3

S00 -3,2661 .,5. ,91 8 -0.43879 -1.1142

400 -3.6533 -1.5151 6 -0.57194 -1.0444

300 -2,4621 
2 .7171 i

4  -0.70981 -0.9019)

Na~i Protertles of .ýbe Wave System.

It appears from (tA) that It Is not an allowable approxlmtion to assume that the Impulse from the

surface explosion Is concentrated at a point. if this were so, the wave amplitude at al, point would

increaee Indefinitely with time,

Tne wave height at R. ', Is given by

(R, t) sf I(r) (w)dS, (21)

where t Is given by (1i) or (19) as tre case my be, the intugration is over the circle of radius a ever

which the impulse ia del Ivered, and co Ic the distance of the surface element d S to' the point R.

The FfhrSt Av~e.

From Figure 2, It is soen that the first wove corresponds with a point t'9 10. Provided the

x I mxlum and minimtl distances of the point R to the circle correspond at time t with 4 < 9 < 14, the surface

elevation will be positive, and if the distanco to the centre of the circle corresponds 011h6 • 10, then

the aurface elevation will be at its greatest value in the first wave. Hence for a fixed value of R such

that IR > 3a, the position of the first crest is given by the ?i rst maximums of VT-G (0) nsvnely -

' 1' t2
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gt Mi - 10
or

R 3.2t0 (22)

It is perhaps worth pointing out th-t the three equations Just given wore ouj;aine on the
aSstiption thMat thp waves era Infinitesirmal, The fI rst w,,e for R C. 3, wil i r.ertainly h)o very i"fg

2yIn practice, and may in fact break in this region. Consequently R will be greater than 3.2t

At R > 3a, the ..plItude of the first wave Jecreases steadily l Ike al- nd t lser values of

RI, tne amplitucie should iee a •-ore zicwly varying function of R. Equations (22) should become more and
morne warly inde•savdcnt of the finite and ev,-n breeltiny c•.rcter of the early stAges of tm wave as time
JeCr-7irn and tho eeae expaends,

The Second and Hiher Waves.

For slmplicity, let us consider the case where the formula (09) applies. and R is muclh greater

than a. Take co-ordinates (x y) with the x axis joining tin- origin to the point R. Then in the
integration in (1a) the dependence of tv on y may bn noglected. Hence

(RPt 7--12g j I (X) (I X ) si g (I - x ) dx.
2 TPR -a 4RtT

where

1a M f a. x
2 1(r) dy (23)

We havL -asaurmed gt 14R Is large: compared with unity, and that a/9 is small. Clearly, If the

product of these two quantities Is also large, there will be m'jch cancelling of positive and nepative

regions in the intiajration and the value vf the Inte0ral will be mnll. Hence, as R decreases, the value
of th, Integral decreases, but the factor a 1ncreases. Tho largest value of ý will occur at the eAnllest
vAlue of R consistent wVlth a mlnlrnum of cancelling in the integril, toglectIng the variation with x of

all the slewly varylg factors, And thus rnt-Ihiaj only tbe asie tern, we see that the mrAximue vlues of

9t n -3) , 11(24)

Hence the volocity of the' •uth crest at any Iru:tant is

v gt'n (nru-;t) (25)

U'tse th crest Is the oreatest crest of tll wnr-n in addition to (22), the following condition also hM'dn

gt
2  a 1' (as)

45
"Thus, couitnlog wave crests from the outsidet Inwards, the nth crest is at position

TI = gt
2
/p (#n- ), n>i (27)

While the nth will be the gr'eatest of all crests when it Is at

t (n - ) (t sIg)J (2d)

This deaonstration is not completely satisfactory because it has yet to be shown that for a given

Value of time, tay ti, the factor R- in (21) does not increase as R gets moller, mre rapidly than the

Integral derteasuz, writing 'he coefflcient of the Sine term in the Inteýgrnl us P () n,•d transforming

succesoively by p~rts, we have for enar,'pler aft:er two reductlons

Y ,,o

!tb .

KI
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-t - aj

The residue of the first sqtare bracket after the limits have been Inserted is zaro, hecause t
vanishes at the limits. The residue or the next squa,e , Dbracket is also 'nen to be zero by using the fact

that the crests occur at values of gt2/wR given Dy equation (22) and also that the coefficient of the 'cverr

terms In P' x) is zero, and the 'odd' terms vanish by symrme*try wrieo thL limitM, ere inscrtOd. Hence only

the intagral remains; apart froci high order effects, by which arc seont residues in the first Lao square

brackets when higher order terms ire retained, the surface elevation at time t1 varies like

C ft k >0

the ntost prominent value of k near the gruatost wave Oding 2.

The leit•.y of the nth wave, at the epuCh when it Is the greatuest wave is

v -fV2 a/rr) (29)

a result "dhich is independent of n, R and t. t•nua the velocity of the nt! wav(: Increases steadily with

time, according to (25) and during the period when It Is the grt'atest wave, itS velocity is glveo by (20).

The ratio of the wave height of the mthWWvo during the perloo whem It is the girutetst wave, to

the wave height of the eth wave dutinu the period whon It in the oreatest watve Is

HI,/ - (Ln - ,/r)*. - 3) m > > I (30)

The velocity ur the point of greatest wave helijhtl, i.e, the groue vulocity, Is one half of V given

by (2)) i.e.

V (ga/2n- ) (31)

The above argurment Is c-301ly modified to the. discussion of troughs. Thus the pth trough iII at

its greatest, and is greater at this Instant than any other crest or truugh, when

t (4p - 1) /rng

The pth trough Is defined is the truogh foIl,l•?":g ire pth crest, I.¢., the leading edge of the

disturbance, an extrwely shallow trough extending to infinity, is neglected in counting the number of

the trough.

Numerical Exa;mplest,

Consleer the explo3ion Of a I oz. charge on the Surfacn. Then a t.I about 2 feet. Over the

range 0 < R < 6 feet the fIrst wave is the greatest. At P - 6 feat the magnitudes of the first and

second waves as they pass aro about equal. The time for the first wave to reach 6 feet is L.:16 seconds.

(This may well to at, ,stimate on the high side because the first wave, bcaus(, of its. great height, wilt

travel faster tc,,an Indicated by equaition (2), and, may in farct b a btroken wmve). Trw sacord wave Is the

greatest at R - 10 feet, its velocity is then 6.1! feet/second and the ticr is 3.14 siconds, The first
i"_evLt is then at 32 feet. Ihe third w-ve is the gretitest --t IR a I for-t, and its height Is 5/Q of the

height of the second wa.ive it Its greotest; its velocity is tUen 6,.4 feet/second, the time is 5.65 seconds,

the fIrstat Ct5 is-'t 0OZ vut•, and the; S. creon crest is at 12.5 feet. The Second crest Is 0.095 of the

hNight uf tre third crest, and the first crest is indstectablo.

Consider ...
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Consider the explosion of 2000 tons of H.E. on ihe surf1,ce (sc ch ,s. for example, the explosion

of a ship loaded with bombs). Thi, above rusults on the I oz, charge now apply provide6 tre distaoces

-re wrltiplied by i15 times and wave heights by 20.4.

Other oiul.9les ey be uasily constructed from the scaling laws and the figures just given for the

I ox. charge.

it will be notic.d that the abov(: numerical estimates are only corccrpod with wave velocities. ens.

with intr.rference ;ih•innexne such as the position at which a certain wove is tho greatest. To calculate

tile wave heights requlr,= o knoa nae o01. the total posittive implSe . dlivered to. tha surfneA. it : Pis

this impulue, thenm, for example, the height In Inches o? ttu second crest at 10 feet from a i oz. charge

exploded on thn surface Is approxla.•,ily

H x I 1x7O ' p

whore Ip Is in pounds/welght/seconds.

An approximate value of I may be obtained from the knowledge that the explosion of a chargo in

free air my be regarded as the release at the origin of a volume of gas tt atmospheric press.ure 20,000

tlrres the Charge volusc. (This fnctor Is made up of 1000 for the gas products and 19,000 for the shock

wave heating (f tee air near the charge). Hence, the pressure wave from a 1 oz. chargo on the surface

may be very roughly computed by trie theory of the sound waves caused by the release at the origin of
25 cubic feet of gas at atmospheric pressure. Then from the theory of sound, the impulse over the water

turface shou';d be

ip - VWyp0/2c " 32 lb./weight/secondc.

where V is volume of gas (2s feet
3

) ^/ is ratio or specific heat of air (1.u) pooIs atecapirric prvssure
(2100 lb./fout

2
) itnc c is tre velocity of sound (11se ruot/second). Hence the holgitef the Second wave

at 10 feet is one third of an inch, This estirmte Is Alijat certainly too low by a factor at leaist two,
but better agreurent is hardly to be oepected from th;. t,,ory of sound.

Underwater Explosions.

The warp system from an initial donm arid crater of the form shown In Figure I Is roquired.

Hoever, before evoluating thl, It is trintructive to repoat the discussion given for the surface irroulsa
to the present case. ,Is before, the group velocity and wave velocities, osiltion of the greatest crest

at any time tc., follow simply fi'om the area of the disturbance, and not from the details,

According to the Cauchy-Poisson theory (see Lamb page 430) the wave height ea), It due to unit

votlu placed on the surface at 0,0 Is

2 2 2 2
N (6) + -4j, e+ .- 3"9 - .J 0L ' . ...... (2)

61 101

with the asymptotic. formula when gt
2
/R is, large

N ( -- c (0/4)

na ji Cos (9t/,,)

Nuiuerlecal values of the function H (P) are given In Table 2 while 4 comparison of H (19) and the
,asymptotic expression H a (0) Is shown In Figure 3. It Is -Sean that the asymitotrc expression gives

•'•; numerict al &ue=! within 10-159 ?or all 0 > 8.

Ai lsuming ......
_%C

00 gtSa



Assumirg tlivi, the dirwant it' s of t,r initial ditturbanLe are h. thPn Itte surface elevation at any

point R from tne c'ntre at t:,r tL is

t ) - f f (r) ý (w.A) dS (34)
the inte~ratkn bo ~g uovur the circlo of radlu., r = ht while the initlal nlovation at ra(liu,_i, r | I (r).

ho ,zovint';!on of sign cho•,n IMP11i3 that f (r) is nrgatlvv ne3r th.- origin; (Ai is the distance• from the

,vinit Rto tno .. emont as of the cirt.I of radius %o 60fii0n; an initial crater.

The expanaing wave sy.stem fronm the crnt-7r is 1-,d by a i:rough, the bottom of which move" according to

/R- 5 Ot' R J; 6.'t t' (35)

The n•h crest moves according to

R - Ui 2/4 (2n - 1) (6

so that the velocity of the nth crest Is

R o /2 (2n - 1)
(37)

vý?Th Ri(n - 1))

Hence tot velocity of any cr03t or trough Increases Indefinitely with time.

The nth crest Is the Crnatost of all crusta or troughs, and is at Its .tratest size when

R - e• '211- 0) h (39)

Thft vulocity of the crt-st at this inStlait Is

v " 172 'ghht) (39)

The group volocity, I.e.. ,hti vtloclty af the ri•gioa In which th6 waves are greatest Is •,at halt
this 4uantity, namely -

I/ (gh/2 7) (40)

The rstlo of the greatest height of thtt mth cr',gt to the 9,-utust heipit& of the nji crest. is

.i/11n " (2n - 1)/(2m - 1) n > m ) > (41)

The motion of the pth trough i.s oiven hy

and the trough Is at Its greatcst size when It Is at

R - 4 p.h. (43)

Since the length h defining thn •rG.e" dirensiong- from a charge W is, practica;ly qual t.n t"h
distance 'e" over which the Impulse from a surface oxplosaun of W extuovis, there NI I I o a strong
reemblance between the wave eyst.nts tn tho two cases. The main -*Int of difference will be In the wave

holghts.

rat, "1!gjkq of-Wavnc Heights from an U7nderioater Fx~rir

The wave system caused by an underwater oxploslon Is to be regarded P.3 tne Intorfereilce pattern of
the waves prouceo by a dow' and those prooui, by a hollow or bubble. i1, view of thm dlff"culi-lea o,

,.Is s.uratwly t¢om very smaii charges to those Of two thousand tons, wn i-ave nmafdc a divest attempt
to estimate the waves from a lhrge explosion. In this case, the time scele of the wvses Is gro;,t enough

to %'.ril ......
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to pernit ta naglact of sprti,, archer watr etc. we a,,sLrro, as has already belan described, that the
water system Is released ft*ra rest at time) zero from a C.tnfiguratiun,

f(r) -nj4

Figure I shows, the shape of such a configuratIon. An exact Solution of thle prob6an Canr be

obtained by the, prtial differentiation with respect to h, and sublequent simplification, of seow forrmlae

given by Terezewe (Proc. Roy. Soc. A112, 57, 1922). The result is

3~~ ~ It- (y()L (P 1 ) - (In 4 L)v-/ (.y)]
Sa%tj (n2 2) In

tWhere

S , tr 2  
, r y- h/S (us)

There would be no dIffIculty in coomputing the fi rs! two waves at the Interesting tines, by usIng
(i5) and seven figure tables of Legondre polynolials, IJnfortunately no such tablns are available to the
writer, but some rough calculations have be-en made with the aid of theý four figure tables in Jahnko-Etdeo.

The leading part of the wave systcm is a trough, and when It is at about 1000 feet, IS roughly 30 feet

deeap. Thei analysts giv.,r, earlier, however. enables onp tr predict the wave helgnits within 20 or 30' and
this is perhaps sufficiently accurate for presnit purpoSes, fly Studying Figure I It becormos clear that
the waves at 1000-3000 feet are "aused musilily by the crater at the centre, Only at very large distances,
san possibly at the orlpin, dues the burfaou (lovation outsilo the crate.r have much effect compared with the
waves fran the crater. The volume or the crater may Dr, takhn as

V, f h V 2 r f(r) dr - 0.305 V (to)

At this poait, at; onetouraglin conclusion may be reached. Up till now, it has not been clear that

the scaling lnawa proposed for an undenvqatur explosion would be applicable to simll charges, because tr;e
disintegrated water flung Into the ilr does not fall bick amaln for several aWcends, and by this time the

avea from the hole are well away from the centre. I st% a very large oxplosion, the height reached by
the water is Dily about equal to that reached by a small explosion, Sin most of the water has returneo to
the surfiuu boeore the wave nysteCr a3s had a Chanco to develop. HowLtVer, oven in tho t eif o a largo
explosion the bi5 waves near the explosion are dun almost oentlroly to the flow into the crater, which may,
as above, be regarded as the dif'erunce of the ruboloi volume and the volume of the dorm) to r - h. Since
the volume of the er'tr Is ahout 0. tir.es the volume of the, bubble, we may rvugphly (,iýtnoribo our conclusions
by stating that In the case of a small explosion, the big waves are caused entirely by the bubble cavity

and that in the case of a largo explosion the big waves are cause:,. by a cevity roughly nqual to one halt of
the bubble. Nonce we expect that the se.linj laws will apply over a wide range (10i7 i) within a feltor
of About 50%,

Returning nw: to th" dotalls of the large explosion, we see from (4s) arO (112) that th.y pth crest

is the largest crest when It is at

R t :It2/0, I D - 4.0. h. (v

(Notice that "troughs' snd '•cests' have bcoii intorchanged, since (41) anri (42) refer 1:0 the

troughs from an Initial elevation).

Performing the integration (34) with about 10% accureicy, we find tlit the sximlk, wave at time t
Is the pth wave, which Is at P. were P, t .,nd p nro rs-intnd by (47) ind that the height of the wave is

approximately

ZHI w /18p (48)

t" . qth trough is approximately

Hq hIl (2q- 1) (49)

when

K __



when the qth trough is ,reitkust, wrvly when

9 - 2 (2q - 1) h

t . a (.Zq.- 1) /Ta--7h/g) (0o)

thus frea ýi 2000 ton Awplosion at depth 2i35 fret wcý hive tret h 286 fct (SC Tar.iie 1). The first

wave is greatost A% r - ite rv-t, t 0 30 seconds, 3nd the height of thoL w',jv i; 3i 
f
ejt. lee, first

trough (not counting the one which leads tne distarx:,e) is ,)rntcst alt 170( feet, its dvp.th ;s 14 t5,- w
and t 4 45 seconds, At this Instant, the first wive Ms rnn,•ched 2750 feot and its- height is 8 fout.

Furthnr detnils ire easily calculited from (0t), (C8) and )uQ).

Fur a % oz. charge at 1.56 feet daptt, the first wave Is greatest at t - 1.7 seconds, R - 6.2 feet

rind the noign; is 4j inches (proomaDly the xave- 5s brzckon), The following trough Is greatest at 2.6 suconds,

t P 9.3 fooe and thu gOptl is 3 ýnchos. At this I i.?, th:, first cr,.st Is at 14 feet, and Its height is

1 Inch.

Mot ion of .tim. C.ntral Point.

One, intceret i oj f(
t
mturn of ttno nmt Ion 5s trait at the. Centre-, and this Can be obta i ned without

difficulty fromh the rcsuIt.s of Tojr',uiiw (C). *t.('inn tO ,- ie -1.';-1-1,I !urfrw ,-,iwetlon at

x (x) - A/ / '• T " r"•1( .

the nmtJon of the cantre Is given by

V 4o(tr , -?/)

whor'e '77 v 1-r - 'if 'P, (52)

.r2 •gt 2/4h

SInce tur init;al t urface Wi'evL Ion ad(pted t)y 4,, reMoly that oNr1 I y irby040don Iion 1j rclated

to that of To,,,ra,,wA by

f () erJA a 2h"/3 (53)

the n•tIon of the central point In our c0 $e is given by

•, (t) (s..i,)

Hence

-oowhore

LC(7) (2 - [r 2  a 4 . 7- 17' 10 7 2 +,-r4)4 g -T

Figure 4 shows the motion of the cer,tre with a 2000 ton cnarge of II.E. exploded at depth ?05 feet

in doe.p water, Of r.our.c, no comparison of Filiurt; 4 with direct r'masure•eonts would be possible, a. least

for t < 5 seconds, Oc-cuse wiht Is seen is spray, aed tris nay exte-,nd two or three hundred feet above• the

water surface. In any case, a•;vurel rconds are r-equired for the turface to becorie reconstitu~ted.

ii '
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SURFACE WAVE PRODUCED BY FIRING UNDERWATER 32--!.
CHARGES OF POLAIR AMMON GELIGNITE AT VARIOUS DEPTHS

0. Charm.e.*orth

Road Rezearoh Labarzttony,

Foruari 104

The Anplituoell of the surfac waves Droduced by f irtng underwater n2-ib. charges ci P.A.G.
at various Jepths in about 15 'Peet or water have eeon lewaurea Photographlcally. The woves were

tphotograohed by means of a 16-•me. cine cenera as they passed along a reference boatd located inj, the surface et eA norizonta! 0istsnce of S5f feet from the charge.

in all but one case, the ceccrid wavo hoCg th.e larguit positive amoiiluoe and the largest
negative am!101e41e0 was equia to or greater than this. Tnc, ouriodIcIty of the waves les not very
different for all charge depths, the pe01o1 in the region of the first and second waves being
about 2.5 to .4 secords. The velocity of the waves was estimated ot about a feet/ secoar••a• the
wavelenlth ab-uVt 20 to 25 feet.

Largest pooltive amolitulas wore cotained for charge Oorths In th: region of 0.. times
the re.r imjre bubtle rolus. Comorleon of the results with those obtained fraA 2-oz. and Z-,lt,
charges of P.A.G. Showed that the Xo1.ltiv. anotifudes did not •cale un As much -,S expected on a
ono-fourth power law, sug9cstlng uosWi0 bly f lo s of w'Mve mukinj .eri•ienc , thk wV,.1.., -w uiij t
4was Increaseo frý,m 7 co. to 32 1o. The 32-IP,. chnrje retults, however, npjfe~o quite will with

thoei from 300..1b, T.N.T. dcoth ch.-qj4s. This n,'y mean 'that f~r firly larie charjos, there
Is littOe chanl* in eofflclency as 1h2 scale If the m:Cel Is lncraso3.

iThe object of ta tests was to obtain further experlmentl data on scale relatl nesh fil
Involved In wave rAkng by nronD of explosives.

AiIiimel 'Lai.
I' Charges.

S .The thoargort wore uf Dular iemeon gel ignite, J12 lb. In weight, and .ere InItialtei by oz.
of CZ.

Meacurceoi~o'~ im nel ituau,

Amelituuee were mf!.iure0 oy vhotogr.:ohln; the VIves el thuy passed -fione a referpnce
board set in the miter surface, Th•, -oaro ewns of tinclate 6 fc-t iong x about 3 feet high.

FA The camern usc;0 wvo a u16-im. cdine !,rjrrn with 5 tens of 'kcal Ingth t IACheL ano the camera
MIA rNA at Iý

3Cite Uno ar

The tests were mad. in a gravel oit In aoout 15 tefat of watczr. n, 'lentre of the
referqnc" boaro was emlaced it a norituntal istanci, of 55 feet from the Charge. The cArApr, w

.d;n thý Cl, e, of A bout 7C %-et from th. board. A Dlin view of tra )ayout
Of thM tPts Is shown in Figuri 1.

Exoerimental ,,,,,

.. . . .. . . .. . . .. . .-
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The variation of aseelitude with tlre at Points at the front "9ge an at the centre of
the referern.c boaro (cPoits at norizontal distances of 51 feei -kno 55 feet frcn the charge) are
given in Figuren 2 and 2.

H is ,:r thIt In -II Ca!"O excpnt aiih th Chi, rgo 2 feet deeo, the onitiv. uwlitude
wves gre-atest for the second Wve. This 'v.n ooservdp oreviouslY for 2-az, and 2-lb. chargs.
it Is ninso to Do noted1 that the rmxiruj nagativo nmolituos wps egual to or )rO-Itor then the
maxihnuin• o sitive arealituce.

The verloolcity of the waves was about the sen for all charge deoths. The period in
the region of tn0 first and second wavcs was t'3tweci 2,5 an 3 sneonids ant cecroased for the
subsequent swallcr wews.

The velocity of the wavas across the bo,,rd was about 8 feet/second from which the wave
length of the satin wave Is estlnutýd to be about 20 to 25 feet.

In Fijurv i. 0o8itive wsulitnuIs Of the seconO waves In feet aivICti oy the fourth root
of the charge woigot N In lb. are shown ao functions of charge deoth/(maxlmwm DuoDle radius).
incluoco In FIgure Ii. am revicus results for 2-oz. and 2-lb. charges of solar Anmon gelignitc-
:M0O for 300-lb. T.N.T. death charges. The results confirm Previous concluslonm that the
cotimui 0o0t0 for wave croauection waA vf the order cf C.6 tlnir, the maximuo bubble raclus.

in a previous enquiry It was considered tiat aporoximate scalling might obtain if the
scale of thc mooul were mace Proeortional to the fourth root of the cnhar;o weight UtovOload thP
ratio of death of Chargo to mxinmum bubble radiua were nent contitant. The halar Aemon gellgn;te
results in Flgure k, nh^w tint the wave ntrlitudos fr~m the l:irgpr chargos ake nrt lncrease As
much 'it ex0octeo Acc:roln; t, th',ir ncale rehltljnshl, P result which Sug•u•t• that the iarger
chargue m•y not nave osen so e•fIcient In wave Makihu, It it to te noteU, however, that the

result. using AO3-lb, charges wore iii tflr agreement with the orenent tests. This eay mean
that ureviodw large enough charges ar'e use, tthri., Is not much chins In efficiency of %-mvo
oroduct•on as the scale of the model Is Incrm•sud.

Ii
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SURFACL WAVES PRODUCED BY UNDERWATER EXPLOSIONS
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SUi•FACE WAVES PRODUCED BY UNDERWATER EXPLOSIONS
COMPARIStON OF THE THEORY OF W. G,. PENNEY WITH

EX RIET1 E FOR A 12-1b. CHMARGE

.A, R: 9Br,.n

Road W~asiprchi Laebora'tory,S..... Landgn _

Septemnber 1,94_•

The amlltuoe of surface waves aropoucc• by a . hrg-lb. ¢iwgo detdtoa tea In water ata aepth

Sof 8I feet h,•as bn calculated for a Point 56.5 feet frM thM ChMirill by WG6 
0

enn~y's thoryM

calculations extnd uo to the thira trough.

The results haVe uten comonreO with lxaerimrntn) on*'rvations for a•omnar charim{2).
A r•*vnt Is excellent uý ,.0 the arrival of the second crest, but the calcuICted thirO troelh is
larger than that observeo,. flison-le agreepmnt, no to the third trough is obtained It the ehwoe

of the initial cavity :%ssuixmd In rnnov-' L•notoy is mociflfo to aivu e shallower cvity of the
SaeM tote\ vtolum,.

i • J~Equa.tions ured.

Penney's theory A3umas that the waves hre aroduceo Iy the till Ing it, of aln Initial
cavity, whose shmos Is given oy

mwe re y Is the Inithil elOvation of the free, Urfaco Moove the original unOdistumbou wator level
at a 0oi¶nt oistant r frum t vorticAl axis of e)m• try through tn2 char'p. It con oe shown th-nt
this Is a rNOSOMPMlu r,ý.•ersntntlon of trA Cejvity which might be exoectes t% be orobuceo when a gas

jIlble at its mtajnlrwm reolus h just touchos the toe of th• 'do•v' creaitrd by tea chDroft. Th6e
wirtH of this cavity Is shown In Figure 1.

A t arny thfw t later th: esytem of wavOs DrooCeed by this cavity is describod oy the
S ( followino relation Dolw•un surfa•c v•icv•tiou y a•dr djstit•OC r.

4 p (0n-2)!

4 whero $2 1u2 + r
2  

(a)

cite an Is the rrih 1.04enflro oolynormial, Thil tormruuii Is only w~l~onfor r.ongUt4tiorl "i %"I
valtue of tho tire. For later time2s it Isrrore convveniont to use the following 'Aporixirnte

Intagrel methba liven by @Lnry.

IfW Is the dlstanCt of i ", a11 ulement In the water 6urface of u:rta d3 frrm the Coiht at

which the wave heiglgt y is measured, nnad If r be the Oist:rnce of this sumý area froa, the vertical

axis through the charge, then

where

I j



wvhere H (0)* -A+ a -

aRho y3 iS tire Initial nIavatien of the Ulurerent OS, antI Is gvveir Iy erl~raot r (t). The letegoti

nr A t to be tp;,Crij ,v~or the Whole of the region etcubsitd by the Initial Cavity.

In Denney's rr'thcti of evaluating (3) two toroiefreiatlosa Rre mane, Firstly, tho Integration
15 mindrjced to that -&lrtinoa lr ie ca.vity eoc~wn In Flijr: I W.Arv the i, .s ti're?Weý 14

initially Delow ins usillsturu level, l.a, V vndfle reev zero tcVGh. Secos-ol, an orreroelerate

ocresslen fora) is trace. ilirich Is illiustfrtfO !A N'gure 2. Mere M plan of tie witer sertece is

ti "elng tnr vart cit eel1s throujh the ciflmr ,n!") o r oiti~tn i rmtt
scici the WVere Aelont Is to 0e C.,IICLI1Stca, The circle of radine e.½ reofelents Otee hr~b Within

which the coIlfr Su~fACO 18 linitlelle Oeoreabed. lhe-A In (i) a) 1s naoreulemt,4 Itry the tt
P - xr cnich tenot topl Nhen Rf Is 1Sergeo ci.4*reo with h4. with these twe 4eeroxratlrions (1. May
We redueco0 t';

where F ()

ari where a 5(10 C

wumeri ~ut IValuYes

It Wsa assUMP.4 that non 'rner.)y In the orate-la motion o? Pelar Acresn gelignite W34

4wi calories er~r gram, I.e. the Seren &3 that used I.1 react c.ilculatlons of butnDle bohivil, oer r

'f.N,T, P,';veMra~-h f. -re )%.. itrlet. The". le eoubla r~adius A1 is C&calcsele

froii thre formu'i' gives In rit crevjiceos 9apr
1 3 1 . The Virce" eeIjMt Y w,)e c1lculated net a odetente

R Shr a 060 feet. tUe to t N 3.75 ¶eConi rO qu.-itlte (2) wi st n te while for greater tints
equAl en (II) Wees sell. In this Ilittr egeet torn the lrrej.' nomtmreirdrerriciliy try JIeitiir

the .range of a Into twenty "uel Stoell. The integrat ion is eut~rwatco t. he hccum&tt to tit lont
51; for rivet of the COCQQ tire errori Art: eroortly not wore thin 21.

Thne cAlculated wave aeCll~tuti In bhdwn In Figure ) by a Cull clirvol up to fleet 9.29 nreCOurde6,
WheIrthe thN tro0 ~ugh 10Jrit roachret tire con:t 2rr~rCnlga~ Th, .1Ilwnt OIS:orntijlju~t at

Initial OIllturhirhlCQ outside .I raeiq oc/ji,, where the water is initially AOeci lihe unoisetrbed
wt level,

CogParson with eypcrimvntot obscrvution4,

Ounnreeylb f , ury wcul lit' ptrictly 0ruly Y when Ore tortal ,dqoth: of tty ester ie vary large

cwomarwe to the scenic radius. In tire wec"IirrAnts awe........l trio total deelth of water wae Abourt
15 feet. The waveleogth emaO eh~A~id mat nkereal 25 fNat 1n Chub we fAr hot the eforwgation of
waves Is concerned tre eifforancp hetweren tWe v-r'rimonrt ainti tihe case In whince lire deoth wee a"'o.iTcd
infinitC Will be Slight.. The c;hifet fec

t
r of the bottom wil I oki to dsatort the cirrerr of the Cavity

thoug It Sho~uld not jrerroly altar Its volume,

Tht caseo wherm the chnrgec reso fliree cr0 8 feel Cueth Is irrist nearly I ivionjo- by
the theory, Since ;it thins depth the tont of the Durable will just rcach thei awu the bubble ant'aino

Al ~~~Its mMsirna voirunre. Aecerlllngly the Wave enoltlOuSe cresefrCid At r. CISt nca raf- feet fltrý a
cte-b, a~~ feet acc-c hovei beent-aCaen freor the cexerime-ne .. r.... I e11nc elot teu in figurv 3 Iny

mirroi-i lInne, As the zero of? tine for this curve warn not kneown It hats Pean irreltrmrlly ch .s0%0t
give the beat fit.

-vi ~it will be seen Omet the c-jfoecrent between theory end experimenrt Is reNarkairly pnod. at

least up to OneO reconti crest. Cross thp calculcit lens It seemed 1 bawlsv that the larch of sorreevosno
for tlirees later thn,, buraut 9 3C'Crl-S might !)e Orjo to the rahctnial cavity haling snallower than the
aesJU.rt Carvity owing to tlr& Vrsor0 thtD bcrttOM, To test thii: ldac a cavity, having tire sarre
volume tiz, but shrlloxcr then, thrrt Ascumeoe by 'enney Weis arbitrarily bflcSn, Yhha 13 Shoan by

s baroken lotine Infiure 1, A few zatint, corr-recsDndiey to two crea.,a anlic two troughsa wtilo
rcompceuted using this mocfiIl io ovity Shalýe,..n3 -ire eletted In FIjure 3 by cdrclos. These0 are
In better agreement wits the cbrlilir wav-a, Vscect fzr the Crest ait 6 s'rcoded..
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it may tO co-'Ouana that, at least for ttmirpts a? the artier of ~Zh.the theory at' ,e-tIs In reasornatio a~peement witn obse'rvation, ttmu~gh tna InIthl shaoe of tite cavity aroduiced In ti¶e

water Dy th~e cteirqc. may 0lftcr som~wtut from that esswod.

Ct i.G. ~Oefmty. 1,^4ovhty yv, s orodu-ed bv !,jrf!',,P l ur~vro,,ior peto~os Io.,.,.

(0 C.1 'S~t" urfawce waves proaucco Dy firing unjcrwater 12 Io, thArges
of cojiar 5mmnf got Ip3nte at various death&.'

0)A1 rat T .h%!krofa nowlreooino~l"

A A.
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SURFACE WAVES FROM AN UNDERWATER EXPLOSION

J. G. Kirkwood
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and
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SU4RFACF, WAVES M~OM A# THM 1AMY& 9EnFLWY

Coneider a va o.fc wt" generat,-d by an ut emnater cxploeion. 1) The effeot of thv

Shook wave Is arezed to ba negligible eg, that the cole uource in tho p,-Aeating gno jV0N%

whtoh has an Instantan•oun volume V(t) &t the time t. Thin gas globe, assumed to be

apheri lly "etriap as a first approximation, will migrate under the lofluerict, of gravity

and of the neighboring aurfa£6m. Let sE(t) des-lgnats its inctautL'neouc position above the

bottom. It in rnquirmd to .V'irnd the flow for infinite water of uniform depth h abovo a rlgid

bottom.

tet P be a point (of. Fig. I) with oylindrioal polar noordiratos r, 9, z. Thesi the

conaer'ravioi of mass requirer th.t the divergenoce of the material vewocty q(rg 9, z, t)

of an Invisoid, imonmpreseible fluid with uniform density y vanish evor•vhori e*xapt

et the vo,,_ce (,q•.u-tion of Contintty), i.'.,

If thw flow io I!Urther assumed to be irrtuotional,

then the velocity q(rj, m i t) it tho neagativw'

gradient of a volooity potontial 4 (r, 0, u, t)

and Lapli wl, Pquttiun eauat, fron the above : ',P

In addition, the Iwwtion 4 must saa÷•fy two boundary oornitions, At the fixed bottom

ther*e is no oomponent of the velooity normal to tho surface. i.e.,

0-ZOO (2

At the free 6urface the pressure pa is uniformly atmosphorio, The offeot of this condition

is neon by a conoideration of +he Eulorlah equation of motion, vim.,

Shere) is the gravitational potential and 1( B, z , Z ) I. the Instaztamoue

fluid preosure at a point. Integriting with respeot to the ,ioordInatem and negleoting the

square of the speed we obtain

- - + • + o ,(

ft

44

!1



wherf-p ar'bll.a-e 3vtgrAO.Ion-±\urxt~ion of t has been absorbod illonldgI

it also the Collstomt t /ý0 on itht aurfaiua, we have, to the u orrofapxiton

ro O isaa1 d iturtanco of' th., £ri''O tjt.-p

Nowi kinsuatically the velocity of the fivul no-,R4 to the Rurfevon must ethe Viasae as ths

num~a componoit of the surface velocity so that approxte-4taly (W MM.~ ordor t-rmu)

Difure~ntlatiij Liho Iirecedii equatloii with reepoot to t oebO. sutetitutiml for C

wa obtain for our secondi hnliinary oondition

6upptorio~~h, .l is tha oylind-icalW t mntatjin relooi.ty potontaim for the

oarja of a boTvion only, iue., nv I'v ~oo orat Thnni

whore to t~hn strelnmth (if aio manIuated uIliplo source, I.o., a p~oint so~uve with uxllov%

radial. flow. Lot ; t,P, I*b tho pmdditional term roUquirod for a five surfaou to

be eatiefiad 0iloo. Thus

4(4

Inasmuch ans P -14iinije L.APIWAjue wuAL0 id,5OCt to thO CLtIboI ) f thin fiked bottom.

it follows fri'n ouil~tioris (1) m.nd (2), roaptect±v,*y, 4.Jiet

4 ~jV
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Sub stitatint tthe im~ptsion (4) for cý In tequatiot (3.), we lmvs

t -A ST tL.o-~f~adyqli

eor upon *u,(kx'U . o-. e! th qLnow (4a),

whew. +~ ~~r0 JY4zJ(t)d
Z

vtlaio Z nafowalony 1rai

(4
where , x,3

ant4 P)i h aslfnto fsr re.Sbtttn hssptpo o
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Sbtitut.,,Z # fwm RAb) *!so in apstion (30) ocattul opratore, vehave

YF - 4-

(It I

we obt~atxw

K ~ ~ ~ ~~*2 cO X A,4rA

__ C!

utt

'A,
+

!2

The rtal soluiaton of this aquwtion iti giveni by

1=

a2

wee Is some timo prior to the uxploslon 67 19 0(( k) P arerbitrarlcntat

of inltegration. Lost the explosion UaIo placm at the time 0 . For- al~l tlm00 pravloUs

to this Instant Z J ý) and consequently both K (4, am e iA() m

"vanish. Thomforc,

czA A.1. -1T& 15-514.
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for Pd~ .1- f 6013~t thux' 1AU"
47 i(1icftz;) v~ ~ (I.Z)L

we obtain

1Integratinlg bk7, pazta we find

K(4t) eo$4Z4 f e-~ dv _ _

Qompzuiw the jt,,x'on 4P 10 give by1

ovl~tO Of till IIAtWrID IIWoi'ved In f rr An aotufb gasL globe Is staight
forward, buat iindthij It Ir, conlve.nii~l~t tholvfui'e, to ititrd(oAM; if4~~$OMtIU

the T4lu# Of whiob Nuet, ba tested by andiynia o. eperimantal i. ta. If ths Imi'M
of the first Pulsation or tiff 4cc. k~ob to :ruchJZ4o Owl Lhei t~stirme in terula'v the
explosion, It Iin Trmn~onb1e to wjp~og +,host

whreVaI-s nome averago vrnluv for the period '' .Thus'T Ax/
4f6-, / )

27I
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Oz :m rou qtuation (3a)

Fu UAUalulPaPSI 1.t is cor; .niont to~ intrc4diee di nerieoiee!i varifhAblo,

and~~~~ C -.,nc.

Alec put -

FOACO

A pr~oblem or practt.oal iterom't ii, the dnterawim~iun uf Ulu V&*aiv u~w iUsii u

a~o~t at the bottomu ( Z; - 0 . The funot~ioxn Q, A 6 Aa been avalit~ated

wnueri*&U7 for' A~'s 5p 100 1, 25, ý0, 100; itc; vaion1 for the blitifia distuwbotoo ar

gl in Trble 3A# The fuuetion6* 44 1 ) (eaua to G1( A', o f,,, the

pr3gA1r1' at the m~fAO6 hAV MOU*~~JI~m'~~~ for A. . 10, 11, 25, 50; It

valu~es for the Wntial. d.4iatuo !a*X ouic'flv in TOW4 1R1..

Th fou t '? parnl has altetvaattly poalti.7 and regative phases,

graphs Us, b, o, reectitvoly. Tii zaximum orf1 ~, " for itho firat positive phase

and that for the seooml one are ahown for the several. values of AL 'in Graphs 2&I,tL2,

m~iý.iwU~ly; lftewlee, the minima of the first two t'Agatlire phases are givail for COr~s-'

ponding values olt Ile in Graphs 2b1, a2 (positivvj) and in Otapha 3b'±, N. (naegntive). The

oorreqponding valvi, for G.(A, /, are plottedi In grapha 2&10, a2f, b 1', 3al' 0

6



V I
I

TABLE' :'A

to_ ,, to a ) __(52 _1,

0.0 0.0.)25 4.0 0.070i S., C -0.0742 12.0 0.0234
0.1 0.0027 4,.1 0.07M27 8.3. -1). XD96 12.1 O.00.36
0.2 0,0)29 4.2 0.0751 8.2 -0.081,4 12,2 0.0237
0.3 o.0031 4.3 O..077 8.3 -0.0886 12,3 0.0207
0,4 0.,033 4.4 0,0794 8.4 -0.09Zl 12.4 0.0172

0,5 0.0036 4.5 0. 0812 8.5 -'0.0949...', 0
0.6 0.0040 4.6 0. =0 8.6 -0.0o,70 iz,6 o.(95
0.7 0.0044 4.7 0.0841 8,7 -0.0982 12.7 0,,.4
,.8 0.0048 4.8 0.0850 8.8 -0.0988 12.8 tO.00t12
0.9 0.0054 4.9 0.0856 8.9 -Q0,85 12.9 -0.0030

1.0 0.0060 5.0 0005o8 900 -0.0974 13.0 -. oWo7
1.1 0.006ul 5.1 0.0956 9.1 -0.095o 1.i -0.0109
1.2 0.0076 5.2 0.0851 9.2 -0.0930 13.2 -0.0146

I 3 0.0086 5.3 0.0840 9.3 -0.0897 13.3 -0.0180
1.4 0.0096 5.4 0,0806 9.4 -0.0857 13.4 -0.0210

"'I 10 !. u.0106 5.5 0.,0806 9.5 -0.0311 13.5 -o,,,"

1,6 0.0120 5.6 0,0782 9,6 -0.0760 v1.6 -0,0258
1.7 0.0134. 5,17 0.0753 9.7 -0.0703 13.7 -0,0276
1.8 O.014 5.8 0.0120 9.8 -0.0642 1.18 -0.02U
1.9 O.0L65 5.9 0.0681 9.9 -0.0577 13.9 -0.0295

2.0 n.0L82 6.0 O.o06,18 10.0 -0.0509 14.0 -0.0296
2.1 0,0201 6,1 0.05W 10.1 -0.0440 V4,1 -0. 0ý93
2.2 0.);P20 6,2 0,0•'? 10 1 / ý Onf,
2.3 0,0241 6.3 Oe.O40 10.3 -0.02% 14.3 -0.027421.1. 0.076•6i4 ,~ !0,4 -0,022.7 14.4 -0.0W

2.5 0,.()28!; 6.5 0.0ý 10.5 -u.I 050 14.0 -0.0239
2.6 0,0309 6.6 0.0286 10.6 -0.0091 1!.6 -0.0217
2.7 0,0334 6.7 0.023.5 10.7 -0.0027 14.7 -0,0193
2.0 0.0360 6.8 0.0141 10.8 -0-0033 14.8 -0.0167
2.9 0.03c., f,.a +0•(;o65 10.1; 0.0038V .49 -6-.0139

3.0 0.0d,13 7.0 -0.0013 11.0 0.0139 1.ý0 -0.0111
3.1 0,0R• '7.1 -0.(-X92 11.1 0.0183 15.1 -0.0084
3.2 0 04b9 7.2 -O.0191, 11.2 0. 021 15.2 -u.U•6'1
3,3 010498 7.3 .,o.0250 1.i 0.0253 15. -0.0031
3.4 0.0 5,21 7.4 -0.0.28 11.4 0.0278 l5.•4 -0.Co0r

3l5 0.0556 7.5 -0.0404 11.5 0,10996 v .5 +0.(C1.6
3.6 0.0586 7.6 -0.0479 11.6 0o0307
1.u 0.0615 7.7 -0.051.1 11.7 0.0311 H', 'to the entries
3.8 0.0644 7.8 -0,0619 11.8 0.0309 ors oura'aot tu wIthid
3.9 0.067'2 7.9 -0.0683 11.9 0.0300 throo unitit In Qc;39ourth dec~mal place.

-,j
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TABLE 1U k0ontinued)

3.0 0.0002 8.0 0.025 13.0 -0,0165 18.0 0'0311
34.1 0.0003 8.1 0.0.67 13.1 -0.020' 18.1 0.0315
3M3 0.0003 8.2 0.0280 13.2 -0.3249 18.2 0.03)15

,3 0.0o04 8,3 0.0294 13.3 -0.0290 18.3 0.0311
3.4 o.0004 8.4 O.08 13.3.4 -0.0f13. 18,4 0.0303

3.15 0.0005 8.5 0.0322 13.5 -0.0371 18.5 0.0290
3.6 0.0005 8.6 0.0,335 13A *0.0/08 10.6 0.0274
1.? 0,00*6 8o7 0.0349 13.7 -0.0443 18.7 0.0254
3,8 0.0007 0.9 0.0363 1.3,A -0,"v•76 16,8 0,0231

0.0m9 0.000 8.9 0.0377 13.9 -0.0506 1-1.9 0.0205
4.0 0.0003 9.0 0,0391 1.-.0 -.00534 19.0 0.0176
4.1 00000 901 o.am 1411 -00.o0 19.1 0.0345
4.2. O.0oll 9.2 0,.041 14U,.. -0,0562 9.ZP 0.0112
4.4 0.0012 9.3 0,.0429 14,.3 -0.0601 19.3 0.0078
4.4 0.0013 9.4 , W,39 14.4 -0.0617 ]9.4 0.0043

4-5 0.0014 9.5 0.0449 ý4.5 -0,K'00 19.5 *0.0007
4.6 0.0016 9.6 0.04•9 (4.6 -O.639 )916 -0.0028

5.1 0.0020 9.8 3 . •-.w 15.. 3, 0."65 219 . 0.0097
,.9 o.0C0) 9.9 o.4,4 1.2 -0.0"11 29.2 -0. 229S5.0 0 .002 109. 0.0497 15.0 -0.0693 200.0 -(00160
5.1 0.0032 10.1 0.0491 15.1 -0,0625 20,4 -0,01881, 0-00•31 1oVP ").IX-9.4 15.2 -0.0611 4, 2 -0,O214
5.5 0o.034 10,3 00 -493 15.3 -0.059) 20).3 -0.0237

I . 0:.0037 10.6 0.0494 15.6 -0.0571 20.6 -0.0286

OlUD49 10.7 0.04on 15.7 -0.04C6 O,7 -0.02•ý
5.8 o.ooM 1o.8 o 0473 15:8 ,.. 5 20,8 -0.0299
ý09 0.059 "t.9 0o, 046.3 15.9 -,0104-11 20.9 -0.0101

6.0 00064 11.0 0.0451 16.0 -o,.Y76 21.0 .o.o2
6.1 0.0069 11.1 .00437 16.1 -0.031 21.1 -0.0291
65P 0.00Th 11.2 0,0ý42 16.2 -0,02921.2 -0.026i
6G3 0.0062 31.,3 0,0404 16.3 -0,0248 21.3 -0.0261
.*4 0.00m) 11.4 0.0O7L 16,4 1 .0,n4 21.4, -'O

0;,5 0,0096 1-1,4 0,0362 16,5 -210.5 -0.0231
6. 0.0104 11.6 0.0339 16,6 -O..uu i2i.j -0,Uj09
6.7 0.0112 11.7 0.oY1 36.1 -o.o068 21.'? -0.01t
6.6 0.oi20 1148 0.0203 26. -U.0024 21.8 -0.01t
6.9 0.02.29 11.9 0.0253 !6.9 +0.0319 21.9 -.0J.0

7,0 0.0139 12.0 0.0221 1/,0 0.0061 22.0 -0.0102
7.1 0.0149 12.1 0.0187 17.1 0.0100 Th! -0.0072
7.2 0.0159 12.2 0.0151 17.2 0.0137 22.2 -0#0042
7.3 0.0169 12.3 0.0114 17.3 0.0170 22.3 -0.0013
7.4 0.0180 12.4 0.006 1V.4 0.020 22.4 +0.0015

7.5 0.0192 12.5 +0.0036 17.5 0.0229 22.5 0.0042
7.6 0.0204 12.6 -0,0003 17.6 0.0253
7.7 0.0216 12.7 -0.004) 17,7 0.0273 Notw Te onfriou
'7 010M 12,8 -0,0084 17,8 0.0290 woioec to vdthin three7.9 0.0241 12.9 -0.014 IM. 0s0302 vlt•.o In thD fourth

H 8

Ii

' . ... __ _ _ _ _ __ . ....... • * 1 '
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rADU. 1A (Continuod)

•,•_ z(••,,,,) , o(.•,~t) G, (15o..03) V , o(15,0,t') t, G,(15,o,t')

8.0 0.OU-04 12.5 0 0148 17.0 U.0226 21,,5 -0.0357 26.0 -0.0073
8.1 0,0004 12.6 0156..8 21.6 26.1 -0.0099
8.2 0.0005 12.7 0.0164 17.2 0.0189 .11.7 -0.0308 26.2 -0.0124
8.3 0.0006 12.0 0.0172 17.3 0.0169 21.8 -0.0280 264. -0.01480.4 0.0007 12.9 0.0180 17..4 0.018 21.9 -0.0252 26.4 -0.0170

9.5 0.0UL'! .1.0 0.0189 1'i.5 0,010,6 U2.0 -0.0222 2(6'.5 -0.O.SX
8.6 0.0008 1i.1 0.0197 17.6 0.0103 2!2.1 -0.0192 26.6 -0.0209
8.7 0.fx0 13.2 0.O2.1k t7.7 0.0079 22,2 -0.0163 26.7 -0.0224
8.8 0.0030 13.3 0.0214 17.8 U.uug. . -L.m),..i 26.8 -0.0238
8.9 0.0011 13.4 0.0223 17.9 0.0030 22.4 -0.0096 2,6.9 -0.0249

9.0 0*001.2 11%5 0.0232 1.8.0 tO.0004 22.!; -0.0064 27,0 -0.0257
901 0.001.i 13.6 0.0241 18,1 -0.002) 22.6 -0,0032 27M, -0.0263
9.2 0.0a14 1.7 0.0249 18.2 -0.0050 22.7 -0.0001 27.2 -0.0265
9.3 0.0015 13.8 0.0208 ISO -0.OO-rl 22.8 +O.0030 27.3 -0.0265
9r,4 0.0017 13.9 0.0266 18.4 -0.0105 22.9 0.0060 2'7.4 -0.0262

9,5 0.001f, 14.0 o0275 13,'. -0.0132 23.0 0,0088 27,5 -0.0256
9.6 0.0021 3,4.1 0.0261 13.6 -0.0160 23.1 0.011.5 27.6 -0.0248
9.7 0.0022 U4.2 0.0291 18.7 -0.0187 23:2 0.0141. 27.7 -0.0237
9's 0.002, 14.) 0.0298 18.8 -0.0.1., 23.3 0.0165 21.0 -.0.022,4
9.9 0.0026 14.4 0.0306 18.9 -0.0240 23.4 0.0187 27.9 -0.0208

'*0.o 0.0029 144 0.0=12 19J0 -0.0267 23.5 0.0207 28.0 -0.0190:10,i 0^31• oi1.6, 0.0.119 11,19) -0.0291 23.6 0,0224 08. 1 -v.01731
:1O.2 O,'fm4 14,7 0.012ý 19,2 -0.0315 23j,7 0.0239 28.2 -0.0150
10.3 0.0036 14.8 ') 0,41 19,3 -0.033? 23.8 0.0252 28.3 -0.0127
:10.4 0.0039 14,9 0.03)3 1%J4 -0.0360 23.9 C.0262 28.4 .0,0103

1015 0. DUV*: .5.0 O ,0•340 19*5 -O.0'19 W4.0 0.0269 28.5 -0.0079
10.6 0.o046 I-,,I O-G43 3.9.6 -0. •'r ,2.1 O.027V 12•.6 -0. 00
10.7 0.0049 15.2 0.0.$46 19.7 -O.041.5 24.2 0.027t. 28.7 -0.0029
S0.8 000M 1i.3 0.0o47 19.8 -0.0431 240. 0.0272 28.8 -0.0005
IU19 0.0056 15.,4 0.0349 19.9 -0.0444 24.4 0.0267 28.9 +0.0019

11.0 0.0060 15.9 CI. 0,14 20.0 -0.0457 24.5 0.0260 2".1 0.0041
11.. 0,0064 1.1.6 0.0',49 20,1 -0.0466 24.6 O. 0250
1162 0.0069 1 (. ) 0.0,147 20,2 -0.0475 24.7 0.02K8
VI 1) #M0(74 7,5 A 0-6ý46 "AJ -0.,0474; -4.6 0.C20
11.4 0.0079 15.9 01,0342 20.4 -0.0484 4.9 0.0206
11.0 0.0084 16.0 0.0338 20.5 -0.040.4 25.0 0,01%6 Notst Thi ontri=c
11.6 0.0089 16.1 0.1332 20.6 -0,0483 25.1 0,0165 Are coIprect to with-

11.7 0.0095 16.2 0.032s 20.7 -0.04'17 25.2 0.01.42 bi LUImp unitc inI 0. O0jol 16.3 0.0)16l 2U.8 -O.0471, 25.0 0.0117 Caw kuurth J4",Lll
1.1.9 0.0107 16.4 0.0307 7;rj, q -0.0460 25.4 0.0091 pliog.

12.0 0.0113 16,5 0.02•96 21.0 - . 25, 5 0. ,.X*4
12.1 0.0120 16.6 0.0235 21.1 -O.043', 25.6 O. 00
12. 2 0.0127 16.7 0.0272 U.2 -0.0418 25.7 +0.000
1.23 0.01:4 16.8 0.0258 2j..• -o04L• 25.8 -0.0020
12.L 0.0141 . 6,9 0,02+2 21.4 -0.0379 25.9 -O.0047

'1
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TABLE. IA (Outluwd)

18.0 0.0006 ;1.0 o.oi33 29.0 0.003i7 31,0 -0.0188 38.0 -U.0083
18.1 0.0008 :1,9i6 OlOii 28.1 0.0074 t).-7 -U.:1i70 i.-.004

18,2 0,0009 23.2 0.0143 28.2 0.0061 13.2 -0.0152 38,2 -0.01•5
.A,13 0.0009 23.3 0.0147 2a.3 0.0047 33.3 -0.0133 31*3 -0.0130
14,4 0.0009 23o4 0.0152 28.4 0.0033 3314 -0,0115 38.4 -0.0143

18.5 0,0Ci 23.5 0.0156 28. 5 0.001.8 33.5 -0.0095 3A,5 -0.0155
18.6 0,.0010 23.6 0.0161 4.6 fo.mO3, 13.6 -o.0M% ".,6 ,0.o167
18,7 040011 23.7 0.0165 29,7 -0.0013 33.7 -0.005 38:.7 -0.0197
18,8 001:2 23,8 0,0169 28.8 -0.0028 13.8 -0.0035 :"8,s -m.o186
18.9 0.0012 2..9 0.0173 -I0.004 33.9 -0.0015 A9 -0.0194

19.0 0M0013 24.0 0.01i7 29.0 -0.0060 34.0 -O 0.O0.• 39.0 -0.0200
1991 0.001-4 2.1 1. 0.0181t 29.1 -0.0075 3401 0.0021, 39.1 -0.0204
19.2 0.0016 24.2 0.0185 29,2 -0.0091 34.2 0. R{O3 ý9.2 -0.020719.9 0.00 !7 2 -403 0,0189 29,3 -0.0107 34 U. (w3 >9, -0.02M19,4 0.001.9 214.,4 0,0193 29,4 -0.0123 34.4 0.008 39.4 -0.0206

19,5 0.0200 Pý-5 050.96 .P9.5 -0.01in 34.5 0.0095 39.5 -0.020o
19,6 n.mppn •y,6 0.0200 29.6 -0.0153 34.6 0.0112 39,6 -0.0199
19*7 0.0023 24.71 0.0203 29.7 -0.0168 34.0 0.0126 39,7 -0.0193
19.8 0.0025 Z4,A 0.0207 29.8 -0.0143 34.8 0.0141 39.8 -0.0185
19*9 0,0027 24.9 0.0210 29.9 -0.0197 34,9 0.0153 39*9 -oo176

20.0 0.0025 25,0 0 ,021 3 30.0 -0 . LU.L C1, 0.0166 ,0.0 -Q.316 .
20.1 0.0031 25.1 0.0215 30.1 -0.0224 35•1 0.0175 40.1 -0.0154
20.2 0.0034 25.2 0.U247 '40.2 ,0.0237 35.2 0.0115 40.2 -0.0141.
20,3 0.0036 25. 0.0218 -40, ,.0.0249 35.3 0..V91 40.3 -0.0127
20.4 0.0036 25.4 0.0219 30.4 -•0.o259 35.4 0.O048 40.4 -0.-011;

! 2045 0.0040 25.5 0,0219 30.5 - 0.z69 J35ý 0.0202 40.5 -0.00%
0.6 0.0043 25,6 0.0220 30.6 -0.uowl 3.6 0.0206 40.6 -04007M

20.7 0.0045 25.7 0.0220 'Y0.7 -9,0287 35av 0.0206 40.7 -0.0061
20,A 0.00a4 25.8 0.0220 10.8 -0.0296 35.8 0.0207 40.8 -0.o04,3
W009 00051 25.9 0,0219 3o.9 .,0302 35.9 0.0204 40,9 -0.0025

IF:, 21 .0 ,0I0 26,0 0.0218 31.0 0.o.0303 36.0 0.0 02 41.0 - ,O1.00l
21,1 0.005 240 Q, ,01i,6 U1,1 -0.0312 36.1 0.019 41.1. 40.0010
11 2 0,0059 26.2 0,0315 31.2 -0,0317 36,2 0.0191 41,,' 0.0027
21.0 0.006•2 2,. 0,0212. 313 U0.0319 36.3 0,01.82 41.3 0.0044
2 1.4* 0.0065 26.4 0.0210 31.4 -0.0322 36.4 0.0174 41.4 0.0059

21.5 0,0068 26,5 0.0206 31.5 -0.022 36.5 0.010., 41,5 0.0074
21,6 O.,X7T 26.6 0.0203 31.6 -0.0322 A.6 0.0151
21..7 •lW074 P6,7 0.0:.99 1., 1 -0.0320 36.7 0.0137
21.8 0.0077 26,8 0.0195 31.8 -0.0017 36.8 0.0124
21.9 0,0080 26.9 0.0WA89 31 ul -0.0312 36.9 0.0108

:,M r..0 O.fr / a . 0 0,0 4 3 -.0 -0.0/08 37.0 0.0093 lfttel The ntri fl•s
22.1 0.0066 27.1 0.0177 32.1 -0.0'300 37.1 0.0076 git co.rrect to w•tbhin
22.2 0i.00" 27.2 0.,0170 32.2 -0.0293 37.2 0.0059 theeUmw~ts in USh
22.3 0.009"7 27.3 0.0161 32.3 -0.0-83 37.3 0.0041 fourtuh deolml pitoe.
22.4 0.0102 ZI.4 0.01"3 32.4 -0.0273 37.4 0.00.13

22.5 0.0107 27.5 0.07.43 32.5 ..o.(461 .5 o.0oo,
22.6 0.0112 27,6 0,0133 32.6 -0 ,O249 37 ,6 -0.00•1

22.7 0.0117 27.7 0.0122 32,7 -0.0234 37,7 -0.0031

22.8 0.012) 27.8 0.0112 32.8 -0.0220 37.8 -0.0049
22.9 0.0129 27.9 0.0100 32.9 -0.0204 37,9 -o.0066

TI

)__ .• • • .• ., , .• ? .... ......~~ ... .. . . ... . .. ...
,
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TABLC U (Gontinuod)

40, o 0.0001 44.0 0.0016 48.0 Qo O73 52.0 0.01.1.
40, o0oo00 44.1- o00.16 48.1 0.0075 52,1 Mi0lo
40.2 0. 0002 44.2 0.0011t 48. 0.00'Y7 52,.2 0.0108
40., 0.0V02 44.3 0.()Ole 489.3 0.0079 52.) 0.0106
40./4 0.oU, 44.4 0.0019 48.4 0.0082 52,.4 0.0104

40.5 0.0002 44,5 0.MA I20 4,5 o0, 04 ý0 •5 0.o010Z
",(,-6 MOM02 44.6 0.0021 48.6 0.00M 52.6 0.0099
40.7 0.0002 44.7 0.0022 48.7 0G.88 52.7 o.0096
S40.6 .0000l JA. 0.0023 41'8 0.0090 52.8 0.009)
40.9 0.0001 44.9 0.0024 48.9 0-009% 5.g.9 0.00Vo

41,0 0.0003 1o5.0 0,0025 49.0 0.0094 53.0 o00036
/a1,1 0.0003 45.1, 0.0026 49.1 0.0095 53.1 0.0082
4.1.2 0.0004 1,5.2 0.%12? 49.2 0.0091 53.2 0,0078
41.3 0.0004 45.53 oAo0.2 49.3 0.0099 .53.3 0.007o4
41,4 0.0004 45.4 0.0030 49.4 0.0103. 53.4 O.0069

401.5 0.0004 45.5 0.0031 49.5 0.0102 53.5 0.006S
41.6 0.005W 45.6 0.0032 49.0 0.0104 5M.6 0.0060
41.7 0.0005 45.7 0.0033 /9,7 0.0105 53.7 0.0055
j-.. 0.0O05 45.8 0,0039 49.9 0.0107 53.8 0.00,49
41 onoo0.5 45.9 1,0036 49.9 0.0108 53.9 0.004442.1 0.0,-;. 46.1 0.0039 50.1 .O• ,4.0 .0

4A2.0 0.0006 46.0 0.0093 50.0 0.0110 54.0 o.0038
4,n1I.tt46nd.D 0. 0.0111 54.1 0.0033

42.2 o.0CO6 46.2 .0ou41 50.2 0.0112 54.2 0.00271
42.,3 oJcUoi 46.3 0.0042 50,3 0,.113 54.1 0.0021
4,.4 n, ri0 1604 n0,(')44 50,4 n,•m 014.4, 0.005..

0. .0007 466 0.0046 50.5 060115 5/k 5 0,0008
42., 0.0008 46.6 0.004, 50.6 0.016 54.6 +-0.0001

, 42.7 0.00oo 46.7 0.(049 00. o.o0116 54.7 .0o.(x)6
,428 0.0008 4,1.8 0.00 1 50.8 0.o1Xt' 54.8 -0.001.2

42.9 0.00, 46.9 U.003 50.9 0.01:17 54.9o4o0019

43.0 0.0(09 4Y.0 0,0055 51.0 0.0127 55.0 -0.0026
43.1 O.00o9 47.:t o~ooS6 51.1 0.U)V .5/1 -0.0032
43,.2 0.0010 47.2 0Xn0I58 51,,2 (M 0117 55,2 -0.o0394•. ow. zt U.u 'K" S..4 0.o}.1 Ly -0-0046

43,4 0.0012 4."0 0.0062 51.4 0.0117 Osil. ,,0.0046

43.6 u,,013 4V.6 0,QV 51.6 o,0M6 55.6 -0,0067

O3.Y 0,0013 47.7 0.0067 51.7 0.01.O 55,7 -0.0074
43bt 0.00V4 47.8 0.0069 51.13 0.0124 55.8 -0.0081
43.5 0o,0oW 47.9 0.0071 51.1 0.0113 55.9 -0.0087

C/



TA~31FE 'A (Conntirnud)

56.0 -0.0094 59.9 -0.01-v 63.0 0.0126 66.5 -O.OD85
.,6,.• I .0.0l0 59:. -00I31 63.1 0,0128 66.6 -0.0092%6.2 -0.0107 59.7 -0.O•24 63.2 0.0129 66.7 -0.00)99
S56.3 -0.0113 59.8 -0.0117 63.) 0.0129 66.8 -n,0,005536.A !0.0120 59.9 -0.0110 63. . o0130 66.9 -o,01"Ii

5f,. 5 -0.0)26 60.0 -0.0102 6D.5 0.0i29 67.0 -0.0116
! 11,.6 -0.0132 6aOA -0.0094 63.6 0.0i28 67.1 -0.012046 .7 --0.0M 7 60.; -0.0086 6,.7 0.0126 67.2 -0.0124
56( .o -0.04I 6o.) -0.0078 63.a O.0124 6'i.3 -0.0127
56.A -*0.0147 60.4 -0.0069 63.9 0.0121 67.4* -0.0129

5.0 -0.01-52 60.5 -0.nrMo 64.0 0.0117 67.5 -0.0131
57.1 -0.0156 60.6 -0.0051 64.1 o.0117 67.6 -0.0132
57.2 -0.0161 60.7 -0.0012 64.2 0.0108 67.7 -0.0132
57.3 -0.0165 6o.8 -0.0032 64. 0. 0a0t 67.0 --. 0132
57.4 -0.0168 60.9 -0.0023 64.4 0.09f6 67,9 -0.01.31

57,5 -0.0171 61.0 -0.0•J13 64.5 0.0089 68.o -0.Ot•957.6 -U.01•! 61.1 -0.0004 61,.6 0,0082 68.a -o.01e6
57.7 -0.0176b 61.2 +0.0005 64.7 0.0375 ",8.2 -0.012357.8 ,uo/ 61 .ý O. 001u 64.8 0.0067 69.3 -0,0219i
57.9 -C).o179 6:L.4 0).00•.4 64.9 0.0059 68.4 -0,0114

58.0 -0.0180 61.5 0.00"3 65.0 o.oo05 69.7 -0.0109.58,1 -0.0180 61.6 0-0041•. 65.1' 0.004l 68,6 -o'.03 uJ
5862 -0.0181 61,7 0.0090 6%.2 0,002 641.7 -0,009f)
58.3 -,0.0180 C-1.8 0.008i 65j. 1).o0.2• 68.8 -o.0089
58.4 -0.0179 61"') o.0w66 65.4, *0.nn3 AA.9 -Oo010V1

5. .l 62,0 0.0074 65.9 0.0004 69.0 -0.007
5896 -0.0176 62.1 0.0.19 65.6 -0.0006 69.1 -0,006558.'! -0.0174 62,2 0.0088 65.7 "0.0015 (9,2 -0.0056
5•,,8 -0.0171. 6.0.3 0.0094 6,5, a -0.00•P5 4,9-3 -0.0047
59.9 -0.0168 %4. 0. 0100 65.9 -0,oit 69.4 -0.0039

$9.0 -o.0164 62.5 o.oilo6 66,0 -o.oo3 69.5 -o.of•PS
.•9.1 -0.0160 62.6 0.0A11 661,) -01001,9. 69.6 -0,001A
59,2 -0-0155 62.7 o.0o115 66.2 -OOU61 69.7 -C,00•9
59.3 -0.0150 62.8 0.0119 66.3 -0.0069 69.9 O.C00l59.4 -0. O144 62.9 0.01VI 66,/, o,. 0077 690, 0 o0,l11

boto s Tho entriop are uoorret to within
threuo u=niu in this 'uaUtb doolizal
place.
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TABLE IA (Goatinuad)
to to %(5 At') to to G(5000

477.0 o ,000(o 402.0 0.00004 487.0 0.000o 4 4.920 O.0OO.]477.1 0.00000 482.1 0.00004 87•,1 0.00015 492.1 o,0OMj_4,77.2 0.0"001. 4S2.2 0.10000 487.2 0.0015 4M2.2 0.000424W7.3 0.00001 .,"2.3 0.Q0005 497.3 0.0001.5 49 .3 .00431477.4 0.00M01 482,4 O.O005 487*4 0.00016 492.4 0.00043
477,5 0.000o 42.%5 oI.ooo5 487,5 o.0oW-6 02Y,5• O.OGo0a44"r..6 0. -.,XI 402,6 0.00005 407,76 0.0016 492.6 0.000/3

4W..7 7.W0Uu4 7 0.00005 A87.7 0.00017 492.7 0.00046
477.e o.oW00 M8. 0.00oo5 40, 'o, 01. 7 492.9 % .ooi0464'17.9 0.00001 482.9 o.OC005 487.9 0.00018 492.9 0.00047
478.0 0.00003) 483.0 0.00006 4,8.0 0.00018 493.0 o.000447'.1 0.00O01 483.1 0.00c06 4w8.1 0.00018 493.1 0.00049
478.2 0.0000, 483.2 0.00006 438.2 0.0=019 4-,.2 0.00049
478. 4 0 ooooo 483*4 0.00006 488:34 :11 49.3.1 0.00050

49:',4• 0.00049
478#4+ 0,00001 483.4 0.00006 488,4 0 49394 O. O(X0)5
478-5 0.00002 483.5 0.00006 4.8.0 0,00W2 49.15 0.00052478,,6 0.0000o 483.6 0.0oo0o07 4.6 o.000o' 493.6 0.0005208m?.' 0. WOW, 48.7' 0. 0oooo, In1,7 0. (Mloa 49.*7 o.00W•3
478,8 oMo.'.KK 43.0 0.00007 108.8 o.002 493.8 U. ooo.478,,9 0000o02 493.9 0.0O0O"7 /AM .9 o.M02 493,19 0,00055

479.0 0.,0002 484.0 0.00007 489.0 O.t)OW23 4940 0.00056
479. 0.0o 000o2 404.2 .0000 489.1 0.0002) 4%9. 0,0',OWy
479.• 0o00002 434.3 0.0o0o8 489.3 Q.Uooi4 494.3 0.000ý9, 479.4 0.0V2 484.4 0.0•00(X 439.4 0.0o0M) 494.,• 0.0006D

0,.• 0-00002 484.5 0ooo(W O.4025 0'00 494.5 o.o0061t6 0.00002 ,84..6 0,000 414919,6 n. l.00 494.6 0. W62,0 79.7 0.,•lJU 484/.7 O.0000 489.7 0.1o=,2 494.7 0.006•3479.- o.)0ooo 424.8 o.cooo9 489.8 0.00027 494. 0. 000644709.9 0.00003 44.9 0.0uKu9 4859.9 0.000,7 494.9 0.00065

'480.0 0.00003 48.0 0.00o09 490.0 0o000oo 490 0.00066,00.1 o.0oo03 485.3. 0.0o009 490. 1 O.0009 495.1 0.0006748o,�. o.on3 485.2 o.00009 490.2 0.00o•9 495,2 0.00068ASU.3 u.0 )3 43585.3 0.00009 490.3 0.00030 495.3 0.000694M0.4 0.00003 485o4 o.00010 490.4 O.000W 495,4 0.00070

400.6 0. 0003 405b6 o0.0o10 490.6 .o6 0.0724J1,7 n.0o00o 45.7 0.00010 ,90,7 0.0.032 4.5.7 0.00073
0•.8 0.o0oj 185.8 0.00020 490.8 0.00033 m)5.8 0.O007i4450.9 0.00003 485,9 0.000l 490.9 0.00033 495.9 0.00075

481.0 O.Utx)03 436.0 0.00011 491.0 0.0003 496,0 0.00076481.1 0.00003 486.1 0.OOo'l 491.1 0.00039 496.1 0.0007721.-2 0.00003 4M. 2 0.0001.7 491.P 0.00035 /,92 0.00078461.3 0.00003 486.3 O.00012 491.4 0.0036 496.3 O.O0009
481.4 0.00003 A46.4 0.00012 491.4 0.00037 496.4 0.00080
481.5 0.00I004 486.5 0.00012 491.5 0.0003 496.5 0.00001401.6 0.0o004 486.6 0.00013 491.6 0.00036 496.6 O..X002481.7 0.00004 486.7 00001�3 491.7 0.00039 496.7 0.00083481.8 0.0Qo04 /386.1 0.00013 491.8 0.00039 496.8 o.oo%4481.9 0.0 00N 486.9 0.00034 491,9 O.00040 496.9 0.0KO=5

.k •



TABLE 1A (cug~iwA)

1,71.0 0.00036 502.1) Q.00126 57. OxatO 0.C09 12.0 -0.00069

497.1 C.00087 W02.L O.U0126 5'.r,.1 0 . 0,021 ,,, I 1 -0.00073

497.2 0 .oc 0 VI 502.2 o.00126 507.2 0,00065 512,2 -0.000'7?

4.3 O.Oao~c W02.3 0.00)126 ".Y73 0.000m) 512.3 -0.00081

4V?,,4 0-00091 502.4, 0.00127l 507.4 0-00081 51.2.4 -0.00084

49'70 0.00092 50-1.5 0.001V? wt 5& 0.00078 512.5 -0.,00080

497.6 0.00096 502.6 0.00127l 507.6 o.00076 532.86 -0.00099
4.97.7 0.00094 502.6 O.u0127 507.67 .OO7 516 -0,00095'
49q.8 Q.00095 502.7 0.001V7 5M.8 0J.000r. 532.8 -0.00)099
41p.9 o,.00096 502.9 0.00M2 5o7.9 0.=069 512.9 -0.00103

498.0 0.00097 503.0 0.00127 !08. c- 0.0"0y 511. -o~n0. '1

496.1 0.00098 503.1 0.00327 508.1 0.00064 51.3. -0-o0110
4.9e.2 0.0009 503,Pp 0.00128 50M8,2 0.0062 513,2 -0.0011U
49;0.4 0.0010 503.4 0.001-28 508.4 0.00059 513.4 -0.00117

498.4 JM0.01 503.13 0.00128 05W.4 0.00059 513.3 -0.001M

498.5 0.0)0102 503-5 u.001I27 'P0d. 5 0,00051 51. -gj.001,25
496- 0U-M03 %1, .~e (, 0.000 51 5., -0.00128

490.8 0.00105 503.S 0.00127 'A*. 8 0.00045 513"s -0,00135
49)8.9 0.00106 503.9 0.001,17 0.9 0.00=4 513.9 -0.00139

499,0 0. 00107 qO4.0 0,0016 509.0 0.00J037 51.4.0 -0OO4

499.1 0.001W6 o4,1 ,0026 509.1 0.0003b 514.1 -0.001W)
499.2 0.00108 504.2 0*00126 ".9.2 0.00039 5V,.3 -0.00152
499.3 0.00109 504.? 0,00125 ~ 93 0009543 -. 05

499.4 0.00110 504.4 0.00225 509.4 0.00026 524.4. -0.00155

499.5 M.Ofl itl 504.5 0.00124 ",,.3 0.0002) 934,1~ -0.00158
409.6 0.00112 504,6 0.00123 509.6 O.00020 51. -o.0wI61.

49. .CU1142 $04.7 O.00123 5D9.'/ 0,M017 5U4..7 -0.00164
499.0 0007 504.8e 0.00122 %K0.3 ().00014. 04.8 -0.0016

499.9 0.00114 54.9 0.001a 50q.9q 0.00011l 524.9 -'0.00170

!So.0 0.001±5 505.0 0.00120 11(1.0 0.0000? 515.0 -0.001'73
500. 0.0155011 0,00314? 510.1 4-0.00w03 515.1, -0,01'6

500. 0.00116 0. .4i& 1, -0,00003. 515.f,. -0.00178
* ~~~5wX.? 0.00116? 503.2 0.0031? 5Wo10. .. OO 553 -,0

504 .00118 505.4) 0.0011? 501 .00004 515.4 :0.00184

50. .018505.5 0.001146 510.5 -0OD 515.4 0008

~o. .019505.65 0.0113, 510.6 .4,000Z6 2. -0.00108
500.7 0.0031l85. ~ 012fQ, ~)00! 515:7-0 ,01

500.8 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 0.02 0. .01 508-.00 1. -0.00186

500.9 0001215o5.6 0.00109 510.9 -10,031631. 0.09
501.0 0.00119 50. .0051, 0003.160 -. 0'7:
501.7 4.02 05.7 0l,00112 511. -0.VCM0Y 16. -~0,00191
501.2 0.0012 506.2 OM 508-0.00024 511.2 -0.c-001162 .ooo3
501.3 0.0012Z A5.9 0.00109 511.3 -0.00042 513.? -0.00192

501.0 0.0013.2 50604 0.00107 511.4 -0.00MM. 516.0 -0.001w3

501,5 0.00122 5,06.1 0.0009O 511.1 -o.400os5 516.5 0.060

W01.6 0.00124 506.6 0.00109 511.6 -0,00054 516.6 -0.0020

50l3~. 0.00123 506,.4 o.001025 5121.7 -0.000572 416.1 -0.00206 3

501.8 000123 506.7 O.0D095 M1. 7 0.00057 516.7 -0.00207

5 010.9 0.000325 506,9 Q.O0091 511.9 .0.00065 516.9 ~ -f 3.00208

14
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ti 415o~,' 2jLG(500,0,t') to O"(500otoo.) ti __

p~~~~ -- -. ( _____ D __ _

51.O -0,00209 5 1%0 -4).00133 52r.0 0.00002 529.0 O.W'170
517.1 -0.00209 521.1 -0.00129 52i.1, 0.0o7 5291 0.00169517..2 -0.002I0 521.2 -O.00124 52.2 0.0W092 529.2 0.00167517.3 -0.00211 •21.. -0.00.120 52U.3 0.00097 529.3 0.00165
517.94 -0.0023.1 52-4 -0.0015 ý23.4 0.00102 529,4 U. -XI62

51705 -0.00211 521.5 -0.0(1110 5ý545 0, (09)]V 9 9.5 0.00166
517.6 -.0.00211 521.6 -0.00105 525.6 0.00112 5"29.6 0.00357
517.7 -0.00211 521.7 -0.00100 525.7 0.00117 529.7 0.00154517.8 -0.00210 51:8 -0.000" 525,: 0:00121 529.8 u. uuli517.q -0.00,.0 521.9 -0.00090 525.9 0.00126 529.9 0. C0148

ý"I00 -0.00209 5Vo -0.000814 526.0 0.0o010 53() .00145
518.1 -0.00209 522.o -0.000=9 526.1 0.00134 530.1 0.00141
518.2 -0.00208 522..2 -0.OOC73 526.2 0.00137 530.2 0.00137518.'* -0,00207 522.3 -0.00068 526.3 0.00141 530.3 0.00134318.4 -0.00206 54.4 -0.00062 526.4 0.00145 530.4 0.0X130

51015 -0.00205 522.5 -41.0057 526,5 0.04B r,0, O..12";•18 06 -O.00 kU4 52,.6 -0.000 .52 W 46 6 m xO,(D 5 -30,6 0 .00121
-17- 0,2. 52., ..... ." .7 as C,01 5.7 0.00116

518,8 -0.00201 P20 -0.00041 530.8
518.9 -0.001.99 .5.U9 -00035 526.9 0.00100 530ý9 0.00107
519.0 -oo19,? $23.0 -0.000oco 527.0 0.00162 331,0 0.00302
519.1 -o.1C9)I95 513-... -4).-UVUZ4 5z2.3 0.0o165 531.1 0.00097519. -0.001%9 52).32 -0.C"Y8 527:2 0,00167 531s, 0.09082S519.3 -0.00193 523.2 -0.0001i 527.3 0.00169 531.2 0.0009"
! 5194 -0.00189 523.4 -0.0C•I 527m4, 0.001"71 531.4 0.00081

5194 -0.001860 -0.00001 0.001'12 53163 0.0007M519.6 -0.00181 52.6 +0.0=;00 527.6 0.00.m50 'A.,; Uo0U69
519.7 -0.00181 523.7 0.00011 527.7 0.00174 .531.7 0.00063
519,8 -Q.001.. 52.8 0.00016 527.8 0.0o01,75 31.8 0.00057
519.9 -0.00175 52.,9 o0.o22 5'7.9 0)D.0076 531.9 0.00051
520.0 -0.001'7 524.0 .oOC029 52fl,0 0.00174 532.0 0.00=45520.1 -0.01& 524•.1 0.0)33 528.2 0.00177 532.1 0.00038520.2 -0.00165 524.2 0.000c) 528.2 0.00177 532.2 0.00032520.3 -0.00161 524.3 0.00040 52d.3 0.00177 532.3 0.00026
520.4 -0,00150 524.4 0,XAX)00 'M8o4 0.(1)176 532'4 0.00019
520.5 -5.00144 5.5 0.00056 529.5 0.00176 532.5 0.00013
520.6 -0400150 524.6 0.00061 129.6 U.00175
520.7 -0.00146 524.7 0.00066 5251,' 0.00174 Note, The ontrise5,2008 -J.ODU2. ýP-4.n 0.000*71 5n.do.l" 0400171 are- aorr•.ot towithin
520.9 -o.001o" w a 0.Owl S 1 0.001.%. ou ,a in the

fifth deo5,ml place.

a,
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"0.0 0.0005 4oo0 o M1. 8,0 -OI.ck 12.0 .0o9.'7

0 0o1 0,co06 4.1 Or75M 8.1 -0.L200 1211 0.0906
I 0.2 0.0006 4.2 0.0798 8,2 -0.1305 12.2 0.000

0,3 0.0007 413 0.0840 8,3 -0.1,00 12•3 0,0678
0.4 0.0001 4.. 0,O880 8,4 -0.1483 12.4 0.0542It 0.6~I 0.00M 4- .6 0,0988,0 ~ 3 2A .

0,5 0. 00io 4:; 0.0919 a.5 -01.555 12. 0.03

0.7 O.00.. 4.7 0.0991 8.7 -0.1658 12.7 +0.008
0.8 0.0017 4.8 0.1023 8.8 -0,1686 12.8 -0.0075
0.9 0,0021 4.9 0..052 8.- -0.699 12.9 -0.0234

1.0 0.0025 5.0 0.1717 9.0 -0.1696 13.0 -0.0387
1l1 0.0030 5.1 0.109" 9.1 -.J.1.676 15.1 -0.0512
1.2 0.0035 52 0, 1114 9.2 -0.1638 13.2 -0.0667
"109 0. 004o 5.3 0.1125 9.4 -0.1514 13:.• 4 .00
I.A. 0.0049 5,4 OI'I32 9.4 -0.1514 13.4 -0.0892

1.1 0.005o'1 5.5 0.1129 9. -0.1427 130' -oo0978
.6: 0 0066 5.6 0.1121. 9.6 -0.1325 -1,6 -0. 10A),

1.7 O:WO16 5.7 0.1106 9,7 -0.12C43 3T•.7 -0,10?
Z,. ~ O8 , ,Z•9• -0.10"11 13.8 O.0.109

01.9 0501.0 59 0.1054 9.9 -0.0939 13.9 -O.1108

"2.0 0.0111 6.0 0.101 10 00 -0.0789 14.0 -0.1083
2.l 0.0128 6.1 0.09,70 10.1 -0.0631 14.1 -O.105
2,P )0,0,A5 6.2 0.0915 10.2 -0CA67 14.2 -0.0968
2.3 0.0163 6.3 0.08l5 10, -0.00300 14.1 O.0W00
2a4 0.01.82 6.4 0.0780 10.4 -0.0131 14.4 -007.75

1W25 0.0204 6.5 0.0700 1.0. ÷60,0037 14.5 -0.0655
2.6 0.0227 6.6 0.061:0 .u.6 0,.0201 1.4.6 -0.0522

2. .00 6) 0,005110. 0.06.46 14.9 0002,7 0.0251 6.7 0.0518 10.7 0.038 4.. -0,0381
12.8 0.0278 6.8 0.0415 10.8 0.0508 14,8 0.o0234
2,9 0.a0o6 6.• 9 o.o305 10O.9 o.o6,4 14.9 .o:oo

.3.0 0.0336 7.0 0,0180 11.0 0.0772 15.0 o0.o02
3,1. 0.0368 7,1 +0.0068 Ui1 00M0 15%1 0.02014
3.2 0.0401 7.2 -0.0058 11.2 0.0976 15.2 0.03537
3.3 0.0436 7.3 -0.0186 11.3 0,1052 15.3 0o04.8
3.4 0.0.72 7.4 .0.0318 11.4 0.1107 15.4 n15n,

"I 3:5 01051(1 745 0,04,0 11o5 0.314 lorradt T o vth±e","1,6 0.05/.9 "/. i -0.0583 11.6 0:16 a o•o ~ ih

3,7 0.0589 7.7 -0.071 1117 0.1148 th'ro wkd.s in the
3A1, 0.0630 7.8 -0.0845 11.8 0.1119 foarth dioizaa. p.lac.

3,.9 o.0671 It.9 -0.0968 11.9 0.1 06

I,
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- ~TABIS lB (Coetimierud)

tt ' (1O,1.t') v~ 0.0 (10,1.,tt) t__ 0'1 'i'v , VL *) Pt 2 -(RI0,II

2.:5 0,0000 7.0 0.0112 1.2 0. 0 .6.0 -0.056C 'u.s -0.o6i•
2.6 0,0000 7.1 0.0121 11.6 0.020 16.1 -0.0193 20.6 -0.0678
2,7 0.0001 7.2 0.0131 11n.7 0.0.452 16.2 .0.0423 20.7 -0.0700
2.8 0.0001 7.3 001.42 11.8 0.0422 16.3 -0.0349 20.3 -0.0713
2.9 0.0001 7.4 o 0.015, 11.9. 0o-,09 16.4. -0.0273 20.9 -0.071,5
3. ,c*0 - 0.0164 12.0 0.0)5j 16.5 -0.019" 21.0 -0.9708
3 0,1 0 10001 7r.6 0.0177 .12 .1 0.03124 16.6 ,-.0.011 21 .1 ^.0 "^10
3.2 0.0001 7.7 0.0189 12.2 0.0272 16.'/ -0.0097 21.2 -0.003

3.2 0.0002 7.8 0.0203 12.3 0.0227 16.8 -O.0032 21.3 -0.0627
3.4 0.0002 7.9 0.0217 12.4 0.0180 16.9 0.0120 21.4 -0.0581

35 0.0002 8,0 0.0231 12-5 0.0131 17.0 0.0196 21.5 -0.0528
E3., 0 : 00g,6 12.6 0.0079 17.1 0.0269 21.6 -0(.04ý6•

3.7 O.)030 8.2 0,01 12.7 +O.0n.,6 17.2 0.033,9 21.7 -0.0399
3.8 0,0•0O3 8.3 0.0277 12.8 -0.00o0 17.3 0.0/4.04 21.8 -0.0325
3.9 0.=000 8.4 0.0293 12.9 -0.0086 17..4 0.041,61 21.9 -0.0.o2

4.0 0,00054 0.O031 13,0 -0.0 17,5 0.051,. 22. -0.001674., 0,000O 806 0.0)9z 1351 -0.027 17.6 0.0565 2211 -0.0082
446 0.0006 8.7 0.0344 13.2 .0.92 17.7 0.0608 22.2 -0,0-W1

4.1 0.0007 8.9 0.0374 13..7 -0.0379 . 069 22.4 0.0162

o.8 00,012 9.3 0.0196 13.5 -0.06027 1E.0 0.0685 72o,5 0.0249
4a6 0,0010 9.1 0.04$# 13.9 .0.049% 18.1 0c0694 22.6 0,03124:7 0.0011 9.2 0,048i 17 -0.0700 18.2. 0,0643 2.0 005324 8 0.001•2 9-3 0. 044 1,3.8 -0.0602 t8.o o.0686 22.8 0.0438
4.9 0.0014 9.4• 0.01,65 13.9 -0.o6;3 10.4 0.06a9 22.9 0.04,89
3 .0 0oo15 9:5 0: o4* , %4,,0 -.. 0o0 18.5 0.0&13 21.0 0,0532•
5.1 0,0017 9.6 0.0497 14.1 -0.07.44 18.6 0.060')
502 0,0020 9.7 0.0512 14.2 -0.0785 18.7 0.0567
%,3 0.0022 9.8 0.0527 1.43 -0.0821 1.8.8 0.0518
5.4 0.0024 9.9 0.05.O 14.4 -0.0853 18.9 0.0462
*.45 0.0027 10.0 0.155A 14.5 -0.0879 19.0 0.0399 Nlotes The .ntries
5.6 0.00)0 10.1 0.n56:) IA,6 .0,0901 19.1 0.0331 Are aoraet to wlthin
5.7 0-00%, 10.2 0,0,7Og 14,7 -0.0916 X9.2 0.0259 t~hre unit. in the5.0 0,00O7 O5.3 1)10 14.8 -0.0926 19.3 0.0182 fourth deoiuol :plaga.5,9 0.0041 10.4 0 0586 1/.9 -0.0930 19.4 0.0103

6.0 0.0046 10.5 0.0591 15.0 -0.0923 19,5 +0,0022
6.1 0.0050 i0.6 0.0593 15.1 -0.0919 19.6 -0.0059
6.2 010055 10.7 0.0593 15.2 -0.0903 19.7 -0.0140
6.3 0.0061 10.8 0.0591 15.3 -0.0802 19,8 -0.0220
6.4 0.0067 10.9 0.0581 15.4 -0.0853 19.9 -0.0297
6:5 0.o073 11,0 0.05o0 15.5 -0.0819 20,0 -n,037n
6.6 0.0080 11,1 0.0570 15.6 -0,07'18 20.1 -0,0139
6,7 0.0087 1112 0.0558 15.7 -0.0732 20,? -0.0501
6. 0.009) .1.4 0o0543 15.8 -(0.0680 20.3 -0.0557
6.9 0.0103 11.4 0.0525 15-9 -0.0622 20.4 -0.0606

I t; I ~ 17

1 .
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TABU; 113 (Oonrtinued)

80 0.0033 1-.5 0.0135 17,0 0.030(. 21.5 -00498 26.0 -0.0128
8.1 O.OOC; 12.6 0.-043 17.1 0.028o 21.6 -0-0465 26.1 -0,0379
8. fl,.W)1j :12.7 0.015l1 70h 0.0266 '-',a7 -n. 04x`9 Rý -0.0P128
8.3 0.0004 12.8 0.0160 1V.3 0.0244 21.8 -0.0390 26.3 -o0.074
A, 0. O•O4 12.9 0.0169 17,4 0.0221 21.9 -0.0349 26.4 m0.0318

8. O0OO5 13A0 0.0178 17i' U. 0.0196 22.0 -0.0305 26.S -0.0359
e8.6 0.=005 1Ad1 0.018?7 1.6 0.0169 22.1 -0.02,.0 26.6 -0.03964
8.7 0.0006 3.32 0,019'7 1�7.7 0.O42 22.2 -0.0213 26.7 -0-0429
9.8 0.0007 13.3 0.0207 178 0.0.13 22.o -0.0365 26.8 -0.0457
a .9 U,0000 13.4 0.021' 17.9 O. 002 22.4 -0.0116 26.9 -0,04d0

9.0 0.0008 13.5 0.0227 18.0 0.0051 22.5 -0.0066 27.0 -0.0498
9.1 MOM9 13.6 0.0237 1841. *0.0018 27.6 ,0.00?.6 27.1 -0.0511
9.2 0.0010 13.7 0,U07 18,2 -oOrnA 22%7 +0,0033 27.2 -O.0o1CP
9.3 0.0011 13.8 0.0259 18., -0.0050 jkj8 0 0082 27j3 -0 j19
9-4 0.0012 13,9 0.02658 143 -0.008.5 22. 0.0130 27.3 -0.0519

9,5 0.0013 14.4 0.0279 18.5 -0.0m21 2.4O 0.0.177 2709 -0,0503
916 0.00215 14.1 00289 1896 -0.0157 23.1 0.037 28.0 , 0.06
0.1 0.003 14.2 0.0299 1897 -0.0193 293. 0.0206d 278. -0.04365
9.2 0.0018 14,4 0,0309 19. -0.0;29 23.7 0.0432 2702 U .08024
9.9 0.0019 14.4 0.0319 18.9 -0.0265 23.8 0.0344 27.9 -0.0+06

10.0 0.0021 14.9 0.0329 19,0 -0.0300 23.5 0.0375 28,0 -0,0369
10.5 0.0023 14.6 0.0338 1951 -0.0345 2.60 0.0,06 28,1 -0,0328
10.2 0.0025 15.1 0.0347 19.2 -0.0469 23.7 0.J932 t86 ,-0.0208
10.' 0.0.8 14,C 0.)038 19.7 -0.0402 23.8 0.04 57 4.,7 -0,00

2.0.8 0.0030 15.3 0.0390 1.'..5 243 0.049 8.8 4 003

10.9 0,0045 15.4 0.0396, 19,4 -0.0564 29 0o04o•9 • :8.9 0.0085

1o0. 0.0039 1.50.50 0,0372 192. -0.0/,o8 24.0 0.0485 2.05 0.013
11.1 o.0o315.6 0.0379 19.6 -0.0494 2401 0.0461 29.3 -.018
10.1, 0.0058 1502 0.04385 19.7 -o.0520 24.2 0.049 ;!87. --0.023410.0 0.oo*, 1509 0-03•90 19.8 ,-0.0544, ,.4.': 3 .0-095 2!8.8 +0,0o031

10.9 0,0045 15.4 0.0395 20.9 -0.0562 24.8 0,0489 2.39 0.0275

11.0 0*0066 15.5 0,0399 20.0 -0,051'W 24.95 0,0477 29.0 0.01V
11.5 o ,oo 15,6 00402 ;U5,l -0.0604 21,6 o2 0.061 29.5 0.0188
1.62 o.0 '6 1.7. 0 04039 20.2 -0.0643 25,7 0.'0313 29,6 0.0235
11.7 0.0061 1518 0.0404 20.3 -0.0629 2-.8 2 o 0.414 29.7 o.oa0279
11.8 0.00o0 16.9 0.o004 20.8 -0.063Y 24,. - 0902 29.08 0,0190

f1.9 0.00m3 16.0 4 . 0402 20.5 -0.0627 25.0 0.0150 29.5 0.0355
31,6 O.0699 16.5 0.0)79 20.06 -0.064 251 0.0313 .906 0.0/861107 0,0081 16.A 0.0.391t 20.7 -0.0 •i 25o2 0 0:C2? 29.7 0-0411
1n.8 .W0, ,I7 16.3 0.03"8 2o.,8 -O.u• 25,1 (0,t)27 29,.S 0,01,ý0
11.9 0.0093 16#4 0,0303 2o.() -0.0627 25.4 0,0180 29-9 0,0"3

' 1200) 0.0099 16.5 O.Oy2 21.0 -O.06.t4 2ý5.5 0.0131 30.0 .0.•04

12.1 0,0106 16.6 0.0362 21.1 25.6 0.0080 30.1 0.0450
12 2 0.011 16.7 0:0550 21.2 -0.0598 25,/ +0.0028 30,2 0.0444
12 J 0-0120) 1,0 0.036 21,3 -0.055* 25.8 -0^•,002 30.3 0.0432124 02-4 1 6 0,0321 -.05,5 25.9 -O. 30.4 0,

Notes The entrisi
are correct to I'iitdn
thr•e units in the
fourth dwaimal plao..

ii]
Is '
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, ) ., .t, • 2., , ,)to• 'Is, o , ,t,

18.0 0.0106 23.0 0.0124 28,0 0.0118 33.0 -0.0,;'39 38,0 -0.01271817. 0.0006 23o1 0.01.29 28.1 0.010,4 33.1 -0.0217 38.1 -0.015518.2 0.0007 23.2 0.0134 20" 0.0090 33.2 -0.0191 18.2 -0.18
i.3 0.0007 23.3 0,0140 28,3 0.0074 33.3 -0.0169 38.3 -0.0205
18.4 000,(' 23.L OoUi145 28.4 0.0£59 33.4 -0.0144 38.34 -0.0228
18.5 0.0(>38 23.5 0.0150 28.5 , .0042 3,5 -0,0118 3r.5 -. 249
18.6 0.0009 23.6 0.01,56 28.6 0,,"26 3,6 -0.0091 38.6 -0.0269
1817 0.0010 23.7 0.0161 28.7 .0 .0080 3 ,6 0.006 38.7 -0.02 06
18.8 O.WX.il 23A8 0.0166 29.7 -0.N0-80 10 •. -0.00G65 38.7 -0,02016

1.A 42 9 -n. 00"1A 33.9 -0.0010 38.9 -0.0313
d 19.0 0.0012 24.0 0.0177 29,0 -. 00o46 34,0 +0.0017 39.0 -0.032319.1 0.0013 24.1 D.0182 29,1 -0,0065 34.1 0.0044 39,1 -0.033024.2 0.0014 24.2 0.Ols8 29.2 -0.0084 34.2 0.0070 39.2 -0.033519.3 0.0015 '!4,3 0.0193 29.3 ý0,0103 94.3 0.0096 39.3 -0.033619.4 0.0016 2/004 010198 29.4 -0.0122 34-4 0.0121 39.4 -0.0335

19M 0.0018 4-.5 0.0203 29.5 -001)41 34. 5 0.0146 39.5 -0.0331
19.6 0.0019 2/.6 0.0208 29.6 -0.01i61 131, 6 0.0169 39.6 -0.0112419.7 0.0020 24.7 0.0212 29.7 -00180 34.7 0.01,91 39.7 -0.031519.8 0.0022 24.8 0.0217 29.8 -0,0198 34.8 0.0212 39.8 -0.0302
19.9 0.0021, 24,9 0.0221 29.9 -0.0217 3/ .9 0,0231 39.9 0.0207

20.0 0.0025 25.0 0.0225 30.0 -0.0235 35.0 0.0249 40.0 -0.0270
20,,i O.OO26 25.1 0.02P.9 30.1 -0.0252 35.1. 0.0265 40.1 -0.0252022 0.0028 25.2 0.0233 30.2 -0.0269 35.2 0,0279 40.2 -0,022820,3 0.0030 205*3 0.0236 30,3 -U.`185 35.3 0.0291 40.3 -0.020420.A 0.0012 25.4 0.0239 30.4 -0.0301 35.4 0,0301 40.4 -0.0178
20.5 010034 25.5 0.0241 30.5 -0.0316 35.5 0.0309 40.5 -0.0151
20.6 0.0036 25.6 0.02'+3 30.6 -0.0329 35.6 0.0314 40.6 -0,0122P0,7 0.0038 6*.7 0,0245 30.7 -C 0.A2 35.7 0.0317 40.9 -0.009220A8 0.001a 25.8 0.0746 30.8 -0.0354 35.8 0.031a 40.8 -0o,006220., 0.0047 25.9 0.0247 X0.' 1 0,0344 35.9 0.0317 40.9 -0.003
21.0 0.0046 26.0 0.O247 31.0 -0.0374 36.0 0.0313 41.0 -0.0000
21,1 0.0049 26.1 0.0247 3161 -0.0382 36.1 0.0307 43.1 #0.003121.2 0.0052 26.2 0.0246 31,2 -0.0388 36.2 0.0298 41.2 0.4u.6121.3 0,0014 26.3 0.0245 31,3 -030394 36.3 0.0287 4*,,.3 0.0091p! o1'4 , 00054 26,4 0.0243 31,4 -. 0,397 36,4 0.027/4 41.4 0.0120
21.1 0.0061 26.5 0.0241 . -0..om ,3,, 0.0259 41.5 0.0)4.6 . 266 .0237 31.6 -0.0400 36.6 O.0242 41,6 00126.7 0.02)3 31.7 -0,0399 36.1 0.0222 4L.7 0. Oý21.8 0.0071 2e,.8 0.0229 31.8 -U.0396 36.8 0.0201 41.8 0.022021.9 .00073 26.9 0.022,,4 31.9 -0.0392 36.9 0.o10s 41.9 0.0239
22,0 0,0079 27.0 0.0218 32.0 -0.0386 37.0 O.u154 42.0 0.025622.1 0.0083 27.1 0.0211 32.1 -0,0374 37.1 0,0129 42.1 0.027122.2 0.0087 V7.2 0.020 3q.2 -0.0369 37.2 0.0102 42.2 0.0271

31.2: 0;3~ 036 37.2~ 0j.g 010 42.2 .028

.2.,3 0.0091 27:3 0,01,9• R2.3 -0 (*58 37,3 0.00"74 4Z -3 O,,•?01l22,4 0,0096 27 4 0.0181 32.4 -0,0346 37,4 0.0046 42-4," O02§6
221 •5 0.01.00 Z7-5 0.0177 32.5 -U.0331 37,5 t0,017 42.5 0.029922.6 0 0105 27.6 0 o0167 32.,6 -0.031,6 '"6 -0, 12 42.6 o,o298
22 .8 0.0114 27.8 0.0144 32.8 -0.0280 37.8 -0.0011 42.8 0.0286
22. 7 .019 27.9 0.0131 32.9 -0.0269 37.9 -. 0 IN: 42.9 0.0276

li •Notei 7he c ntxi'i14ý arc o rr ua•t .ti) a itla n thm ,a( u nJ.tti

(In the ±oi,.th deolmnl place.

19
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726 ___ ~~TA•ek lB (Oonttnu~d)_____

%to Ga(mOI't) to 00(50'I,%,) to051t,

"AA.0 0.0O0s 8.0 0.0073 53.0 0.0097
43.1 0.009 ,48.1 0.0075 53.1 0.0094

O3.2 0.0009
1".3 o0.0010 48.3 0.0079 51.3 0.0O85
43,4 CCmll 48.4 0.0081

43.3 0.0011 48.5 o.oc3 53.5 0.0076
43.6 0.0012 48.6 .0085 536 0,007
43.7 0.0012 48.7 0,00a0 53.8 0.00664.3.8 0.Gr,13 IA8 oo0x 1 005.8 0.0060
43.9 0.0014 48.9 O. (OM 5M. 0(

"'A.0 o, m,I/ 491o (o,004 '54.0 0.0041)
44.1 0.001!5 49.1 0.0096 54.1 0.004)
44,2 0.0016 49.2 0.0090 54.2 0.0036
44.3 0.0017 49.3 0.0100 54.3 0.0030
44.4 0.0018 49.4 0.0102 M4.4 0.0023

44.5 0,0018 49.5 0. 0104 54.5 0.0016
V,.6 0.0019 49.0 0.I00c 54.6 0.0009
447. n,0oC 4q.? 0.0126 54.7 +0.o002
44,8 0.0021 4908 0.(I26 54.9 -0.0001
446. 0,00/. 149.9 0.012 54.9 -0.0014

45.7 0,0)3 50.0 0.0114 55.0 -0.0021
45.1 0.o024 50.1 0.A123 51A -o.0028
4562 0.00•1 50,2 0.0!3 55.2 -0,0036
47.0 0.0027 50.0 0.0118 g7.0 -0.0146
4,-4 0.0028 50.4 o.0120 554. -0.0075

45.5 0. 029 50.5 0.0121 57.5 -0.0060
47.6 0.0030 52.6 0.0122 57;.6 -0, 00•
45.7 0.00O2 50.7 0.0123 57.4 -0.0076
45.8 0.0033 502. 0.0124 57.8 -0.0084
47.9 0.0034 50.9 0.0125 55'.9 -0.0092

46.0 0.036 51.0 0.0125 56.0 -0.0100S.... .•, 51.1 0.0126 5, 00{
4A.2 0.0039 1.2 0.01W6 56.2 -0.010546 -11 0,0040 51.3 0.0 .126 56.3 -0 ,0123
J,6.4 0.04 5C/J, 4 0.01.26 1;6.4 -.0.03 .10

46.ý 0,0044 51.J 0.0126 . -,1'
O, 4 .6 o 45u 51.6 0.0125 56.6 -O.0l44

,,46.7 O~fX)1,7 51.7 0.0125 56.7 -0.015,A
Si46.8 o.,)().9g 51.6 O.OIP.4 56. a -o0 ot e,'S46.9 0.0051 51.9 0.0123 56.9 -0.0263

47.0 0.0052 52.0 0.0122 57.0 -0.0169
!47,A 0.0054 52.1 0. 6120 5791 -0,0174

1/'4'74! U. 00 55 52.2 0.0119 57.2 -0.01'/9
41 4" 1.0n,,5p 52.3 0.0117 57.3 -,0.0164S•47.4 0.0060 52.4 0.0115 57.4 -0.0139

•4,1.5 o.ou62 52*5, 0.0113 57.5 -0-0192
Si47.6 0.0064 52.6 0.0110 57.6 -0.0196

47.7 U0,006 52*7 0,0107 57.7 -0.0199
0 4.8 0.00e 5;1,.8 0-o104 57.8 -0.0202

S47.9 0. 00Wi 52,9 0-0101 57.9 -0,0204
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C. _TABL6 1B (Conti--ad)
::I ' (••o~lt,)t, a(oo, tv •

5•8.0 -0.0205 62.0 0.0095 66.0 :uoo/

58.1 -0.0206 62.1 0,0oIoS 66.1 -0.09o7•'58.2. -0.0207 62.2 D0.o14 66.2 -OO(Yj9
S58.3 - 0. 02W7 62.3 0.o.2 663 -.• .o~oo
58o4 -00206 62.4 0,0130.

58.3 -0.0205 62.5 0.0137 66.5 -0.01L2
58.6 -0.020o 62.6 0.O143 66-6 -o.0l2-P
58.7 ,0.02a2 0.0190
58.8 -0.0198 63.a 0.0154 66.8 0.01.4o
58.9 -0.Od'" 62.9 o.oto9 66.9 -0.0149
59.0 -0.0191 63.0 0.0162. 67.0 -0.0156S59.1 -0.01"6 63o, 0.0165 67.1 ,-0.0162
59.2 -0.0181 63.2 0.0167 67.2 -0.016859J 0176 61.3 0.0169 67.3 -0.0172

*9. =6.0169 63.4 0.0169 67.4 -0.0176
59.-5 -0.0163 63.5 o.o169 67.5 -o.o.."
$9.6 -0.0155 60.6 0.0168 67.6 -.0,0110
59.7 -0-0148 0.7 0.0166 67.7 -0.0181
597. -,0.013'9 63.8 0.0163 67.8 -0.0s1iI9 -0.0131 63.9 0.0159 67:9 0.01.79
6o0 -oou 64.0 0.015o4 68.0 -0.0177
60.1 Co.01L2 64.1 0.0149 60.1 -0,417360.2 -0,0102 64.2 0,014O. 68.2 -0,01696o..3 -0.0092 40,, 0.0136 68,, -0.0163
60.4 ,,0.0002 64.4 0.0129 68.. -0.0157

60.5 -O.Oul 64.5 0.0120 S..5 -0.0150

60,.7 o.fXr-,.9 64.7 ,lnft10 68.7 .- 0.0o1)1
t4. -0.(X)' 64.8 0.0092 6:•. . 0.0122

60.9 -O.0026 64.9 0.0081 6(.9 -0.0112

61.0 •o. rxt, 65.0 0.0077 69.0 -o.ooIl61a -0. (IX)02 65.1- 0. 000 6•9. • -.00(089f61.2 •0, 0009 65.2 0.0Q46 69.2 -0.0076
61,.1 0.0021 65.3 M . AU 69.1 -0,.O064
61./, ninny:) At,./ 0.o02P 69./,, -o.0051

61.5 0.0043 65.5 ÷O.fWkI9 69,5 -0,00'

61.6 0.0054 65.6 -0.0004 69.6 -0.0023

61.9 0.0046 65.9 -o.ou2 69.9 u.c1(3

Noteo The ontrios ar.
correot tu v!itin 'thee
unite In tit fuur-i'a

Kdeoo plaoo.

It

I = I . . . . ... . . ..•Iii ,



r/28j

a I1 ,Iill b 2,'. It Is to be noted fron Graph 4 that tho rwroimuz of the first pouitisa hiae

ocours approxim~itely at a tiniv when a so-called shallow wave wil1 arrl±j, i.e.,

It is also noteworthy' that the mexiia, minima, eM trieros of coMSepoxtdilg pb-Bsoe of

0(// ) '~(,.,~ ~) arA 14 (/&, o ,2)all have about tho Bwei values
"ot , wherever Limputed (This faot seems to hold rleo for , ($•.' o ¢') where

In o01-0i bo evaluate t , I, neoessary to I'ww tho poriod of the gas glol*.

The firu• t period ' oann be obtained approximately from the following exprushion 3) for a

sphercoal globe In an Uicompreasible, invisold liquid bounded by a rigid eao bed parallel

to the rroe •urface, and eubjoot to atmogoheric prcours ( I, in units of length)i

er wj' L F7 ((6

wheire F( x) is a ioiown turiotion otx

whbore . is tfl •mount of' riuidlim., onergy In the gam wid the liquid ui•'tr the shook w•ave

ham passuedý I n L is aswia~ Lu Im W#% ul t1U C0I"a"1A , *:onitwit-olw~o bscat of axploolon,

wkdoh has beer, oompu•ed 4) to be 1060 cal/g for TM'2', ten L oL i bo exprecised as folLows

irs tolvra of t.La iihai-iii voight vilirt V%~/V is givan In pounda r ed In rest,

1414,
Some "aimm or L of praoUoav.. Inturouio• iit as •en in Ublo 2.

L. L., L L.

30
~35 11.96 36.45
40 22.43 35 a.....

0 21-49 34.2:,1 41.1o -

60 20,8;" 39.57 79

19.99 V..74 38.25 56.02
8D 19.39 30.77 37.09 54.32
90 la8 29.92 36.C5 52.81

1,00 . 29.15 35,12 51.45
1.1.0 17.9.2 28.45 A-.20 50.22
120 V*52 27.92 3 1 49.10

22



The sxriaseton (6) for tho first par&d o:t the g1obht iw iix-id j a 0h-A thE clifelv' or Uh*

center of th* globe ,from a bomAiumg Narfaue is 1es than 1.2 L. fNeverthelese, in tha

aboanom of m•y othor information the value of the first, period for Z, 1.2 Lj will be used

h.ii-xletioa1ly for Z .Z 1.2 Lj a On this basn T' auA '' have been computed fPor

wwuwoan obarge "iphts of TNT over a ranm of oepthal these values are given In Tab1 3.

Thai funotion qr1'1 o /~kA' 0 c b• i rii readfly obtatud from the ater f•ni•tion

cy 't 4 ! ,t) it: ohakarauterir.tiapo p jItle for different va:Iuis of A-''re! its
! repreeented for V's 0.1 and 1.1 on the various graphop viz., 2, 3, 4.

25 0.8741 0.9920
30 0.857•; 0.8883 .......
35 0.8330 0.7990 1.192. 1i,43

45ý 0.M79 0,6590 1.13 096~ 139 116-
50 0.7322 0.60'i4 1.'1-9 0. 1"6 1.292 1.017 --

55 0 7262 0,3575 1AMI4 0.0269 14.259 0 96~ -
60 0.7018 0.5141 1.,00 0.7694 1.226 0.891 1.653 1..22L

70 0.6571 0.4511 U.9909 0.6721 ;L.16) 0.7,815 1..589 1-7.
80 0.6168 O.3'fl3 0.936 11).5936 1.102 0.6991 13419 0.969
M0 0. 5W.0 n.347'j QU1359 0.51,99 1 P044 0.6254 1. 0,2 0,P695

100 0,5492 0.3116 U.~14 0 41M? 0.9943 0.:56142 111"S8 0.7870
110 0,5209 0,2819 0.8005 07M 0.9479 0.5ý19 1.329 ./19t

10 0.4M5 C - 5 U) 0.7612 053913 0. '",9 0. 469 1.,274 0:65911

"One additional quantity is required for the determination of the presorre

X1, t' ~), iarnusuy, tho rnverap' voluau of the gauo Slab. Thus the time average of

tha veolee for the first period is gvwwn by

where a~( t) is th6 Instantanieous radius of the bubble at the time *The distimsioiilemi

quan•tiy I/L, h.a iacn oeloulated 30 for a globe mljlaed 1. C. im,.dL.A.tv lIqUd witth b

free BWVA.co at Ir.1 4,tau1o Of .t2. L riIro a rigi4 rnlt. UVal.A thw • xaluov wa MiA th'

everege of [(4 over thus first period to boi 0.4819. Thus we obtfiin

L I
Itl the1 e.xplosive 1. on th bIete,1m its g•a~ glob, i,. about, balf ofr an oblate spheroid.



Smal~l1-sag OApu1'IXentB 5) i~iaiote tha, t, sis inu aiiqhtly less than that of the C~LM)AA

p.@ globe at vk dijitn o 1.2 Lfrom the wall. 1im vi~v of the luok of cufficolent qu~Anti-

tfttiv~e W-nfnation, howeamr, t~he dotual volwtv I on ths bottom vifl be 8arxied here to

oji boat of (T one of reýjn ehýtl w~raua a "_tter etpp ximation Is t!Ie

or d cy~il&Wr or a nAight equaL W U-w cluth o~f thu rtvzr and of a A-11iun; slieihtIy lasai

than ths mora.Auta phae1Lojii gldbe In an~ unbounded liqtAdr.)

Thus we obt.Ain finally -fox, the predaure A' on the bottom 4Iua to tho

f:Lrt PU1~d11tJ'XIO ~& 4on oigin~irw also oni the bottom (of. eproseeion (5J' )

Expronsdug ~ ~ ~ th,)et~-a4 in feet we bave for THT

WGO.ri'(AO,101

ThA minim=m Preallurv for ilie frest aegativo phase irn mropsented as a

funotion of tho dlepth for various v*alues of t!" abatrle w'eight W lu (raphis Ala, b~, op d

s~f, onr"Opomnttg to vp~lo'a M, A! equal to 5, ILI, 15, 2.5, 50, 500, remmoti're1Y

A compar'ison of thoso oeloulatod va~lues with available iperixentetl o clrae~t

wdatiataot.017 arMaeut In conarorayioi~to of th .IUs valuwaproxia~tion# that. navy bum wwzu.

It will ba vaportai~ Pn rdeta±2 elewhare,

24



I) The theoret~icti. troatmeiit. i~ n &tapplication~ of tho atandard pl'onedura for surrAowJ
~~'oa ~ - ly' ~ La' Idradvnamics". 6th Ed.. Ch~. IX) . Tho presont report embodlots

V co-l'"'hA i auggeitunm made by fl. J. 1'inal~ontain, J. von. 101omann, antl F. J. YWoyl of the
Treuof' 6mint'nvo Group on thie rhoory of' ?'Kpioaivef.

2) These integralat have all boot- oval~ittad by the fMathomatius Tables Proj oct un~der tbA
Applied M~athematics Panel or tho N.D.H.C. The arnthors aire particularly irldobted
to 0. Blanch and A. 11. Lnwitn of' that Vroup.

")"On the Beat Location of a Mlinu Near thu Sou Mdjt" OIROX11, Ropor' 3.ll AM(G-flU
N~o. 49, 11ay, (191,/,) and Appundix on "DTubble Periodo"1 Feb.-vary 6%)5), Alec "On the
Sollation of the Ditff'renitin.). r~iu.qtJtlnfi ilri.Oiný fron n, Pi t.lote.OA.r Pnorar Inotion,
rdAthomatical Tabl.uw iII.Crch onn" Octobhrn (1944).

J. 3. 0 U, likV10oA aral i. 3,rinkley;.Jr. "JI Nov" Theory of' Shock 'Jave PiFr(-aation with
an Applio~t~i.i to Vin Underwater Explocion lWfve P1roduooc3 by r2JTI Division 2 Interim
Roport 24' on "iCxrnorilo~ivea !nId : icOng"(14)

5) Jif. 1. 0. cu:ýIlbcll, '3fh "Mlotions of ai Thdatipl; Ga.; Gl.obo Uiider Water",
Davidý Taylor .:od1ll Dauin ftt!ýert 1512, VaY (1:)43).
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